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Preface

The 4th GeoShanghai International Conference was held on May 27–30, 2018, in
Shanghai, China. GeoShanghai is a series of international conferences on
geotechnical engineering held in Shanghai every four years. The conference was
inaugurated in 2006 and was successfully held in 2010 and 2014, with more than
1200 participants in total. The conference offers a platform of sharing recent
developments of the state-of-the-art and state-of-the-practice in geotechnical and
geoenvironmental engineering. It has been organized by Tongji University in
cooperation with the ASCE Geo-Institute, Transportation Research Board, and
other cooperating organizations.

The proceedings of the 4th GeoShanghai International Conference include eight
volumes of over 560 papers; all were peer-reviewed by at least two reviewers. The
proceedings include Volumes 1: Fundamentals of Soil Behavior edited by
Dr. Annan Zhou, Dr. Junliang Tao, Dr. Xiaoqiang Gu, and Dr. Liangbo Hu;
Volume 2: Multi-physics Processes in Soil Mechanics and Advances in
Geotechnical Testing edited by Dr. Liangbo Hu, Dr. Xiaoqiang Gu, Dr. Junliang
Tao, and Dr. Annan Zhou; Volume 3: Rock Mechanics and Rock Engineering
edited by Dr. Lianyang Zhang, Dr. Bruno Goncalves da Silva, and Dr. Cheng Zhao;
Volume 4: Transportation Geotechnics and Pavement Engineering edited by
Dr. Xianming Shi, Dr. Zhen Liu, and Dr. Jenny Liu; Volume 5: Tunneling and
Underground Construction edited by Dr. Dongmei Zhang and Dr. Xin Huang;
Volume 6: Advances in Soil Dynamics and Foundation Engineering edited by
Dr. Tong Qiu, Dr. Binod Tiwari, and Dr. Zhen Zhang; Volume 7: Geoenvironment
and Geohazards edited by Dr. Arvin Farid and Dr. Hongxin Chen; and Volume 8:
Ground Improvement and Geosynthetics edited by Dr. Lin Li, Dr. Bora Cetin, and
Dr. Xiaoming Yang. The proceedings also include six keynote papers presented at
the conference, including “Tensile Strains in Geomembrane Landfill Liners” by
Prof. Kerry Rowe, “Constitutive Modeling of the Cyclic Loading Response of Low
Plasticity Fine-Grained Soils” by Prof. Ross Boulanger, “Induced Seismicity and
Permeability Evolution in Gas Shales, CO2 Storage and Deep Geothermal Energy”
by Prof. Derek Elsworth, “Effects of Tunneling on Underground Infrastructures”
by Prof. Maosong Huang, “Geotechnical Data Visualization and Modeling of Civil
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Infrastructure Projects” by Prof. Anand Puppala, and “Probabilistic Assessment and
Mapping of Liquefaction Hazard: from Site-specific Analysis to Regional
Mapping” by Prof. Hsein Juang. The Technical Committee Chairs, Prof. Wenqi
Ding and Prof. Xiong Zhang, the Conference General Secretary, Dr. Xiaoqiang Gu,
the 20 editors of the 8 volumes and 422 reviewers, and all the authors contributed to
the value and quality of the publications.

The Conference Organizing Committee thanks the members of the host orga-
nizations, Tongji University, Chinese Institution of Soil Mechanics and
Geotechnical Engineering, and Shanghai Society of Civil Engineering, for their
hard work and the members of International Advisory Committee, Conference
Steering Committee, Technical Committee, Organizing Committee, and Local
Organizing Committee for their strong support. We hope the proceedings will be
valuable references to the geotechnical engineering community.

Shijin Feng
Conference Chair

Ming Xiao
Conference Co-chair
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Prediction Method of Unsaturated Slope
Stability Under Rainfall and Fluctuation

of Reservoir Water Level

X. Xiong1, Z. M. Shi2,3(&), Y. L. Xiong4, X. L. Ma5, and F. Zhang1

1 Nagoya Institute of Technology, Nagoya, Japan
2 Department of Geotechnical Engineering, Tongji University, Shanghai, China

shi_tongji@tongji.edu.cn
3 Ministry of Education Key Laboratory of Geotechnical and Underground

Engineering, Tongji University, Shanghai, China
4 Institute of Geotechnical Engineering,

Ningbo University, Ningbo, Zhejiang, China
5 CCCC Second Highway Consultants Co., Ltd, Wuhan, Hubei, China

Abstract. As a sudden catastrophic geological disaster, landslides always cause
a lot of casualties and property damage. Landslides in reservoir areas are not
caused by a single factor, such as rainfall or fluctuation of reservoir water level,
but the result of the combined actions. In order to accurately describe landslide
mechanism and eventually be able to forecast a landslide accurately, it is nec-
essary to select suitable constitutive model and rational parameters for numerical
calculation of slope stability. In this paper, an unsaturated soil constitutive model
was selected to describe the soil mechanical properties, in which the parameters
of the model for the unsaturated soil S1 were obtained by element tests. With
these parameters, numerical analyses were conducted to calculate the boundary
value problem of slope model tests, in which the stability of model slope with the
same soil S1 was tested under rainfall and fluctuation of reservoir water level. By
comparing the test and calculation results, it was found that the numerical method
proposed in this paper has satisfactory accuracy, being able to describe the
mechanism of landslide and make a rational prediction of slope failure.

Keywords: Slope stability � Unsaturated soil � Rainfall
Fluctuation of reservoir water level

1 Introduction

In recent years, due to rapid development of economy, infrastructure in mountainous
area of China develops very quickly, which involves the construction of large water
power stations. Number of landslides in the reservoir areas happened frequently.
Landslides often occur during the period of fluctuation of reservoir water level, and this
period is often accompanied by large-scale rainfall. Therefore, landslides in reservoir
areas are caused by the combined actions. In addition, the natural condition of the
slopes is mostly unsaturated. In order to accurately describe landslide mechanism,
which is important in geological catastrophes mitigation, it is necessary to select
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suitable constitutive model and rational parameters of soils to estimate the slope sta-
bility under rainfall and fluctuation of reservoir water level.

Many researches on the slope stability under rainfall and fluctuation of reservoir
water level can be found in literature. Field monitoring data have been used to analyze
the deformation of slopes due to rainfall and fluctuation, indicating that these two input
factors have different influence on the slope stability (Wang et al. 2016; Sun et al. 2016;
Huang et al. 2016). Numerical method has also been utilized, e.g., probabilistic models
(Zhou et al. 2016) and limited equilibrium (Zhang et al. 2014; Liang et al. 2015; Huang
et al. 2016). However, in these calculations, the mechanical properties, such as the
stress-strain relation of unsaturated soil, was not described by rational constitutive
model. Moreover, the determination of the parameters involved in constitutive model
was lack of explicit description. As the results, these numerical calculations cannot be
used to predict landslides, but only fit the landslides behavior to some extent that have
already happened.

In this paper, an unsaturated soil constitutive model, proposed by Zhang and
Ikariya (2011), was selected to describe the soil mechanical properties, and the
parameters were determined from element tests. Based on the model and using these
parameters, soil-water-air full coupling analyses with a finite element-finite deforma-
tion (FE-FD) scheme were conducted to calculate the boundary value problem
(BVP) of slope failure model tests. By comparing the results of the model test and the
calculation, the method was verified if it could predict the landslide due to rainfall and
fluctuation of reservoir water level.

2 Constitutive Model and Parameters

To properly describe the changes of slope soil saturation under rainfall and fluctuation
of reservoir water level, which lead to the reduction of soil strength and landslides,
unsaturated soil constitutive model was considered in the numerical calculation.

Basing on experimental results, Zhang and Ikariya (2011) proposed an unsaturated
soil constitutive model, using skeleton stress and degree of saturation as independent
variables. In the model, it is assumed that normally consolidated line in unsaturation
state (N.C.L.S.) is parallel to the normally consolidated line in saturated state (N.C.L.)
but in a higher position than N.C.L. Skeleton stress is a kind of Bishop effective stress,
defined as,

r00ij ¼ rtij � uadij þ Srðua � uwÞdij ¼ rnij þ Srsdij ð1Þ

where r00ij is skeleton stress tensor, r0ij is total stress tensor, r
n
ij is net stress tensor, Sr is

degree of saturation, ua is air pressure, uw is water pressure and s is suction. The
constitutive model is able to describe not only the behavior of unsaturated soil but also
saturated soil because the skeleton stress can smoothly shift to effective stress from
unsaturated condition to saturated condition. The constitutive model includes nine
material parameters.

In the unsaturated soil constitutive model, a moisture characteristics curve
(MCC) considering moisture hysteresis of unsaturated soil is also proposed. Depending
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on the state of the moisture, the moisture characteristics are given in three different
tangential and arc-tangential functions as primary drying curve, secondary drying curve
and wetting curve, which include eight parameters.

There have been some studies on the application of the unsaturated soil constitutive
model (Xiong et al. 2014). Thus, it is thought to be proper to select the constitutive
model in the stability analysis of unsaturated slope under rainfall and fluctuation of
reservoir water level.

In this paper, to assure the accuracy of the calculation of BVP, all the parameters of
the unsaturated soil constitutive model are determined based on element tests. A geo-
material, named as S1 whose grading curve is shown in Fig. 1, was used as the model
ground of slope failure model tests. The values of the parameters involved in the
moisture characteristics curve, obtained from the water retention test of S1, are listed in
Table 1.

Figure 2 shows the simulation result that fits the experimental result well. Triaxial
tests of S1 have been done under consolidated-undrained conditions with the void ratio
e = 0.70 (Zuo 2013). In the triaxial tests, confining stresses were 50, 100 and 200 kPa,
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Table 1. Parameters of MCC of S1.

Saturated degrees of saturation Ssr 0.62
Residual degrees of saturation Srr 0.17
Parameter corresponding to drying air entry value (kPa) Sd 2.30
Parameter corresponding to wetting air entry value (kPa) Sw 0.10
Initial stiffness of scanning curve (kPa) kesp 500

Parameter of shape function c1 1.20
Parameter of shape function c2 1.70
Parameter of shape function c3 24
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and the shear rate is 0.4 mm/min. Based on the simulation of the triaxial tests, the
material parameters of S1 were calibrated and their values are listed in Table 2.
Compared results of test and simulation shown in Fig. 3 revealed that the magnitude
and trend of shear stress and pore water pressure are basically the same, implying that
the constitutive model can properly describe the mechanical properties of S1.

Table 2. Material parameters of S1.

Compression index k 0.123
Swelling index j 0.024
Critical state parameter Rcs 3.55
Void ratio N (p’ = 10 kPa on N.C.L.) 0.57
Poisson’s ratio m 0.25
Parameter of overconsolidation a 0.85
Parameter of suction b 0.00
Parameter of overconsolidation b 1.00
Void ratio Nr (p’ = 10 kPa on N.C.L.S.) 0.77

Fig. 3. Comparison between CU triaxial tests and numerical simulation of S1.
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3 Brief Introduction of Model Test

Taking the Three Gorges Reservoir area as an example, slope failure model test under
rainfall and fluctuation of reservoir water was designed, used S1 as the model ground
material. As shown in Fig. 4, the slope model was made of a homogeneous ground.
When preparing the slope model, layered compaction method was used to control the
void ratio (e = 0.70). The boundary conditions are given as: (a) the top and left surfaces
are permeable, while the front, back, bottom and right surfaces are impermeable; (b) the
artificial rainfall could cover the entire top surface; (c) the initial reservoir water level of
left surface is 35 cm. The measuring points are arranged as shown in Fig. 4.

The characteristics of the reservoir water level operation and seasonal rainfall in the
area are summarized and simplified for the test as shown in Fig. 5. The test result
shows that under the rise of the reservoir water level and repeated rainfall, the shallow
landslide occurred at 451 min, just after the third rainfall.

4 Simulation of Model Test

4.1 Numerical Model and Initial Conditions

The slope failure model test was simulate with finite element method (FEM) with the
program named as SOFT (Xiong et al. 2014), using a finite element-finite difference
scheme (FE-FD) for soil-water-air three-phase coupling problems. In the analysis, FEM
is used for spatial discretization of solid, liquid and gas phases, while finite difference
method (FDM) is used for discretization of time domain (Fig. 6), a typical hybrid
scheme of FD-FE. The values of the parameters were the same as Tables 1 and 2.
Figure 7 shows the finite element mesh used in the simulation. The size of the FEM
mesh, composed of 1778 nodes and 1680 4-node isoparametric elements, is the same as
that of the model test under plane strain conditions. Hydraulic and air ventilation
boundary conditions, as shown in Fig. 8(a), are set the same as the model test. For the
displacement boundary condition, as shown in Fig. 8(b), surface E-F is fixed in both
directions; surface A-F and D-E are fixed at the vertical displacement in the x direction;
the other surfaces are free in the x and y directions.

In the numerical simulation of BVP, the settings of the initial conditions are very
important, which would greatly affect the accuracy of the calculation. Based on the
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moisture characteristics curve, the initial degree of saturation of S1 is Sr0 = 0.177, and
the initial pore pressure is p0 = −6 kPa (s0 = 6 kPa). Since the model slope was pre-
pared by layered compaction method, the S1 was overconsolidated at the initial con-
dition. For simplicity, an extra mean effective stress of 5 kPa was added to the whole
area to consider the compaction effect. Figure 9 shows the initial vertical effective
stress field in the calculation.

In FE–FD analysis related to soil-water-air full coupling problems, time interval of
each stage could influence the calculation accuracy. After comparing different time
intervals, time interval was set to be 0.2 s/step in all stages. At initial stage, the
reservoir water level of 35 cm was given, and the reservoir water level and rainfall
conditions at other stages are set in the way as shown in Fig. 5.

4.2 Numerical Simulation and Discussion

As shown in Fig. 9, the degree of saturation at the bottom of slope increased obviously
with the rise of the reservoir water level. While the degree of saturation changed little at
the top of the slope. The rainfall increased the degree of saturation at the upper part of
slope and after three rainfall stages, the slope was almost full saturated.

Figure 10 shows the comparison between the test and the simulation results. The
excess pore water pressure (EPWP) at PP7 occurred earlier than those at PP1 and PP4,
which are in good agreement with the test results. In addition, the numerical simulation
results can clearly reflect the influence of the boundary conditions on the slope.
The EPWP of the measuring points increased obviously under the short heavy rainfall,

Fig. 6. FEM mesh for model test. Fig. 7. Initial effective stress field (Unit:
kPa).
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and the earth pressures decreased at the same time. At the end of short heavy rainfall, the
vertical displacement increment was distinct, indicating the occurrence of a landslide.
Though the test and simulation results are not completely coincident with each other in
its value, some physical quantities, such as EPWP, earth pressure and displacement, are
qualitatively in the same changing trends. Therefore, it is reasonable to say that the
numerical calculation used in this paper can describe the slope stability rationally.

Fig. 9. Simulation results of degree of saturation distributions at different stages.
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Figure 10 also shows that the rising of reservoir water level, long weak rainfall and
short heavy rainfall have different influence on the slope stability. The increment of
reservoir water level (73–98 min) led to the slow increase of EPWP and displacement,
while combined with the long weak rainfall (98–136 min), EPWP and displacement
increased dramatically. Slope stability was more influenced by the short heavy rainfall
than long weak rainfall, since short heavy rainfall caused sudden decrease of earth
pressure and increase of vertical displacement in the upper part of the slope, resulting in
a shallow landslide. During the whole process, an important reason of slope stability
reduction is the increase of the reservoir water level and long weak rainfall, even these
do not completely destroy the slope. It is the short heavy rainfall that triggered the final
shallow landslide.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, a slope failure model test was simulated by soil-water-air full coupling
FE-FD analysis. By comparing the results of the model test and the calculation, it is
known that though the test and simulation results are not completely coincident with
each other, some physical quantities, such as excessive pore water pressure, earth
pressure and displacement, are similar in their changing trends. Therefore, the calcu-
lation method used in this paper has satisfactory accuracy to describe the landslide
mechanism and make a rational prediction of slope failure.
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Abstract. The generation of complex slope geometries by discrete element
method (DEM) for modelling landslides is difficult, among other issues, due to
the lack of an efficient technique to manipulate and pack a large number of
particles within a predefined slope domain. The existing numerical techniques
generally use some regular and simple slope geometries, which can lead to some
unreliable results. The current study proposes a flexible and simple technique to
generate complex slope samples in DEM by feeding the slope domain with rigid
and frictionless spherical particles. The slope profile and failure surface are
imported from available site investigation data, which can be used to construct
the slide boundary in DEM. Based on the geometry of the slide boundary, a
virtual hopper is placed atop of the profile, feeding granular particles continu-
ously into the slide bounding space, until it is fully filled. The layered structure
of the slope can be attained in this model by generating each sub-layer sepa-
rately. The slope mass generated by the proposed technique in this study has
been used to simulate the failure and subsequent valley damming of Tangjiashan
landslide, from which some mechanisms of slope motion and deformation, as
controlled by the complex layering geometries, are clearly illustrated. The model
is very flexible and requires only minor corrections to fully describe the slope or
other complex geometries with realistic stress-strain state in DEM models.

Keywords: Discrete element method � Landslides � Complex slope geometry
Sample generation � Layered structure

1 Introduction

Landslides can be associated with an almost instantaneous collapse and spreading,
posing a significant hazard to human lives and lifeline facilities worldwide. In addition,
slope failures occurring near river valleys with steep bank slopes could potentially
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create landslide dams blocking the river channel. These landslide dams may frequently
fail catastrophically, leading to serious downstream inundation and flooding, often with
very large social and economic consequences [1]. For instance, rockslides and land-
slides induced by the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake destroyed many villages and killed
more than 20,000 people. These phenomena are under intensive research due to their
significant destructive power as well as the still unexplained mechanisms of long
travelling distances [2].

For many years, myriads of efforts have been devoted to study the failure of slope
mass and the subsequent runout. However, less attention has been paid in analyzing the
size and geometry of landslides resulting from given geological and topographical
settings which are essentially the characteristics preserved in geologic records [3]. For
numerical investigations via the Discrete Element Method (DEM) [4], it is always
difficult to generate realistic initial slope geometries due to a lack of highly efficient
techniques to manipulate and pack a large number of particles within a predefined
complex slope domain. Alternatively, many researchers focus only on the failure and
runout of simplified regular granular blocks, attempting to extract some useful infor-
mation from their numerical analyses. To study the propagation of landslides, the slope
mass was commonly generated by gravitational deposition of granular particles within
a prismatic box until the desired solid fraction is reached, while the slope sliding
surface was represented by rigid planes. Then, the slope mass was released to fall down
the slope under gravity [5]. In these studies, the slope size and geometry were sig-
nificantly simplified, which are sometimes problematic or even misleading.
Bonilla-Sierra et al. [6] attempted to generate a complex slope with predefined
topography and discontinuity using photogrammetric data and open source DEM
platform YADE. In their modeling, the slope mass was generated via cloning a brick of
bonded particles to fill the entire model volume. Even though each small granular
element can be densely packed, the whole slope mass cannot represent the same stress
and strain states as real slope, because the profile of the whole granular packing would
change when gravity is applied on each particle during the simulations. Thus, both the
slope geometry and its consolidation state should be considered during the generation
of slope models.

Since the slope motion and deformation are closely related to the initial slope
geometry, it is important to generate realistic slope models in the DEM simulations. In
this regard, the current research has focused on proposing an efficient numerical
technique for generating complex slope geometries using DEM, aiming to provide new
insights into the detailed DEM modeling process.

2 Generation of the Tangjiashan Slide by the DEM

The 2008 Ms 8.0 Wenchuan earthquake triggered lots of catastrophic landslides, dis-
tributed along the Longmenshan seismic fault zone within a 300 km long and 10 km
wide region in Sichuan Province, China [7] (see Fig. 1(a)). In this region, intense
weathering leads to the formation of large unstable weak rock masses and thick
deposits covering the mountain slopes. As a result, slopes in this area are very sus-
ceptible to mass movement. Among these slides, the Tangjiashan landslide is one of the
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largest, with a total displaced mass of approximately 2.04 � 107 m3 [8]. This landslide
occurred immediately after the earthquake and it moved atop of the fragmented bed-
rock scouring the bank of Jianjiang River for 2400 m and subsequently forming a large
landslide dam [7] (see Fig. 1(b)).

According to the site investigation by Xu et al. [8], the Tangjiashan landslide dam
was approximately 800 m long, 611 m wide and 82 to 124 m high. The landslide dam,
as described by Xu et al. (2009), in a first approximation, consists of three layers with a
slight increase in grain size with depth. As a back analysis, the initial slope geometry is
assumed to be composed of three layers, as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. (a) Location of the seismic zone and Tangjiashan landslide dam (after Chen et al. [9]),
(b) Aerial view of Tangjiashan landslide dam

Fig. 2. Profile of the layered slope mass, with layers I: weakly weathered rocks; II: boulders and
blocks; III: fragmented rocks with soil. The slope profile is modified after Xu et al. [8]
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The current study intends to generate the complex slope geometries of the
Tangjiashan landslide by the DEM. Zhao et al. [10] has described a simple ‘hopper
discharge technique’, by which the spherical particles were allowed to fill up the slope
domain. From the Tangjiashan landslide case study, we aim to illustrate how to use a
simple but useful numerical technique to generate complex slope models for numerical
analyses. As the failed slope mass suffers mainly the translating and partially rotating
movements along the failure plane, it can be reasonably assumed that the slope mass
probably suffered a contained disintegration, more concentrated at the front and toe of
the slide mass. To consider the layered deposition characteristics of the Tangjiashan
landslide, the initial slope mass is assumed to be composed of three layers which align
approximately parallel to the slope failure surface (see Fig. 2). The profile and relative
size of each layer is estimated by the profile of final deposit identified in Xu et al. [8].
The contact stiffness of particles located within each layer are set differently, with low
stiffness for fragmented rocks and soils, moderate stiffness for the large boulders and
blocks and high stiffness for the non-completely disintegrated rock strata.

According to the geometrical data extracted from Fig. 2, the slope profile can be
generated as an enclosed space. The slope geometry consists of the upper slope profiles
(e.g. profiles of layer I, II and III) and the lower slope sliding surface, as represented by
smooth and rigid walls in DEM. The performed simulation of Tangjiashan rockslide
has a plane strain boundary condition in which the out of plane direction of the model
is set as a periodic boundary. In the DEM model, the size of the periodic dimension is
set as 22 m, which is at least ten times larger than the size of the effective particle size.
In this framework, a number of frictionless particles will be used to fill up this unit
periodic cell which can be regarded as one fraction of the real Tangjiashan slope. Any
particle with its centroid moving out of the periodic cell through one side of the
boundary will be mapped back into the cell domain at a corresponding location on the
opposite side of the cell. Particles with only one part of the volume lying outside the
cell can interact with particles near the boundary and one image particle will be
introduced into the opposite side at a corresponding location, so that it can interact with
other particles near the opposite boundary [10].

The ‘hopper discharge technique’ has been employed in Zhao et al. [10] to generate
complex slope models containing uniformly distributed granular particles. The gen-
eration procedures can be summarized briefly as follows: (1) Create a hole on the upper
part of the slope profile, and then, place a large hopper just onto the hole. (2) Con-
tinuously generate particles with predefined properties within the hopper. These par-
ticles can flow into the slope space through the hopper, and pile up gradually within the
slope domain. (3) The generation process stops once the slope domain is filled up with
particles. Part of the granular packing in the upper region will be trimmed to get the
aimed pre-failure slope geometry.

This ‘hopper discharge technique’ has two obvious limitations. Firstly, it fails to
consider the layered structure of real slopes, and only uniform solid properties can be
assigned to the granular sample. As a result, it cannot reproduce correct soil/rock
properties of the slope mass. Secondly, the slope mass generated by gravitational
deposition would lead to high initial stress concentration near the slope surface region,
because of the interaction between the boundary rigid walls and particles. In the current
DEM model, this boundary confining stress can be as large as 14 MPa (as measured
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from the model). However, this boundary stress should not exist in the model, since it
is a free surface boundary for a real slope mass. The boundary confining stress would
cause the boundary particles to jump out of the slope domain for a sudden removal of
the boundary wall. Consequently, the confining wall should be released properly before
landslide simulations, so that the slope mass can become as geostatic. Thus, special
numerical manipulation should be taken in DEM modeling to avoid the boundary stress
concentration problem. The current study will focus on the two above mentioned
problem and provide solutions in the following sections.

In the current study, the Tangjiashan slope is assumed to be composed of three
major layers, and these layers are generated successively from the bottom to the top
region. As shown in Fig. 3(a), a hopper hole was created at the upper part of the layer I
profile, which was then connected to a virtual hopper. A particle generator (coded as a
C++ module in the DEM program) was placed near the top of the hopper, generating
layers of polydispersed frictionless spherical particles with predefined granular prop-
erties (in this section, the inter-particle friction is zero, while other properties are set the
same as those listed in Table 1). The particle diameters are set randomly within the
predefined range, and the generated particles can drop into the slope domain under
gravitational forces. In the generation stage, all the solid particles are set frictionless
and the width of the hopper hole is at least 10 times larger than the mean particle
diameter, such that particle jamming can be avoided during the simulation. In addition,
the use of random particle size and zero friction can effectively avoid potential particle
size segregation (as discussed by Ketterhagen et al. [11]).

The detailed generation process of the layer I is illustrated by the successive
snapshots shown in Fig. 3(b)–(g) (also see the animation in the supplementary mate-
rial). It can be observed that the granular particles were generated and assigned with
initial vertical velocities (5 m/s) within the virtual hopper layer by layer. These par-
ticles can drop into the bounding space of layer I through the hopper hole and gradually
deposit starting at the slope toe region (t = 40 s). The granular mass slowly piles up

Fig. 3. (a) Configuration of layer I, (b)–(g) generation of the slope sample by ‘hopper
discharge’, and (h) the final trimmed slope sample.
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and fills up the space of slope layer I. The final granular deposit can be obtained at
t = 60 s, when the whole space of layer I and part of the hopper volume are filled up
with particles. The additional particles fallen into the hopper can be removed, so that
the correct slope geometry can be achieved, as shown in Fig. 3(h). After generating the
layer I, layer II and III can be constructed similarly atop of layer I, by releasing its
boundary and trimming the extra particles for the packed granular assembly. Then, the
final Tangjiashan slope mass can be obtained. For each layer, the total number of
particles is 16,890, 35,384 and 54,384, respectively.

As discussed before, high initial stresses may concentrate at the upper boundary of
the slope mass generated by the above mentioned ‘hopper discharge technique’. Thus,
it is necessary to release the initial boundary stress before the landslide simulation.
During the simulation, the horizontal freedom of the particle motion is fixed, such that
all particles can only move upwards/downwards and backwards/forwards when the
upper boundary of the slope mass is removed. After removing the upper boundary, the
slope mass will expand due to the releasing of boundary stresses, as shown in Fig. 4(b).
As a result, the final static deposit is slightly thicker than the aimed slope mass, and the
displacement of the boundary particles can be as large as 22.5 m. After releasing the
boundary stress, particles above the real slope profile can be trimmed to the real slope

Table 1. Input parameters of the DEM model

Parameters Value Parameters Value

Number of grains, N 100,389 Particle-wall* contact stiffness (N/m) 109

Particle diameter, D (m) [0.8, 2] Inter-particle friction angle, h (°) 30
Particle density, qs (kg/m

3) 2650 Basal friction angle, hb (°) 3
Young’s modulus, E (GPa) 1 Viscous damping coefficient, b 0.01
Poisson ratio, t 0.25 Gravity, g, (m/s2) 9.81
Bond modulus, Eb (GPa) 1 DEM time step, Dt, (s) 5.0 � 10−5

Cohesion of bonds, c (MPa) [1, 4]
*Note a “Wall” is a rigid boundary of the slope profile in DEM.

Fig. 4. Expansion of slope mass after the removal of upper boundary (a) layered slope mass
from “hopper discharge”, (b) stable sample after releasing the boundary stress, and (c) sample
with the accurate slope profile and layered structure. The dashed line in (b) represents the
geometry of the upper boundary of the slope.
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geometry at the end of the simulation. It should be noted that the layered structure of
the final slope is only slightly different from the one depicted in Fig. 2. This is due to
the combined effects of granular mass compression and boundary stress release. Thus,
the layered structure should be re-constructed according to the original slope geometry
(see Fig. 4(c)), such that the final slope after stress releasing can match the structure of
the real slope.

3 Tangjiashan Slope Failure Modeling

Using the previously generated slope, a simple simulation of the Tangjiashan landslide
can be performed, as shown in Fig. 5 (also see the animation in the supplementary
material). The input parameters for the slope failure simulations are listed in Table 1,
where the inter-particle friction and slope basal friction are set to the aimed values. In
the current study, the granular assembly is bonded together to represent the initial
integrate slope mass. The values of bonding stiffness for each pair of particles are
proportional to their initial centroid distance, while the bonding strength of layer I, II
and III are set as 106 Pa, 2 � 106 Pa and 4 � 106 Pa, respectively. Thus, the strength
of each slope layer can be clearly differentiated. However, the authors are also aware
that different values of input parameters can be used in the modeling for a preliminary
study. Since the current study only focus on elucidating the detailed sample generation
technique and validation, the parametric analyses are ignored. According to Fig. 5, the
slope mass moves as a whole along the sliding surface once the landslide is triggered.
During the sliding process, the solid materials with a layered structure are translated
and partially rotated along the failure surface, as suggested in snapshots at successive
time steps. Some cracks occur at the surface of the slope (see Fig. 5(b) and (c)) due to
large tensile stresses induced by slope disintegration. The bottom layer is wrapped at
the top by the middle layer, especially in the frontal part, moving a short distance. The
sliding front region consists of fine and medium sized grains. The granular deposit

Fig. 5. DEM modeling of the Tangjiashan landslide showing the preserved stratigraphic
sequence with the exception of the frontal part of the landslide.
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profile changes little after 40 s of sliding, and this sliding duration time can match
approximately that reported by eye witness of Tangjiashan landslide (50 s). The final
deposit has a relatively steeper inclination angle (11°), compared to the real deposition
(10° in Xu et al. [8]). The initial stratigraphy is maintained in the final deposit apart for
the frontal part where the reversal is partially observed for the occurrence of a sort of
conveyor belt movement of the particles from the upper layer towards the front. This
motion and the recycling below the front can also be partially controlled by the local
geometry at the valley bottom.

4 Conclusions

This paper presents an efficient numerical technique for generating complex slope
geometries via the 3D DEM modeling. The slope profile is represented by smooth and
rigid walls, while the layered structure of slope mass is reproduced via the ‘hopper
discharge technique’ with boundary stress release and particle trimming for each layer
of packed spherical particles. This technique has the advantage of generating realistic
complex slope structure without the inverse influence of boundary stress concentration.
Since only the slope profile and granular properties are needed in the simulation, this
technique is very flexible and efficient to generate slope masses with complex
geometries and geological structures. By employing the slope sample generated in this
research, the failure and motion of Tangjiashan landslides has been analyzed. Further
research on landslide modeling can employ the correct slope failure triggering mech-
anism, e.g. ground vibration data according to the recorded earthquake wave
information.
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Abstract. This study investigates the interaction between dry debris flows and a
rigid barrier through numerical flume tests based on a discrete element method.
The initial deposition material is modelled as an assembly of spherical particles,
and the rigid barrier is modelled as a layer offixed particles. The numerical model
is used to investigate the effect of the flume inclination on the debris-barrier
interactions. Based on the numerical results, three interaction mechanisms are
identified, namely frontal impact, run up and pile up. The impact force is also
detected. In addition, the energy transformation is investigated by analyzing the
evolution of the kinetic energy, gravitational potential energy and the energy
dissipated by the flume, barrier and inter-particle interactions.

Keywords: Debris flow � Rigid barrier � Discrete element method
Impact force � Energy transformation

1 Introduction

Debris flow is a form of rapid mass movement in which a combination of loose soil, rock,
organic matter, air, and water are mobilized to flow downslope [1]. Due to their high
mobility and large entrainment solid volume, they can always pose significant hazards to
human lives, structures and infrastructures, and lifeline facilities worldwide, threatening
populated areas located far away from the slope source. Thus, protective structures, such
as rigid barriers, are widely constructed to mitigate such destructive flows.

The design of a rigid barrier requires the knowledge of the maximum impact force of
the debris flow. In the literature, the debris-barrier interaction has been addressed by
analytical models [2], numerical simulations [3, 4], and laboratory flume tests [5, 6]. Up
to now, several semi-empirical methods have been developed to determine the impact
force, such as hydrostatic approach, shock wave approach and hydrodynamic approach
[7]. These approaches have been widely used in engineering practices. Nevertheless,
these available formulas aiming at estimating impact loading stresses have been shown
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to result in high discrepancies [8], and none of them have been acknowledged as a
universal formula, notably because these models were obtained in specific impact and
boundary conditions that cannot be generalized, and they are usually based on strong
assumptions. In addition, these methods do not consider the effect of debris-barrier
interaction on the flow velocity and flow thickness. Tiberghien et al. [9] found that the
deposited materials behind the barrier due to debris-barrier interaction play an important
role in the dynamic load transfer process. Thus, it is worthwhile to highlight the
importance of debris-barrier interaction. However, the debris-barrier interaction is still a
complicated problem for an effective design of a rigid barrier.

The dynamic interactions between debris flow and rigid barrier are highly complex
because it depends on the kinematics of debris flow (in particular solid mass and
velocity), mechanical characteristics of soil and geometrical characteristics of rigid wall
[5, 10, 11]. The current approaches have limitations in predicting the debris-barrier
interactions in the sense that they cannot allow for all the mechanisms occurring in the
debris during impact. These mechanisms lead to large deformation, displacement, as
well as energy transfer and dissipation, which modify the debris-barrier interaction.
These mechanisms and their results may be conveniently addressed using numerical
simulations [12]. The energy evolutions can be tracked through numerical simulations,
such as Discrete Element Method (DEM), while it is nearly impossible to obtain such
information from measurements during experiments. The DEM has been widely used
for numerical modeling of avalanches or debris flows [13, 14], and it is an appropriate
tool to model debris flows because of the granular nature of these phenomena.

In the present study, a numerical flume model is established using a
three-dimensional discrete element method. This model is validated and employed to
investigate the debris-barrier interactions. The basic objective is to reveal the detailed
mechanism of debris-barrier interaction. The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows: in Sect. 2, the details of the numerical flume model are illustrated. Section 3
presents a parametric study conducted to investigate the influence of flume inclination
on the debris-barrier interaction. Finally, some conclusions on the capability of the
DEM to model debris-barrier interactions are provided.

2 Numerical Model Configuration

Experimental flume tests carried out by Jiang and Towhata [5] have been used to define
the geometry and the initial conditions of the numerical model in this study. During the
experimental campaign, a cubic granular deposition was released from the top of a
flume. The granular mass slid in the flume confined by two side walls. At the end of
slide, the granular mass impacted on a rigid barrier which was installed at the bottom
end of the flume and perpendicular to the flume base. A sketch of the flume is shown in
Fig. 1. The flume is 2.93 m in length, 0.3 m in width, and 0.35 m in height. The
granular deposition is an assembly of limestone particles with a length of L = 44 cm,
height of H = 15 cm, and width of 0.3 m. The travel distance of the deposition is L2,
which is calculated as the sum of L1 and half of L.

The numerical flume model established via an open source DEM code
ESyS-Particle [15] is illustrated in Fig. 2. In the DEM model, the flume base and the
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rigid barrier are respectively represented by a layer of fixed spherical particles with a
radius of 0.2 cm, which are used to replicate the friction of the flume base and rigid
barrier. The friction of the two side walls are ignored, and the two side walls are
represented by two rigid frictionless walls. The trigger gate is also represented by a
rigid frictionless wall, which is movable. In all the simulations, the granular flow is
initiated by the instantaneous removal of this wall.

The initial deposition is modelled as an aggregate of spherical particles obtained by
gravitational deposition. The value of gravitational acceleration adopted in the simu-
lation is 9.81 m/s2. The initial granular deposition consists of 6, 993 randomly dis-
tributed particles, and the ratio of largest to smallest radius equal to 2.5. Due to the
constraint of computational time, the particle size distribution (PSD) of the deposition

Fig. 1. Sketch of the experimental flume: a is the slope angle.

Fig. 2. Numerical model configurations
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used by Jiang and Towhata [5] cannot be reproduced. Therefore, a narrow PSD is
adopted in the simulations with sizes ranging from 10 mm to 25 mm (see Fig. 3).

During the granular flow, the particles can contact with other deposited particles,
the flume base and the rigid barrier. The same contact model of Cohesiveness Frictional
Model (CFM) is used in the three kinds of potential contacts. The corresponding
contact model parameters are listed in Table 1. The three friction angles are chosen
referring to the work of Jiang and Towhata [5]. All local Young’s modulus is chosen to
be 108 Pa, the mass density of the particles is 2500 kg/m3, and the Poisson’s ratio of the
particles is 0.25, which are commonly used in modeling granular medium [4]. The time
step size is set as 10−6 s in the simulations. The damping of the particles is employed to
dissipate a small amount of energy due to elastic wave propagation or particle asperities
being sheared off.

Fig. 3. Particle size distribution of the debris particles, the PSD adopted in the simulations is
plotted as the red curve.

Table 1. Contact model parameters used in the simulations

Input parameter Value

Deposition-deposition contact:
Local Young’s modulus, E (Pa) 108

Friction angle, u (°) 53
Damping coefficient, b 0.05
Deposition-flume base contact:
Local Young’s modulus, E (Pa) 108

Friction angle, u (°) 25
Damping coefficient, b 0.0
Deposition-barrier contact:
Local Young’s modulus, E (Pa) 108

Friction angle, u (°) 21
Damping coefficient, b 0.5
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3 Results

The model developed in the previous section is used to numerically investigate the
effect of the flume inclination on the debris-barrier interactions. The flume inclined
angle is varied from 30° to 45° to simulate different topographic conditions. The rigid
barrier is kept perpendicular to the flume base.

3.1 Mechanisms of Granular Flow Impact

Figure 4 shows a side view of the dry granular flow impacting on a rigid barrier
(a = 45°). The flow direction is from the upper left to the lower right. The attention is
focused on the interaction between the granular flow and the barrier. A small static
(deposition) zone was retained behind the barrier after the first stage of frontal impact
(see Fig. 4(a1) and (b1)). The subsequent flow then ran over the deposited particles to
hit the barrier at a higher elevation, and the zone of stationary granular material
extended to the upstream direction (see Fig. 4(b2−b4)), hereafter called run-up stage.
Gradually, the approaching granular flow cannot run over the deposition zone (see
Fig. 4(b5)). Meanwhile, the run-up height of the granular flow on the barrier increased
to a maximum value (see Fig. 4a4 and a5), hereafter called pile-up stage. After that, the
approaching materials only impacted and piled up on the existing deposits. The
development of the deposition zone, the frontal impact, run-up and pile-up mechanisms
have also been observed in laboratory studies [6, 8, 10, 16] and in numerical simu-
lations [4]. The formation of deposition zone after frontal impact is acknowledged as
the main reason of the energy dissipation in the subsequent granular flow stages [6, 8].
The energy transformation during the deposition process will be discussed in Sect. 3.3.

3.2 Impact Force

Figure 5 shows the measured time history of impact force for different flume incli-
nations. The approximate time at which the run-up stage transforms into pile-up stage
is indicated by colored five-pointed stars (hereafter called “transformation time”). As
expected, the steeper the flume inclination is, the higher the flow velocity will be, such
that the duration time of the pile-up stage decreases with increasing flume inclination. It
is clear that the impact forces have peak values during the impact process, which

Fig. 4. Observed interaction kinematics for test a = 45°: (a1–a5) is the flow profile from
t = 0.9 s to t = 1.3 s and (b1–b5) is the corresponding velocity fields.
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indicates that the impact has a significant influence on the rigid barrier. In addition, the
peak impact force increases rapidly with increasing value of a. As shown in Fig. 5, the
time interval between the critical time of peak impact force and the transformation time
decreases with the increase of flume inclination angle. Particularly, the peak impact
force is reached before the transformation time for a equal to 45°. This result indicates
that, for gentle slopes (e.g., a < 45°), the critical time occurs in the pile-up stage, while
for steep slopes (e.g., a = 45°), the critical time occurs in the run-up stage.

3.3 Energy Dissipation

The total system energy (ET) includes gravitational potential energy (Ep), kinetic
energy (Ek), strain energy (ES) and energy loss due to friction (EF) and local contact
damping (ED). All of these forms of energy can be tracked during simulations to see
how the energy is transformed and how the energy transformation is related to the
impact mechanism of granular flow. The energy dissipated by the flume base Ef

d

� �
,

rigid barrier Eb
d

� �
and inter-particle interaction Ep

d

� �
are separately recorded. Figure 6

shows the system energy transformation and energy loss for different flume inclina-
tions. Zero time corresponds to the time when the initial deposition is released. The
strain energy (ES) is not plotted since its value is extremely small (close to nil). As
shown in Fig. 6, the granular flow motion involves a cascade of energy that begins with
incipient slope movement and ends with deposition. As the granular flow moves
downslope, the gravitational potential energy decreases gradually, a portion of the
reduced energy transforms into the kinetic energy of the granular material, and the
remainder is dissipated by the flume friction, grain contact friction and inelastic col-
lisions. After the granular flow arrives at the barrier, a small part of the system energy is
dissipated due to friction and damping of the barrier. With the increase of flume
inclination, the granular material run-up height increases and more grains can interact
with the barrier (see Fig. 4), hence the energy dissipated by barrier increases from 1.1%

Fig. 5. Measured time histories of impact force at different flume inclinations. The time at which
run-up stage transformed into pile-up stage is indicated by colored five-pointed stars.
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to 2.5%. Meanwhile, the energy dissipated by grain interaction increases from 36.0% to
46.2%. The numerical results indicate that the vast majority of the energy is not
dissipated by the barrier. Instead, the debris-barrier interaction facilitates the dissipation
of energy in the flow mass, because the debris deposited behind the barrier plays as a
cushion layer which absorbs the kinetic energy of the subsequent approaching granular
flows. This finding is in agreement with the research outcomes of Ng et al. [6] and Koo
et al. [8].

4 Conclusions

A numerical flume model of the impact of a dry granular flow on a rigid barrier is
developed using the open-source code ESyS-Particle. The model is used to investigate
the influence of the flume inclination on the debris-barrier interaction. The obtained
results clarified the characteristics of flow-barrier interaction.

To mimic various natural slope topographies, simulations for a range of slope
angles are performed with the barrier perpendicular to the slope. The side profile of the
granular materials impacting on the barrier, the impact force, and energy transformation
are recorded and analyzed. Three key interaction mechanisms, namely frontal impact
stage, run-up stage and pile-up stage are observed in various testing conditions.
The results indicate that the duration of run-up stage is transient which shows

Fig. 6. Energy transformation and energy loss during simulations of various flume inclinations.
Vertical dashed lines indicate the arrival time of granular flow at barriers. All of the energy is
normalized by the initial gravitational potential energy (E0).
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negligible dependence on the slope inclination, whereas the duration of pile-up stage
decreases with an increase of the slope inclination. For a gentle slope, the peak impact
force occurs in the pile-up stage, nevertheless for a steep slope, that occurs in the
run-up stage. As expected, the maximum impact force increases as the slope inclination
increases. In addition, the analysis of energy transformation shows that the kinetic
energy of a granular flow is mainly dissipated by the inter-particle interactions but not
by the barrier.
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Abstract. Methane hydrate (MH) is an ice-like clathrate compound of methane
molecules trapped in cages of water molecules under high-pressure and
low-temperature. In shallow marine region, MHs tend to dissociate due to
seafloor temperature rise and massive submarine slope failure could be triggered
or primed as a result of excess pore pressure buildup. This study develops a
simple thermo-hydro-chemically (THC) coupled model to quantify the excess
pore pressure buildup due to hydrate dissociation, and incorporates this model
into the limit equilibrium method in order to analyze the stability of an idealized
infinite slope embedding a hydrate layer. The results show that the presence of
the overburden layer above the hydrate-bearing layer plays two opposite roles
on the stability of the slope. It serves as a barrier that hampers excess pore
pressure dissipation and therefore endangers the slope stability. Meanwhile it
has beneficial effects by providing overburden pressure that mobilizes additional
shear resistance in the slope. For the circumstances under consideration, the
potential failure surface of the slope is constrained within a narrow band at to the
top of the hydrate layer.

Keywords: Submarine landslide � Methane hydrate dissociation
Thermo-hydro-chemically coupled model � Excess pore pressure

1 Introduction

Methane hydrate (MH) is an ice-like crystalline compound widely spreading in the
sediments on marine continental margins where low temperature and high pressure are
present. Natural or anthropologic perturbations could cause massive hydrate dissoci-
ation that releases a large amount of methane gas, thereby triggering or priming sea-
floor instability due to pore pressure buildup in addition to reduction in shear strength
of the sediments. The connection of oceanic hydrates dissociation and submarine
landslides has been a scientific concern that attracts increasing attentions.
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An accurate quantification of expected excess pore pressure levels is necessary to
properly predict the occurrence and position of the failure surface of submarine
landslides triggered or primed by hydrate dissociation. Different models have been
proposed for this purpose [1–3]. For instance, Xu and Germanovich [1] related the
volume expansion during hydrate dissociation to density difference and compressibility
of the system, and theoretically formulated the excess pore pressure for confined or
interconnected pore space. Nixon and Grozic [2] quantified the excess pore pressure
assuming undrained conditions for a given amount of dissociating hydrate, and pro-
posed a conservative approach for assessing seafloor instability by neglecting pressure
diffusion during progressive hydrate dissociation. Kwon and Cho [3] established a
sequentially coupled model that decouples hydrate dissociation (with pressure buildup)
from consolidation (with pressure diffusion) in each time step. Since oceanic hydrate
reservoirs are usually seated in marine sediments with more or less interconnected pore
space, as addressed by Xu and Germanovich [1], the magnitude of excess pore pressure
primarily depends on dissociation rate and pressure diffusion rate (controlled by the
sediment permeability) at similar or miscellaneous time scales. Meanwhile, the excess
pore pressure impacts the pressure-dependent dissociation process and in turn affects
pore connectivity. It is still challenging and however desired to quantify excess pore
pressure associated with hydrate dissociation under different submarine settings where
multi-physics coupling process can be considered.

This paper develops a simple thermo-hydro-chemically (THC) coupled model to
quantify evolving excess pore pressure during hydrate dissociation by considering
thermodynamic chemical action, heat transfer, pressure diffusion, and their interplay at
different time scales. The model is incorporated into limit equilibrium analysis in order
to assess the stability of an idealized submarine slope with a hydrate layer under rising
temperature.

2 A Theoretical Model

Figure 1 illustrates a simplified infinite submarine slope with a MH-bearing layer. The
stability of the slope can be quantified within the framework of the limit equilibrium
method using a safety factor computed from:

Fs ¼ c
c0H sin b cos b

þð1� ue
c0H

Þ tan u
tan b

ð1Þ

where H is the depth of the potential slip surface below the seafloor; c and u are the
cohesion and the friction angle of the soil at the potential slip surface, respectively; c′ is
the submerged unit weight of the soil; b is the slope angle; and ue is the excess pore
pressure:

ue ¼ P� Pstatic ð2Þ

where Pstatic is the hydrostatic pressure; and P is the total pore pressure weighted by the
pore water pressure Pw and pore gas pressure Pg [4]:
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P ¼ Sw
Sw þ Sg

Pw þ Sg
Sw þ Sg

Pg ð3Þ

where Sw and Sg are water and gas saturations, respectively.
This slope could become unstable (i.e. Fs < 1) because of hydrate dissociation. For

simplicity, we assume that the cohesion is correlated with hydrate saturation through a
linear relationship once MHs dissociate and focus on the effect of excess pore pressure
on stability of the slope. To quantify the excess pore water pressure, we develop a THC
coupled model to be elaborated on below.

In general, a mass of MH-bearing sediment can be viewed as a porous system
composed of a soil skeleton and three components (i.e. water, methane and hydrate) in
pores of the skeleton. For simplification, we assume: (1) temperature is the same cross
all phases at the same locality; that is, thermal equilibrium between phases is assumed;
(2) each phase contains only one single component, that is, water, methane and hydrate
are present as liquid, gas, and solid phase, respectively; (3) hydrates are immobile in
pores and only dissociate in the same locality; (4) pore water and hydrate are
incompressible; (5) soil skeleton does not deform.

Under one-dimensional conditions as illustrated in Fig. 1, the mass and energy
conservation equations of the slope are written as:

@

@t
/Saqað Þ¼ � @qa

@z
þ @md

a

@t
; a � w; g; h ð4Þ

1� /ð Þqscs þ
X

a�w;g;h

/Saqacað Þ
" #

@h
@t

¼ � @h
@z

� @

@z

X
a�w;g

qacahð Þþ @Qd
h

@t
ð5Þ

where / is the porosity; Sa, qa, qa and ca are the saturation, density, mass flux and
specific heat capacity of the component a (i.e., w: water; g: methane gas; h: hydrate),
respectively; h and h are temperature and heat flux, respectively; the subscript

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of an infinite submarine slope with a MH bearing layer
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s represents soil; @md
a=@t is the mass rate of component a per unit soil volume; and

@Qd
h=@t is the dissociation heat rate.
By introducing Darcy’s law, Eq. (4) is re-written as

@

@t
/Saqað Þ¼ � @

@z
� kkraqa

la

@Pa

@z
� qag cos b

� �� �
þ @md

a

@t
; a � w; g; h ð6Þ

where kra and la are the relative permeability and viscosity of component a respec-
tively. Note that krh is zero since hydrate is immobile and the relative permeability krw
and krg depend on water and gas saturations (see Table 1).

By introducing Fourier’s law, Eq. (5) is re-written as

1� /ð Þqscs þ
X

a�w;g;h

/Saqacað Þ
" #

@h
@t

¼ � @

@z
�kH

@h
@z

� �

� @

@z

X
a�w;g

� kkraqa
la

@Pa

@z
� qag cos b

� �
cah

� �
þ @Qd

h

@t

ð7Þ

where kH is the composite thermal conductivity of the system, of which the calculating
model is given in Table 1.

The mass rate in Eq. (4) is computed as:

@md
w

@t
¼ �gMwv;

@md
g

@t
¼ �Mgv;

@md
h

@t
¼ Mhv ð8Þ

where Mw, Mg and Mh are the molar masses of water, methane and hydrate, respec-
tively; η represents the hydrate number; v (mol/s/m3) is the reaction rate given by
Kim-Bishnoi model [5]:

v ¼ �k0 expð�DEa

Rh
ÞAsðPe � PgÞ ð9Þ

where k0 is the intrinsic dissociation constant; ΔEa is the activation energy of hydrate
dissociation; R is the universal gas constant;As is the hydrate action area; Pg is pressure of
gas phase; Pe is the equilibrium pressure at temperature h, given by Moridis’s model [6].

The dissociation heat rate in Eq. (5) is computed as:

@Qd
h

@t
¼ vDH ð10Þ

where DH is the latent heat, given by the Kamath equation [7]:

DH ¼ Aþ B
h

A ¼ 56552; B ¼ �16:8137; 273:15\h� 298:15

A ¼ 27329; B ¼ �48:2748; 248:151� h\273:15

� ð11Þ
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In summary, Eqs. (4) and (5) form the governing equations of the system that
involve four primary variables: gas pressure Pg, temperature h, water saturation Sw and
gas saturation Sg. These equations are closed by the following auxiliary equations:

Sw þ Sg þ Sh ¼ 1 ð12Þ

Pg ¼ Pw þPc ð13Þ

where Pc is the capillary pressure to be determined by the van Genuchten function of
Sw and Sg [8], as shown in Table 1.

No analytical solution is available for Eqs. (6) and (7). Instead, a numerical solu-
tion was coded in MATLAB by linearizing the governing equations with the implicit
finite-difference method. The central and forward difference approximation was used
for the spatial and time derivatives, respectively. Then the linearized difference equa-
tion set was solved with the Newton-Raphson iteration method. The proposed model
and the numerical implementation have been validated via experimental data [9] and
have not been included in this paper due to length limit.

3 A Case Study of an Overburden-Free Slope T

The proposed model is applied to a case study addressed by Reagan and Moridis [10]
that represents a scenario of gentle submarine slopes with a shallow hydrate-bearing
layer (hydrate layer for short here). Below a water depth of 570 m, the hydrate layer
extends vertically from the seafloor to a depth of 16 m, and the initial hydrate satu-
ration is 3%. Initially, the temperature is 6 °C at the seafloor and linearly increases with
depth at a geothermal gradient of 28 °C/km. It is assumed that a temperature rise occurs
at the seafloor at a rate of 0.03 °C/year due to climate change. This triggers thermal
dissociation in the hydrate layer.

To verify our model and code, we adopted the boundary and initial conditions, and
parameters as the same as those in [10]. Note that salt and methane dissolution in water
are ignored in our simulation. Table 1 lists the major parameters.

In this setting-up, the dissociation front propagates from the top to the bottom of the
hydrate layer. Figures 2a and b compare our results with those given by Reagan and
Moridis. Our simulation agrees with the published data except that the dissociation lags
for about 60 years. This lag is due to the fact that the effect of salinity on the phase
equilibrium, considered by Reagan and Moridis, is ignored in our simulation. Under a
pressure of 5.7 MPa, the equilibrium temperature for MH in pure water is 1.7 °C
higher than that in sea water with a salinity of 0.035 (considered by Reagan and
Moridis). Given a temperature rising rate of 0.03 °C/year, hydrate dissociate 60 years
later in our simulation than that provided by Reagan and Moridis. Nevertheless, the
consistent profiles of hydrate and gas saturation as illustrated in Figs. 2a and b verified
our numerical code.

Figure 2c plots the excess pore pressure against time obtained from our simulation.
The magnitude of the induced excess pore pressure is in the order of several kilo-
pascals, and is insufficient to cause slope instability (assuming a gentle slope with an
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inclination angle of several degrees) because of low hydrate saturation and absence of a
relatively impermeable overburden above the hydrate layer. The next section will show
more vulnerable cases with an overburden.

4 Effect of Overburden Layer

Here we consider the effect of an overburden layer with a thickness ranging from 0 to
80 m. The permeability of the overburden and underburden layers is 1 � 10−17 m2.
The thickness of the hydrate layer is 20 m with a hydrate saturation of 30%. The water
depth from the sea level to the top of the hydrate layer is constant at 570 m. The
temperature at the bottom of hydrate layer is constant at 8 °C. The slope angle is
assumed to be 3º, and the cohesion and the internal frictional angle of all the sediments
are 200 kPa and 30º, respectively. The other parameters remain the same as the
overburden-free case in the preceding section.

Figure 3 illustrates the profile of Sh, ue, and Fs against the time elapsed from the
first onset of hydrate dissociation under different overburden thicknesses. As shown in
Fig. 3a, as the dissociation front propagates from the top to the bottom of the hydrate
layer, ue continuously builds up and Fs decreases. Meanwhile, we assume the cohesion
decreases linearly from 200 kPa to zero with the MHs dissociation. As a result, a peak
develops on the profile of Fs near the dissociation front (see Fig. 3). The failure onset
time refers to the time when Fs first reaches one at a specific depth, where the failure
surface is recognized.

Table 1. Parameters of the hydrate layer

Parameters Value

Absolute permeability k (m2) 1 � 10−15

Porosity / (%) 30
Initial hydrate saturation Sh0 (%) 3
Initial gas saturation Sg0 (%) 0
Composite thermal conductivity model [11] kH ¼ ffiffiffiffiffi

Sh
p þ ffiffiffiffiffi

Sw
p� 	

ksw � ksdð Þþ ksd
Dry thermal conductivity ksd (W/m/K) 1.0
Wet thermal conductivity ksw (W/m/K) 3.3
Capillary pressure model [8]

Pc ¼ P0 S�ð Þ�1=n�1
h in

S� ¼ Sr � Sirw
1� Sirw

; Sr ¼ Sw
Sw þ Sg

Sirw 0.19
P0 (Pa) 2000
n 0.45
Relative permeability model [12] kra ¼ Sa�Sira

1�Sira


 �n
; a � w; g

n 4
Sirg 0.02
Sirw 0.20
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Figure 4 shows the failure onset time and failure surface position against different
overburden thicknesses ho. The presence of the overburden plays two different roles.
On one hand, the overburden serves as a barrier that hampers dissipation of the excess
pore pressure accumulating in the hydrate layer during dissociation [1]. This tends to
endanger the slope. Even though hydrate dissociation is faster at 5 m thick overburden

Fig. 2. Profiles of hydrate saturation, gas saturation, and temperature in comparison with results
by Reagan and Moridis [10] at different times (a–b), and profile of the excess pore pressure
evolution (c).

Fig. 3. Profiles of hydrate saturation, excess pore pressure, safety factor at different time periods
under a overburden thickness of (a) 5 m; (b) 20 m; and (c) 60 m. The elapsed time starts from the
onset of hydrate dissociation at the top of the hydrate layer.
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(Fig. 3a) than that at 20 m (Fig. 3b), the pressure buildup is more remarkable for the
same amount of dissociated hydrate under the thicker overburden, because the pressure
dissipates more slowly. On the other hand, the overburden layer provides overburden
pressure that mobilizes additional shear resistance at the potential failure surface [13].
This is beneficial to stabilize the slope. The second mechanism seems dominant in the
circumstance under consideration. Figure 4 also provides the position of the failure
surface against different overburden thickness. In general, the failure surface is con-
strained within a narrow band at the top of the hydrate layer. This weak zone could
move upwards in the overburden layer if this layer is less cohesive.

5 Conclusions

This paper presents a simple THC coupled model for quantifying the excess pore
pressure caused by MH dissociation, and incorporates this model to the stability
analysis of an idealized submarine slope with a MH-bearing layer. Through an
overburden-free case study, the proposed model is demonstrated to be able to capture
the multi-physics coupled processes involved in MH dissociation in porous sediments.
The stability analysis of the gentle slope with a relatively impervious overburden layer
shows that the presence of the overburden plays two opposite roles in impacting the
stability of the slope. It serves as a barrier that hampers excess pore pressure dissipation
and therefore endangers the slope. Meanwhile it has beneficial effects by providing
overburden pressure that mobilizes additional shear resistance in the slope. For the
circumstances under consideration, the potential failure surface of the slope is con-
strained within a narrow band at the top of the hydrate layer. This could be affected by
the strength properties of the overburden layer, which will be further investigated in our
ongoing work.

Fig. 4. Failure onset time and failure surface depth against different overburden thicknesses.
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Abstract. The seabed of the South China Sea (SCS) is a vast reserve of oceanic
gas hydrates, a potential future energy attracting global interest. Gas production
from oceanic hydrates poses a significant concern of impending disasters of
massive seabed instability. Data inventory of hydrate reservoirs becomes
essential to optimize hydrate production strategies and to minimize potential
risks. To facilitate the data mining for future risk assessment of gas production
in SCS, this study compiles a GIS-driven database for managing and analyzing
information of gas hydrate reservoirs in SCS. The information, collected by
different agents with various techniques at various scales and accuracies, is
overlaid and geo-referenced. The possible bounds of hydrate reservoir are
roughly deduced at the regional scale from the data of water depth and the phase
equilibrium equation of hydrate. The presented GIS-driven database is adaptable
for data accumulating over time. This study is a preliminary and significant step
towards a regional risk analysis of hydrate production in SCS.

Keywords: Methane hydrate reservoir � Information management
Spatial database � GIS � South China Sea

1 Introduction

Methane hydrate (MH) is ice-like crystalline compound extensively found in the
sediments of continental margins and permafrost regions at low temperature and high
pressure. Referred to as “combustible ice”, MHs are viewed as potential sources of
future energy with a global reserve about twice as much as that of conventional fossil
fuels combined [1, 2]. However, utilization of oceanic MHs remains debatable due to
high risk, since extracting MHs from marine sediments may prime seafloor instability
and trigger severe geohazards such as massive submarine landslides among others.
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Assessment of geohazards associated with MH production is of importance for the
decision-makers. To serve this goal, information of MH reservoirs (e.g., geometric
boundaries, geotechnical and geochemical characteristics of the sediments, bathymetric
map etc.) is indispensable.

The South China Sea (SCS) is recognized as the most important reserve of oceanic
MHs in China with favorable settings for MHs formation. Intensive efforts have been
made for characterizing the hydrate reservoirs. The collected data are of great potential
to engine regional-scale risk assessments associated with MH production. However,
these data are partially accessible via research reports and articles. Extreme efforts are
required to dig out useful information in order to accommodate a specific scientific
research. To ease the procedure for data mining, this study initiates an integrated
database in a geographic information system (GIS) for systematically compiling and
managing data of MH reservoirs in SCS. This work aims to enable future regional-scale
applications such as hydrate production optimization, and relevant hazards assessment
and control.

2 The Study Area

SCS is estimated to be home to over 6.8 billion tons of oil equivalent MH, equaling half
of the China’s onshore oil and gas reserve and able to sustain 200 years’ energy con-
sumption of China [3]. As part of Western Pacific Ocean, SCS covers an area of
3.5 � 106 km2, where three tectonic plates intersect: the Eurasian plate, the Pacific plate
and the India Ocean plate. The water depth is 1212 m in average with a maximum depth
of 5377 m. Even seabed accompanied with widespread seamounts appears ladder-like
form from edge to center [4]. The geological structures (including submarine slumps,
diapiric structures, accretionary wedges, tectonic slope-break zones and polygonal
faults) are well-developed and widespread in SCS, providing good gas-bearing fluid
migration sub-systems. Bottom simulating reflectors manifest extensive existence of
MHs in SCS. As listed in Table 1, five expeditions have been accomplished since 1999
for characterizing MH reservoirs in SCS [5–13]. These data are particularly useful for
regional-scale risk assessments associated with MH production.

3 Data Management Strategy

The desired database is geohazard-oriented, geo-referenced, extensible, and supports
visualization and spatial analysis. Although a database can serve multiple purposes, we
aim at a data house that particularly supports geohazard assessment associated with
MH dissociation (due to natural and/or anthropologic perturbation) at the regional
scale. To serve this purpose, we stress on the datasets including (but not limited to)
geometrical boundaries and characteristics of MH reservoirs, thermal conditions,
bathymetry data, and stratigraphy. All datasets should be consistently overlain in a
unified coordinate system. The data structure should be adequately flexible in order to
accommodate growing data. The data can be visualized in spatial context so that data
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inconsistency can be visually identified. In addition, the database should provide
necessary functions of spatial analysis to facilitate further applications.

Taking account of these considerations, we employ ArcGIS [14] to store, manage,
visualize and analyze the collected datasets. Figure 1 illustrates the workflow. First, the
useful raw data are identified and collected based on literature survey and online
resources search. Second, the selected data are compiled into GIS. Hardcopy data need to
be digitized, and data without attached geographic information have to be geo-referenced
to a predefined coordinate system. Spatial analyses are often necessary to derive relevant
information from raw data, for instance, obtaining the seafloor terrain model from the
bathymetric data originally archived in a raster file. These can be facilitated with the tools
offered by ArcGIS. The processed and geo-referenced data in proper formats enter the
GIS database, being ready for various applications such as modeling hydrate reservoirs,
MH-related geohazards assessment, and MH production risk evaluation.

Table 1. Major expeditions to SCS [5–13]

Expedition Period Location Mission Drilling
#

ODP
Leg 184

2/19–4/12
1999

Jianfengbei Basin To understand climate changes on a
variety of time scales ranging from
millennial to tectonic

6

GMGS-1 4/12–6/12
2007

Shenhu area To determine the distribution of gas
hydrate at as many different sites as
possible

8

GMGS-2 5/28–9/8
2013

Eastern part of the
Pearl River
Mouth Basin

To further investigate the resource
potential of gas hydrates in SCS

13

GMGS-3 6/1–9/1
2015

Shenhu area To identify and evaluate gas hydrate
reservoirs for future development

19

GMGS-4 Apr–Aug,
2016

Shenhu and Xisha
Sea areas

Ditto 21

Fig. 1. Workflow for constructing and applying the database
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4 Basic Datasets

All information is geo-referenced to the World Geodetic System of 1984 (WGS 84).
We report the principal sources for our scope as follows.

(1) Geographic lineaments (such as line coast). These data are directly imported from
the base map collections provided by ArcGIS.

(2) Bathymetric maps. The bathymetric maps of SCS are obtained from a subset of
ETOPO1 database provided by NOAA [15, 16]. ETOPO1 is a one arc-minute
global relief model of Earth’s surface that integrates land topography and ocean
bathymetry. ETOPO1 is vertically referenced to sea level, and horizontally ref-
erenced to WGS 84. The data is imported into our database after removing outliers
with raster calculator. Figures 2a and b present the water depth map and the
landscape view of the seafloor derived from the bathymetric map, respectively.
The bathymetric map is of particular value to derive a terrain model of the sea
bottom (required in a submarine landslide hazards assessment) and characterize
the pressure conditions of the hydrate reservoirs (necessary for delineating hydrate
stabilization zones).

(3) Geothermal data. Spatial and temporal variation of temperature in the marine
sediments is of significance to characterize hydrate reservoirs. The relevant data
include the geothermal gradient and heat flux. These data are widespread in the
literature, but efforts are needed to digitize them (most presented as image maps)
and geo-reference them to the proper coordinate system.

(4) Stratification and properties of marine sediments. This information is crucial to
reach a reasonable reservoir model required for relevant geo-hazard assessment.
The rational procedure is to extract necessary information from available drilling
data, and then construct the stratification profiles and properties fields (e.g.,
porosity, hydraulic conductivity, deformation modulus, thermal conductivity,
strength etc.) by employing geostatistical interpolation or stochastic simulations,
which are readily available techniques intensively applied for constructing geo-
logical systems from limited data. Currently very limited drilling activities have
been conducted at SCS (see Table 1). The available drilling data were extracted
from the literature, digitized and imported into our database. Apparently, the
current dataset is too scarce to reach a well-constrained reservoir model. Never-
theless, we expect more dense drilling data available in the near future, since the
success of the first MH extraction trial at SCS is encouraging intensive follow-up
expeditions at SCS.

5 Database Application: Estimating GHSZ

This section illustrates the usefulness of the constructed database via a simple appli-
cation for roughly estimating gas hydrate stability zone (GHSZ). The database is able
to accommodate an increasing number of applications as data accumulate with time.

GHSZ indicates the possible maximum bound of MH reservoirs dependent on
water depth, geothermal temperature and pore water salinity; however, the actual
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geometric boundaries of the reservoirs are also affected by many other factors such as
geologic setting, pore connectivity in the sediments, gas origin and composition [17].
Phase equilibrium method is prevailing to theoretically estimate the lower bound of
GHSZ [18]. The base of the GHSZ locates where water pressure reaches the equilib-
rium value. According to [19–21], given temperature T (in K) at a certain depth, the
equilibrium pressure (in Pa) is computed as:

P� c expða� b
T
Þ ð1Þ

where a, b and c are constants (as suggested in [22], a = 49.3185, b = 9459 K,
c = 1 Pa used in this study). The temperature profile with depth is estimated from the
bottom water temperature (i.e. temperature at the seafloor) and the geothermal gradient.
The bottom water temperature in SCS is estimated from [23]:

To ¼ 373:41� h�0:6269
w ð2Þ

where hw is the water depth. The geothermal gradient is not uniform in SCS. However,
as a rough estimate here, the averaged value 35 °C/km [18] is used for the entire
region. Assuming a hydrostatic pressure distribution and a linearly increasing
geothermal temperature, the depth of GHSZ base can be calculated from Eq. (1).

Fig. 2. Maps derived from ETOPO1 dataset: (a) water depth and (b) seafloor landscape view
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Figure 3a presents the map of the estimated thickness of GHSZ. It indicates that
GHSZ thickness is more than 100 m in most areas of SCS. Relatively thicker GHSZ
can be found in central and eastern SCS. Areas where water depth is less than 500 m
are unfavorable for MH formation. To roughly validate the estimation, we compare the
estimated base of GHSZ with available drilling data [4–13]. As shown in Fig. 3b, the
estimated base of GHSZ is below the MH-bearing deposits detected at all drilling
boreholes except GMG2-08, where dual MH-bearing layers are detected. The estimated
base of GHSZ is 45 m below the seafloor, slightly above the bottom MH-bearing layer
extending from 69 to 86 m below the seafloor. This slight discrepancy arises from the
simplification of the model for estimating GHSZ without considering the secondary
factors other than pressure and temperature.

6 Summary

This study develops an integrated GIS database for compiling and managing infor-
mation of MH reservoirs in SCS in order to accommodate regional-scale analyses such
as MH production optimization and related geohazard assessment. We target a
geohazard-oriented, geo-referenced, and extensible database that supports visualization
and spatial analysis. Geographic lineaments, bathymetric maps, geothermal data,
stratification and properties of marine sediments are collected from the literature and
online resources, digitized, geo-referenced and imported into the database. Useful
information is derived from the database to outline the geometry boundaries and
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Fig. 3. A map of estimated thickness of GHSZ (a) compared with hydrate-bearing deposits
discovered at five available boreholes (b), of which the spatial locations are shown in (a)
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geologic properties of the MH reservoirs. The usefulness of the database is demon-
strated via an application for estimating GHSZ. This study is preliminary and however
significant towards a regional risk analysis of MH production in SCS.
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Abstract. Piles are widely adopted for stabilizing the unstable slopes or active
landslides. The subject of stabilizing piles has been extensively studied in liter-
ature; however, the optimization of stabilizing piles is rarely reported. This paper
presents an optimization-based design framework for landslide stabilizing piles,
within which both effectiveness of the stabilizing piles (as reinforcement in the
landslide) and cost efficiency could be explicitly considered and optimized. The
design parameters of the stabilizing piles considered in this paper include pile
diameter, spacing, length and position. The design objective is to simultaneously
optimize the reinforcement (i.e., stabilizing piles) effectiveness and cost effi-
ciency. In that the desire to maximize the reinforcement effectiveness and that to
maximize the cost efficiency are two conflicting objectives, the outcome of this
bi-objective optimization yields a Pareto front which depicts a trade-off between
these two design objectives. With the obtained Pareto front, an informed decision
regarding the design of landslide stabilizing piles can be reached. The effec-
tiveness and the significance of this optimization-based design framework for
landslide stabilizing piles are demonstrated through an illustrative example.

Keywords: Landslide � Stabilizing piles � Factor of safety � Cost
Design � Optimization

1 Introduction

In the Three Gorges Reservoir Area, China, the stabilizing piles have been extensively
constructed [1]. With the aid of stabilizing piles, part of the lateral earth pressure from
the upper unstable layer could be transferred to the lower stable layer [2, 3]; as such, the
stability of the reinforced landslide or slope can be improved. The pile-slope or
pile-landslide interaction, which further affects the reinforcement effectiveness and cost
efficiency of the stabilizing piles, is influenced by various factors, including the sur-
rounding soils and pile parameters. In a conventional design of stabilizing piles, the
following procedures can be adopted: evaluating the lateral resisting force that is
required to achieve the target factor of safety (FS), and selecting a stabilizing pile
design that is capable of offering the required lateral resisting force [2, 4]. Here, the
required lateral resisting force from the stabilizing piles can be estimated using either
the coupled interaction analysis or the uncoupled stability analysis [5, 6].
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According to Wang and Kulhawy [7], the essentials of good engineering designs
hinge on the requirement of economics. As such, the design of stabilizing piles should
be treated as a multi-objective optimization problem, in which the requirements from
both reinforcement effectiveness and cost efficiency should be considered and opti-
mized. This is similar to the designs of other geotechnical structures such as braced
excavations [8] and shield tunnels [9]. However, most discussions on the design of
stabilizing piles only deal with the reinforcement effectiveness, the discussions on the
design of stabilizing piles which consider both reinforcement effectiveness and cost
efficiency are only at the conceptual level. Thus, this paper will present a bi-objective
optimization-based design framework for stabilizing piles, in which both reinforcement
effectiveness and cost efficiency are explicitly considered and optimized.

2 Optimization-Based Design of Stabilizing Piles

2.1 Bi-Objective Optimization-Based Design Framework

In reference to the algorithm of the bi-objective optimization-based design of stabi-
lizing piles shown in Eq. (1), the essence of the proposed optimization-based design of
stabilizing piles is to seek an optimal stabilizing pile design (represented by a set of pile
parameters d) in the design space DS such that the target stability TS is satisfied,
meanwhile both reinforcement effectiveness R and cost efficiency E are simultaneously
optimized.

Find: Pile parameters d
Subject to: Design spaceDS

Target stabilityTS
Objectives: Maximizing reinforcement effectivenssR

Maximizing cost efficiencyE

ð1Þ

In this study, all the geometric parameters of pile diameter (D), spacing (S/D),
length (L) and position (X; see Fig. 2) are taken as the design parameters d, d = {D,
S/D, L, X}, in which S represents the center-to-center spacing of the stabilizing piles.

2.2 Informed Design of Stabilizing Piles Based upon Optimization
Results

In that the desire to maximize the reinforcement effectiveness R and that to maximize
the cost efficiency E are two conflicting design objectives, this bi-objective optimization
cannot lead to a utopia solution which is optimal with respect to both objectives. Instead,
a set of non-dominated solutions could be identified, which are superior to all others in
the design space; but among these non-dominated solutions, none of them are superior
or inferior to others [9, 10]. As shown in Fig. 1, although non-dominated design d1 costs
less and thusly implies higher cost efficiency E, non-dominated design d5 yields higher
reinforcement effectivenessR; the utopia design d0 which is optimal with respect to both
objectives could not be attainable in the design space DS. These non-dominated
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solutions collectively form a Pareto front, and this Pareto front could be obtained with
either Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm version II, NSGA-II [11] or weighted
sum-based approach [12, 13].

The obtained Pareto front depicts a trade-off between these two conflicting
objectives, which can help render an informed design decision. For example, either the
most cost-efficient design that is above a pre-specified level of reinforcement effec-
tiveness RT (see design d4 in Fig. 1) or the most effective design that is below a
pre-specified level of cost CT (see design d2 in Fig. 1) can be identified as the most
preferred design in the design space DS. When a strong preference is not pre-specified
by the owner or client, the knee point on the Pareto front (see design d3 in Fig. 1),
which yields the best compromise between these two conflicting objectives, can be
taken as the most preferred design in the design space DS [14, 15]. The knee point on
the Pareto front may be identified with marginal utility function approach [14, 16],
normal boundary intersection approach [8, 15], reflex angle approach [15] or minimum
distance-based approach [18].

3 Illustrative Example

3.1 Geotechnical Characterization of the Illustrative Example

To demonstrate the effectiveness and significance of this optimization-based design of
stabilizing piles, one illustrative example shown in Fig. 2, in terms of the design of
stabilizing piles in a one-layer earth slope, is studied. The width (W) and height (H1)
of this earth slope are 20.0 m and 14.0 m, respectively. The depth of the underlying
rock layer (H2) is taken as an infinitely large value. The soil parameters of this example
slope are listed in Table 1. In this study, the 2-D explicit finite difference program
FLAC version 7.0 [17] is adopted as the solution model for evaluating the slope
stability, the plane-strain condition is assumed in this stability analysis. The left-side
boundary is set at 30.0 m away from the slope toe, the right-side boundary is set at
30.0 m away from the slope crest, and the bottom boundary is set at 30.0 m below the
slope toe. In the discretization of the geometrical domain of this slope, the size of soil
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Fig. 1. Optimization results of the bi-objective optimization of stabilizing piles.
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elements is set at 1.0 m. The bottom boundary is restrained vertically, and the left and
right-side boundaries are restrained horizontally. The soil is modelled with the
Mohr-Coulomb model, the stabilizing piles are modelled with beam elements, and the
soil-pile interfaces are modelled with interface elements. The input parameters of
the stabilizing piles and those of the soil-pile interfaces are listed in Table 1.

With the input parameters shown in Table 1, the stability of this slope is analyzed,
and the resulting FS of the unreinforced slope, denoted as FS1, is 1.18. This FS1 value
is relatively low, thus this slope needs to be reinforced. For ease of construction, a
discrete design space DS, formulated in Table 2, is adopted. The maximum pile

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the illustrative example.

Table 1. Input parameters for the illustrative example.

Category Parameter Value

Soil Density (kg/m3) 1,700
Effective cohesion (kPa) 5.0
Effective friction angle (°) 30.0
Bulk modulus (MPa) 330
Shear modulus (MPa) 150

Stabilizing piles Density (kg/m3) 2,500
Young’s modulus (GPa) 35.0
Steel reinforcement ratio (%) 1.0
Thickness of concrete protective cover (m) 0.05
Yielding strength of steel bar (kPa) 345 � 103

Compression strength of concrete (kPa) 39 � 103

Soil-pile interfaces Normal stiffness (Mpa/m) 550
Shear stiffness (Mpa/m) 550
Cohesion (kPa) 5.0
Friction angle (°) 30.0
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spacing is set as S/D = 4 such that an effective soil arching could be formed between
piles [4]. For a given slope, the longitudinal length is oftentimes fixed, thus the cost
efficiency could be captured by the construction cost C of the stabilizing piles per
longitudinal length. The construction cost C, in this study, is approximated by the
volume of the stabilizing piles. A larger C value means that a larger budget is required
on the slope reinforcement, thus implies lower cost efficiency E. The reinforcement
effectiveness R is measured herein by the increase in the FS of the reinforced slope,
expressed as DFS = FS2 − FS1, where FS2 and FS1 are the FS of the unreinforced slope
and that of the reinforced slope, respectively. A larger DFS value means that a larger
improvement of the slope stability, thus implies higher reinforcement effectiveness R.

3.2 Results of Bi-Objective Optimization-Based Design of Stabilizing
Piles

With the bi-objective optimization algorithm of stabilizing piles shown in Eq. (1), the
design of stabilizing piles for this example slope is readily conducted. For each of the
candidate designs in the design space DS (see Table 2), the reinforcement effectiveness
R and the cost efficiency E, in terms of the construction cost C and the increase in FS
(DFS), respectively, are evaluated, and the results are plotted in Fig. 3(a). Due to the
different combinations of the pile parameters, the candidate pile designs of the same
construction cost C can yield different reinforcement effectiveness R, the candidate pile
designs of different construction cost C could yield similar reinforcement effectiveness
R, as illustrated in Fig. 3(a). Thus, the reinforcement effectiveness R and cost effi-
ciency E of the stabilizing piles might be simultaneously optimized through a careful

Table 2. Design space DS adopted for the illustrative example.

Design parameters d Design pool (i.e., potential design values of the pile parameters)

Pile diameter, D (m) {0.2 m, 0.4 m, 0.6 m, 0.8 m, 1.0 m}
Pile spacing, S/D {1, 2, 3, 4}
Pile length, L (m) {6 m, 8 m, 10 m, 12 m, 14 m, 16 m, 18 m, 20 m}
Pile position, X (m) {1 m, 3 m, 5 m, 7 m, 9 m, 11 m, 13 m, 15 m, 17 m, 19 m}

(a) Design objectives of all candidate designs  (b) Optimization results without target FS 
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adjustment of the pile parameters. This is the theoretical basis for the presented
bi-objective optimization-based design.

For illustration purposes, the target stability TS in this example is specified as 1.0,
thus all the candidate pile designs depicted in Fig. 3(a) are classified as feasible
designs. Then, a Pareto front that consists of 99 nondominated pile designs is estab-
lished using the sorting algorithm of NSGA-II [11], as shown in Fig. 3(b). With the
obtained Pareto front, an informed design decision can be made. For example, the knee
point on the Pareto front is identified with the minimum distance-based approach [18],
the result is shown in Fig. 3(b). As expected, on the left side of this knee point, a slight
reduction in the cost C drastically decreases the reinforcement effectiveness R, this is
not desirable; on the right side of this knee point, a slight increase in the reinforcement
effectiveness R yields a huge increase in the cost C, this is not desirable, either. Thus,
when the target level of the reinforcement effectiveness R or that of the cost C is not
specified, the knee point on the Pareto front can be identified as the most preferred
design in the design space DS.

Table 3. Optimization results for illustrative example.

Preferred
design on
Pareto front

Pile design parameters, d Construction
cost, C (m3/
m)

Reinforcement
effectiveness,
R = DFS

Diameter,
D (m)

Spacing,
S/D

Length,
L (m)

Position,
X (m)

Minimum C 0.2 4 6 17 0.24 0.07
Knee point 1.0 3 12 9, 11, 13 3.14 0.24
Maximum R 0.8 1 14 11 8.80 0.34

(a) No stabilizing pile (b) Pile design of knee point

(c) Pile design with maximum R  (d) Pile design with minimum C

FS1 = 1.18

No pile Pile design parameters:
D = 1.0 m, S/D = 3
L = 12 m, X= 11 m

FS2 = 1.43, Mmax = 1153 kN m

Pile design parameters:
D = 0.8 m, S/D = 1
L = 14 m, X= 11 m

FS2 = 1.53, Mmax = 588 kN m

Pile design parameters:
D = 0.2 m, S/D = 4
L = 6 m, X= 17 m

FS2 = 1.25, Mmax = 9 kN m

Fig. 4. Failure surfaces of the preferred designs on the Pareto front.
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Next, two other designs on the Pareto front, one represents the design with the
minimum construction cost C and the other the design with the maximum reinforce-
ment effectiveness R, are identified and shown in Fig. 3(b). The pile parameters d,
construction cost C and reinforcement effectiveness R of these three designs are tab-
ulated in Table 3. The pile position of the knee point and that of the pile design with the
maximum R are both located in the range of 9 m to 13 m, thus the optimal position of
the stabilizing piles may be located around the middle part of the unstable slope. The
pile length of the knee point and that of the pile design with the maximum R are 12 m
and 14 m, respectively, which are larger than that of the design with the minimum
C (i.e., L = 6 m), thus the pile length should be large. The data on the pile diameter and
pile spacing indicate that large pile diameters and small pile spacings should be
preferred.

3.3 Discussion on Optimization Results

Plotted in Fig. 4 are the potential failure surface of the unreinforced slope and those of
the slopes reinforced with the three preferred designs on the Pareto front (see Fig. 3b).
In Fig. 4(a), the depth of the failure surface of the unreinforced slope is small and
which does not pass through the toe of the slope; whereas, the failure surfaces of the
reinforced slopes extend to greater depths, and wider horizontal ranges can be affected
by the failure of the slopes, as shown in Fig. 4(b), (c) and (d). In Fig. 4(b) and (c), the
stabilizing piles are designed with the optimal position, sufficient length, large diameter
and suitable spacing, the outputs are: the initial failure surface (of the unreinforced
slope) is blocked by the stabilizing piles, the new failure surfaces (on both sides of the
stabilizing piles) extend to greater depths, significant part of the lateral earth pressure
from the upper unstable layer could be transferred to the lower stable layer and which
can be indicated by the maximum bending moment of the stabilizing piles (i.e.,
Mmax = 1153 kN m in Fig. 4b and Mmax = 588 kN m in Fig. 4c), and thus the sta-
bility of the slope is improved (i.e., FS2 = 1.43 in Fig. 4b and FS2 = 1.53 in Fig. 4c).
Whereas, in Fig. 4(d), the failure surface of the reinforced slope could not be blocked
by the stabilizing piles, the lateral earth pressure from the upper unstable layer could
not be effectively transferred to the lower stable layer (i.e., Mmax = 9 kN m in Fig. 4d),
and the improvement of the slope stability is limited (i.e., FS2 = 1.25 in Fig. 4d), which
can be attributed to the insufficient length of the stabilizing piles.

4 Concluding Remarks

This paper presents a bi-objective optimization-based design framework for stabilizing
piles; in which, both reinforcement effectiveness and cost efficiency are explicitly
considered and optimized, in addition to the requirement of target stability. The design
objective of reinforcement effectiveness and that of cost efficiency are conflicting with
each other. The output of this optimization is a Pareto front which depicts a trade-off
between these objectives. This Pareto front helps render an informed design decision,
in terms of the knee point on the Pareto front. The effectiveness of this design
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framework is demonstrated through an illustrative example: the design of stabilizing
piles in a one-layer earth slope.

Note that the optimization of stabilizing piles is a challenging problem. Apart from
the factors investigated in this paper, many other factors such as the groundwater, 3-D
behavior of the reinforced slope, soil arching effect between the single row of stabi-
lizing piles, interaction between the multiple rows of stabilizing piles, and target sta-
bility of the reinforced slope or landslide should be considered.
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Abstract. This study develops a hybrid model for investigating seafloor
instability subjected to hydrate dissociation by combining the limit equilibrium
slope stability analysis and numerical modeling of fluid flow and heat transport.
This model is employed to study a slope configured according to the geological
settings of hydrate reservoirs located at Shenhu area, South China Sea, under
mild and sustaining warming scenarios. The vulnerable settings and the con-
trolling factors are quantitatively identified through a parametric study. The
results indicate that the slope is stable under the mild seafloor warming scenario
in a short timescale. Under the sustaining warming scenario, the slope fails in
the order of hundreds of years. The predicted slip onset is located at the top of
the hydrate reservoir. The slope is particularly vulnerable to the presence of low
permeable and tight sediments, and highly-concentrated hydrates. The perme-
ability of the overburden layer plays a dominant role in determining the vul-
nerability of the slope, while the impact of the permeability, hydrate saturation,
and porosity of the hydrate reservoir is secondary.

Keywords: Methane hydrate � Seafloor instability � THC coupled process
South China Sea

1 Introduction

Gas hydrate is an ice-like form of water that contains gas molecules (mostly methane in
nature) in its molecular cavities. Methane from gas hydrates may constitute a substantial
future source of natural gas. Many countries, including China, have launched major gas
hydrate research and development programs. Shenhu area at the continental slope of
northern South China Sea (SCS) is viewed as a vast reservoir of MHs and a promising
site for hydrate extraction [1–4]. The recent success of hydrate production trial at
Shenhu area encourages an accelerating development in China towards mass hydrate
production and also invokes a demand for thorough and careful environmental impact
assessments, among which the identification of seafloor regions vulnerable to hydrate
dissociation (due to either natural or anthropological perturbations) is a key issue.
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Substantial evidence has suggested that hydrates dissociation is one of the main
causes of seafloor instability [8]. The hydrate stability zone extends into the seafloor
sediments down to a depth where temperature exceeds an equilibrium value required
for hydrate stability. However, MHs in the marine sediments are prone to dissociate at a
sufficient temperature rise (e.g. through climate change [5, 6]) or pressure drop (e.g.
through falling sea level [7]). Hydrate dissociation causes loss of cementation and
excess pore pressure, both of which are factors contributing to reduction in shear
resistance of marine sediments. The connection between hydrates dissociation with
seafloor instability has been investigated via theoretical [9, 10] and numerical [8, 11]
models in the past decades. However, accurately evaluating the conditions for and risks
of hydrates dissociation remains a challenging task, because stability of the slope with
melting MHs is governed by interplays of thermodynamic, hydrodynamic, chemical
and mechanical processes, each working at a specific timescale and affected by a large
set of parameters. Additionally, quantitative analyses of seafloor stability for the
specific geological settings (e.g. water depth, overburden thickness, seafloor terrain) of
Shenhu area are still rare.

This study intends to develop a simple and robust method to quantify seafloor
instability subjected to MH dissociation with a full consideration of thermo-hydro-
chemical coupled processes that incorporates realistic parameters of Shenhu area. To
identify the most vulnerable setting and the most important factor, we perform a
parametric study for typical geological settings of Shenhu Area. The present study
concentrates on how hydrate reservoirs react to hypothetical climatic conditions, and
the model can be extended to other types of perturbations which will be addressed in
our future work.

2 A Hybrid Approach for Stability Analysis of a Slope
Subjected to Hydrate Dissociation

Figure 1 illustrates a submarine slope with a hydrate-bearing layer (hydrate reservoir)
sandwiched by overburden and underlying layers. Note that each of the single layer can
be refined with multiple layers to incorporate more realistic conditions. The top of the
reservoir is prone to dissociate if the seafloor temperature rises due to sustaining heat
input (e.g. resulting from climate change). If the slope is gentle and the lateral extents
of the unstable mass are much larger compared with its thickness, it is reasonable to
idealize the slope into an infinite slope where one-dimensional (1D) analysis is
applicable. To quantify the stability of the infinite slope, we propose a hybrid model
that combines the limit equilibrium analysis with a numerical simulator for fluid and
heat flow analysis.

In general, according to the concept of the limit equilibrium analysis, the stability of
an infinite slope is evaluated through a safety factor [9] computed from:

Fs ¼ c
c0H sin b cos b

þ ðcHþ cwzÞ cos b tanu
ðc0HÞ sin b

� u
cos b tanu
ðc0HÞ sin b ð1Þ
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where b is the slope angle;H is the depth of a possible failure surface below the seafloor;
z is the water depth; c and c′ are the saturated and buoyant unit weight of the soil,
respectively; c andu are the cohesion and internal friction angle of the soil at the possible
failure surface, respectively; u is the total pore pressure at the possible failure surface,
which could even liquefy soils if its magnitude exceed that of total stress of soils.

To extend Eq. (1) to scenarios involving hydrate dissociation, two aspects need
particular consideration. First, temporal and spatial variation in the strength parameters
of the sediments during hydrate melting needs to be taken into account. For simplicity,
we assume that cohesion c instantly vanishes when the dissociation front arrives, noting
that a gradually-declining cohesion correlated to hydrate saturation would be more
reasonable if available. The internal angle u is nearly unaffected by dissociation
according to published data [12]. Second, the spatial and temporal evolutions of pore
pressure u must be quantified by considering the interplay between hydrate dissocia-
tion, heat diffusion, and fluid flow. In this proposed scheme, the evolving u is obtained
from a vertical fluid flow and heat transport analysis using TOUGH + Hydrate, a
simulator for multi-component, multi-phase fluid and heat flow in hydrate-bearing
geologic systems. The results are then imported into Eq. (1) to yield Fs at different
depths and time periods.

3 Model Set-up

The proposed hybrid approach is used to analyze a hydrate reservoir system condi-
tioned to the geological settings of Shenhu area as listed in Table 1. The parameters
adopted in the baseline simulation (presented in Sect. 4.1) are listed in Tables 1 and 2.
In the parametric study (presented in Sect. 4.2), we fix the geometry (i.e. water depth,
stratigraphy, and slope angle) and thermal properties of the slope, and concentrate the
parametric analysis on the effect of intrinsic permeability of the overburden and
underlying material kou(0.0001 * 100 mD) and that of the hydrate reservoir
kh(0.0001 * 100 mD), porosity of the sediments n(10 * 60%), and initial hydrate

Fig. 1. A schematic sketch of a submarine slope with a hydrate reservoir subjected to seafloor
warming
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saturation Sh0(5 * 45%). These parameters either vary in wide ranges or significantly
affect the variation of pore pressure.

The 1D numerical model for vertical fluid and heat flow analysis is 820 m high,
composed of a 60-m thick overburden layer, a 60-m thick hydrate-bearing layer, and a
700-m thick underlying layer. Prescribed pressure and temperature are imposed to the
top and bottom boundaries. The cells are 1 m tall in the overburden and underlying layers
and 0.5 m in the hydrate-bearing layer. The initial pressure is assumed hydrostatic, and
the initial thermal field complies with a constant geothermal gradient (given in Table 1).

We assume that seafloor instability is triggered by a seafloor temperature rising at a
rate of 0.03°C/yr due to climate warming. Note that this assumption can be replaced by
other triggering mechanisms. Here we consider two scenarios: (1) a mild warming
scenario lasting 100 years, for which the baseline simulation is compared with pub-
lished results; (2) a sustaining warming scenario for a sensitivity analysis seeking the
time to slope failure under various conditions.

Table 1. Parameters of hydrate reservoirs at Shenhu, northern SCS.

Parameter Typical range [13, 14] Value in baseline simulation

Water depth 1108–1245 m 1176.5 m
Overburden thickness 20–200 m 60 m
Thickness of hydrate reservoir 20–100 m 60 m
Slope angle 0.1–71.4° 3.0°
Initial seafloor temperature 1–5 °C 3 °C
Geothermal gradient 43.0–67.7 °C/km 55.35 °C/km
Hydrate saturation 20–70% 45%

Table 2. Parameters and models used in the baseline simulation.

Parameter Value

Initial salinity 35
Sediment density q 2.65 g/cm3

Internal friction angle of sediment u 30°
Dry thermal conductivity khd 3.3 W/m/K
Wet thermal conductivity khe 1.0 W/m/K
Intrinsic permeability of over- and under-burden kou 0.001 mD
Intrinsic permeability of hydrate-bearing layer kh 10.0 mD
Porosity n (all formation) 40%
Initial hydrate saturation Sh0 45%
Relative permeability model [15] krA ¼ max 0;min ½SA � SirA

1� SirA
�n; 1

n on o

krG ¼ max 0;min ½SG � SirG
1� SirG

�nG ; 1
n on o

kirG = 0.12, kirA = 0.02, n = nG = 4
Capillary pressure model [16] Pcap ¼ �P0½ðS�Þ�1=k � 1��1=k

S� ¼ ðSA � SirAÞ=ðSmxA � SirAÞ
SirA = 0.11, P0 = 12500 Pa, k = 0.254

Composite thermal conductivity model [17] kh ¼ khd þ
ffiffiffiffiffi
SA

p ðkhw � khdÞþ/SIkhI
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4 Results

4.1 A Mild Warming Scenario: The Baseline Simulation

During the 100-year warming, the profiles of hydrate and gas saturation obtained from
the baseline simulation clearly indicate that the conditions for gas dissociation are not
met under this temperature change condition. The pressure and temperature of the
hydrate reservoir are still in the stable range. The safety factor of the slope Fs remains
unchanged at approximately 11 because of minimal variation of pore pressure. This
agrees well with the conclusion that deep oceanic case is insensitive to a mild seafloor
warming at a short timescales [5].

4.2 The Parametric Study

If the temperature rising rate is maintained until hydrates ultimately dissociate, seafloor
may finally become unstable (Fs < 1). Under this hypothetical scenario, this section
presents the spatial-temporal evolution of Fs via a parametric analysis in order to
identify the dominant parameter(s).

Figure 2 presents profiles of Fs, Sh, and u varying over time obtained from one
simulation as an example (Sh0 = 20%, / = 50%, kou = 0.001 mD, kh = 10 mD). Given
any time period, Fs reaches the minimum value (Fs,min) at the interface between the
hydrate reservoir and the overburden layer, where hydrate dissociation is initiated and
pore pressure starts to build up (highlighted in pink in Fig. 2a). This indicates that the
slide occurs the earliest at the top of the hydrate reservoir as a result of a sufficient
temperature rise at the seafloor. Regardless of the depth, Fs decreases over time as
hydrate dissociation front propagates downwards, and Fs,min reaches 1 at the top of the
hydrate-bearing layer in 442 years (defined as the time of failure onset).

Fig. 2. The profile of (a) the safety factor, (b) hydrate saturation, and (c) total pore pressure at
different time periods against depth in meter below seafloor (mbsf). The figures only plot the
profiles from 427 to 444 years, during which the minimum safety factor Fs,min drops from 5 to 0
and slide occurs.
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Each of the sub-figures in Fig. 3 plots Fs,min over time when a single parameter
varies while the other parameters remain at the baseline values. The curves of Fs,min

descend with increasing Sh0, and decreasing kh, kou and n. This indicates that a sub-
marine slope enclosing a hydrate reservoir with lower permeable sediments (in both the
overburden and hydrate reservoir), higher hydrate concentration, and tighter geologic
medium is more prone to failure under temperature rise. Particularly, as shown in Fig. 3
(b), the effect of kou is remarkable. If the overburden layer is highly permeable, seafloor
instability is unlikely to occur because the pore pressure built up during hydrate dis-
sociation could dissipate very rapidly. Particularly, if kou is greater than 1 mD, the
failure timescale is at least in the order of thousands of years. In contrast, the effect of
Sh0 is fairly limited.

We use the time of failure onset as a nominal descriptor for system vulnerability.
An earlier onset indicates a more vulnerable slope system. Based on the result of a set
of parametric simulations, each of the sub-figures of Fig. 4 plots the contours of the
onset time in a space constituted by two parameters, resulting in a vulnerability map, to
show the combined effect of the two parameters.

Figures 4a and b present the vulnerability maps in a kou-kh space under high and
low concentration hydrate reservoir, respectively. In both cases, the most vulnerable
configuration appears at the bottom left corner with low kou-kh; the failure onset is
earlier with a lower Sh for different combinations of kou and kh. This indicates that the
hydrate-bearing slope is more vulnerable as Sh0 increases. In both cases, kou plays a
dominant role in affecting the onsets of slope failure, whereas kh is less sensitive
especially when kh is in the range of 1 to 100 mD. However, when kh drops below a

Fig. 3. Effect of (a) kh, (b) kou, (c) n, and (d) Sh0 on Fs,min over time
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critical value (approximately 1 mD) for both cases, the effect of kh is enhanced. This is
signaled by nearly-vertical dense contours at kh equaling about 1mD.

Figure 4c presents the vulnerability maps in a kou-Sh0 space. Similar to the results
discussed above, kou plays a vital role in affecting the vulnerability of the slope,
whereas the variation of Sh0 has only marginal effect. This is signaled by flattened
contours over a wide range of Sh0 in the vulnerability map. The effect of Sh0 is slightly
enhanced when kou is less than 0.01 mD. A decrease of Sh0 will delay failure onset
because of the reduced volume of available hydrates in the porous media, i.e. reduced
sources of pressure build-up.

Figure 4d presents the vulnerability maps in a n - Sh0 space. The porosity of the
sediments n has more significant impact on the failure onset than the initial hydrate
saturation does, as the contours are nearly parallel to Sh0–axis. Failure delays with
increasing n. This indicates that a slope with a tight reservoir with limited pore spaces
is vulnerable during hydrate dissociation, because the released gas quickly fills the
limited void spaces in the tight geological system and yields very rapid pressure
buildup. These results show a good agreement with previous studies [18].

Fig. 4. Vulnerability maps in terms of slope failure onset time (in years) in (a) kou-kh space
under high hydrate concentration (Sh0 = 45%), (b) kou-kh space under low hydrate concentration
(Sh0 = 5%), (c) kou-Sh0 space with porosity equaling 40%, and (d) n-Sh0 space with permeability
of the overburden equaling 0.001 mD
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5 Conclusion

We developed a hybrid model to quantify the stability of seafloor subjected to hydrate
dissociation. This model has a simple form within the conventional framework of limit
equilibrium analysis of slope stability, and incorporates the complexity attributed to
THC coupled processes in a hydrate-bearing geological system. This model is
employed in this preliminary study of a slope configured according to geological
conditions of hydrate reservoirs located at Shenhu area, SCS in order to identify the
vulnerable settings and controlling factors. The results show the slope is stable under a
mild seafloor warming scenario in a 100 years. Under the sustaining warming scenario,
the slope may fail in the order of hundreds of years. The slope is particularly vulnerable
to the presence of low-permeability and tight sediments overburden layer, and high
hydrate concentration in the hydrate reservoir. The permeability of the overburden
layer plays a dominant role in determining the vulnerability of the slope, while the
permeability and hydrate concentration of the hydrate reservoir, and porosity of the
geological system only have secondary effects.

The parameters examined here are limited to physical properties of the slope. Given
that geometry settings of slopes have been proved to affect the instability [9], it should
be valuable to conduct a more systematic and comprehensive parametric analysis
incorporating the joint effects of both geometry conditions and physical properties of
the slope. Additionally, the seafloor warming scenarios assumed in this study are rather
rough and could be replaced by more accurate considerations of different perturbation
at different rates and intensities. These simplifications used in this preliminary study
will be resolved in our future work.
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Abstract. The response surface method (RSM) is increasingly useful for reli-
ability analysis of slopes, because it can integrate numerical slope stability
evaluation and reliability analysis for the class of problems where each
numerical simulation of slope stability is time-consuming and numerically
intensive. The RSM approach is useful for constructing global approximations
of the response of, for example, a soil slope under loading. A reliability analysis
of a sensitive clay slope was carried out using the commercially available
program PLAXIS with the RSM. Monte Carlo simulations (MCS) were done
using the response surfaces established by the RSM to estimate the probability
of slope failure. The results of the reliability analyses with response surface were
compared with direct Monte Carlo simulations (MCS) and First Order Second
Moment (FOSM) using the full PLAXIS model. The comparison indicate that
the combined RSM-MCS reliability analysis leads to more accurate predictions
of the slope stability than the FOSM approach and provides practically the same
results as the more time-consuming MCS with the full PLAXIS model. The
approach has the advantage of being computationally efficient (fast-running)
when a large number of MCSs are needed.

Keywords: Slope stability � Response surface method � Sensitive clay
Reliability � Probabilistic methods

1 Introduction

Landslides in sensitive materials is a natural hazard that can be triggered by natural
causes or by human actions. There are significant uncertainties in the way we calculate
the factor of safety against failure. Because of regulation or tradition, the same value of
factor of safety is applied to conditions that involve widely varying degrees of
uncertainty. That is not logical. Risk and probabilistic analyses have reached a level of
maturity that makes them effective to use in practice [1]. The reliability-based approach
provides more insight than deterministic analyses alone. They provide a way to
quantify the uncertainties and to handle them consistently. Reliability approaches,
however, do not remove uncertainty nor do they alleviate the need for judgment.
Reliability approaches also provide the basis for comparing alternatives, and focus on
safety and cost-effectiveness. Site investigations, laboratory test programs, limit equi-
librium and deformation analyses, instrumentation, monitoring and engineering judg-
ment are necessary inputs to the reliability-based approach [1].
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Currently, most geotechnical numerical programs do not have the probabilistic
analysis function, thus the applications of reliability methods are still limited to
problems with relatively simple limit state functions. Alternatively, response surface
methods (RSM) can be adopted for complex geotechnical reliability problems. The
reliability analysis is then realized through computationally efficient models that
approximate the deterministic numerical solutions (e.g., [2, 3] ).

The paper briefly describes the reliability approaches used (Sect. 2) before the
concepts are applied to a case study of a slope in sensitive clay (Sect. 3). The paper
introduces the method that can automate reliability analysis using the commercial
geotechnical program PLAXIS and compares the mean factor of safety and nominal
probability of slope failure obtained from the reliability approaches (Sect. 4).

2 Reliability Approaches Used

The objective of the reliability study was to make a probabilistic estimate of the factor
of safety of the Finneidfjord landslide (1996) in mid-Norway. Two probabilistic
approaches were used to obtain the mean of the factor of safety and a nominal prob-
ability of failure: the Monte Carlo simulation-based method (MCS) combined with the
response surface method (RSM), the first order second moment method (FOSM). The
results of the two approaches are compared in the paper. The RSM combined with the
MCS approach was selected to provide an alternative method to apply reliability
methods in geotechnical engineering.

2.1 Response Surface Method (RSM)

In the RSM, the probabilistic analysis is realised through computationally efficient
models approximating the deterministic numerical solutions. A traditional second-order
polynomial is commonly used as a surrogate model to approximate the unknown
implicit performance function g(x) (e.g. [2, 3]):

g xð Þ � a0 þ
Xk

i¼1

akxi þ
Xk

i¼1

akþ ix
2
i ð1Þ

where xi is the ith element of x, k is the dimension of x, and ai (i = 0, 1, . . ., 2k) are
unknown deterministic coefficients.

A commonly used central composite design proposed by [4] was employed to
generate different possible combinations of independent random variables. The first
scenario assigns the mean values for all random variables for a given design. Then, for
each random variable, two sampling points are taken at the mean ± a � one standard
deviation of this random variable while assigning the mean to each of the other random
variables. The a value can be determined from:

a ¼ 2k=4 ð2Þ
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2.2 Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS)

A Monte-Carlo simulation is a procedure which simulates stochastic processes by
random selection of a value for each of the random variables in a model and obtains
their joint probability density function. The Monte Carlo simulation approach is a
powerful technique that is applicable to both linear and non-linear problems, but it can
require a large number of simulations to provide a reliable probabilistic distribution of
the response. To reduce the number of simulations required for a reliable evaluation,
and to reduce the significant time demands for the calculations, several reduction or
acceleration methods can be used. The Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) method (e.g.
[5, 6]) is one such acceleration method well suited to a complex problem with many
random variables. Python coding was used to realize the 100 Monte Carlo simulations
enhanced with the LHS method. 100 MCSs are enough to obtain reliable results as the
nominal probability of failure is extremely high in the study.

2.3 First Order Second Moment (FOSM)

The first order second moment method (FOSM) is one of the more common proba-
bilistic approaches to solve probabilistically different geotechnical problems (e.g. [7,
8]). The FOSM approach provides analytical approximations for the mean and standard
deviation of a parameter as a function of the mean and standard deviations of the
various input random variables and their correlations. Details on FOSM approach can
be found elsewhere (e.g. [9]).

3 Description and Triggering of the Finneidfjord Landslide

The catastrophic landslide at Finneidfjord in 1996 mobilized 1 million m3 of sediments
and caused four fatalities. The vicinity of the landslide, with contour lines illustrating
the steepness of the embankment down the fjord was shown in Fig. 1. Geotechnical
investigations before and after the landslide revealed large volumes of sensitive clay,
particularly in the shore and foreshore regions, that were mobilized in the later stages of
the landslide (e.g. [10, 11]).

The landslide occurred shortly after about 14 days of heavy rain. Reference [11]
documented that, about several months before the landslide, the placement of 12 to
15,000 m3 of fill, with a total height of 2.5 m, on the foreshore of the Fjord was the
triggering mechanism for the landslide. Reference [12] found that a 30 cm weak layer
about 3 m below seafloor was sandwiched between clay layers of very low perme-
ability. This layer is thought to be the initial sliding plane.

4 Reliability Analysis of the Finneidfjord Slope

For the Finneidfjord slope, the probability of failure was investigated. The level of the
fill height, from 0 to 2 m, was used as governing parameter. The thin weak layer was
included in the numerical model used.
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4.1 Numerical Model

The NGI-ADP material model [13] was used in the PLAXIS finite element analyses
(www.plaxis.nl). The NGI-ADP model is an elasto-plastic model (therefore not
accounting for strain-softening) that is able to account the anisotropy of the undrained
shear strength. The finite element model adopted for the analyses is shown in Fig. 2.
A mesh convergence study was done and showed that the mesh discretisation was
sufficiently fine (scales in both directions are in meters) to give reliable numerical
results.

The probabilistic analysis was combined with the finite element method with an
in-house scripting code. The analysis procedure controlled by Python scripting lan-
guage with the Monte Carlo simulation is described in Fig. 3. The code generates
random numbers from the statistical description of the input parameters. Latin

Fig. 1. Map of area prior to Finneidfjord landslide (after Gregersen [11]; Cassidy et al. [14]).

Fig. 2. PLAXIS finite element model for the Finneidfjord slope.
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hypercube sampling was used to generate near-random numbers efficiently. The code
then fed the generated random numbers into the PLAXIS 2D model using the API
functionality (www.plaxis.nl). The calculated results were stored for each iteration.

4.2 Statistical Description of Soil Properties

Table 1 summarizes the soil strength profile used in the finite element analyses,
including the mean, coefficient of variation and the probability density function. The
values were based on the earlier studies of shear strength at the Finneidfjord location
([11, 12, 14, 15]). The anisotropy ratios suDSS / suC and suE / suC were taken as 0.7 and
0.4 respectively, where suC stands for the undrained shear strength in triaxial com-
pression, suDSS stands for the undrained shear strength in simple shear and suE stands
for the undrained shear strength in triaxial extension.

Results from both laboratory data and cone penetration tests showed that the
sensitivity of the 30-cm weaker clay layer was greater than the rest of the clay, with
values up to 9 [12]. The uncertainty in this thin clay layer was also significantly higher
(CoV of 25%, whereas CoV is 15% in the rest of the clay).

Fig. 3. Flow diagram with Python script of Monte Carlo simulations in finite element analysis.

Table 1. Material properties used in assessment of probability of failure of Finneidfjord slope.

Parameter Mean Distribution CoV

Shear strength in triaxial compression (suC) and increase in su with depth
su_inc

10 kPa for
depths � 3m
0.33 p’0 for
depths > 3m

Lognormal 0.15

Shear strength weak layer (suC) 8 kPa Lognormal 0.25

/′ of fill material 40º Lognormal 0.10

Strain-softening correction factor 1.07, range 1.04 to 1.10 - -
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As part of the large research NIFS project in Norway, [16, 17] proposed to account
for the effect of strain-softening in elasto-plastic analyses with a correction factor on the
factor of safety, cM

softening :

csofteningM ¼ cM=Fsoftening ð3Þ

where cM is the material factor (partial safety factor) calculated by an elasto-plastic
model (as in limit equilibrium analysis) using the peak undrained shear strength, and
Fsoftening is the correction required to account for the reduced capacity due to
strain-softening. The correction factor Fsoftening was obtained from a detailed series of
finite element analyses (FEA) using PLAXIS and the strain-softening material model
NGI-ADPSoft and Monte Carlo simulations [16].

In the present analyses, the strain-softening correction factor recommended in [16]
was used for the clay at Finneidfjord. The factor was introduced as a quotient on the
calculated factor of safety to account for the strain-softening that is not included in the
elasto-plastic model used in the PLAXIS analyses. From the cited earlier studies, a
mean value for Fsoftening of 1.07 was used, with a range of 1.04 to 1.10. This parameter
served as model uncertainty.

4.3 Results of Probabilistic Analyses of Finneidfjord Slope Failure

An example of the initial failure mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 4. The start of the
failure was located in the thin weak clay layer at a depth of 3 m.

The deterministic factor of safety obtained by PLAXIS analyses was 0.99 for no
added fill, and 0.97 for a fill of 2 m. The possible reasons why the calculated factor of
safety is not unity (1.0) at the time of the start of failure (fill height of 2.3 m) include:

– Uncertainty in the undrained shear strength of the weak clay layer. A change from
8 kPa to 7 or 9 kPa can be significant for the factor of safety, but difficult to
measure in the laboratory.

– Uncertainty in the shear strength anisotropy, especially the shear strength in simple
shear.

Fig. 4. Failure mechanism of the Finneidfjord slope.
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– Exact fill eight at initiation of failure.
– Time effects: the weak layer clay is not highly sensitive (Sensitivity of 9 only).
– Finite element modelling.

The mean probabilistic factor of safety and nominal probability of failure (at time of
failure) for fill heights from 0 to 2 m are given in Figs. 5 and 6. The factors of safety
and the probabilities of failure calculated by the RSM-MCS approach are comparable
to the ones calculated by 100 MCSs. The FOSM results, however, differ from the
RSM-MCS and MCS results. The assumed linearized limit state function around its
mean point in the FOSM formulation is the explanation for the difference. There is
however a different requirement of computer time to do the three types of probabilistic
approaches. The Monte Carlo analyses combined with the PLAXIS analyses required
about 5 days to run 100 simulations on a double 2.8 GHz Intel computer, whereas the
RSM-MCS and the FOSM calculations could be done in a few hours.
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Fig. 6. Calculated nominal probability of failure of Finneidfjord slope as a function of fill height.
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The three approaches suggested nominal probabilities of failure that are very high:
55% and above, with 80% for an added fill of 2 m. These values are considered as
realistic. One would not allow a design when the estimated nominal probability of
failure is 50% or more.

Figures 7, 8 and 9 compare the factors of safety calculated from 100 MCSs with the
ones calculated by 100 RSM approach for no fill, 1 m fill and 2 m fill on the Fin-
neidjord slope. The prediction of higher factor of safety using RSM approach appears
to be more accurate than that of lower factor of safety, particularly for the factor of
safety less than 1.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of factor of safety from RSM and from PLAXIS for 100 MC simulations
(Finneidfjord slope, no fill)
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Fig. 8. Comparison of factor of safety of Finneidfjord slope with 1 m filling from RSM and
from PLAXIS for 100 MC simulations (Finneidford slope, 1-m fill)
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5 Conclusions

A combined RSM-MCS probabilistic approach is suggested to do the geotechnical
reliability analysis, using stand-alone deterministic numerical programs. The results of
the analyses in this paper suggest the following conclusions:

(1) The probabilities of failure calculated by RSM-MCS method are comparable to
the ones calculated by MCS, which is more accurate than the ones calculated by
FOSM for a nonlinear slope stability problem in the study;

(2) The values of mean safety factor of 0.92 to 0.90 calculated from the RSM-MCS
approach are however less than unity. The difference may be due to the uncer-
tainties in the shear strength parameters within the failure volume, and especially
in the thin layer of weak clay, and a difference between the model and the actual
in situ behaviour at failure;

(3) The prediction of higher factor of safety using the RSM approach appears to be
more representative that the actual factor of safety.

(4) All three probabilistic approaches gave realistic nominal probability of failure,
with the RMS-MCS and MCS analyses giving probability of failure closest to
unity for the failed Finneidfjord slope.

The RSM-MCS approach applied herein is suitable to estimate the probability of
slope failure and has the advantage of being computationally efficient (fast-running)
when a large number of MCSs are needed.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of factor of safety of Finneidfjord slope with 2 m filling from RSM and
from PLAXIS for 100 MC simulations (Finneidford slope, 2-m fill)
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Abstract. To understand the effect of size segregation in the depositional
process of debris flows, both flume experiments at the laboratory scale and
numerical simulations using the discrete element method (DEM) are performed.
A variety of particle size distributions with coarse and fine particles are adopted.
It is found that larger particles tend to reach the front of the final deposits, while
small particles are accumulated at the tail of the flows. Quantitative agreement is
achieved in the DEM simulations, where rolling resistance and geometric
roughness at boundaries are adopted to account for the effect of particle shape.
With the DEM results, the effect of segregation on the runout distance is studied
from the perspective of energy dissipation. The progress of segregation is
analyzed in detail, which revealed that segregation occur slowly while the flow
is propagating rapidly over the slopes; it becomes significant during the depo-
sition stage, where more large particles are found near the surface. The effect of
segregation in debris flow deposition can help better predict the runout distance
and impact pressure, which is crucial in the assessment and mitigation of debris
flow-related natural hazards.

Keywords: Segregation � Debris flow � Flume experiment � DEM

1 Introduction

Particle size segregation can be found in debris flows where coarse and fine grains tend
to separate themselves according to their different sizes [1]. In general, small particles
settle towards the bottom while large particles drift towards the surface [2–4]. The
occurrence of such segregation may enhance the runout distance and modify the
deposit morphology, which are crucial in the assessment and mitigation of debris
flow-related natural hazards [5–8].

To understand the effect of size segregation in the depositional process of debris
flows, both flume experiments at the laboratory scale and numerical simulations using
the discrete element method (DEM) are performed. Our focus is the effect of flow
composition (i.e., particles size distributions) on flow dynamics, thus runout distance
and deposit morphology. In the current preliminary work, we report a set of
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experiments with different concentrations of large and small particles, and propose a
DEM model which captures the main flow behaviors by using spherical particles,
rolling friction, and a dissipative base with geometric roughness. By calibrating input
parameters independently for each species (i.e., large and small grains), the segregating
behavior of the mixture of large and small grains can be reproduced without further
calibration. The effects of segregation on the flow dynamics and deposit morphology
are discussed.

2 Experiments and Simulations

2.1 Experimental Setup

The experimental flume consists of a channel with two inclined segments and a hor-
izontal part, as shown in Fig. 1. The upper and lower slopes have the length of 2 m and
1.5 m, and the angles of inclination of 38.3° and 17.5°, respectively. A tank (0.5 m
long) is located at the top of the flume. The width of the whole channel is consistently
0.35 m. In this paper, we define the start of the horizontal channel as x = 0, x-axis
points along the runout direction, and the z-axis points upward.

The materials we use are rock fragments taken from a site of natural debris ava-
lanche in the Bayi Gully, Southwest China [9]. The size of “large” gains varies between
40 mm and 60 mm, while “small” grains are 10–20 mm in diameter. In this paper we
report the results of four experiments, each has a different mass concentration of large
grains, i.e., UL = 0, 33.3%, 66.7% and 100%. In each experiment, dry rock fragments
with a total mass of 60 kg is well mixed and poured into the tank. The gate of the tank
is removed quickly to initiate the flow, which accelerates on the upper slope and
deposit on the lower regions. After the cease of each flow, we measure the weight of
large and small grains every 0.2 m along the channel, producing accumulative per-
centage of mass for large, small, and all grains.

Fig. 1. Flume and coordinate system.
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2.2 Numerical Model

Discrete element modeling of the experimental debris flows is performed using an
opensource program, LIGGGHTS, which implements the Hertz model for the calcu-
lation of contact forces [10]. In this model, four material properties are used, namely,
Young’s modulus E, Poisson’s ratio m, the coefficient of friction l, and the coefficient of
restitution e.

We use spherical particles with uniform size distribution to model the large (40–
60 mm) and small (10–20 mm) grains. The initial mass of each test is reproduced, as
shown in Fig. 2. Note that due to the effect of gravity, a slight initial separation of the
two species can be observed for the 33.3% and 66.7% cases. However, such an initial
segregation is negligible compared to the major segregation stages, as we shall see in
the later analysis.

A layer of spherical beads is fixed as a rough bed on the surface of the entire
channel [11]. Although in the experiments the bottom is made of flat plane, the
roughened base is necessary in the DEM simulations due to the use of spherical
particles. This treatment introduces several parameters, such as the size/distribution of
base particles, and the contact parameters between the fixed and flowing particles. In
this work, we arrange the base particles with a triangular close packing, and the
particles size is set as 10 mm (see Fig. 2(e)). The choice makes sure that large grains
can slide over the base layer, while small grains can accumulate at a lower slope,
consistent with the experimental observations. The contact parameters between the
flow and the boundary particles will be adjusted to match the experimental results, as
presented later.

Another necessary treatment resulting from the use of spherical particles is to
employ a rolling friction model in the flowing particles. A rolling friction parameter, lr,
is used to account for the shape effect, which will be calibrated in the next section.

Fig. 2. Numerical models. (a–d) The initial mass of 60 kg with an overall mass concentration of
large particles 0, 33.3%, 66.7% and 100%, respectively. (e) The triangular arrangement of base
particles with a size of 0.01 m over the whole channel bottom.
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2.3 Calibration and Validation

Our uniaxial compression tests on single grains suggest a stiffness of 50 kN/mm. In the
DEM model we use E = 109 Pa and m = 0.25 for all particles, and we have verified that
the results are not sensitive to these parameters. The tested angles of repose for large
and small grains vary in a range of 31–36°, based on which we choose l = 0.5 and
lr = 0.2, which produce reasonable results in terms of the overall kinetics gained
during each test. Since the collective behavior of a dense granular flow is not signif-
icantly affected by the coefficient of restitution, we choose a low value of e = 0.2 to
avoid unphysical collisions for the highly-energetic frontal grains.

As the major parameters are chosen, we fine-tune the coefficient of friction between
flowing particles and base particles, lb, to match the final deposit in the two cases with
only small and large grains, respectively. Good agreement is achieved for both species
with lb = 0.18. The experimental and numerical deposits of the UL = 0 case (i.e., only
small grains) are presented in Fig. 3, which show a similar depositional behavior at the
toe of the lower slope. In Fig. 4(a) we plot the comparison of cumulative percentage of
each species (i.e., large and small grains) when lb = 0.18 is used. In general, the
deposit morphology is captured. However, note that a large discrepancy appears at the
front of the coarse-grain case. This is attributed to the fact that when large grains at the
front leave the bulk, they can continue running for a longer distance than that in the
experiment (where grains come to a halt easily due to shape effect). We mark these
regimes of runny grains with the dashed lines in Fig. 4, which represent where only
isolated grains present. The dash lines show that the discrepancy between numerical
and experimental results mainly occur at these regimes.

The value (i.e., lb = 0.18) obtained through independent calibrations of the two
species is then applied in the mixture cases where both large and small grains exist (i.e.,
UL = 33.3% and 66.7%). As expected, the overall depositional behaviors can be
captured without further adjustment of parameters (Fig. 4(a)), and more importantly,

Fig. 3. Calibration of the UL = 0 case (purely small grains). (a) The final deposit in numerical
simulation. (b) Side-view numerical deposit. (c) Side-view experiment deposit.
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the segregation behaviors are also well reproduced (Fig. 4(b)). By comparing the two
panels in Fig. 4, it is clear that larger particles tend to reach the front of the final
deposits, while small particles are accumulated at the tail of the flows.

3 Results

3.1 Flow Dynamics

As seen in Fig. 4, despite the same initial mass (60 kg), thus the same potential energy,
the runout distance is largely affected by the composition of debris flows. The case with
purely large grains reaches a much longer distance after running out of the inclined
channel. As the mass of small particles increases, the runout decreases.

Figure 5 shows the temporal evolution of the average kinetic energy, Ekh i, for each
case. Note that the vertical axis is in log scale. In the early stage (t < 2 s), the grains in
the UL = 100% case gain an average kinetic energy which is greater than the other
cases by a factor of 50–100. In other words, the energy dissipation increases signifi-
cantly with the increasing number of small particles. We attribute this particle size
dependency of energy dissipation to the number of particle−particle contacts [12].
Indeed, more contacts occur in a flow of more small particles, given the same total
mass, thus a higher dissipation of energy through sliding and collisions. As we can
observe from both the experiments and simulations, the UL = 100% case presents a
loose state where grains remain poorly connected until they start to deposit, while the
flow in other cases is generally dense due to the presence of a large number of small
grains. To demonstrate this, in Fig. 6 we plot the coordination number, Z, for each
flow, which measures the average number of contacts. In the initial state, all cases have

Fig. 4. Validation of numerical simulations by comparing the cumulative mass percentage of all
(left panel) and large (right panel) grains along the channel. Symbols and lines are experimental
and numerical results, respectively; colors and symbol types are explained in the legend. The
dash lines represent frontal regions where grains remain loosely contacted (see text).
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Z > 4. It drops dramatically towards zero since the materials start to flow. When the
flow reaches a slower slope or the horizontal region, deposition occurs and the number
of contacts start to increase. However, Z only increases to a value below 2 in the
UL = 100%, showing that the large grains therein are not flowing in a dense state.

3.2 Process of Segregation

Next, we analyze the process of segregation in the two mixture cases, i.e., UL = 33.3%
and 66.7%. To monitor the occurrence of segregation, we divide the flow at any

Fig. 5. Evolution of the average kinetic energy ( Ekh i) with time (t).

Fig. 6. Evolution of the average number of contacts (Z) with time (t).
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moment as vertical bins with a width of 0.5 m. In each bin (No. i), we calculate the
normalized (by local flow thickness) centers of mass for large and small particles,
which are denoted as Ci

L and Ci
s, respectively. The local degree of segregation is then

defined as ai ¼ ðCi
L � Ci

sÞ + 0.5. The addition of 0.5 is to define ai = 0.5 as the initial
state when Ci

L ¼ Ci
s. The overall degree of segregation, a, is calculated by averaging

over all bins where both large and small particles exist. Standard deviation is also
recorded as the averaging step is performed, which represents the deviation of the state
of segregation at different locations.

Figure 7 shows the progress of segregation in the two mixture cases. As we noted
in Fig. 2, a small amount of segregation already occurs in the initial state during the
sample generation, which is however negligible compared to the later stage where a is
close to 1. The standard deviation indicated by the length of error bars is the greatest
before deposition occurs (around 2 s). When most of the flow is on the slopes, seg-
regation takes place slowly. Segregation becomes more significant in the deposition
stage, where nearly all large particles emerge on the surface.

4 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, flume experiments and DEM simulations are performed to understand the
effect of segregation in the deposition process of debris flow. The flow dynamics and
the progress of segregation are analyzed. The work is a preliminary study towards a
better understanding of segregation in debris flow-like natural hazards. Future work
will focus on creating experimental debris flows that are more relevant to natural debris
flows, and exploring the energy dissipations in relation to particle size distribution and
the mechanical aspects of segregation with the aid of DEM modeling.

Fig. 7. Progress of segregation. Left: UL = 33.3%. Right: UL = 66.7%.
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Abstract. The decreased long-term shear strength of the weak interlayer is one
of main reasons to occur landslide in the clastic rock region of Guangxi. The
goal of this paper is to study the creep characteristics of weak interlayer of
clastic rock slope in Guangxi and its influence to the long-term slope stability.
Soil samples were collected from a typical clastic rock slope in Guangxi. The
shear creep test results show that the long-term shear strength of the weak
interlayer soil decreased to half of peak shear strength after long-term load. The
modeling results show that the slope factor of safety decreased from 1.493 to
0.717 when the shear strength of weak interlayer soil decreased from peak to
residual shear strength. The creep characteristics of the weak interlayer soil led
to the significance loss of residual strength thus weakens the slope stability.

Keywords: Clastic rock � Slope � Weak interlayer � Creep characteristics
Residual shear strength � Slope stability

1 Introduction

Clastic rocks are widely distributed in Guangxi, China. Weak interlayers propagate and
interbed inside the soft rock. When the rock slope contains weak intercalated layers,
creep may cause slope stability issue. Xie and Sun [1] summarize the creep charac-
teristics of several different saturated soft clay in Shanghai. Yan [2] studied the creep
test at different consolidation pressures on the large-rocky landslide soil. In terms of the
influence of the weak interlayer on the stability of the slope, Dai et al. [3] show that the
mudded intercalation is the controlling factor of slope stability. Wang [4] analyzed the
variation of the strength from the material composition, thickness, structure, production
and load of the weak interlayer. By analyzing the failure model of the slope, the failure
mechanism of the weak interlayer slope is revealed. Xu et al. [5] found that weak
interlayer lead into a potential sliding surface under the influence of external factors.

The study on the soft interlayer of the clastic rock in Guangxi is rare in literature.
This paper studied the weak interlayer of Guangxi clastic rock through triple shear creep
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test. The creep characteristics and long-term strength problems were analyzed. The slope
stability of rock slope under residual strength and peak strength were simulated.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Study Area

The clastic rock landslide in this study is located in Xilin County, Guangxi of China.
The thickness of weak interlayer is from a few centimeters to several meters. The
clastic rocks in Xilin are usually interlayer or interbedded with soft mudstone/shale,
and hard sandstone/siltstone. The decreased strength of the weak interlayer affects the
stability of the clastic rock slope.

2.2 Weak Interlayer Soil

The weak interlayer soil of the landslide is a detrital mudstone interlayer with
red-brown a fully-weathered mudstone and oxidized mudstone debris. The soil char-
acterization of the weak interlayer soil showed that the PI of the interlayer soil is 28.61
and the nonuniformity coefficient is 18. According to Code for Investigation of
Geotechnical Engineering (GB50021-2001), the test soil is named as well-graded clay.

2.3 Consolidated Shear Creep Test

The consolidation shear creep test was used to obtain the residual strength parameters
of the weak interlayer soil and creep characteristics. Test equipment is ZLB-1-type
triple flow rheometer made by Nanjing Soil Instrument Inc. Graded loading method
was used to conduct the creep loading test. When shear deformation of the specimen
did not exceed 0.01 mm within 24 h, it was stable to load the next level of shear stress.
The vertical pressures were 50 kPa, 100 kPa and 150 kPa in the creep tests. The peak
strength of the samples was 65.26 kPa, 82.71 kPa and 100.24 kPa at 50 kPa, 100 kPa
and 150 kPa vertical pressure respectively by direct shear test. After several explora-
tory tests of different loading stages, six loading levels were used. The horizontal shear
displacement measurement test data were recorded until the horizontal shear dis-
placement is up to the creep stability standard.

2.4 Numerical Model for Stability of Clastic Rock Slope with Weak
Interlayer

The conceptual slope is a bedding soft clastic rock slope, which has 20–30 m high and
25–35 degree slope ratio. The surface of the slope is the Quaternary residual slope soil
with the thickness of 1–2.5 m. The lower layers are the sandstones with different
weathering degrees, which the shallow layer is about 3–6 m thick fully weathering
sandstone filled with mud. The deeper layers are the thick strong weathered sandstone
and the middle-weathered sandstone and weak weathered sandstone. There is a thin
weathered mudstone layer between the fully weathered and the strong weathered sand-
stone. The property of the mudstone is much different from its surrounding sandstone,
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which can be considered a weak interlayer of this slope. The field data show that the
groundwater level of the slope is about 2.45 m below the horizontal ground. Ground-
water is mainly stored in sandstone and weathering fissures, where the permeability is
strong. The weak interlayer is poor in permeability, where form a relative aquifer to
gather water and soften the mudstone. The weak interlayer affects the slope stability. The
simplified model of clastic rock slope with weak interlayer was shown in Fig. 1.

Hydraulic Boundary Conditions. Steady flow calculation was carried out by setting
the head boundary and the flow boundary condition. The field data showed that the
pore water was few in this area, and the fracture water was just exposed for small area.
The bottom boundary was set as no flow condition. The total head of left and right
boundaries were set as 31 m and 6 m. The slope stability of natural state was con-
sidered in this study. The rainfall intensity of the slope in natural state was set as
1114 mm/y as the flow boundary conditions, which was the average annual rainfall
(1992–2013 about 22 years) in Xilin County.

Model Parameters. According to field data, the hydraulic conductivity and
mechanical parameters of each rock and soil layer are shown in Table 1.

Stability Analysis Method. The limit equilibrium method is one of the widely used
methods because of its simple mechanical model and convenient calculation. Based on
Mohr - Coulomb theory of shear strength, this method pre-supposes a slip surface first,
then divides this slip surface into lots of strips, and builds static equilibrium equations
on these strips. The most dangerous slip surface and factors of safety could be obtained
finally. Morgenstern-Price method, as the most rigid and accurate method of limit
equilibrium method, is widely used to analyze slope stability. The Morgenstern-Price
method meets the balance of force and the moment balance. The method has no

Fig. 1. Conceptual model of clastic rock slope
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limitations of force among strips and slip surface. The Morgenstern-Price method was
chosen for slope stability analysis in this paper.

SEEP module and SLOPE module are two modules of one software. SEEP module
is a groundwater seepage analysis software and SLOPE module is a slope stability
analysis software. For the slope stability analysis under the natural state, the steady
seepage was analyzed by SEEP module, and then the seepage calculation results were
imported to SLOPE module. Morgenstern-Price method was selected to calculate the
factors of safety. The influence of weak interlayer soil strength parameters on slope
stability is analyzed in this article. The strength parameters of weak interlayer include
the peak strength from direct shear test and long-term strength from creep test.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Shear Creep for Weak Interlayer Soil

The laboratory test data were collated to obtain the creep curve of the weak interlayer
soil specimen of Xilin County, Guangxi, under different vertical pressure (Fig. 2).

As shown in Fig. 2, the creep deformation of the clastic rocks weak interlayer soil
is obvious, and there is instantaneous deformation in every shear stress level. At the
same vertical pressure, the creep is mainly elastic deformation and deformation is small
when the shear stress level is low. As the shear stress level increases, the creep rate
increases in the stable creep stage. When the shear stress increases to a certain value,

Table 1. Parameters of each rock and soil layer

Unit
weight
c/kN�m−3

Saturated
unit weight
csat/kN�m−3

Cohesion
c/kPa

Friction
angle u/°

Saturated
hydraulic
conductivity
ks/m�s−1

Saturated
volumetric water
content
hs/m

3�m−3

Residual slope 18.70 19.90 20.48 18.59 60.20 � 10−6 0.42
Fully
weathered
sandstone

20.38 21.26 48.80 20.70 1.462 � 10−6 0.38

Strong
weathered
sandstone

22.60 23.30 93.30 24.50 0.951 � 10−6 0.31

Weathering
sandstone

25.30 25.60 845.20 33.70 0.520 � 10−6 0.29

Weak
weathering
sandstone

26.50 26.70 1502.30 39.10 0.358 � 10−6 0.28

Weak
interlayer
(peak)

19.60 20.30 47.76 19.28 0.056 � 10−6 0.33

Weak
interlayers
(long-term)

19.60 20.30 20.33 10.20 0.056 � 10−6 0.33
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the deformation increases rapidly and enters the creep damage stage thus the specimen
brittle damage occurs. At the same shear stress level, the greater the vertical pressure,
the longer the time required for the sample to stabilize, that indicating the slope creep
stabilization time has a direct relationship with the size of the overburden load.

3.2 Creep Curves of Weak Interlayer Soil by Staged Loading

The creep curves were processed according to the “Chen loading method” [6], and the
“loading” creep curves of the samples under different vertical pressures are shown in
Fig. 3.

Figure 3 show that the shear stress required for the destruction of the specimen
increases with increasing vertical pressure. It is possible that the increase of the vertical
pressure increases the consolidation degree of the soil and is favorable to the squeezing
of the soil particles, so that the shear resistance increases with the shear stress of the
specimen.

3.3 Isochronous Stress-Strain Curves of Weak Interlayer Soil

The stress-strain curves of the weak interlayer are shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen from
the figure that the isochronal curves under different vertical pressures are composed of
approximately linear and non-linear segments. With the increase of vertical pressure,
the curve cluster is more and more biased towards the displacement axis, which fully
reflects the weak interlayer creep characteristics.

Fig. 2. Shear creep for weak interlayer soil
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3.4 Determination of Residual Strength for Weak Interlayer Soil

The residual shear strength values of the interlayer soil under different vertical pres-
sures were obtained and compared with the peak shear strength. The results are shown
in Table 2. The least squares method was used to linearly fit, and the fitting results are
shown in Table 3.

Fig. 3. The creep curves of weak interlayer soil by staged loading under different vertical
pressures
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It can be seen from the data in the table that the long-term strength of the weak
interlayer soil is less than half of its peak strength value, and the strength index is
correspondingly about half of the peak case, which indicates that the long-term strength
of the weak interlayer soil is more unfavorable to Guangxi Xilin. The stability of the
clastic rock slope in the design of the actual slope engineering, should consider the

Fig. 4. The isochronous stress-strain curves of weak interlayer soil under different vertical
pressures
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weak interlayer soil or the general strength of the residual strength of the soil layer to
facilitate the long-term stability of the slope.

3.5 The Comparison of Slope Stability Under Peak Strength
and Long-Term Strength of Weak Interlayer Soil

Through the numerical calculation, the slope stability coefficient corresponding to the
peak intensity and the residual strength of the weak interlayer soil were divided into
1.493 and 0.717. The slope is stable when the weak interlayer is at the peak of the
intensity, but the slope is unstable when considering its residual strength. The creep
characteristics of the weak interlayer soil result in a large attenuation of the residual
strength, which severely impacts the slope stability.

4 Conclusions

This paper used experimental tests and numerical simulations to study the creep char-
acteristics of weak interlayer soil and its strength changes on clastic rock slope stability.
A field site at Xilin County, Guangxi was used as conceptual model. The shear creep test
of weak interlayer soil was conducted by using ZLB-1 type triple rheometer and
two-dimensional slope seepage model based on fluid-solid coupling was developed. On
the basis of analysis, the following conclusions were drawn from this study.

(1) The creep characteristics of clastic rocks in Xilin are obvious. The curves are
developed in a nonlinear way. Low shear stress level, the elastic deformation of
the main, a short period of time from the attenuation of creep transition to stable
creep. At high shear stress levels, the creep rate of the stable creep stage increases
and the time required for stabilization increases, and creep damage occurs when
the shear stress level reaches a certain value.

Table 2. The peak strength and long-term strength of weak interlayer soil under different
vertical pressures

Vertical
pressure/kPa

Peak shear
strength/kPa

Long-term shear
strength/kPa

Decreasing
amplitude/%

50 65.26 30 54.03
100 82.76 37 55.29
150 100.26 48 52.12

Table 3. The weak interlayer soil’s shear strength parameters of peak strength and long-term
strength

Strength index Peak shear
strength/kPa

Long-term shear
strength/kPa

Decreasing
amplitude/%

Cohesion/kPa 47.76 20.33 57.43
Internal friction
angle/°

19.28 10.20 47.10
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(2) The greater the vertical pressure, the longer the creep stabilization takes longer,
the greater the shear stress required for the failure of the specimen. In the actual
slope engineering, the consolidation of the slope can be increased to enhance the
slope stability.

(3) In the natural state, the long - term strength of the weak interlayer soil under
different vertical pressures has a greater damage than the peak intensity, and the
damage rate is 52.12%–55.29%, the peak strength index c = 47.76 kPa,
u = 19.28°. The long-term strength index c = 20.33 kPa, u = 10.20°, the
decrease is 57.43% and 47.10% respectively, which indicates that the long-term
load will seriously reduce the shear strength of the weak interlayer soil.

(4) The creep characteristics of the weak interlayer will seriously weaken the stability
of the slope, which often leads to the destabilization of the stability of the slope.

Acknowledgements. This research was supported by National Natural Science Foundation of
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Abstract. A reduction in the shear strength resulting from an increase in degree
of saturation and pore pressures due to the infiltration of rainwater is often cited as
a trigger for shallow slope failures. Models were prepared, in this study, to
examine the influence of the density of the slope forming material and the incli-
nation of the slope on the evolution of the seepage velocity, deformation mech-
anisms and stability of the clayey slopes. The relative compaction of the slope
formingmaterial ranged from 60% to 85%with slope inclinations ranging from 30
to 50°. The seepage velocity was found to decrease as the depth of the wetting
front increased. Furthermore, the seepage velocity along the slope was greater
than the seepage velocity at the head of the slope. The seepage velocity measured
with tensiometers located throughout the slope matched well with the seepage
velocity determined from the wetting fronts. When the relative compaction of the
slope forming material was less than 75%, the slopes would tend to settle as the
material became saturated with greater volumetric strains occurring in models
with lower relative compactions. On the other hand, for slopes with relative
compactions greater than 75%, the infiltration of rainwater would cause the slope
to swell with greater negative volumetric strains at higher relative compactions.

Keywords: Rainfall-induced slope failures � Clayey slopes � Wetting front
Deformation � Seepage velocity

1 Background

Causing billions of dollars of property damage and hundreds of human casualties each
year, landslides are one of the worst natural disasters. Although there are several factors
that can trigger landslides, the most common throughout the world is rainfall. Guzzetti
et al. [1] identified rainfall intensity-duration thresholds required to trigger landslides
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using statistical data analyses in different regions of the world. The thresholds will
depend on a number of parameters including the soil type, slope gradient, and the
relative compaction of slopes. The rate of infiltration of the rainwater into the ground,
or the seepage velocity, will be one of the most important factors controlling the
stability of the partially saturated slopes. Larger seepage velocities will result in a
quicker movements of the wetting front, which will reduce suction and increase the unit
weight of the slope material. Both of these changes will increase the likelihood of the
slope instability. Factors including the density of the slope material, the inclination of
the slope as well as the intensity and duration of the rainfall will impact the seepage
velocity [2–7]. As part of this study, small scale experimental models were prepared in
a Plexiglas container to examine the influence of the density of the slope material and
duration of rainfall on the seepage velocity through the slope material and settlement
experienced as a result of the rainfall.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Slope Material

For the preparation of the model slopes tested in this study, soil collected from a new
construction project at the Titan Student Union at California State University, Fullerton
was used. The properties of the slope material are presented in Table 1. The material
was air-dried and sieved through the U.S. #4 sieve (sieve opening of 4.75 mm) prior to
its use in the construction of any model.

2.2 Preparation of Model Slopes

The experimental slopes were prepared in a Plexiglas container. The preparation of the
slope model began with the installation of a 7 cm thick drainage layer. The drainage
layer consisted of pea-sized gravel. It was overlain by geotextile that was 5 mm thick
and acting as a filter between the slope material and the drainage layer. The slope was
constructed on top of this geotextile in 5 cm thick lifts. The total dry weight of material
required to obtain the desired relative compaction was determined and mixed with an

Table 1. Geotechnical properties of slope material.

Property Parameter value

Liquid limit 28
Plasticity index 8
Specific gravity 2.70
Clay 15%
Silt 10%
Sand 75%
USCS classification CL
Max. dry unit weight 19.2 kN/m3

Optimum moisture content 10.2%
Coefficient of permeability 2.1 � 10−5 cm/s
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initial moisture content of 7.2% (3% dry of optimum). This material was, then, com-
pacted to the desired lift thickness. All of the slopes were constructed to an inclination
of 40°. Nine different model slopes were prepared at different relative compaction
levels. The relative compactions used in each of these models are summarized in
Table 2. The slope models were constructed in a larger Plexiglas container with interior
dimensions of 1.2 m by 2.4 m and a height of 1.8 m. Some pictures from the model
preparation process in the Plexiglas container are presented in Fig. 1.

After the slope was constructed to the desired height and required slope inclination,
the slope was instrumented with eight miniature tensiometers and eight copper wires.

 

 

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1. Model preparation process: (a) Plexiglas container with gravel drainage layer and
geotextile, (b) compaction of soil lifts, and (c) model slope compacted to half height.

Table 2. Relative compaction in the models tested.

Model no. Dry unit weight (kN/m3) Relative compaction (RC, %)

1 13.1 68.4
2 11.6 60.4
3 14.2 73.8
4 12.5 65.0
5 15.4 80.0
6 12.1 63.0
7 13.4 70.0
9 13.4 70.0
10 14.4 75.0
11 12.5 65.0
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The tensiometers had capacities to measure pore pressures from −180 kPa to 100 kPa.
The copper wires were flexible and acted as inclinometers to determine the deformation
in the slope. Figure 2 depicts the location of the instrumentation used in this study.

Fig. 2. Location of the instrumentation in the model slopes. Tensiometers are denoted with the
letter T, while the copper wires are denoted with CW and soil moisture sensors are denoted with
MS. All of the dimensions shown in centimeters.
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The holes used to install the tensiometers were covered with a bentonite slurry in order
to ensure that rainwater would not infiltrate rapidly through these holes. Three moisture
sensors were also installed. The location of these moisture sensors are also included in
Fig. 2. After the instrumentation was installed, the slopes were subjected to rainfall at
an intensity of 30 mm/h using a rain simulator system. The location of the wetting front
was recorded in 15 min intervals until the slope was completely saturated. Figure 3
contains some pictures of the instrumentation and the rain simulator system as well as
the progression of the wetting front with time.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Wetting Front Locations

Presented in Fig. 4 is an example of the location of the wetting front with time recorded
during the application of rainfall in Model 7. The movement of the wetting fronts were
recorded on both sides as well as the back of the Plexiglas container. The seepage
velocities were calculated at the tensiometer locations using the wetting front data as

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 3. (a) Instrumentation of the slope with tensiometers and copper wires, (b) completed slope
model with installed rainfall simulator system, and (c) progression of wetting front with time
during the application of rainfall.
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well as with the tensiometer data for comparison. The recordings in the tensiometers
installed in Model 7 are shown in Fig. 5. These recordings give an indication of the
movement of the wetting fronts inside of the soil mass and will approach a value of
zero suction when the wetting front reaches the tensiometers.

Figure 6 contains a comparison of the time required for the tensiometers to obtain
suction values of 0 kPa and the time required for the wetting front to reach the location
of the tensiometers. Also included in Fig. 6 is a line representing that both times were
equal. As it can be seen, the differences between the two measurements are similar in
some of the cases, while in other cases time required to cease suction was slightly more
than the time required for the wetting front to reach the tensiometer location. Such
differences were expected as the location of the tensiometer and the, location where the
weting front advancement was measured were slightly different.

Fig. 4. Movement of wetting front with time in model 6.

Fig. 5. Tensiometer readings with time in model 6.
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The variation in the seepage velocity with relative compaction at the crest of the
slopes is shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen from Fig. 7 that an increase in the relative
compaction corresponded to a decrease in the seepage velocity when the relative
compaction was greater than 63%. The seepage velocity in the model with a relative
compaction of 60% appears to be lower than expected. However, this lower seepage
velocity is attributed to the fact that the model slope experienced nearly 8% settlement
in approximately the first hour after the application of rainfall. As a result, the slope
material will densify impairing the infiltration of rainwater in the slope.

Figure 8 depicts the settlement and swelling experienced by the slopes as a result of
the application of rainfall. In Fig. 8, the negative strain values represent settlement and
positive strain values represent swelling of the slope. It can be seen that slopes with
relative compactions initially less than 75% would experience settlement, while those
with relative compactions initially greater than 75% would experience swelling with
the application of rainfall.

Fig. 6. Comparison of the time required for the wetting front to reach the tensiometer location
and the time required for the tensiometer reading to reach 0 kPa.

Fig. 7. Variation in the seepage velocity with relative compaction at the crest of the slopes.
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4 Conclusions

Ten model slopes were prepared in Plexiglas container using soil obtained from a
construction project at the Titan Student Union at California State University, Fuller-
ton. The 40° inclined slopes were prepared to have different relative compactions
ranging from 60% to 80% and were subjected to rainfall at an intensity of 30 mm/h.
The location of the wetting front with duration of rainfall was recorded and used to
determine the seepage velocity throughout the slope. The seepage velocity was found
to decrease with an increase in the relative compaction. The model slopes were seen to
experience settlement when the initial relative compaction was less than 75%, but
would experience swelling when the initial relative compaction was greater than 75%.
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Abstract. Sinkholes may manifest in various forms of geological hazards or
disasters, including gradual depression or rapid collapses in the underlying rock
layer or overlay soil. In this paper a coupled approach is explored to study the
chemo-mechanical processes involved in the dissolution dominated sinkhole
processes, as well as the hydro-mechanical processes involved in the cover
subsidence or collapse type of sinkholes. The first part of the analysis focuses on
the dissolution kinetics and enhanced deformation processes. Specific solution
rate of the constituent mineral (limestone or dolomite) and the surface area
available for reaction are related via a chemo-mechanical coupling with the
consideration of the damage-enhanced dissolution mechanism. The second part
of the analysis explores the cover collapse type of sinkholes in which a critical
mechanism is the growth and upward propagation of cavity. A strain-softening
constitutive model is used to describe the strength evolution dependent on
accumulated plastic deviatoric strain and erosion progression of soils around the
cavity. The numerical results demonstrate the possibility of the presented cou-
pling approach to better understand the time-dependent progressive processes of
sinkhole formation and development.

Keywords: Sinkholes � Chemo-mechanical � Dissolution � Cover collapse

1 Introduction

Sinkholes over the past few decades have occurred in an alarming frequency, posing a
serious threat to infrastructures and human safety. This has been a strong motivation to
better understand the sinkhole mechanisms and develop effective mitigation strategies
to this geohazard. Sinkholes, mostly a common phenomenon in karst geology, origi-
nate from the chemical dissolution of soluble carbonate bedrock that ultimately sets the
way for sinkhole development. Sinkholes occur naturally but they also can be provoked
by human activity, including intensive groundwater pumping for irrigation or resi-
dential taps, leakage of sewer system and water pipelines or by work above ground that
destabilizes the karst rock below. The propagation mechanism in sinkhole formation is
further ignited by the water level fluctuations, rapid drop-down in water level and
rainfall of high intensity in short durations.

In general, the formation and development of sinkholes is strongly dominated by
the geo-mechanical characteristics of soil and rock behavior complicated by the
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chemical and hydraulic factors such as dissolution kinetics, porosity of minerals,
hydraulic conductivity and flow rate. It has been widely accepted that sinkholes can be
classified in two major categories, sinkholes formed in the karstic rock (limestone,
gypsum or salt), and those formed in soils overlying the karstic rocks (Waltham et al.
2007). As shown in Fig. 1a and b, the dominant process behind sinkholes formed in
rocks is the dissolution of soluble rocks. Dissolution process may be enhanced by the
presence of caves or fissures that provide more specific surface for more dissolution to
occur, these caves or fissures in turn continue to expand or grow as a result of dis-
solution. Collapse and caprock sinkholes are defined by fracturing, breakdown and
collapse of bedrock slabs and arches as they gradually lose the support around dis-
solutional cavities (Fig. 1c and d). Cover type of sinkholes, i.e., sinkholes formed in
soils are a more widespread geohazard. They are generally caused by the erosion,
transport and failure of the soils that overlie cavernous rock. Because of its low strength
compared to rock, which, if left over a cave can still be strong enough to stand for a
long period of time, a soil arch over a void is inherently unstable and its collapse can
occur rapidly. Their underlying mechanisms are extremely intricate and have tradi-
tionally received more attention from the geotechnical communities (e.g., Tharp 1999;
Goodings and Abdulla 2002; Augarde et al. 2003; Rawal et al. 2017).

The present study attempts to explore the coupled processes involved in the two
different categories of sinkholes discussed above. First, the chemo-mechanical pro-
cesses in the dissolution dominated sinkholes in karst rocks are examined, focusing on
the kinetic rates of mineral dissolution and mechanical softening. Subsequently the
hydro-mechanical processes involved in the cover-soil sinkholes are studied via
a numerical simulation of various hydraulic scenarios and potential phenomena of
suffusion and sloughing of soil around the cavity.

Fig. 1. A schematic representation of (a) subsidence in solution sinkhole; (b) collapse sinkhole;
(c) cover subsidence sinkhole and (d) cover collapse sinkhole where a cavity grows in the soil
cover.
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2 Mechanisms of Dissolution-Dominated Sinkholes

2.1 Dissolution Kinetics in Karst Rocks and Numerical Models

A general framework for the coupled processes of deformation and dissolution in karst
rocks is briefly presented in this section, followed by numerical examples of the typical
kinetic rate and dissolution enhanced deformation.

The dissolution enhanced damage can be addressed in constitutive formulations for
karst rock minerals, considering the chemical changes and strength evolution. To better
illustrate the possible approach, a chemo-plasticity model is presented here, assuming
rigid plasticity. The yielding function can be generally defined as

f ¼ f rj; pc
� � ¼ 0 ð1Þ

pc ¼ pc eplq ; n
� �

, describes an isotropic size characteristic of yield locus (i.e.,

strength). It depends on a set of hardening and/or softening parameters that are either
mechanical or chemical in nature. eplq is the deviatoric strain hardening parameter,
defined as

eplq ¼ 2
3
_eplij _e

pl
ij

� �1=2

; _eplij ¼ _eplij � 1
3
_eplkkdij ð2Þ

Here the chemical parameter, n is chosen to be the mass removal of the material,

n ¼ Dm=m0 ð3Þ

It is the ratio of change of mass (or mol) to the original mass (or mol) of the
mineral, thus it is confined to the range [0, 1] and can be directly used as a softening
parameter. Its evolution is described by the dissolution kinetic rate which will be
discussed in the next section.

This framework reflects two different and independent ways in which the material
may become harder or softer. One is a classical deviatoric strain hardening and the
other reflects the removal of mass in weakening of the material. The following
derivation can be readily obtained based on the associated flow rule and Prager’s
consistency condition,

_eplij ¼ � 1
H

@f
@rij

@f
@rkl

_rkl þ @f
@n

_n

� �
; where H ¼ @f

@eplq

2
3
@f
@sij

@f
@sij

� 	1
2

ð4Þ

sij ¼ rij � 1
3 rkkdij is the deviatoric stress. It describes the dependence of plastic

strain on stress (mechanical loading) and dissolution (chemical effect). The couplings
summarized above can be used to model the deformation and dissolution of karstic
rocks when complemented by the stress equilibrium and kinematic relationships for
formulated boundary value problems.
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The rate of dissolution of rocks is believed to generally depend on the solubility and
specific solution rate constant of the constituent mineral, and the surface area available
for reaction to occur, in an over-simplification of the potentially very complex reaction
processes and kinetics. There are four typical karst rock minerals in nature: calcite,
dolomite, gypsum and salt (halite). The first two are most common carbonate rocks in
karst terrain and their rates are much slower than the latter two; gypsum has a mod-
erately fast dissolution and salt dissolves very rapidly under normal environmental
conditions. Although it is not the objective of the present study to compare the dis-
solution of different minerals, the following rate equation is adopted,

_m ¼ kA 1 � C
Csat

� �
ð5Þ

The dissolution rate, _m (mol/s), as also related to Eqs. (3) and (4), is dependent on
the specific surface area, A (m2/m3). k is the rate constant (mol/m2/s). C and
Csat(mol/m3) are the concentration and the equilibrium (saturation) concentration of the
mineral, respectively. Obviously Csat can be related to the so-called solubility,
S (kg/m3), via S ¼ Csatmm, mm is the molar mass of the mineral.

2.2 Modeling Results of Dissolution Enhanced Deformation

In this section a numerical simulation is focused on a soluble cavity, assumed to
constitute of calcite, as shown in Fig. 2a. Some results are briefly summarized here.

Fig. 2. (a) The simulated limestone formation around a cavity of 1-m in diameter, shown in half
(due to symmetry). (b) Enhanced displacement at the top of the cavity under different levels of
acidity.
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The cavity has a diameter of 1 m and subject to chemical dissolution, under a constant
surcharge from the top ground surface.

The chemical softening mechanism is introduced to the constitutive law for the
simulated rock, a conventional Mohr-Coulomb failure function is modified with the
shear strength parameter (e.g., cohesion) decreases as a result of chemical dissolution,
and implemented in the computational software FLAC (Itasca 2011).

In the present simulation, the fact that the dissolution of limestone or dolomite in
pure water is extremely low but can be accelerated considerably in acidic conditions
(Sjoberg 1976) under which the dissolution rate of calcite could rise over several orders
of magnitude, is also considered. A proportional relationship between the rate constant
and [H+] concentration (note that pH = log[H+]) is used (Ciantia and Hueckel 2013).

Figure 2b shows the progressive development of the settlement at the top of the
cavity, under different levels of acidity attacking the soluble calcite around the cavity.
The dramatic rise in the enhanced deformation beyond approximately 0.1 mm is
accompanied with the propagation in the plasticity zone around the cavity. It is evident
that faster dissolution weakens the mineral more rapidly and induces more significant
deformation. For simplicity, in the presented study a constant dissolution rate is used.
As shown in Hu and Hueckel (2007), more intricate formulations can be also explored
to consider the effect of volumetric strain (dilatancy) and micro-cracking, which can
lead to increased surface area and thus enhanced dissolution: a two-way coupling may
be necessary to fully address the complex interactions.

3 Mechanisms of Cover-Collapse or Cover-Subsidence
Sinkholes

3.1 Potential Mechanisms Explored

Cover-subsidence or cover-collapse (dropout) sinkholes are most often caused by
anthropogenic activities (USGS 1999). Cover-collapse sinkholes occur when covering
sediment contains high amount of clay. As void enlarges, eventually the crown of the
cavity thins to a point where soil can no longer support the overburden and collapses in
a sudden manner (Fig. 1d). Such processes may be often triggered by water table
changes associated with various hydraulic scenarios. The inner mechanisms are very
intricate and thus far a variety of processes are considered to be capable of contributing
to the cover types of sinkholes, such as loss of buoyant support, increased pore
pressure, increased amplitude of water table variations, exposure to repeated saturation
and drying (e.g., Brink 1984; Sowers 1996; Lei et al. 2001).

One particularly important process involved is the sloughing and suffusion of soil
around the cavity (typically located near the bottom of the soil and/or the top of the
underlying rock). The continual loss of soil around the cavity leads to the upward
propagation of the cavity/void and eventually the collapse of the soil arch. There has
been yet widely accepted theory established in a quantitative way that can adequately
describe such a process. In the present study a potential erosion type of weakening of
soil is explored. It is hypothesized that with the flow of water evolving around the
cavity under a drawdown scenario, soil erosion process advances in a due course of
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time, and the soil strength is reduced due to the erosion, and eventually no longer able
to support the overburden.

This concept is implemented in FLAC to model a two-layer soil/rock formation
under a typical drawdown scenario. The erosion rate expressed as mass per unit time
per unit area, _me is typically assumed to be linear proportional to the hydraulic shear
stress developed in excess of critical shear stress (sc), multiplied by an erosion coef-
ficient, ke

_me ¼ ke s � scð Þ; when s [ sc ð6Þ

The surface erosion rate constant, ke is often expressed as ke ¼ k0qd; where qd is
the soil dry density and k0 is an erosion coefficient that depends on sensitivity of
material to hydraulic force.

A mass removal rate defined at any material point can be introduced as

_1 ¼ _me=m0 ¼ ke s � scð ÞA=qV¼ k0qd s � scð Þ~A=q ð7Þ

~A is the specific surface area, defined as A/V, the ratio of the surface area A to the
total volume V. qd is the bulk density of soil. This mass removal parameter, 1, is then
introduced as a softening parameter in the constitutive law, describing the weakening
of the soil due to erosion. In the present simulation a Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion is
adopted, the effective cohesion (c’) is related to the mass removal parameter (1),

c
0 ¼ c

0
0 1 � 1ð Þ ð8Þ

while the internal cohesion remains a constant. c
0
0 is the original effective cohesion.

Obviously other forms of plasticity function can also be explored. In the present study a
numerical simulation is conducted in FLAC (Itasca 2011) in which the above men-
tioned formulations are implemented with its programming language FISH.

3.2 A Numerical Simulation

A numerical simulation is performed using FLAC2D, focusing on the progression of
the cavity deformation affected by soil sloughing/suffusion due to erosion and soil
weakening. Figure 3a shows the cavity (R = 1 m) in a two-layered model consisting of
a soil cover over a karst limestone.

A typical drawdown scenario is considered in this simulation. The water table is
originally located at the top surface and subsequently lowered gradually. The erosion
rate and associated strength change as described above is implemented in FLAC.
Typical values for the erosion coefficient and critical shear stress are adopted from
those reported previously in literature (e.g. Regazzoni et al. 2008; Wahl 2010),
k0 = 1.86 � 10−8 m3/(N�s) and sc = 277.49 Pa. The erosion is confined to a very small
region around the cavity; in the present study it is imposed within the radius of 0.5 m
around the cavity, and the shear stress in Eq. (6) is taken from the in-plane stress sxy in
the stress field computed in FLAC. Whether such treatment is adequate is subject to
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further investigations, ideally a more reasonable approximation would be the shear
stress along the flow direction.

Figure 3b shows a typical stress-contour map plotted for a rapid drawdown of
0.26 cm/day in erosion-incorporated constitutive model developed with FLAC.
Figure 4 shows the deformation at the top of the cavity (after 108 s) versus the rate of
head-drop, subjected to hydro-mechanical simulation with and without erosion being
considered. It is noted that the plotting scales are intentionally established differently to
highlight the comparison; while the effect of rapid or slow drawdown rate is not very
significant when no erosion is considered, but quite substantial when erosion consid-
ered. It is also evident that the deformation increases considerably under the influence
of erosion.

Fig. 3. (a) Geometry of a two-layer model simulated. (b) Effective stress contour after a
drawdown of 0.26 cm/day for a time of 108 s with erosion coefficient k0 = 1.86 � 10−8 m3/(N�s).

Fig. 4. Vertical deformation of the cavity during draw-down scenarios in a comparison between
the results with erosion effects considered and those with erosion effects neglected.
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4 Conclusions

As the intricate interactive processes play a critical role in the formation and develop-
ment of sinkholes, a coupled approach to the geomechanics of sinkholes is necessary and
must address the interplay of different physical and/or chemical processes. The present
study is focused on the two distinctive dominant mechanisms behind sinkholes. The
dissolution-dominated sinkholes in karst rock are modeled in a chemo-mechanical
framework. Kinetic rates of minerals are examined and subsequently used to demonstrate
the dissolution enhanced damage at different levels of acidity. The presented formulation
of sequential couplings of chemo-mechanical processes can be extended to address
two-way, simultaneous couplings. Many intricacies about the complex evolution of
fissure or fracture opening for enhanced dissolution remain an interesting subject for
future studies.

The second part of the investigation is focused on the sinkholes in the cover soils.
The simulated scenario of weakening of the soil around the cavity is attributed to the
erosion. Numerical results show the enhanced deformation and damage during typical
drawdown scenarios. While the coupled approach explored in the present study is
successfully implemented in the numerical simulations, it should be noted that the
underlying mechanisms of suffusion or sloughing of soils in sinkholes remain an
intriguing subject for further investigations, a collective effort in the experimental,
theoretical and numerical developments is still much needed to better understand the
intricate processes involved.
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Abstract. Earthquakes have been one of the most dangerous and calamitous
hazards faced by mankind. Lots of researches have been focused on how to
forecast, prevent and mitigate the effects caused by Earthquake or seismic
hazards. This paper has been one such effort that utilized various properties
pertaining to geotechnical, seismic and topographical aspects of Ahmedabad
city in India to evaluate the vulnerability and susceptibility of the region to
earthquakes. Factors such as population, water table variation, shear wave
velocity, peak ground acceleration at rock and surface level, spectral accelera-
tion and predominant frequency were mapped layer-by-layer using ArcGIS.
Analytical hierarchy approach for multi criteria decision system was used to
determine the relative importance of each parameter, thus giving us risk index
for different areas of Ahmedabad city to seismic hazards. From the study it is
found that all though most of the factors are having their higher values in south
zone and/or in west zone, higher risk is to be seen in these zones, but population
map indicates that south zone has higher population therefor giving higher risk
at this zone.

Keywords: Seismic hazards � Arc GIS � Analytical hierarchy approach
Risk index

1 Introduction

Gujarat is one of the most seismic prone intercontinental regions of the world. It has
experienced two large earthquakes of magnitude Mw 7.8 and 7.7 in 1819 and 2001
respectively and seven earthquakes of magnitude Mw 6.0, during the past two cen-
turies. The intense aftershock activity of 2001 Bhuj earthquake is continuing. Through
March 2008, 14 aftershocks with Magnitude 5.0–5.8, about 200 aftershocks with
magnitude 4.0–4.9, about 1600 aftershocks of with magnitude 3.0–3.9, and several
thousand aftershocks with magnitude <3 have been recorded. Regional seismicity has
also increased with Mw 5.0 earthquakes and associated foreshocks and aftershock
sequences [5]. Many authors have carried out various seismic studies in Ahmedabad
and surrounding regions [9–12]. Thaker and Rao [6] carried out seismic hazard analysis
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in Ahmedabad region. Mehta et al. [7] reviewed seismic hazards studies in Indian
subcontinents. Rao et al. [8] carried out deterministic seismic hazard analysis of
Ahmedabad region.

Ahmedabad, According to the Bureau of Indian Standards falls under seismic zone
3, in a scale of 2 to 5 (in order of increasing vulnerability to earthquakes). The Deccan
basement, generally found in adjacent Cambay basin at 4 to 5 km depth is missing at
Ahmedabad and the hard rock basement of granite rock occur at depth of 7 to 8 km.
The upper 200–300 m below Ahmedabad city is mostly alluvium, formed by the
meandering Sabarmati River in the past. Ahmedabad lies in two marginal faults and
also on the intersection of two minor lineaments [6].

In past years, study has been done for Ahmedabad city using different methods [4, 6,
8] and by considering different factors, but they had limitations in terms of data col-
lected, methods of collection for that data, resolution of satellite images etc. Moreover,
no study has been done by consideration of combination of factors included in this
study. In this GIS based analysis of risk index, technical factors and one socio-economic
factor are considered. If study is only concerned for technical factors then risk index
cannot be calculated, without taking population into account as without any consider-
able population the most vulnerable place due to seismic activities cannot be said
contains high risk. Factors those considered in this analysis are: population, peak ground
acceleration, predominant frequency, spectral acceleration, shear wave velocity, com-
pressible wave velocity, standard proctor test values and ground water table.

This study contains layer by layer data analysis of factors mentioned above on the
base map of Ahmedabad city in ArcMap (Arc GIS). Here, topo sheets (from survey
department of India) of Ahmedabad city are used as base map in Arc GIS and data are
added on topo sheets in various layers. AHP (analytical hierarchy process) is used to
merge all the layers according to their weightage, which is calculated by making matrix
and by prioritizing each factors. From integrated map made as a result of AHP, risk
index is calculated for different areas of Ahmedabad city ranging from 1–5 (1 as less
severe to 5 as high severe zones).

2 Factors Considered

2.1 PGA (Peak Ground Acceleration)

PGA is equal to the amplitude of the largest absolute acceleration recorded on
an accelerogram at a site during a particular earthquake. In an earthquake, damage to
buildings and infrastructure is related more closely to ground motion, rather than the
magnitude of the earthquake itself. For moderate earthquakes, PGA is a reasonably
good determinant of damage.

Here, PGA values are taken as average of values from different ground motion data
carried out in the region in the separate analysis, further, standard deviation of the data
set is added to the average value to keep it on higher side. PGA at rock level and
surface level both for the Ahmedabad city are plotted through ArcGIS. Maps of PGA at
surface level for depth 0 m, 1 m, 2 m, 3 m and 4 m are plotted. The map of PGA at
surface level reveals higher values at south zone and north zone of the city 1 m (refer
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Fig. 1), 2 m and 3 m depth where, central zone, west zone and east zone have the
average lower values for PGA in comparison. PGA value for 4 m depth has average
values concentrated over city area, lower values around the surroundings of the city and
higher value of 0.915 g (g = gravitational acceleration) at the central zone near
Shahpur. PGA value at surface level ranges from 0.062 g to 0.915 g for the city. PGA
value at rock level has very slight change over the whole area of the city ranges from
0.056 g to 0.067 g (Fig. 1).

2.2 Predominant Frequency (PF)

Predominant frequency is the second prioritized factor obtained by carrying out ground
response analysis. Map of predominant frequency show higher values at west zone and
on some areas of north zone and central zone of the city. Predominant frequency value
has normal average distribution over other areas ranges from 2.021 Hz to 4.355 Hz.

2.3 Population

Population is socio-economic factor and its importance is very much high. For
example, if earthquake occurs in a region where there is less population than the
damage will be less than highly populated regions.

Population is the major factor affecting to seismic risk of the city. The area and
word wise population data have been collected from Ahmedabad Municipal Corpo-
ration and population density model for Ahmedabad city was prepared. This map
reveals that the most of the population is accumulated over south zone, central zone and
some areas of north zone and east zone. West side of the city has comparatively lower
population density.

Fig. 1. PGA at surface level.
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2.4 Spectral Acceleration (SA)

The spectral Acceleration is equally important parameters obtained from ground
response modeling. The Maps for different spectral acceleration for different time
(0.1 s, 0.2 s, 0.3 s, 0.5 s and 1 s) are plotted which conclude that spectral acceleration
has the lowest value of 0.060 g for 1 s time and the highest value of 0.733 g for 0.2 s
and 0.5 s. From maps of spectral acceleration, it can be said that south zone and north
zone have average higher values of spectral acceleration.

2.5 Compressive Wave (P-Wave) Velocity (Vp) and Shear Wave
(S-Wave) Velocity (Vs)

P-waves and S-waves (transverse waves) are the two main types of elastic body waves,
called seismic waves in seismology. Here average velocity of the wave, over the
particular depth is been taken. Average P-wave and S-wave velocity is determined by
following formula.

VavgðhÞ ¼ hP
ha=Vi

Where, h is the particular depth.
Maps for depth of 10 m, 20 m and 30 m are plotted in ArcGIS by taking average

P-wave velocity for particular depth. Distribution for the values of average velocities
was discrete for all the depth, all over the city. P-wave velocities are ranging from
0.447 km/s to 0.743 km/s for different depth where S-wave velocities are ranging from
0.284 km/s to 0.530 km/s.

2.6 Ground Water Table (GWT)

The water table fluctuates both with the seasons and from year to year because it is
affected by climatic variations and by the amount of precipitation used by vegetation.

For larger earthquakes, the presence of ground water tends to decrease the hori-
zontal acceleration response on the surface of basin, while the opposite trend is
observed for horizontal displacement response. For earthquake of smaller intensity, the
seismic response of a basin is almost not affected by the presence of ground water.
Thus, the presence of ground water will have larger effects on the seismic response of a
basin for larger earthquakes than for small earthquakes [2].

Maps of depth for water table are plotted as before monsoon season and after
monsoon season to compare the ground water depth change during the monsoon
season. Average 3 m high is noted as change after monsoon over the city. Highest
water table is seen at areas Gomptipur, Behrampur, Paldi and Vatva.

2.7 Standard Penetration Test (N-Value)

Extensive geotechnical data collected from various private and government organiza-
tion and synthesized. The SPT N values for the city is taken from the and plotted for
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different depth (2 m, 4 m, 6 m, 8 m, 10 m and 12 m), which indicate that south zone
and north-west zone have higher N values in general where other zones have average
lower N values in comparison.

3 Multi Criteria Analysis (MCA)

MCA describes any structured approach used to determine overall preferences among
alternative options, where the options accomplish several objectives. In MCA, desir-
able objectives are specified and corresponding attributes or indicators are identified.

In this study, AHP (analytical hierarchy process) is used to integrate all the maps
created by Arc GIS. AHP was introduced by Saaty (1980) as a management tool for
decision making in multi attribute environments. The fundamental approach of AHP is
to break down a “big” problem into several “small” problems; while the solution of
these small problems is relatively simple, it is conducted with a view to the overall
solution of the big problem [1]. AHP involves building a hierarchy of decision ele-
ments (factors) and then making comparisons between possible pairs in a matrix to give
a weight for each element and also a consistency ratio. It is based on three principles:
decomposition, comparative judgment and synthesis of priorities [3]. It is a multiple
criteria decision-making technique that allows subjective as well as objective factors to
be considered in the decision-making process. AHP aims at quantifying relative
weights for a given set of criteria on a ratio scale. Two features of AHP differentiate it
from other decision-making approaches. One, it provides a comprehensive structure to
combine the intuitive rational and irrational values during the decision-making process.
The other is its ability to judge the consistency in the decision-making process.

Parameters are prioritized according to their importance and influence to the seis-
mic activities and hazard. PGA was given the highest priority (9) and GWT was given
the least priority (3). SPT-N value, Vs and Vp were given the same priority (5) (see
Table 1).

If pairwise comparison matrix (see Table 2) A is n � n matrix, where n is the
number of factors considered. Each component ajk of the matrix represent the impor-
tance of the jth criterion relative to the kth criterion. If ajk > 1, then the jth criterion is

Table 1. Priority of the parameters.

PGA (ground) 9

PF 8
Population 7
SA 6
Vs 5
Vp 5
SPT-N 5
PGA (rock) 4
GWT 3
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more important than the kth criterion, while if ajk < 1, then the jth criterion is less
important than the kth criterion. If two criteria have the same importance, then the entry
ajk is 1.

Normalized value (see Table 3) is determined by dividing each cell with the sum
of the relative column. If sum of the column 1 is

P
A, then normalized value for cell 1

is a11/
P

A (a11 is the value of pairwise comparison in cell 1).

Weights (see Table 3) for each parameter are calculated by dividing sum of the row
by the number of parameters considered in comparison. If the sum of one row is C, then
weight of that factor should be C/9.

Then weighted sum values (see Table 4) for implementation in ArcGIS are cal-
culated according to priorities of data. Sum of these values should be equal to the
weight of that factor.

Table 2. Pairwise comparison matrix.

PGA at
ground

PF Population SA Vs Vp SPT-N PGA at
rock

GWT

PGA
(ground)

1.00 1.12 1.28 1.50 1.80 1.80 1.80 2.25 3.00

PF 0.88 1.00 1.14 1.33 1.60 1.60 1.60 2.00 2.67
Population 0.78 0.87 1.00 1.67 1.40 1.40 1.40 1.75 2.33
SA 0.67 0.75 0.86 1.00 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.50 2.00
Vs 0.56 0.62 0.71 0.83 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.25 1.67
Vp 0.56 0.62 0.71 0.83 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.25 1.67
SPT-N 0.56 0.62 0.71 0.83 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.25 1.67
PGA (rock) 0.44 0.50 0.57 0.67 0.80 0.80 0.80 1.00 1.33
GWT 0.33 0.37 0.43 0.50 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.75 1.00
Sum 5.78 6.5 7.43 8.67 10.4 10.4 10.4 13.00 17.33

Table 3. Normalized value and weights of each parameter.

Normalized value C Weights

PGA (ground) 0.17 1.558 0.173
PF 0.15 1.285 0.154
Population 0.13 1.212 0.135
SA 0.11 1.038 0.115
Vs 0.10 0.865 0.096
Vp 0.10 0.865 0.096
SPT-N 0.10 0.865 0.096
PGA (rock) 0.08 0.692 0.077
GWT 0.06 0.519 0.058
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4 Result and Conclusion

Integration of maps (prepared from the data of different factors affecting) through AHP
method gave the seismic risk index of the city. Integration of different factors are done
layer by layer in ArcGIS using weighted sum tool. Risk index is divided in 1 to 5 as 1 is
lowest risk and 5 is highest risk (see Fig. 2).

In general most of the GIS maps of factors such as PGA at surface level, SA, P
wave and S wave velocities, ground water table and SPT-N are having their higher
values in south zone and/or in west zone, higher risk is to be seen in these zones but
population map indicates that south zone have higher population therefor giving higher
risk at this zone. Almost all the factors has moderate values on both sides of the river,
hence moderate risk is observed in these areas and due to less population in west zone it
has lower risk index in the risk map.

Table 4. Weighted sum values of each parameter

Factors Weights Value Weighted sum value

PGA at surface level 0.173 0 m 0.0576
1 m 0.0461
2 m 0.0345
3 m 0.023
4 m 0.01153

Predominant frequency 0.154 0.154
Population 0.135 0.135
Spectral acceleration 0.115 0.1 s 0.0461

0.2 s 0.0307
0.3 s 0.023
0.5 s 0.0153
1 s 0.0077

S wave velocity (Vs) 0.096 10 m 0.048
20 m 0.032
30 m 0.016

P wave velocity (Vp) 0.096 10 m 0.048
20 m 0.032
30 m 0.016

SPT value 0.096 2 m 0.0271
4 m 0.0226
6 m 0.018
8 m 0.0136
10 m 0.0091
12 m 0.0045

PGA at rock level 0.077 0.077
Ground water table 0.058 After monsoon 0.0387

Before monsoon 0.0193
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This map can be used to estimate risk if any earthquake strikes in the region. Local
Municipal Corporation can implement rules and regulations (for building heights,
set-back distance, structural specifications) accordingly for construction of any resi-
dential or commercial buildings and bridges in high risk areas of the city. Prior to
construction, structural designs can be improved accordingly to the risk factor
accounted in the area.
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Abstract. Indian cities are expanding not only in terms of built environment but
also in population. Multi-story buildings are rising rapidly to accommodate the
growing population, undesirably even in hazard prone areas. Such a scenario
calls for a proper disaster risk reduction program and plan to control the inevi-
table damage to lives and properties. Earthquakes are destructive only if the
factors that increase the damages prevail. Attention should be given to crowded
cities with people and infrastructure vulnerable to hazard. This study presents the
details of deterministic seismic hazard analysis (DSHA) done for Coimbatore
city of the state of Tamil Nadu, India using the latest available information on
seismicity of the region. The earthquake data was compiled from different
agencies and homogenized in a unified moment magnitude scale to create an
updated earthquake catalog. Seismotectonic map for the study area was prepared
by superimposing the earthquake events on the seismogenic sources. DSHA was
then performed by dividing the study area into grids of size 0.02º � 0.02º (ap-
proximately 2 km � 2 km) using a MATLAB code, considering three different
attenuation relationships for the stable continental region. Land use (LU) map for
the region was developed from LANDSAT 8 data using various GIS platforms.
Hazard contour map prepared using ArcGIS, was then overlaid on the LU map to
comprehend the seismic risk of the region. It was observed that, though the wards
south-west of the city shows higher Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) values, the
wards north-east of the city have larger and denser built-up areas, increasing its
vulnerability, in the event of an earthquake.

Keywords: Deterministic seismic hazard analysis � Peak ground acceleration
Land use � Remote sensing � Seismic risk

1 Introduction

1.1 General

Earthquakes have a devastating effect on human life and property when human
activities interfere with the occurrence of such a natural phenomenon. Populated human
settlements and congested built-up areas in earthquake prone regions amplify the risk to
both human life and property. Identification of such risk prone regions will be of
greater use for a comprehensive earthquake disaster mitigation plan. Presently, the
seismic zone map available for India as per the Bureau of Indian Standards
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(IS1893-2002) broadly classifies India into four hazard zones based on past earthquake
data. Previous studies indicate the limitations of the existing seismic zone map, as it
projects unstructured regions of homogeneous hazard level as lumps of landmasses,
lacking a scientific hazard assessment (Raghu Kanth and Iyengar 2006; Menon et al.
2010). In this study, a deterministic approach is adopted to analyze the seismic hazard
for Coimbatore city. The deterministic hazard contour map thus generated was overlaid
on a digitized ward wise map of Coimbatore city.

Indian cities follow a trend of rapid urbanization due to population concentration in
urban centres and its suburbs, and also due to migration of rural population entailed by
poverty. This rapid urbanization, also related to urban sprawl results in extremely high
population intensity, which in turn leads to a gradual decline of urban services
including disaster mitigation. An attempt is made here to identify and interpret the
combined effect of seismic hazard and Land Use pattern for Coimbatore city.

1.2 Study Area of Coimbatore

The city of Coimbatore is located at the extreme west of the Indian state of Tamil Nadu
(South India), spreading over an area of 105.5 sq. kms. As per the latest Census (2011),
Coimbatore has a population of over a million (http://www.censusindia.gov.in/pca).
Even though Coimbatore has experienced an earthquake of moment magnitude 6.3 in
1900 (the epicenter of the earthquake was located at 10˚45′ North Latitude and at
76˚45′ East Longitude), it was categorized in seismic zone Zero, in the first version of
the IS 1893 (BIS 1962). Presently, Coimbatore city is categorized as Zone III as per the
latest release of IS 1983 (BIS 2002), where Zone II corresponds to least hazard and
Zone V corresponds to the highest hazard within the country. Coimbatore has not
experienced major earthquakes after 1900. According to elastic rebound theory, the
strain energy built up in the geologic faults for years are released during the event of
earthquake; they are more likely to occur in regions where small or no seismic activity
has been seen in recent past (Kramer 1996). Two earthquakes, each with a magnitude
of around 5.0 on the Richter Scale, in Idukki and Coimbatore districts were observed in
December 2000 and January 2001, respectively.

2 Methodology

2.1 Deterministic Seismic Hazard Analysis (DSHA)

An updated and homogenized earthquake data catalogue is the prime requirement for
hazard estimation. Kolathayar et al. (2012) compiled a catalogue for the entire Indian
subcontinent based on both historical and instrumental data. In the present study, the
earthquake data catalogue for the study region was updated by including all the events
till 2017 within a radius of 300 kms from political boundary of Coimbatore. All the
earthquake events were homogenized in Moment Magnitude (Mw) scale using mag-
nitude correlations specific to the Indian peninsular shield (Kolathayar et al. 2012).
This earthquake data was declustered from aftershocks and foreshocks, rendering a
Poisson distribution of earthquake events using the algorithm developed by Gardner
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and Knopoff (1974) modified by Uhrhammer (1986). Accurate Ground motion pre-
diction equations (GMPE) for India are scarce due to lack of sufficient strong motion
records in the region. For PGA estimation of the study region, the attenuation rela-
tionships developed by Raghu Kanth and Iyengar (2007), Atkinson and Boore (2006)
and Campbel and Bozorginia (2003) were used. Raghu Kanth and Iyengar (2007)
developed attenuation relations for Peninsular Indian region. Attenuation relations for
Eastern North America (ENA) were developed by Campbell and Bozorgnia (2003) and
Atkinson and Boore (2006). Similarities in the geological and tectonic settings of both
the regions allows using the same equations for our study region. Cramer and Kumar
(2003) studied the aftershocks of Bhuj earthquake and proved that the ground motion
attenuation in Peninsular Indian shield and ENA are comparable. All three relationships
were assigned equal weightage in a logic tree frame work for the estimation of PGA
values.

DSHA was carried out using the earthquake sources and events data within a
boundary of 300 kms from the outermost administrative boundaries of Coimbatore city
in all four directions. The study area was divided into several grids of size
0.02º � 0.02º (approximately 2 km � 2 km). Using the deterministic approach, the
PGA values at the centre of each of these grids were estimated using a MATLAB code.
All linear and point earthquake sources were considered for analysis. All earthquake
events near the geologic faults in the area were considered and the event with maxi-
mum magnitude was taken as the governing event associated with that linear source.
Controlling earthquake for the point of interest was then identified for all linear and
point sources. PGA value at the central point of each grid corresponding to the con-
trolling earthquake was then computed using the attenuation relationships as mentioned
above, considering shortest source to site distance.

2.2 Land Use Mapping

Land Use map for the region was developed using open source GIS software platforms
like QGIS and GRASS GIS, based on LANDSAT 8 remote sensing images of 30 m
resolution (NIR, SWIR, visible); 100 m resolution (thermal); and 15 m resolution
(panchromatic), obtained from USGS. The satellite images were geo-referenced,
cropped and then extracted. Diverse patches in the landscape were identified on a False
Colour Composite (FCC) generated from the georeferenced images (bands- green, red
and NIR). Training polygons were selected on the FCC image by identifying and
delineating various heterogeneous patches by overlaying it on a google earth satellite
image. Pixels of deciduous and evergreen forest land, grasslands, farmlands, coconut,
arecanut, mango and other plantations, built up areas including roads and highways,
built structures, airports, waterbodies like rivers and lakes, and open areas were
selected from different points on the FCC to form training polygons for LU mapping.
Uniform distribution and accurate marking of these training polygons was ensured
throughout the study area (Ramachandra et al. 2012). Built in Gaussian maximum
likelihood algorithm was used to classify each pixel of the image, based on the training
polygons previously selected on the FCC. Land Use was mapped based on six major
categories like forest land, agricultural land, plantations, built up areas, water bodies
and open areas.
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2.3 Hazard Mapping and Overlaying

Seismic hazard contour map was developed using the PGA values corresponding to
each grid points in QGIS. Land Use map generated was then overlaid on the hazard
contour map to obtain a combined seismic risk map, which was then used to assess the
risk pattern of the study area (Fig. 1).

A ward wise administrative base layer for Coimbatore city was developed using
ArcGIS. The same was overlain on the combined hazard-Land Use Seismic risk map so
as to enable accurate risk assessment of each ward of the city. (Fig. 2).

The hazard values obtained for the area were classified as high, moderate and low,
based on relative comparison of PGA values, as compared to a maximum PGA of
0.143 g and a minimum 0.122 g. By visual interpretation, the urban areas was clas-
sified as high, moderate and low based on the concentration of built up area in the LU
map.

Fig. 1. Land-use map overlaid on hazard contour map for Coimbatore city (All PGA values are
expressed in terms of ‘g’)
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3 Results and Discussions

3.1 Hazard and Land Use Map

Hazard contour mapping. Coimbatore falls within a PGA range of 0.122 g–0.143 g,
with the southwestern zones of the city falling in the PGA range 0.135 g–0.143 g and
northeastern zones in the range of 0.122 g–0.125 g (Fig. 1). The PGA distribution
pattern was found to be in order with the ones estimated in previous similar studies
(Anbazhagan et al. 2012), but with relatively lesser PGA values. The currently pre-
dicted PGA values for Coimbatore were found to be comparatively greater than the
zone factors of 0.08 g specified in IS 1893 (BIS 2002).

Land Use classification. Coimbatore city spans over a total area of 106.56 sq.kms
where only 29.67 sq.kms of the land is covered by forests, plantations, agricultural
lands, water bodies and open areas altogether, the remaining being built up and pop-
ulated areas. About 72% of the city is built up land (Table 1) indicating the presence of
urban settlements in the form of all types of commercial buildings, public buildings,
residential buildings, industrial buildings and other city infrastructure. Southern and
eastern parts of the city has lesser built up area, indicating lesser vulnerability and risk
of the region in the event of an earthquake (Fig. 1).

Fig. 2. Integrated ward wise seismic risk map (All values are expressed in terms of ‘g’)
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3.2 Integrated Risk Mapping

The wards with higher PGA range and higher concentration of built up areas indicate a
larger population under higher risk, whereas the wards with higher PGA range and
lesser concentration of built up areas indicate lesser population under higher risk. Such
wards are categorized as high-risk wards and moderate-risk wards respectively
(Table 2). Similarly, wards with lower PGA range and lower concentration of built up
areas are classified as low-risk wards.

Hence, 35 wards out of a total of 72 wards of the city have been categorized as
high-risk wards, 2 wards as low-risk wards and the rest as moderate-risk wards. Areas
such as Selvapuram, PN pudur, VOC nagar, Agricultural university, Selvapuram south,
RS Puram, Ukkadam, town hall, Saibaba colony and Tatabad are the major areas under
high-risk. Gandhipuram, Sanganur, Lakshmi mills, Racecourse, PN palayam and
Uppilpalayam are the major areas under moderate-risk, and Nanjundapuram, Sin-
ganallur, Keelakarai and Karumbu kadai are the major areas falling under low-risk
according to the integrated seismic risk map (Fig. 2).

Table 1. Coimbatore city land use classification for the year 2016.

Description Square kilometre Hectares Percentage cover

Forest area 9.0621 906.21 8.51
Plantations 0.4149 41.49 0.39
Agricultural lands 19.1718 1917.18 17.99
Built up area 76.8789 7687.89 72.16
Open areas and water bodies 1.0179 101.79 0.95

Table 2. Risk categorization.

Hazard* Built up area Risk

Moderate Low
Low Low Low
Low Moderate
High Low
Moderate Moderate Moderate
Low High
High High
High Moderate High
Moderate High

*High – 0.13 g to 0.143, Moderate -
0.125 g to 0.13 g, Low-0.122 to
0.125.
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4 Conclusion

In the present study, an updated earthquake catalog was created for Coimbatore and
surrounding regions considering historical and instrumental seismic events dataset from
various agencies like Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BARC), India Meteorological
Department (IMD), Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research (IGCAR), Kalpakkam,
National Geophysical Research Institute (NGRI) Hyderabad, International Seismo-
logical Center (ISC) data file, Harvard seismology and USGS/NEIC catalogue etc.,
which was then homogenized and declustered to remove foreshocks and aftershocks.
A state of the art Deterministic seismic hazard analysis was carried out considering
three attenuation relationships (Raghu Kanth and Iyengar 2007; Atkinson and Boore
2006; Campbel and Bozorginia 2004) to estimate the peak ground acceleration at grid
points selected in the study region. Spatial variation of seismic hazard in the region was
presented as contour map using GIS tools.

Land Use map was developed for the city using LANDSAT-2016 images using
GIS software tools. An administrative map for the Coimbatore city showing ward-wise
boundaries was also developed using GIS software. An integrated risk map was
developed for the region by overlaying all three maps. The south-western wards were
identified to have maximum seismic risk compared to other wards. Even though
Eastern and North-eastern wards have higher built-up land use area, risks in these
wards are found to moderate to low, as these wards have low hazard values when
compared to western part of the city. The findings from this study will be useful for
town planners and engineers as directions for future expansion and infrastructure
development of the city. These findings will also aid in seismic retrofitting of existing
buildings and increasing the seismic resilience of city residence by inducing the
earthquake risk awareness into public consciousness.
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Abstract. This paper evaluated the hydrodynamic and deformation characters
of the Hongyanzi landslide in Pubugou hydropower station reservoir area,
Sichuan province, Southwest China. The fluctuations of slope groundwater
level, slope surface displacement and deep seated displacement with the fluc-
tuation of reservoir water level were monitored. The results showed that the
fluctuation of groundwater level followed the reservoir water level with two
month of time lag. Approximate 0.23 to 0.25 m/day of declination rate for
reservoir water level could be benefit for maintaining the global stability of the
bank slope when the elevation of reservoir water level varied from 820 to
847 m. A constant head difference between the groundwater level and reservoir
water level is important to the stability of reservoir slope.

Keywords: Reservoir-induced landslide � Multi-parameter monitoring
Water level fluctuation � Slope deformation

1 Introduction

Reservoir landslides are very commonly seen geological hazards. Historical statistics
show over 90% of reservoir landslides were caused by reservoir water level fluctua-
tions, and more than 80% of them occurred during the first 3 to 5 years after the
construction of the dam [1–6]. Accessing the temporal relations among reservoir water
level fluctuation, the hydrodynamic and deformation characters of the slope are the key
issue for advancing the understanding on failure mechanism. The periodic geological
inspections for monitoring the hydrogeological condition and deformation characters of
the slope during the reservoir water level fluctuation [7] provide the basis for advancing
the analysis on reservoir landslides.

In this paper, a multi-parameter monitoring program was conducted to record the
slope groundwater level fluctuation, slope surface displacement and deep seated dis-
placement at various locations on the Hongyanzi landslide during the period of
reservoir impoundment and drawdown from 2013 to 2014. Based on the results, the
temporal relations among reservoir water level fluctuation, slope groundwater level,
surface displacements, crack propagations and deep seated displacement could be
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produced to provide guidance for reducing the reservoir landslide risk by considering
the fluctuation of reservoir water level.

2 Overview of the Hongyanzi Landslide

The Hongyanzi landslide is located on the right bank of the Dadu River, a secondary
tributary of the Yangtze River in Hanyuan County, Sichuan province, Southwest
China. It is 23 km away from the Pubugou hydropower station in the upper stream
region. Based on field inspections, the average slope of the Hongyanzi landslide is 27°.
The slope of main scarp (40° to 50°) is steeper than the front of the sliding mass. The
elevation of the slope toe and back-scarp is 810 m and 954 m, respectively. The length
and width of the landslide is 600 and 580 m, respectively [7].

Prior to the installation of monitoring devices, the large deformations have occurred
to landslide boundaries due to the fluctuation of reservoir water level, and the mag-
nitudes reached up to 1.7 m and 1.5 m on the left and right boundary, respectively. The
Hongyanzi landslide is an ancient accumulation landslide, and the sliding mass is
mainly composed of the quaternary silty clay, cobble or gravel, and stones. The stratum
of sliding bed is Jurassic reddish sandstone in the footwall of Hanyuan-Zhaojue fault,
and Permian limestone in hanging wall of the fault [8, 9]. The Hongyanzi landslide
faces the Dadu River in the north, and gullies in both east and west. The steep
topography and large elevation differences from the scarp to the toe provide a signif-
icant potential for the slope groundwater to discharge into the Dadu River (Fig. 1).

During the operation of the Pubugou hydropower station, the reservoir water level
fluctuated from 790 m to 850 m, and the range of water-level-fluctuating zone was
approximate 55 m. Based on historical records [9, 10], the Hongyanzi landslide
remained stable before the construction of the hydropower station. After the
impoundment, large deformation occurred to the slope during the declination of
reservoir water level. The impoundment and power generation started on June and
November 2010, respectively.

On February 2011, after 8 month of impoundment, large deformations started to
occur and the accumulated downward deformation reached up to 1 m by the end of

Fig. 1. Main geological profile of the Hongyanzi landslide
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2011. In 2012, simultaneous deformation continued to occur during the declination
process of reservoir water level. From March to May 2013, the maximum deformation
reached up to 2 m, and the accumulated deformation reached up to 3 m since the
beginning of hydropower station operation. The majority of the deformations occurred
during the declination of the reservoir water level, and no significant deformations were
observed when the reservoir water level remained stable or increased. Due to the
extensive deformation occurred, a multi-parameter monitoring program was conducted
to access the hydrodynamic and deformation characters of the slope to advance the
understanding on the major factors of inducing the deformations of the Hongyanzi
landslide.

3 The Multi-parameter Monitoring Program

Since 2012, various monitoring equipment were employed to conduct a continuous
monitoring on the surface deformation, deep-seated displacement, slope groundwater
level, crack propagation on both left and right boundaries and atmospheric precipita-
tions. Reservoir water level was measured by the water gauge. The distribution of the
installed monitoring devices is shown in Fig. 2.

To monitor the development of the slope deformation, totally five GPS stations
were employed, of which four were installed within the landslide boundary as the
monitoring stations and one was installed outside the boundary as the fixed monitoring
station. A groundwater monitoring gauge was installed in the front of the landslide and

Fig. 2. The monitoring program scheme on the Hongyanzi landslide
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its installation elevation was 825 m. One crack monitoring gauge was installed on both
left and right boundaries of the landslide. Three deep seated displacement inclinometers
were installed in the middle and front of the landslide. The monitoring program started
in December 2012, and this study mainly focuses on the monitoring data received prior
to December 2014.

4 Monitoring Data Interpretations and Discussions

4.1 Slope Groundwater Table

Figure 3 shows the fluctuation of slope groundwater level during the two cycles’ of
impoundment and drawdown in 2013 recorded by ZK-5-w. Because of the monitoring
device technical errors, only the slope groundwater level data above 825 m were
captured. As shown, a strong temporal correlation exists between the slope ground-
water level and the reservoir water level. From January to August 2013, the
impoundment started from May 2013 after four month of drawdown. From August to
December 2013, the impoundment started from September 2013 after one month of
drawdown. In both cycles, the fluctuation of slope groundwater level followed a similar
pattern with the reservoir water level [11]. Based on the recordings from January 1st to
March 15st 2013, the two curves are nearly parallel to each other, and that indicated a
good consistency and constant head difference between slope groundwater level and
reservoir water level. Since late March 2013, the increased declination speed of
reservoir water level lead to an increased water head difference. Therefore, from April
to July 2013, the head differences between slope groundwater level and reservoir water
level were greatest, and caused a vital reduction on the slope stability as was confirmed
by the slope deformation measurements presented in following section.

From May to August 2013, the reservoir started impoundment by increasing the
water level from 792 m to 843 m, and the slope groundwater level also increased from
825 m to 845 m. Both levels reached the peak value at approximate the same time on
August 2013. In general, in the second cycle, the fluctuations of reservoir water level

Fig. 3. Reservoir water level vs. slope groundwater level (ZK-5-w) vs. surface displacement
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and slope groundwater level followed the similar pattern as occurred in the first cycle,
with only half of the time being used. From October 2012 to March 2013, the fluc-
tuation rate of reservoir water level was almost identical to that of slope groundwater
level based on ZK-5-w. The average declination rate for both curves is around
0.25 m/day by calculating the curve slope magnitude from January to mid of February
2013. Starting from February 15th to May 1st, the declination rate of reservoir water
level increased to 0.57 m/day that almost doubled the previous value, which caused an
increased water head elevation differences and seepage force [10, 11].

From January 2013 to late March 2013 (Prior to Point A in Fig. 3), the two curves
are nearly parallel to each other because of the similar slope magnitude, which were
calculated to be between 0.23 and 0.25 m/day as the water level declination rate.
Meanwhile, during the period, no vital slope deformation measurements were captured
as presented in following section. Therefore, above observations indicated that for the
Hongyanzi landslide, a declination rate of reservoir water level about or lower than
0.23 to 0.25 m/day (the threshold value) could allow a consistent head difference
between slope groundwater level and reservoir water level within the range of 810 to
845 m, and could be benefit to maintain the overall stability of the slope. Additional
analysis and simulation is being conduct currently to quantify the influences of
reservoir water fluctuation rate on the stability and hydro-geological condition of the
landslide. Based on the measurements, a greater declination speed of reservoir water
level would lead to a larger difference between slope groundwater level and reservoir
water level, and longer time lag to maintain a stable head difference (Prior to Point A),
so-called the longer restoration period of slope stability. The sudden drop of reservoir
water level resulted in the lagging fall of slope groundwater level, and formed excess
pore water pressure detrimental to the slope stability based on the recordings from
August to September 2013.

4.2 Surface Displacement

Figure 3 shows the correlations between the fluctuations of reservoir water level and
slope surface displacements recorded at different locations. As shown, a strong tem-
poral correlation existed between surface displacement and reservoir water level. The
recordings showed that large deformations occurred from February to April during the
declination period. No large deformations were captured when the reservoir water level
increased (during the impoundment period from May 2013 to March 2014, approxi-
mately). The rapid declination of reservoir water level induced an intense seepage
force, and reduced the slope stability. The largest surface displacement of approximate
3 m was recorded by GPS-1, and followed by GPS-4, GPS-2, and GPS-3 based on the
magnitudes of the recordings.

The deformations at the measuring positions were small at the beginning of March
in 2013. From March 2013, significant deformations occurred and the maximum daily
displacement reached 60 mm. The observations matched with the fluctuation of
groundwater level due to the increased declination rate of reservoir water level, which
doubled the value in previous time period. Hence, the water head differences inside and
outside the slope increased rapidly. After May 2013, the deformation rate at all
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measuring positions decreased significantly, and gradually approached to zero after
June. And that could indicate the recovery of the global slope stability.

Figure 4a, b and c show the displacements in the north, east, and vertical direction,
respectively, to discover the deformation characters of the Hongyanzi landslide from
January 2013 to January 2015. Overall, a good consistency between displacement and
reservoir water level drawdown was observed. The sudden increases to the deformation
occurred approximately from March 1st 2013 and February 1st 2014, corresponding to
the beginnings of reservoir water level declination on January 1st 2013 and January 1st

2014, respectively. Therefore, approximate two month of time lag exists between the
reservoir water level drawdown and slope deformation.

In two years from January 2013, GPS-1 received the largest resultant displacement
up to 2500 mm, and then followed by GPS-4, GPS-2, and GPS-3. The displacement
vector to the north was larger than the magnitudes in the west. The displacement
magnitude vector in the west direction was approximately same in the vertical direc-
tion. The direction of movements at all measuring positions were within NW 22 to 24
degrees, which can be regarded as the main sliding direction. From East to West, the
displacement magnitude recorded at each measuring position gradually increased. This
was caused by the impact of micro-topography and location of device installation

Fig. 4. Reservoir water level vs. surface displacements in different directions (a: northward
displacements; b: eastern displacements; c: vertical displacements; d: displacements at right and
left boundary)
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relevant to the landslide boundary. Differing with the other measuring positions, GPS-4
was located near a scarp in the rear part of the landslide and the micro-topography at
this location was steeper than the other measuring locations. The measurements pro-
vided a direct evidence of reservoir induced deformation magnitude and distribution
characters under the influence of water level fluctuation. The recordings indicated
deformation mechanism that the rapid declination of water level increased the hydraulic
gradient of groundwater and seepage in the slope, which further changed the pore water
pressure, decreased effective strength, and reduced the slope stability by reducing the
buoyant force acting on the slope.

4.3 Deep Seated Displacement

The measuring depth for deep seated displacement at ZK-7-d is 18 m, 26 m, and 31 m
below the slope surface. Figure 5 shows that small deformation less than 5 mm
occurred at depth of 31 m and the deformations measured at the depths of 26 m and
18 m were much greater. The measurements provide a good support for determining
the elevation of sliding surface and volume of sliding material within the depth range of
18 m to 26 m. Similar to the temporal correlation between surface displacement and
slope groundwater level, a clear and consistent temporal correlation exists between the
deep seated displacement and fluctuation of reservoir water level.

4.4 Discussions

The SPSS software was utilized to conduct the correlation analysis among slope
groundwater level, surface displacement (measured at GPS-2), reservoir water level,
and precipitation. The results indicated that the difference between slope groundwater
level and reservoir water level showed the most statistical importance to the slope
surface displacement (correlation coefficient = 0.926), and followed by reservoir water

Fig. 5. Reservoir water level vs. deep seated resultant displacement (ZK-7-d)
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table (coefficient = 0.267). The correlation between precipitation and slope surface
displacement is comparatively lower. So the major triggering reason of the Hongyanzi
landslide deformation is the rapid declination of reservoir water level; the gradually
increased seepage pressure, which induced by the increased head difference between
slope groundwater level and reservoir water level, caused the instability of the landslide
when the equilibrium state of landslide was reached. In this case, the uplift pressure as
generated during the impoundment process of the reservoir was relatively insignificant
to reduce the stability of the landslide because nearly no obvious deformation was
monitored during that period. The major reason is that the submerged area during
reservoir impoundment is limited to the overall landslide area, and the generated
buoyant force was insignificant to change the stability status of the slope.

5 Conclusions

The monitoring results of this study provided the in-situ data for advancing the
understanding the internal correlations and working mechanism among reservoir water
level fluctuation and bank slope stability. Following comments can be produced based
on the monitoring data analysis: [1] the Hongyanzi landslide deformed significantly
when the reservoir water level declined rapidly, and the slope deformation was mainly
governed by the declination rate of the reservoir water level; [2] seepage pressure due
to the difference between reservoir water level and slope groundwater level played a
key role in controlling the slope deformation, and reducing the declination rate of
reservoir water level can be benefit to slow down or cease the slope deformation; [3]
based on the monitoring data on reservoir water level and slope groundwater level, the
reservoir water level drawdown speed at approximate or lower than 0.23 to 0.25 m/day
could be benefit to maintain global stability of the Hongyanzi landslide.
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Abstract. Over the past few decades, the monitoring of landslide hazard has
taken a new turn in the diversity of monitoring methods. It is intended to
understand and grasp the characteristics of disruptive processes, to formulate
appropriate prevention measures for the mitigation of its effects and decrease the
casualties and property losses. In order to detect the stability conditions of
landslides in different geological and environmental contexts, many new
methods for landslide monitoring are proposed by dint of the advanced moni-
toring apparatus. To overcome a lack of comprehensive analyses of landslide
hazards monitoring methods and popularize the scientific knowledge of land-
slide monitoring method for researchers, this paper reviews the application of
several existing methods since the twenty-first century, including GPS (global
position system), InSAR (interferometry synthetic aperture radar), LIDAR (light
detection and ranging), TDR (time domain reflectometry) and BOTDR (bril-
louin optic time domain reflectometry), and simultaneously introduces the basic
components and workflow of automatic monitoring and early warning system
which displays immense superiority and potential in comprehensive monitoring
of landslides. Based on previous researches in recent years, each method and its
working principle and applicability are summarized to present the direction in
further research and development by indicating the limitations and existing
problems, respectively.

Keywords: Landslide hazards � Monitoring method � Early warning

1 Introduction

Landslide, defined as “the movement of a mass of rock, debris or earth down a slope”,
is responsible for at least 17% from all fatalities of natural disasters around the world,
which is regarded as one of the most serious natural disasters (Cruden 1991; Jibson
2006). Because of the effects of frequent natural disasters and human engineering
activities, landslide hazards are rather severe in many places worldwide (Table 1). In
addition to their high threat to human lives and property, the landslide monitoring has
caused widely concern from engineers and researchers. And it is not only a requisite
part of landslide investigation, research, and prevention and control project, but also an
effective way to obtain the information of landslide hazard prediction. Intrinsic factors
(topography, geomorphology, soil regolith, stratum lithology, geological structure and
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engineering properties) and extrinsic factors (hydrogeological condition, meteorolog-
ical condition, land cover, fire, glacier outbursts, seismicity, natural erosion, volcanoes,
reservoir water level and human activities) play significant roles in stability and
inducement of landslide. In view of this, quite a few methods have been proposed to
evaluate and analyze the stability of landslides by monitoring diverse physical and
chemical data.

At present, the techniques and methods for landslide monitoring have been
developed to a new level where the manual monitoring in the past is gradually moving
to instrument monitoring, expanding towards high precision automatic remote sensing
system. Monitoring equipment is constantly updated and the sophisticated equipment is
introduced to landslide monitoring with the continuous development of computer
technology and measurement technology.

Table 1. General information on some major landslides in the twenty-first century.

Date Location Inducements Casualties

13 Jan
2001

El Salvador Earthquake 500–1700

9 Nov
2001

Amboori, Kerala, India Seasonal rainfall 39

26 Mar
2004

Mount Bawakaraeng, South
Sulawesi, Indonesia

Collapse of caldera wall 32

10 Jan
2005

La Conchita, California, United
States

Deposit of debris flow 10

17 Feb
2006

Southern Leyte, Philippines Rock-debris avalanche 1126

12 May
2008

Wenchuan, Sichuan, China Earthquake >20000

9 Aug
2009

Siaolin Village, Kaohsiung,
Taiwan

Typhoon Morakot 500

8 Aug
2010

Zhouqu, Gansu, China Rainfall >1700

12 Jan
2011

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil Fast moving rainfall, tropical
storm

1300

16 Jun
2013

Kedarnath, Uttarakhand, India Rainfall, flood 6074

2 May
2014

Argo District, Badakhshan
Province, Afghanistan

Rainfall, old landslides 2700

30 Jul
2014

Ambegaon taluka, Maharashtra,
India

Heavy rainfall 160

20 Dec
2015

Shenzhen, Guangdong, China Excavated soils, seeper in muck
collecting field

77
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2 Landslide Monitoring Methods

2.1 Global Position System Technology

GPS as a kind of technical means of contemporary geodesy can realize three dimen-
sional geodetic deformation surveying with simple and convenient operation. It has the
advantages of observatory stations without intervisibility, measurement without
restriction of climatic conditions, simultaneous measurement of three dimensional
coordinates of observed point, easy automation of entire system and so on. Especially
in landslide monitoring, the difference between coordinates of the monitoring points in
two periods is mainly concerned, rather than the coordinates of observed points
themselves. And the systematic error of different times only affects the coordinate value
but does not influence the deformation. Consequently, GPS has been extensively used
in the deformation monitoring of landslide, ground subsidence, earthquake, ground
fissure and other geological disasters.

With the completion of GPS positioning system in the latter stage of the 20th century,
GPS technology is introduced for landslide monitoring in different degrees. Compared
with the traditional methods, GPS allows a larger coverage and productivity with similar
accuracy. Furthermore, it can work in all kinds of weather conditions and a direct line of
sight between stations is not required. Traditional monitoring methods are constrained by
the terrain, weather and equipment, so it cannot achieve continuous monitoring of
deformation. Then the emergence of GPS provides an answer. Malet et al. (2002) first
applied GPS to the continuous measurements of three-dimensional surface displacement
of the Super-Sauze earthflow, which realized the long-term dynamic monitoring of
landslides. Subsequently, GPS is gradually applied to landslide monitoring.

However, the employ of GPS is limited to the environmental characteristics of the
site. For example, the GPS satellite signal is vulnerable to external environmental
disturbance, such as occlusions, multipath effect etc. It can make the satellite signal
become poor or even interrupted, which cannot be completed positioning. Besides, the
cost of the equipment and its maintenance are still major obstacles to widen its routine
application at the present time. In recent years, it is common to combine GPS with
other monitoring technologies (e.g. LIDAR, InSAR, SAA and CR-InSAR) to make up
for its defects, which obtains the remarkable results. At the same time, as the devel-
oping technology of electronic receiving equipment continues to mature, low-cost and
high-precision GPS receiver has achieved great development, and it provides more
convenient conditions for the development of GPS in landslide monitoring. GPS has
the advantages of continuous, real-time, high precision, all-weather measurement and
automation, and it will be more and more widely used in crustal deformation and
geological hazards monitoring.

2.2 Interferometry Synthetic Aperture Radar Technology

InSAR is a microwave remote sensing technology and has been developed rapidly
since the 21st century, which uses two or more synthetic aperture radar images to gain
terrain elevation data or surface deformation maps based on the phase difference of the
echoes received by satellite or aircraft. D-InSAR, a further development of the
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technology, can detect the topographical change on the scale of millimeter. And
all-weather and large-scale data acquisition capability with high spatial resolution make
the technology have important research significance in volcano monitoring, surface
subsidence, landslide and earthquake deformation monitoring.

At the end of last century, Gabriel et al. (1989) put forward for the first time to use
D-InSAR technology for monitoring surface deformation and demonstrated the feasi-
bility of SAR interferometry to detect ground deformation. Achache et al. (1996)
obtained six pieces of interferometry fringe patterns through the paired combination of
data and D-InSAR technology processing. In comparison with the actual monitoring
data, it is proved that the accuracy of the technique for monitoring landslide deformation
is consistent with the traditional methods of ground monitoring. Whereafter, this method
is broadly used in landslide research. At present, InSAR is mainly used to landslide
susceptibility mapping and generate a wide range of high precision digital elevation
model (DEM) of landslide by calculating the phase difference between the images.

The application of InSAR technology in mapping and monitoring of landslide has
good prospects and great potential owe to its unparalleled advantages. But due to the
limitations of the technology itself, phase mismatch influenced by ground vegetation,
humidity and atmospheric conditions, delay in time and space and so on, restricts its
development correspondingly. There are some shortcomings of InSAR used in land-
slide monitoring: the variation of atmospheric parameters, the error of the satellite orbit
parameters and the change of surface coverages easily affect the measurement result;
there is a phenomenon of radar beam overlapping radar shadow in the high mountain
area; the time resolution of the archived data cannot meet the requirements.

For better using InSAR technology, permanent scatter (PS) technology is proposed,
which keeps a high coherence in long time interval even if the length of baseline
distance excesses its critical value, and it is smaller than the pixel size. This technique
can effectively reduce the influence of air and noise on interference pattern. In addition,
the integration of GPS and InSAR is better for the unification of GPS high temporal
resolution characteristic and InSAR high spatial resolution characteristic, to comple-
ment each other. Therefore, technology integration and collaborative innovation is a
major development trend of InSAR in landslide monitoring.

2.3 Light Detection and Ranging Technology

LIDAR is one of the latest technologies in active modern earth observation technology.
Its principle is that the detection signal is transmitted to the target, and then the received
signal reflected from the target is compared with the transmitted signal. After proper
processing, the relevant information of the target can be obtained. By means of laser
ranging, differential GPS and other techniques, the position, distance, angle and other
observed data are obtained directly, and then the point cloud data of 3D coordinates of
the earth’s surface can be available to generate accurate DEM. LIDAR technology has
a strong advantage on the ability to detect ground surface with high spatial and tem-
poral resolution, large range of dynamic detection, partially through the forest cover,
direct access to the high accuracy of three-dimensional information of surface and so
on. Hence it is a new method to rapidly acquire high precision terrain information.
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LIDAR technology can be categorized into terrestrial LIDAR and airborne LIDAR,
depending on the position of the sensor. The former possesses high observation
accuracy and high density, and can do continuous dynamic monitoring for long time.
However, due to the limitation of the monitoring distance and range, it is applicable
only to a single landslide. Compared to the former, airborne LIDAR can monitor wide
range of large area landslide with the limited observation accuracy.

The greatest advantage of LIDAR remote sensing technology lies in quickly,
directly and accurately detecting the real surface and ground elevation information, as
an effective mean to direct obtain the terrain surface model. There is little doubt that the
application of LIDAR will be more and more extensive. But there is more development
space in the following areas: the extraction of high precision DEM based on LIDAR
data is limited by some factors frequently, such as the characteristics of laser point data,
ground condition and the adaptability of filtering algorithm to non-ground points; it is
usually hard to use the LIDAR point cloud data obtained to extract landslide model and
do the calculations for relevant parameters automatically and quickly; the limitation of
the measurement accuracy of LIDAR leads to the result that it is only applied to the
measurement of large deformation at present.

2.4 Time Domain Reflectometry and Brillouin Optic Time Domain
Reflectometry Technology

TDR technology is a remote sensing test technology, which was first used in the power
and communication industry with the intent to determine the failure and fracture of
communication cables and transmission lines. In the early 1980s, TDR technology
began to be used in engineering geological exploration and monitoring, especially in
coalfield geological exploration. Until the end of 1990s, the department of trans-
portation, California USA, applied TDR to remote and real-time landslide monitoring
(Kane and Beck 1996). When TDR is used in landslide monitoring, first of all, it is
necessary to transmit pulse signal to coaxial cable buried in detection hole. Then the
cable will produce the reflected pulse signal once deformed, and the degree and
position of cable deformation can be determined by analyzing and processing the
reflection signal, so as to achieve the purpose of landslide monitoring.

BOTDR is a fiber optic sensing technology first proposed by Tkach et al. (1986)
based on the combination between spontaneous brillouin scattering effect and optical
time domain reflectometry (OTDR) technology. Subsequently, Japanese scholars made
plenty of research works for the application of BOTDR technology in landslide haz-
ards. BOTDR utilizes the linear relationship between the frequency shift quantity of
natural brillouin scattering light in optical fiber and the axial strain of optical fiber to
obtain the axial strain of fiber, which has been introduced into geological disaster for
the purpose of monitoring the deformation of different parts of rock and soil mass.
Normally, the optical fiber is fixed in the rock and soil mass with potential sliding signs
(generally fixed in the structure of deformation area). When the deformation of rock
and soil mass occurs, it will force the optical fiber to deform. And the deformation
condition of the rock and soil mass can be acquired by measuring the deformation of
optical fiber.
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Both TDR and BOTDR can be used for the deep deformation monitoring of
landslide, while both of them have their respective benefits and drawbacks. TDR has
the advantages of low price, short monitoring time, high security, and can quickly
provide digital monitoring data and send it to the remote control terminal, realizing the
intelligent monitoring. But the method is not suitable for the inclination monitoring and
determination of moving direction of landslide, and it can only determine the shear
surface. Therefore, the application of TDR requires a combination of other equipment,
such as borehole inclinometer and displacement meter. BOTDR has the characteristics
of distributed technique, long distance supervising and measuring, long operational
lifetime, high sensitivity, resistance to electromagnetic interference, etc. It can be easily
carried out to monitor the various parts of landslide with a reasonable layout. But the
engineering application of BOTDR also encounters a lot of practical problems. (1) The
fixed mode of optical fiber is a difficult point in the application of optical fiber,
especially for the slope with greatly undulate terrain. (2) BOTDR technology is based
on Brillouin frequency shift which is sensitive to temperature and strain, and the two
variables cannot be measured with the same frequency shift. That has caused the
variable cross-sensitivity problem. (3) The improvement of spatial resolution restricts
the measurement distance, which makes measurement distance and precision become a
contradiction. (4) Fatigue effect of optical fiber and the calculation of strain transfor-
mation to deformation also limit the application on deep deformation monitoring of
landslide to some extent.

3 Automatic Monitoring and Early Warning System

Along with the development of wireless communication technology and computer
technology, the automation monitoring and early warning system has been developed
and applied in the projects of flood disaster, mining and landslide. For major landslides,
the system can achieve real-time monitoring, and reflect the real condition of landslides
timely, accurately and integrally. If the abnormal situation occurs, it can accurately
determine the security risks, in a timely manner to issue a warning signal, which is
conducive to improving the comprehensive emergency response capacity and reducing
the damage caused by major landslide hazards (Yin et al. 2010).

First of all, monitoring instruments arranged in the appropriate location of landslide
can be served to survey landslide state information, and monitoring information is
automatically collected and recorded by an expert data acquisition instrument. Then the
collected data is transmitted to wireless base station with the aid of data transmission
unit in a wireless way. Through the data receiving software, the server at remote
surveillance and control center can receive data from internet in real-time. Finally the
data are analyzed and processed by the matched software for predicting the develop-
ment trend of landslide deformation and the possible damage degree. If an exception
occurs, the control center will release early-warning information to mobile phone client
to take measures to cope with the possible effects. This is the whole process of data
transmission in the entire system (Fig. 1).
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Generally, this system mainly includes three aspects: (1) data collection (2) data
transmission (3) data analysis and early warning. The collection data of surface crack,
deep displacement, slope deformation, underground water level and rainfall data of
landslide hazard are fundamental, each of which is monitored by a variety of measuring
instruments with reasonable accuracy and frequency. The transmission of data is
connected to the entire system, which determines the timeliness of data and informa-
tion. Single factor monitoring has been unable to meet the needs for accurate prediction
of landslides. Normally the ground and deep displacement, precipitation and water
level, pore water pressure and sliding force can be integrated together to establish
real-time monitoring and early warning system. Data analysis and early warning is the
key of whole system, the most pivotal of which is the selection of the criteria of
landslide early warning. In most cases, the criteria of landslide early warning are
established based on lots of cases of previously studied local landslides and are vali-
dated through the research object. Then the influence degree of different monitoring
data on the state of landslide is considered comprehensively to establish different level
early warning criteria of landslides (Yin et al. 2010). When one or more monitoring
indexes reach the recommended criteria, the corresponding risk rank will raise to a
higher level and the necessary measures need implementing. Because of its own
instantaneity, comprehensiveness and automaticity, automatic monitoring and early
warning system has experienced a rapid development in this century.
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Fig. 1. Logic relation diagram of automatic monitoring and early warning system.
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4 Conclusions

With the continuous progress of science and technology, more and more methods of
landslide monitoring emerge and the technological development is getting more per-
fect. The trend of high-tech mean as a monitoring tool has become growing evident
benefiting from remote sensing satellite technology. GPS, InSAR and LIDAR can
monitor 3D surface displacement data, which is the most intuitive performance of
landslide deformation instability. Howbeit there is a discontinuity between surface
displacement and deep deformation, and it is necessary to consider the landslide sta-
bility stage demonstrated by deep deformation. As the new methods of deep dis-
placement monitoring, TDR and BOTDR with timeliness and high sensitivity, can
obtain further strengthened aided by the technological advances in optical fiber. The
current landslide monitoring cannot be accomplished by a single monitoring method,
which needs various monitoring means to integrate together. Each monitoring method
has its own advantages and disadvantages, and several methods can be adopted to
complement each other to better serve the landslide monitoring. Therefore, the auto-
matic monitoring and early warning system with comprehensive monitoring capacity
and early warning capacity is the development trend of landslide hazards monitoring in
the twenty-first century.
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Abstract. Landslide dams are formed when a river is blocked by a rock ava-
lanche, landslide, or debris flow triggered by an earthquake, heavy rainfall, or
some other factors. It is difficult to investigate the mechanical properties of
landslide dams owing to their wide grain size range, short lifespan, and inac-
cessibility in mountain areas. The direct shear test is widely employed to obtain
fundamental mechanical parameters of geotechnical materials quickly. How-
ever, it is difficult to reveal the failure mechanism in the absence of information
regarding the internal stress and particle migration. Hence, this paper presents a
discrete element method (DEM) to simulate direct shear tests on two (i.e., fine
and coarse) kinds of typical dam-forming materials. The mechanical response of
the dam materials was analyzed from the macro and micro perspectives. The
stress-strain curve showed a prominent hardening behavior and volume con-
traction for the fine-grained soils but softening characteristics and volume
dilatation for the coarse-grained soils. The principal stresses were gradually
deflected, and the force chain was concentrated with increasing shear dis-
placement. The horizontal and diagonal shear bands were developed for
fine-grained and coarse-grained soils, respectively, in the stress deflection zone
and concentrated region of particle rotation. The stress was distributed princi-
pally in skeleton particles for the coarse-grained soils but was uniform for the
fine-grained soils.

Keywords: Landslide dam materials � Direct shear test � DEM
Macro and micro perspectives � Shear band

1 Introduction

Landslide dams are formed when a river is blocked by a large mass movement such as
a rock avalanche, landslide, or debris flow triggered by an earthquake, heavy rainfall,
groundwater, or some other similar factors. According to statistics, approximately 90%
of landslide dams have a short longevity of less than one year and present overtopping
failure due to the rise of the upstream water level [1]. An enormous breaching flood and
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sediment pose disastrous risks to people’s lives and property in the downstream areas.
However, the wide grading, inconvenient transportation, and poor geological envi-
ronment are extremely negative conditions for the onsite investigation of the
mechanical properties of landslide dam materials and the further conduct of stability
estimation and disposal measures.

Offering the benefits of simple operation and low costs, the direct shear test is widely
employed to test the strength of geotechnical materials among various kinds of labora-
tory experiments. However, the direct shear test of landslide dam materials is hard to
implement when constrained by the factors discussed above, and few cases have been
reported in the literature. In addition, the conventional direct shear test has difficulty
revealing the failure mechanism in the absence of information on the inner stress and
particle migration. The DEM, based on the discontinuous media theory [2], has the
outstanding advantages of simulating the interactions among the particles in the test and
considering the granular composition, roughness, and compactness [3, 4]. Material
behavior and failure mechanisms are the main research topics that use the numerical
direct shear test. For material behavior, Masson [5] simulated a dense and loose 2D
sample to research the change in the contact force orientations during the shear process.
Liu [6] conducted a study on the friction between the internal surface of the shear box and
the sample by means of a mixture of binary diameter cylinders with different com-
pactness. Hartl [7] performed 90 numerical direct shear tests to study the influence of the
particle shape, stress level, and packing density on the bulk friction at the ultimate shear
stress. Ahad [8] investigated the macro and micro influence of particle size on the shear
strength of coarse-grained soils. Regarding failure mechanisms, Sebastian [9] focused on
the evolution of the crushing mechanism and found that the compressive behavior was
counteracted by the dilating behavior due to particle rearrangement. Huang [10] con-
ducted a series of biaxial compression tests on sand samples with different initial con-
fining pressures and densities to analyze their critical state line and microstructure
evolutions. Dong [11] performed numerical simulations of soil-rock mixtures to assess
shear dilatation and shear contraction characteristics with shear displacement. Never-
theless, few numerical direct shear tests have been applied to geotechnical materials with
significantly different gradations like landslide dam materials.

In this study, the DEM was used to simulate a series of direct shear tests of
landslide dam materials for fine-grained and coarse-grained materials with wide
granular compositions, to reveal their mechanical behavior from the macro and micro
perspectives.

2 Model Setup and Numerical Implementation

2.1 Grain Composition of Model

There is large variation in the grain diameter of landslide dam materials, ranging from
several micrometers for clay to decameters for boulders. Casagli [12] classified dam
materials into two categories, namely, matrix-supported and grain-supported. The
former involves the coarser particles that are scattered inside a prevailing fine matrix,
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despite not being in contact with each other, and the latter includes the coarser particles
that are in contact with each other and have a fine matrix present at an interstitial level.

The Mw 7.9 Wenchuan earthquake triggered 828 landslide dams in the Long-
menshan fault zone in China, of which the biggest was the Tangjiashan landslide dam
with a height of 82 m and a reservoir capacity of 3.16 � 108 m3 [13]. The grain
composition of the specimens in the numerical direct shear test is based on the
Tangjiashan landslide dam [14], as shown in Fig. 1. Two typical grading curves,
shown in the thick black line type, were derived: fine-grained and coarse-grained soil,
which correspond to matrix-supported and grain-supported dam materials, respectively.
It should be noted that the two soil types were specifically defined based on the grading
curves of a landslide dam, which are different from the conventional engineering
classification of soil. To ensure calculation convergence, the particles with a grain
diameter larger than 2 mm in the fine-grained soils were equivalent to those with a
grain diameter of 2 mm, and the particles with a grain diameter smaller than 0.5 mm in
the coarse-grained soils were equivalent to those with a grain diameter of 0.5 mm as
current specification of soil test (Table 1) [15]. The uniformity coefficient, Cu, and the
curvature coefficient, Cc, of the fine-grained soils were 4.3 and 1.5, respectively, and
those of the coarse-grained soils were 23 and 2.8, respectively.

2.2 Numerical Implementation of Direct Shear Test

The numerical modeling was mainly composed of four steps: wall generation, graded
particle generation, compaction and normal pressure exertion, and shear test
implementation.

Wall Generation: Four orthogonal walls were generated, with an aspect ratio of 2,
based on the standard for the soil test method. The wall width, B, in the model should
be large enough to eliminate grain size effects, and the number of particles should also
be optimized to save calculation time. The model dimensions were hence determined to
be 40 mm � 20 mm for fine-grained soils and 300 mm � 150 mm for coarse-grained
soils, as shown in Table 2.
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Fig. 1. Grading curve of Tangjiashan landslide dam
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Graded Particle Generation: Spherical particles, shown in Fig. 2, were obtained
using a Particle Flow Code [16] particle generator in three uniform layers as the given
grain size distributions discussed previously. The initial positions of the particles in the
box were determined randomly. In the particle settling simulation, the particles dropped
from their original positions under gravity with interactional collisions. The input
parameters of the numerical model were based on Liu [6] in Table 3.

Compaction and Normal Pressure Exertion: The top wall moved downward at a
constant speed of 0.5 mm/s until the desired compactness (i.e. 0.32 for F1 and 0.47 for
C1) was achieved while the side and bottom walls remained static. Then, with the
vertical movement of the top wall under the control of a numerical servo-mechanism,
the required normal pressure between the top wall and the particle assembly was
achieved.

Shear Test Implementation: After the applied normal pressure was set to a constant
value, the shearing stage started with moving the upper and lower sections of the shear
box at constant velocities of –0.75 and 0.75 mm/s, respectively, until the shear strain
reached 5%. Meanwhile, the macro information such as shear stress, shear

Table 1. Grading curve of numerical modeling

Fine-grained soil Diameter (mm) 2 0.5 0.25 0.075
Weight percentage (%) 79.17 9.88 8.27 2.68

Coarse-grained soil Diameter (mm) 40 20 10 5 2 0.5
Weight percentage (%) 50.79 13.95 16.26 7.15 3.5 8.35

Table 2. Physical parameters of numerical model

Grain
composition

Model Model size
(mm � mm)

Dry
density
(g/cm3)

Void
ratio

Particle
number

Relative
compaction

Fine-grained
soil

F1 40 � 20 1.82 0.48 5577 0.32

Coarse-grained
soil

C1 300 � 150 1.82 0.48 18203 0.47
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0 

m
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B 

Fig. 2. Numerical modeling establishment: (a) fine-grained soil (b) coarse-grained soil
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displacement, and vertical displacement, as well as the micro information such as
contact force, principal stress, and particle rotation, were monitored and recorded.

2.3 Sensitivity Analysis of Coefficient of Friction

Considering that tangential motion is controlled by the Mohr–Coulomb theory, the
coefficient of friction, among the intergranular micro parameters, has a significant
influence on the macro mechanical behavior. Hence, a sensitivity analysis of the
coefficient of friction to the mechanical parameters was investigated in the chapter
(Table 4).

The coefficient of friction was calibrated using the internal friction angles of the
samples. Twenty-four direct shear tests were conducted under conditions of different
coefficients of friction (0.5, 0.7, and 0.9) and normal stresses (100, 200, 300, and
400 kPa) for the fine-grained soils and coarse-grained soils. It was found that the
internal friction angle gradually increased with the coefficient of friction for every
model in Table 3. Based on the internal friction angle of the coarse-grained soils of the
Tangjiashan landslide dams being in the range of 28° to 38° [17], the coefficient of
friction was hence determined to be 0.9 so that the internal friction angles of samples
F1 and C1 were 25.9° and 30.3°, respectively.

Table 3. Input parameters for numerical simulation by DEM

Material parameters Value

Grain density (g/cm3) 2.7
Contact model Linear elastic model
Interparticle friction coefficient 0.9
Interparticle normal stiffness (N/m) 1 � 108

Interparticle shear stiffness (N/m) 5 � 107

Wall friction coefficient 0.0
Wall normal stiffness (N/m) 1 � 1010

Wall shear stiffness (N/m) 1 � 1010

Time step (s) 4 � 10−6

Table 4. Sensitivity analysis of the coefficient of friction

Model Friction coefficient l Internal friction angle / (o)

F1 0.5 21.9
0.7 23.3
0.9 25.9

C1 0.5 24.4
0.7 27.6
0.9 30.3
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3 Macro Mechanical Behavior of Landslide Dam Materials

The macro mechanical behavior of the fine-grained soils was shown in Fig. 3. The
stress-strain property of the fine-grained soils presented obvious strain hardening
characteristics. The peak shear stress gradually increased with increasing normal stress,
and the strain state basically remained as strain hardening. The shear contraction and
shear dilatancy characteristics can be revealed by the shear dilatancy curve, wherein
y * x. The volume variation generally showed a tendency of shear contraction but had
a slight shear dilation in the final stage.

Compared with the fine-grained soils, the macro mechanical behavior of the
coarse-grained soils shown in Fig. 4 was significantly different, presenting an obvious
strain softening characteristic. An obvious peak exists in the stress-strain curve, and the
shear stress gradually decreased in the post-peak stage. In addition, the peak shear
stress of the coarse-grained soils was greater than that of the fine-grain soils under the
same normal stress. Moreover, the volume variation uniformly presented a tendency of
slight shear contraction at first and obvious shear dilation afterward, with increasing
shear displacement. The contrasting behaviors of the fine-grained soils and
coarse-grained soils are due to the differences in their grain compositions and relative
compactions, shown in Table 2.

4 Micro Characteristics of Landslide Dam Materials

In the absence of an inner stress variable, the detailed shear failure mechanism is
difficult to explore by means of a laboratory experiment. Nevertheless, the numerical
direct shear test dominates for micro information. The force chain and principal stress
fields were the primary mechanical information. It should be noted that each of the line
segments and their thicknesses in the force chain diagram denotes the interaction force
at the centroid of adjacent particles and the relative value of the contact force. The
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Fig. 3. Macro mechanical behavior of fine-grained soil: (a) stress strain curve; (b) shear
dilatancy curve.
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macro-axis in the principal stress field represents the maximum principal stress, r1,
while the minor axis is the minimum principal stress, r3. The compressive stress and
tensile stress are labeled in black and red, respectively. Because of the lack of cement
among the particles, there was purely compressive stress in the principal stress field.

At the initial stage of shearing, the force chain of model F1 (Table 5) distributed
homogeneously, and the normal force prevailed without shear displacement. The
horizontal contact force between the particles and the slide walls emerged due to the
confining action of the side walls. The model was in biaxial compression from the
principal stress field, where r1 and r3 were approximately vertical and horizontal,
except in the neighboring region where there were horizontal contact forces.
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Fig. 4. Macro mechanical behavior of coarse-grained soil: (a) stress strain curve; (b) shear
dilatancy curve.

Table 5. Shear failure process of F1 in normal stress 100 kPa

Time Initial stage Peak stage Post-failure stage

Model

Principal stress

Force chain
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At the peak stage, the preponderant force chain of the model F1 transformed from
normal to horizontal, which was basically parallel to the shear direction. The horizontal
contact force was greater on the shear-imposed part of the wall but was significantly
less on the remaining portion. In addition, the normal contact force was concentrated on
the top and bottom walls but was sparse in the middle of the shear box. The r1 in the
region neighboring the shear box changed prominently to be horizontal, but it was
inclined to about 30° in the middle part of the box in the principal stress field. It was
close to the angle (45° – h1/2) between the failure plane and the minimum principal
stress r3.

At the post-failure stage, a shear band developed in the stress deflection zone,
between the two purple lines, where the shear resistance was supplied by the resistance
of the particles.

At the initial stage of shearing, the force chain of model C1, shown in Table 6,
distributed unevenly compared with model F1. The contact force of the coarse particles
was greater than that of the fine particles because of their difference in soil fraction.
A skeleton was developed by the coarse particles, resulting in the surrounding fine
particles un-stressing. In addition, the normal force prevailed, which was similar to
model F1. At the peak stage, the preponderant force chain of model C1 transformed
from normal to horizontal but fastened largely on the coarse particles. Therefore, the
shear resistance was sustained by the coarse particles, which was different from the
fine-grained soils. Hence, the transfer patterns of the contact force were determined by
the grain composition. At the post-failure stage, the shear band gradually diffused with
increasing shear displacement. The particles in the shear band were staggered signif-
icantly, leading decreased occlusal force and shear stress (Fig. 4(a)).

Table 6. Shear failure process of C1 in normal stress 100 kPa

Time Initial stage Peak stage Post-failure stage

Model

Principal stress

Force chain
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The particle migration state can be analyzed from the distribution of rotation shown
in Fig. 5. The maximum angle of rotation and interval of F1 were 30.2 and 1 rad,
respectively, and those of C1 were 42.3 and 2 rad, respectively. For the fine-grained
soils, the particle movement was mainly concentrated in the horizontal shear band,
which corresponds to the stress deflection zone of the force chain, shown in Table 5.
Therefore, the macro shear contraction in Fig. 3 is attributed to the horizontal slip and
the rolling of the particles subjected to the normal stress. For the coarse-grained soils,
the skeleton particles were almost at rest while the surrounding fine particles slipped
dramatically during the shear process, which appears concomitant with the
maximum-minimum rotation and the diagonal shear band. Hence, the macro shear
dilatancy in Fig. 4 arose from the dislocation of fine particles.

5 Conclusion and Discussion

A series of direct shear tests were simulated for fine-grained soils and coarse-grained
soils of landslide dam materials based on the DEM, and their mechanical behaviors
were revealed from the macro and micro perspectives. The main results are as follows:

(1) From the macro perspectives, the fine-grained soils with dry density 1.82 g/cm3

presented obvious hardening characteristics. Nevertheless, it had remarkable
softening characteristics for the coarse-grained soils with same dry density. The
shear strength and internal friction angle of the coarse-grained soils were greater
than those of the fine-grained soils with the same dry density and void ratio.

(2) Horizontal and diagonal shear bands were developed for fine-grained and
coarse-grained soils, respectively, in the stress deflection zone and the concen-
tration region of particle rotation. The force chain and principal stress fields were
always changed at different shearing stages. The transfer patterns of the contact
force were determined by the grain composition that distributed homogeneously
in the fine-grained soils but concentrated on the coarse particles in the
coarse-grained soil.

The rationality of the DEM numerical method applied to laboratory direct shear
experiment of landslide dam materials was discussed. Further research will be focused
on the particle irregularity; the particle shape was a regular sphere in this study.

(a)                                           (b) 

(m) (m)

Fig. 5. Particle rotation contour map of (a) fine-grained soil F1 and (b) coarse-grained soil C1 at
post-failure stage.
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Slope Stability Analysis Based on the Coupled
Eulerian-Lagrangian Method
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Abstract. Slope stability analysis based on the finite element method (FEM) is
a powerful tool comparing with the traditional limit equilibrium methods.
However, severe mesh distortion of the traditional Lagrangian FEM may result
in convergence difficulty and the obtained factor of safety (FOS) is not reliable.
In this study, a stability analysis based on the Coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian
(CEL) method is presented. The method allows materials to flow between dif-
ferent grids regardless of mesh distortion. In an example problem, both shear
strength reduction (SSR) technique and gravity increasing (GI) technique are
utilized to study the capability of the proposed method. The result shows that the
method can effectively simulate the entire process of failure to post failure state.
The estimated factor of safety (FOS) rarely varies with the mesh density and
agrees well with the previous studies based on the traditional Lagrangian FEM
method. The FOS by the GI technique is slightly smaller than that by the SSR
technique.

Keywords: Slope stability � Coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian Method
Large deformation

1 Introduction

Slope failure often results in catastrophic consequences. The slope stability analysis is
widely used to evaluate the safety level of a slope in the geotechnical engineering field.
Large quantities of stability analyses by the finite element method (FEM) have been
developed [1–3]. Its advantage over the traditional limit equilibrium method (LEM) is
that FEM simultaneously calculates the location of the critical slip surface, as well as
the stress, strain and displacement. Nevertheless, it inevitably encounters significant
mesh distortion [4]. This distortion may result in convergence difficulty and the
analysis usually ends up at the onset of failure. Numerical errors or uncertainties may
be introduced in evaluating the FOS value. Since slope failure is a problem of large
deformation, a large deformation analysis method instead should be applied to the
study of failure. Fortunately, several large deformation methods have been proposed in
the last decades, including Coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian method (CEL), Smoothed
Particle Hydrodynamic (SPH) and Material point method (MPM). Post failures of slope
are usually studied by the SPH [5] and by the MPM [6]. Dey et al. [7] used the CEL
method to well study the progressive failure of landsides with sensitive clay layers.
However, very few studies on the stability analysis for getting reliable FOS values have
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been made based on the large deformation methods listed above. The CEL method is
chosen in this paper and the aim is to propose a slope stability analysis method under
large deformation regardless of mesh distortion.

2 Theory of the CEL Method

The CEL method is based on the Eulerian formulation. The detained Eulerian for-
mulation is available in previous studies [8, 9]. The mass, momentum and energy
equations are written as Eqs. (1), (2) and (3) respectively.

@q
@t

þr � qvð Þ ¼ 0 ð1Þ

@qv
@t

þr � qv� vð Þ ¼ r � rþ qb ð2Þ

@e
@t

þr � evð Þ ¼ r : _e ð3Þ

Where q is the density, v is the material velocity, r is the Cauchy stress, b is the
body force, e is the internal energy per unit volume and _e is the strain rate respectively.
Equations (1), (2) and (3) have a general form represented by Eq. (4).

@/
@t

þr �U ¼ S ð4Þ

Where / represents all the solution variables, U is a flux function accounting for
the convective effect and S represents a source term. Obviously, Eq. (4) is both tem-
porally and spatially dependent. In Fig. 1, Eq. (4) is decomposed into two sequent
steps as Eqs. (5) and (6) by the method of operator splitting [9].

@/
@t

¼ S ð5Þ

@/
@t

þr �U ¼ 0 ð6Þ

Fig. 1. The solving procedure of the CEL method.
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During a time step, the Lagrangian step (Eq. (5)) is firstly solved with the material
attached to the mesh; the Eulerian step (Eq. (6)) is followed and the deformed mesh
recovers along with the remapping of all the solution variables onto the regular mesh
through the transport algorithm [8]. It must be stated that the next analysis techniques
are implemented in Abaqus/Explicit, where the CEL method has been incorporated.

3 Slope Stability Analysis Under Large Deformation

3.1 Constitutive Model

The elastic behavior of the soil is defined by the Young’s modulus, E, and Poisson’s
ratio, t. The Mohr-Coulomb criterion is chosen as the failure criterion:

r1 � r3ð Þf
2

¼ r1 þ r3ð Þf
2

sin uþ c cos u ð7Þ

Where, r1 and r3 are the principle stresses. The subscript f represents the failure
state. The parameters of c and u are cohesion and internal friction angle. These
parameters can be described as effective stresses or total stresses depending on the
actual measure method. Once the stress state at a point agrees with the failure criterion,
plasticity flow occurs and the adjacent stresses are redistributed to attempt to meet a
new balance until the entire slope ends up with a global failure.

3.2 Determination of the Factor of Safety (FOS)

The SSR technique adopts a series of strength reduction factors (SRF) by which the
shear strength would be divided until to mobilize the slope failure. The slope fails once
cSRF and uSRF reach the mobilized cf and uf when the FOS = SRF. This technique is
widely used in all slope stability analyses including limit equilibrium [10], finite ele-
ment [2, 3], and limit analysis approaches [11].

cSRF ¼ c
SRF

;uSRF ¼ arctan
tanu
SRF

� �
ð8Þ

Gravity increasing (GI) technique is also adopted and compared with the SSR
technique. In Eq. (9), the GI technique multiplies the original gravitational acceleration
g0 by the gravity increasing factor (GIF) to get a greater gGIF until bringing the slope to
the failure point. Then the critical GIF is referred as the FOS value.

gGIF ¼ g0 � GIF ð9Þ

A successful obtaining of the FOS values also substantially relies on how the slope
failure is defined. In the CEL method, when the slope initially fails can be determined
by the abrupt change of the nodal velocity.
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3.3 The Case Model

A typical homogeneous slope [3] is presented in Fig. 2(a). The Young’s modulus is 105

Pa and the Poisson’s ratio is 0.3. The soil is assumed as undrained clay with shear
strength parameters as the Eq. (10) gives:

uu ¼ 0�; cu=cH ¼ 0:20 ð10Þ

Figure 2(b) shows the mesh strategy. A regular spatial fixed mesh is divided into
two regions by the slope geometry. The region filled with the slope is assigned with the
soil material and the other is referred as the void elements which efficiently capture the
slope boundaries by computing the material volume with the method of volume of fluid
(VOF) [12]. Table 1 gives all the boundary conditions of the model.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Evolution of the Slope Failure

The slope failure is monitored by the resultant velocities of characteristic material
points on the slope surface. Figure 3(a) and (b) give the evolution of the resultant
velocities with the SRF and the GIF. It is noted that velocities of all the material points
on the slope surface have similar trends only different in magnitudes. The evolution of
slope failure can be divided into three stages:

Fig. 2. The case model. (a) Geometric configuration of the slope, (b) Mesh strategy.

Table 1. The boundary conditions of the case model.

Plane Velocity components

x = L/2, z = –D Vx = Vy = Vz = 0
x = 0 Vx = 0
y = 0,
y = length in the y direction

Vy = 0

The remainder planes Free boundary conditions
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In stage I, when SRF andGIF increase, the velocities keep zero approximately and the
slope is stable. In stage II, velocities rise suddenly arising from the initial failure. Figure 4
shows the velocity field of the initial failure. The blue curves are streamlines along which
the material resultant velocities are tangent and they represent current flow trends of the
soil material. The material flows from the top to the toe along the slip surface and the SRF
andGIF corresponding to the initial failure state are FOS values. They are 1.73 by the SSR
technique (Fig. 3(a)) and 1.67 by the GIF technique (Fig. 3(b)). The rapid rising of
velocities indicates an accelerated failure. In stage III, the slope has experienced a large
plastic deformation and the geometry change enhances its ability to resist deformation.
Therefore, the velocity in stage III begins to decline. Compared with the traditional
Lagrangian FEM, here the slope deforms successively from initial failure to post failure
without any mesh distortion. Figure 5(a) represents the initial failure (the connection
point of stage I and stage II) and the shear band almost propagates to the top. Figure 5(b) is
in post failure (stage II) and the slope with a completely developed shear band can not
resist large deformation.

4.2 Slope Length Effects on the Slope Failure

The FOS values for different slope lengths are compared with the study by Griffiths and
Marquez [3].

In Fig. 6, When L/H = 2, the boundary effect is apparent and the slope has greater
stiffness to resist deformation resulting in a maximum FOS value. When L/H = 8, the
boundary effect is weakened and the slope has a smaller FOS value. If the value of the
L/H ratio continues to increase, the boundary effect is almost vanished and the FOS

Fig. 3. The failure evolution (L = 2H): (a) the SSR technique, (b) the GIF technique.

Fig. 4. Velocity field at initial failure. (a) By the SSR technique, (b) By the GIF technique.
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values approach a constant value obtained from the plane strain state (PSS). These
results are similar to the study by Li et al. [13] which found length effects lose
significance when L/H ratio exceeds a certain value. Finally, FOS values obtained by
the SSR technique are greater than those by the GI technique. The results by the 2D
limit equilibrium are close to those of the plane strain state (PSS) and obviously
conservative compared with 3D analyses especially when the L/H ratio is lower.

4.3 Sensitivity to Different Mesh Sizes

Sensitivity of the failure to mesh sizes is evaluated. Table 2 shows the FOS values
corresponding to different element sizes with the SSR technique. The FOS values tend
to be lower when a smaller mesh size is used, which is consistent with the result by
traditional Lagrangian FEM in the study by Griffiths and Marquez (2007) [3].
Apparently, the FOS values corresponding to the element size of l = 0.2H has larger
errors of 4% compared with those below l = 0.1H. Below l = 0.1H, the results change
little with a negligible errors below 2%. From the viewpoint of computation, the time
costs will experience an exponential growth when the size varies from l = 0.2H to
l = 0.05H. As a suggestion, an element size of l = 0.1H is a better choice by which
exacter results and lower time costs can be well balanced.

Fig. 5. Plastic strain contours under the SSR technique. (a) Initial failure, (b) Post failure.

Fig. 6. FOS values obtained for different L/H ratios.
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5 Concluding Remarks

Slope stability analysis by the CEL method, a large deformation FEM, is proposed in
this study. The following conclusions can be made:

1. The process from initial failure to post failure is simulated without mesh distortion.
The CEL method shows significant potentials in large deformation.

2. The new method is validated by the good agreement with the previous studies.
The FOS values by GI technique tend to be slightly lower than those by SSR
technique owing to the inertial effect in dynamic analysis.

3. The mesh size rarely affects FOS values. The element size of l = 0.1H is a better
choice by which exacter results and lower time costs can be well balanced.
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Abstract. The in situ soil properties exhibit natural spatial variability due to
various factors and are difficult to be estimated based on limited test data. In this
paper, a probabilistic back analysis method is adopted to characterize the spatial
variability of soil parameters based on the responses of displacement. The
Karhunen-Loève (K-L) expansion method is used to discretize the random field
of soil spatial variability. A finite number of basic random variables from the
truncated K-L expansion are the random variables to be back estimated using the
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method. To improve computational
efficiency, a surrogate model based on the polynomial chaos expansion (PCE) is
established to substitute the finite element model of slope stability analysis.
A hypothetical example with a slope subject to surcharge load is presented to
illustrate the accuracy and efficiency of the method. The spatially varied elastic
moduli are estimated using the responses of displacement. It is found that the
back analysis based on horizontal displacements is more accurate than that
based on vertical displacements. When the correlation length decreases, the
accuracy of the estimated field is reduced. The vertical correlation length has a
greater effect on the estimation of soil spatial variability than the horizontal
correlation length. When the coefficient of variation increases, the accuracy of
the estimated field is reduced.

Keywords: Spatial variability � Back analysis � Karhunen-Loève

1 Introduction

In geotechnical engineering, accurate estimation of the soil parameters is required for
accurate prediction of slope stability. The in situ soil properties exhibit natural spatial
variability due to various factors [1, 2] and are difficult to be estimated using traditional
methods. In recent years, the back analysis methods based on field responses are widely
adopted for characterizing the spatial variability of soil parameters [3, 4]. However, few
studies have been conducted to back estimate the spatial variability of soil parameters
based on responses of displacement in a slope due to the large computational cost.

In this paper, the probabilistic back analysis method proposed in Yang et al. [5] is
adopted to characterize the spatial variability of soil parameters based on the responses
of displacement in a slope. The Karhunen–Loève (K-L) expansion method is used to
reduce the dimensionality of the random vector to be back estimated using the Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method. To reduce computational cost, a surrogate model
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based on polynomial chaos expansion (PCE) is established to substitute the finite
element model of slope stability analysis. An example is presented to illustrate the
accuracy and efficiency of the method. The effects of the correlation length and
coefficient of variation (COV) of E on the back analysis of the spatially varied elastic
moduli are discussed.

2 Displacement Back Analysis for Spatial Variability of Soil
Parameters

2.1 Karhunen–Loève Expansion Method

In this paper, the spatial variability of soil parameters is characterized by random field and
the K-L expansion method [6] is used to discretize the random field. The spatially varied
soil properties (e.g., elastic modulus E) is characterized by a random field E(x) which can
be expressed as:

EðxÞ ¼ lðxÞþ
X1
i¼1

ffiffiffiffi
ki

p
hiuiðxÞ ð1Þ

where x is the spatial location in the spatial domainD � R2, l(x) is mean of E(x), hi is the
ith independent standard normal random variable,uiðxÞ and ki are the eigenfunctions and
eigenvalues of the covariance function of E(x), respectively. The K-L expansion is
truncated to improve computational efficiency. The approximation of E(x) can be
expressed as:

ÊðxÞ ¼ lðxÞþ
Xn
i¼1

ffiffiffiffi
ki

p
hiuiðxÞ ð2Þ

where n is the truncation level. Commonly, 95% of the total variability is preserved
with n [7]. The random variables in Eq. (2) are to be estimated using MCMC method.
The number of the random variables to be estimated is significantly reduced based on
the K-L expansion method.

2.2 Surrogate Model Based on Polynomial Chaos Expansion

To improve the computational efficiency, a surrogate model based on PCE is estab-
lished to substitute the finite element model of slope stability analysis. The input
parameters of the model are a n-dimensional random vector h = {h1, h2,…, hn}, where
hi is from Eq. (2). The approximate response of the model can be expressed as [8]:

PðhÞ ¼
Xm�1

j¼0

cjWjðhÞ ð3Þ
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where m is the number of multi-dimensional orthogonal polynomials WjðhÞ, cj are the
unknown coefficients. As each hi is Gaussian, Hermite polynomials are adopted. The
coefficient ci can be calculated using the projection method:

ci ¼ E WiðhÞPðhÞ½ �
E W2

i ðhÞ
� � ¼

R
WiðhÞPðhÞWðhÞdh

E W2
i ðhÞ

� � ð4Þ

where E [.] denotes the expectation, W(h) is the weight function of the polynomials.
The numerical integration in Eq. (4) can be solved using the sparse grid collocation
method based on the Smolyak algorithm [9].

2.3 Parameter Estimation Based on MCMC Method

The field measurements and responses of the surrogate model at n monitoring points are
represented by the vectors P̂ ¼ P̂1; . . .; P̂n

� �
and PðhÞ ¼ P1ðhÞ; . . .;PnðhÞf g, respec-

tively. The residual error between P̂ and PðhÞ is e ¼ fe1; . . .; eng which is given by:

eiðhjP̂Þ ¼ PiðhÞ � P̂i ð5Þ

The residual errors are assumed to be mutually independent and Gaussian-distributed
with a mean of zero and a constant variance r2e , thus the likelihood function can be
expressed as [10]:

lðhjP̂Þ ¼
Yn
i¼1

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2pr2e

p exp �ðPiðhÞ � P̂iÞ2
2r2e

 !
ð6Þ

Based on Bayesian theory, the posterior distribution of h can be expressed as:

hðhjP̂Þ ¼ K � lðhjP̂Þ � hðhÞ ð7Þ

where K is a normalizing constant, h(h) is the prior distribution of h. As Eq. (7) is
difficult to solve using analytical methods, an adaptive MCMC method entitled Dif-
ferential Evolution Adaptive Metropolis (DREAM) algorithm [11] is adopted to gen-
erate random samples from the posterior distribution. The convergence of the algorithm
can be calculated using the R criterion of Gelman and Rubin [12]. The convergence
diagnostic Rstat value is required to be less than 1.2 to declare convergence to a
stationary distribution. Details of the algorithm can be found in Vrugt et al. [11].

3 Illustrative Example

3.1 Slope Finite Element Model and Soil Parameters

The numerical model of a soil slope subject to surcharge load is established based on
the finite element software ABAQUS. The slope is inclined at 40° and 20 m high.
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The horizontal displacements of vertical boundaries (AC, DF) are constrained. The
bottom boundary (CD) is constrained in both directions. A surcharge load, q = 10 kPa
is applied to top (AH) of the slope. The geometry and finite element mesh of the slope
are illustrated in Fig. 1.

The soil in the slope is assumed to be sandy and the density of soil is 1800 kg/m3.
E is assumed to be spatially varied in the example. The mean and standard deviation of
E are 10 MPa and 1 MPa, respectively. The Poisson’s ratio k is constant and equal to
0.3. The input parameters of the example are summarized in Table 1.

In the example, E is assumed to follow a log-normal distribution. The truncation
level is taken as 5 when lh and lv are 50 m and 10 m, respectively. A hypothetical true
field of E is generated using a preselected set of variables and the spatially varied E are
mapped into the mesh of finite element model. The spatial variability of E in the soil
slope is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Illustration of geometry and finite element mesh of the soil slope.

Table 1. Parameters of the illustrative example

Parameter Example Value Unit

q Density 1800 kg/m3

lE Mean of E 10 MPa
rE Standard deviation of E 1 MPa
k Poisson’s ratio 0.3
q Surcharge load 10 kPa
lh Correlation length in horizontal direction 50 m
lv Correlation length in vertical direction 10 m
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3.2 Surrogate Model and Artificial Data

In the example, the degree of PCE is chosen to be 2 so that the computational cost is
small and the accuracy of PCE is acceptable. 81 sets of collocation points are selected
using sparse grid collocation method. For each set of collocation points, a random field
of E is generated using the K-L expansion method. The displacements of the 81
random fields are obtained using the finite element model. The unknown coefficients
are calculated using the projection method.

A monitoring system with 12 monitoring points is set in the slope. Usually, hori-
zontal displacements are measured using inclinometers or rod extensometers. Vertical
deformations are normally measured by settlement cells, Borros anchor settlement
points, extensometers or horizontal inclinometers. To simply the problem, the 12
monitoring points are selected from the FEM nodes. To consider the effect of mea-
surement errors and model errors, the responses of displacement obtained from the
finite element model are corrupted with 2% Gaussian noise to generate artificial data.
The spatial variability of E is back estimated based on the artificial data.

4 Results and Discussions

10Markov chainswith 100000 samples are used inMCMCsimulation to estimate thefive
parameters. In the example, 5000 samples are enough to declare convergence of each
parameter to a stationary posterior distribution. The last 25% samples of the 10 Markov
Chains are used as stationary samples from the posterior distributions of the parameters.

The root mean square error (RMSE) is used to measure the error between the
estimated values and true value of E at each location and can be expressed as:

RMSE ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn
i¼1

ðEi � ÊÞ2

n

vuuut ð8Þ

where Ei is the ith estimated value of E at one location in the slope, n is the number of
estimated values of E at the location, Ê is the true value of E at the location.

Fig. 2. Hypothetical true field of E
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Figure 3(a) and (b) show the RMSE of the estimated fields with the stationary
samples based on horizontal and vertical displacements, respectively. In general, the
RMSEs at the locations close to the monitoring points are smaller than the RMSEs at
the locations away from the monitoring points. The maximum RMSEs based on hor-
izontal and vertical displacements are less than 2.5 kPa and 5 kPa, respectively. As the
RMSEs of E are almost negligible compared to the values of E, the accuracy of the
estimation is high when the monitoring points distribute over main body of the slope.
As the maximum RMSE of the estimated fields based on horizontal displacements is
smaller than that based on vertical displacements, the horizontal displacements are
preferred for displacement back analysis of the spatial variability of E. Hence, incli-
nometers are preferred to set in the field in practical application.

5 Effects of Spatial Variability on Displacement Back
Analysis

The stronger the spatial variability of the slope is, the more difficult it is to estimate the
soil parameters in the slope. The spatial variability of E is significantly affected by the
correlation length and coefficient of variation (COV) of E. Hence, the effects of the
correlation length and COV on back estimation of spatially varied elastic moduli need
to be analyzed.

5.1 Effect of the Correlation Length

To investigate the effect of lh, lh decreases from 50 m to 25 m. To investigate the effect
of lv, lv decreases from 10 m to 5 m. For the two conditions, the random variables are
back estimated based on the horizontal displacements of monitoring points.

Figure 4(a) and (b) show the RMSEs of the estimated fields based on the stationary
samples with lh = 25 m, lv = 10 m and lh = 50 m, lv = 5 m, respectively. Comparing
Fig. 3 with Fig. 4(a) and (b), the maximum RMSE increases by about 4 times and 80
times when lh and lv decreases by half, respectively. Hence, the accuracy of the esti-
mation of E is reduced when the correlation length decreases. lv has a much greater

Fig. 3. RMSEs of the estimated fields with the stationary samples based on (a) horizontal and
(b) vertical displacements with lh = 50 m, lv = 10 m.
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effect on accuracy of the estimation than lh. It should be noted that the maximum
RMSE is 200 kPa which corresponds to a percentage error of about 2% for E when
lh = 50 m and lv = 5 m, indicating that the accuracy of the estimation is still very high.

5.2 Effect of the Coefficient of Variation (COV)

The elastic moduli with different COV in the slope are back estimated to analyze the
effect of COV on back estimation of E. Figure 5(a) shows the relationship between
COV of E and the maximum COV of the estimated fields based on the stationary
samples. The maximum COV of the estimated fields increases when COV of E in-
creases, indicating that the stronger the spatial variability of the field is, the larger the
uncertainty of the estimated fields is. Figure 5(b) shows the relationship between COV
of E and the maximum RMSE of the estimated fields based on the stationary samples.
The maximum RMSE can be negligible when COV of E is only 0.1. The maximum

Fig. 4. RMSEs of the estimated fields based on the stationary samples with (a) lh = 25 m,
lv = 10 m and (b) lh = 50 m, lv = 5 m.

Fig. 5. (a) Relationship between COV of E and the maximum COV of the estimated fields based
on the stationary samples, (b) Relationship between COV of E and the maximum RMSE of the
estimated fields based on the stationary samples.
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RMSE increases when COV of E increases. Hence, the accuracy of the estimation of
E is reduced with the increase of COV of E. It should be noted that the maximum
RMSE is close to 500 kPa which corresponds to a percentage error of about 5% for
E when COV of E is up to 0.9. Hence, the spatially varied elastic moduli can still be
back estimated with high accuracy when the spatial variability in the slope is strong.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, a probabilistic back analysis method is adopted for displacement back
analysis of spatially varied elastic moduli in the slope. The method is illustrated by a
hypothetical example. The major conclusions are summarized below:

1. The spatial variability of E in the slope can be estimated efficiently using the
method adopted when the monitoring points distribute over main body of the slope.
The horizontal displacement is preferred for displacement back analysis compared
to the vertical displacement.

2. The accuracy of the estimated field of E is reduced when the correlation length
decreases. lv has a much larger effect on accuracy of the estimation than lh.

3. The accuracy of the estimated field of E is reduced with the increase of COV of
E. In general, the spatial variability of E can still be back estimated with high
accuracy when the spatial variability in the slope is strong.
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Abstract. Ilan area is located between the east and the northeastern earthquake
regions of Taiwan, which the earthquake occurs quite frequent. Langyang Plain
is alluvial plain coupling with fine particles of loose granular soil and high
groundwater level, the possibility of soil liquefaction in Ilan area is very high
once the earthquake occurs. Therefore, soil liquefaction potential needs to be
carefully investigated. In Ilan area the primary soil liquefaction areas was
formed with precision is 1/25000 scale. February 6, 2016 Meinung earthquake
in the southern Taiwan area brought a lot of liquefaction damages. Therefore,
soil liquefaction once again gains people attention. The precision of soil liq-
uefaction potential map is requested to improve to 1/2500 scale. In order to
improve the precision of geospatial information effectively, the geological
drilling density of 4 holes/km2 are demanded. The drilling method employs the
SPT method in general. The soil physical test is taken every 1.5 m or the soil
layer change. This study adds about 213 boreholes of geological drilling data in
the densely populated areas, low floor houses, old buildings and complex
geological conditions of Ilan area. It is believed that we can use the drilling data
to know the soil liquefaction potential more accurately. Finally, this study will
use SPT-N HBF analysis method to calculate soil liquefaction potential value.
The method is a simple evaluation technique to determine the occurrence of soil
liquefaction in Taiwan with good accuracy and reliability. The proposed anal-
ysis in this study can be used to accomplish more precise soil liquefaction
potential with different size earthquake occurs in the region.

Keywords: Soil liquefaction � Drilling � Borehole � Standard penetration test
HBF analysis method

1 Introduction

Taiwan situates in Circum-Pacific Seismic Belt, where earthquakes occur frequently.
How to protect against and reduce disasters is an important strategy of government
officials. On 6 February 2016, a strong earthquake of Richter local magnitude 6.6
occurred in the Tainan area of Taiwan, resulting in many serious disasters. Soil liq-
uefaction is then becomes one of the government’s concern. Consequently, soil liq-
uefaction issue is taken seriously in order to achieve safety, prevention, early warning,
etc. The soil liquefaction potential map must be improved for the accuracy at this
critical moment. Especially, in densely populated areas, low floor houses, old build-
ings, and complex geological condition areas, the destruction comes after soil
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liquefaction severely. Geologically, Ilan area is deposited mostly with fine particles
contenting high content of weak soil, coupling with groundwater level very close to the
surface. Once the earthquake occurs, the possibility of soil liquefaction is quite high.

Therefore, we need to add drilling holes in order to draw a more representative soil
liquefaction potential map of intermediate level. As a result, the Ilan County
Government can be more prepared for disaster prevention and early warning opera-
tions. Accordingly, people in Ilan area can get a safe and comfortable living condition.
It is reason that we are obligatory to explore the soil liquefaction related problems in
Ilan area.

2 Story of Soil Liquefaction

Soil liquefaction is the process of changing the soil from solid to liquid just as the
name. For the period of liquefaction, the soil behavior is similar to the liquid. Due to
the liquid cannot resist shear force and maintain its own shape, there is mobility and
buoyancy, thus the structure will be subsidence, tilt or damage. The reason of resulting
in this phenomenon is mainly caused by vibration, which may come from construction
or earthquake, while most of the soil liquefaction is caused by the earthquake.

The study of liquefaction of granular soils using the concept of critical void ratio
was first introduced by Casagrande in 1938. When a natural deposit of saturated sand
that has a void greater than the critical void ratio is subjected to a sudden shearing stress
(due to an earthquake, for example), the sand will undergo a decrease in volume and
lead to the condition of soil liquefaction.

After that, many researchers kept on working in this topic. For example, Japanese
scientists Mogami and Kubo (1953) suggested that the soil will be deformed as “liq-
uefied” when cohesionless soil is disturbed. Following the 2 earthquakes of Alaska in
US and Niigata in Japan in 1964, an intensive research has been carried out.

Seed (1979) mentioned that high pore water pressure would reduce the effective
confining pressure of soil. At this point in time, the soil residual shear strength becomes
lower and the soil mass is likely to produce deformation. As soon as the earthquakes
occur, it is possible that the soil cannot afford the original stress all of a sudden.
Consequently, the soil pore water increases and shear stress intensity becomes smaller.
This condition provides the opportunity to produce soil liquefaction, when the excess
pore water pressure continues to rise to the original effective stress (when r = l). That
is to say, when the earthquake induces the local average shear stress is greater than the
local soil shear strength for resisting liquefaction, the soil is liquefied.

3 Liquefaction Influence Factors

The terrain of Langyang Plain is deposited by the soil particles carried down from the
Langyang River, so that the soil is quite loose and soft, coupling with the conditions of
groundwater close to the surface and located in the earthquake zone. Since earthquakes
occur frequently, the seismic disaster caused by earthquake should not be ignored at all.
Above mentioned conditions make the soil liquefaction problem needs to be assessed
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objectively and carefully in Ilan area. The factors of soil liquefaction are divided into
three portions here: soil strength, groundwater level, and earthquake scale. These
factors can be used to determine the occurrence of soil liquefaction in the region.

3.1 Resistance of Soil

Granular soils can commonly be judged by their relative density or standard penetration
test. The soil particles of relatively tight condition are less prone to relative displace-
ment, and their resistance to soil liquefaction is better. The process of soil liquefaction
is that the soil particles changing the arrangement between the particles by repeated
earthquake movements. Of course, after the moment of liquefaction, it will produce a
more stable soil structure than the initial soil particle. Similarly, when the soil particles
are stacked more closely with each other, the chance of soil liquefaction resulting in
damage will be reduced greatly. Therefore, due to the getting closer relationship
between the particles, easily liquefied soil particles can also have a good liquefaction
resistance after the liquefaction process.

3.2 Groundwater Level

The effect of water in the soil has always been a matter of concern to civil engineers.
Whether it is slope stability, excavation construction, and soil liquefaction, once the
soil pores filled with water would make the soil to be in a relatively unstable state. In
other words, when the groundwater level is closer to the surface, which means the more
soil is saturated. When the earthquakes occur, its safety factor will become lower. On
the other way, we know that the weak soil is more close to the surface, the impact to the
liquefaction potential becomes more serious. When the soil elevation deep enough, one
can make sure that the soil has good liquefaction resistance, thus the impact of liq-
uefaction potential is smaller.

3.3 Earthquake Magnitude

Seismic factors are the most important influencing factors in three portions of soil
liquefaction. When the earthquake occurs, it will release the energy from the epicenter
to the periphery. These energies will transmit to the surrounding rock or soil through
seismic waves. In the process of energies passing the soil, the shear stress inside the
underground soil is generated. If the site of the soil liquefaction resistance is poor, it
may generate soil liquefaction phenomenon. When the problem of soil liquefaction is
discussed, the magnitude can be considered as the energy obtained for the soil. At the
same time, the magnitude of the earthquake becomes greater, the shaking on the surface
becomes more intense and the duration last longer. It is possible to continuous increase
in pore water pressure, which increases the chance of soil liquefaction.
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4 Geological Drilling Plan

Based on the geological drilling report, the soil liquefaction situation of the site can
then be calculated and the potential map of regional soil liquefaction can be drawn. If
the density of drilling holes can be increased, the soil liquefaction potential map will be
better for accuracy, and the precise soil liquefaction situation in this area can be
reflected.

In view of the February 6, 2016 Meinung earthquake happened in the Tainan area
caused serious disaster, the soil liquefaction potential map needs to be refined. Espe-
cially in the Ilan region, considering the geological weakness and the groundwater level
close to the surface, as well as the most critical part of locating in multiple seismic
zones, soil liquefaction situation could be much more sensitive.

4.1 Existing Drilling Data Collection and Comparison

Prior to geological drilling, the first step must be done is to collect high-quality existing
drilling hole data, such as from public constructions, large buildings, and other high
credibility of the drilling report. The second step to compare them after evaluation in
order to screen out the available drilling. Ilan County, for example, the first phase of
soil liquefaction map to be reconstructed is Ilan city, Luodong Town, and Wujie
Township. This study has collected about 350 borehole data as shown in Fig. 1 for
their distribution.

Fig. 1. Existing collected borehole data distribution map.
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It can be clearly found that in the central parts of Ilan City and Luodong Town
demonstrate more dense distribution of boreholes. The reason for these two places
show higher degree density are the regional center of educational district for Ilan City
and business district for Luodong Town. Besides, some other boreholes are located
along the National Highway No. 5. because the design standards for highway con-
struction are much strict than the country road, resulting in geological conditions of the
highway must be considered more seriously.

In general, boreholes are mainly selected on the Langyang Plain while rare in the
remote mountain area. As a matter of fact, the borehole distribution is quite uneven for
the whole Ilan area. As a result, the existing collected borehole data cannot accurately
accomplish the needs to establish a higher level soil liquefaction potential map for Ilan
area. As a consequence, it is required to obtain more accurate information by means of
supplementary drilling operation in Ilan area.

4.2 Drilling Holes Layout and Density

In order to make sure the new constructed potential maps of soil liquefaction to achieve
intermediate precision, the key consideration is the drilling holes layout and density.
The drilling density must be more than 4 holes/km2 under the government specifica-
tion. It is carefully arranged to increase the number of boreholes for areas of medium
and high liquefaction potential, densely populated areas, low floors houses, old
buildings, or those areas where the density is insufficient. In addition to the low
potential areas or population living sparse and simple geological conditions, we have to
reduce the drilling density so that the geological data obtained from the drilling holes
can achieve maximum efficiency.

As the main factors affecting soil liquefaction are weak granular soil, high
groundwater, etc. The drilling program of borehole distribution can be accomplish by
considering following aspects: (1) The existing boreholes distribution map not only can
be analyzed at the current drilling layout of the precision and accuracy, but also
determine the accuracy of the liquefaction potential and decision to add the drilling
holes; (2) The terrain and groundwater data over the years can be used to determine the
distribution of weak soil layer and find out the areas where liquefaction is prone. It can
also be used to correct drilling holes location and soil liquefaction potential value;
(3) Data related to geology can comprehend the geological distribution, determine the
correction of the drilling report and adjust the placement of the drilling holes position.
Through the above mentioned steps, screening and adjustment boreholes location and
other pre-operation can help to improve the accuracy of soil liquefaction potential map.

4.3 Drilling Technique and Supervision

Fully understanding the type of underground soil, distribution, and density is an
important basis for judging soil liquefaction potential. This study takes the most widely
used and most economical means of drilling technique to carry out drilling operations.
The method for the standard penetration test, referred to as “SPT”, is shown in Fig. 2,
which is the site photo illustrating the field work condition. This test was carried out by
a 63.5 kg (140 lb) hammer, which was free to fall into the drill pipe at a height of
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76.2 cm (30 in.) so that punches the sampler into the soil, and records the number of
blow at the same time. The blow count number is recorded by three sections of 15 cm
(6 in.) for each penetration depth. The first section of the 15 cm (6 in.) penetration
depth is used to determine the position of the sampler, and the sum of the second and
the third segments of the 15 cm (6 in.) penetration depth is the N value. The test must
reach the 45 cm (18 in.) or the N value reaches 100 blows.

SPT drilling method is executed every 1.5 m while in the soil layer change should
be carried out at once. All the field works are supposed to be judged by the site
construction personnel according to experience to increase the basic information for
soil liquefaction potential and verify the correctness of SPT drilling results. The
samplers and test procedures used shall comply with ASTM D1586. It is worthwhile to
mention here that the supervisors go to the sites all day long to watch the field work
with very high expectation.

5 The Improvement of Soil Liquefaction Potential Map

Langyang plain is liquefied sensitive area without a doubt. The issue of life and
property safety of inhabitants is surely a big matter of concern when a more violent or
closer earthquake happens around the Ilan area. The improvement of liquefaction
potential map accuracy is helpful for the assessments as well as the prevention of soil
liquefaction disaster. However, how to decide the soil liquefaction occurs in the Ilan
area, we can use the drilling data to understand the details for distribution of under-
ground soil and groundwater level. With drilling data, we can calculate and draw the
soil liquefaction potential map with the earthquake scale. Therefore, the accuracy of the
soil liquefaction potential map is the important issue we must consider and try our best
to improve the precision of the map.

Fig. 2. The field drilling photo in this study.
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5.1 Primary Map Precision

Ilan region soil liquefaction primary drawing precision is of 1/25000 scale, as shown in
Fig. 3, by the Central Geological Survey. From the primary announced map, it can be
seen that Ilan area is prone to soil liquefaction. The soil liquefaction primary in the
figure is illustrated with three colors to distinguish them: represents the low potential
area (Liquefaction potential index PL < 5); represents the medium potential area
(Liquefaction potential index 5 � PL � 15); represents the high potential area
(Liquefaction potential index PL > 15).

From the primary soil liquefaction map, Ilan city, Luodong Town, and Wujie
Township contains the medium and high potential region. Additionally, the primary
results of this assessment can be found to have a greater relevance between liquefaction
and geological conditions. Alluvial plains area and the mountain area have totally
different liquefaction potential situation. Liquefaction may occur in the area with the
deposition of loose granular soil. The direction of the coastal of the Pacific oceans is
likely to have a tendency to high liquefaction development trend.

5.2 Intermediate Precision

Ilan soil liquefaction intermediate precision is set to be 1/2500 scale, so that the density
of geological drilling needs 4 holes/km2. In the future study, the proposed supple-
mentary drilling holes will be executed at the three townships in Langyang plain, which
is shown in Fig. 4. The gray point in the figure is the existing collected drilling holes in

Fig. 3. Ilan area primary liquefaction potential map (courtesy of Central Geological Survey).
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the three townships. The red point in the figure is the supplementary drilling point will
be added. Supplementary drilling holes have tried the best to evenly distribute within
the three townships.

Moreover, the boreholes density in the figure can be used to view the supple-
mentary drilling plan. The low density of drilling holes will result in the interpolation
less supreme and can lead the predicted result inadequate to reflect the soil liquefaction
situation. Therefore, there is expected accuracy when drawing liquefaction potential
maps. This study adds about 213 boreholes of geological drilling data in the densely
populated areas, low floor houses, old buildings and complex geological conditions of
Ilan area. The drilling density in the figure is illustrated with three colors to distinguish
them: represents the boreholes density of 4 holes/km2 or more; represents the
boreholes density is above 2 holes/km2 but less than 4 holes/km2; represents the
boreholes density is less than 2 holes/km2.

The three townships (Ilan City, Luodong Town, and Wujie County) within the
drilling density of 4 holes/km2 and above covers the total area of about 95%, which can
be anticipated to improve the accuracy of soil liquefaction potential map. As a final
point, this study will employ the SPT-N HBF analysis method to calculate soil liq-
uefaction potential, which is a quite simple evaluation method to determine the
occurrence of soil liquefaction in Taiwan, which has been validated with good accuracy
and reliability. This method can be fine-tuned for different earthquake scale to evaluate
the soil liquefaction potential.

Fig. 4. Supplementary drilling holes distribution map (courtesy of CECI).
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6 Conclusion

Ilan area is located in such an unique environment when the earthquake occurs would
suffer quite high possibility of soil liquefaction. Although the earthquake in recent
years in Ilan region did not carry serious liquefaction disasters, one cannot be ignored
that Ilan area is undoubtedly highly liquefied sensitive. In view of this, it is necessary to
improve the precision of soil liquefaction potential map, so that the assessment and
improvement of soil liquefaction disaster can be carried out promptly.

In the current point, the improvement of soil liquefaction potential map project is
mainly executed for Ilan city, Luodong Town, and Wujie Township. The initial
arrangement for distribution of drilling holes has been roughly completed with the
required density of 4 holes/km2. The drilling method employs SPT standard penetra-
tion test method for the sampling every 1.5 m or soil layer change and perform the soil
physical properties general test. Follow-up progresses such as data documentation,
analysis operation, and related internet system construction for their benefit need to
wait for the completion of the supplementary drilling operation.
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Abstract. Toppling-deformation tends to occur in the anti-dip bedded slope,
but recently we find that the steep bedding rock slope also exists this mode. The
study of the formation mechanism has an important significance to the evalu-
ation of the slope stability. This paper takes the III# landslide which is in front of
a dam in Yellow River as an example. Based on the engineering geological
survey, the failure process of the landslide is studied by qualitative analysis and
numerical modeling. The results indicate that the failure process of the landslide
includes rock mass unloading, toppling deformation and sliding. The results of
using finite element match to that of discrete element calculation, which proves
the rationality of the conclusion.

Keywords: Landslide � Formation mechanism � Toppling deformation
Numerical modeling

1 Introduction

The toppling-deformation is an instability mode which is prevalent in the anti-dip
layered slope. However, with the development of a large number of engineering pro-
jects, this type of deformation failure mode is found in the bedding rock slope [1, 2].
According to the field investigation, the left bank of jinchuan hydropower station has
the toppling deformation. The deformation and landslides in qingchuan county studied
by Wang Zhetao were formed by the dumping [3]. Sun [4], Zhongkai [5] in the
investigation also found that there is toppling deformation in the consequent slope; Ren
Guangming has studied the deformation and failure characteristics of this slope and
reconstructed its evolution by numerical simulation [6]. There are instances of the
toppling deformation of the slope in the foreign countries, such as the deformable
landslide of the Canadian Rockies [7, 8].
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III# landslide is located on the right bank in the front of the dam, and the formation
mechanism research of the landslide plays an important role in the stability evaluation
and the deformation trend judgment.

The field survey find that the landslide is located in the steep bedding slope.
According to the geological environment conditions and characteristics, the deforma-
tion and failure modes of landslide belong to the toppling deformation and
sliding-tension. On the basis of geological survey, the formation and evolution of this
landslide is discussed by means of discrete element, finite element and qualitative
analysis.

2 Geological Conditions

III# landslide is located on the right bank of the proposed dam, with the upstream
boundary about 800 m away from the dam axis, and the downstream boundary about
600 m away from the dam axis. The leading river is basically straight, the river flows to
NE25°, the horizontal water level is about 2760 m, the river width is about 40 – 60 m.
Landslide bedrock exposed surface, slope gradient change between 35° – 50°. The
trailing edge of the landslide is about 130 m in width, the leading edge is about 200 m,
the slope length is about 270 m, and the relative height difference of the landslide is
about 160 m, as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Plan of the landslide. (1- Jinpingzi; 2- Diluvial deposit; 3- Gravelly soil; 4-Killas; 5-
Sandstone; 6- Sandstone splint rock; 7-Clay rock; 8-Footrill; 9-drill; 10-Landslide boundary;
11-Attitude of rock;)
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The landslide is mainly composed of Triassic slabs and the mixing layers of slate
and sandstone, and the rock masses are thin laminates. Landslide bedrock strata ten-
dency is between 300° – 350°, with the dip of 68° – 82° and landslide main sliding
direction of NW310°. The landslide main slip direction for NW310°, which is per-
pendicular to the river flow. According to the 《Design specification for slope of
hydropower and water conservancy project》 (DLT5353), the slope of the III# land-
slide is steep bedding rock slope.

There is no large-scale fault development in the landslide area. Landslide fissure in
both groups, within the scope of the main development respectively NE20° NW < 20°
and NW285° SW < 25°. NE20°NW \20�

fissure and interlayer displacement zone can
be combined into a landslide slipping surface.

3 Characteristics

The thin-layer rock mass in the middle of the slope is close to be upright. The strata
attitude is NE55° SE \80�

(see Fig. 2). The attitude of leading edge rocks is NE78° SE
\62�

, where the rock mass is broken with the signs of rock formation(see Fig. 3).
Landslide back-up 3000 m elevation location there is about 1 m high scarp (see
Fig. 4), The strike is parallel to the river. The top of the downstream boundary and the
adjacent slopes form a wedge-shaped groove (see Fig. 5), showing signs of collapsing,
initially estimating the collapse volume at 5,000 m3.

There are three galleries in the landslide, PD41, PD72 and PD75. According to the
results of the elastic velocity test of the wall in PD41, the pre-30 m wave velocity is
below 1000 m/s; Within the range of 30 m – 47 m, the wave velocity is between
1000 m/s – 2000 m/s. After 47 m, the wave velocity is above 2400 m/s. According to
the results of the wave velocity test in the galleries, it is assumed that 30 m is the slide
belt location, 30 – 50 m is the influence zone of the slip zone, and the position greater

Fig. 2. Dumping rock.
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than 50 m belongs to the slope bedrock part. A fracture zone was also found at 17 m in
pd72-1 hole, and the upper and lower layers of the broken band formed a set of bow
fracture bands, presumably as a slip belt. There are obvious curved tortuous sections at
80 m in the back edge of the gallery. According to the above distortion and failure
characters, the position of slide belt is obtained. According to the deformation and
failure characteristics of the above slope table and the cave, the position of the sliding
belt is obtained. The height of the trailing edge of the landslide is about 3000 m, and
the shear opening is below 18 m of PD41, as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 3. Anti-dip layered rock mass of the slope toe.

Fig. 4. Scarp of the back edge
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4 Landslide Formation Mechanism

4.1 Landslide Formation Factors

Strata Lithology. The bedrock in the landslide is mainly composed of Triassic slabs
and the mixing layers of slate and sandstone. The strata appear thin layer, poor
mechanical properties, weak weathering ability. Rock levels and weathering fissure
provide channel for surface water infiltration.

Geological Structure. The slope of the III# landslide is the steep bedding rock slope.
Attitude of rocks is NE30° – 80°/NW \68�

– 82°. There are two groups of fissures in
the bedrock: NE20°NW \20�

and NW285°SW \25�
, which provide boundary con-

ditions for landslide.

Fig. 5. Downstream boundary.

Fig. 6. Profile map of the landslide (1-1′).
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Neotectonics. The landslide is in the northeast of the Qinghai-Tibet plateau. Along
with the lower cutting of the river, the front edge of the slope forms a steep slope,
which provides the blank conditions for the formation of the landslide.

Hydro-geological Conditions. The area is in a semi-arid and high-cold climate zone
with low rainfall. Groundwater is mainly pore water and bedrock fissure water. The
long-term occurrence of fissure water will reduce the physical and mechanical
parameters of the rock mass and induce the occurrence of landslide. In conclusion, the
physical and mechanical properties of the strata and the steep slope are the internal
factors of the deformation of the slope. The joint fissure of the bedrock development
provides the boundary condition for the landslide. On the basis of neotectonic move-
ment and groundwater softening rock formation, the landslide is finally formed.

4.2 Geological Analysis of Landslide Formation Mechanism

According to the above analysis of the topography, the material composition and the
basic characteristics of the landslide, it is concluded that the landslide is induced by the
toppling deformation of the steeply inclined interbedded sand slate, forming the phe-
nomenon of “nodding” [9]. The specific formation of the landslide can be divided into
the following three stages:

The first stage is the initial deformation. As the river cuts, the river valley deepens
and the shoreslope expands, the stress distribution of slope rock mass is different from
the unloading of slope: the slope is the stress distribution area and the toe of the slope
area is the shear stress concentration zone. The closer the main stress traces near the
slope, the gravitational field and the tectonic stress field are closer to the surface. Under
this stress, the steeply stepped rock mass in the slope foot will initially deform to the
temporary surface [6].

The second stage is the toppling-deformation. As the leading edge deformation
intensifies, it provides the space for the deformation of the middle slope. The trailing edge
of the slope produces the unloading rebound, and the influence of the stress concentration
on the pull is formed along the pull crack in the steep rock formation. The trailing edge of
the slope produces an unloading spring back, coupled with the effect of the tensile stress
concentration, forming a crack along the steeply sloping layer. Under the action of initial
disturbance and pore water pressure [10], the middle layered rock mass slips along the
structural plane. But due to the lower rock block and bending deformation occurs, and
under the action of the maximum principal stress bending effect, turn to the temporary
direction of the dumping.When the rock formation is bent to a certain extent, it can lead to
the formation of a broken section at the root of the rock formation. The fracture of the
trailing edge along the rock and fracture surface formation tracking development.

The third stage is the sliding-tension. The fractured deformation of the middle part
of the slope extends to the trailing edge of the slope, and the fracture surface of the
front and the trailing edge constitutes the fracture zone of the slope. At this point, the
slope is transformed from the toppling-deformation to the sliding-tension. Under the
action of self-weight, tectonic movement, groundwater and rainfall, the fracture zone
eventually penetrates, and the overall slip occurs, forming a landslide. The position of
the landslide shear outlet retains some deformation marks, which is reflected in the
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anti-warping of the rock (see Fig. 3). In the process of the landslide, the downstream
rock mass is extruded and pulled, resulting in the collapse of the slope and the for-
mation of wedge-shaped grooves to form the downstream boundary (see Fig. 4).

4.3 Numerical Simulation of Landslide Formation Process

In order to reproduce the whole process of the landslide, the two-dimensional discrete
element software UDEC is used to simulate the deformation process under the con-
dition of self-weight [11–16]. Then the stress and strain characteristics of the slope are
analyzed by two-dimensional finite element software phase.

Calculation Model. Based on the deformation and failure characteristics of the
landslide and the topographic features of the surrounding area, it is deduced that the
original slope is steep and the depth of the valley is shallow. According to the mor-
phology of adjacent slope, the original slope of the landslide is reversed, and the
corresponding calculation profile is shown in the figure below (Fig. 7, Tables 1 and 2).

Fig. 7. UDEC model of slope.

Table 1. Parameters of rock mass.

Zone Natural density/
(Kg/m3)

Cohesion/MPa FrictionAngle/° Bulk
modulus/GPa

Shear
modulus/GPa

Weathered 2500 0.58 34.4 14.68 9.8
Bedrock 2650 1.50 45.0 21.20 15.3

Table 2. Parameters of structural planes.

Structural Tensile
strength/MPa

Cohesion/MPa Internal friction
angle/°

Normal
stiffness/
(GPa/m)

Shear
stiffness/
(GPa/m)

Cracks 0.02 0.18 32.5 6.3 5.2
Level 0.35 0.5 40 8.5 7.4
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Calculate Parameters. According to the combination of field test, engineering anal-
ogy and experience, the physical and mechanical parameters of each medium in the
model are determined, as shown in the following table.

Calculation Results. The process of numerical simulation has a total of 250,000 steps,
which directly reflected the whole process of the development of the landslide.
According to the simulation results, the concrete formation process of landslide can be
divided into the following stages.

In the lower river valley, the front edge of the slope becomes steeper, and the lower
part of the rock is deformed in the direction of the air under the condition of gravity.
The deformation of the leading edge slope provides space for the deformation of the
middle slope. The middle strata are bent and deformed in the direction of the air. The
trailing edge of the slope forms a unloading fracture and produces a crack along the
steeply inclined plane, as shown in Fig. 8.

Calculated to 0.11 million steps, the model finds that with the river valley con-
tinuing to cut and weathering, the front edge deformation slope extends to the slope and
the surface rock begins to deflect in the direction of the air. The central rock mass has a
tendency to dump deformation in the direction of the air, and the rock mass with large
deformation has a local shear slip along the inclined plane. The trailing edge cleft faces
the internal development of the slope, the rock in the vicinity of the crack is relatively
broken, and the slope has a certain degree of subsidence, forming a stepping stone, as
shown in Fig. 9.

Calculated to 14,000 steps, the model finds that on the basis of the above defor-
mation, the front dumping rock mass is slippage along the inclined plane. The defor-
mation of the central rock mass is aggravated, and the fracture zone is formed with the
leading edge sliding surface and the trailing edge (see Fig. 10). Calculated to 0.25
million steps, the fracture zone is completely separated from the bedrock, and the
whole slope is sliding down and blocking the valley. It can be seen from Fig. 11 that

Fig. 8. Slope deformation characteristics (80000 steps).
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the displacement of the front edge of the slope is the largest, close to 100 m, and the
overall displacement of the slope is above 50 m. Thus, slope deformation terminates.

The stress and strain of the deformed slope are analyzed by finite element numerical
simulation. The results show that the stress distribution of the slope is obviously
controlled by the gravitational field, and the tensile stress of the slope is about 250 kPa.
The minimum principal stress is zero when the slope table is unloaded under the valley.
There is a certain degree of stress concentration near the foot and middle crushing zone,
and there is a significant stress discontinuity distribution at the location of the fracture
zone (see Fig. 12). From the shear strain distribution of the slope (see Fig. 13), it can
be concluded that the shear strain mainly occurs in the front and middle crushing zones
of the slope, especially in the central crushing zone, which is significantly larger than
the surrounding area. And consistent with the results of discrete element analysis.

Fig. 9. Slope deformation characteristics (110000 steps).

Fig. 10. Slope deformation characteristics (140000 steps).
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Fig. 11. Slope displacement (250000 steps).

Fig. 12. Counter of r3.

Fig. 13. Distribution of shear stress region.
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5 Conclusion

The following conclusions are drawn based on the geological environment conditions,
the basic characteristics of the landslide, and the results of numerical simulation.

(1) The toppling-deformation can occur in the steep bedding rock slope. The devel-
opment of strata inclination and joint group is the main influencing factor.

(2) The formation mechanism of the landslide can be summarized as three stages,
namely the slope unloading, the toppling dumping and the sliding-tension.

(3) The formation mechanism of landslide shows the composite failure mode of slope
changes from toppling-deformation to slip-tension. It is shown that under the
condition of certain slope structures, the slope has a compound instability mode,
and different instability modes are distributed in different stages of slope
development.
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Abstract. Hypogene karst was believed to develop only in small scale in
China. However, in construction of China’s deep tunnels, large-scale hypogene
karst and corresponding geo-hazards were encountered frequently. The hypo-
gene karst uncovered by deep tunnel construction probably induce water inru-
shes, mud bursts, karst collapses and even geo-hazards chains. Understanding
the potential geo-hazard mechanism induced by hypogene karst is significant for
both karst tunnel construction and hypogene karst evolution research. Typical
cases of hypogene karst geo-hazards encountered during construction of China’s
deep tunnels such as Zhongliangshan tunnel group, Yuanliangshan tunnel,
Yesanguan tunnel and Dayaoshan tunnel, were presented. Large-scale fold
controlling model, large-scale water-rich fault model and complex tectonic
deformation model based on tectonic deformation patterns and intensity were
proposed and analyzed for the mechanisms of geo-hazards of hypogene karst in
the tunnel construction. It can act as a model reference for hypogene karst
geo-hazards prevention and control in karst tunnel construction.

Keywords: Hypogene karst � Deep tunnel � Geo-hazard chain
Mechanism mode

1 Introduction

Hypogene karst is generally considered to be formed at depth where dissolution power
of the water is produced independent of the base level of erosion [1, 2]. In China, the
phenomenon has been studied since 1970s, it was once believed that the scale of
hypogene karst cannot be very large [3], the common base level of karst erosion should
be at the depth of 350 m, which means that the karst below 350 m belongs to hypogene
karst. However, the deep karst conduits discovered in Dayaoshan tunnel in Guangdong
Province [4] indicate that the scale of hypogene karst can be large, and the depth of the
base level of karst erosion is different in different areas.
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Hypogene karst is acquiring more and more concerns. The geo-hazards of hypo-
gene karst in tunnel constructions are reported frequently recently. Intense water
inrushes and collapses out-broke, followed by subsidence on the ground surface, during
the construction of the Sol-an tunnel, the longest railroad tunnel in South Korea [5]. In
China, geo-hazards of hypogene karst in tunnel, such as Qiyueshan tunnel in Sichuan
province [6], Zhongliangshan tunnel groups in Chongqing Municipality [7], Yesan-
guan tunnel [8] in Hubei Province, have been reported. These geo-hazards usually
present as excessive water inrushes, surrounding rocks collapses, loss and even
exhaustion of water resource in the engineering area and its adjacent areas, subsidence
on the ground surface etc.

2 Typical Cases of Hypogene Karst Geo-Hazards in Tunnel

2.1 Zhongliangshan Tunnel Group

Zhongliangshan-Geleshan area in Chongqing Municipality holds low mountain geo-
morphology, and the main tectonic feature in this area is the Guanyinshan anticline
(Fig. 1a). Tunnels, such as the Geleshan tunnel in Chongqing-Huaihua Railway, the
Zhongliangshan tunnel in Chengdu-Chongqing Railway, the Zhongliangshan tunnel in
Chognqing-Suichuan Highway, the Zhongliangshan tunnel in Xiangyang-Chongqing
Railway, the Zhongliangshan tunnel in Chongqing Rail Transit Line 6, have been
constructed through the Guanyinshan anticline, they are called the Zhongliangshan
tunnel group. The Zhongliangshan-Geleshan area has been highly karstified, soluble
carbonate rocks in both lower Triassic Jialingjiang Formation and middle Triassic
Leikoupo Formation constitute the principal karst zone and groundwater enrichment
zone, which means well connected karst conduits and caves probably exist inside these
soluble carbonate rocks. The elevations of the tunnels are between 250 m and 350 m.
They are far lower than the groundwater level (Fig. 1a). However, lots of geo-hazards
induced by hypogene karst, such as tunnel water inrushes (Fig. 1b), mud bursts, col-
lapses, exhaustion of water resource (Fig. 1c), subsidence on the ground surface
(Fig. 1c) were reported during tunnel constructions in the area [9, 12].

Forty eight points of water inrushes broke out in the Zhongliangshan tunnel of
Xiangyang-Chongqing Railway after heavy rainstorm from 31 July to 1 August 1980
[7]. These water inrushes indicated that the groundwater system in hypogene zone links
with the surface water system tightly in this area, and this close connection enables the
surface water system to recharge the groundwater system. Therefore, insufficient
drainage during tunnel construction can evoke intense water inrushes, while excessive
drainage probably cause exhaustion of surface water resource.

During construction of the Zhongliangshan tunnel of Xiangyang-Chongqing
Railway, serious subsidence on the ground surface in the engineering area and its
adjacent areas occurred as well. 29 subsidence points with a total area of 2319 m2 were
reported. Among the collapse sinkholes, depth of the deepest one reached 13 m, the
area of the largest one reached 400 m2 [7]. These phenomena were generated by large
dewatering cones formed after plenty of surface water and groundwater getting drained.
Since groundwater level in Zhonglaingshan-Geleshan area usually is very shallow,
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resulting in many springs developing around the surface, formation of those dewatering
cones leads to intensive increase in effective stress inside solum and base rocks, and
this means that instability both of the solum and karst rocks becomes exacerbated.
Consequently, surface collapses of large scale get evoked.

2.2 Yuanliangshan Tunnel

The Yuanlaingshan tunnel is the longest tunnel in the Chongqing-Huaihua Railway. Its
total length is 11.07 km long with 7.10 km through soluble limestone strata. The tunnel
is divided into the Maoba syncline section, the Tongmaling anticline and the Leng-
shuihe shallow buried section based on physiognomy along the tunnel. The landform is
controlled by tectonic deformations. During construction, five large-scale karst caves
with high-pressure fillings were encountered, and many intense water inrushes, mud
bursts resulted in great loss [13].

Among the five discovered large-scale karst caves, three are located in the Maoba
syncline section (Fig. 2). The 1# and the 3# high-pressure water filled cave are
developed inside the NNE limb and the SSW limb respectively, and the 2# cave
presents near the syncline axis. The 2# cave is the largest one, and contains many
especially large-size limestone blocks, which implies that large-scale karst collapse
once occurred near the syncline axis, and that the stability of rock mass near the
syncline axis is especially low. The reason for these karst phenomena and geo-hazards
inside the syncline section can be analyzed from three primary aspects. Firstly, the
Maoba syncline shows high pressure and rich in groundwater, underground rivers and
spring groups can be found in the altitude of 850–900 m, constituting the base level of
drainage. In the tunnel, the hydrostatic pressure of confined groundwater can be as high
as 4.42–4.60 MPa [15]. Secondly, both fissures produced by bedding decollement and
extensional fractures develop inside the strata by the folding process are conducive to

Fig. 1. Hypogene karst geohazards during the construction of Zhongliangshan tunnel
group. (a) Engineering cross-section of the Guanyinxia anticline (modified after [9]).
(b) Water inrush occurred during the construction of Zhongliangshan tunnel in Chongqing
Rail Transit Line 6 [10]. (C) Water exhaustion and subsidence on the ground surface at Liujiawan
Reservoir during the construction of the Zhongliagnshan tunnel group [11].
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migration of groundwater. Finally, a series of high-dip angle faults with good per-
meability, water head difference between these faults and aforementioned extensional
fractures and fissures work together, resulting in inverted siphon process [13], and this
process enables groundwater to reach deep strata, and accelerates circulation of
groundwater in hypogene karst zone. Long-term karstification can lead to significant
increase in permeability of carbonate rocks [16]. Consequently, large-scale hypogene
karst phenomena can develop in Maoba syncline (Fig. 2). And if tunnel constructions
need to cross these karst-caves or disturb them intensively, excessive water inrushes,
mud bursts and even karst collapses can be provoked.

2.3 Yesanguan Tunnel

The Yesanguan tunnel is 13.1 km long, and it is the longest one in the
Yichang-Wanzhou Railway. Serious water inrush, mud burst and collapse occurred
during construction on 5 August, 2007 at the Kutaoxi-Taoziping section of the tunnel
(Fig. 3).

Strata in the Kutaoxi-Taoziping section are carbonate rocks of varying solubility,
and the elevation of groundwater level is 200 m higher than the tunnel in this section
(Fig. 3a). Tracing tests of karst water in the Kutaoxi-Taoziping section [8] show that
karst water in the Shuidongping karst depression is the primary source for the water
inrush on 5 August, 2007. Sediments of the water inrush and mud burst from the
interior toward the exterior, ordinally turn out to be big limestone blocks (larger than
0.25 m3) of lower Permian Qixia Formation, muddy or carbonaceous semi-solificated
breccia blocks, sands and gravels formed in underground karst river, and limestone
blocks of lower Permian Qixia Formation again. Around the geo-hazard points,
regional transpressional faults F17, F18 both cross with the tunnel at large angles

Fig. 2. Hypogene karst geohazards during the construction of the Maoba syncline section of
Yuanliangshan tunnel (modified after [14]). (a) Engineering cross-section of the Maoba syncline.
(b) Plane graph and cross-section of the #1 filled karst cave. (c) Plane graph and cross-section of
the #2 filled karst cave. (d) Plane graph and cross-section of the #3 filled karst cave.
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(Fig. 3a), resulting in rock-masses between them fracture seriously, and fault F18 turns
out to be strongly permeable [18]. Additionally, another regional Wangbei fault (F13)
also develops near the tunnel in the Kutaoxi-Taoziping section, but extends almost
parallel to the tunnel and inclines to it, effectively promoting connections among these
fractures and faults. Thus karst water can migrate smoothly in those fractures and
faults. These materials imply that karst water from Shuidongping karst depression, after
entering the Zhoujiabao underground river, can migrate to fault F17, F18 along the
boundary zone between the well permeable lower Permian Maojiaping Formation and
the medium-permeable lower Permian Qixia Formation. Then when the tunnel crosses
the fault F18, water inrushes can be evoked easily, since this water-rich fault can import
tons of karst water from aforementioned sources into the tunnel. Meanwhile, rich fine
fillings produced by karstification and faulting can also burst into the tunnel along with
karst water. Consequently, instability of the country rocks increases intensively,
resulting in large-scale collapse.

2.4 Dayaoshan Tunnel

The 14.295 km long Dayaoshan tunnel in the Beijing-Guangzhou Railway crosses the
NNE extending Banguao karst basin (Fig. 4). During its construction, many times of
damaging water inrushes, mud bursts, collapses, subsidence on the ground surface have
taken great loss of life and property [21, 22].

The Banguao basin, actually, is a large-scale syncline, strata in its hinge zone are
mainly carbonate rocks, and those of the two limbs are mainly clasolites such as quartz
sandstone, conglomerate. Its cymbiform landform helps to collect surface water, and
surface water resource is very rich in this area with an average annual rainfall of
1500 mm [19]. As a result, level of groundwater is very shallow, and numbers of
springs can be found on surface of the hinge zone (Fig. 4b).

Tectonic deformations in Banguao basin are very complex, the three high-dip angle
thrust fault F5, F8, F9 are the principal regional faults. And fault F5, F9 act as the
boundaries between carbonate rocks in the hinge zone and other rocks in the two limbs.
Layers between fault F8 and F9 show intensive folding deformations, accompanying
with dense joints. Thus fractures and fissures in rock masses between the faults,
especially those between fault F8 and fault F9 develop well, resulting in strong per-
meability [23] and rich groundwater inside these fault zones. Groundwater tests in the
tunnel show that groundwater between fault F8 and F9 is karst cave water, and that

Fig. 3. Hypogene karst geohazards during the construction of the Kutaoxi–Taoziping section of
Yesanguan tunnel. a Engineering cross-section of the Kutaoxi–Taoziping section (modified after
[8]). b Water inrush that occurred during the construction of the Yesanguan tunnel [17].
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groundwater of the other sides of the faults is fracture water and fault water [20].
Hydrogen isotope tests show that about 75% groundwater stored inside the carbonatite
rocks in this area is formed during recent 51 years [19]. Salt trace tests further indicate
that karst conduits in the hypogene karst zone connect well with subsidence points on
the surface through karst passages such as karst funnels, sinkholes (Fig. 4b) [20]. Thus
the surface water system can replenish the deep groundwater system rapidly in this
section, which means that water inrushes and mud bursts can be evoked easily when
the tunnel crosses the Banguao basin.

During tunnel construction in the Banguao basin, large-scale precipitation inside
the soil and fractured rock masses generated by drainage and water inrushes, can lead
to serious instability of the solum and rock masses due to intensive decrease in effective
stress. Besides, strong migration of groundwater inside the faults and fractures can
wash away amounts of cements inside the rock masses and soil. These processes result
in large-scale subsidence points on the surface and serious collapse in the tunnel,
especially in the zone between fault F8 and fault F9 (Fig. 4a).

3 Hypogene Karst Modes Generating Tunnel Geo-Hazards

Through analyzing the aforementioned typical geo-hazard cases of hypogene karst in
tunnel constructions [24, 25], water inrushes, mud bursts, tunnel collapses, loss of
surface water resources and subsidence on the surface present as the typical
geo-hazards during tunnel constructions in hypogene karst zones. These geo-hazards
always lead to project delay, many casualties, property losses, and even deterioration of
ecosystem, which may damage society stability seriously. During the construction of
the Zhongliangshan tunnel group, excessive loss of both surface water and groundwater
resources, and large-scale subsidence on the ground surface were generated, conse-
quently, drinking water problems and housing dangers forced residents in the area to
rally at the engineering zones and to protest [11]. And for excessive loss of karst water
was caused by drainage during construction of the Huayingshan tunnel in
Guangan-Chongqing Railway, poor-quality water in the coal layers intruded into
ground water aquifers, resulting in quality of groundwater deteriorating intensively

Fig. 4. Hypogene karst geohazards during the construction of the Banguao syncline section of
Dayaoshan tunnel. (a) Engineering plane-section of the Banguao syncline (modified after [19]).
(b) Engineering cross-section of the Banguao syncline (modified after [20]).
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[26]. Therefore, to take measures to deal with these geo-hazards effectively and eco-
nomically, it is necessary to determine the primary controlling factors.

Geo-hazards of hypogene karst in tunnel constructions show that coexist of
large-scale soluble carbonate rocks and rich karst water is always their basic precon-
dition. On this basis, tectonic deformation always plays a leading role in these
geo-hazard formation processes. Thus three tectonics controlling models were sug-
gested to characterize formation mechanisms of typical hypogene karst geo-hazards in
tunnel constructions. The three models are large-scale fold controlling model,
large-scale water-rich controlling model and complex tectonic deformation controlling
model respectively (Fig. 5a–c).

In large-scale fold controlling model of hypogene karst (Fig. 5a), a tunnel crosses
deep karst zone, and general tectonic deformations of the surrounding rocks are
dominated by large-scale folds. Amounts of decollement fractures develop well during
folding process, and these fractures can act as good passages for groundwater migra-
tion, making large-area karstification below the base level of erosion possible. As a
result, water inrushes and mud bursts in hypogene karst zone can be evoked when
tunnel constructions disturb the surrounding rocks intensively (Fig. 5d). Large-scale
water inrushes and excessive drainage in deep karst tunnel means serious water loss of
both upper groundwater and surface water resource, and this can result in intensive
instability of solum and karst rocks when the initial level of groundwater is very
shallow, causing subsidence on the surface (Fig. 5f). Geo-hazards of hypogene karst
occurring during tunnels construction in large-scale anticline area, e.g. those in the
Zhongliang-shan tunnel group, respond just like so. In large-scale syncline area,
backsiphonage would arise when high water-head difference between water levels of
the two limbs exists, which can accelerate migration of groundwater, resulting in
large-scale deep karst phenomena. Besides, extensional joints usually develop well in
hinge zone of synclines, which can not only result in groundwater migration, but also
lower stability of rock masses in the hinge zone. Hence, water inrushes, mud bursts and
karst collapses all occur frequently in fold hinge zone of hypogene karst during tunnel
constructions (Fig. 5e). Actually, many regional folds, e.g. the Jura-type folds in
Hubei, Sichuan Province and Chongqing Municipality, formed together with sets of
high-dip angle faults (Fig. 5a, F1 and F2). And these faults, cooperating with
decollement fractures, can constitute backsiphonage model when they hold high per-
meability [27], facilitating hypogene karstification inside synclines. Typically, the
Maoba syncline section of Yuanliangshan tunnel in Chongqing-Huaihua Railway
develops large-scale hypo-gene karst by this kind of backsiphonage process [14].

In large-scale water-rich fault controlling model of hypogene karst (Fig. 5b),
high-permeable faults connected with surface (Fig. 5b, F3 and F4) import karst water
from surface or underground-river into deep karst zone. Then water inrushes and mud
bursts can happen if the rock masses are disturbed intensively by tunnel construction.
And tunnel collapses may break out on the condition that hypogene karstification
develops well and the rock masses are fractured intensively by faulting process
(Fig. 5g), just as the case of Yesanguan tunnel (Fig. 3). Large-scale water replenish-
ment into deep karst zone through faults results in excessive loss of surface water
resource, and subsidence on the ground surface where the initial groundwater level
locates near the surface.
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Fig. 5. Formation mechanism models of typical geo-hazards in hypogene karst zones during
tunnel construction in China. (a) Large-scale fold-controlling model. (b) Large-scale water-rich
fault-controlling model. (c) Complex tectonic deformation-controlling model. (d) Geo-hazards
occurred in the limb of fold. (e) Geo-hazards occurred in the hinge of fold. (f) Geo-hazards
occurred on the ground surface of folding area. (g) Geo-hazards occurred inside tunnel.
(h) Geo-hazards occurred on the ground surface. (i) Geo-hazards occurred inside tunnel.
(j) Geo-hazards occurred on the ground surface.
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In hypogene karst area of complex tectonics, the surrounding rocks of tunnel
usually hold complicated compositions and fracture intensively, resulting in low sta-
bility of the rock masses. Thus collapses can be motivated easily during tunnel con-
struction (Fig. 5i). High permeability of rock masses enables that karst fissures develop
abundantly, and tunnels in hypogene karst zone can connect with upper groundwater
through faults, joints and karst fissures (Fig. 5c). Therefore, insufficient drainage
probably leads to water inrushes and mud bursts in hypogene zone during tunnel
construction (Fig. 5i). On the contrary, excessive drainage and water inrushes can
result in conspicuous loss of upper groundwater and subsidence on ground surface in
water-rich area (Fig. 5i), just like geo-hazards occurring during construction of Day-
aoshan tunnel in the Beijing-Guangzhou Railway (Fig. 4a).

4 Conclusions

Typical cases on the geo-hazards of hypogene karst in tunnel construction in China are
presented and analyzed. The typical geo-hazards include water inrushes, tunnel col-
lapses, water-loss and subsidence on the ground surface, and large-scale soluble car-
bonate rocks and abundant karst water are the premises. The features and intensity of
tectonic deformation always act as the controlling factors.

Formation mechanisms of geo-hazards in hypogene karst zone are divided into
three models according to tectonics deformation patterns and intensity of tunnel
country rocks. The three geo-hazard controlling models of hypogene karst include
(1) large-scale fold controlling model, (2) large-scale water-rich fault controlling model
and (3) complex tectonic deformation controlling model, which can contribute much to
prevention and control for geo-hazards of hypogene karst in tunnel construction.
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Abstract. Shanghai, as an estuarine and coastal metropolitan city, is physically
and socio-economically vulnerable to typhoon induced flooding. Water level
rise is proposed as the summation of sea level rise due to global warming, land
subsidence and storm surges. Water level rise in Shanghai region will threaten
the safety of its underground space and impact the efficient operation of its
metro system. This study utilized the ArcGIS flood model to assess the potential
impact of water level rise on the metro system of Shanghai by generating
inundation maps under projected 1 m, 2 m, 3 m, 4 m and 5 m WLR scenarios.
On this basis, quantitative vulnerability analyses were conducted according to
the change of topological structure of Shanghai metro network and corre-
sponding network global efficiency with the increase of water level rise. The
result shows that when water level rises over 4 m, the integrity and connectivity
of Shanghai metro network would be significantly disrupted. This study has
identified vulnerable areas, metro stations and metro lines, therefore, could
provide references for future prevention and mitigation of flooding damages.

Keywords: Water level rise � Metro network � Vulnerability analysis
Shanghai

1 Introduction

Shanghai is a typical estuarine and coastal city, located at Yangtze Estuary and at the
edge of the East China Sea. Its average altitude is 4 m according to Wusong Elevation
System. With a land area of 6,340 km2 and a population of around 24 million,
Shanghai is physically and socio-economically vulnerable to flooding risks. To assess
the vulnerability of flood disaster in Shanghai area, it is significant to focus on the
relative sea level rise, which is mainly the combined result of eustatic sea level rise due
to global warming and land subsidence caused by the groundwater extraction [1].
Shanghai is also frequently affected by flooding disasters due to extreme typhoon storm
surges [2]. Storms are expected to become more violent in terms of rates and intensities
due to rising sea level rise [3, 4]. Consequently, the degree of flooding disaster will be
strengthened when storm surges coincide with high tides resulting from rising relative
sea level. Therefore, Water Level Rise (hereafter referred to as simply WLR) is adopted
herein to measure the combined impact of relative sea level rise superimposed storm
surges.
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Currently, the Shanghai Metro system is one of the world’s largest rapid transit
systems. There are 14 lines and 305 stations in operation, with a route length of more
than 580 km by the end of 2016. According to the Shanghai Comprehensive Traffic
Operation Annual Report 2015, Shanghai metro accounts for 46% of the total pas-
senger volume of city public transportation, with an average daily flow of 8.41 million.
Shanghai metro network has become a key component in the public transport system of
the city. To guarantee efficient and safe operation of the Shanghai Metro, vulnerability
analysis is significant to cope with flooding disasters and manage emergency.

This paper develops a model to quantify the vulnerability of Shanghai metro net-
work against flooding risks due to water level rise. Section 2 provides insight into the
study and prediction of water level rise in Shanghai area to reveal the future flooding
risks. Section 3 demonstrates the impact of water level rise on Shanghai metro by
generating inundation maps under several projected WLR scenarios. Quantitative
vulnerability analyses for two hypothetical situations are presented in Sect. 4. Some
conclusions are drawn at the end of the paper.

2 Water Level Rise in Shanghai City

Global warming and associated sea level rise have posed a major threat to the city of
Shanghai. According to the report “Mapping Choices: Carbon, Climate, and Rising
Seas—Our Global Legacy”, 76 percent of the Shanghai region would eventually be
underwater if the Earth warms by 4 °C by 2100. In a view of historical data, during the
past 30 years (1978-2007), the mean sea level of the coastline in Shanghai area has
risen 115 mm (approx. 3.8 mm/a) according to China water level bulletin 2015. It is
predicted that Shanghai coastal sea level will rise 75–150 mm in the next 30 years.

Land subsidence directly endangers the safety of urban flood defence by decreasing
the land altitude. Long-term monitoring results have revealed that the amount of land
subsidence in Shanghai is 1.973 m from 1921 to 2007 [5]. Shanghai is still experi-
encing subsidence at a yearly average value of 10 mm, which is more than twice the
rate of sea level rise.

Considering estuary sea level rise, land subsidence, and tectonic subsidence, water
level rise in Shanghai area was projected to be 170 mmby 2030 and 390 mmby 2050 [6].
Extreme storm flood elevations were estimated to reach 7.17 m in 2030 and 7.39 m in
2050 by using a simplified algebraic summation of the water level rise, monitoring
maximum storm surge and the maximum astronomical high tide level [6]. Therefore, it is
necessary to assess the flooding risks for the city of shanghai.

3 Impact of WLR on Shanghai Metro

In this study, flooding vulnerability of the metro network in Shanghai is assessed by
comparing the projected water level to the real elevation of a metro station’s entrances
and exits. For this purpose, the topography of Shanghai was defined based on the
digital elevation data (including longitude, latitude and altitude) of Shanghai area
provided by International Scientific & Technical Data Mirror Site. The digital
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elevation data set has a grid resolution of 90 m and an elevation resolution of 1 m.
Then the location of each metro station was determined by the geographical coordi-
nates captured from Google map. Subsequently the ground elevation of each station
was derived based on the digital elevation data of Shanghai. According to the Code for
Design of Metro (GB 50157-2013), the station entrance-exit is generally designed to be
450 mm above its ground. Finally, the elevation of station entrance-exit was obtained
by adding 450 mm to the corresponding ground elevation.

Inundation map of Shanghai was generated by ArcGIS 10.1 software. The flood
model was built as follows. First, the areas below a projected elevation (i.e., water level
rise) were identified. Then the areas connective to the Huangpu River and East China
Sea were selected and determined to be the real inundation zone. Finally, the stations
within the inundation zone were identified to be flooded.

Five different scenarios of water level rise were made: 1 m, 2 m, 3 m, 4 m and
5 m. As shown in Fig. 1, flooded zones and flooded metro stations are presented by
characteristic colors layer by layer. Non-flooded metro stations are denoted as green
dots. The scale of inundated area and the number of flooded metro stations increase
with the increase of water level rise. According to the results of this flood model, there
is one station flooded under 1 m and 2 m WLR, and three under 3 m WLR. Under the
WLR of 4 m, nearly half of the Shanghai region would be inundated and the number of
flooded stations jumps to 31. When WLR reaches 5 m, most of the city would be
affected, except for the central urban area, with a total of 77 stations impacted by
flooding. Since most stations are densely located in this area, they are safe from
flooding even under 5 m WLR scenario. Table 1 shows the distribution of flooded
stations on each metro line under five different WLR scenarios. It is indicated that all of
the 14 lines would be affected to some degree under 5 m WLR. Metro Line 11 would
have most flood-risk exposure stations, followed by Metro Line 2.

Fig. 1. Inundation map of Shanghai under projected WLR of 1 m, 2 m, 3 m, 4 m and 5 m.
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4 Vulnerability Analysis

4.1 Method

Based on the results of proposed flood model, further vulnerability analysis of
Shanghai metro network was then carried out through the calculation of network
efficiency. Shanghai metro system is a typical small-world and scale-free network
under the L-space topological space [7]. Figure 2 shows the topological structure of
Shanghai metro network, in which the black dots denote underground stations and the
red ones stand for metro stations on viaduct. Among the 305 metro stations, 215 of
them are underground and the other 90 are placed high above ground. The
above-ground stations and their links are on urban viaducts. For an underground metro
station, if the projected water level is higher than its entrances or exits, the metro tunnel
and the station are supposed to be flooded. For a station above ground (i.e., station on
viaduct), even though the entrances and exits get inundated, both the station and the
metro line won’t be affected by the high water level. In this context, two cases were
studied in this paper:

• Case I: Suppose the station above ground will still remain in normal operation even
though its entrance-exit parts get inundated.

• Case II: Suppose the station above ground will be suspended due to the inundation
of its entrance-exit.

According to the theory of complex network, network global efficiency Ef was
employed to measure network connectivity. This indicator provides an appropriate

Table 1. Number of flooded stations on each metro line.

Metro line WLR = 1 m or 2 m WLR = 3 m WLR = 4 m WLR = 5 m

Line 1 3
Line 2 8 12
Line 3 1 5
Line 4 2 2 3
Line 5 4
Line 6 2 6
Line 7 2 7
Line 8 1 5
Line 9 4 6
Line 10 2 4
Line 11 8 19
Line 12 1 1 2 5
Line 13 1 2
Line 16 2 6
Total 1 3 31 77
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basis for assessing network vulnerability [8]. The network global efficiency Ef is
defined as follows:

Ef ¼ 1
NðN � 1Þ

X

i6¼j

1
dij

ð1Þ

where N represents the number of nodes in a topographical network and dij denotes the
path length between node i and node j. The inverse of dij essentially reflects the
connectivity between the two nodes. The network global efficiency Ef is equal to the
mean connectivity over all pairs of nodes in a network.

With the identification of flooded stations under a given WLR, topological mapping
of Shanghai metro network was achieved by removing the disrupted nodes and asso-
ciated links. Further, the network global efficiency Ef of the affected metro network by
flooding was calculated.

4.2 Results

On the basis of Case I and Case II proposed above, the disrupted topological structures
of Shanghai metro network under different projected WLR scenarios were obtained, as
shown in Fig. 3. The disrupted topological structures in Case I are the same as that in
Case II when water level rise is no greater than 3 m. The metro network would be more
severely impacted in Case II under water level rise of 4 m or 5 m. For both cases,
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Fig. 2. Topological structure of Shanghai metro network.
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Fig. 3. Topological structure of Shanghai metro network under 1 m, 2 m, 3 m, 4 m, 5 m WLR
for Case I and Case II.
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With WLR higher than 3 m, the network integrity and connectivity of would be clearly
damaged as a result of many stations flooded. Moreover, network global efficiency Ef

was computed under each WLR both for Case I and Case II. As seen in Fig. 4, the
value of Ef sharply decreases when water level rises over 3 m, felling around 25% at
4 m WLR and around 40% at 5 m WLR for Case I, felling around 30% at 4 m WLR
and around 50% at 5 m WLR for Case II, respectively. The result is consistent with the
outcome of inundation projection of metro stations.

5 Conclusion

Shanghai region is experiencing rapid sea level rise and land subsidence, which poses a
direct threat to low-lying metro station entrances and subsequently influence the net-
work efficiency of Shanghai metro system. This paper built an inundation model for
vulnerability analysis of flooding risk due to water level rise. This model could identify
the potential flooded metro stations under a projected WLR and quantify the associated
network service efficiency.

Considering the difference in height between underground stations and the stations
on viaduct, two response situations (Case I and Case II) were analyzed. Shanghai metro
network would be more damaged in Case II under WLR higher than 3 m. For both
cases, the network global efficiency would decrease sharply when water level rises 4 m
due to the disruption of network integrity and connectivity. Each metro line in
Shanghai metro system would be affected to some degree under 5 m WLR, and Line 11
suffers the most.

In addition to the direct impact of flooding, water level rise will also lead to
corrosion and deterioration of structural materials through saltwater intrusion into
aquifers and destruction of the seawall and drainage system [9, 10], which is beyond
the scope of this paper. Feasible mitigation and adaptation strategies should be put
forward to cope with the possible threats of land subsidence, sea level rise and asso-
ciated storm surges. Efforts should be made to strengthen coastal defenses, to improve
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Fig. 4. The change of network global efficiency with the increase of water level rise for Case I
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the drainage system, and to develop and promote the early warning system and
emergency response system. Particularly, in order to enhance the resilience of metro
system in Shanghai, local planners should account for the inundation situations when
considering future development of the metro network.

It should be noted that the topological structure of Shanghai metro network was
regarded as an undirected and unweighted network in this paper. Specific weights were
not attached to any network node or link in the calculation of network global efficiency.
Further study is needed to investigate the WLR vulnerability of metro system by
considering weighting factors such as passenger volume.
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Abstract. Natural disasters are inevitable and unannounced; however, human-
kind can develop early warning systems to take preventive measures. Few sec-
onds of high intensity earthquake creates massive loss to property and human
lives. The present paper proposes to suggest means to mitigate high impact
earthquake with analysis of ground response in Ahmedabad region that can help
defining design of earthquake resistant structure. The paper presents a study of
complete ground response analysis to help determining propagation of seismic
waves through the earth to the top of the bedrock beneath the particular site and
then determining how the ground surface motion is influenced by the soil which
lies above the bed rock. In the current study, equivalent linear analysis method for
ground response study is used. The parameters suggested in the paper and their
effects on site response in Ahmedabad to be considered during any construction
activity as geotechnical parameter to avoid any disaster during earthquake can
help mitigate future disasters in the region. The different types of geotechnical
parameters are used for the ground response analysis for Ahmedabad region
which is situated in Gujarat, India. The impacts of far field and near field
earthquake motions are applied on the ground data of Ahmedabad. The result of
Peak Spectral Acceleration vs. Time, Peak ground acceleration vs. depth and
predominant frequency vs. amplitude ratio graphs are obtained. Ground response
spectra for various regions in Ahmedabad are obtained and that are compared to
the ground response spectra of Indian standard code to define variation.

Keywords: Peak shear wave velocity � Shear wave velocity
Ground response spectra

1 Introduction

Natural disasters are indispensable and it is not possible to get full control over them.
Recognition of the hazard is one of the most important components of disaster man-
agement. The proposed study deals with hazard analysis and the first step towards the
mitigation and prevention from the earthquake as the result will be useful to define
building codes for the city as well as the land use planning. IS 1893:2002 for design of
earthquake resistant structures, is developed on broad scale data. In addition, with each
major earthquake, modification of code is required, which indicates some inadequacy
of code.
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Serious problems are faced in geotechnical earthquake engineering when con-
ducting ground response study. Ground response study is a process to evaluate the
dynamic stress and strains for determining the earthquake forces which are capable of
disturbing stability of earth or earth retaining structures by predicting ground surface
motion for development of “Design response spectra”. In the earthquake, the damage at
a site is greatly influenced by the response of soil. This study of complete ground
response analysis proposes to help determining propagation of seismic waves through
the earth to the top of the bedrock beneath the particular site and then determining how
the ground surface motion is influenced by the soil that lies above the bedrock.

Gujarat state has seen 24 incidents of earthquakes. From that, Ahmedabad has seen
earthquakes of 1843 and1864,which causedmoderate to severe damage.Ahmedabad city
is a leading commercial and industrial city of Gujarat in India. It is situated at 23.01 ̊ N
latitude and 72.61 ̊ E longitude. Ahmedabad is situated on the banks of Sabarmati River.
Soil in Ahmedabad region is younger alluvial deposits. 2001 Bhuj earthquake lasted for
2 min and the epicenter of this earthquake was about 9 km southwest from the village
Chobari in Bhacau taluka of Kutch district. This earthquake measured at a magnitude of
7.7 on the Moment Magnitude Scale and had X intensity according to Modified Mercalli
Scale. In Ahmedabad, fifty multi-storey buildings collapsed and several hundreds of
people died because of it.

Ground response analysis helps geotechnical engineers to predict the natural period
of soil deposit and liquefaction potential and determining motion amplification at a
particular site and then providing data to structural engineers in the form of response
spectra for determining safety in designing geotechnical structure in earthquake prone
area. In this project, the analysis is proposed to be carried out on the different soil
parameters, which would affect the amplification of the seismic waves by near field
earthquake or far field earthquake on Ahmedabad region using software “Deep Soil
V6.1”. This project aims to determine the parameters and their effects on site response
in Ahmedabad region which should be considered during any construction activity as
geotechnical parameter to avoid any disaster during earthquake.

2 Literature Review

The ground response analysis has been carried out by many researchers but there is
some limitations in their research which are discussed here.

For the calculation of shear wave velocity Govindaraju et al. (2004) used the
formula suggested by Japan Road Association (1980) which is derived based on Japan
soil data and its applicability to Indian soil condition is questionable and the effect of
near field earthquake is not considered. Rao and Ramana (2009) considered the random
earthquake history of magnitude 6 and 6.5 in moment magnitude scale which is
hypothetical instead of considering past earthquake motion. Tests were conducted only
for the high strains.

Govindaraju and Bhattacharya in their work considered seismic motion and syn-
thetic ground motions having bedrock level acceleration in the limited range. However,
the influence of ground motion having a wide range of variation in bedrock level
acceleration is not considered. Chatterjee and Choudhury have used correlation for
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evaluating shear wave velocity, which is derived based on the soil data of Kolkata city.
The applicability of that empirical relation in different location in India is questionable.

Ranjan in his work in Dehradun city has considered only near field earthquake
effect but far field earthquake effect is not evaluated. Hwang and Lee (1991) in their
work have used hypothetical reference cases for analysis which does not reflect real
ground profile. Thaker et al. (2009) have carried out one dimensional ground response
analysis of coastal soil near Naliya, Bhuj, Gujarat.

3 Parametric Study

Parametric study is a study of identification and analysis of different types of param-
eters, which are affecting the earthquake. This type of study is also known as sensitivity
analysis. This study is carried out at the suitable range of parameter and the results will
be helpful in ground response analysis. The parameters which are identified by this
study are depth of bedrock and Shear wave velocity. Graph of Peak ground acceler-
ation, Peak spectral acceleration and response spectra with respect to these parameters
are obtained. The input motion for this analysis is Chichi earthquake motion.

3.1 PGA Variation with Bedrock Depth

Variations in PGA, for sand, are
obtained with respect to the bed-
rock depth for particular value of
shear wave velocity and unit
weight of sand.

Parameters Considered:
Unit weight: 20 kN/m3

Reference curve: Seed and
Idriss (1970)

Bedrock condition: Rigid
bedrock

Shear wave velocity: 250 m/s
Result:
Variation in PGA is considerable up to 84 m bedrock depth. After this depth,

variation in PGA is not significant (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. PGA vs Bedrock depth for sand.
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3.2 PSA Variation with Bedrock Depth

Variations in PSA, for sand, are
obtained with respect to the bed-
rock depth for particular value of
shear wave velocity and unit
weight of sand.

Parameters Considered:
Unit weight: 20 kN/m3

Reference curve: Seed and
Idriss (1970)

Bedrock condition: Rigid
bedrock

Shear wave velocity: 250 m/s
Result:
Peak spectral acceleration

(PSA) is obtained at depth of
18 m (Fig. 2).

3.3 PGA Variation with Shear Wave Velocity

Variation in PGA with respect to
bedrock depth is obtained for
different shear wave velocity
values for sand.

Parameters Considered:
Unit weight: 20 kN/m3

Reference curve: Seed and
Idriss (1970)

Bedrock condition: Rigid
bedrock

Results:
With increase in shear wave

velocity, PGA value increases.
As the shear wave velocity
increases, PGA results at more
bedrock depth (Fig. 3).

3.4 Variation of Response Spectra with Bedrock Depth

Variation in spectral acceleration with respect to bedrock depth is obtained for different
shear wave velocity values for sand.

Parameters Considered:
Unit weight: 20 kN/m3

Reference curve: Seed and Idriss (1970)
Bedrock condition: Rigid bedrock

Fig. 2. PSA vs Bedrock depth.

Fig. 3. PGA vs Bedrock depth.
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Results:
For particular shear wave velocity, as depth of bedrock increases, PSA shifts

towards right i.e., occurs at more time period.
At larger bedrock depth, variation in response spectra is insignificant (Fig. 4).

4 Ground Response Analysis

Ground response analysis is carried out at Ahmedabad city for earthquake hazard
assessment. The soil data was collected from 600 borehole data for every region in
Ahmedabad. The analysis is being carried out in “Deep Soil V6.1” software by using
equivalent linear analysis and result of Spectral acceleration vs. time which is also
known as response spectra and amplitude ratio vs. frequency which have derived the
predominant frequency for every region. This analysis is carried out for near field and
far field earthquake motion.

Near-field earthquakes have some characteristics that differ from far-field ones.
These earthquakes have higher accelerations and restricted frequency content in higher
frequencies than far-field ones. In addition, their records have pulses in beginning of
record with high period and high domain.

Input motions have significant impact on ground response spectrum. Due to the
uncertainties associated with the characteristics of rock motions and site parameters, it
is felt that if only one site response analysis is performed for a site using single input
motion then, calculated results may be unreliable. To overcome these issues, ten
acceleration time histories simulated on firm rock condition compatible with the
earthquake hazard in terms of probable magnitudes of 5.5 and 6.3 at distances of 10,
20, 30, 40 and 55 km from local sources were selected and for far field earthquake
motion Bhuj earthquake motion was studied (Figs. 5, 6 and 7).

Fig. 4. PSA vs Period for shear wave velocity.
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Fig. 5. Ground response spectra of various highly impacted location in Ahmedabad region for
near field motion.

Fig. 6. Ground response spectra of various highly impacted location in Ahmedabad region for
far field motion.
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5 Results and Conclusion

For near field earthquake motion the graph between Spectral acceleration and time for
different locations are obtained but several regions have significant variation when it is
compared with Indian standard code. This study will also help in modification in
Response spectra in Indian standard code. This result will be helpful for analyzing the
impact of massive earthquakes and mitigating the damages in best possible way.
Various areas in Ahmedabad show variable ground response and the damage or loss in
these areas may depend on the intensity of the quake and the ground response to it. The
local civic body may benefit from such study as they can decide on approval for
high-rise and low-rise buildings depending on the ground response. The study also
helps identifying factors of variable loss and damage the earthquake of 2001 when
differing damage was observed in different areas of Ahmedabad.

This type of graph is also obtained for far field earthquake and the location is noted
down who have higher difference compared to Indian standard code.

Predominant frequency also obtained from the graph between Frequency and
Amplitude ratio and from that sever region for predominant frequency are identified.
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Abstract. Two large-scale creep landslides occurred at Taipingshan in Chenxi
township of Shangyu District in July 11, 2015 and at Chengjiashan in Xinchang
County in November 28, 2016, respectively. The field monitoring of cracks,
surface displacements and deep horizontal displacements of the landslides were
carried out. Such examinations were combined with site geological investiga-
tion, site engineering geological survey and permeability test. The characteris-
tics, formation mechanism and failure mode of the landslides were investigated.
The results show that: (1) the total volume of Taipingshan landslide is around
1.05 � 106 m3 with 150 to 180 m wide and 75 to 105 m wide at front and
trailing edges, respectively, and the landslide is mainly composed of Quaternary
slope bed and fully weathered granite; (2) the total volume of Chengjiashan
landslide is around 4.0 � 106 m3 with 480 m wide and 100 m wide at front and
trailing edges, respectively, and the landslide is a typical large-scale soil land-
slide in basalt platform; (3) heavy rainfall and human engineering activities are
two major factors causing new deformations of large-scale creep landslides;
(4) Large-scale creep landslide is usually tractive and it is in a state of creeping
deformation with slow speed of sliding until obvious deformation will occur if
there are heavy rainfall or human engineering activities to take place.

Keywords: Large-scale creep landslide � Deformation � Basalt platform
Weathering granite soil � Field monitoring

1 Introduction

Landslides are the main geological disaster in Zhejiang Province, which are dominated
by medium and small soil landslides composed of weathered residual layers of bedrock
[1–3]. A large number of studies have been carried out on landslide prevention and
monitoring and early warning around the world. The study of soil landslides in Zhejiang
province is also abundant. For example, Yin et al. (2003), Zhang et al. (2005) and Zhang
(2006) studied the early-warning and prediction system of sudden geological disasters in
Zhejiang Province and established an early-warning and forecasting system of geo-
logical disaster based on WEBGIS and real-time rainfall information [4–6]. Zhu and Ma
(2011) and Yu et al. (2006) developed a warning and forecasting system for landslides
and debris flows aiming at the geological, topographical and climatic conditions of
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Zhejiang Province [7, 8]. But the deformation characteristics and deformation mecha-
nism of large-scale soil landslide in Zhejiang province are still less developed currently.

Taipingshan landslide is located in southwest of Chenxi township of Shangyu
District of Shaoxing (see Fig. 1). New landslide deformations such as local collapse of
retaining wall and cracks of road occurred in July 11, 2015 after the first landslide took
place in the year 2000. The total volume of the landslide was about 1,050,000 m3.
Chenjiashan landslide is located in northwest of Chengtan town of Xinchang County.
In the early morning of November 28, 2016, new landslide deformations such as
foundation breaking of houses and cracking of road occurred after continuous heavy
rainfall after the first landslide occurred in 1980s. The total volume of the landslide was
about 3,940,000 m3.

Geological environment conditions of Taipingshan landslide and Chenjiashan
landslide were investigated in this paper as well as surface monitoring of crack width
and horizontal displacement of the landslides was carried out. Basic characteristics,
formation mechanism and sliding failure mode of large-scale creep landslides were
finally investigated.

2 Geological Environment Condition of Landslide Area

2.1 Topographic Features

According to the satellite and ground survey, The Taipingshan landslide is a hilly
geomorphic unit. The slope of natural slope in landslide area is 15 to 30° with slow
slope in the middle ridge and relatively steep slope in the valleys. The landslide is about
330 m long, 150 to 180 m wide at the front edge, 75 to 105 m wide at trailing edge and
the elevation difference between the front and trailing edge is about 161.5 m (see
Fig. 2a). The front edge of the landslide extends to Baixuanxian road. The slope of the

Chenjiashan

Landslide

Taipingshan

Landslide

Fig. 1. Sketch map of landslide location
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front edge is steep with height of 3 to 13 m and slope of 50 to 60° due to irregular sand
excavation and other artificial slope cutting activities.

Chenjiashan landslide belongs to the edge of basalt platform and has typical geo-
morphic features of East Zhejiang basalt platform. The landslide area tilts from west to
east. The slope of natural slope is 5 to 15° with around 25° at the front edge. The landslide
is about 1250 m long, 480 m wide at the front edge, 120 m wide at trailing edge and the
elevation difference between the front and trailing edge is about 161.5 m (see Fig. 2b).
The height of the front edge is around 5 to 15 m due to construction of industrial park.

2.2 Weather Conditions

The landslide belongs to the mid latitude subtropical monsoon climate zone. The
average annual precipitation is 1424 to 1626.8 mm. The rainfall is mainly concentrated
in the rainy season from May to June and the typhoon season from July to September.

2.3 Stratum Lithology

The bedrock strata of Taipingshan landslide are mainly late Yanshan monzonitic
granite and there are fully weathered layer, intense weathering broken layer and middle
weathered layer from top to bottom. The surface of natural slope is quaternary residual
slope layer, which is mainly composed of silty clay containing gravel with low to
medium compressibility. The valley and valley side are quaternary diluvial slope
layers, which are mainly composed of silty clay containing gravel with medium
compressibility. The quaternary diluvial slope layers are one of the main parts of the
landslide body.

The strata from old to new of Chenjiashan landslide area includes layer of retaceous
sandstone of Guantou formation, layer of tertiary Pliocene basalts of Shengxian for-
mation containing lacustrine sedimentary facies, and quaternary unconsolidated
deposits consisted of silty clay containing gravels (blocks). The sandstone layer dis-
tributes in the front of the whole basalt platform. The layer of Pliocene Shengxian
formation mainly distributes in the west, southwest of the landslide area and the main

Taipingshan 

Village

Baixuanxian Road(a)

Industrial 

Park

Jiaochengxian Road(b)

Fig. 2. Topographic map of landslide area: (a) Taipingshan landslide (1:10000), (b) Chenjiashan
landslide (1:2500)
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lithology is olivine basalt with settled layer intercalated with cohesive soil. The
Quaternary unconsolidated deposits are distributed in most areas of the exploration area
and are also the areas where landslide occurs. The deposits are composed of silty clay
containing gravels (blocks) with soft to hard plastic conditions and the content of the
gravels (blocks) is about 15–30% with uneven distribution. The average thickness of
the Quaternary unconsolidated deposits is about 11 m.

2.4 Hydrogeological Conditions

According to the properties, burial conditions and drainage modes of runoff of the
aquifer in the landslide area, the groundwater can be divided into pore phreatic water of
loose rock stratum and fissure water of bedrock.

The pore phreatic water in Taipingshan landslide occurs in the Quaternary deposits
and the groundwater table is located at 1.5 m–18 m distant from the ground surface
with lower table in the front the landslide. The horizontal and vertical permeability
coefficients of the diluvial slope deposits are about 1.57 � 10−4 cm/s and 1.23 � 10−4

cm/s, respectively. Atmospheric precipitation is the main recharge source and the
groundwater level and its seepage flow are greatly affected by the weather. The front
edge of the landslide area is often in saturated state after heavy rainfall. The fissure
water of bedrock in Taipingshan landslide occurs in moderately weathered and strongly
weathered fissures of monzonitic granite.

The pore phreatic water in Chenjiashan landslide occurs in the layer of silty clay
containing gravels. The groundwater table is usually located at 0.8 m–3.0 m distant
from the ground surface and is located at 6 m–10 m distant from the ground surface
near industrial park. The permeability coefficient of the deposit is about 4.63 � 10−4

cm/s. Atmospheric precipitation is also the main recharge source and the groundwater
level varies greatly. The fissure water occurs in layers of retaceous sandstone and
tertiary Pliocene basalts.

2.5 Seismicity Conditions

According to seismic ground motion parameter zonation map of China (GB18306-2001)
[9], the seismic peak ground accelerations of both Taipingshan andChenjiashan landslide
areas are less than 0.05 g (g denotes gravitational acceleration) and the corresponding
basic seismic intensity is determined to be VI degree.

3 Basic Characteristics of Landslide

3.1 Morphological Characteristics and Boundary of Landslide

The front edge of Taipingshan landslide is located in the toe of natural slope and area of
Baixuanxian road (see Fig. 2a), which was highly affected by human engineering
activities. The sides of the landslide are about 220 to 250 m long. Extended shear fissures
were produced on these sides and obvious vertical displacement occurs on both sides of
the fissures. There is no scattering of sill and bedrock exposure at the trailing edge.
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The front edge of Chenjiashan landslide is located in the industrial park area (See
Fig. 2b), which was highly affected by human engineering activities including con-
structions of Jiaochengxian road and industrial park. Obvious cracks and arching of
concrete pavements were found in this area (see Fig. 3). The width of middle part of
the landslide is about 430 m and the slope is about 6 to 23°. The road cracking was also
found in this area (see Fig. 4). The boundary on both sides of the landslide is not
obvious. The northeast side is about 1100 m long and the southwest side is about
1000 m long. There is no obvious deformation at trailing edge of the landslide and the
slope of this area is about 12°.

3.2 Deformation Characteristics and Monitoring Data Analysis
of Landslide

Monitoring of Surface Cracks. Compared with the landslide deformation in the year
2000, around 20 new cracks were found on the front, trailing, middle and sides of the
landslide and the original cracks also increased obviously. In order to obtain the

Fig. 3. Arching of concrete pavement

Fig. 4. Cracking of concrete pavement
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landslide deformation characteristics of shallow soil mass, 29 monitoring points were
set up and the width of the 20 cracks was monitored over a period of 120 h (From
14:30 July 14, 2015 to July 17, 2015). Figure 5 shows typical monitoring results of
No.4 and No.13 cracks, which suggest that the crack width increased obviously in the
first 60 h. It can be obtained that the landslide deformation was mainly affected by
heavy rainfall and the instability deformation stage of Taipingshan landslide was
mainly from the late July 11th to the July 14th.

During the period from 2006 to 2008, due to constructions of industrial park
obvious deformations such as house cracking, road cracking and heave of retaining
wall in the middle part and the front edge of Chenjiashan landslide were found as well
as groundwater overflows from front edge of the landslide. The monitoring results from
October 2011 to March 2016 showed that the road heave was 15 to 50 cm and the
maximum deflection of retaining wall was 1.6 m and the ground dislocation was up to
10 cm in front edge of the landslide (See Fig. 3, 6 and 7).
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Fig. 5. Typical curves of crack width versus time

Fig. 6. The deflection of retaining wall
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Monitoring of Deep Horizontal Displacements. 3 monitoring points of deep hori-
zontal displacement were installed in front edge, trailing edge and middle part of
Taipingshan landslide, respectively, and the inclinometer of CX-3C type were used.
Figure 8 shows typical monitoring results from July 21, 2015 to August 24, 2015,
which suggests that the main horizontal displacement of the landslide occurred in
shallow part and the maximum displacement was 4.4 mm. It can also be obtained that
the Taipingshan landslide has been at a stable stage since July 21, 2015.

4 Formation Mechanism and Sliding Failure Mode
of Large-Scale Creep Landslide

4.1 Formation Mechanism

Geographic and Geomorphic Conditions. The slope of natural slope in landslide area
is slow and the average slope is not more than 30°. The relative elevation difference
between the front and trailing edges of landslide can be generally more than 150 m.
There is usually artificial steep slope formed by human engineering activities such as
artificial slope cutting in the front of landslide.

Fig. 7. Ground dislocation
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Lithologic Conditions of Strata. There are large Quaternary sediments on the slope of
landslide areas and the thickness can usually be up to 30 m, which provides a rich
source of material for large-scale creep landslide. There are soft structural planes in the
landslide such as weathered silty clay layer underlaid weathered sand layer of mon-
zonitic granite, which softens easily while meeting water. Such lithologic conditions of
strata provide necessary conditions for the occurrence and development of the
landslide.

Conditions of Geological Structure. The conditions of geological structure are not
necessary for deformation of large-scale creep landslide. Taipingshan landslide is
located in the northeast of Changshan-Shaoxing deep fault zone and is far away from
main ruptures, while Chenjiashan landslide is located in the west of Lishui-Yuyao deep
fault zone. The faults and folds are not developed in these landslide areas. Combined
with the seismicity conditions, the earth’s crust in these areas can be determined to be
stable.

Hydrogeological Conditions. The permeability of large-scale creep landslide is usu-
ally weak and the runoff of groundwater is poor. Therefore the groundwater level of
landslide increases easily under condition of continuous heavy rainfall and then the
weight of landslide increases simultaneously and the shear strength of soil near
structural planes decreases obviously. As far as Taipingshan landslide is concerned, the
permeability coefficient of fully weathered silty clay located at bottom of the landslide
was 10−6 cm/s and the shear strength indices of silty clay decreased obviously after
heavy rainfall, which were unfavorable to stability of overlying sliding mass.

Human Engineering Activities. Human engineering activities are important factors
causing instability of large-scale creep landslide especially for tractive landslide. Due to
human engineering activities such as slope cutting in the front of landslide, an empty
surface will be formed and then the equilibrium state of landslide body will be
destroyed, which will lead to local shear failure because of stress concentration. As far
as Taipingshan landslide is concerned, the construction of Baixuanxian road and sand
excavation at the front edge of the landslide caused cracks at trailing edge of the
landslide and house cracking at front edge of the landslide. As far as Chenjiashan
landslide is concerned, the construction of Jiaochengxian road and the construction of
industrial park caused significant deformation of the landslide.

Meteorological Factors. The statistical results of rainfall data in July 2015 in Chenxi
township of Shangyu District are shown in Fig. 9, which suggests that the cumulative
rainfall was close to 250 mm due to the influence of the rainy season before July 11th

and the daily rainfall of Chenxi Township reached more than 280 mm in July 11th due
to the typhoon Chan-hom, which landed in Zhejiang province in July 11th. Based on
comparison of meteorological rainfall data and occurrence time of landslide defor-
mation in July 2015, it can be obtained that heavy rainfall was main factor causing
instability of Taipingshan landslide.
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4.2 Sliding Failure Mode

According to the analysis of the deformation characteristics and the formation mecha-
nism of large-scale creep landslide in regions of Shaoxing in Zhejiang province, it can
be concluded that both Taipingshan landslide and Chenjiashan landslide belong to
tractive landslide and that large-scale creep landslide is unlikely to be disposable overall
sliding but be periodic creep deformation and failure under the influence of heavy
rainfall and human engineering activities such as artificial slope cutting and so on.

5 Conclusions

1. Taipingshan landslide and Chenjiashan landslide located in Shaoxing area of
Zhejiang province are two typical large-scale creep landslides, the volume of which
are about 1,050,000 m3 and 3,940,000 m3, respectively. Both of these sliding
masses are Quaternary sediments mainly composed of silty clay containing gravels
overlaid weathered monzonitic granite or olivine basalt.

2. Heavy rainfall and human engineering activities are main factors to induce insta-
bility of large-scale creep landslide. The geomorphic factors, lithologic conditions
of strata as well as hydrogeological factors are also important for the formation of
large-scale creep landslides except geological structure factors.

3. Large-scale creep landslide is usually a type of tractive landslide, which is in a state
of creeping deformation with slow speed of sliding. This type of large-scale
landslide shows obvious deformation mainly under conditions of heavy rainfall and
human engineering activities and generally remains stable.

4. Considering there are roads and an industrial park at the foot of these landslides,
some stability procedures such as building a channels system to manage shallow
water, covering the landslides slopes with geomat to avoid the effect of erosion
caused by rainfall and building anti-slide piles should be adopted.
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Abstract. The rapid rise and fall of the water level in the upstream reservoir
area of a landslide dam may trigger slope sliding into the reservoir, leading to
huge surge wave. The stability of landslide dams under the action of landslide
surge is seldom studied and of the target in this paper. Landslide dam model
tests with the height of 80 cm and width of 317 cm were performed in a water
flume with a full length of 42 m. Three sine waves with the maximal height of 5,
10 and 20 cm were produced in the upstream reservoir with water depth of
55 cm. It is found from the tests that the surge wave would cause erosion and
sliding on the upstream slope. A steady and flat slope would remain when the
wave height is low. The erosion became larger and the finally steady slope
became flatter with the increase of the wave height. When the surge wave
surpasses the dam crest, significant erosion would occur in the downstream
slope, leading to overtopping failure. The pore water pressure periodically
varied with the wave. The area far from the upstream slope has a delayed and
weak response to the pore pressure of the wave.

Keywords: Wave flow flume � Landslide dam � Landslide surge

1 Introduction

In some areas where geological structure is active and extreme climate disasters occur
frequently, it is easy to induce dammed lake. Due to the rapid rise of water level in the
upstream reservoir area, a large number of landslides may be induced, which can easily
cause large surge, and will cause serious damage to the dam. When the landslide surge
acts on the landslide dam, it will bring serious threat to the life and property safety of
the downstream people.

At present, the most model test of landslide dam is to study overflow in the natural
state. There is a lot of research in this area. For example Zhang et al. [1] carried out a
flume test for the different internal slope and material. Wang et al. [2] considered the
influence of the upstream peak flow on the dam breach. The research on the stability of
landslide dam under the action of landslide surge mainly contains the following
aspects: Risley et al. [3] calculated the overtopping wave volume of Usio landslide dam
in Pakistan. Xu et al. [4] studied the effect of landslide surge on the dam under the
conditions of different landslide water entry area, landslide height and distance from the
water entry point to the dam site. Lin et al. [5] established an ISPH model to simulate
the process of landslide surge climbing over the dam.
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The existing research methods are mainly theoretical analysis and numerical
analysis methods. Therefore, in order to better assess the impact of landslide surge on
landslide dam stability, the corresponding model tests are needed. In this paper, the
stability of landslide dams under the action of landslide surge is studied in wave flume
model tests.

2 Experimental Design

2.1 Test Device

The experiment was carried out in the wave flume experiment system of Tongji
University. The flume length is 42 m, width is 0.80 m, height is 1.25 m. The mea-
surement system of pore water pressure consists of pore water pressure gauge and
dynamic strain gauge. During the test, the deformation and displacement of the dam are
monitored by high definition camera.

2.2 Dam Material

In this paper, the landslide dam model is formulated according to the particle size
distribution curve of Donghekou landslide dam [6], as shown in Fig. 1. The particle
size distribution of the dam material represents the particle distribution characteristics
of the fine-grained landslide dam. The basic physical properties of dam material, as
shown in Table 1. In the experiment, the method of stratified compaction is adopted
and the thickness of each layer is 10 cm.

Fig. 1. Grain size distribution curve of Donghekou landslide dam

Table 1. Basic physical properties of dam material

Dry density Minimum dry density Maximum dry density Compactness

1.78 1.44 2.05 0.642
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2.3 Model Shape, Size and Layout of Test Equipment

In order to study the general law of stability of the landslide dam under the action of
landslide surge, this paper does not choose a specific landslide dam as the prototype.
According to the size and shape characteristics of the landslide dam, combined with the
size limitation of the wave flow flume, the selected dam shape and size is shown in
Fig. 2.

In the test, 6 gauges are parallel to the upstream dam slope and are arranged in the
central position of the dam along the width of the dam. In addition, in order to monitor
the deformation and displacement of the dam during the test, three cameras are set up,
as shown in Fig. 2.

2.4 Test Scenarios

Three scenarios were set up in the test. The upstream water level of the dam is 55 cm,
and the wave period is set to 2 s. The wave heights are 5 cm, 10 cm and 20 cm
respectively, as shown in Table 2. After each test scenario is completed, the dam is
refilled and repeated the test steps.

3 Experimental Results and Analysis

3.1 Erosion Characteristics

In scenario 1, the wave height is 5 cm (Hw:5 cm). The failure process of the dam under
this scenario is shown in Figs. 3(a) and 4. After the wave starts, the waves scour the
upstream dam slope and gradually forms a scour datum plane, as shown in the dashed
line in Fig. 3(a). The subsequent scour processes are developed on the basis of this

Fig. 2. Layout of instrument and equipment
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Table 2. Test scenarios

Scenario Water depth
(cm)

Wave height
(cm)

Period
(s)

Dam material Wave
form

1 55 5 2 Donghekou
landslide dam

Regular
wave2 10

3 20

a Scenario 1

b Scenario 2

c Scenario 3

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of dam failure
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datum. In the process of wave scouring, the upstream dam slope will continue to suffer
from local instability. Finally, as the wave climbing height is not enough to cause
further scour of the dam, the upstream dam slope will form a stable scour surface and
the process continues until wave making ends.

In scenario 2, the wave height is 10 cm (Hw:10 cm). The erosion process of wave
to the dam is similar to the scenario 1, as shown in Figs. 3(b) and 4. In this scenario, the
failure area of the dam is further increased, and finally a stable scour surface is also
formed.

In scenario 3, the wave height is 20 cm (Hw:20 cm). Unlike the working scenario 1
and scenario 2, the waves not only will scour the upstream dam slope, but also climb
over the dam crest, causing erosion of the dam crest and downstream dam slope. Then
the dam began to rapidly burst. When the wave stop erosion, a stable erosion surface is
formed or the dam breaks completely (see Figs. 3(b) and 4).

3.2 Pore Water Pressure Analysis

In scenario 1, the change of pore water pressure is shown in Figs. 5(a) and 6(a). In the
water storage stage, the growth rate of 1-5# pore pressure is the same during the rising
of water level and the growth rate of 6# pore water pressure is obviously smaller. In the
static stage, the pore water pressure at each measuring point is relatively stable, and the
pore pressure value is related to the location of each measuring point. By Fig. 6(a), it
can be seen that in the wave making stage, the 1-3# pore pressure varies periodically
with the wave, and the magnitude is basically the same as the height of wave. However,
the pore pressure at 4-6# monitoring point has weak response to the wave. In the stage

Fig. 4. The dam failure process
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of water releasing, the pore pressure at each measuring point of the dam decreases
gradually. The decrease rate of pore pressure of 1-5# is the same, but the rate of 6# is
obviously smaller, as shown in Fig. 5(a).

Fig. 5. Pore water pressure response in the dam

a Wave height:5cm

b Wave height:10cm

c Wave height:20cm

Fig. 6. Pore water pressure response in the wave making process
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In scenario 2, the change of pore water pressure in dam is similar to that of scenario
1 in the process of water storage, static installation and drainage, as shown in Fig. 5(b).
In the process of wave making, the amplitude of pore pressure in the dam increases
further (see Fig. 6(b)).

In scenario 3, the variation law of pore water pressure in the dam is similar to the
above two scenarios in the storage and static stage, as shown in Fig. 5(c). In the process
of wave making, the amplitude of pore pressure in dam continues to increase. When the
dam burst, the pore water pressure inside the dam would decline rapidly in the process
of wave making (see Fig. 6(c)).

4 Conclusion

The stability of landslide dams under the action of landslide surge is studied in wave
flume model tests with different wave heights. The following conclusions can be
drawn.

The surge wave would cause erosion and sliding on the upstream slope. A steady
and flat slope would remain when the wave height is low. The erosion became larger
and the finally steady slope became flatter with the increase of the wave height. When
the surge wave surpasses the dam crest, significant erosion would occur in the
downstream slope, leading to overtopping failure.

The pore water pressure periodically varied with the wave and the magnitude is
basically the same as the height of wave. The area far from the upstream slope has a
delayed and weak response to the pore pressure of the wave. When the dam burst, the
pore water pressure will decline rapidly.
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Abstract. In the past few decades, extreme rainstorms and dry weather have
been occurring frequently. Despite of lots of studies on slope stability analysis,
however, the study of rainfall-triggered landslides under the influence of the
previous climatic conditions is less considered. This paper presents a case study
on a rainfall induced landslide by taking account of three typical previous
climatic conditions: normal climatic condition, extreme drought condition and
extreme wet condition. Rainfall infiltration and slope stability analysis are
conducted within the finite element software of Geostudio with different rainfall
intensity. The analysis results demonstrate: under normal climatic condition, the
rainfall intensity has no significant influence on the slope stability. Under
extreme drought condition, due to the initial infiltration rate of soil is very small,
long term and short intensity rainfall is easy to cause shallow landslides; short
term and large intensity rainfall will result in large runoff flood. Under extreme
wet condition, long term and short intensity rainfall will significantly reduce the
stability of the slope, leading to deep landslides.

Keywords: Climate environment � Rainfall infiltration � Unsaturated soils
Slope stability

1 Introduction

Over the past century, the global climate change has frequently caused extreme weather
events. According to the changes of temperature, rainfall and evaporation in Hong
Kong area in recent decades, the trend of climate warming and frequent changes
directly show the phenomena [1]. In recent years, the research on the mechanism of
geological disasters caused by climate change has attracted the attention of scientists all
over the world, and has become an important scientific problem in the field of geo-
logical disaster research. Wang [2] proposed the concept of extreme geological dis-
asters and gave a grade to assess the risk of disasters. Zhang et al. [3] analyzed the
effect of climate on the generation of possible geo-hazards. The previous researches are
only through statistical methods to analyze the relationship between the occurrence of
geological disasters and climate fluctuations. Griffiths et al. [4] analyzed the stability of
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unsaturated slopes under steady seepage and evaporation conditions by the mean of
finite element method. However, the existing researches only study the effect of rainfall
and evaporation characteristics on the stability of unsaturated slope, rarely considering
previous climatic conditions. Therefore, this paper studies the influence of rainfall on
slope stability under three previous climatic conditions.

This paper presents a case study on a rainfall induced landslide by taking account of
three typical previous climatic conditions. Rainfall infiltration and slope stability
analysis are conducted within the finite element software of Geostudio with different
rainfall intensity.

2 Numerical Analyses

2.1 Saturated-Unsaturated Slope Model

This paper takes the Sau Mau slope in Hong Kong as the research slope model. The
height of the slope is 30 m, and the slope angle is 32° (Fig. 1a). The slope consists of two
soil layers; the upper layer is silt, with a porosity ratio of 0.7 and a saturated permeability
of 4.93 � 10−6 m/s. The lower layer is clay, with a porosity ratio of 0.8 and a saturated
permeability of 8.74 � 10−9 m/s. The following Table 1 shows the typical physical and
mechanical parameters of the two soils. The boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 1b.
The ground surface is subjected to either evaporation or rainfall infiltration. When the
rainfall intensity is less than the saturation permeability of the surface soil, it is set to the
flow boundary, otherwise the head boundary. The two sides of the slope below the initial
ground water table are set to the head boundary and above the initial ground water table
are set to zero flow boundary. The bottom boundary is impervious. The model uses
unstructured quadrilateral and triangular meshes. As the surface conditions vary with
climatic conditions, in order to deal with such a sharp boundary changes, the grid within
1 m of the slope surface is encrypted, with a total of 2975 units.

In the study, the soil-water characteristic curves and permeability functions for the
two soils, shown in Fig. 2, are generated based on the residual saturation, porosity ratio
and saturated permeability values following the methods developed by Fredlund and
Xing [5, 6].

Fig. 1. Slope model: (a) Profile of the soil slope, (b) Boundary conditions and FE discretization
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The constitutive equation is proposed by Fredlund and Morgenstorn [7] for
unsaturated soils.

e ¼Ctd(r� laÞ + Cad(la � lwÞ ð1Þ

Ct and Ca are, respectively, compressibility of the soil structure with respect to
changes in (r – lw) and (la − lw), la is the air pressure, and lw is the pore water
pressure.

2.2 Simulate Previous Climatic Conditions

Three previous climatic conditions are normal climatic condition, extreme drought
condition and extreme wet condition. The finite element analysis software Geostudio is
employed to produce the distribution of initial pore water pressure to simulate previous
climatic conditions by evaporation or rainfall infiltration, which is used to analyze
rainfall infiltration and slope stability.

Normal Climatic Condition
The transient seepage analysis module is used to set initial ground water table and then
automatic generate the distribution of initial pore water pressure to simulate normal
climatic condition.

Extreme Drought Condition
The slope was continuously evaporated with the annual average rate of evaporation,
1402 mm/year, for 60 days on the basis of the normal climatic condition, using the
transient seepage analysis module [8].

Table 1. Soil types and properties considered in slope stability analyses

Soil type e Sr (%) ks (m/s) uʹ (deg) cʹ (kPa) c (kN/m3)

Silt 0.7 10 4.93E-06 30 5 20
Clay 0.8 15 8.74E-09 20 10 20

Fig. 2. The soil-water characteristic curves and permeability function for the slope soils
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Extreme Wet Condition
The slope was subjected to a rainfall with the intensity of 17 mm/h for 7 days and then
the water naturally infiltrate into the ground water table (i.e. in 13 days) on the basis of
the normal climatic condition.

2.3 Rainfall Characteristics

The rainfall intensities respectively are 12, 24 and 36 mm/h. Because rainfall patterns
may have potential effects on slope stability, it is assumed that rainfall intensity is
constant. The total rainfall amount is set to 144 mm in the three cases.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Distributions of Pore Water Pressure

This section studies the influence of rainfall on the distribution of pore water pressure
of slope under different previous climatic conditions. The following Fig. 3 shows the
distributions of pore water pressure in different cases.

Fig. 3. Distributions of pore water pressure in the slope under different previous climatic
conditions (a) 0 mm/h, (b) 12 mm/h, (c) 24 mm/h, (d) 36 mm/h
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Given a rain event of a limited duration, the distribution of pore water pressure
show that:

1. Under normal climatic condition, the pore water pressure of the soil on the surface
increases during the rainfall process. With the increase of rainfall intensity, the
depth of rainfall infiltration decreases because of the occurrence of runoff.

2. Under extreme drought condition, the pore water pressure of the soil on the shallow
layer quickly becomes saturated during the rainfall process. The suction of the soil
below the shallow layer is very large, which hinders further infiltration. Rainfall
mainly affects the stability of slope surface.

3. Under extreme wet condition, the variation trend of pore water pressure on the slope
surface soil is similar to that under normal climatic condition. The pore water
pressure of slope soil is generally high.

3.2 Stability of Slope

In this section, the influence of different rainfall intensity on slope stability and slope
failure form is discussed under different previous climatic conditions. Note the rainfall
amount as a constant value of 144 mm (Fig. 4).

1. Under normal climatic condition, because the rainfall amount is limited to 144 mm,
the slope stability is only a small drop during the rainfall process. The influence of
different rainfall intensity on slope stability is very small (Fig. 4a).

Fig. 4. Sliding surfaces of different rainfall intensity under different previous climatic conditions
(a) Normal climatic condition, (b) Extreme drought condition, (c) Extreme wet condition,
(d) Factor of stability
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2. Under extreme drought condition, because of the limited rainfall, the slope has
remained stable during the rainfall process, but it is prone to cause debris flow. In
order to study the failure forms of slope, different intensities of rainfall are applied
until the slope is destroyed. (1) The rainfall intensity of 12 mm/h, when the rainfall
reaches 288 mm, the slope is shallow sliding. (2) The rainfall intensity of 24 mm/h,
when the rainfall reaches 384 mm, the slope is shallow sliding. (3) The rainfall
intensity of 36 mm/h, when the rainfall reaches 360 mm, the slope is shallow
sliding (Fig. 4b).

3. Under extreme wet condition, the stability of the slope is at the critical state. During
the rainfall process, the slope is prone to deep sliding failure. The influence of
rainfall intensity on slope stability is not significant with the same rainfall amount
(Fig. 4c).

3.3 Analyses of Runoff

The pore water pressure is closely related to the permeability of unsaturated soil.
Meanwhile, the rainfall intensity also determines the amount of rainfall infiltration. The
variation of runoff rate with time in the A-A profile is as follows (Fig. 5).

1. Under normal climatic condition, with the development of rainfall infiltration, the
permeability of soil in the slope surface is increased. When the rainfall intensity is
12 mm/h, most of the rainfall infiltrates into the slope, and a small part of rainfall
flows in the form of runoff. With the increase of rainfall intensity to 36 mm/h, the
runoff rate gradually increased to about 50%, and more than half of the rainfall
infiltrates into the slope.

2. Under extreme drought condition, due to the low permeability of the surface soil,
rainfall mainly flows in the form of runoff. Under different rainfall intensity, the
runoff rate is over 90%. Therefore, a low intensity but longer duration of rainfall is
more likely to cause large scale runoff, which can lead to urban waterlogging.

3. Under extreme wet condition, the surface soil is nearly saturated, besides the runoff
rate is over 50%. Under different rainfall intensity, rainfall mainly infiltrates into the
slope, and its runoff rate is similar to normal climatic condition.

Fig. 5. Runoff rate and cumulative runoff unit area under different previous climatic conditions
(a) 12 mm/h, (b) 24 mm/h, (c) 36 mm/h
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4 Conclusion

In this paper, three typical previous climatic conditions are considered, and the
mechanism of rainfall induced landslide under different climatic conditions is studied:

(1) Under normal climatic condition, the effect of different intensity rainfall on slope
stability is not significant under the same rainfall amount. More than half of the
rainfall infiltrates into the slope.

(2) Under extreme drought condition, rainfall is difficult to infiltrate into the slope.
During the rainfall process, the slope has remained stable during the rainfall
process, but it is prone to cause debris flow. The long duration rainfall will result
in the shallow sliding.

(3) Under extreme wet condition, the ground water table rises, and the surface soil is
nearly saturated. Therefore, a low intensity but longer duration of rainfall is more
likely to cause deep sliding.

Based on two-dimensional rainfall infiltration, this paper analyses the stability of
rainfall-triggered landslides considering previous climatic conditions. Further study
will consider the stability of unsaturated slope under the three-dimensional rainfall
infiltration and dynamic change of rainfall intensity with time.
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Abstract. The debris-bedrock interface landslides are widely distributed in the
southwest and northwest region of China, but the features and genetic mecha-
nism are not revealed thoroughly in the existing researches. On the basis of
analyzing the futures of debris-bedrock interface landslides from literatures and
the potential geological disasters investigation in Langao County, Shaanxi
Province, this paper generalized the features of debris-bedrock interface land-
slides. According to laboratory tests results, the physical and mechanical
properties of soil-rock mixture materials and rock-soil interface are discussed. It
is found that the soil-bedrock interface is the weak structural plane which leads
to the debris-bedrock interface landslide by comparison the strength between
soil-rock mixture materials and soil-rock interface. Taking the Zushimiao
landslide in Langao County which is a typical debris-bedrock landslide, the
genetic mechanism is revealed based on site investigation, laboratory test and
numerical simulations. It is thought that: the soil-bedrock interface as weak
structural plane is controlling factor, the surface water infiltrating and ground-
water seeping are triggering factors, and the debris-bedrock interface landslides
occurred by combination of the two factors.

1 Introduction

Due to complex geological condition and active geological structure, China is one of
the countries that most affected by geological disasters. Landslides are the main geo-
logical disasters, which restrict the development of national economy and threaten
property safety. The debris-bedrock interface landslides are widely distributed in the
southwest and northwest region of China, according to the survey, it is found that
96.63% of the Three Gorges reservoir area and 92.3% of the southern Shaanxi
mountainous landslide belonged to this type (Zhu 2010; He 2013).

The structural surface which is widely developed in the slope has a great impact on
the formation of landslides and then tends to be a potential slip surface (Cheng 2003). As
a kind of discontinuous and low intensity interface, the soil-rock interface always is a
key part and weak link of slope damage in engineering (Yang 1990). At home and
abroad the study on the mechanical properties of the structural surface has a long history
and rich research results: a series of strength formulas were summed up on the basis of a
large number of experimental and theoretical analysis (Jeage 1971; Sun 1998). The main
factors that affect the shear strength characteristics of structural surface were also
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summed up (Xia and Sun 2002). The contact surface between clay and the structure is in
accordance with the Mohr-Coulomb intensity criterion (Potyondy 1961).

In the aspect of formation mechanism and stability evaluation, the authors have
done a lot of researches on the debris-bedrock interface landslides. The shape of
bedrock surface has a great influence on the stability and resurrection of the
debris-bedrock interface landslides by comparing the quantitative calculation with
monitoring values (Yang 1995). Rainfall and the change of groundwater level are main
causes of landslide instability (Chen et al. 2015).

The features and genetic mechanism of debris-bedrock interface landslides are not
revealed thoroughly in the existing researches. As the Zushimiao landslide in Langao
County is a typical debris-bedrock landslide, the futures and genetic mechanism are
revealed based on site investigation, laboratory test and numerical simulations.

2 Basic Characteristics of Debris-Bedrock Landslides

Based on the potential geological disasters investigation, 318 debris-bedrock interface
landslides are found in Langao County (Zhang 2012), this paper generalized the fea-
tures of debris-bedrock interface landslides (Ma 2016).

(1) This kind of landslides which mostly shallow surface are generally developed at a
height of 600 to 1200 m, with 20° to 40° gradient and 180° to 270° slope
direction.

(2) The slip body of such landslide consists mainly gravel soil or gravel silty clay, and
this type of landslide developed along the underlying bedrock as a fractured
structure.

(3) The development of such landslides usually pass through four stages: the creep
stage, the slip stage, the slippery stage and the stable stage, however, after the
landslide stabilizes, the slope will slip again and repeat the destruction of the
previous experience when the various predisposing factors can form a greater
impact again.

(4) This kind of landslides are mainly controlled by the soil-rock interface, which
failure modes are simple, mainly including creep-cracking and slippage-push
failure modes.

In the following, the genetic mechanism of debris-bedrock landslides is revealed by
taking the Zushimiao landslide.

3 The General Situation of Zushimiao Landslide

The Zushimiao landslide is located on the west side of the county town of Langao
County, Ankang City. The trailing edge of the landslide is a steep, the leading edge is
located above the retaining wall, and the main slip direction is about 61°. The land-
slide’s leading edge and trailing edge elevation is 427.0 m and 455.0 m. The upper part
of the landslide is wide and the lower part is narrow, the rear was curved, and the
overall shape likes a tongue. The landslide is 62 m long and 26 m wide, its thickness is
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about 4 m, and the total volume of landslide is about 5.9 � 103 m3, it belongs to a
small landslide. The sliding belt is near the debris-bedrock interface, its thickness is
about 1.2 m, it has obvious signs of deformation. The sliding bed mainly is strong
weathered tuffaceous conglomerates with fractured structure.

After two rains from August 8 to 15 and August 29 to August 1, 2003, a partial
collapse of the slope occurred in the middle part of the landslide, cracks and defor-
mation appeared at the trailing edge and houses on the slope. Since the front edge of the
slope is steep, the landslide cut off from the upper part of the retaining wall, resulting in
the trees skewed in landslide and the Ankang-Langao highway roadbed sank, the sink
range is about 8–12 cm, and the length of the sink is about 9.3 m.

4 Experimental Study on Physical and Mechanical Properties
of Soil-Rock Interface

Nature of the soil and rock mass is the key factor of the debris-bedrock interface
landslides, therefore, the study on the physical and mechanical properties of gravel and
gravel-bedrock interface have a great significance for the investigation of the futures
and genetic mechanism of debris-bedrock interface landslides.

4.1 Physical Properties Test Results

The contents of the experiment mainly include density tests and water content deter-
mination tests. The basic physical parameters of gravel soil are shown in Table 1.

4.2 Mechanical Properties Test Results

The tests include gravel soil and soil-rock interface shear tests, the influence of water
content on the mechanical indexes of gravel soil and debris-bedrock interface are
studied emphatically.

4.2.1 Shear Test Results of Gravel Soil
In this test, the samples were tested with different moisture content, which were dry,
slightly wet, moist and saturated respectively. First, the original samples were tested
and get the C = 23.25 kPa, u = 19.86°. According to the four statistics (Table 2), the
internal friction angle gradually decreases with the increase of water content.

Table 1. Physical index of gravel soil

Natural
density
(g/cm3)

Dry density
(g/cm3)

Saturation
density (g/cm3)

Natural water
content (%)

Saturated water
content (%)

1.98 1.65 2.11 19.6 28.97
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It is found that the water content x is approximately linear with the internal friction
angle u through experiments (Fig. 1), and the experimental data are linearly fitted to
obtain the following relationship:

u ¼ �74:07xþ 35:757

4.2.2 Shear Test Results of Soil-Rock Interface
This test employed the same conditions with gravel soil shear test. The friction angle
decreased with the increase of the water content of the samples (Table 3).

It is also found that the water content at the soil-rock interface is linear with the
internal friction angle (Fig. 2):

u ¼ �112:39x þ 38:210

Table 2. Mechanical properties of gravel soil

Condition Water content (%) C (kPa) u (°) tanu

Dry 0.54 10.27 36.13 0.73
Slightly wet 10.86 83.77 26.84 0.51
Moist 20.30 76.43 20.01 0.36
Saturated 28.97 62.69 15.11 0.27

Fig. 1. Relationship between internal friction angle of gravel soil and moisture content

Table 3. Mechanical properties of soil-rock interface

Condition Water content (%) C (kPa) u (°) tanu

Dry 0.43 44.44 38.78 0.89
Slightly wet 11.70 71.78 24.27 0.43
Moist 18.70 30.72 15.54 0.25
Saturated 28.60 26.83 7.45 0.19
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Except dry condition, the internal friction angles of the debris-bedrock interfaces
are smaller than gravel soil, which indicates that the debris-bedrock interface is the
weak structural plane of landslide deformation and failure.

4.2.3 Shear Test Results of Soil-Rock Interfaces of Different Fine Particle
Content
In order to study the effect of fine particle matter (� 2 mm) on the stability of landslide
near the soil-rock interface, extremely fine, fine and slightly fine particles were added
on the basis of natural gradation. The soil shear strength decreases with the increase of
fine particles (Table 4). For debris-bedrock interface landslides, due to the soil-rock
interface is the dominant seepage surface and the impermeable interface, under the
action of seepage, the fine particulate matter near the interface is easy to gather, so the
interface is easy to become the weak structural plane.

5 Numerical Simulation Analysis of the Genetic Mechanism
of the Debris-Bedrock Landslides

Based on the field investigation and indoor tests, the formation process of Zushimiao
landslide is simulated by using the MIDAS/GTS finite element analysis software. The
genetic mechanism of the debris-bedrock interface landslides were revealed by simu-
lating the deformation and the strain distribution rule under different working
conditions.

Fig. 2. Relationship between internal friction angle of soil-rock interface and moisture content

Table 4. Mechanical properties of soil-rock interface in different grain group

Condition Water content (%) C (kPa) u (°)

Slightly fine (2–1 mm) 18.7 16.80 14.06
Fine (0.5–0.25 mm) 18.7 30.50 12.45
Extremely fine (� 0.075 mm) 18.7 51.02 10.07
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5.1 The Establishment of Numerical Simulation Model

According to the actual situation, the model was established as follows: The overall
direction of the model (X direction) is 110 m, and the vertical direction (Y) is 54 m.
The geological model was defined as: debris (gravel soil), soil-rock interface (weak
zone) and bedrock.

The mesh division of the model is shown in Fig. 3.

According to Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4 and the stratigraphic lithology in the area where
the Zushimaio landslide is located, the physical and mechanical parameters used in this
simulation are shown in Table 5.

5.2 Definition of Boundary Conditions

The specific boundary conditions are as follows: (1) The slope of the landslide is set as
the free surface; (2) The direction of the gravitational field is Y direction without
considering the tectonic stress field and the temperature field; (3) According to the

Fig. 3. Model meshing figure

Table 5. Physical and mechanics index of model materials

Material Elastic modulus (MPa) Poisson’s ratio Natural unit weight
(KN/m3)

Retaining wall 4000 0.28 26
Bedrock 5000 0.25 30
Slip body 30 0.30 19.6
Sliding surface 18 0.35 20
Material Saturated unit weight (KN/m3) C (MPa) u (°)

Retaining wall 27 0.060 40
Bedrock 31 0.100 45
Slip body 21 According to Tables 4.1–4.3
Sliding surface 22
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actual situation, deformation and displacement can occur only on the slope side of the
rock and soil, therefore, the bottom and the sides of the model are fixed.

5.3 Numerical Simulation Results

5.3.1 Results of Natural State
The stability of the slope was calculated by Midas/NX Slope Stability (SRM) module
without considering seepage state. The stability coefficient of the landslide is 1.0575
under natural state.

Many scholars have shown that the location of the maximum shear strain is the
place that easy to be damaged. The shear strain zone become an important criterion for
the destruction of the slope in the finite element simulation (Pei et al. 2010). The shear
strain zone occurs at the debris-bedrock interface under natural state, and the maximum
shear strain is concentrated in the middle of the landslide, the maximum shear strain is
1.465 (Fig. 4). The debris-bedrock interface is the weak structural plane of the land-
slide, and it’s also the place that easy to be damaged.

5.3.2 Results of Seepage State
In order to analyze the deformation characteristics of landslide under the conditions of
rainfall infiltration and surface water seepage, the boundary condition of the model is
changed, the stress-seepage complete coupling analysis module is used to simulate the
slope. Details are as follows: the maximum precipitation in the study area is
134.9 mm/d (2010.07.18), which is chosen as the simulated rain intensity. The rainfall
infiltration boundary is set on the slope, and the node flow rate Q = 0.00562 m3/h
according to the maximum rain intensity. Set drainage boundary in the front of land-
slide, the water pressure is 0; the analysis time is set to 24 h and the analysis step is 24.

The shear strain first appear at the slip zone and then spread to the trailing edge of
the landslide gradually along with the rainfall time, it forms a shear strain zone through
the landslide finally (Figs. 5, 6 and 7). T = 3.800e–001 h, the shear strain is mainly
located in the lower part of the sliding surface, the shear strain is small, the maximum
shear strain is 0.911; T = 7.526e+000 h, the shear strain zone of the slope continues to
expand, but does not penetrate to the trailing edge of the landslide, the maximum shear

Fig. 4. Maximum shear strain clouds in natural state
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strain is 1.522; T = 2.4e+001 h, the shear strain zone continues to increase, the
maximum is 2.272, and the shear strain zone is formed at the soil-rock interface, the
landslide occurs along the debris-bedrock interface.

Fig. 5. Maximum shear strain clouds at T = 3.8000e–001 h

Fig. 6. Maximum shear strain clouds at T = 7.526e+000 h

Fig. 7. Maximum shear strain clouds at T = 2.4e+001 h
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6 The Genetic Mechanism of Debris-Bedrock Interface
Landslide

Zushimiao landslide is a typical debris-bedrock interface landslide. Combined with the
results of site investigation, laboratory tests and numerical simulations, the formation of
the landslide has a close relationship to the physical-mechanical properties of the
debris-bedrock interface, the composition of the landslide, rainfall and groundwater.

6.1 Sliding Surface Properties

The sliding surface of Zushimiao landslide is the soil-rock interface, the underlying
bedrock is tuffaceous conglomerate, and the upper part is a thicker debris layer.
Through laboratory tests, it can be concluded that the shear strength index decreases
with the increase of the water content both in the gravel soil and the soil-rock interface.
As the debris-bedrock interface is a weak rock layer and the leaching of groundwater,
the fine particulate matter near the interface is easy to gather,which reducing the
internal friction angle of the debris-bedrock interface,with far bigger falls for saturated
state. Through the numerical simulation results, it is found that the strain zone is most
likely occured near the debris-bedrock interface. It is also proved that the soil-rock
interface is the weak structural surface that is most likely to form the slip surface.

6.2 Material Composition of Landslide Body

First of all, the sliding surface of the Zushimiao landslide is concave in morphology,
this topography is conducive to the stacking of the slope sediments, which provides the
material condition for the formation of the landslide. The main components of the
landslide are gravel soil, the gravel size is concentrated in 1.25–10 mm, which contain
some stones, and graded well.

Secondly, the gravel is filled with silty clay, which has expansibility. So it is easy to
produce cracks in the dry climate, which causes rain and slope water flow into the
cracks. In the initial deformation of the slope, the surface water infiltration is aggra-
vated by the cracks of the trailing edge, both sides and the middle.

Finally, there is a large difference in permeability between the sliding surfaces,the
upper loose soil permeability is good and the lower tuff permeability is poor. The
increase of water content in the slope leads to the gain of saturation and weight of the
slope, and the declining force of the landslide increases,in addition, stagnant water is
formed near the concave sliding surface, which further causes the landslide to slide.

6.3 The Role of Water

According to the investigation, the blockage of the ditches along the central part of
Zushimiao landslide caused the infiltration of rainwater into the slope during rainfall. In
addition,there is a large area of farmland on the slope, the water diversion irrigation
resulting in continued infiltration of groundwater, making the slope a higher level of the
groundwater, resulting in the increase of soil moisture content, pore water pressure and
unit weight increase, as a result, the sliding force increases and the anti-skid force
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decreases, at the same time, due to the difference of water permeability, greater
dynamic water pressure and buoyancy force are produced at the soil-rock interface. The
results of numerical simulation show that with the continuous infiltration of rainfall, the
shear strain zone of landslide increases continuously until it through the landslide,
which has a great influence on the stability of the slope.

6.4 The Genetic Mechanism of Debris-Bedrock Interface Landslide

To sum up, because of the special geological structure and material composition of the
Zushimiao landslide, together with more rainfall in Langao County, the hydrogeo-
logical conditions of slope can be changed easily, meanwhile, the soil-rock interface is
the weak structural plane, the dominant seepage surface and the impermeable interface,
so the fine particulate matter near the interface is easy to gather. Coupled with the
drainage ditch of the highway in the middle of the slope is not smooth, there are many
cracks in the slope, and the structure of the gravel soil is loose, which can cause a large
amount of rainwater to infiltrate the slope. The above reasons lead to the increase of
slope weight, pore water pressure and the landslide slip force, at the same time, the
saturated zone is formed near the debris-bedrock interface and the shear strength is
greatly reduced. These factors contribute to the upper soil slide to the lower part of the
slope along the soil-rock interface.

7 Conclusions

(1) The slip body of debris-bedrock interface landslide is generally gravel soil or
gravel silty clay, sliding surface is soil-rock interface. This kind of landslides are
generally developed at a height of 600 to 1200 m, a gradient of 20° to 40°, and a
slope direction of 180° to 270°, and mostly are shallow surface landslides.

(2) The internal friction angle of the debris-bedrock interface is smaller than gravel
soil, and it decreases with the increase of water content. It indicates that the
soil-rock interface is the weak structural plane which leads to the debris-bedrock
interface landslide.

(3) By changing the grading of gravel soil, it is considered that the seepage of
groundwater can enrich the fine particulate matter at soil-rock interface, which can
decrease the shear strength of soil-rock interface. It is the important reason that the
soil-bedrock interface becomes weak structural plane.

(4) The soil-bedrock interface as weak structural plane is controlling factor, the
surface water infiltrating and groundwater seeping are triggering factors, and the
debris-bedrock interface landslides occurred by combination of the two factors.
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Abstract. Sulfate ions attack cast-in-situ piles of bridges and roads and hence
deteriorate their bearing capacities. A theoretical model is proposed for evalu-
ating the bearing capacity of a cast-in-situ pile under sulfate corrosive condition.
Evolution rules of the side resistance, the end resistance, the bearing capacity,
the strength of pile body, as well as the compressive rigidity and the flexural
rigidity are studied systematically. The effects of pile diameter and length on the
bearing capacities are analyzed and compared in detail. Studies show that the
side resistance of pile is influenced by both radial compressive stress redistri-
bution and concrete deterioration caused by accumulating of sulfate corrosion
products. And it is also influenced by length and diameter of the pile. The end
resistance and the effective area decrease with the increase of sulfate corrosion
depth. The strength of pile body decreases rapidly during sulfate corrosion
process. Both the compressive and flexural rigidities show remarkable drops
with the increase of corrosion depth. The results show that increasing the pile
diameter can enhance the pile’s resistance against corrosion and slow the decline
in its bearing capacity.

Keywords: Sulfate saline soil � Cast-in-situ pile � Corrosion mechanism
Bearing properties � Evolution rules

1 Introduction

Degradation of concrete exposed to sulfate environment has been noticed since the
early years of the 19th century and widely studied in recent years [1, 2]. Sulfate ions
react with the hydration products of cement and the reaction products are mainly
ettringite and gypsum [3]. It is also proved that the sulfate attack is caused by the
reactions of sulfate and the cement hydration products [4]. The corrosion involves
several chemical reactions that may produce secondary products such as ettringite,
gypsum, and thaumasite [5–7].

Over the last decade, considerable efforts have been devoted to corrosion mecha-
nism and models [8, 9]. Study of Santhanam [10] showed that expansion increased
dramatically and the same rate of expansion was maintained until failure. Skaropoulou
[11] studied the influencing factors on the thaumasite form in concrete sulfate corro-
sion. MA [12] argued that destruction of concrete in saline soil was mainly caused by
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salt crystallization and corrosion products. Santhanam [13] claimed that sulfate attack
caused the loss of strength and cohesion in concrete. Generation of corrosion products
were widely studied and discussed in literature deals with corrosion mechanisms [14].
The bearing behavior of a cast-in-situ pile in saline area is influenced by sulfate
corrosion, and such effect should be considered in the design of the cast-in-situ pile in
sulfate saline area. However, studies on the bearing properties of the cast-in-situ pile
subjected to sulfate attack in saline areas are rarely reported.

This paper analyzes the chemical reactions and corrosion mechanism of concrete
that servicing in the sulfate saline soil. The side resistance, the end resistance, the
bearing capacity, the strength of pile body, as well as the compressive rigidity and the
flexural rigidity calculate models of cast-in-situ pile are proposed to evaluate the
change of bearing behavior. A case study is combined to analyze the bearing behavior
evolution rules of the cast-in-situ pile. Unfortunately, there is still no testing data from
practical projects, and thus, more field tests are needed for further studies and verifi-
cation in the future.

2 Sulfate Attack Reactions

Chemical attack is the main cause of the cast-in-situ pile failure [15–17]. The reactions
are as follows [2]:

3CaO � Al2O3 þ 3 CaSO4 � 2H2Oð Þþ 26H2O ! 3CaO � Al2O3 � 3CaSO4 � 32H2O ð1Þ

3CaO � Al2O3 � CaSO4 � 12H2Oþ 2 CaSO4 � 2H2Oð Þ
! 3CaO � Al2O3 � 3CaSO4 � 32H2O ð2Þ

4CaO � Al2O3 � 13H2Oþ 3 CaSO4 � 2H2Oð Þþ 14H2O
! 3CaO � Al2O3 � 3CaSO4 � 32H2OþCaO � H2O ð3Þ

In the reactions from (1) to (3), H2O can be supplied timely and the product
CaO�H2O can dissolve in environmental solution in concrete. So the effect of H2O and
CaO�H2O on volume change can be neglected. Therefore, sulfate attack reactions are
simplified into a unified reaction as

ð4Þ

where CA refers to aluminate. CS refers to gypsum and CACS stands for ettringite. x,
f and w are the stoichiometric coefficients of reactants and products, respectively.

As shown in Table 1, the products molar volume involved in the previous chemical
reactions far surpass the molar volume of reactants [7].

The volume swelling ratio can be calculated based on the corrosion reactions and
Table 1. The corresponding equations can be described as

DV
V

� �
i
¼ wme

xmCA þ nmg
� 1 ð5Þ
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DV
V

� �
1
¼

Xn
i¼1

DV
V

� �
i

ð6Þ

where DV is the volume change of concrete reacted with sulfate ions. V is the initial
volume of reactant, i denotes the ordinal number of corrosive reactions. mCA, mg, me are
the molar volume of aluminate compound, gypsum and ettringite in corrosion reaction
i, respectively. n is the total number of corrosion reactions.

Study of Tixier [2] showed that void in concrete cannot be fully filled by corrosive
reaction products. The void volume that can be filled with expansive products corre-
sponds to a fraction of concrete porosity (u), defined as the fraction of capillary
porosity (f). Then, the final deformation ratio can be calculated by:

a ¼ DV
V

� �
1
�f/ ð7Þ

where [3] the parameter, /, takes the following form

/ ¼ max Vc

w
c � 0:39b
w
c þ 0:32

; 0
� �

ð8Þ

where f is a parameter ranging from 0.05 to 0.45, which to represent the filling degree
of the voids in concrete by the reaction products [2]. w/c is the water-cement ratio of
concrete. Vc is the volumetric fraction of cement in the concrete. b is the degree of
hydration of the cement. It is assumed that the swelling of reaction products only take
place in the radial direction and damaged concrete of pile losses the ability of vertical
bearing capacity. R is the radius of the cast-in-situ pile and l is the depth of damaged
concrete in cast-in-situ pile, then one can obtain

Rv ¼ R� l ð9Þ

Rc ¼ RþDR ð10Þ

DR ¼ al ð11Þ

Table 1. Volume of reactants and resultant involved in corrosion reactions

Reactant Name of compound Molar volume (cm3/mol)

3CaO�Al2O3 Tricalcium aluminate 88.8
3CaO�Al2O3�CaSO4�12H2O Monosulfoaluminate 313.0
4CaO�Al2O3�13H2O Calcium aluminate hydrate 276.2
3CaO�Al2O3�3CaSO4�32H2O Ettringite 725.1
CaSO4�2H2O Gypsum 74.2
H2O Water 18.0
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where Rv is the radius of the cast-in-situ pile bearing vertical load after sulfate attack. Rc

is the final radius of the pile after sulfate attack. DR is the radius increment of the pile.

3 Degradation Models of a Cast-in-Situ Pile

3.1 Pile Strength in Saline Environment

It is assumed that the concrete is still continuous and isotropous medium after sulfate
corrosion. The corrosion damage ratio (D) can be defined as [18]

D ¼ Af

A
ð12Þ

where Af and A are the damaged and undamaged cross-sectional area of cast-in-situ
pile. Du [18] proposed the calculated models for strength and elasticity modulus of the
sulfate attack-damaged concrete, which can be written as

f 0c ¼ ð�0:8129Dþ 1:0291Þfc ð13Þ

E0 ¼ ð�1:2824Dþ 1:0255ÞE0 ð14Þ

where f 0c is the compressive strength of the concrete after sulfate attack. fc is the
compressive strength of the non-corroded concrete. E0 is the elasticity modulus after
sulfate attack and E0 is the initial elasticity modulus of concrete. Then, the ultimate
bearing capacity of axial compressive reinforced concrete pile, Nk, can be given by [19]

Nk ¼ ucf
0
cAps þ 0:9f 0yA

0
s ð15Þ

Combining Eqs. (10) and (15), the compressive strength of the pile body after
corrosion, N, can be expressed as

N ¼ ucð�0:8129Dþ 1:0291ÞfcAps þ 0:9f 0yA
0
s ð16Þ

where uc is the technological coefficient of a cast-in-situ pile, the value of which ranges
from 0.60 to 0.90. fc is the design compressive strength of concrete. Aps is the
cross-section area of the pile. f 0y is the design compressive strength of longitudinal steel
bar. A0

s is the cross-sectional area of longitudinal steel bars. Hence, the compressive
rigidity (EA) and the flexural rigidity (EI) of a circular cast-in-situ pile can be described as

EA ¼ E0A ¼ ð�1:2824Dþ 1:0255ÞE0pR
2
v ð17Þ

EI ¼ E0I ¼ ð�1:2824Dþ 1:0255ÞE0pR4
v

4
ð18Þ

where A is the cross-section area and I is the moment of inertia of cast-in-situ pile.
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3.2 Side Resistance of Corrosive Pile

Assuming that soil around pile is homogeneous and the distribution of soil pressure is
linearly along lengthways of pile. The horizontal stress and the side friction can be
given by

rh ¼ khcz ð19Þ

sf ¼ rhl ð20Þ

where rh is the horizontal stress. sf is the side friction. l is the friction coefficient. kh is
the lateral pressure coefficient. c is the specific weight of soil and z is the distance from
the calculated point to the ground surface.

The radial stress increment and the total radial stress caused by swelling products
can be written as

Drh ¼ EhDR ð21Þ

ru ¼ khczþEhla ð22Þ

where Eh is the lateral compressive modulus of soil. Drh is the radial stress increment
and ru is the final radial stress around the cast-in-situ pile.

3.3 Vertical Bearing Property Models

It is assumed that the damaged concrete loses the vertical bearing ability after being
damaged by corrosion reactions. The vertical bearing capacities of the piles after sulfate
attack can be expressed as

Quk ¼ usiQsk þubQpk ¼ usiQsk þubqpkAp ð23Þ

Qsk ¼ usi

Z
Sp

lrudz ¼ usi

Z
Sp

l kczþEhlað Þdz ð24Þ

Qpk ¼ ubqpkAp ¼ ubqpkpR
2
v ¼ ubqpkpðR� lÞ2 ð25Þ

where Quk is the vertical bearing capacity. Qsk is the side resistance. Qpk is the end
resistance. Ap is the cross-sectional area of pile. Sp is the lateral surface area of pile,
which can be calculated by Sp ¼ 2pRvdz � qpk is the ultimate end resistance coefficient.
usi and ub are the size effect coefficient of side resistance and end resistance [19]. usi =
ub = 1 when pile radius less than 0.4 m. The size effect coefficient can be described by
usi = (0.8/d)1/5 and ub = (0.8/d)1/4 when the radius of pile exceeds 0.4 m.

Based on the chemical corrosion reactions (1)–(3) along with the Eqs. (17)–(19),
the bearing capacity of a pile in sulfate saline environment can be calculated as
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Quk ¼ usi

Z
Sp

l khczþEhlað Þdzþubqpkp R� lð Þ2 ð26Þ

in which, Eh, kh, l and c can be obtained in field or lab test. qpk can be obtained in
investigation report. a can be obtained according to Eq. (5).

3.4 Selection of Sulfate Diffusion Model

Most of previous studies on sulfate diffusion models primarily consider the diffusion
coefficient as constant. Diffusion of sulfate ions in concrete can be described by the
Second Fick’s law. Thus, the diffusion model given by Eq. (27) is selected to determine
the relationship between the time and the diffusion depth of sulfate attack in concrete [20].

Cðl; tÞ ¼ ðCS � C0Þ 1� erf
l

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Det

p
� �� �

þC0 ð27Þ

where l is the diffusion depth of sulfate ions in concrete. t is corrosion time. Cs is the
original concentration of sulfate ions around the pile. C0 is the initial sulfate concen-
tration in concrete. De is the diffusion coefficient of sulfate ions in concrete. Cs, C0, and
De in the diffusion model can be obtained from lab test results.

4 Analysis of the Proposed Models

4.1 Selection of Parameters and Calculating Method

In this paper, diffusion model expressed by Eq. (27) is used to determine the relation
between the time and the corresponding diffusive depth. In the model, calculating steps
of time and diffusion depth are assumed to be 0.05 a (from 0 to 20 years) and 0.01 mm,
respectively. Four working conditions are considered in the case study: L = 30 m with
D = 0.8 m, L = 30 m with D = 1.2 m, L = 50 m with D = 0.6 m, L = 50 m with D =
1.0 m. It is assumed that the initial compressive strength of pile concrete is 24.29 MPa,
the initial compressive modulus of pile concrete is 30 GN/m2 and l = 0.38. The
reactions between the sulfate ions and steel bars are not involved so Aps = A. It is also
proposed that uc = 0.7, Eh = 30 MPa, c = 19 kN/m3, kh = 1.0, qpk = 1500 kPa, a =
0.018 [34], usi = (0.8/d)1/5, ub = (0.8/d)1/4, De = 8.8 � 10−8 mm2/s, Cs = 800 mol/m3,
C0 = 0 mol/m3.

4.2 Results and Analyses

4.2.1 Side and End Resistance
Figure 1 shows the variation of the sulfate diffusion depth with the corrosion time from
0 to 20 years. Diffusion of sulfate ions is relatively fast from the first year to the 7th
year and then keeps constant at a lower rate in the following 13 years.

Figure 2 indicates the variation of the end resistance with the corrosion time, in which
the ordinate is the ratio of the real-time end resistance and the initial end resistance.
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End resistance decreases apparently during the first to the 20th year. The end resistance
under each working condition show drops of 94.4 kN (L = 50 m, D = 0.6 m), 152.5 kN
(L = 50 m, D = 1.0 m), 127.8 kN (L = 30 m, D = 0.8 m) and 175.9 kN (L = 30 m, D =
1.2 m) respectively in the 7th year. After 20 years of sulfate corrosion, drops of 152.6 kN
(L = 50 m,D = 0.6 m), 251.2 kN (L = 50 m,D = 1.0 m), 209.1 kN (L = 30 m,D = 0.8 m)
and 291.1 kN (L = 30 m,D = 1.2 m) are observed. New cracks are formed because of the
formation of ettringite caused by sulfate attack. The expanded cracks and new cracks
make it easier for sulfate ions to diffuse further into internal concrete. Therefore, the
effective cross-sectional area that bearing the vertical load becomes smaller. It can be seen
in the Fig. 2 that the falling range of end resistance accounts for 19.0% of previous end
resistance when L = 30 m andD = 1.2 m.While a loss of 36.0% is noticed when L = 50 m
and D = 0.6 m.

The ordinate in Fig. 3 is the ratio of the real-time side resistance to the initial side
resistance. The changing tendency of side resistances are quite different in each working
condition. A sharp drop of 2477.6 kN, accounting for 14.5% of the initial value, is
indicated when L = 50 m and D = 0.6 m. While, a slight increase of 0.2% is observed
when L = 30 m and D = 1.2 m. Generation of new cracks and the swelling of surface
concrete cause the growth of radial compressive stress of pile-soil, leading to an increase
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of frictional resistance. However, the effective friction area of pile decreases because the
damaged concrete is incompact and the compressive strength can be neglected.

4.2.2 Bearing Capacity
The bearing capacity of a cast-in-situ pile is calculated using Eq. (26) and the results
are shown in Fig. 4. The ordinate in Fig. 4 is the ratio of the real-time bearing capacity
to the original bearing capacity. The bearing capacity of the pile decreases from
17469.9 kN all the way to 14839.6 kN after 20 years when L = 50 m and D = 0.6 m.
The falling range occupies 15.1% of the initial bearing capacity. However, a bearing
capacity drop of 2.1% appears when L = 30 m and D = 1.2 m. Sulfate corrosion
reactions cause the redistribution of the radial compressive stress and decrease the
effective friction area of pile-soil interface. The effective cross-sectional area, bearing
the vertical load, decreases because the outer concrete layer is damaged. The end
resistance of the pile drops sharply and hence the bearing capacity of pile shows a
downtrend by a large decrement from the first year to the 20th year.

4.2.3 Effect of Pile Length on Bearing Capacity Degradation
The bearing behavior of the cast-in-situ pile effected by pile length is studied and the
results are shown in Table 2. The loss ratio in Table 2 is the increment ratio, which is
the specific value of the bearing capacity increment and the initial bearing capacity.
Table 2 shows that the bearing capacity of the cast-in-situ pile is mainly controlled by
the decrease of the side resistance. The side resistance is influenced by both the decease
of effective friction area and the increase of radial compressive stress. The variation of

Table 2. Effects of pile length on bearing properties before and after corrosion

D/m L/m SR/kN ER/kN BC/kN EA/MN EI/MNm2 Loss ratio/%

0.8 15 +88.9 –209.1 –120.2 –9653.2 –450.6 –4.3
35 –748.3 –957.4 –8.0
55 –2673.6 –2882.8 –10.2
75 –5687.2 –5896.3 –11.4
95 –9789.0 –9998.1 –12.1

1.2 15 +297.3 –291.1 +6.2 –14870.9 –1678.9 +0.1
35 –189.5 –480.6 –2.8
55 –1679.7 –1970.8 –5.0
75 –4173.3 –4464.4 –6.2
95 –7670.4 –7961.5 –6.9

1.6 15 +483.9 –366.0 +118.0 –20088.7 –4178.6 +2.0
35 +293.6 –72.3 –0.3
55 –844.0 –1210.0 –2.4
75 –2929.0 –3294.9 –3.6
95 –5961.3 –6327.3 –4.4

+: increase of the index value; –: decrease of the index value. In the table, D is
the pile diameter, L is the pile length, SR is the side resistance, ER is the end
resistance, BC is the bearing capacity.
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bearing capacity is mainly influenced by the loss of end resistance when the pile is
relatively short. The effect on side resistance by the increase of radial compressive
stress is getting weak with the increase of pile length. The decrease of effective friction
area caused by sulfate attack leads to a remarkable decrease in the side resistance. The
bearing capacity shows a sharp reduce when the length of pile is getting longer.
Table 2 also indicates that the loss ratio of bearing capacity shows an increase of
around 7% when the pile length varies from 15 m to 95 m.

4.2.4 Effect of Pile Diameter on Bearing Capacity Degradation
The effect of pile diameter on the bearing behavior of a cast-in-situ pile is studied and
the results are shown in Table 3. Table 3 indicates that the diameter of pile has a
pivotal influence on the bearing behavior of a pile. Taking the pile with L = 55 m as
example, the loss ratio of bearing capacity is 10.2% when D = 0.8 m while it becomes
2.4% when D = 1.6 m. The similar rules are observed when pile lengths are 15 m,
35 m, 75 m and 95 m. The bearing capacity loss ratio of the cast-in-situ pile shows a
remarkable decrease when the diameter varies form 0.8 m to 1.6 m. Hence, the
increase of pile radius in the given pile length shows a significant improvement in
developing the anti-corrosion ability of a cast-in-situ pile.

4.2.5 Bearing Strength of Pile Body
The bearing behavior of a cast-in-situ pile is influenced by both the pile-soil interface
properties and the bearing strength of pile body. The ordinate in the Fig. 5 represents
the ratio of the real-time strength to the initial strength of pile body. In Fig. 5, the axial

Table 3. Effects of pile diameter on bearing properties before and after corrosion

L/m D/m SR/kN ER/kN BC/kN EA/MN EI/MNm2 Loss ratio/%

15 0.8 +88.9 –209.1 –120.2 –9653.2 –450.6 –4.3
1.2 +297.3 –291.1 +6.2 –14870.9 –1678.9 +0.1
1.6 +483.9 –366.0 +118.0 –20088.7 –4178.6 +2.0

35 0.8 –748.3 –209.1 –957.4 –9653.2 –450.6 –8.0
1.2 –189.5 –291.1 –480.6 –14870.9 –1678.9 –2.8
1.6 +293.6 –366.0 –72.3 –20088.7 –4178.6 –0.3

55 0.8 –2673.6 –209.1 –2882.8 –9653.2 –450.6 –10.2
1.2 –1679.7 –291.1 –1970.8 –14870.9 –1678.9 –5.0
1.6 –844.0 –366.0 –1210.0 –20088.7 –4178.6 –2.4

75 0.8 –5687.2 –209.1 –5896.3 –9653.2 –450.6 –11.4
1.2 –4173.3 –291.1 –4464.4 –14870.9 –1678.9 –6.2
1.6 –2929.0 –366.0 –3294.9 –20088.7 –4178.6 –3.6

95 0.8 –9789.0 –209.1 –9998.1 –9653.2 –450.6 –12.1
1.2 –7670.4 –291.1 –7961.5 –14870.9 –1678.9 –6.9
1.6 –5961.3 –366.0 –6327.3 –20088.7 –4178.6 –4.4

+: increase of the index value; –: decrease of the index value. In the table, D is
the pile diameter, L is the pile length, SR is the side resistance, ER is the end
resistance, BC is the bearing capacity.
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bearing ability of the pile decreases gradually as the sulfate ions diffuse deeper. A drop
of 2196.7 kN is found as the corrosion depth reaches 60.0 mm for the working con-
dition that L = 50 m and D = 0.6 m. The loss of bearing strength accounts for 44.4% of
initial bearing strength. The loss ratio of bearing strength becomes 18.5% when L =
30 m and D = 1.2 m. Thus, the damage caused by sulfate ions corrosion is significant,
especially for the bearing strength of the cast-in-situ pile.

4.2.6 Rigidity of a Cast-in-Situ Pile

(1) Compressive rigidity

The compressive rigidities of piles are calculated by Eq. (17) and the results are
shown in Fig. 6. The Y-axis in Fig. 6 represents the ratio of the real-time compressive
rigidity to the original compressive rigidity. The initial compressive rigidities of the
piles are 8698.6 MN, 24162.8 MN, 15464.2 MN and 34794.4 MN for the working
condition L = 50 m with D = 0.6 m, L = 50 m with D = 1.0 m, L = 30 m with D =
0.8 m, L = 30 m with D = 1.2 m, respectively. However, the values become 1654.3
MN, 11900.7 MN, 5811.0 MN and 19923.5 MN after 20 years. Remarkable drops of
7044.3 MN, 12262.1 MN, 9653.2 MN and 14870.9 MN are presented for each working
condition in Fig. 6. The loss of compressive rigidity of each working condition occupy
81.0% (L = 50 m, D = 0.6 m), 50.7% (L = 50 m, D = 1.0 m), 62.4% (L = 30 m, D =
0.8 m) and 42.7% (L = 30 m, D = 1.2 m) of the original rigidity. The value of
compressive rigidity relates to the resistance ability of compressive and tensile
deformation, especially the compressive deformation for piles.

(2) Flexural rigidity

The flexural rigidity of a pile is influenced by the concrete properties and the
section characteristics of the pile. The flexural rigidity is calculated based on Eq. (18)
and the results are shown in Fig. 7, in which the ordinate is the ratio of the real-time
flexural rigidity to the initial flexural rigidity. One can observe from Fig. 7 that the
flexural rigidity of the pile drops form 618.6 MN/m2 to 168.0 MN/m2 after 20 years
when L = 30 m and D = 0.8 m. The results of other working conditions show the
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similar trend with the drops of 172.0 MN/m2 (L = 50 m, D = 0.6 m), 934.1 MN/m2

(L = 50 m, D = 1.0 m) and 1678.9 MN/m2 (L = 30 m, D = 1.2 m). The significant
decreases take place because the pile concrete is deteriorated and the section area is
getting smaller. Flexural rigidity stands for the resistance ability against bending
deflection when a horizontal load is applied to the pile. The bearing capacity of piles
suffer serious damage after 20 years of sulfate attack. The horizontal stability of the
entire structure against static and dynamic load reduces in a large degree.

5 Conclusions

In this study, vertical bearing behavior calculating models are proposed to clarify the
degradation behavior of a cast-in-situ pile in sulfate saline environment. Based on the
analysis results, the following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) The side resistance of a cast-in-situ pile is influenced by both the decrease of
effective friction area and the radial stress redistribution caused by sulfate attack.
End resistance decreases because of the decline of the effective cross-sectional
area.

(2) Pile diameter plays an important role in decreasing the loss ratio of bearing
capacity in sulfate saline environment. Increase of pile length has no significant
effects on the bearing capacity loss ratio of the pile.

(3) The compressive and the flexural rigidity of the cast-in-situ pile show a
remarkable decrease with the increase of corrosion depth. The ability of resistance
to deformation is deteriorated seriously after sulfate attack.
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Study on Pollution in Shanghai Contaminated
Site Based on Resistivity CPTU
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Abstract. The resistivity of soil is the basic parameter that characterizes the
conductivity of soil in contaminated sites. It is very important to evaluate the
resistivity of soil in contaminated sites. As normal CPTU’s development,
resistivity CPTU (RCPTU) takes both the advantages of CPTU and traditional
resistivity method in pollution evaluation. In this paper, RCPTU was used to test
the 5 boreholes in the contaminated site of Shanghai Chemical plants and obtain
the resistivity values of different depth. Combined with the indoor test data, the
relationship between the resistivity of contaminated soil and heavy metal pol-
lution was analyzed. As resistivity is also influenced by porosity ratio, the
relationship between relative density and site pollution is also analyzed based on
data from RCPTU results.

Keywords: RCPTU � Resistivity � Heavy metal pollution � Relative density

1 Introduction

CPTU is a new international in situ testing technology risen in 1980s which has been in
the developed countries to promote the use of a large number of projects. The technique
is to add pore water pressure sensor to the taper cone according to the special nature of
soil engineering based on the traditional static cone penetration technology. It has the
advantages of high test precision, large amount of data collected, continuous testing, no
sampling, fast and convenient, low interference and low cost which make it particularly
suitable for highways, railways, subways and other large-scale project survey and
design. Resistivity sensor is a new type of sensor used in CPTU application. Through
the detection of resistivity CPTU, the resistivity value of each position in the soil can be
obtained. Also the trend of changes of the resistivity of different direction in the soil
can be obtained.
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2 Relative Theories

In 1942, Archie [1] developed a resistivity model for saturated and cohesive soils by
experimenting with the relationship between resistivity and its structure. The famous
Archie equation was proposed:

q ¼ aqwn
�m ð1Þ

Where q is the soil resistivity; qw is the pore water resistivity; n is the soil porosity;
a is the soil parameters; m is the cementing factor.

Kalinski and Kelly [2] extend Archie’s model for unsaturated soils and propose the
following equation:

q ¼ aqwn
�mS�p

r ð2Þ

Where sr is saturation; p is saturation index.
In view of the fact that the surface conductivity of soil particles cannot be

neglected, Waxman and Smits [3], through the two parallel resistance test study,
proposed for the surface conductivity of a good cohesive soil resistivity model:

q ¼ aqwn
�mS�p

r

sr þ qwBQ
ð3Þ

Where B is the electric conductivity of the electric charge in the double electric
layer opposite to the surface electrical energy of the soil particles; Q is the cation
exchange capacity in the pores of the unit soil; BQ is the electrical conductivity of the
surface layer of the soil particle.

3 Experimental Study

3.1 Site Description

The test and sampling site is located in a chemical plant site in Taopu area, Shanghai
which has a flat landform. There used to be a river of 5 to 10 m wide in the
northwest-southeast direction of the site intersected by another river in the northeast.
There are ponds and puddles in the site. The water in the south is basically no color or
lighter in color. The middle of the water was light red to red. The color of the northern
water body is darker and darker with a noticeable smell.

According to the multi-functional resistivity CPTU test in the area, the soil layers
from the top to bottom can be divided into: miscellaneous fill, silty clay and silt silty
clay. Groundwater is mainly phreatic water in shallow soil. According to the
geotechnical investigation data, the phreatic water depth of the Taopu area is about 0.5–
2.3 m. The annual change rate of phreatic water level is about 1.0 m.
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3.2 Test Hole Situation

A total of 6 holes were drilled at the experimental site, and RCPTU 1, RCPTU 2,
RCPTU 3, RCPTU 4, RCPTU 5 and RCPTU 6, respectively. Multipurpose RCPTU
drilling information is shown in Table 1.

3.3 CPTU Test Equipment

Compared to conventional CPTU, the core of the RCPTU device is a resistivity sensor
mounted on the rear of a standard CPTU probe. Early resistors are used to estimate the
porosity and density of the in situ soil. Recently, the resistivity sensor has been used to
delineate the scope of contaminated soil or water [4]. At the beginning of 2005,
Institute of Geotechnical Engineering, Transportation College of Southeast University
introduced the United States Hogentogler original multi-function digital RCPTU sys-
tem, equipped with the latest resistivity test probe [5]. The structure of the Hogentogler
resistivity CPTU probe is shown in Fig. 1.

3.4 Testing Equipment

The heavy metal ions in the soil can be determined by the XRF test. XRF technical
principle is the use of radioactive radiation X-ray excitation to detect the inner layer of
electrons. At this point in order to maintain energy balance, the external electronic
components get into the inner layer of electronic vacancies. Due to the external elec-
tronic energy is high, the external electrons get into the inner orbit releasing a specific
fluorescent energy and the amount of the measured object can be inferred by the size of

Table 1. Multifunctional RCPTU test hole basic information

Hole number Drilling depth (m) Hole depth (m)

RCPTU 1 11.0 1.5
RCPTU 2 10.0 1.5
RCPTU 4 12.55 1.5
RCPTU 5 12.0 2.3
RCPTU 6 15.0 2.0

Fig. 1. RCPTU probe structure Fig. 2. Handheld XRF instrument
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the energy. According to the processing of the collected data, the test equipment is
divided into wavelength dispersion X-ray fluorescence and energy dispersive X-ray
fluorescence instrument. The XRF analyzer used in this test was a Niton XL-31
handheld XRF instrument (shown in Fig. 2).

4 Experimental Data Analysis

Polluted soil’s conductive capacity is affected by many factors. The influence factors of
the resistivity of compacted silty clay were studied [6]. The influence of different
factors on the conductivity of compacted silty clay was obtained, which are shown in
Table 2.

It can be seen that the three factors that have the greatest influence on soil resistivity
are its porosity ratio, saturation and salinity. Because the groundwater level is below
1.5 m and shallow soil resistivity data discretization degree is large, the data below the
depth of 1.8 m is taken for analysis. The effects of relative density and ion concen-
tration on resistivity are mainly considered.

4.1 Relationship Between Relative Density and Resistivity

Because the continuous in-situ porosity ratio of soil is difficult to obtain and the cost is
high, relative density is often used to express the compact state of soil in CPTU test.
Studies have shown that if the porosity gets smaller, the conductivity of the soil will be
stronger and the resistivity will be smaller [1]. Correspondingly, considering the rel-
ative density as a reference index, if the relative density gets greater, the conductivity of
the soil will be smaller and the resistivity will increase. The results of Arulmoli [7]
show that the sand soil resistivity in the main gradation is not totally linearly related,
but its resistivity and relative density are monotonic.

Table 2. Influence of different variables on conductivity of saturated soil [6]

Variable Variable change Effect on conductivity

Porosity ratio increase" "(***)
Saturation increase" "(***)
Salinity increase" "(***)
In the pore water
Granularity increase" #(**)
Grading increase" "(**)
Temperature increase" "(**)
Activity increase" "(**)
Note: (***) indicates very important, (**) indicates
important
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The definition of relative density is:

Dr ¼ emax � e
emax � emin

ð4Þ

Since the in-situ porosity ratio data is difficult to obtain, the relative density is
estimated using the formula based on the CPTU in situ test data. According to the
calibration tank test [8], considering the compressive effect, it is recommended to use
the following formula to estimate the relative density of the normal consolidated sand:

Dr ¼ �98þ 66 log
qcffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r0
v0

p ð5Þ

Where qc is measured cone tip resistance, r
0
v0 is effective overburden stress, Units

are t/m2.
The results of the relative densities of each hole are shown in Fig. 3:

As the site of the soil have different degrees of pollution, it is difficult to obtain the
original undisturbed soil resistivity of the most benchmark resistivity. In view of the
relative density and the change of soil resistivity, although the influence of pollutants
on soil resistivity is present, it is assumed that the influence of the main metal pollutants
on the soil resistivity will reduce the earth resistivity compared with the original level.
With the increase of the depth and the increase of the relative density, the general trend
of the earth resistivity is still increasing. It can be concluded that there is a positive
correlation between soil resistivity and relative density of soil (Fig. 4).
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4.2 Relationship Between Metal Ion Pollution and Resistivity

Many types of products make the site a lot of inorganic and organic pollutants. The
main detection of heavy metal pollutants are as follows (with the corresponding ion
valence) (Table 3):

For these heavy metal contaminants, they exist in the form of ions in the pore water
of the soil. Arulanandan and Smith [9] evaluated the effect of the type and amount of
electrolyte on the current diffusion characteristics of the soil. The inorganic pollutants
are ionized in the pore water, which will greatly improve the conductivity of the pore
water and reduce the resistivity of the contaminated soil. At the same time, due to the
presence of double layers on the surface of the soil particles, the cationic and anions in
the electric double layer have the electrical conductivity under the action of the electric
field, which will reduce the resistivity of the contaminated soil. The conductivity of
ions containing contaminated soils is related to the ionic content and the valence state
of ions (Table 4).

The increase in ion concentration will obviously increase the conductivity of
contaminated soil and reduce the resistivity. The metal ions with different valence carry
different charges, so that they have different effects on the resistivity of contaminated
soil under the same pollution concentration. In general, the higher the ion valence is,
the more obvious the resistivity decreases. The main metal ions detected in the site are
iron (Fe) and titanium (Ti) and their valence is different. Although the other ions are at
least one order of magnitude lower than the major contaminants, they are detected and
the total amount is comparable to the major contaminants. Therefore, considering the
concentration of pollutants and the amount of charge, the effect of pollutants on
resistivity is expressed as the product of ion valence and concentration.

Table 3. Metal pollutants detected

Type Zr U Th Ti As Fe Sr Zn Cu Ni Co Ca Mn Pb Rb K
Valence 4 4 4 4 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1

Table 4. Sum of the ion charge and concentration product at different depths (e�ppm)

Depth (m) CPTU1 CPTU2 CPTU6 CPTU4 CPTU5

2 85328 85581 91358
3 66217 90304 74523 63335 71938
4 92262 75428 78445
5 58282 65857 70910 69294
6 66257 70941 58093
7 62804 62732
8
9 71356
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According to the data of the resistivity and corresponding product of the ion charge
and concentration, the resistivity is negatively correlated with the ion charge concen-
tration (Fig. 5). The larger the charge concentration of pollutants is, the smaller the
resistivity will be, which is consistent with the existing soil resistivity studies. Since the
resistivity of undisturbed soil is not measured in this field, the exact relationship is still
to be further studied.

5 Conclusion

a. The soil bulk density has a significant effect on the soil resistivity. There is a
significant positive correlation between the relative density and the resistivity in this
test site. The resistivity of the soil will increase if the relative density of the soil get
larger, which is consistent with the existing research results. For traditional test
methods, it have to use drilling sampling to obtain the soil density data, which will
cost much time and money and the result is scattered. CPTU test method used in
this site can directly get the continuous data without the trouble of drilling. The
accuracy of the test result shows that CPTU test system provides a reliable basis for
measuring soil densities.

b. The heavy metal ion pollution in this field is mainly iron ion pollution, followed by
titanium ion pollution. These two pollutants are also the most common raw mate-
rials and pollutants in the dyeing industry, consistent with the production of the
original polluting enterprises. The relationship between soil resistivity and con-
taminant ion charge concentration product shows that: In the metal ion contami-
nation site, the contamination of the site can be assessed by testing the resistivity
sensor combined with the common CPTU test after a small number of indoor tests
have identified the major pollutant species. In the absence of additional test holes
and equipment, the indoor test workload is greatly reduced and the continuous data
obtained is better than the single point data of the indoor test.
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Abstract. This investigation focuses on the shear strength of lead-contaminated
soil before and after its stabilization by nanoscale zero valent iron (NZVI)—one
of the magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) having significant stabilization and
remediation properties for heavy metal and organics. Being highly toxic car-
cinogens, lead ions are considered an extensive heavy metal contaminant in
groundwater and soil, hazardous to the nervous system and organs of human
beings. NZVI has shown an aptitude for effective stabilization when used to treat
soil contaminated with heavy metals. In this study, a series of laboratory tests
were conducted on lead-contaminated soil subjected to NZVI treatment in dif-
ferent percentages. Microstructures and elements were analyzed to evaluate
degradation and morphological variations before and after the treatment, and
vane shear tests were conducted to measure the shear strength of the soil with
additives of lead nitrate and NZVI. From a microstructural perspective, the
morphology of the treated soil indicates that the particle skeleton became more
conjoint with use of NZVI. The experimental data show that addition of lead
nitrate has a significant negative influence on shearing. It was found that the
shear strength of polluted soil was reduced significantly even as that of a treated
specimen increased. The investigation indicated that application of NZVI is a
promising approach to reusing contaminated ground from the perspectives of
both environmental and geotechnical engineering.

Keywords: NZVI treatment � Contaminated soil � Shear strength

1 Introduction

Heavy metals are the most toxic inorganic pollutants in the environment. Some of these
ions can be very toxic even at very low concentrations. Recent decades, the production
of heavy metals such as lead, copper, and zinc has increased exponentially. Chief
among these, lead is an important environmental health concern, being a non-
biodegradable toxic metal whose use is widespread in the world for many industrial
applications.

Magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) exhibit noteworthy properties, among them high
BET specific surface area, high dispersibility, and high reactivity, among other
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unexpected beneficial properties. Recently, nanoscale zero valent iron (NZVI) has been
demonstrated to be a high-efficiency reductant. Furthermore, because of its nanoscale
particle size, it also shares the advantages of MNPs. The corrosion of the nanoparticles
in aqueous systems, caused by the presence of oxygen and Fe3+, accelerates the
formation of iron oxide and oxyhydroxide compounds on the surface of NZVI. These
particles exhibit an outstanding ability to remove organic and inorganic contaminants
[1]. Such metallic and organic contaminants include Pb2+, Ni2+, Ba2+, Co2+, ClO4−,
CrO2�

4 , and AsO3�
4 from water and wastewater [2–4].

When considering soil enhancement through the use of NZVI reagents, the
geotechnical properties of treated soil are worthy of attention. Previous research has
focused mostly on solving foundation problems and on the removal of contaminants
[5–8]. Hence it is necessary to clarify the effects of NZVI treatment on contaminated
soil, which has been the subject of little research [9, 10].

This study investigates NZVI-induced enhancement of lead-contaminated soil.
Scanning electron microscopy was also employed to visualize particle space and size
variation. Furthermore, vane shear tests and triaxial tests were used to provide an
understanding of the geotechnical properties of contaminated and NZVI-treated soil.

2 Experimental Program

2.1 Sample Preparation

Clay soil was selected from a foundation pit of construction site close to the Hong
Kong–Zhuhai–Macau bridge in Praia de Areia Preta, Macau SAR. In this investigation,
the Macau soil was used as a material in context of which to study the morphological
and geotechnical properties of lead-contaminated soil and NZVI-treated soil. The
selected natural soil was sieved through 1 mm standard screen hole and mixed with
distilled water until reaching twice its liquid limit (LL). The resulting slurries were
loaded to effective vertical pressure of about 230 kPa with a double draining condition.
When deformation of the pre-consolidation was stable, the samples were trimmed for
vane shear tests using a cylindrical tube 38 mm in diameter.

2.2 Contaminant and Treated Agent

Lead nitrate, Pb(NO3)2, an analytical reagent (AR, 99.8%), was obtained from the
Xi-Long Chemical Co. Ltd., China. Nano zero-valent irons (NZVI) were commercially
synthesized and supplied by Xiang-Tian Corp. (Shanghai, China) as the treated agent.
To prevent oxidation of NZVI, the particles were sealed in nitrogen-filled packaging for
immediate use. They were characterized as follows: average particle size 50 nm, purity
99.9%, BET specific surface area (SSA) 23 m2/g, bulk density 0.45 g/cm3, density
7.9 g/cm3.

The contaminated agent of soil sample was contaminated by lead nitrate and then
divided into four types of sample: natural soil, Pb-polluted soil, Pb + 1% NZVI-treated
soil, and Pb + 10% NZVI-treated soil. To achieve this, the soil was artificially con-
taminated with lead ions at 500 mg/kg dry weight, left standing for 48 h.
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2.3 Basic Properties of Soil Samples

Atterberg limits inform the fundamental classification and assessment of soil particles,
which are associated with moisture adsorption, state, and geotechnical properties. The
Atterberg limits comprise liquid limit (LL), plastic limit (PL), and plastic index (PI) as
defined by the ASTM standard test method, ASTM D4318.

Particle size distribution (PSD) classification of all specimens followed ASTM
D2487. To aid measurement of PSD, different type soil samples were blended with a
dispersant—distilled water—by mechanical and ultrasonic stirring for at least 300 s.
After the solution was totally homogenized, the grain size distribution was evaluated by
Malvern Mastersizer (Malvern, UK).

2.4 Scanning Electron Microscope

The microstructures and morphologies of the clay and the additive mixtures were
analyzed by means of a scanning electron microscope (SEM, Zeiss, Germany).
Microstructural changes to soil caused by the addition of lead and NZVI significantly
affected the geotechnical properties of the soil. Prior to use, the soil particles were
dehydrated at 35° centigrade for 12 h to completely remove free water from the surface
of particles. The samples that had a conductive coating were transferred to the chamber
for sputtering with gold before being put into the scanning electron microscope for
examination, thereby preventing the charging of artifacts under electron beam exposure
and allowing high-resolution pictures to be obtained.

2.5 Vane Shear Tests

The laboratory vane shear test at atmospheric pressure is a standardized investigation
method for determining the shear strength of fine-grained soils and is described in
ASTM D4648. The trend of the undrained strength gain of contaminated and treated
specimens was measured using a laboratory vane shear test (manufactured by Wyke-
ham Farrance, Ltd., Slough, UK) on the 38 mm diameter specimens. The rotation rate
was controlled by an electrical motor at a constant rotational speed of 6° per min.

3 Results

3.1 Atterberg Limits Results

Table 1 shows the particle size distribution of different specimens.

Table 1. Particle size distribution for soil samples

Particle Size Distribution
(PSD)

Natural
soil

Soil + Pb Pb + 1%
NZVI

Pb + 10%
NZVI

Sand (0.075–2 mm) 9.76 3.83 0.00 15.60
Silt (0.002–0.075 mm) 70.09 73.56 73.16 63.61
Clay (<0.002 mm) 20.15 22.61 26.84 20.78
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The particle size distribution of contaminated soil tends more toward fine particles
than in natural soil. Furthermore, with the addition of 1% NZVI, the PSD result
indicates the appearance of smaller particles. For 10% NZVI-treated soil, the result
indicates that larger particles appeared (Fig. 1).

The experimental data show that the LL of lead-polluted soil increased with the
addition of lead ions and that the PL presented a sharply reduced tendency. However,
LL and PL increased with the addition of NZVI. The PL of NZVI-treated soil has a
significant increment, and the observed increase in Plasticity Index (PI) for the con-
taminated soil was evident in increased water content and clay content. NZVI-treated
soil showed an opposite trend. It can be found that the nature of each samples changes
visibly from results of Atterberg tests.

3.2 Morphology Results

Figure 2 shows SEM images of stabilized contaminated soils with mixed Pb con-
tamination, Pb + 1% NZVI-treated soil and Pb + 10% NZVI-treated soil.

D-values can be thought of as the diameters of particles that divide a sample’s mass
into a specified percentage when the particles are arranged by mass, ascending. On
examination of the image sequence in order of increasing size, smaller sizes of con-
taminated soil may be caused by lead ions.

After the NZVI additive was mixed in, the SEM was then analyzed to demonstrate
the effects of the reaction concentration of NZVI. Larger and conjoint structures were
observed. In particular, incidence of clastic soil particles gradually lessened. Mean-
while, it was evident that polymerized skeleton was in the majority, as shown in the
image associated with 10% NZVI.

Structural and surface reconstructions in samples of pristine NZVI were analyzed
by SEM. SEM images of the treated soil sample showed that schistose and laminar
texture like structures formed depending on the NZVI reaction, with their size larger

Fig. 1. The unified soil classification system of samples
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than that seen in soil particles. Similar results were reported in the literature. [11]
Variations in morphology should be ascribed to the formation of ferric
oxides/hydroxides in response to addition of NZVI. Such SEM results are consistent
with the particle size distribution curves already mentioned.

3.3 Vane Shear Tests Results

Figure 3 compares vane shear strength (from five repeated tests for each case) of
specimens having a natural status and having a Pb-contaminated status. To evaluate the
effects of the NZVI used, and to verify the results obtained in a laboratory, a second test
series was carried out.

It was revealed that the vane shear strength of natural soil decreased sharply with
the introduction of lead nitrate, from 17.24 kPa to 7.25 kPa. Upon NZVI treatment, a
significant strength increase from 7.25 to 32.4 kPa (average vane shear strength) in the
presence of 1% (dry weight ratio) addition was observed. With 10% NZVI addition,
vane shear strength increased to 69.3 kPa.

The following reasons could explain this behavior: (1) Lead ions were immobi-
lized. NZVI was added to the contaminated soil, chiefly for reduction and adsorption of
Pb2+ and to eliminate the negative effects of lead nitrate. Because the standard
reduction potential of Pb2+ (−0.13 V) is greater than that of Fe2+ (−0.44 V), insoluble
lead may be observed after reaction [11]. (2) Pb2+ ions may through co-precipitation be
incorporated into the lattice points of ferrites ðPbxFexO3�

4 Þ during their formation [12].

Fig. 2. SEM images of reaction specimens of Pb(II) remediation by NZVI. (scale: 1 um)
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The new materials (e.g. ferrites, PbO) can be attached to the soil particles. (3) The
conjoint structures and ion concentration variation may be attributed to the strength
enhancement.

4 Conclusion

This study presents certain results obtained when studying the effects of nanoscale zero
valent iron (NZVI) treatment on the microstructure and geotechnical properties of
lead-contaminated soil. The following items are sketched.

The microstructure of each kind of sample was significantly affected by the addi-
tive. With the addition of a strong oxidant, 1% NZVI, the lead ions absorbed by the soil
particles reacted, threatening to disturb interparticle forces. Hence the particle size of
1% NZVI sample is smaller than for contaminated soil and natural soil. Because of the
aggregation effect under excess NZVI conditions, the results of 10% NZVI treatment
were marked by larger particle size and conjoint structures.

Lead contamination has a negative effect on the strength of soil, but NZVI can
enhance vane shear strength dramatically, with increased presence of NZVI consistent
with increased vane shear strength. Conjoint aggregation and variation of soil nature
may be shown to be the primary reason for this enhancement.

Based on these results, addition of NZVI to lead-contaminated soil represents a
potential approach to enhancing and treating lead-contaminated soil.
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Fig. 3. Vane shear strength of each sample
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Abstract. To optimize the landfill operation and to ensure optimal distribution
of water content in recirculation, a three-dimensional dual-permeability
numerical flow model is proposed to simulate vertical wells recirculation in
bioreactor landfills. Compared with the traditional single-porosity model, the
dual-permeability model considering the highly heterogeneity of waste materials
divides the porous media into two interacting pore domains, and can be used to
reflect the preferential movement in the heterogeneous media. The governing
equations are solved by a self-define solver using finite volume method in an
open source platform OpenFOAM. The accuracy of the proposed model is
verified by the numerical software Hydurs. A typical three-dimensional landfill
cell with a vertical leachate recirculation well is adopted to show the perfor-
mance of proposed model. The result indicates that the preferential movement of
leachate makes a significant impact on the water content distribution in recir-
culation, and the single-porosity model will underestimate the volume and
radius of impact zones in vertical wells for leachate recirculation.

Keywords: Dual-permeability model � Bioreactor landfill � Recirculation

1 Introduction

The solid waste industry attempts to control, monitor, and optimize the waste stabi-
lization processes rather than simply contain the waste. Increasing water content by
leachate recirculation or addition of other liquids has been the most widely used [1].
The major purpose of recirculation is to accelerate landfill settlement, reduce the
contaminant life span of the landfill site, and minimize long-term environmental risk
and liability [2]. In order to reasonably design the leachate recirculation and collection
systems, it is important to understand the waste hydraulic properties for leachate flows.
Extensive researches have revealed that the traditional single-porosity model cannot
reasonably reflect the hydraulic properties of MSW, as preferential flow is observed in
numerous in-situ tests. The dual-permeability model divides the structure of waste into
two subdomains that can reflect the heterogeneity of municipal solid waste (MSW) and
preferential flow of leachate.

Only Hydrus 2D (a finite element software) can consider the highly nonlinear
dual-permeability model in numerical simulation at the present stage. However, for the
vertical well recirculation, a typical three-dimensional problem, it simplified the actual
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conditions into a plane model and will cause noticeable errors. Therefore, the aim of
this study is to develop a method for three-dimensional dual-permeability in bioreactor
landfills to simulate the vertical well recirculation. The governing equations are solved
by a self-define solver using finite volume method in an open source platform Open-
FOAM [3]. A typical bioreactor landfill cell with a vertical leachate recirculation well is
adopted to show the performance of proposed model.

2 Methodology

2.1 Governing Equation

To describe the leachate flow in MSW, the single-porosity model, which simplifies the
waste as a homogeneous material, was firstly adopted in recent decades. However, this
assumption has been challenged by the observation of preferential flow in numerous
landfill laboratory and field experiments. MSW should be considered as a notably
heterogeneous and complex material in any modeling effort [4], so the
dual-permeability model was developed to describe the heterogeneous waste material.

The main assumption of the dual-permeability model is that the medium consists of
two subdomains: the fracture (macropores) and matrix (micropores) with different
hydraulic characteristics. The fracture represents the connected large pores in the waste,
while the matrix represents the relatively homogeneous materials. The governing
equations of the dual-permeability model were derived by Gerke and van Genuchten
from the nonlinear Richards equation as follows [5]:

Fracture:Cðhf Þ @hf
@t

¼ r � ½Kf ðhf Þ � rðhf þ zÞ� � Cw

w
ð1Þ

Matrix:CðhmÞ @hm
@t

¼ r � ½KmðhmÞ � rðhm þ zÞ� þ Cw

1� w
ð2Þ

For convenience, the subscript i represents fracture (subscript f) or matrix (subscript
m) domains; where hi (m) is the pressure head, Ki (m/s) is the hydraulic permeability,
and C(hi) is the specific moisture capacity; w is the ratio of the volume of fracture
domain to the volume of total domain. The hydraulic properties of two domains follow
the Mualem-van Genuchten model, which has been widely applied to MSW. The
specific moisture capacity is defined as

CðhÞ ¼ @h
@h

ð3Þ

where h is the water content, and the relationship between h and h is expressed as:

hðhÞ ¼ hr þ hs�hr
1þða hj jÞn½ �m if h\0

hs otherwise

�
ð4Þ
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where hr is the residual water content, hs is the saturated water content, a the inverse of
air-entry pressure, n the pore-size distribution index, and m = 1 − 1/n. Ki is defined as:

K ¼ KskrðhÞ ¼ Ksð h� hr
hs � hr

Þ0:5 1� 1� ð h� hr
hs � hr

Þ1=m
� �m� �2

ð5Þ

where Ks (m/s) is the saturated permeability; and kr is the relative permeability.
Cw is the transfer term, which describes the transfer of liquid between the two

domains:

Cw ¼ b
a2

cKsakraðhf � hmÞ ð6Þ

where b is a dimensionless geometry-dependent coefficient; a is the characteristic
length of the matrix; c is a dimensionless scaling coefficient; Ksa is the saturated
hydraulic permeability of the fracture-matrix interface; kra is the relative permeability
function of the fracture-matrix interface evaluated in terms of both hf and hm as follows:

kra ¼ 0:5 krf ðhf Þþ krf ðhmÞ
� � ð7Þ

As the dual-permeability structure consists of two subdomains, a certain variable
contains one total value and two local values at any point in time and space. The total
value is the weighted average of the two local values:

X ¼ wXf þð1� wÞXm X ¼ h; h;K. . . ð8Þ

2.2 Finite Volume Discretization in OpenFOAM

The model is built and solved based on an open source platform OpenFOAM (open
source field operations and manipulations). The computational space domain is divided
into numerous control volumes, which is bounded by a set of flat faces and can be any
shape. Time is split into a set of time steps Dt. For equation discretization, the gen-
eralized Gauss divergence theorem is adopted to convert the volume integral into
surface integral. Consequently, each term in the partial differential equations can be
linearized as explicit or implicit form:

I
@Vp

½Cðhf Þ @hf
@t

�
zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{implicit

¼
I
@Vp

½Kf ðhf Þ � rhf �
zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{implicit

þ
I
@Vp

½Kf ðhf Þ � rz�
zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{explicit

�
I
@Vp

Cw

w

zfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflffl{explicit

I
@Vp

½CðhmÞ @hm
@t

�
zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{implicit

¼
I
@Vp

½KmðhmÞ � rhm�
zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{implicit

þ
I
@Vp

½KmðhmÞ � rz�
zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{explicit

þ
I
@Vp

Cw

1� w

zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{explicit
ð9Þ

The implicit parts contain the unknown variables of the current time level, while the
explicit parts can be calculated from the variable values of the old time level. Then the
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Modified Picard iteration for nonlinear equations is applied to get the solution, which
will be introduced in the next section.

2.3 Solution Procedures

The solution procedures with modified Picard iteration are shown in Fig. 1. In this
model, the primary variables are hf and hm, the others are related variables, which can
be explicitly calculated based on hf and hm. For a specific iteration at a new time step
from t to t + 1, the related variables are initialized first. Equation (9) can be rewritten as
follows:

Cðhtf Þ
htþ 1;nþ 1
f � htf

Dt
¼ r � ½Kt

f ðhtf Þ � rðhtþ 1;nþ 1
f Þ� þr � ½Kt

f ðhtf Þ � z� �
Ct
w

w

CðhtmÞ
htþ 1;nþ 1
m � htm

Dt
¼ r � ½Kt

mðhtmÞ � rðhtþ 1;nþ 1
m Þ� þr � ½Kt

mðhtmÞ � z� þ
Ct
w

1� w

ð10Þ

The superscripts t and n denote time level and iteration level, respectively. The
equations for all the control volumes are assembled for the whole domain and a matrix
equation about the primary unknown variables can be established as

Afh
tþ 1;nþ 1
f ¼ rf

Amhtþ 1;nþ 1
m ¼ rm

(
ð11Þ

where Af and Am are coefficient matrixes about the primary unknown variables; rf and
rm are column vectors calculated explicitly by substituting the related variables. The
convergence condition of the modified Picard iteration is that the maximum difference

Fig. 1. Solution procedures of the solver developed in this study.
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in two pressure heads between two successive iteration levels become less than a
tolerance value:

max htþ 1;nþ 1
f � htþ 1;n

f

			 			� df

max htþ 1;nþ 1
m � htþ 1;n

m

		 		� dm

(
ð12Þ

where df and dm are set as 10−9 m in this study. If convergence requirements are
achieved at the present iteration, the calculation turns into the next time level; other-
wise, continuing the next iteration until meeting the convergence criteria.

2.4 Model Verification

To ensure the accuracy of the finite volume method, a recirculation case in landfill was
conducted using the proposed model and the finite element software Hydrus 1-D,
which has a built-in the dual-permeability model. The depth of the bioreactor landfill is
30 m, and the pressure heads at the upper and lower boundaries are −0.4 m and 0 m,
respectively. The related parameters are given in Table 1. Figure 2 shows the com-
parison of the pressure head and water content between the proposed model and the
Hydrus 1-D at different time. The agreement between the two numerical methods
indicates the precision of the proposed model.

Table 1. Parameters for numerical simulation

Single-porosity model

hr hs a (m−1) n Ks (m/s) SFa

0.15 0.69 2 1.5 5 � 10−6 10

Dual-permeability model

Matrix
hrm hsm am (m−1) nm Ksm (m/s) SFa

er/(1 − w) (e − w)/(1 − w) 2 1.5 5 � 10−6 10
Fracture
hrf hsf af (m

−1) nf Ksf (m/s) w
0 1 10 1.5 10−3 0.1
Transfer term
a (m) b c Ksa(m/s) Residual porosity

er = 0.15
Total porosity
e = 0.69

0.1 3 0.4 10−6

Note a: SF is the scaling factor between horizontal and vertical Ks
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3 Three-Dimensional Model Simulation

3.1 Model Description

A typical three-dimensional landfill cell with a vertical leachate recirculation well is
adopted to simulate the leachate flow. The surface of bioreactor landfill is usually
covered by topsoil with a green landscape. The leachate is added through the vertical
well and the recycle layer is the leachate collection and removal system placed between
the low-permeability liner system and the waste. It is assumed that the size of the
simulated landfill cell is 20 � 20 � 20 m (Fig. 3). The leachate recirculation well is
simplified as quarter squares with an area of 0.2 � 0.2 m in the simulated landfill cell.
The depth of the vertical well is 3 m from the top boundary. The left, right, front and
back boundaries are set to be symmetrical boundaries.

3.2 Parameters Selection

The parameters of the proposed model are summarized in Table 1, and the hydraulic
parameters determined by Audebert et al. were obtained from a full-scale landfill

Fig. 2. Comparisons with Hydrus- 1D: (a) pressure head; (b) water content.

Fig. 3. Conceptual model of a typical bioreactor landfill.
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recirculation test, which are particularly suitable for the simulation in this study [6]. It
also gave the parameters of the single-porosity model corresponding to the
dual-permeability model.

4 Results and Discussion

Figure 4 shows the water content contours with time in single-porosity model and
dual-permeability model. The initial water content of waste is set to 0.3, and as the
recirculation, the impact zones increase. Given that the MSW is a notably heterogeneous
and complex material, the dual-permeability model is more appropriate to simulate the
properties of waste [6–8]. Under the same recirculation pressure, the impact zones in
dual-permeability model expands sharply with the greater impact zones. So, the
single-porosity model will underestimate the impact zones in recirculation.

Fig. 4. Water content contours with time: (a) single-porosity model; (b) dual-permeability
model.
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The volume of impact zone and the radius of impact zone are two important
parameters to design of recirculation system. To further demonstrate the performance
of the three-dimensional dual-permeability model, Fig. 5(a) shows the differences of
volume of impact zones with time in two models. When the water content of waste
exceeds 0.5, it can be recognized as impact zones. As can be seen, volume of impact
zones of dual-permeability model is three times lager than that of single-porosity
model. The difference of the two models is mainly caused by the preferential pathways
in waste, which means that if the big openings of the waste particles (fracture) are
neglected, it will lead to the noticeable error in the recirculation simulation. Figure 5(b)
shows the radius of impact zone using dual-permeability model on 40th day, and the
maximum radius can reach 10 m in the bioreactor landfill, which means that 20 m is a
suitable distance between two vertical wells.

5 Conclusion

In this study a three-dimensional dual-permeability numerical flow model is developed
to describe the leachate flow in bioreactor landfills. The model is solved in OpenFOAM
with modified Picard iteration. The accuracy and capacity of the proposed model are
verified by the Hydrus-1D. A typical three-dimensional landfill cell with a vertical
leachate recirculation well is adopted to simulate the leachate flow. The results indi-
cated that the traditional single-porosity model can lead to relatively noticeable errors,
while the dual-permeability model is reasonably close to the actual properties of waste
materials.
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Abstract. In order to reasonably predict failure law of compacted clay pre-
sented in landfill leachate as well as help provide theoretical basis for curbing
and restoration of contaminated soil, triaxial shear, SEM, XRD and laser particle
size tests were used to determine strength and microstructure of compacted clay
presented in landfill leachate in this paper. The results show that when the
leachate concentration was low, the stress-strain curve of compacted clay
belonged to typical strain-softening behavior. With the increase of leachate
concentration, the stress-strain curve of soil began to show typical
strain-hardening behavior. The concentration of leachate was negatively related
to the cohesion and internal friction angle of soil sample. In the aspect of soil
microstructure, with the increase of leachate concentration, a series of
microstructural changes, such as a decrease of secondary minerals, an increase
of pore, the overhead pores developed into cracks and so on, had result in a
decrease of the strength of compacted clay. The particle size curve of compacted
clay presented in landfill leachate was about single peak curve and the value of
Dv(50) tend to stable.

Keywords: Compacted clay � Landfill leachate � Triaxial shear test
Microstructure

1 Introduction

In 2015, Chinese City has 640 landfill disposal facilities and the total of landfill
disposal reached 115 million tons, which more than 8 million tons in 2014. The organic
matter in garbage disposal and storage is degraded to produce a lot of landfill leachate
and methane [1]. The materials for most landfill liners are made up of remolded
compacted clay. After longterm influence of leachate corrosion, the strength of landfill
liner has changed, which lead to the destruction of landfill liners. The properties of
compacted clay presented in landfill leachate are different from that of clay. The
strength criterion may not be suitable for compacted clay polluted by landfill leachate.
The complexity and randomness of soil microstructure lead to the complexity and
randomness of soil macro-mechanical strength.
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Scholars have done a lot of research on the microstructure of contaminated soil.
Zhao, Nayak et al. [2, 3] found that aggregate structure was destroyed by leachate,
causing an increase of smaller pores and a decrease of larger pores, the permeability of
clay increased. Cuisinier et al. [4] found that the infiltration and mechanical character-
istics of soil with a long period of alkaline solute diffusion changed significantly.
Khamehchiyan et al. [5] discovered that the petroleum pollution reduced the strength of
sand and clay and the seepage resistance ability. Yong et al. [6] found that the double
layer swelling force and the buffering capacity had an important influence on the
microstructure of the montmorillonite clay mixture. Compared with the existing research
of contaminated soil, the research on microstructure of soil under the coupling of organic
pollutants and stress have less been studied. So it is necessary to do further research.

Consolidated-undrained triaxial shear, X-ray diffraction, scanning electron micro-
scopy and laser particle size tests were used to determine mechanical strength char-
acteristics of compacted clay and the corresponding microstructure characteristics
under different concentration of leachate and different stress.

2 Test Materials and Methods

2.1 Test Materials

The clay were drawn from a construction site near Huangpi District in Wuhan, Hubei
province, China (about 2.5 m in depth). The basic physical and chemical characteristics
of compacted clay are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. The clay were broken and
layered compaction in tamping cylinder to obtain cylindrical sample (height = 140
mm, diameter = 70 mm). The leachate used in the test was derived from the solid
waste landfill site in Wuhan city. Its basic characteristics are shown in Table 3.

Table 1. The basic physical characteristics of compacted clay

qdmax

(g/cm3)
Specific
surface
area
(m2/g)

Wopt

(%)
WL

(%)
Wp

(%)
Ip
(%)

Particle size distribution (%)
>0.05
(mm)

0.05*0.005
(mm)

0.005*0.002
(mm)

<0.002
(mm)

1.67 275.4 21.2 48.8 26.1 22.7 42 34 16 8

Table 2. The basic chemical characteristics and composition of compacted clay mineral

pH Soluble salt
(%)

Organic
(%)

Mineral composition (%)
Quartz Illite Montmorillonite Muscovite Albite Kaolinite

5.5 0.4 1.5 23.41 23.10 20.94 21.09 6.69 4.76
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2.2 Test Methods

2.2.1 Triaxial Shear Test
The prepared cylinder specimens were placed in vacuum saturated cylinder. A leachate
to water ratio of 1:0, 1:1, 1:2, 1:5 (diluted 0, 1, 2, 5 times) were respectively pumped
into the vacuum saturated cylinder after vacuumed 24 h. Test was performed after 30d.

Based on the “Specification of soil test” (SL237-1999) [7], triaxial shear test used
CKC pneumatic cyclic triaxial apparatus under digital closed-loop control (United
States Geotechnical Engineering Equipment Co.). In order to obtain the strength
parameters of compacted clay through Mohr-Coulomb theory, tests were conducted
with three confining pressures of 50, 100, and 150 kPa [8]. The maximum volumetric
and deviatoric strains were 5% and 15%, respectively and the shear rate was 0.1%/min.
When the specimen was bulging greatly without shear failure or the deviatoric strain is
more than 15%, stop triaxial shear test.

2.2.2 XRD Test
About 400 g soil samples from 150 kPa confining pressure inside the soil as the test
object after the triaxial shear test finished. The soil samples were air-dried, sieved
through a 200 mm sieve. The sieved samples were placed on the 15 mm � 15 mm
plate. Based on the “General Rule of Modern Instrument Analytical Method and
Metrology Examine Regulation” [9], EMPYREAN X-ray diffraction (Holland PANa-
lytical Co.) was used to determine mineral composition of clay at 45 kV and 40.0 mA
with CuKa radiation and the emission slit was fixed at 0.19 mm. The scanning speed
was 6 °/min (2h). The scanning range from 5° to 85° (2h) at 0.04 °/min (2h).

2.2.3 SEM Test
The clay samples used in SEM test was the same as that of the XRD test (size = 1
mm � 1 mm � 1 mm). Soil samples were pretreated with a vacuum conductive film
with a thickness of about 10 nm on the surface of soil samples. Based on the “General
Rule of Modern Instrument Analytical Method and Metrology Examine Regulation”,

Table 3. Physical and chemical characteristics of landfill leachate

Contaminants Parameter
values /
(mg�L−1)

Determination
method

Contaminants Parameter
values /
(mg�L−1)

Determination
method

P-PO4 22.4 HJ 669-2013 TOC 671.3 HJ 501-2009
DO 3.90 GB/T 7489-87 BOD5 1472.6 HJ 505-2009
N-NO3 17.64 HJ/T 346-2007 Cl− 2055.8 GB/T

11896-89
TP 26.7 HJ 671-2013 Na+ 1858.3 GB/T

11904-89
N-NH4+ 2813.20 HJ 666-2013 COD 4131 HJ/T 399-2007
N-NO2 0.50 HJ/T 197-2005 SO2�

4 5.8 GB/T
13196-91
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the equipment used in this test was S-3000N scanning electron microscope (Hitachi,
Japan). SEM images with magnifications of 5000� were obtained.

2.2.4 Laser Particle Size Test
The clay samples used in laser particle size test were the same as that of the XRD, too.
According to the operation manual of instrument and “Specification of soil test”
(SL237-1999), the sieved 300 g soil samples were tested by Malvern Mastersizer 3000
laser particle size analyzer (Malvern Instruments Ltd., UK) with range from 0.01–
10000 lm. The test used dry injection and Mie diffraction model.

3 Test Results and Discussion

3.1 Triaxial Shear Test

Figure 1 shows the stress-strain curves of compacted clay polluted by landfill leachate.
When the diluted times > 5, the stress-strain curve of soil belong to typical
strain-softening behavior. With the increase of leachate concentration, the stress-strain
curve of soil began to show typical strain-hardening behavior [10]. The stress-strain
curve of confining pressure 50 kPa still showed strain-softening behavior with leachate
to water ratio of 1:1. The change with cohesion and internal friction angle of compacted
clay polluted by landfill leachate was showed in Fig. 2. The leachate concentration was
negatively related to cohesion and internal friction angle of compacted clay.

Fig. 1. The stress-strain curves of compacted clay polluted by landfill leachate
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The phenomenon can be explained as follows: The clay was layered and compacted
in a tamping tube. Therefore, soil particles were closely connected with soil particles.
When leachate concentration was low, soil particles were less dispersed and there was
still strong force between soil particles to resist the deformation and failure. So the
stress-strain curve exhibited strain-softening behavior. When leachate concentration
was higher, bound water membrane in the soil surface became thicker and the electrical
characteristics of soil were modified by metal ions in leachate, which makes soil
particles become more dispersed. Therefore, soil exhibited strain-hardening behavior.
When leachate to water ratio was 1:1, soil still has a certain ability to resist damage
under 50 kPa due to compacted structure. The greater the confining pressure, the more
obvious the damage of the soil structure. So soil still showed strain-softening behavior
under confining pressure 50 kPa, while soil showed strain-hardening behavior under
confining pressure 150 kPa.

The soil strength is determined by cohesion and internal friction angle [11]. As
leachate concentration increased, organic matter and metal ions in leachate destroy
cementation force of soil, which result in a decrease of cohesion. Soil particles was
broken, which were rearranged and dislocated between particles. These changes mean
that the contact area of soil particles decreased as well as internal friction angle.

3.2 XRD Test

The XRD pattern of compacted clay polluted by landfill leachate was shown in Fig. 3.
The main minerals of soil polluted by landfill leachate include Quartz, Albite, Mont-
morillonite, Kaolinite, Muscovite, Illite. The diffraction peaks of Montmorillonite and
Illite gradually disappear with the increase of concentration of leachate in 15° and 45°.

The percentage of mineral content of compacted clay obtained by quantitative
analysis was shown in Table 4. The content of primary minerals in soil was equal to that
of secondary minerals, secondary mineral content accounts for 48.8%. With the increase
of leachate concentration, the contents of primary minerals such as Quartz and Albite
were little changed, while the contents of secondary minerals such as Illite and Mont-
morillonite were decreasing continuously. The content of Illite and Montmorillonite in
soil decreased by 12% and 11.29% with leachate to water ratio of 1:0, respectively,
compared with no erosion.

Fig. 2. Change with cohesion and internal friction angle of compacted clay polluted by landfill
leachate
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After the leachate erosion, chemical composition and stable crystal lattice structure
of primary minerals have not changed, which make it has strong resistance for leachate.
However, secondary minerals have active crystal lattice with high dispersion and strong
adsorption. The organic matter and metal ions in leachate reacted with the secondary
minerals to form inorganic salts, which reduce the content of secondary minerals and
lead to obvious change of soil engineering properties, for example plasticity and
dilatability significantly increased. Therefore, the content of primary mineral remains
relatively stable, the clay mineral content of soil decreased with the increase of leachate
concentration. These changes were similar to cohesion decreased with the increase of
leachate concentration. Therefore, the decrease of strength was related to the decrease
of the content of secondary minerals [12].

3.3 SEM Test

Figure 4(a) shows that soil structure not eroded by leachate was mainly plate-like and
honeycombed. The structure was compact, but a few pores are still visible. The contact
between soil particles was mainly surface-surface contact and there are some

Fig. 3. The XRD pattern of compacted clay polluted by landfill leachate

Table 4. Content of mineral of compacted clay polluted by landfill leachate (%)

Mineral types Ratio
No erosion Leachate to

water ratio of
1:5

Leachate to
water ratio of
1:1

Leachate to
water ratio of
1:0

Quartz 23.41 23.30 23.78 23.62
Illite 23.10 18.20 17.22 16.25
Montmorillonite 20.94 17.80 17.25 15.79
Muscovite 21.09 18.14 18.94 20.99
Albite 6.69 18.33 17.69 17.55
Kaolinite 4.76 4.24 5.13 5.79
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side-surface contact and point-surface contact. Figure 4(b) and (c) show that soil
surface became rough and there were many particles on the soil surface. Some of the
particles began to agglomerate and form larger particles, which may be the product of
the reaction between the organic matter in the leachate and soil mineral. Most of soil
structures were unstable flocculent structures. There were many overhead pores in the
soil and the number of pores increases obviously. The contact between soil particles
was point-side and side-side contact. Figure 4(d) shows that there were many pores on
the soil surface and some of the overhead pores have developed into cracks.

The change of soil microstructure affect the strength and deformation of soil. With
the increase of the leachate concentration, a series of microstructure changes, including
an increase of pore, unstable flocculent structures and so on, result in a decrease of soil
strength as well as cohesion and internal friction angle.

3.4 Laser Particle Size Test

Figure 5 shows particle size curve of compacted clay polluted by landfill leachate. The
particle size curve of soil was a single peak curve. From the composition of soil
particles, the silt (5 lm–75 lm) were the dominant particle size and there were small
amount of sand (75 lm–3000 lm). With the increase of leachate concentration, the
volume fraction of sand decreased gradually. Dv(50) indicates the size distribution of
the soil particles. The value of Dv(50) was stable, which range from 20 to 40 lm.

Fig. 4. SEM images (magnified 5000 times) of compacted clay polluted by landfill leachate
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As leachate concentration increased, compacted clay was eroded more vigorous.
Quantitative results of laser particle size test combined with SEM show that an increase
of leachate concentration result in smaller particles, which reflect that a decrease of the
force between particles and particles, a decrease of the contact area between particles.
Therefore, cohesion, internal friction angle and strength of compacted clay decreased
obviously with the increase of leachate concentration.

4 Conclusion

In order to explain relationship between the macro mechanical strength and the
microstructure of compacted clay presented in landfill leachate, the mechanical strength
and microstructures were tested by triaxial shear, XRD, SEM and laser particle size
test. The following conclusions are drawn:

(1) When leachate concentration was low, the stress-strain curve belong to typical
strain-softening behavior. With the increase of leachate concentration, the
stress-strain curve began to show strain-hardening behavior. The leachate con-
centration was negatively related to cohesion and internal friction angle of
compacted clay.

(2) The content of Illite and Montmorillonite decreased by 12% and 11.29% with
leachate to water ratio of 1:0, respectively, compared with no erosion. The
decrease of strength was related to the decrease of the content of secondary
minerals.

(3) With the increase of the concentration of leachate, such as the increase in the
number of pores, small granular agglomerate big granular, the cementation
material was eroded and the overhead pores developed into cracks, a series of
microstructure changes result in a decrease of soil strength as well as cohesion and
internal friction angle.

(4) The particle size curve of soil was a single peak curve. With the increase of
leachate concentration, the value of Dv(50) decreased and tend to stable gradually.

Fig. 5. Particle size curve of compacted clay polluted by landfill leachate
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Abstract. Many failures of earth structures are caused by the internal erosion
occurring in these structures and their foundations. Suffusion, one of four
internal erosion types, is a selective erosion of fine particles which move through
the matrix formed by the coarser particles. In literature, most investigations on
suffusion took it as a single erosion process. However, the suffusion is a com-
plex process due to the combination of three processes: detachment, transport
and possible filtration of finer fraction. The influence of the local processes on
suffusion susceptibility, especially the filtration process, is not well established.
The objectives of this study are investigating the filtration process by verifying
results of filtration tests with the basic filtration equation and analyzing the
influence of spatial scale effects on the filtration process by performing tests with
two different-sized devices. The filtration tests results show the consistency with
the basic filtration equation on suspended particle concentration. And suffusion
tests indicate the significant effect of specimen size on filtration process. The
interpretative method based on the energy expended by the seepage flow and the
cumulative loss dry mass is more appropriate with filtration process than those
based on the geometric shape of the particles.

Keywords: Filtration process � Suffusion � Spatial scale effect

1 Introduction

Internal erosion resulted from a seepage within an earth structure is an intricate phe-
nomenon which is one of the most common origins of failure of levees and soil dams.
Among 11192 surveyed dams, 136 reveal dysfunctions, around 46% show internal
erosion, 48% show overtopping and 5.5% show sliding [1]. Nowadays, there are four
forms of internal erosion that are identified: concentrated leak erosion, backward
erosion, suffusion and contact erosion [2]. This paper focus on suffusion and there are
three criteria which have to be satisfied for suffusion existing: geometric criterion,
stress criterion and hydraulic criterion: (1) the size of fine particles must be smaller than
the size of the voids between the coarser particles, (2) the fine particles are not enough
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to cram the space between the coarser particles and otherwise the effective stresses will
load the fine particles, (3) the rate of flow through the soil must be great enough to
move the fine particles through the constrictions between the larger particles [3].
According to the two first criteria, proposals of various geometric assessment methods
exist in the literature, mostly based on the particle size distribution [3–5]. With the
purpose to take also into account the influence of the relative density, some criteria
based on constriction size distribution are proposed [6]. The third criterion means that
suffusion leads to detachment and transport of the fine particles, which will result in the
filtration of some detached particles.

More and more researchers are interested in the role of filtration process in suffusion
because the decrease of the hydraulic conductivity which is resulted from the clogging
caused by the filtration of some detached particles is visible [7–9]. The basic filtration
equation is expressed as follow [10]:

C Lð Þ ¼ C0e
�kL ð1Þ

Where C0 is the initial particle mass concentration, C is the particle concentration
after flow through a filter with length L and k is the filter coefficient. To eliminate the
influence of filtration on soil fabric, which limits the geometric evaluation methods, it
may be better to consider variations of both differences of hydraulic head and flow rate
[11]. Both rigid wall cylinder and specific triaxial cell are selected to design the devices
to study suffusion, and this leads to various tested specimen sizes [3–5, 7, 12]. Con-
sidering few research about filtration in the context of suffusion, this paper aims to
compare results from filtration tests and Eq. (1). By comparing results of suffusion tests
performed with two different-sized devices, the potential spatial scale influence on
filtration and discussed.

2 Laboratory Experiments

2.1 Main Characteristics of Testing Devices

Since two different apparatuses are necessary to study the spatial scale effects, a large
device, which is composed of a rigid wall cylinder cell with an inner diameter of

Fig. 1. Sketch of the experimental benches (a) oedopermeameter; (b) triaxial erodimeter
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280 mm (see Fig. 1(a)) and a small device, which is modified from a triaxial cell and
compatible with the specimens whose sizes are 50 mm in diameter and height up to
100 mm (see Fig. 1(b)) were designed to perform suffusion tests with a flow in
downward direction. The larger one, named as oedopermeameter, is also used to
investigate the local filtration process, due to the local pressures ports. Each draining
system is connected to a collecting system which is consist of effluent tank containing a
rotatable support with eight containers to catch the eroded particles. The confining
pressures are replaced by a steel mold for the triaxial erodimeter in order to test
specimens in the same oedometric condition with both devices. A differential pressure
transducer between the top cap and base pedestal of triaxial erodimeter is used to
measure differential pore water pressure across the specimen. Twelve pressures ports
are installed along the rigid wall of oedopermeameter cell, a pressure port is placed on
piston base plate and a fourteenth port is located below the specimen on the
funnel-shaped draining system. In the literature, there are more detailed descriptions for
both devices [7, 12].

2.2 Testing Materials

Grain size distribution of tested materials is shown as Fig. 2. In filtration tests, gravel
was selected as the filter (number 1) and Fontainebleau Sand (number 2) played the
role of suspended particles. On the other hand, two types of gradations were selected to
realize suffusion tests, gap graded and widely graded. One gap graded soil is composed
of sand and gravel (number 5). Two soils are widely graded, one cohesionless com-
posed of sand and gravel (number 4) and one clayey soil (number 3) composed of 25%
of Kaolinite Proclay and 75% of Fontainebleau sand. All these selected soils for
suffusion tests are indeed internally unstable.
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2.3 Specimen Preparation and Testing Program

To perform a filtration test, a binary mixture of sand and gravel (1:1) prepared with a
water content of 3% was placed over a 200 mm high bed of gravel. Two different
testing programs were used: (1) the binary mixture filled an impervious tube with a
diameter of 98 mm (depicted in Fig. 3(a)), (2) the binary mixture filled the gap between
the oedopermeameter cylinder and an impervious internal plastic bucket with an
average diameter of 210 mm (depicted in Fig. 3(b)). All samples were saturated first
with CO2 and then with downward water seepage. Specimens were saturated for both
devices under the same moistening velocity and a beaker was used to catch the loss of
particles during the saturation phase. The history of hydraulic loading has a significant
influence on the development of suffusion [13], so the specimens were systematically
tested under a multi-staged hydraulic gradient and each stage lasted thirty minutes.
A beaker was used to catch the eroded particles during each hydraulic gradient stage
and the corresponding dry masses were measured.

Fig. 3. Schematics and pictures of the filtration tests performed with oedopermeameter
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3 Results and Discussion

With the objective to improve the readability, for filtration tests, C and G means the
tests with the binary mixture in the center (Fig. 3(a)) and in the gap (Fig. 3(b))
respectively and the number is the specimen number. On the other hand, the first
number of each suffusion test name is related to the gradation (Fig. 2). The letter
indicates the used apparatus: O for oedopermeameter test and T for triaxial erometer
test, and the last number details the specimen number.

3.1 Post-test Particle Size Distributions of Specimens

For filtration tests, we focus on the area between pressure ports L3-R3 and L5-R5
because the filtration process exists in the downstream. For all specimens, it can be
noted that the sand content decreases along the seepage length in Fig. 4. If we use the
sand content to present the particle mass concentration, this result is in agreement with
Eq. (1) but not a complete exponential decrease. Ideally, the filtration process ends
when the result reaches the state described as Eq. (1). For whole specimen,
Filtration-G1 and Filtration-G-2 have a higher sand content than Filtration-C and they
are more consistent with Eq. (1). In consequence, Eq. (1) results and the experimental
results seem to have a better consistency with more fine particles within specimens.

3.2 Hydraulic Conductivity

As mentioned above, if the filtration process achieves the final state, it stops, which
means the process of the soil fabric change caused by the filtration ends. It leads to the

Fig. 4. Sand percentage along seepage length after filtration tests
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constant hydraulic conductivity. And Fig. 5 indicates that the hydraulic conductivity of
Filtration-G-2 is more stable than Filtration-C, in other words, the filtration process in
Filtration-G-2 is closer to complete. Comparing the hydraulic conductivity of the
downstream (L4R4 to L5R5) and the upstream at the end, it seems that fine content
maybe decrease the hydraulic conductivity. The curves of hydraulic conductivity of
L2R2-L3R3 and L3R3-L4R4 are very closed, but the sand contents in these two layers
are very different (initial sand content is 50% in L2R2-L3R3). Therefore, a small
amount of fine content has a great impact on hydraulic conductivity but the influence
cannot increase infinitely.

3.3 Spatial Scale Effects

Based on the variation of hydraulic conductivity shown as Fig. 6, which decreases first
then increases, the filtration process seems to be the major process before 30 min for
Suffusion-5-T and the detachment process becomes significant after 30 min. In contrast
to it, the filtration is always the main process for Suffusion-O-T because the hydraulic
conductivity of specimen on oedopermeameter continue to decrease. Filtration process
seems to reach the final state later in the big device than in the small device. Table 1
displays all values of the critical hydraulic gradient [14] and erosion resistance index
[11] for suffusion test. Considering the critical hydraulic gradient, it is not available for
oedopermeameter in some cases and there is a big difference between the results from
two devices. Filtration, as a local process, it has a greater influence on local parameter
as the critical hydraulic gradient than on global parameter, e.g. one soil on both devices
with the same erosion resistance index. Suffusion is a combination of three processes:
detachment, transport and filtration, and the spatial scale mainly affected the filtration
process. Moreover, it needs more time to achieve the final state of filtration on a larger
scale device.

Fig. 5. Time evolution of hydraulic conductivity for (1) Filtration-C; (2) Filtration-G-2
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4 Conclusion

According to the filtration tests performed with two different programs, the content of
filtered fine particles decreases along the seepage length. The basic filtration equation
indicates the final state of filtration process. In suffusion process, the filtration process
ends when the fine content is closed to the value computed by the basic filtration
equation.

The results of suffusion tests on two devices with different sizes show the signif-
icant effect of specimen size on filtration process. It seems to need more time to reach
the final state of filtration process with a greater specimen, as a local process of
suffusion, which leads to the sensitivity of suffusion to spatial scale. In response to the
impact of the filtration process, the interpretative method based on the energy expended
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Table 1. Critical hydraulic gradient and erosion resistance index

Specimen reference in paper Critical hydraulic gradient Erosion resistance index

Suffusion-3-O-1 Determination not possible Moderately resistant
Suffusion-3-O-2 Determination not possible Moderately resistant
Suffusion-3-T 4.000 Moderately resistant
Suffusion-4-O Determination not possible Moderately resistant
Suffusion-4-T 1.200 Moderately resistant
Suffusion-5-O 0.075 Moderately erodible
Suffusion-5-T 0.130 Moderately erodible
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by the seepage flow and the cumulative loss dry mass is a good way, which is more
appropriate with filtration process than those based on the geometric shape of the
particles. Therefore, the same soil has the same classification on two devices with this
method.

Mechanical coupling with the evolution of fines content [15–17] will be carried out
in the near future.
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Abstract. Based on the shield tunnel practice of Yu-Wang section in Ji’nan
Rail Transit Line R1, the energy and resource consumption, and environmental
impaction on the shield tunnel were researched to estimate the engineering
quantity accurately and resolve estimation difficulties when bidding for rail
tunneling projects. The consumption of electric energy, water resources, soil
conditioning agent and grouting fluid during the construction process were
quantified according to an investigation of shield construction parameters from
the first 100 rings of the launching section. It is shown that the power con-
sumption is relatively stable during segments installation, while it is mainly
related to formation factors (shear wave velocity), the cutter head working time
and construction parameters for the tunnelling stage. There is a positive corre-
lation between the ring power consumption with formation shear wave velocity
and the cutter head working time of each ring. And a clear linear correlation
between the total power and the advancing speed, the cutter torque and the
power of the cutter head is severally presented. The cutter head working time is
around 20 min to 40 min and the power consumption is between 270 kWh to
580 kWh for each ring. The cumulative industrial water consumption is mainly
between 1100 L to 4050 L per ring, and it is positively correlated with the cutter
head working time. The total amount of solution and mixed liquid of foam in
each ring are arranged 800 L to 2700 L and 60 L to −220 L, respectively. There
is a significant positive correlation between them and the cutter head working
time in each ring. The cumulative grouting amount of each ring is between
3100 L to 7000 L. Nevertheless, there is no obvious correlation between the
cutter head working time.

Keywords: Rail transit � Shield construction
Power and materials consumptions � Efficiency analysis

1 Introduction

Constructions of rail transit by shield tunnelling would cause a series problem of
resource consumption, environmental pollution. Many case histories have been
reported during the past decades which helped with the understanding of the efficiency
analysis associated with shield tunnelling for rail transit. Based on the construction
technology and experience, the green construction technology is applied to shield
tunnelling [1–3], and researched green mud slurry, energy consumption simulation and
assembly trajectory of assembling machine hydraulic system, green construction
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evaluation [4–9]. Despite the large number of green shield tunnelling reported in the
literature, it is still lack of green implementation effect of shield construction tech-
nology in resource consumption.

To address the limitation described, in this study a shield tunnel in Ji’nan Rail
Transit Line R1 was heavily instrumented and closely monitored. The observed
resource consumptions (i.e., Electric energy, water and material consumption) are
analyzed in detail. The case reported in this paper provide feedback for the green
construction of track traffic shield, and provide reference for shield construction in the
late stage.

2 Site

2.1 A Brief Description of the Tunnel

Figure 1 shows a plan view of the site. The length of shield section researched in this
paper is 1303 m, and the buried depth of shield structure from interval working well to
Wangfuzhuang Station is about 13.7 m to 24.0 m, respectively. The shield tunnelling is
started from Yu-Wang interval work well and received at Wangfuzhuang Station. In
order to facilitate data analysis, the data of the first 100 rings of the shield are analyzed in
this paper. For reducing the tunnel block ratio and the operation energy consumption,
the inner and outer diameter of shield tunnel in Ji’nan Rail Transit Line R1 are increased
to 5.80 m and 6.40 m, respectively. But the length of each segment is still 1.2 m.

2.2 Geology

Ji’nan is located in the middle-west part of Shandong Province, south of Taishan and
north across the Yellow River. The layer in researched site can be classified into three
categories, the artificial accumulation layer, e.g., the Quaternary Holocene flooding
layer, and the fourth upper Pleistocene flooding layer. And further subdivided into 12

Fig. 1. Plan view of site (not to scale).
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layers according to the stratigraphic lithology and their physical and mechanical
properties. Figure 2 shows the vertical profile of the first 100 ring shield through the
formation, of which the BH1-BH6 is prospecting boreholes. The physical mechanics of
the BH3 is shown in Fig. 3.

3 Interpretation of Measured Results

3.1 Energy Consumption Analysis of Shield Construction

Energy Consumption System
The shield machine diameter, length weight and minimum turning radius of Yu-Wang
tunnel is 6.68 m, 85 m, 500 t and 250 m, respectively. The main bearing diameter of
the shield used in this section is 3217 mm, and the maximum thrust load is 4086 t. The
effective service life of more than 10000 H (i.e., hour). There are 9 groups of hydraulic
drive satisfied the requirement of sand layer in the formation with higher torque
requirement, which rated torque and turnaround torque is 7070 kNm and 8610 kNm
respectively.

There are two main energy consumption operation modes of tunnelling and seg-
ment installation under working condition show in Table 1. However, the other con-
ditions also consume energy, but the overall is relatively small.

Analysis of Energy Consumption
Geological condition and cutter operating time are two of the main factors that affect
the energy consumption of the shield tunnelling. Equivalent soil shear wave velocity is
selected as stratum parameter to analyze in this paper, which is easy to acquire and
most closely related to shield cutter cutting soil and driving.

Figure 4 shows the relationship between the shear wave velocity of the equivalent
soil layer and the cumulative electricity consumption of the ring. With the increase of

Fig. 2. Soil profile of the site.
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shear wave velocity of the equivalent soil layer, the formation hardness increases, and
the power consumption of each ring of the shield also increases. This means that there
is a certain linear relationship between the ring power consumption and the formation.
The greater the relative hardness of the stratum, the greater the total energy con-
sumption of the ring.

Figure 5 shows the relationship between the total power consumption of the ring
and the working time of the cutter head. The working time of each ring the cutter head
of the first 100 rings is concentrated around from 20 to 40 min. As shown in Fig. 5, the
ring power consumption of the shield increases with the increase of the cost per ring,
which shows a positive correlation.

Moreover, the construction parameters also affect the overall ring power con-
sumption of the shield machine to a certain extent. The overall power consumption of
the shield machine is the sum of the working power of each brake motor. As the actual
power is closer to the rated power, the efficiency of the system is higher. The power of

Fig. 3. Soil properties obtained from BH3.

Table 1. Technical parameters of main energy consumption system of shield.

Project Power Unit

Cutter head drive 945 kW
Screw conveyor 250 kW
Advance 75 kW
Segment erector 55 kW
Grouting 55 kW
Auxiliary pump 22 kW
Main drive slippage pump 55 kW
Articulated pump 18.5 kW
Control oil pump 11 kW
Air compressor 1 55 kW
Air compressor 2 55 kW
Bentonite pump 18.5 kW
Bentonite mixing 12 kW
Booster water pump 11 kW
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the cutter head is mainly affected by the speed of the cutter head and the torque of the
cutter head.

It can be seen from Fig. 6 that the power of cutter head is mainly about 440 to
530 kW, while the torque of cutter head is mainly between 1350 to 1750 kNm, and the
cutter torque is significantly related to the power of the cutter head. According to the
theory of reducing useless power, in order to improve the utilization of cutter energy,
the power of cutter head should been increased by increasing the torque of cutter head
within the limits of the rated power.

The thrust speed of shield machine is mainly between 0 to 5.5 cm/min, and the total
power is about 330 to 590 kW (in Fig. 7). The total power of shield propulsion is
obviously related to the speed of propulsion. So it is obvious that the total operating
power increases with the propulsion speed increasing, which could increase the use
efficiency of useful energy sources.

Fig. 4. Relationship between cumulative energy consumption and equivalent shear wave
velocity.

Fig. 5. The relationship between the total power consumption of the ring and the working time
of the cutter head.
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3.2 Analysis of Water Consumption

The industrial water consumption of earth pressure balanced shield (EPBs) is mainly
concentrated in shield cooling system. The relationship between the cumulative
industrial water consumption and the working time of the ring cutter is described in
Fig. 8. The cumulative industrial water consumption in each ring is mainly around
1100 to 4050 L, and there is a significant linear correlation between them and the
working time of the ring cutter head. The overall industrial water consumption is
relatively less.

Fig. 6. The relation between cutter head torque and cutter power.

Fig. 7. Relationship between total power and propulsion speed.
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3.3 Analysis of Material Consumption

There are many kinds of materials consumed during the construction of shield tun-
nelling, but soil amendment (i.e., foam) and grouting are emphatically discussed in this
paper.

Soil Amendment
Figure 9 shows the relationship between the cumulative amount of foam solution and
the mixture of foam liquid with the working time of ring cutter. The total amount of
foam solution and the mixture of foam liquid per ring is mainly between 800 to 2700 L
and 60 to 220 L, respectively. There is a linear correlation between the amount of foam
and the amount of foam used in each ring with the working time of the ring cutter head.
But the amount and effect of the use of a large extent based on the builder’s judgment
while tunnelling, there is no index of operation. There is a certain space for opti-
mization and improvement.

Fig. 8. Relationship between cumulative water consumption and working time of cutter head.

Fig. 9. The relationship between the accumulative total foam solution/mixed liquor and the
working time of the cutter head.
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Grouting Fluid
Grouting fluid is used to control formation deformation which greatly depends on the
formation factor. The relationship between the cumulative grouting amount of each
ring and the working time of the ring cutter as show in Fig. 10. The cumulative
grouting amount of each ring is concentrated between 3100 to 7000 L. There is no
obvious correlation between the accumulated liquid content of the shield ring and the
working time of the ring cutter. That’s because the complex formation factors affect the
grouting amount of the grouting fluid.

4 Conclusions

In this study, the energy, water and material consumption of shield tunnelling in Ji’nan
R1 Yu-Wang Section were analyzed. The following conclusions may be drawn:

(a) There are two main energy consumption operation modes of tunnelling and
segment installation under working condition. The working time of each ring is
between 20 to 40 min, which is mainly related to formation conditions, cutter
working time and construction parameters.

(b) There is a clear correlation between the power consumption of each ring with the
shear wave velocity and the working time of the ring cutter head. The larger the
relative hardness of the stratum is, the greater the total energy consumption of the
ring is. Similarly, the cutter torque is linearly related to the power of the cutter
head, and the total power of shield propulsion is obviously related to the speed of
propulsion.

(c) The water consumption of shield construction mainly lies in the consumption of
industrial water in shield cooling system. There is a significant linear correlation
between the cumulative industrial water consumption and the working time of the
ring cutter head.

Fig. 10. The relationship between the accumulated liquid volume and the working time of the
cutter head.
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(d) There is a linear correlation between the amount of foam and the amount of foam
used in each ring with the working time of the ring cutter head. Nevertheless,
there is no obvious correlation between the accumulated liquid content of the
shield ring and the working time of the ring cutter.
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Abstract. Lateritic soil was treated with Bacillus pumilus in stepped concen-
tration of 0/ml, 1.5 � 108/ml, 6.0 � 108/ml, 12 � 108/ml, 18 � 108/ml and
24 � 108/ml, respectively. Specimens were prepared at −2, 0, 2 and 4% relative
to optimum moisture content (OMC) and compacted with British Standard light
(BSL) (or standard Proctor) energy. The specimens extruded from the com-
paction moulds were air-dried in the laboratory to determine the volumetric
shrinkage of the material when used to construct liners and covers for the
containment of municipal solid waste (MSW). High volumetric shrinkage strain
(VSS) values were recorded in the initial 5 days of air-drying but became
relatively constant after 15 days. VSS values of specimens increased with higher
Bacillus pumilus concentration and moulding water content in the range from
the dry side (–2%) to wet side (+4%) relative to OMC. A compaction plane that
satisfied the regulatory VSS value � 4% was obtained at 24 � 108/ml Bacillus
pumilus concentration recommended for the optimal treatment of lateritic soil to
be used as liner or cover in engineered MSW landfill.

Keywords: Acceptable zone � Bacillus pumilus � Compaction
Liner � Lateritic soil � Volumetric shrinkage strain

1 Introduction

The current trend in soil improvement techniques involves the use of sustainable and
environmentally friendly modifiers/stabilizers [1, 2]. Researchers over time have shown
that the use of the conventional soil modifiers/stabilizers (i.e., cement, lime, etc.) often
times modify the soil pH which in turn contaminate soil and groundwater [1, 3].

Microbial-Induced Calcite Precipitation (MICP) is a novel soil improvement
technique. It is a green and sustainable method which uses biological and chemical
processes to improve soil engineering properties [4].

Stabilizing agents such as cement, fly ash, asphalt, bagasse ash, lime, aqueous
polymers, blast furnace slag, etc. have been successfully used to reduce shrinkage
cracking in clayey barrier soils, but the used Bacillus pumilus is not documented. This
study focused on the use of Bacillus pumilus for the treatment of lateritic soil and
evaluated its effect on the volumetric shrinkage strain of compacted soil.
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2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Soil

The lateritic soil used in the study was collected by method of disturbed sampling from
a depth of 1.5 m at an erosion site in Abagana (68o24′31′′N and 27o52′11′′E), Njikoka
Local Government Area of Anambra state, South East Nigeria.

2.2 Cementation Reagents

The cementation reagents used in the study comprise 20 g of urea (CO (NH2)2) and
2.8 g of calcium chloride (CaCl2). It also contained 10 g ammonium chloride (NH4Cl),
3 g nutrient broth and 2.12 g sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO3) per litre of de-ionized
water [3, 6–8].

2.3 MICP Treatment

The air-dried lateritic soil that passed through BS #4 sieve was prepared at moulding
water content −2, 0, 2 and 4% relative to OMC and 1/3 pore volume of Bacillus
pumilus solution in stepped concentration as recommended by [9]. The mixture was
allowed to stand for 12 h for saturation of the Bacillus pumilus within the soil mass
before compaction in the moulds using BSL energy [10]. Cementation reagent was
introduced on the surface of the soil and allowed to percolate until the specimen was
saturated. The procedure was repeated at six hours interval for two days.

2.4 Volumetric Shrinkage

Volumetric shrinkage strain was determined by extruding compacted specimens from
the compaction moulds and then air-drying them in the laboratory with an ambient
room temperature of 29 ± 2 ºC for 30 days. Vernier caliper was used to measure the
diameters and heights of specimens treated with 0/ml, 1.5 � 108/ml, 6.0 � 108/ml,
12 � 108/ml, 18 � 108/ml and 24 � 108/ml Bacillus pumilus concentration, respec-
tively, at 5 days interval for 30 days. The averages of the values recorded were used in
the computation of volumetric shrinkage strain of specimens for each Bacillus pumilus
concentration.

3 Discussion of Results

3.1 Index Properties of the Natural Soil

The physical properties of the lateritic soil are presented in Table 1. The soil belongs to
the SC group in the Unified Soil Classification System [11] or A-4(3) soil group of the
AASHTO soil classification system [12]. The oxide composition of the lateritic soil
used is shown in Table 2.
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3.2 Effect of Air-Drying

The variation of mass with drying time for specimens prepared at −2, 0, +2 and +4
relative to OMC for different Bacillus pumilus concentration is shown in Fig. 1. Large
reduction in mass was recorded within the first five days of air-drying, but the mass of
specimens became constant by the 15th day. The reduction in mass was proportional to
the moulding water content; it reduced faster for specimens prepared at lower moulding
water content (i.e., on the dry side of OMC) than those prepared at higher moulding
water content (i.e., on the wet side of OMC). Similar trends were reported by [13–15].

The relationship between VSS and air-drying period for specimens prepared at −2,
0, +2 and +4 of OMC for different Bacillus pumilus concentrations is depicted in
Fig. 2. The rates of change in mass were affected by the Bacillus pumilus concentra-
tions used. Lower VSS values were recorded at higher Bacillus pumilus concentration
because of the higher quantity of calcite deposited that clogged the voids of the
specimens. Similar trends were also reported by [13–15].

Table 1. Physical properties of the lateritic soil used

Property Quantity

Natural moisture content (%) 11.8
Percentage Passing #200 Sieve (Wet Sieving) 35.3
Liquid Limit (%) 34.4
Plastic Limit (%) 8.3
Plasticity Index (%) 26.1
Linear Shrinkage (%) 8.7
Specific Gravity 2.65
AASHTO classification A-4(3)
USCS SC
Colour Reddish brown
Dominant Clay Mineral Kaolinite

Table 2. Oxide composition of lateritic soil used

Oxide Concentration %

SiO2 56.5
Al2O3 19.00
CaO 0.33
TiO2 2.89
V2O5 0.061
Cr2O3 0.051
Fe2O3 15.41
MnO 0.075
CuO 0.056
ZrO2 0.290
L.O.I 4.54
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Fig. 1. Variation in mass of lateritic soil with air-drying time for varying Bacillus pumilus
concentration (a) −2% OMC (b) OMC (c) +2% OMC (d) +4% OMC
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3.3 Influence of Moulding Water Content

The histogram depicting the relationship between VSS and moulding water content at
varying Bacillus pumilus concentration is presented in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Relationship between volumetric shrinkage strain of lateritic soil - Bacillus pumilus
mixtures prepared at: (a) −2% OMC (b) OMC (c) +2% OMC (d) +4% OMC
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The observed increase in VSS values of air-dried specimens with increase in
moulding water content could probably be due to the presence of more water in the
voids of the compacted soil that were prepared at higher moulding water content.
Haienes [16] reported that, VSS is proportional to the amount of water getting out of
the voids of the soil when drying occurs in saturated soils. For the moulding water
content between –2 and +4% of the OMC considered in the study, VSS values for the
natural soil below the maximum regulatory 4% were recorded only for specimens
prepared at –2% and OMC with moulding water content in the range 10.4–13.4%.

At 1.5 � 108/ml Bacillus pumilus concentration it was observed that VSS value
reduced. This could probably be due to bio-clogging of voids by the calcite formed
when B. pumilus released urease enzyme from its metabolic process. This enzyme
triggered the MICP process by hydrolyzing urea [9] The ammonium (NH4+) produced
increased the pH of the environment which favoured the bicarbonate (HCO3

−) to
precipitate calcium ion (Ca2+) from the calcium chloride added, producing calcium
calcite (CaCO3) [17]. VSS values below the maximum regulatory 4% were recorded
for specimens prepared at moulding water content in the range 10.4–16.0% and the
percentage reductions in VSS values at this moulding water content are 30.9%, 25.5%,
24.2% and 13.1% for −2, 0, 2, 4% relative to OMC, respectively.

Lateritic soil treated with 6.0 � 108/ml Bacillus pumilus concentration recorded
VSS values below the maximum regulatory 4% at moulding water contents
between10.4 and 16.4%. The percentage reduction in VSS values at moulding water
content of −2, 0, +2 and +4 relative to OMC are 48%, 30.3%, 50.7% and 51.3%,
respectively. On the other hand, at 12.0 � 108/ml Bacillus pumilus concentration, the
regulatory criterion was achieved at moulding water content between 10.4 and 16.4%.
The percentage reduction in VSS values at moulding water contents of −2, 0, +2 and
+4% relative to the OMC are 35.8%, 36.5%, 51.2% and 53.7%, respectively.

At 18.0 � 108/ml Bacillus pumilus concentration satisfactory VSS values were
obtained at moulding water content between 10.4 and 16.4%. The percentage reduction
in VSS at moulding water content of −2, 0, +2 and +4% relative to the OMC are
60.9%, 70.0%, 93.9% and 87.8%, respectively. Finally, at 24.0 � 108/ml Bacillus
pumilus concentration, satisfactory VSS values were recorded at moulding water
content between 10.4 and 16.4%. The percentage reduction in VSS at moulding water

Fig. 3. Relationship between volumetric shrinkage strain of lateritic soil and moulding water
content at varying Bacillus pumilus concentration
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content of −2, 0, +2 and +4% relative to the OMC are 111.4%, 108.6%, 167.1% and
144.8%, respectively.

3.4 Influence of Moulding Water Content Relative to Optimum

The relationship between VSS of lateritic soil - Bacillus pumilus mixtures and
moulding water content relative to optimum is shown in Fig. 4.

The VSS values increased with increasing moulding water content relative to
optimum. The natural lateritic soil specimens prepared at moulding water content
between −2 and +4% relative to the OMC recorded VSS values below the maximum
regulatory 4% at moulding water 1.3% relative to OMC (see Fig. 4). At 1.5 � 108/ml
Bacillus pumilus concentration satisfactory VSS values were achieved at 3.7%, while
for 6.0 � 108/ml, 12.0 � 108/ml, 18.0 � 108/ml and 24.0 � 108/ml Bacillus pumilus
concentration, satisfactory VSS values were achieved for specimens prepared with 4%
moulding water content relative to OMC.

3.5 Influence of Bacillus Pumilus Concentration

The relationship between the VSS of lateritic soil and Bacillus pumilus concentration
for specimens prepared at −2, 0, +2 and +4% relative to OMC is presented in Fig. 5.
The VSS values decreased with increase in Bacillus pumilus concentration regardless
of the moulding water content at which specimens were prepared. This could be
attributed to the higher concentration of Bacillus pumilus that produced more urease
enzyme from the hydrolysis urea that triggered the MICP process [9]. The ammonium
(NH4

+) produced increased the pH of the environment and enabled the bicarbonate
HCO3�ð Þ to precipitate calcium ion (Ca2+) from the calcium chloride added. This
resulted in the formation of calcite (CaCO3) in the voids of the soil [17].

Fig. 4. Relationship between volumetric shrinkage strain of lateritic soil Bacillus pumilus –

mixtures and moulding water content relative to optimum
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3.6 Acceptable Compaction Planes

Compaction planes as described by [5] on which VSS values below the maximum
regulatory 4% were recorded for each Bacillus pumilus concentration was developed
by relating the moulding water content to the average dry density of specimens
recorded during the compaction process. The compaction planes on which the regu-
latory VSS criterion is satisfied are depicted in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5. Relationship between volumetric shrinkage strain of lateritic soil and Bacillus pumilus
concentration at varying moulding water content relative to optimum moisture content

Fig. 6. Satisfactory compaction planes for volumetric shrinkage strain of lateritic soil - Bacillus
pumilus concentration mixture (a) 0 (i.e., Natural soil) (b) 24.0 � 108/ml treatment
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The satisfactory compaction plane for the natural lateritic soil was achieved at
moulding water content between 10.4 and 13.4% (see Fig. 6a). It was also achieved
between 10.4 and 16.2% for 1.5 � 108/ml Bacillus pumilus concentration. Satisfactory
compaction planes were obtained for treatment of lateritic soil with 6.0 � 108/ml,
12.0 � 108/ml, 18.0 � 108/ml and 24.0 � 108/ml Bacillus pumilus concentration
when specimens were at moulding water content between 10.4 and 16.4%. The
compaction plane for the optimally treated soil is shown in Fig. 6b. The plots show that
beyond 1.5 � 108/ml Bacillus pumilus concentration, larger satisfactory compaction
planes were achieved with the optimally treated soil having wider satisfactory com-
paction plane when compared with that of the natural lateritic soil.

4 Conclusion

A lateritic soil belonging to SC group in the Unified Soil Classification System or A-4
(3) in the AASHTO classification system was injected with up to 24.0 � 108/ml
Bacillus pumilus concentration to evaluate the influence of air-drying on the compacted
material when used as a liner and cover in engineered municipal solid waste landfill.
Soil samples were prepared at moulding water contents of −2, 0, 2 and 4% of their
respective OMC using British Standard light (or standard Proctor) energy. Volumetric
shrinkage strain (VSS) values of specimens peaked within the first five (5) days of
air-drying and became were constant by the 15th day.

Generally, VSS increased with greater moulding water content as well as the
moulding water content relative to optimum. On the other hand, VSS generally
decreased with higher Bacillus pumilus concentration in the lateritic soil irrespective of
the moulding water content of the specimens. From the results of this study, an optimal
24 � 108/ml Bacillus pumilus concentration is recommended for the treatment of
lateritic soil to be used as liner and cover in engineered landfills.
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Abstract. Using recycled concrete aggregate (RCA) as base course in pave-
ment construction also requires the investigation on the potential environmental
risk. In this study, leaching characteristics of major elements including alu-
minum (Al), calcium (Ca), iron (Fe) and magnesium (Mg), trace and minor
elements including arsenic (As) and barium (Ba) from RCA under different pH
conditions (pH*2–14) were investigated by laboratory batch leaching tests in
accordance with the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA)
leaching method 1313. Geochemical speciation modelling by Visual Minteq
was applied to determine leaching mechanisms of these elements. Results
showed that leaching of Fe followed a cationic leaching pattern, where the
elemental concentrations leached from RCA decreased with an increase in pH.
Leaching of Al present the amphoteric pattern, and leaching behavior of Ca, Mg,
As and Ba showed different leaching patterns, which is less pH dependent.
Maximum leaching concentrations of the majority elements were measured at
extreme acidic (pH * 2). The fine particles tended to leach more trace elements
than sand and gravel-sized particles at pH > 10. Leaching of Al from all RCA
samples are controlled by dissolution/precipitation of (hydr)oxides mineral solid
phases. Leaching of Ba is controlled by witherite from pH of 8 to 10, and it
seems to be controlled by barite at extremely alkaline pH condition (pH = 13).

Keywords: Recycled concrete aggregate � Leaching � Grain size
pH � Geochemical modeling

1 Introduction

Roadways including highways and railways are frequently rehabilitated due to the end
of their service lives, and the existing roadway surfaces need to be removed and
preplaced with new construction materials. Increasing roadway reconstruction along
with virgin aggregate in the United States (U.S.) causes increasing demand for more
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construction materials. The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA 2004) reported
that the demand of aggregates are two billion tons in the United States and the quantity
of quarried aggregates will increase to 2.5 billion tons by 2020. In 2016, two major
construction material (sand and gravel) valued at $8.9 billion was produced, and it is
estimated that about 44% of them was used as concrete aggregates; which 25% for road
base and coverings and road stabilization (USGS 2017). Since the construction sector
consumes huge amount of natural resources and produces significant quantity of waste,
recycling and reusing of concrete aggregates present preeminent affection on reduction
of energy consumption (Alagusic et al. 2016). Moreover, environmental friendly
benefits such as reduce of greenhouse gas emissions also can be achieved.

However, beneficial use of recycled materials requires to assess environmental
impacts first, which usually be identified by leaching characteristics (Garrabrants et al.
2014; Komonweeraket et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2016a, b; Chen et al. 2016). Recycled
concrete aggregates (RCA) is a cement-based material, so highly alkaline effluent and
the leaching of heavy metals have been reported (Sadecki et al. 1996). The impact of
pH on leaching behavior of elements from RCA can be determine by pH-dependent
leaching test. Engelsen et al. (2009; 2010) assessed leaching characteristics of the
major constituents, minor and trace elements from RCA, and geochemical speciation
modelling was applied by framework ORCHESTRA. Chen et al. (2012) have inves-
tigated the leaching behavior of trace elements, including copper (Cu) and zinc
(Zn) and minor heavy metals, including oxyanion chromium (Cr), and the pH and grain
size effect also been considered. However, to gain a comprehensive investigation on
leaching behavior and mechanism affect by the pH and grain size, more elemental
leaching and geochemical modeling need to be performed.

In this study, pH-dependent leaching test along with consideration of grain size
(gravel, sand and fine particle) were conducted on RCA sample collected from state of
Colorado, U.S. The impact of pH and grain size on leaching behavior of elements from
RCA were investigated, and the controlling leaching mechanisms were determined via
geochemical modeling. Visual MINTEQA2 (United States Environmental Protection
Agency, U.S.) geochemical modeling is used to determine the dominant oxidation
states of the leached elements and to predict the controlling leaching mechanisms.

2 Materials

The RCA sample were collected from multiple concrete demolition sources at state of
Colorado (CO), and provided by the State Departments of Transportation (DOT) as
part of a Pooled Fund project. RCA sample had been stockpiled for more than one year,
and mainly contained feldspar, quartz, and calcite (Chen et al. 2013). To explore the
effect of grin size on leaching characteristics, three grain-size fractions of RCA sample
were prepared by sieving process. Gravel fraction refers to gravel-sized particles
(<75 mm, >4.75 mm), Sand fraction refers to sand-sized particles (<4.75 mm,
>0.075 mm), and Fine fraction refers to fine particles (<0.075 mm). Physical properties
and grain size distribution of RCA sample were summarized in Table 1.
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Total elemental analysis was determined by acid digestion according per EPA
Method 3050B. Tests were conducted in triplicate. A 1:1 nitric acid digestion of 1-g of
solid sample was performed at 90–95 °C for 2 h, and 30% H2O2 was added to start a
peroxide reaction. The total carbon (TC), total inorganic carbon (TIC), and total
organic carbon (TOC) were determined with a SC144 DR sulfur and carbon analyzer
(LECO Inc., St. Joseph, MO, USA). Table 2 summarizes the chemical composition of
the RCA sample. More detailed information regarding the index properties and
chemical properties of RCA samples can be found in Chen et al. (2013).

Table 1. Physical properties and grain size distribution of RCA

Properties Test methods RCA sample from Colorado

Physical properties
In-situ water content (%) ASTM D2216 3.9
Optimum water content (%) ASTM D1557 11.9
Maximum dry unit weight (kN/m3) ASTM D1557 18.9
Specific gravity (Gs) AASHTO T85 2.6
Absorption (%) AASHTO T85 5.8
Void ratio (e) AASHTO T85 0.36
Unified soil classification system (USCS) SM
Hydraulic conductivity (k, m/s) ASTM D5856 1.6 � 10−5

Grain size distribution
75–4.75 mm (wt%) ASTM D2487 40.9
4.75–0.075 mm (wt%) 46.3
<0.075 mm (wt%) 12.8

Table 2. Chemical compositions of RCA

Properties Test methods RCA sample from Colorado

Chemical composition
Total carbon (%) LECO carbon analyzer 1.9
Total organic carbon (%) 0.3
Total inorganic carbon (%) 1.5
Major elements
Calcium (Ca, %) EPA method 3050 B 8.5
Iron, (Fe, %) 1.1
Aluminum, (Al, %) 1.5
Magnesium (Mg, %) 0.3
Trace elements
Arsenic (As, mg/kg) 6.5
Barium (Ba, mg/kg) 88.8
Material pH
Bulk specimens Accumet

AR 50
pH meter

12.1
Gravel-sized (75–4.75 mm) 12.1
Sand-sized (4.75–0.075 mm) 11.9
Fines (<0.075 mm) 11.8
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3 Methods

3.1 pH-Dependent Leaching Tests

pH-dependent batch tests were performed according to US EPA method 1313 (U.S.
EPA 2012). Tests were conducted at a liquid to solid (L/S) ratio of 10:1. A pH range of
2 to 13 was used for the pH-dependent leaching tests, with target pH values of 13, 12,
10.5, 9, 8, 7, 5.5, 4 and 2. A pre-test titration was conducted to determine the equi-
librium time and the acid/base addition required for each batch. Batches were agitated
in an end-over-end tumbler at a speed of 30 rpm. After equilibration, the solution was
allowed to settle for 5 min. pH, electrical conductivity (EC), and oxidation-reduction
potential (ORP) were recorded. The suspended solution was filtered through a 0.45-lm
membrane disk filter using a 20-mL plastic syringe, and then stored in sealed 15-mL
high-density polyethylene tube bottles.

All filtered samples were preserved using nitric acid to pH < 2 and stored at 4 °C
prior to chemical analysis. Concentrations of major and trace elements, including Al,
Ca, Fe, Mg, Ba and As, were quantified to investigate leaching characteristics. Con-
centrations of Al, Ca, Fe, Mg and Ba were determined by inductively coupled plasma
optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES, Vista-MPX CCD Simultaneous ICP-OES,
Varian Inc., CA, U.S.). Concentrations of As were determined by inductively coupled
plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS, VG PlasmaQuad PQ2 Turbo Plus ICP-MS,
Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., MA, U.S.).

3.2 Geochemical Modeling

MINTEQA2, a geochemical modeling software developed by USEPA, has been used
for the calculation of the equilibrium composition of natural aqueous systems and
aqueous solutions in laboratory setting (Allison et al. 1991). In this study, MINTEQA2
was used to determine the predominant oxidation states and leachate controlling
mechanisms of the leached elements from RCA samples with fractionated particle. The
controlling mechanism for elements release from the RCA samples (e.g., whether
solubility control or not) were investigated via geochemical modeling. Major and trace
element concentrations from pH-dependent leaching tests, leachate pH, electrical
conductivity (EC) and leachate Eh collected in leaching tests were used as an input in
the MINTEQA2 geochemical modeling program.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Effects of pH and Grain Size on Leaching of Major Alkaline Elements

Elemental leaching behavior of recycled construction material under the influence pH
has been reported that follow three distinct patterns, including cationic, oxyanionic, and
amphoteric patterns (Komonweeraket et al. 2015a, b; Zhang et al. 2016a, b). Leaching
concentrations of elements decrease consistently as pH increases in the cationic pattern.
In the oxyanionic pattern, the leachate concentrations of elements increase with pH and
reach a relatively high concentration at alkaline condition (pH > 10). In the amphoteric
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pattern, minimum leaching concentrations of elements can be observed neutral con-
dition (pH = 7), and elemental leaching concentration increase at acidic and basic pH
conditions. Figure 1 shows leaching behavior of major alkaline elements as a function
of pH from RCA with different fractions. Elements of Al, Ca, Fe and Mg leaching from
RCA samples were considered as major alkaline elements, due to the relative higher
concentrations (>0.1%) in total elemental analysis (Table 2).

Figure 1(a) shows concentrations of Al of different fraction RCA samples as a
function of pH, thus indicating the amphoteric pattern. All RCA samples exhibit similar
leaching behavior for Al, while the sand fraction sample present relative higher con-
centration (more than 10 times) than other fraction samples at pH of 2 to 7. The
minimum leaching concentration of Al can be observed at around pH = 9 with
approximately 5 mg/L, and the maximum concentration is about 3–5 � 105 mg/L,
which occurs at pH of 2 and 13, respectively. Leaching concentrations of Ca from RCA
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Fig. 1. Concentrations of major alkaline elements as a function of pH from RCA with different
fractions: (a) Al, (b) Ca, (c) Mg and (d) Fe
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samples are similar for different fraction samples (Fig. 1b). The leaching concentrations
are 2–3 � 104 mg/L with nearly no change for pH ranging from 2 to 12, while the
concentration of Ca rapidly decreases when pH increases beyond 12. Figure 1(c) and
(d) shows that leaching behavior of Fe and Mg from RCA sample are similar to
leaching behavior of Al and Ca. Leaching of Fe from sand fraction sample is higher
than other samples during pH of 2 to 7, and minimal concentration of Fe is about
50 mg/L at pH = 9. No change for concentration of Mg can be detected at pH of 2–9.
However, the concentration of Mg rapidly decreases from 2 � 104 mg/L to 10 mg/L at
pH of 12.

4.2 Effects of pH and Grain Size on Leaching of Trace Element
and Heavy Metal

Trace metal element and heavy metal (As and Ba), which showed that leaching
behavior are sensitive to the changes in pH of the aqueous solutions, are chosen to be
analyzed. Figure 2 shows concentrations of trace element and heavy metal in leachate
from the fraction RCA samples under different pH conditions. Leaching behavior of As
from all samples follows a similar trend (Fig. 2a). Leaching behavior of As for all three
fraction of the RCA samples present relatively independent of pH until pH = 10
(Fig. 2a), following with a significant drop from 500 lg/L to 10 lg/L. The minimum
release of As occurred at natural pH condition (pH = 12), and the concentration is
about 10 lg/L, which is same with the US EPA maximum contaminant level
(MCL) for drinking water. It means that the concentration of As from all RCA samples
exceed the EPA MCL, which could put potential environmental risk.

Leaching concentration of Ba for all fraction of the RCA samples present relatively
independent of pH until pH = 9 (Fig. 2b), following with a significant drop at alkaline
conditions (pH > 10). Similar leaching behavior has also been reported for recycled

Fig. 2. Concentrations of (a) As and (b) Ba as a function of pH from RCA with different
fractions:
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construction material, such as MSWI fly ash (Zhang et al. 2016a, b) and coal fly ash
mixtures (Komonweeraket et al. 2014). It can be seen that the fine fraction RCA
samples release more Ba than other particle size fraction samples at pH < 9, while the
opposite case occurred when pH > 10.

4.3 Geochemical Modeling

Apul et al. (2005) reported that saturation index (SI) and aqueous phase equilibrium
composition of all leachates with respect to solids or minerals can be computed by
allowing aqueous complexation reactions at fixed pH. It was assumed that the equi-
librium achieved between the leachate and solubility-controlling elements, and the
reaction system was assumed under influence of atmospheric CO2 with 25 °C as well.
Two equilibrium mechanism including solubility (dissolution-precipitation) and sorp-
tion has been reported that control the leaching of metals from coal combustion
byproducts (Fruchter et al. 1990; Mudd et al. 2004; Komonweeraket et al. 2015a). The
dominant oxidation states of selected elements including Al and Ba are Al3+ and Ba2+,
respectively. Log activities of the concerned elements were calculated by MINTEQA2,
and log activities corresponding with leachate pH were graphed as Log activity dia-
grams (as shown in Fig. 3). These graphs can be used to determine whether elements of
interest were controlled by mineral solubility. When the calculated activities of ele-
ments are close to the stability/solubility line of the mineral or solid, release of these
element could be controlled by mineral solubility, otherwise, the elements are not
solubility controlled.

Figure 3(a) shows that leaching of Al from all RCA samples are controlled by
dissolution/precipitation of (hydr)oxides mineral solid phases. It can be observed that
leaching of Al is controlled by gibbsite at pH < 6 and pH > 8, while the
dissolution/precipitation of Boehmite is controlling the leaching of Al at neutral pH
condition. Previous studies found that leaching of Al was controlled by amorphous Al

Fig. 3. Log activity of elements vs pH: (a) Al3+ and (b) Ba2+.
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(OH)3 and gibbsite on coal and MSWI fly ash samples (Komonweeraket et al. 2015b;
Zhang et al. 2016a, b). Two compounds including Barite [Ba(SO4)(s)] and witherite
[BaCO3(s)] has been indicated that control the leaching of Ba in aqueous solutions
from coal combustion byproducts (Fruchter et al. 1990; Mudd et al. 2004). Figure 3(b)
shows that leaching of Ba is controlled by witherite from pH of 8 to 10, and it seems to
be controlled by barite at extremely alkaline pH condition (pH = 13).

5 Conclusions

pH-dependent leaching tests was performed on RCA samples with different fractions,
leaching behavior of major and trace elements under different pH conditions were
investigated. Leaching mechanisms of Al and Ba were explored via MINTEQA2.
Conclusions of the current study are summarized below:

(1:) The leaching concentrations of major and trace elements including heavy metal,
were significantly influenced by pH. Leaching of Al present the amphoteric
pattern with minimal concentration at neutral pH (=7) and an increase in con-
centration at acidic and basic pH conditions. Leaching behavior of Ca, Mg, As
and Ba showed different leaching patterns, which is less pH dependent, and
maximum releases occurred at acidic conditions (pH = 2). Leaching of As fol-
lowed a cationic leaching pattern where the concentrations of elements decreased
with an increase in pH of the effluent solutions. The fine particles tended to leach
more trace elements than sand and gravel-sized particles at pH > 10.

(2:) Geochemical modeling analyses indicated that leaching of Al and Ba from RCA
samples were solubility controlled. Leaching of these elements depended on the
dissolution/precipitation of their (hydr)oxides and carbonate. Results of geo-
chemical modeling analyses also showed that the leaching controlling mechanism
of elements leached from different fraction RCA samples was not different.

(3:) Recycled concrete aggregate (RCA) is one of alternative material for roadway
construction, while more laboratory and numerical analysis still need to be per-
formed to confirm that it can be reused environmental friendly.
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Abstract. This paper presents a systematic laboratory investigation of the
effects of KMP content and curing time on the mechanical properties of a Zn, Pb
and Cd contaminated site soil. Some basic parameters quantifying the
stress-strain relation and strength properties of KMP stabilized site soils are
evaluated. They are the values of unconfined compressive strength (qu), failure
strain (ef), and Young’s modulus (E50). Furthermore, some empirical equations
are proposed, which are useful for engineering applications.

Keywords: Solidification/Stabilization � Heavy metals contaminated soil
Phosphate � Strength prediction � Stress-strain relationship

1 Introduction

Heavy metal contamination can have considerable influence on the mechanical prop-
erties of the soils, and the influence can be unfavorable for the redevelopment of the
contaminated sites [1]. The process of stabilization/solidification (S/S) has been stan-
dardized and forms an important part of the contaminated soil remediation technology.
The S/S is a process that involves the mixing of waste with a binder to reduce the
contaminant leachability from both chemical and physical means, and to convert a
hazardous waste into an environmentally acceptable material for land disposal or
construction use. A new phosphate-based binder-KMP for heavy metal contaminated
soils is developed recently [2, 3]. The KMP consists of oxalic acid-activated phosphate
rock (APR), monopotassium phosphate (KH2PO4), and reactive magnesia (MgO).
Previous studies find that the KMP stabilized soils have low leachability, ecotoxicity,
alkalinity, but high strength [2]. However the results are mainly obtained from artificial
soils spiked with Pb and/or Zn contaminants, the applicability of these features
observed for heavy metal contaminated site soils need to be investigated conclusively.
This study aims to investigate the properties of unconfined compressive strength (qu),
failure strain (ef), and Young’s modulus (E50) of a KMP stabilized Pb, Zn and Cd
contaminated site soil from a Pb–Zn smelter. A series of unconfined compression tests
(UST) are carried out. The effects of curing time, KMP content on qu, E50, ef as well as
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the relationships of qu versus E50 and qu versus ef of the KMP stabilized soils are
studied. Empirical formula for predicting qu is proposed, and predictions made by using
the formula are validated against experimental data.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Raw Materials

Soil samples are collected from the surroundings of the “Northwest” Pb–Zn smelter,
located in Baiyin City, Gansu, China. This smelter is constructed in 1996 as a base for
non-ferrous metals smelting in China. The basic physicochemical properties including
heavy metal concentrations of the soil are listed in Table 1. The KMP consists of APR,
KH2PO4, and MgO with a mass ratio of 1:1:2. Commercial phosphate rock cores
(Ca10(PO4)6F2) are crushed and ground to pass through a sieve with opening size of
0.075 mm. The KH2PO4 (chemical analytical reagent) and MgO (industrial reagent)
are obtained from Nanjing Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd., and Sinopharm Chemical
Reagent Co., Ltd., respectively. Prior to the KMP preparation, the sieved phosphate
rock powder is mixed with 1.0 mol/L oxalic acid at a liquid solid ratio of 2:1 for 5 min
using an electronic mixer. The mixture is equilibrated in a top-sealed vessel at 28 ± 1 °
C for 4 days. After having been dried in the oven at 60 °C, the mixture is pulverized
and passed through a 0.075 mm sieve to achieve desired APR [2]. The chemical
compositions of the phosphate rock and MgO are measured by X-ray fluorescence
method using ARL9800XP+ XRF spectrometry and are listed in Table 2.

Table 1. Physicochemical properties of the contaminated soil

Index Value Test method

Natural water content, wn (%) 46.2 GB/T 50123-1999
pH 6.04 ASTM D 4972
Plastic limit, wP (%) 17.2 ASTM D 4318
Liquid limit, wL (%) 33.3 ASTM D 4318
Soil type CL ASTM D 2487
Specific gravity, Gs 2.73 GB/T 50123-1999
Heavy metal concentration (mg/kg)
Zinc, Zn 17300 GB/T 17138-1997
Lead, Pb 9710 GB/T 17141-199
Cadmium, Cd 425 GB/T 17141-199
Grain size distribution (%)
Clay (<0.005 mm) 6.54 GB/T 50123-1999
Silt (0.005–0.075 mm) 43.95 GB/T 50123-1999
Sand (0.075–1 mm) 49.51 GB/T 50123-1999
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2.2 Sample Preparation and Testing Methods

In this study, there are four curing times, i.e., 3, 7, 14, and 28 days, and four KMP
contents, i.e., 0% (i.e., untreated soil), 6%, 8% and 10% (dry weight basis). To prepare
stabilized soils, a predetermined volume of deionized water is added into the air-dried
soil, and the water content reaches 22%. The soil and the deionized water are mixed
thoroughly by using an electronic mixer for about 5 min to obtain homogenous slurry.
Later, the KMP powder is poured into the slurry and the mixture is mixed thoroughly to
achieve homogeneity. The final mixture is then compacted into a Ф50 � H100 mm
cylindrical iron mold using a hydraulic jack to achieve a dry density of 1.51 g/cm3,
which is the same with the maximum dry density of the untreated soil. Then the soil
specimen is extruded from the mold, wrapped by a polythene bag, and cured under
controlled ambient condition (22 °C and relative humidity of 95%).

Unconfined compression tests (UCT) are performed as per ASTM D4219 [4], by
fixing the strain rate at 1%/min. From these tests, qu, E50, ef of soils are obtained. ef is the
strain corresponding to qu and is an important parameter to delineate the ductile and brittle
behavior of cemented soils and other materials. E50 is the secant modulus given as:

E50 ¼ rf
2e1=2

ð1Þ

where rf = the peak strength qu, e1/2 = the strain corresponding to the state with
r = 0.5 rf. Triplicate samples are tested, and the mean values are given in the
result-figures.

3 Test Results and Analyses

3.1 Unconfined Compressive Strength

It is evident that the qu increases with KMP contents and curing times (Fig. 1). For
examples, after 7 days, qu increases approximately by 1.7 and 1.8 times when KMP

Table 2. Oxide chemistry of phosphate rock and MgO tested

Oxide chemistry Phosphate rock (%) MgO (%)

Calcium oxide (CaO) 45.93 0.23
Aluminium oxide (Al2O3) 1.23 0.28
Magnesium oxide (MgO) – 87.95
Phosphorus oxide (P2O5) 25.10 0.03
Potassium oxide (K2O) – 0.011
Silicon oxide (SiO2) 6.14 0.28
Sulphate oxide (SO3) – 0.45
Fluorine (F) 2.35 –

Chlorine (Cl) – 0.28
Loss on ignition (950 °C) 13.12 9.87
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content increases from 6% to 8% and 6% to 10%, respectively. The values of qu
corresponding to 28 days are found to be about 10% to 30% higher than those for 7 days.
When the KMP content is higher than 8%, the effect of KMP content on qu becomes
very moderate. This can be attributed to the limited water content in soil specimens,
indicating that for a relatively high KMP content (� 8%), a further increase in initial
water content would result in an improvement of the strength of stabilized soils.

3.2 Failure Strain

Figure 2 reveals the results of ef. It is seen that the increment in KMP content leads to
substantial increase in the brittleness of the stabilized soils, characterized by the
decrease in ef. It should also be noted that ef reduces with curing time. A power-
function relationship between curing time and ef is found, which is given as:

Fig. 1. Change of qu with curing time and KMP content

Fig. 2. ef values of the soils stabilized with the KMP
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ef ¼ a � tb ð2Þ

where t is the curing time. For the soils tested in this study, a summary of the values of
parameter a and b is given in Table 3.

3.3 Young’s Modulus E50

Figure 3 summarizes the variation of E50. For different KMP contents and curing times,
the E50 values measured are in a range of 18.55 to 110.76 MPa for this series of tests. It
is seen that KMP stabilized soils have a strong deformation resistant ability. The results
also show that the values of E50 increases with curing time and KMP content. Fur-
thermore, the rate of E50 increment generally decreases over time.

3.4 Relationship Between ef and Qu

Figure 4 illustrates the relationship between qu and ef. Zhu [5] proposes that the
reduction of ef with qu can be described by an exponential function for cement
solidified sediments. However, a power function is suggested in this paper as follows:

Table 3. Values of parameters a and b for Eq. (2)

KMP content a b R2

6% 0.047 −0.202 0.97
8% 0.025 −0.089 0.94
10% 0.022 −0.051 0.91

Fig. 3. E50 values of the soils stabilized with the KMP
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ef ¼ 0:34 � q�0:40
u ;R2 ¼ 0:87 ð3Þ

The fair correlation coefficient, R (R2 = 0.87) suggests that the derived power
function may be used for engineering estimation for the KMP stabilized contaminated
site soils. Ductile behavior is associated with low strength and higher failure strain, and
brittle behavior vice versa. It is seen that increments in KMP content and curing time
are the main parameters to cause the stabilized soils brittle. The existence of the ef−qu
relation can be attributed to similar impacts as the KMP content and curing time on qu
and ef (see Figs. 1 and 2). This observation shows that the relationships between ef and
qu are not sensitive to the KMP content or curing time.

3.5 Relationship Between E50 and Qu

Figure 5 illustrates the relationship between E50 and qu. It is seen clearly that the E50

(i.e. stiffness) of the soils increases with soil strength qu. The relationship is basically
linear. Therefore the relationship between E50 and qu is expressed by

E50 ¼ g � qu ð4Þ

in which η is a dimensionless parameter. For the soils tested in this study, 12 pairs of
E50 and qu corresponding to the curing times of 3, 7, 14, and 28 days at different KMP
contents, are found to follow well Eq. (4). The value of η is obtained using the
Least-Squares-Fitting method, and is equal to 68.2 (R2 = 0.99).

Fig. 4. Relationships between ef and qu of the stabilized soils
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3.6 Proposed Method for qu Estimation

Semi-empirical equations are proposed to provide a useful means to estimate the
unconfined compressive strength qu of the KMP stabilized soils. For the purpose of
engineering application, the method is kept simple. The strengths qu are dependent on
KMP content (aw) and curing time (t), and the corresponding experimental data are
shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. It is seen that the value of qu increases with the
KMP content monotonically at a specific curing time (see Fig. 6), indicating a linear
relationship between qu and aw. In addition, the qu−t relationship at a given KMP
content is nonlinear and can be expressed by a power equation (see Fig. 7).

Fig. 5. Relationships between E50 and qu of the stabilized soils

Fig. 6. Change of qu with KMP content
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The strength of stabilized soils can be divided into two parts: the strength of the
untreated soil and the strength increment from the cementation effect of the binder
stabilization [6]. Therefore, the following linear equation for qu of KMP stabilized soils
is suggested.

qu aw; tð Þ ¼ qu;0 tð Þ þ k tð Þ � aw ð5Þ

where qu(aw, t) is the strength of the soil at a given KMP content aw after t days of
curing; qu,0(t) is qu of the untreated soil after t days of curing, it is assumed that
qu,0(t) = qu,0, a constant over time, equal to 76.43 kPa for the soil reported in this
paper; and k(t) describes the rate of strength increment with KMP content, and it is time
dependent.

The relationships and the fitting lines between qu and the KMP content at different
curing times are shown in Fig. 6. The values of parameter k(t) of different curing times
are listed in Table 4 (k(0) = 0 kPa for 0 day of curing). It is found that the value of k(t)
varies with curing time t as a power function (see Fig. 8), which is consistent with the
analysis based on Fig. 7. It can be expressed as

k tð Þ ¼ 6924:51 � t0:21;R2 ¼ 0:99 ð6Þ

Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (5) gives the following empirical equation:

qu aw; tð Þ ¼ qu;0 þ k tð Þ � aw ¼ 76:43þ 6924:51 � t0:21 � aw ð7Þ

Equation (7) can be used to estimate qu for the stabilized Pb, Zn and Cd con-
taminated soils with a given KMP content of aw and a specified curing time of t. To
examine the validity, the predicted values of qu by using Eq. (7) and the measured
values of qu are plotted in Fig. 9.

Fig. 7. Change of qu with curing time
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Table 4. Fitting parameters k(t) for Eq. (5)

Curing time, t (days) k(t) (kPa) R2

0 0 /
3 8661.96 0.93
7 10684.45 0.94
14 11848.09 0.94
28 14079.29 0.92

Fig. 8. Relationship between parameter k(t) and curing time

Fig. 9. Strength qu measured and predicted for the stabilized soils
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It can be seen that the predicted values for qu are slightly higher than the measured
when the measured values are less than 500 kPa (i.e., KMP content � 6%) and are
slightly lower than the measured when the measured values exceed 1100 kPa (i.e.,
KMP content > 6%). Based on the comparisons, it is suggested that Eq. (7) may be
employed to estimate the strength of KMP stabilized soils contaminated by heavy
metals with the effect of KMP content and curing time.

4 Conclusions

An experimental investigation is made of the stress-strain behavior and strength of a
KMP stabilized contaminated site soil. The effects of binder content and curing time on
the peak strength qu, deformation modulus E50 and failure strain ef are studied.
A method for estimating strength qu of the stabilized soils based on KMP content and
curing time has been proposed. Based on this study, the following conclusions can be
drawn:

(1) Strength qu increases dramatically with KMP content and curing time. The sta-
bilized soils exhibit brittle characteristic when the soil has a KMP content greater
than 8% with the curing time more than 3 days.

(2) Parameters ef and E50 of stabilized soils are dependent on KMP content and curing
time. ef decreases with KMP content and curing time, however, E50 increases with
KMP content and curing time.

(3) The relationship between curing time and ef can be described by a power function.
Failure strain ef decreases with qu, and their relationship is of a power function.
Young’s modulus E50 increases with qu for studied soils, and a linear relationship
exists between the two parameters.

(4) An empirical equation is proposed for the estimation of qu of the stabilized soils
with different KMP contents and curing times. The proposed equation is found to
give acceptable estimation of the strength of KMP stabilized heavy metal con-
taminated soils.
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Abstract. Corroded soil is a complex material consisting of soil particles, pore
fluid, and pore gas. The behavior of buried pipelines in a corrosive soil is
influenced by not only fluid, gas, but also particle sizes. However, the effect of
soil particle size on the electrochemical corrosion behavior of steel pipelines in a
corrosive soil system remains unknown. An indoor experiment is conducted.
Three sorts of uniform sands and two sorts of grade sands contaminated by
sodium chloride are used as a contaminated environment in this experiment.
Steel disc buried in the contaminated sand is a type of pipeline steel, grade API
5L X70 (for short X70). The results from uniform sands tests show that the
corrosion behavior of X70 steel is greatly affected by the particle size and
distribution. The corrosion rate decreases first then increases with the soil par-
ticle size increasing for the uniform sandy environment. This implies that there
is a critical particle size. The corrosion rate of X70 steel in the poor gradation
sandy soil environment is significantly larger than that in the well grade sandy
soil environment. The experimental results provide that the electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is an effective way to evaluate the corrosion of
soil environment.

Keywords: Sodium chloride contaminated sandy � Particle-size
EIS � X70 pipeline steel

1 Introduction

Buried pipelines have been commonly used for energy delivery purposes, for example,
the West–East Gas Pipeline Project operated in 2004 was developed to transmit natural
gas from the western part to the east in China [1]. The majority of the pipelines in this
project are buried in sandy soils in Northwest China which mainly are salinized sandy
soils [2]. With the increase of the service life, the corrosion of pipeline steels in soils,
especially in contaminated soils, becomes an important issue, as it can affect the normal
operation of the pipelines and result in safety and economic impacts. Many researchers
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have investigated extensively in previous studies [3–9]. There are various factors
affecting the corrosion of buried metals, including soil moisture and types, chemical
constituents, environmental pH value, soil porosity, and others. However, the effect of
particle size of sandy soil on the electrochemical corrosion behavior of buried metal
(such as steel pipeline) is not fully understood since the research in this area is rare.

In order to uncover the effect of sand particle size on the electrochemical corrosion
behavior and process of buried pipeline steel, a series of tests in door are conducted by
using electrochemical test system and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS).

2 Materials and Experimental Methods

2.1 Materials

Soils Used in This Study. The soil used was commercially available quartz sand
(China ISO). For the purpose studying particle size effect on the electrochemical
corrosion behavior of buried pipeline steel, three sorts of uniform sands with different
particle sizes were used named as 1#sand, 2#sand and 3#sand, respectively, shown in
Fig. 1. Meanwhile, two sorts of grade sands, the continuous gradation (CG) and the
gap gradation (GG), were used too, shown in Fig. 1.

Metal Used in This Study. Based on the No. 1 West-East Gas Pipeline Project in
China, the metal studied in this paper was pipeline steel X70. Its main chemical
composition and parameters are listed in Tables 1 and 2 respectively.

Fig. 1. Particle-size distribution curves of two typical grad sands, where the black line
represents the curve for the continuous gradation (CG) and the red line represent the curve for the
gap gradation (GG).
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2.2 Experimental Methods

Preparation of Contaminated Soil Environment. The sand to be used was first
ultrasonically cleaned in de-ionized water and dried naturally for more than 24 h. Then,
the contaminated soil was made by mixing the clean sand and NaCl solution with a
concentration of 1.5wt%. The moisture of the contaminated sand was 18%. The con-
taminated sand was manually compacted inside an experimental box using a proctor
compactor, controlling the dry density of 1.65 g/cm3 which means the porosity of the
sand equals to 0.38.

Preparation of Steel Specimen. The steel specimen is a plate of 15 mm � 15 mm
� 2 mm. The plate was enlaced with copper conductor around the borders. One surface
of the plate was polished first using a series of silicon carbide emery papers, cleaned
with ethanol, followed by rinsing with de-ionized water, degreased with alcohol, and
dried naturally. The working area about 10 m � 10 m was chosen and must be kept
clean in this surface. The other part except working area of the plate was covered with
epoxy resin.

Electrochemical Measurement. A CS350 electrochemical test system was employed
to measure electrochemical data during whole experimental process. The testing con-
ditions were room temperature of 20 ± 1° and moisture of 45 ± 2%. The conventional
three electrodes system was adopted to measure potentio-dynamic polarization curves.
Three electrodes system includes a platinum counter electrode, a saturated calomel
electrode (SCE) as reference electrode, and the working electrode of the X70 disc
which was buried in the NaCl contaminated sand as described above.

It must be noticed that the X70 disc was placed in the position and the working area
faced to the center of the box, seen Fig. 2. All potentials were reported with respect to
SCE. Furthermore, top of the box was sealed with the waterproof breathable layer in
order to ensure constant water content throughout the experimental process.

The potentio-dynamic polarization curves were recorded by a constant scanning
rate of 0.167 mV/s, and the open-circuit potential was stable for 30 min before

Table 1. Main chemical compositions of X70 pipeline steel (wt%)

C Si Mn P S Cr

0.0645 0.201 1.906 0.0119 <0.0005 0.021
Nr Mo Cu Co V Fe
0.021 0.234 0.012 0.013 0.011 Balance

Table 2. Parameters of X70 pipeline steel

Parameter Value

Yield strength ry (MPa) 559.73
Ultimate tensile strength ru (MPa) 681.45
Young’s module E (MPa) 2.06E5
Poisson’s ratio t 0.3
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recording the polarization curves. The experiments were performed for 7, 28, 60 and
90 days, respectively, and the results analyzed using the fit program CView2 software
combining with Tafel extrapolation method

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were conducted at
the open circuit potential sine signal of 10 mV and in 105 Hz and 10−2 Hz frequency
range. In order to reach stable conditions, 30 min was set before test. The EIS results
were fitted with the fit program ZSimpWin software.

3 Results and Discussions

3.1 Corrosion Behaviors of X70 Disc in Uniform Sandy Environment

Linear Polarization Resistance (Rp). Figure 3 gives the change curves of linear
polarization resistance (Rp) of X70 disc with buried times in the NaCl contaminated
uniform sandy environments. In general, the Rp of X70 decreases linearly with buried
time increasing for given sand particle size. But, Rp increases first, and then decreases
with the particle size increasing for given buried time. Based on the results of Choi
et al. [10], the polarization resistance is inverse proportion with the corrosion current
density, while the corrosion current density is proportional to the corrosion rate of
metal. This fact indicates that, as the buried time increasing, the corrosion rate of X70
increased for given particle size; and as the particle size increasing from 0.15 mm to
1.5 mm it decreased first, and then increased for given buried time.

Polarization Curves. Figure 4 shows the polarization curves of X70 discs buried in
the NaCl contaminated uniform sandy environments for 7 days and 60 days with
different particle sizes. Table 3 lists the parameters Ecorr and Icorr which were
obtained by using the fit program CView2 software combine with Tafel extrapolation
method.

Fig. 2. The schematic diagram of the electro-chemical system designed for the study of the
behavior of X70 disc in NaCl contaminated sandy environments
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In Fig. 4, it can be seen that the anodic polarization curves of X70 discs for 1# and
2# sandy environments are very similar, but different from 3# sandy environment. This
may imply that the anodic corrosive procedures of X70 discs in both environments of
1# and 2# sands are same, but different from that in 3# sandy environment. This also
can be proved from the parameters Ecorr and Icorr listed in Table 3. For 1# and 2#
sandy environments, the Ecorr and Icorr are very closer, however, Icorr for 3# sandy
environment is greater than those for 1# or 2# sandy environment at same buried time.

Based on above discussions, it may conclude that there is critical particle size, when
the particle size in sandy environment is smaller than it, the corrosion rate of X70 disc
decreases with particle size increasing, but increases with particle size increasing when
the particle size in sandy environment is greater than it. For the different particle size
zones, the corrosion mechanisms may differ.

Fig. 3. Linear polarization resistances of X70 disc vs. buried time in uniform sandy
environments contaminated by NaCl.

Fig. 4. Polarization curves of X70 disc after buried 7 days and 60 days in NaCl contaminated
uniform sandy environments, respective.
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3.2 Corrosion Behaviors of X70 Disc in Grade Sandy Environment

Polarization Curves. Figure 5 shows the typical polarization curves of X70 discs
buried in NaCl contaminated graded sandy environments for 7 days and 28 days.
Table 3 also lists the parameters Ecorr and Icorr of X70 disc buried in graded sandy
environments which were obtained by using the fit program CView2 software combine
with Tafel extrapolation method.

From Fig. 5, it can be seen that the catholic branches were promoted not obvious in
these two types of sandy environments while the anodic branches were promoted
distinctly. This fact indicated that the anodic metal dissolution process was promoted in
the GG sandy environment, and the catholic oxidation-reduction reaction process at the
metal surface was also promoted, which contributed to the negative shift of the cor-
rosion potential.

In addition, the corrosion current density (Icorr) for GG sandy environment is
greater than that for CG sandy environment, in Table 3. Consequently, the results
imply that the corrosion process of X70 pipeline steel is considerably dependent on the
soil particle size distribution in NaCl contaminated sandy environment.

Table 3. Fitting parameters of X70 disc from polarization curves

Buried time Sand number Ecorr, (V) Icorr, (lA/cm2)

7 days 1# −561 6.789
2# −572 6.091
3# −627 10.320
CG −0.572 8.042
GG −0.660 30.894

28 days 1# −554 8.132
2# −575 8.042
3# −592 10.198
CG −0.575 8.689
GG −0.671 42.682

60 days 1# −528 8.797
2# −536 8.689
3# −565 11.386
CG −0.536 6.091
GG −0.628 30.116

90 days 1# −537 10.112
2# −572 10.050
3# −552 15.541
CG −0.572 10.050
GG −0.628 48.180

Notes: Ecorr is corrosion potentials; Icorr is corrosion
currents.
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Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS). Based on the results of EIS, the
equivalent circuit can be obtained by using the ZSimpWin software. Then electro-
chemical parameters can be calculated and are listed in Table 4. Rf represents the
resistance of the corrosion product film on the metal surface, and Rct represents the
charge transfer resistance. From the data listed in Table 4, both Rf and Rct of X70 disc
buried in NaCl contaminated GG sandy environment are much greater than those of
X70 disc buried in NaCl contaminated CG sandy environment. As known that Rf and
Rct are the resistances of corrosion process of carbon steel [11], the polarization
resistance, the sum of Rf and Rct, is used to evaluate the corrosion rate of X70 disc
buried in contaminated soil environment. The (Rf + Rct) values in CG sandy envi-
ronment are obviously higher than those in GG sandy environment, as shown in
Table 4. It indicates that the corrosion rate of X70 pipeline steel buried in NaCl
contaminated GG sandy environment increases obviously than that in CG sandy
environment.

Fig. 5. Polarization curves of X70 disc buried in NaCl contaminated sandy environments with
CG or GG for 7 days (a) and 28 days (b).

Table 4. Rf and Rct of X70 pipeline steel fitted from EIS results

Buried time Sandy environment Rf (X�cm2) Rct (X�cm2) Rf + Rct (X�cm2)

7 days CG 361.1 1800.0 2161.1
GG 135.4 381.1 516.5

28 days CG 752.4 718.3 1470.7
GG 171.2 335.3 506.5

60 days CG 869.5 2643.0 3512.5
GG 320.5 493.9 814.4

90 days CG 1002.6 1089.0 2091.6
GG 198.3 463.9 662.2
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4 Conclusions

The results from uniform sands tests show that the corrosion behavior of X70 steel is
greatly affected by the particle size. The corrosion rate decreases with the soil particle
size increasing from 0.15 mm to 0.8 mm, then increases with the further increasing
particle size from 0.8 mm to 1.5 mm. This implies that there is a critical particle size.
For the different particle size zones, the corrosion mechanisms may differ. The cor-
rosion rate of X70 steel in sodium chloride contaminated uniform sands increases with
increments of buried time.

The results from two grade sands tests show that the corrosion behavior of X70
steel is affected by the soil particle-size distribution, too. The corrosion rate of X70
steel in the poor gradation sandy soil environment (GG) is significantly larger than that
in the well grade sandy soil environment (CG).

The experimental results prove that the electrochemical corrosion behavior of metal
materials in contaminated soil is an effective way to evaluate the corrosion of soil
environment.
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Abstract. Landslides in the Three Gorges area of China are often triggered by
rainfalls of significant acidity which potentially lead to wetting effects by rainfall
precipitation and mineralogical changes induced by adverse chemical reactions.
This paper presents a hydro-chemo-mechanical analysis of slope stability in this
context. It first surveys typical landslide events that occurred in the Three
Gorges area where mineralogical changes were identified and further simulated
in the laboratory; both field and laboratory evidences strongly suggest that these
changes contributed to the weathering and strength decline of sliding masses.
Subsequently numerical simulations are conducted to investigate possible sce-
narios of strength evolution due to rainfall induced wetting as well as miner-
alogical changes. The factor of safety of potential slip surfaces is computed
under different combinations of hydrological and chemical scenarios. The results
of a parametric study indicate the potential consequences of hydro-mechanical
and chemo-mechanical processes that may play an important role in the land-
slides in the Three Gorges area.

Keywords: Landslides � Mineral transformation � Rainfall � Three Gorges

1 Introduction

Chemical weathering of geological sediments has been recognized to potentially play a
significant role in landslides. The mineralogical history and evolution in geomaterials
may induce significant changes in soil strength (e.g., Moon 1993; Shuzui 2001), and as
a consequence they become more susceptible to landslides when subject to a triggering
event such as rainfall. Landslides in the Three Gorges areas of China occur rather
frequently (Liu et al. 2004). Of particular interest is the potential weathering effect of
rainfall with significant acidity, not unusual in the Three Gorges area, typically leading
to intricate mineral evolution and transformation. Zhao et al. (2011) studied a typical
landslide in this area potentially trigged by acid rainfall. Their field study suggested that
at the location of landslides illites or mixed layer illite/smectite of indigenous slopes
were altered into smectite and subsequently kaolinite neo-formed from that transitory
smectite. The experimental simulation of the remolded soils also revealed a complex
pattern of strength change with time.
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Whist the fundamental understanding of mineralogical changes due to weathering
remains an intriguing subject under extensive research, it is also of great interest,
especially from the practice perspective, to analyze their potential consequences on the
stability of slope surfaces. This paper presents a hydro-chemo-mechanical analysis of
slope stability in this context. It first surveys a landslide event that occurred in the
Three Gorges area where mineralogical changes were identified and further simulated
in the laboratory. Subsequently numerical simulations are conducted to investigate
possible scenarios of strength evolution due to rainfall induced wetting as well as
mineralogical changes, focusing on the evolution of the factor of safety of potential slip
surfaces under different combinations of hydrological and chemical scenarios.

2 Geo-Hydro-Chemical Effects and Strength Evolution
During Acid Rainfall Scenarios

2.1 Mineralogical Alterations and Associated Effects

There are potentially various processes involved in the water-mineral interaction that
may have a strong impact on the behavior of geological materials and possibly promote
the vulnerability to landslides. Weathering effects possibly involved in landslides
include the dissolved carbonates and loss of cementitious bonds (Anson and Hawkins
2002), lithological structure changes (Udvardi et al. 2016), and weakening or
destruction of intergranular bonds (Gajo et al. 2015), and so on. Of particular interest is
the smectitization of illite through leaching of potassium, which has been observed in
several investigations (Anson and Hawkins 2002; Zhao et al. 2011; Chai et al. 2013)
and believed to have potentially contributed to the alteration of shear strength.

In the 2003 Qianjiangping landslide (Fig. 1), and later another similar event,
Diaojiaozui landslide, both of which occurred after an intense rainfall period which was
characterized by strong acidity, a field investigation focusing on geochemical changes
on the slip surface and on the no-slip surface of vicinity (Zhao et al. 2011) indicated
that significant amount of illite seemed to be altered to smectite on the weakened slip
surface but not in the vicinity where slides did not occur. A key reaction involved may
be expressed as:

illite + I/S (mixed layer) + kaolinite + chlorite + H2O + acid )
smectite (w/adsorbed H2O) + kaolinite + potassium + silicic acidðsolubleÞ

ð1Þ

The scenario also predicts that at a particular condition alteration of I/S to smectite
becomes replaced or dominated by a reaction of neoformation of kaolinite on the basis
of the previously produced smectite. This reaction takes place, if there is a supply of H+,
whereas the base cations and silica are leached out or precipitated (e.g. McBride 1994).
It is probable that such effects have to be accumulated over extend periods of time.

Subsequent laboratory study on remolded soils subject to an acidic solution as an
attempt to simulate the chemical effects of acid rainfall showed evident mineralogical
alterations and strength changes. SEM images show the evolution of the material
structure during its exposure to acidic solution; for example, after 30 days (Fig. 2) each
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sample exhibited relatively small clusters of smectite filling most pores between the silt
and sand particles.

The strength evolution (Fig. 2c) clearly suggests the changes in the cohesion and
angle of fiction of each remolded soil, but does not exhibit a consistent pattern or
directly offer the support for the proposed smectitization of illite in situ from the
strength aspect. However, the inner mechanisms of such mineralogical alterations have
not been well understood even from a purely geochemical point view; nor does the
evolution of the mechanical strength manifest in a consistent manner. Most likely such
mechanisms have to be studied from a multi-scale perspective to elucidate the inter-
action of complex chemo-mechanical processes.

In the present paper a concept of mineralogically affected strength evolution is
explored and subsequently used in the analysis of slope stability. A generic formulation
of the yield condition is,

Fig. 1. (a) A landslide that occurred in Qianjiangping, Hubei, China, July 2003. (b) A slip
surface of the landslide. (c) Samples collected from the slip surface for subsequent investigations
(Zhao et al. 2011).

Fig. 2. SEM image of mineral structure in (a) a remolded smectite soil in its original state; (b) a
remolded illite soil after 30 days of soaking in an acidic solution. (c) Strength evolution of the
remolded smectite (RS) and illite (RI) soils after 1-day, 30-day and 60-day exposure to the acidic
solution.
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f ¼ s� c0 eplq ; fs; fk; fi
� �

� r0 tan/0 eplq ; fs; fk; fi
� �

ð2Þ

where s and r0 are the shear and effective normal stress components, c0 and /0 are
effective cohesion and friction angle, and eplq is plastic shear strain. Both the cohesion
and angle of friction can be strain and mineralogically dependent. The parameter for
each mineral can be expressed as fk ¼ Dmk=m0, i.e., the mass or molar fraction of the
change of the mineral, Dmk, to the overall total mass or mol of the material, m0. The
subscript k, is herein confined to one of smectite, kaolinite and illite.

Based on the observations made in Zhao et al. (2011), only the alteration in the
angle of friction is considered in the present study; in addition, the strain
hardening/softening effect is ignored for the sake of simplicity for the conventional
slope stability analysis. The following form of function is proposed to represent the

/0 ¼ /
0
0 1þ ksfs þ kkfk þ kifið Þ ð3Þ

Each coefficient k represents the dependence on each major mineral considered.

2.2 Evolution of Shear Strength During Saturation and Desaturation
Phases

Conventional formulation for the saturation dependent shear strength is employed in
the present study. A typical failure envelop can be described in a modified form of
Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion for both partially and fully saturated soils (e.g.,
Vanapalli et al. 1996),

s ¼ c0 þ r� ua þ vðua � uwÞð Þtan/0 ð4Þ

where r is the total normal stress, ua is the pore air pressure, uw is the pore water
pressure. The term, rn � uað Þ is the net normal stress, and ðua � uwÞ is the matric
suction; thus the term, r� ua þ vðua � uwÞ forms an expression of the effective stress,
the coefficient v can be replaced by a function of saturation, herein it adopts a for-
mulation of effective saturation:

v ¼ hw � hr
hs � hr

ð5Þ

where hw is the volumetric water content, hs is the saturated water content and hr is the
residual water content. Under the saturated case (v ¼ 1), Eq. (4) returns to the con-
ventional form for saturated soils.

Equations (3) and (4) represent the shear strength of soils simulated in the present
study, taking onto account both the effects of mineralogical changes and saturation. In
the following section a parametric study is undertaken focusing on a variety of sce-
narios to assess the potential stability of slopes subject to the effects acid rainfall as
hypothesized in the preceding section.
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Parameters adopted in the present study regarding the strength change are:
ks ¼ �6:70, ki ¼ 20:05 and kk ¼ �8:51. The calibrations are based on the results
reported in Zhao et al. (2011) and some typical parameter values are offered here. It
was observed that the content of chlorite remains almost constant (10% of total clay)
and thus did not contribute to the strength change. Table 1 provides the alteration in the
angle of friction after significant smectitization of illite. Table 2 offers the resultant
changes due to the subsequent formation of kaolinite from newly produced smectite.
All the values are based on Eq. (3) and later used in the analysis of slope stability.

3 Numerical Simulations

An idealized homogeneous, isotropic slope with an angle of inclination 40° to the
horizontal plane, height of 30 m and length of 70 m is analyzed in the present study
(Fig. 3). Typical scenarios are explored based on the hypothesis discussed in the
preceding section: considerable mineralogical changes are induced and accumulated
after prolonged periods of acid rainfall, resulting in alteration of the shear strength;
when later confronting with an intense rainfall, its stability further reduces when water
content and saturation rises and may become susceptible to landsliding. Primary
parameters used in this study include the saturated hydraulic conductivity, relevant
fitting parameters for soil-water characteristic curve and unsaturated permeability, in
addition to the strength parameters discussed above.

The first, simple, scenario explored is focused on the mineralogical effects only; the
results of potential slope stability due to accumulated smectitization of illite and sub-
sequent formation of kaolinite are shown in Fig. 4. Two cases discussed in the

Table 1. Evolution of friction angle with transformation of illite to smectite.

Smectite (%) Kaolinite (%) Illite (%) Chlorite (%) Friction angle (kPa)

54 11 25 10 31.0
59 11 20 10 26.3
64 11 15 10 21.6
69 11 10 10 16.9
74 11 5 10 12.2
79 11 0 10 7.6

Table 2. Evolution of friction angle with subsequent neo-formation of kaolinite from smectite.

Smectite (%) Kaolinite (%) Illite (%) Chlorite (%) Friction angle (kPa)

54 11 25 10 31.0
35 35 20 10 24.7
37.5 37.5 15 10 19.9
40 40 10 10 15.0
42.6 42.4 5 10 10.17
45 45 0 10 5.3
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preceding section are considered; first, transformation (from illite) into the smectite,
which reduces the FOS (factor of safety) substantially; secondly, the neo-formation of
kaolinite from the produced smectite, which shoes even further reduction in the FOS
due to the lowered shear strength.

The FOS, as conventionally defined in typical geotechnical analysis, refers to the
ratio of the summation of resisting shear stresses to the summation of mobilized shear
stresses. In the present simulations the well-known limit equilibrium method is used. It
should be noted that the most vulnerable sliding surfaces are identified by first con-
ducting a conventional slope stability analysis and found to be located a few meters
below the inclined surface (BC). Since moisture variation due to rainfall is more
significant in the upper part of the slope, shallow circular slip surfaces are assumed in
computing the factor of safety in the present simulations.

Subsequently a rainfall scenario is simulated as a rainfall flux of 1� 10�6 m/s is
imposed on the exposed surface (from A to D) for 5 days. The analysis of the seepage
and the slope stability is conducted via the numerical software SLOPE/W. It should be
noted that water ponding is not considered, hence further progression to the rise of

Fig. 3. Geometry of the simulated slope model.

Fig. 4. Evolution of the factor of safety of potential slope stability with the transformation of
illite.
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water pressure after full saturation in the entire domain is beyond the scope of the
present investigation, although it can be addressed under properly formulated boundary
values problems as well.

The evolution of the slop stability is shown in Fig. 5. Four soils at different illite
clay contents as a result of mineral transformation are examined. Their original
strengths prior to the rainfall are listed in Table 2, resulting in the substantial differ-
ences in the original factor of safety. The progression of rainfall induces further
changes in the soil strength and as a consequence causes the reduction in the factor of
safety as shown in Fig. 5. It is noted that although the changes appear smaller for the
soils with lower illite content, the percentages are actually quite comparable.

The third scenario explored is the simultaneous, combined effects of mineral
transformation and rainfall. In the absence of kinetics of mineral transformation, a
constant rate is assumed. Figure 6 shows the evolution of factor of safety for two cases:
complete transformation of illite to smectite in 5 days, and formation of kaolinite
immediately from transformed smectite in the same period. The slope is slightly more
vulnerable in the second case since the strength is reduced further. As compared with
Fig. 4, it suggests that although the effect of rainfall is still significant, the mineral
transformation exerts more influence in the present study.

It should be noted that the presented results are largely based on the strength
evolution as described in the preceding which renders considerable alteration in shear
strength based on the laboratory studies of remolded soils; it is of great uncertainty that
the range of strength evolution in situ under complex field conditions and environments
can be replicated in simulated laboratory tests. Nonetheless, the framework employed
in the present study offers a numerical tool to assess the stability of the potential sliding
masses under different scenarios.

Fig. 5. Evolution of the factor of safety of potential slip surface at different initial illite contents
subject to rainfall.
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4 Conclusion

The present study is focused on the effects of potential mineral transformation during
acid rainfalls. Two typical processes are considered, illite or mixed layer I/S of
indigenous slopes is altered into smectite and subsequently kaolinite is neo-formed
from that transitory smectite. The variability in the internal friction angle with the
progression of the mineral transformation, is employed to describe the shear strength
evolution and subsequently simulate the slope stability in a numerical example. The
reduction in the factor of safety of the potential slip surfaces is numerically simulated,
taking into account both the effect due to mineral transformation and the saturation
induced strength reduction during the rainfall.

Potential coupled effects of chemical, hydraulic and mechanical interactions
deserve more attention; in the present study, their interactions are treated as a sequential
process rather than a simultaneous one. This would demand more extensive efforts to
better understand the mechanisms behind the mineral transformation during acid rain
scenarios, which most likely involve multi-scale considerations to adequately address
multi-physics phenomena occurring across the scales.
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Abstract. As the rapid development of ultra-deep foundation pit, the effective
detection technology for the foundation pit envelope leaks is still an urgent need.
Resistivity method is an important way to carry on anti-seepage detection.
However, there is no relevant theoretical formula to guide the specific con-
struction for practical application. The main objective of this note is to build a
new theoretical model of detection range of the micro-logging method. The
numerical simulations of transverse and longitudinal cracks detection have been
carried out by the AM and AMN methods, respectively. The calculation formula
of micro-logging electric detection’s sensitivity has been proposed and the
influence of electrode tube distance, the electrode pole distance and crack size
have been analyzed. Finally, the results of the practical application in the project
illustrate reliability and accuracy of the micro-logging theory, indicating that the
equivalent simplification of the testing process is realized.

Keywords: Micro-logging method � Anti-seepage test � Diaphragm wall
Theoretical analysis

1 Introduction

The leakage during foundation pit is one of the most common, but the most challenging
problems faced by foundation pit designers and constructors. It is easy to cause the
deformation of the foundation pit, resulting in the destabilization of the foundation pit.
The leakage will impair project schedule and stop all forward progress. For properly
controlling leakage in time, the most important task is to find the specific location
leakage in the foundation pit.

To ensure the smooth construction of foundation pit, it is of great significance to
pre-inspect water barrier effect of the curtain before excavation. Some detecting meth-
ods, such as light dynamic penetration, pore water pressure and pumping test, can only
indirectly reflect quality of the local curtain construction. However, these methods
cannot accurately evaluate overall effect of the curtain. In recent years, the DC resistivity
method to detect seepage of diaphragm wall of dams has been used in hydraulic
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engineering, which has been widely applied because of its advantages of
non-destructive, high efficiency and accuracy (Zhu and Ren 2004). For non-destructive
testing methods, lots of laboratory and field investigation have been conducted, and some
theoretical models have been proposed (Wang et al. 2001; Liu et al. 2015). Moon and
Jeong (2011) investigated the variation of water inflow rate into the tunnel as a highly
pervious zone near the tunnel using image well method. Flow-field fitting method can
detect inlet of water leakage (Huang et al. 2013; Zou 2009). However, internal cracks
involving washout of the fine particles in dam foundation lead to formation of the leakage
pathways overtime. The strength of current through intact concrete and the internal crack
are similar, because neither of them has a connected passage for ions propagation. Thus,
flow-field fitting method is not able to distinguish between internal crack and intact
concrete by calculating ground resistance. The temperature tracer requires a lot of deep
holes in outside of the pit, and is subject to the need for strong seepage to use this
limitation (Duan et al. 2016). It is difficult and cumbersome to do qualitative and
quantitative analysis using ultrasonic testing method (Feng et al. 2016). Jianan (2011)
tried different damage detection and non-destructive detecting methods in a reservoir
project and researched the applicability of each test method to the specific anti-seepage
curtain and the correlations of these methods. Gao (2013) used finite difference method
and model testing method to analyze the characteristics of high density electrical
detection profiles of three typical foundation pit waterproofing leakages, and gave the
typical anomaly characteristics.

Through the summary and comparison to the above methods, these methods all
detect the soil on both sides of the waterproof curtain or diaphragm wall and get the
seepage trends of soil water to ensure the position of precipitation funnel and find the
leakage point. The method belong to indirect testing that can’t detect the wall directly.
When we use these methods in the field testing process, the construction site is limited,
such that the methods have weak operability and inaccuracy because of the unfitness
with the construction process. To take partial advantage of the flow-field fitting method
into account, this paper proposed a micro-logging method to detect the leakage. The
theoretical formula of the detection range with the micro-logging method is deduced.
The influences of different factors on the sensitivity of crack detection in different size
are discussed in detail. The feasibility of this method is further proved by the
anti-seepage test of Xujiaping Station Project in Wuhan Metro Line 8.

2 Proposed Method

2.1 Principle of Micro-Logging Method

Two power supply points A and B are used to establish the electric field with the
measurement of potential difference of the other two points M and N (see Fig. 1).
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According to Fig. 1, the potentials between M and N can be calculated as:

UM ¼ Iq=½2p 1=AM � 1=BMð Þ� ð1Þ

UN ¼ Iq=½2p 1=AN � 1=BNð Þ� ð2Þ

where q is the earth resistivity; I is the supply current; U is the measurement potential
of M and N point; AM, BM, AN and BN are electrode distance. Potential difference
between M and N can be calculated as:

UM ¼ Iq=½2p 1=AM � 1=BM � 1=ANþ 1=BNð Þ� ð3Þ

where qMN= K∙DUMN/I, K = 2p/(1/AM − 1/AN − 1/BM + 1/BN) is defined as the
electrode device coefficient, which is a physical quantity associated with the electrode
position. In this paper, the AMN and AM detection methods are used to detect the
ground wall defect (see Fig. 2).

2.2 Theoretical Calculation of Detection Range Using Micro-Logging
Method

Two electrodes are equally placed on both sides of connecting wall. For simplicity,
assuming the cross section of the crack is rectangular in which length is dy, width is dx,
electrode tube distance is X1, electrode pole distance is H1, concrete resistivity is R1,

+ -

A M N B

E

Fig. 1. The principle of micro - logging method.

Fig. 2. Two different detection devices.
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water resistivity in crack is R1, point O is origin of the coordinates, and the coordinate
of the crack is (x, y).

For AM device, we assume that the resistance value in path 1 is less than that in
path 2 (see Fig. 3). It can be recognized that the crack can be detected because current
always propagates along the path with the least resistance, which can be expressed by:

R1 � l1þ l2ð ÞþR2l2 ¼ R1 � X1 ð4Þ

Due to the symmetry, the left x 2 X1=2ð Þ of the model can be analyzed instead of
analyzing the entire model. The whole model can be divided into two parts:

(1) x 2 0; dx=2½ �
Replacing the relevant parameters into Eq. (4) gives the range of y (ignoring R2 as

R2 << R1):

y\
�x2 � xdxþ 2xX1þ dxX1� dx2=4

2X1
þ dy

2
ð5Þ

(2) x 2 dx=2;X1=2½ �
Replacing the relevant parameters into Eq. (4) gives the range of y:

y\

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2dx2

X12
þ 2xdx� 2x2dx

X1
� xdx2

X1

r
þ dy

2
ð6Þ

Then, the total area of the crack can be calculated as:

S ¼ 3dx2

2
� 7dx3

12X1
þ dyX1� 2t2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
b2 þ 4at22

p
�2t1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
b2 þ 4at21

p
a

þ b2 c2 þ 0:5 sin 2c2 � c1 � 0:5 sin 2c1ð Þ
a

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�4a
p

ð7Þ

Fig. 3. Theoretical model of electrode tube detection.
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where a = dx2/X12 − 2dx/X1; b = 2dx − dx2/X1; t1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
adx2=4þ bdx=2

p
;

t2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aX12=4þ bX1=2

p
; c1 ¼ arcsinðt1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�b2=4a
p Þ; c2 ¼ arcsinðt2=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�b2=4a
p Þ. In

practical engineering, pole distance of the electrical method should be controlled to
cover full seams area, expressed as

H1max ¼ �x2 � xdxþ 2xX1þ dxX1� dx2=4ð Þ=X1þ dy; x 2 0; dx=2½ �
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2dx2=X12 þ 2xdx� 2x2dx=X1� xdx2=X1

p þ dy; x 2 dx=2;X1=2½ �
�

ð8Þ

For AMN device, the theoretical range of the detection can be obtained by the same
way.

2.3 Numerical Analysis Using AM Method

Results of Transverse Crack Detection. In this program, MATLAB software is used
to verify the proposed theoretical model. For the electrode with distance of 500 mm
and pole distance of 500 mm, transverse crack analysis with 20 mm length and
100 mm width can explain the problem well (see Figs. 4 and 5).

It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the difference between maximum resistance and mini-
mum resistance is 500 X, which accounts for one-third of the minimum, and the
detection range is relatively large. When electrode tube distance is 500 mm and elec-
trode pole distance is set to 320 mm, full coverage can be realized on the ground seam.

Results of Longitudinal Crack Detection. For the electrode with the distance of
500 mm and the pole distance of 500 mm, it can be seen from Fig. 6 that the difference
between maximum resistance and minimum resistance is 200 X, which accounts for
one-tenth of the minimum. The larger the difference, the easier it is to be measured,
indicating that the AM method has a strong perceptual ability to transverse cracks and

Fig. 4. Generalization analysis of resistivity of
transverse crack in AM method.

Fig. 5. AM method for transverse cracks can
detect the scope of the map.
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w-

eak perceptual ability to longitudinal cracks in the 500 mm � 500 mm unit, and the
detection range is relatively small. When the electrode tube distance is 500 mm and the
electrode pole distance is set to 240 mm, the full coverage can be realized on the
ground seam (Fig. 7).

2.4 Numerical Analysis Using AMN Method

Results of Transverse Crack Detection. The results of the transverse crack analysis
with length of 20 mm and width of 100 mm can solve the problem well (see Figs. 8
and 9).
It can be seen from Fig. 8 that the difference between maximum resistance and mini-
mum resistance is 200 X, which accounts for one-tenth of minimum, and the detection
range is relatively large. When electrode tube distance is 500 mm and electrode pole
distance is set to 240 mm, the full coverage can be realized around middle secant in unit.

Fig. 6. Generalization analysis of longitudinal
fracture resistivity based on AM method.

Fig. 7. AM method for longitudinal crack
detection range.

Fig. 8. Generalization analysis of transverse
crack resistivity based on AMN method.

Fig. 9. The AMN method is used to detect
the range of transverse cracks.
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Results of Longitudinal Crack Detection. For electrode with distance of 500 mm
and pole distance of 500 mm, it can be seen from Fig. 10 that the difference between
maximum resistance and minimum resistance is 500 X, which accounts for one-third of
the minimum, indicating that the AMN method has a strong perceptual ability to
longitudinal cracks and weak perceptual ability to transverse cracks in 500 mm �
500 mm unit, and the detection range is relatively large (Fig. 11). When the electrode
tube distance is 500 mm and the electrode pole distance is set to 320 mm, respectively,
the full coverage can be realized around the middle secant in the unit.

3 Detection Sensitivity Calculation

To quantitatively study the influence of different factors on the detection range, the
concept of detection sensitivity is proposed as follows:

g ¼ S=Stotal ð9Þ

where S is the area of the detectable range; and Stotal is the total cross-section area. The
effects of different influencing factors on the sensitivity of detection were analyzed for
the AM method.

3.1 Electrode Tube Distance and Electrode Pole Distance

When the electrode tube distance is set to 500 mm, corresponding electrode pole
distance changes from 300 mm to 700 mm. Sensitivity of each case is calculated in 20
groups, and corresponding curves of sensitivity with electrode tube distance and
electrode pole distance are plotted in Fig. 12. With increase of the electrode tube
distance, the sensitivity of the AM method is close to the linear trend with a small

Fig. 10. Generalization analysis of longitudinal
crack resistivity based on AMN method.

Fig. 11. AMN method for longitudinal
crack detection range.
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increase. With increase of the electrode pole distance, sensitivity shows a decreased
trend, andthe rate gradually decreases. The variation of electrode pole distance has a
greater effect on the sensitivity.

3.2 Crack Size

The electrode tube distance and the electrode pole distance are set to 500 mm in this
program. When crack length is set to 20 mm, the corresponding crack width changes
from 5 mm to 100 mm. When crack width is set to 20 mm, the corresponding crack
length changes from 5 mm to 100 mm. Sensitivity of each case is calculated in 20
groups, and corresponding curves of sensitivity with crack length and crack width are
plotted in Fig. 13. With the increase of crack length, sensitivity curve of the AMmethod
shows an approximate linear increasing trend, however, the increment is slow. With
increase of crack width, sensitivity increases significantly, the speed of which is higher
than the increase speed of the sensitivity caused by the change of the crack length. It is
obvious that the larger the crack width, the slower the increase speed. This proves that
the change of the crack width has a greater effect on the effect for the AM method.

4 Field Test

4.1 Project Overview

The site layer is a typical soft soil composite stratum. The upper part is the soft and
permeable silty sand layer; the lower part is a strong weathered conglomerate, weak
cementation conglomerate and medium cementation conglomerate. The groundwater is
widespread and uneven. In precipitation process, it is easy to be filled with water
through the soil. However, the construction is very difficult which is called “cancer
stratum” of foundation pit construction.

Fig. 12. Curve of the relationship between
sensitivity and the distance of electrode tube
and pole distance.

Fig. 13. Curve of the relationship between
sensitivity and the length and width of the
crack.
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4.2 Verification Process

As shown in Figs. 14 and 15, the WG24-25, WG25-26 and WG26-27 diaphragm wall
have been selected in axis-48, and 6 electrode tubes were laid.

According to actual conditions, the electrode tube distance and electrode pole
distance are set to 500 mm and 1000 mm, respectively, and 30 needle electrodes were
laid in each electrode tube. The results indicate that significant low resistance and
suspected leakage area are detected in depth of 19.5–21.5 m and 24–25 m position by
the AM method and the AMN method. As a result, the construction unit took the
plugging measures in time to prevent this. Field test results further verify the feasibility
and effectiveness of the AM method and the AMN method proposed in this paper.

Fig. 14. The detective result of the AMN resistivity method in the seams of WG26-27.

Fig. 15. The detective result of the AM resistivity method in the seams of WG26-27.
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5 Conclusion

Theoretical formula of detection range using the micro-logging method was deduced in
this program. Then detailed comparisons of the numerical results with the theoretical
data were presented. The influences of different parameters on the sensitivity of crack
detection were also analyzed. In seepage detection of the diaphragm wall, the AM and
AMN methods can obtain a good effect through reasonable parameters selecting. For
the AM method, the influence of crack width and electrode pole distance on detection
range is greater than that of crack length and electrode tube distance. The electrode pole
distance should be chosen in practice. For the AMN method, the crack length and
electro distance have a greater influence on detection. Field test results indicate that
reliability and accuracy of the micro-logging method theory in the seepage detection of
the diaphragm wall is effective and realizes the equivalent simplification of the
detection process.
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Abstract. In this study, the life source polluted soils at various seepage depths
(with different pollution degrees) were taken as the research object to perform the
experiment tests of 150 samples for the determination of basic physical, elec-
trochemical indicators and microstructure characters. The interaction between
life source pollutants and clay promotes the increase of acidity, salinity, TDS,
electro-conductibility, as well as the contents of such elements as Al, Fe, Mg, Ca,
K and S with a critical depth exists at 23 cm. Such parameters as void ratio, clay
content, and saturated permeability coefficient of the polluted soils are positively
correlated to the seepage depth above the critical depth, while dry density are
negatively correlated to seepage depth. Besides, a series of laboratory tests was
conducted in a Miller Soil Box to investigate the electro-osmosis reinforcement
properties of life source-contaminated soil. This study determined that the rank of
the primary factors affecting the electro-osmosis treatment effect was voltage,
energizing time, initial moisture content, initial pore water salinity and electrode
material. The energy consumption coefficient increased by 100% after 20 h.

Keywords: Drained consolidation � Electro-osmosis � Orthogonal design
Contaminated soil � Ion transport

1 Background

Contaminated soil contains organic contamination and inorganic pollutants, and the
former is caused by heavy metal ions. Most of the existing related studies focus on the
gathering and detoxification of heavy metal ions around electrodes [1]. Currently,
studies on life source-contaminated soil focus on engineering properties, settlement,
seepage, stabilization and diffusion [2, 3]. However, there are a few studies on the
indoor drained consolidation of life source-contaminated soil. Due to the acceleration
of urban construction, increasing amounts of life source-contaminated soil have
developed in construction sites and the properties of the contaminated clay change
significantly, including the relative concentration, liquid and plastic limit, void ratio,
etc. Kaniraj, S.R. performed a series of electro-osmotic consolidation experiments on
organic soil and found that it was considerably different from normal clay [4].

Furthermore, significant research has been devoted to experimental studies and the
engineering applications of electro-osmosis. Esrig created the theory of electro-osmosis
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drainage [5]. Gong studied the effects of voltage, electrode materials, salinity and other
factors on electro-osmotic drainage [6]. Li conducted a thorough inquiry of the effects
of voltage on electro-osmotic drainage [7, 8]. However, we cannot determine the
electro-osmosis reinforcement properties of life source-contaminated soil based on the
study of normal clay. This article presents the indoor drained consolidation of life
source-contaminated soil and optimal parameter combinations as well as sorting
electro-osmosis reinforcing factors. The objective of this report is to provide guidance
regarding the treatment of life source-contaminated soil in practice.

2 Experimental Design and Process

2.1 Clay Sample Preparation

In practice, it is hard to get the life source contaminated soil of landfill. So that, this
article prepared life source-contaminated soil through device in Fig. 1 and simulated
pollutant seepage process of uncontaminated clay.

Basic parameters of uncontaminated soil are listed in Table 1. The composition and
content of garbage are listed in Table 2.

Fig. 1. Preparation device for the life source-contaminated soil.

Table 1. Basic parameters of uncontaminated soil

Parameter Plastic
limit
xP/%

Liquid
limit
xL/%

Plasticity
index
IP/%

Natural
water
content/%

Natural
density
q/(g/cm3)

Optimal
water
content/%

Maximum
dry density/
(g/cm3)

Value 17.20 34.25 17.05 23.00 1.64 22.00 1.69
Element type and content/%
Na Mg Al Si K Ca Fe
0.501 0.894 8.301 29.717 1.716 0.896 3.887
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2.2 Basic Properties of Life Source Contaminated Soil at Various
Seepage Depths

Changes of Soil Water Content with the Depth of Seepage
In order to reflect the true natural water content of the compacted clay layer in the
model, only the average of the soil water content test data in the initial experimental
stage is analyzed.

The variation of water content in different seepage depths is not monotonic, there is
a critical depth. The water content reduced gradually when the critical depth is
exceeded. Changes of soil water content with the depth of seepage is shown in Fig. 2.

Changes of Plasticity Index with the Depth of Seepage
The plastic limit and liquid limit of the contaminated soil are determined by the
photoelectric liquid and plastic limit joint tester, taking the depth of 2 mm corre-
sponding to the water content as the plastic limit, taking 10 mm corresponding to the
water content as the liquid limit, the difference between the two parameter is plasticity
index.

Plastic limit, liquid limit and plasticity index show a decreasing trend with the
increase of seepage depth. But the growth rate decreases with the depth of seepage,
which can reflect the influence degree of contaminants to clay in the model device
decreases with the increase of seepage depth. Changes of plasticity index with the
depth of seepage is shown in Fig. 3.

Table 2. Main compositions and content of garbage

Components Organic fractions (%) Inorganic
fractions (%)

Mixed fractions (%)

Food Vegetable Leaves Paper Slag Ash Soil

Value 15.00 61.00 4.50 3.40 4.40 8.30 3.40

Fig. 2. Changes of soil water content with the depth of seepage.
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Changes of PH with the Depth of Seepage
The pH of the life source contaminated soil was tested using a soil-water mixed
solution with a ratio of 1: 5. The soil of different seepage depth was taken through
2 mm sieve, weighing 10 g. Then 50 ml of deionized water was added and allowed to
stand for 24 h. The supernatant was measured using a pH meter.

As can be seen from Fig. 4, pH is positively correlated with seepage depth, shallow
soil is weak acid, deep soil is neutral, and the pH of the leaching solution in the shallow
and deep contaminated soils increased slowly.

Changes of Resistivity with the Depth of Seepage
The resistivity of soil is a combination of factors such as soil composition, structure and
external conditions [9–12]. This paper mainly considers the relationship between the
pollutant content and the resistivity of different soil samples with different seepage

Fig. 3. Changes of plasticity index with the depth of seepage.

Fig. 4. Changes of PH with the depth of seepage.
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depth. Resistivity test using DUK-2A quadrupole sounding high-density electrical
measurement system, the electrode arrangement for the four-pole device. Take the
different depth of life of the source of pollution of soil samples, which is 200 cm3 ring
knife size.

On the whole, with the increase of the depth of seepage, the resistivity of life source
contaminated soil increased gradually. In general, the resistivity of soil is negatively
correlated with water content and is positively correlated with dry density. Considering
the characteristics of water content and dry density of soils with different seepage
depth, water content increased gradually and dry density decreases with the depth of
seepage depth. In theory, the resistivity of soil should be accelerated under the influ-
ence of double factors. The regularity of shallow soil layer is opposite to the theoretical
trend while the rate of increase in the resistivity of the deep soil layer is gentle. Based
on this, it is speculated that the resistivity of soil will no longer be dominated by water
content and dry density, and the pollution degree of soil determines the change trend of
soil resistivity. The smaller the depth of seepage, the higher the degree of pollution.
Changes of resistivity with the depth of seepage is shown in Fig. 5.

Changes of Permeability Coefficient with the Depth of Seepage
Infiltration characteristics research south-55 variable water head permeameter, getting
saturated infiltration coefficient of life source contaminated soil. Soil sample should be
putted in saturated box in advance to vacuum pumping about 2 h. In order to reduce the
error of evaporation, adds a controlled trial to test the role of reading period room
temperature water head loss values. Permeability coefficient of different flow depth are
shown in Fig. 6, in which k is filtration coefficient, d is seepage depth.

It can be observed from Fig. 6 that life source contaminated soil has a low saturated
permeability which varies with depth. A large value in the vicinity of 23 cm seepage
depth and corresponds to critical depth, permeability and reduced gradually reach a
stable trend when the depth exceeds.

Fig. 5. Changes of resistivity with the depth of seepage.
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Quantitative Analysis of Microstructure
In this paper, SEM images are enhanced, denoised, segmented and binarized by
MATLAB. The microstructure parameters of life source contaminated soil was cal-
culated use the appropriate threshold and the fractal dimension of the microstructure
image was extracted by Fractal Fox software. In this paper, we mainly analyzed the
microstructure parameters of 500X, including pore area, pore perimeter, apparent pore
ratio and fractal dimension. According to the size of the particle, large hole (>20 lm),
medium size holes (5–20 lm), small holes (2–5 lm) and micro-holes (<2 lm). The
microstructural parameters of different seepage depth are listed in Table 3.

The total amount of voids increases first and then decreases with the increase of
seepage depth, the maximum value appears at a seepage depth of 23 cm. The total
amount of voids at a seepage depth of 45 cm or 65 cm is half of seepage depth of
23 cm or 3 cm in which is small medium and small pore.

Fig. 6. Permeability coefficient of different flow depth.

Table 3. Quantitative Analysis of Microstructure

Depth of
seepage/cm

Pore
area/um2

Circumference
of pore/um

Apparent
porosity

Fractal
dimension

Correlation
coefficient

3 21062 16278 0.0239 1.8189 0.9368
23 25649 19748 0.0292 1.6551 0.9416
53 10494 8033 0.0117 1.8717 0.9353
65 7566 6441 0.0084 1.916 0.9339
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2.3 Design of the Experimental Apparatus

There are some differences in the nature of soil in different seepage depth, the soil at the
depth of 23 cm is selected for electroosmotic consolidation test to investigate the
electro-osmosis reinforcement properties of life source-contaminated soil. This article
sampled and measured their basic properties, as shown in Table 4.

The test box model consists of a Miller Soil Box and a sedimentation measuring
device [13] The inner edge of the polymethyl methacrylate box is 186 by 100 by
97 mm. The settlement combination measuring device includes a mounting bracket,
adjustable hanging rod and dial indicator. The dial indicator is fixed to the adjustable
hanging rod, and the lower end is pressed against the Plexiglas sheet, which is 168 by
94 mm. The experiment uses a plate electrode, which is 97 by 97 by 2 mm. The
outside of the cathode plate is wrapped with geotextiles, and several holes are drilled
evenly on the negative plate using a drilling machine. The displacement is obtained
using electronic scales (Fig. 7).

Table 4. Basic parameters of the life source contaminated soil

Parameter Plastic limit
WP/%

Liquid limit
WL/%

Friction
angle w/°

Cohesion
c/kPa

Unit weight c/
(kN/m3)

Dry
density
qd/(g/cm

3)

Value 23.4 42.6 20.7 19.1 19.1 1.50

Fig. 7. Schematic diagram of electro-osmosis test device.
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2.4 Design of the Test Plan

To determine the optimal level of electro-osmosis for the life source-contaminated soil,
a reasonable range of the different factors using 9 groups of preliminary experiments
was determined. Consequently, the conditions for formal electro-osmosis are listed in
Table 5.

The primary experimental process can be given as follows: (1) the geotextile is
placed in a suitable position; (2) the soil specimen is compacted by layer; (3) the
electric potential arrow is placed approximately 5 mm away from the electrode plates;
(4) the power supply is connected, and the voltage is adjusted; (5) the voltage, electric
current and displacement are measured every hour.

3 Analysis of the Orthogonal Test

3.1 Range of Parameters for Electro-Osmosis

To thoroughly evaluate the drainage effects and energy consumption [14–16], the
percentage of the water content reduction (ratio of changes before and after
electro-osmosis), shear strength and energy consumption of the unit displacement was
selected, and the range of different factors [17] was analyzed. The test results are listed
in Table 6.

The effective potential decreases with time during the electro-osmotic consolidation
process, which varies with different experimental conditions. We can obtain a more
accurate consumption of energy using a unit energy consumption.

The factors and level of displacement using the unit energy consumption are
illustrated in Fig. 8.

Table 5. Factors and level of the formal electro-osmosis

Factors A:
Power
voltage (V)

B: CaCl2
supplementation
(g/L)

C: Electrode
material

D: Power-on
time (h)

E: Initial moisture
content (%)

Level A1:30.0 B1:0.0 C1:Iron D1:15.0 E1:42.0
A2:40.0 B2:0.4 C2:Copper D2:20.0 E2:48.0
A3:50.0 B3:0.8 C3:

Aluminium
D3:25.0 E1:42.0

A4:58.0 B4:1.2 C4:Graphite D4:30.0 E2:48.0

Table 6. Summarized results of the formal electro-osmosis

Experiment number Experiment results
xr (%) Xu (10

−3kW � h/L) s (kPa)

Optimal groups F9, F6 F1 F9, F6
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Based on the range analysis, the rank of the effect of each factor on the energy
consumption per unit displacement of electro-osmosis can be given as follows: power
voltage > CaCl2 supplementation > initial moisture content > power-on time > elec-
trode material.

The unit energy consumption of 40 V increased by 2% compared to 30 V whereas
the unit energy consumption of 58 V increased by 50% compared to 50 V. The power
consumption increased with the power voltage, and considering the drainage effect, it
was determined that we could obtain enough displacement through less energy con-
sumption when the range of voltage was controlled between 40 V–50 V.

The power-on time and electrode material have similar reinforcement effects; the
power consumption of the aluminum electrode is significantly less than that of the other
three electrode materials.

Using the comprehensive analysis method for the orthogonal experiment, this
article created a comprehensive evaluation index using different percentages attached to
different indicators. The calculation results are provided in Table 7.

Fig. 8. Factors and level of displacement by unit energy consumption.

Table 7. Summarized results of the electro-osmotic reinforcement using the comprehensive
range and the optimal level

Factors A:
Power
voltage

B:
CaCl2
supplementation

C: Electrode
material

D:
Power-on
time

E:
Initial moisture
content

Comprehensive
range

21.3 V 8.6 g/L 7.641 9.2 h 8.953%

Sequence 1 4 5 2 3
Optimal level 50 V 0.2 g/L Iron 20 h 48%
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Based on a comprehensive analysis of the above three indicators, the primary con-
clusions can be stated as follows: (1) The power voltage plays a dominant role, reaching
an optimal power supply voltage of approximately 50 V considering the drainage effects
and energy consumption; (2) The power-on time is approximately 20 h; (3) The initial
moisture content has the largest impact on the electro-osmosis because water is easy to
discharge under a high initial moisture content; (4) The F6 and F9 test groups have
similar conditions with optimal levels, and the experimental data indicates that the
drainage volume and shear strength of the F6 test group remains at the optimal level.
Additionally, the electro-osmotic effects of the F9 test group are similar to the optimal
level due to the high initial moisture content caused by the initial poor drying effects.

3.2 Study on the Effects and Efficiency of Electro-Osmotic Consolidation

Firstly, this article evaluates the electro-osmosis reinforcement effects considering
parameter drainage, drainage rate and soil settlement. Secondly, this article selects a
coefficient of energy consumption to evaluate the electro-osmotic efficiency. Thirdly,
this article analyzes the variation in the corresponding evaluation parameters in the
electro-osmotic consolidation process comparatively.

Settlement
Figure 9 illustrates the soil specimens’ anode and cathode settlement graph for all of
the test groups; the settlement of the anode is greater than that of the cathode with a gap
of approximately 1–2 mm. The settlement of the initial moisture content of 42%
exceeded that of the case of 48%.

Apart from considering the impact of the electrode material and supply voltage, this
article analyzes the consolidation process using different combinations of tests.

Fig. 9. Anode and cathode settlement graph for sixteen groups of soil samples.
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We can conclude that the soil settlement growth decreases with time, and its curve
shape is similar to the preloading method’s consolidation settlement curve, which has a
similarly curved shape with a logarithmic function. In the first few hours, the soil set-
tlement value and the increasing rate of the cathode exceed that of the anode. Lastly, this
analysis obtained a gap of approximately 0.65 mm—1.08 mm. This result occurs
because the water around the cathode drains out first. Consequently, the soil near the
cathode generates the settlement first. When water from the anode is transported to the
cathode, the sedimentation rate of the anode exceeds that of the cathode. The time that the
sedimentation rate anode exceeds that of the cathode decreases as the voltage increases.

Energy Consumption Coefficient
The electro-osmotic drainage reinforcement efficiency is the required power energy of the
unit volume, and the energy utilization ratio of the electro-osmotic drainage consolidation
process comprises the part used in soil consolidation, which are different from each other
[18, 19]. The introduction of the coefficient of energy consumption C can reflect the
consumption of electricity needed for the discharge unit volume of water as follows:

C ¼ UIt1t2ðt2 � t1Þ
Vt2 � Vt1

: ð1Þ

where U is the power voltage/V; It1t2 is the average current from t1 to t2/A; Vt1 and Vt2
are the cumulative volume of water at t1 and t2, respectively; t1 and t2 is the ener-
gization time.

As indicated in Fig. 10, the energy consumption coefficient change of the F2, F7,
F15, and F16 test groups increases slowly before 19 h of electro-osmosis at lower
levels. Then, the energy consumption coefficient increases rapidly [20]. For example, in
the F16 experiment test group, 98% of the water is discharged, which consumes 70% of
the total energy. It is not economical to continue the test after 19 h.

Fig. 10. Chart of energy consumption coefficient change.
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4 Conclusions

In this study, the life source polluted soils at various seepage depths (with different
pollution degrees) were taken as the research object to perform the experiment tests of
150 samples for the determination of basic physical, electrochemical indicators and
microstructure characters. The primary conclusions can be listed as follows:

(1) A critical depth exists at 23 cm. Such parameters as void ratio, clay content, and
saturated permeability coefficient of the polluted soils are positively correlated to
the seepage depth above the critical depth, while dry density are negatively
correlated to seepage depth, with their opposite trends below the critical depth.

(2) With the increase of seepage depth, such plasticity parameters of polluted soils as
plastic and liquid limit, plasticity index generally increase, and however such
microstructure parameters as pore number, pore size, pore perimeter, apparent
void ratio increase initially and decrease afterwards, which is exactly opposite to
the variation trend of the fractal dimension negatively correlated to soil
permeability;

Using 16 groups of formal tests, this study focused on five factors affecting the
effects of electro-osmosis reinforcement. Therefore, this study obtained the order and
optimal level of the electro-osmosis effects on life source-contaminated soil, which can
be listed as follows: power voltage, power-on time, initial moisture content, CaCl2
supplementation, electrode material. The primary conclusions can be listed as follows:

(1) The range of the power voltage has the highest level in different experiment
indexes, which has a critical effect on the test, and its optimal level is approxi-
mately 50 V.

(2) The energy consumption coefficient increased by 100% after 20 h which indi-
cating that the power-on time should be designed based on the duration and
energy consumption.

(3) The impact of the CaCl2 supplementation is similar to that of the electrode
material, and its optimal level is approximately 0.2 g/L.

(4) For the electrode material, the drainage effects of iron are similar to that of copper,
which has a good performance compared to the aluminum electrode and graphite
electrode.
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Abstract. In this study, an investigation of carbon dioxide sorption induced coal
swelling and its effects on gas transport in coal is shown. The model presented is
based on an existing coupled thermal, hydraulic, chemical and mechanical
(THCM) model. A series of numerical simulations dealing with high pressure
carbon dioxide injection in coal sample is presented. In particular, the effect of
carbon dioxide sorption induced swelling on permeability evolution and gas
breakthrough is investigated. Different cases are considered accounting for the
difference in coal seam properties and its sorption characteristics. Under the
conditions considered, it is demonstrated that the permeability response of coal to
gas is affected by the carbon dioxide sorption induced volumetric strain. The
results suggest that medium and high porous coals that swell gradually over the
range of pressures considered in this work would lose a smaller portion of
injectivity during gas injection, compared to low porous coals that swell signif-
icantly at low pressures, allowing quick breakthrough of gas through the domain.

Keywords: Carbon sequestration � Coal swelling � Coupled modelling

1 Introduction

Sequestration of carbon dioxide in deep, unmineable coal seams is one of the promising
technologies to mitigate the climate change. Storage of carbon dioxide into a coal seam
can also enhance the recovery of methane from the seam offsetting the costs of carbon
dioxide capture, transport and injection. Numerous studies have shown that coal can
hold at least twice the volume of CO2 as CH4 [1, 2]. The depth interval for CO2 storage
in coal is between 300 and 1500 m of depth where CO2 predominantly exists in its
supercritical state [2]. It was estimated that the worldwide CO2 storage in coal seams is
large with a potential of storing up to 964 Gt of CO2 [2, 3].

Although coal seams have a great potential to store CO2, the presence of a sorptive
gas such as CO2 swells the coal matrix leading to porosity and permeability reduction
under in situ conditions [4]. It has been demonstrated both experimentally and in situ
that such technical issue represents a major challenge before putting a large-scale CO2

enhanced coal bed methane (CO2-ECBM) project into practice. Also, coals exhibit
different porosity and affinity to store gases with respect to rank resulting in limited
understanding of coal behaviour under different conditions [5, 6]. Hence, further
understanding of coal response to carbon dioxide injection is required.
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In the present work, a theoretical model considering coal swelling induced by
carbon dioxide sorption is implemented within the existing thermal, hydraulic,
chemical and mechanical (THCM) numerical model. By applying the model under
in situ conditions, theoretical changes in permeability and gas breakthrough during
supercritical carbon dioxide injection over time are assessed, taking into account
volumetric expansion of coal induced by gas sorption. The aim of the present research
work is to investigate the impact of selected major parameters affecting the gas
transport in coal. Different cases are considered representing variations in coal seam
porosity and sorption properties.

2 Constitutive Model

A constitutive model employing the laws of mass conservation and stress equilibrium is
implemented within an existing thermal, hydraulic, chemical and mechanical (THCM)
numerical model COMPASS developed at the Geoenvironmental Research Centre,
Cardiff University by Thomas and co-workers [7, 8].

In the model presented, the continuum is considered to be a two-phase system,
consisting of a solid skeleton and pore gas. The deformation behaviour is governed by
a constitutive relationship previously developed using an elastic model for highly
swelling porous medium. Conditions are considered to be isothermal. Details of the
developed model are presented elsewhere [9]. The governing equations are expressed
in terms of two primary variables, i.e. gas chemical concentration and displacement.

2.1 Governing Equations

In a single porosity medium, the conservation equation can be expressed mathemati-
cally as [7]:

@ hgcgdV
� �

@t
¼ �dVrJg � dVRg ð1Þ

where t is the time, hg is the volumetric gas content, cg is the gas concentration, dV is the
incremental volume,r is the gradient operator, Jg is the total gas flux and Rg represents
the sink/source for geochemical reactions. In Eq. (1), the sink/source term is expressed
using a retardation factor via solid density and the Langmuir equation [10], since it is
assumed that the majority of gas is stored as an adsorbed gas in the solid phase.

Langmuir equation, a common approach for calculating the equilibrium adsorbed
amount sg, can be expressed as:

sg ¼ smax
ug

PL þ ug
ð2Þ

where smax and PL are the Langmuir constants for the maximum sorption capacity and
pressure at which half of the maximum sorption is achieved, respectively.
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Following that the net stress is defined as the difference between the total stress and
gas pressure, as well as that the equilibrium is achieved when the resultant of the forces
in any direction is zero, stress equilibrium can be expressed as [7]:

Pdr00 þPmdug þ db ¼ 0 ð3Þ

where b is the vector of body forces, r00 is the net stress, ug is the gas pressure and P is
the strain matrix.

In this work, the assumption is made that coal can be considered as an elastic
porous material, which during the increment of stress produces only recoverable
strains. Hence, the elastic stress-strain relationship is expressed through a generalized
Hooke’s law [7]. The elastic component of strain due to sorption induced swelling is
expressed through Langmuir equation:

esw ¼ emax
ug

PL þ ug
ð4Þ

where emax is the Langmuir constant for the maximum volumetric strain.
Chemical equilibrium is assumed to exist between the solid phase and the porous

system meaning that any amount of sorption induced swelling is based on the gas
concentration within the pores.

In this work, appropriate relationships are employed to consider key gas transport
properties, i.e. real gas compressibility, viscosity and diffusivity following the models
developed by Peng and Robinson [11], Chung et al. [12] and Reid et al. [13],
respectively.

The relationship between the porosity and permeability is expressed using a widely
used approach as [14]:

K
K0

¼ n
n0

� �3

ð5Þ

The expanded governing equations for gas transport and stress equilibrium can be
expressed in the following general form:

Ccgcg
@cg
@t

þCcgu
@u
@t

¼ r Kcgcgrcg
� �þ Jcg ð6Þ

Cucgdcg þCuuduþ db ¼ 0 ð7Þ

where C and K matrices are the storage and flux terms, respectively. Binary subscripts
are assigned to illustrate how each primary variable may be influenced in the coupled
system. The term J represents the flux and u is the vector of displacement.
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2.2 Numerical Solution

The finite element method (FEM) is employed to spatially discretise the system of
equations, whereas the finite difference method (FDM) is applied to achieve temporal
discretisation. Such method has been previously shown to be suitable for coupled flow
and deformation equations [15, 16]. Through application of the Galerkin spatial dis-
cretisation approach, the system of differential equations is expressed in matrix form as:

A£þB
@£
@t

þC ¼ 0f g ð8Þ

where A, B and C are the matrices of coefficients and £ is the vector of variables.
Many of the fundamental aspects of these equations have been described in detail

elsewhere [7, 17, 18].

3 Numerical Simulations

Simulations of supercritical carbon dioxide injection in a large coal sample are per-
formed in this section. The outcome of these simulations is to better understand the
major mechanisms which control the reactive transport of CO2 in coal. A sensitivity
analysis is conducted to evaluate the potential impact of coal porosity and Langmuir
pressure on the permeability evolution and gas breakthrough. For each parameter, a
“base case” value is selected, along with reasonable lower and upper limits. Using such
approach, consideration was given to represent the potential variability among coals of
different ranks.

3.1 Computational Domain and Material Parameters

The system considered is a 1 m long domain with a 0.5 m height, discretised into 100
equally sized 4-noded quadrilateral elements. A variable time step is used which allows
the size of the time step to vary depending on the state of convergence.

The domain is initially saturated with CO2 at atmospheric conditions. In each
simulation, a fixed atmospheric pressure is applied at the outlet boundary, while at the
inlet boundary a time-dependent gas concentration is imposed. In particular, gas
pressure increases monotonously from atmospheric conditions up to 7.5 MPa over the
duration of 3600 s and then remains constant until the end of the simulations. The
duration of each simulation is six hours.

All boundaries of the column are restrained for deforming vertically to simulate
uniaxial conditions, as expected in situ. Also, the outlet boundary of the sample is fully
restrained from deforming horizontally. Conditions are isothermal, with a fixed tem-
perature of 308 K. Selected temperature and injection pressure conditions represent
approximate conditions at 750 m below the ground level [19].

A summary of the material parameters, equal in each simulation, is provided in
Table 1. Also, cases considered in the sensitivity analysis are shown. Base case values
of the porosity and Langmuir pressure are 2% and 2.5 MPa, respectively. The low and
high Langmuir pressure cases consider Langmuir pressure values of 0.5 MPa and
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5 MPa, respectively, while having the value of porosity equal to the base case, i.e. 2%.
In a similar manner, low and high porosity cases consider porosity values of 1.5% and
2.5%, respectively, while using the base case Langmuir pressure value of 2.5 MPa.

3.2 Results of the Sensitivity Analysis

Figure 1 shows the temporal evolution of permeability throughout the duration of each
simulation. Permeability evolution is assessed at an arbitrary chosen point close to the
inlet boundary, i.e. 0.1 m away from the injection point. The results revel that using the
base case values for porosity and Langmuir pressure, permeability continuously
decreases during thefirst hour of the simulation and then reaches a value of 5 � 10−17m2.

The same final permeability value is predicted for the low Langmuir pressure case,
however, with a different shape of the curve during the first hour of simulation. In
particular, the reduction in permeability occurred quicker achieving the final value of
permeability after half an hour into the simulation.

Between the high Langmuir pressure and high porosity cases, a small difference
between the slopes of the curves and final permeability values is predicted. In such
cases, permeability values are reduced to 1.1 � 10−16 m2 and 1.4 � 10−16 m2 after one
hour into the simulations, respectively.

For the low porosity case, it is predicted that the permeability continuously drops
throughout the duration of the simulation resulting in maximum reduction in the per-
meability value of 1.5 � 10−17 m2 at the end of the simulation.

Table 1. Material parameters

Material parameters Value Reference

Initial permeability, K0 (m
2) 1.0 � 10−15 [2]

Elastic modulus, E (GPa) 2.0 [6]
Poisson’s ratio, t (-) 0.35 [6]
Coal density, q (kg m−3) 1380 [20]
Langmuir capacity, smax (mol kg−1) 2.0 [6]
Langmuir vol. strain, emax (%) 2.0 [6]

Sensitivity analysis parameters
Low Langmuir
pressure case

High Langmuir
pressure case

Base
case

Low
porosity
case

High
porosity
case

Initial porosity,
n0 (%)

2.0 2.0 2.0 1.5 2.5

Langmuir
pressure, PL

(MPa)

0.5 5.0 2.5 2.5 2.5
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Fig. 1. Predicted permeability evolution for five different combinations of initial porosity and
Langmuir pressure, evaluated 0.1 m from the injection point.
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Fig. 2. Profiles of CO2 in the domain at the end of simulations for five different combinations of
initial porosity and Langmuir pressure.
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Based on such observations, the Langmuir pressure parameter has a greater effect
on the shape of the curve than on the final reduction value. This is related to the fact
that for coals with low value of PL, half of the sorption induced swelling occurs at low
pressures reducing the permeability significantly at early stages of injection. Hence, at
high pressures when the sorption induced swelling is almost complete, difference in
absolute permeability values between low PL and high PL cases would be negligible.

Opposite to the Langmuir pressure parameter, the initial porosity has a greater
effect on the final reduction value than on the slope of the curve. In other words, for the
same amount of the sorption induced swelling to be accommodated, smaller pore
volumes are more affected than larger pore volumes.

In order to investigate the effect of permeability reduction on gas breakthrough,
pressure profiles across the domain at the end of the simulations for each case con-
sidered are assessed and presented in Fig. 2. The results show that all cases, except the
low porosity case, exhibit non-linear profiles, typical for highly compressible gases,
with more than 4.7 MPa of gas pressure at the middle of the domain. This suggests a
near-complete breakthrough of CO2, i.e. steady-state, throughout the domain at the end
of simulation time. The significant reduction in permeability for the low porosity case
resulted in limited gas flow through the sample where the gas pressure of 1.67 MPa
was observed half way between the injection and the abstraction points.

4 Conclusions

A sensitivity analysis was conducted to investigate the response of coal subject to
supercritical carbon dioxide injection through a series of numerical simulations. The
base case as well as lower and upper values of the coal porosity and Langmuir pressure
were selected to examine the influence of such parameters on the permeability evo-
lution and gas breakthrough in coal. The numerical modelling results suggest that coals
with low Langmuir pressure experience strong reduction in permeability in the early
stages of gas injection. Also, the results demonstrate that low porosity is a parameter
having the strongest influence on the final permeability and having the largest impact
on the gas flow throughout coal. Hence, based on the results of this study, coals with
high value of the Langmuir pressure and large volume of pores available for flow are
expected to be the least affected by the coal swelling and would offer a stable injection
of CO2.

This study offers useful information on the importance of various factors on coal
response to CO2 injection providing an enhanced understanding of the coupled pro-
cesses during carbon sequestration. These factors strongly vary among coals of dif-
ferent ranks, hence, it is recognised that reliable parameter measurement and
determination is crucial for assessing their impact. Continued research is required to
incorporate additional controlling factors that affect coal behaviour and obtain an
optimum combination of such factors which would result in the greatest carbon storage
potential.
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Abstract. Steel slag is a kind of solid waste generated in iron and steel
smelting. It has the potential cementitious characteristics when the steel slag has
been milled to the steel slag fine. The steel slag fine (SSF) is mainly composed
of silicate phase. It is very useful to improve muddy properties by mixing with
cement and SSF. So by this way, the steel slag not only can be fully utilized and
avoid polluting the environment but also can save resources by replacing part of
the cement. However, the low activity levels of SSF make it difficult to increase
its early strength. In this paper, the chemical excitations method was used. As a
stimulant, Na2SO4 is mixed into SSF to stimulate its activity, making the early
strength to meet the engineering requirements. Unconfined compressive strength
(UCS) test and x-ray diffraction (XRD) test have been used to analyze the
effects. The results show that the strength of cement-soil is greatly improved
after the addition of Na2SO4 reagent. When cured for 7 days, the strength of
SSF-cement soil with Na2SO4 has reached basically at the strength of that
without Na2SO4 in 28 days. It indicates that the incorporation of Na2SO4 has an
obvious improvement on the early strength. The materials are analyzed by XRD
test, and it is found that the addition of activator has the function to promote the
hydration process of SSF - cement and to promote the formation of hydration
products such as Ca(OH)2 and CaSO4.

Keywords: Sodium sulfate � Steel slag fine � Unconfined compressive strength
X-ray diffraction test

1 Introduction

The Cement-soil is a kind of hydraulic materials with high strength, low compression,
low permeability and some other superior characteristics. It has been widely used in the
area of treating the soft soil, like industrial, civil construction, highways, railways and
airports. However, the problem that the strength of cement-soil is not high enough and
the late deformation of the composite foundation is too large in the engineering practice
which limits the further popularization and development of the reinforcement tech-
nology to cement- soil [1]. It is an important method to add admixture to improve the
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performance of cement-soil. The admixture can accelerate the chemical reaction rate,
catalyze the degree of reaction, and regulate the composition in the cement hydration
process. And it can also improve the physical and chemical properties of the material
and then improve the performance of cement-soil [2].

Steel slag is a kind of waste residue from smelting industry. The main way to use the
steel slag as an effective resource is to make it a kind of admixture of cement and concrete
after being grinded into the fine. The chemical composition and mineral composition of
steel slag fine(SSF) is similar to that of Portland cement clinker, which has hydration
activity. Thus the SSF has great potential for its using in cement concrete. However,
compared with cement, the SSF has the properties of low activity, low hydration rate and
slow development of strength. Therefore, it is used as an auxiliary cementing material in
the same way as fly ash and slags. Moreover, it is also much difficult to use it because of
its complicated composition and poor cementing property [3].

The gelling activity of SSF originates from the silicates and aluminates and other
minerals, which produce a large amount of vitreous body with FeO, MgO and other
impurities in the high temperature and quenching production process, resulting in a
significant reduction in activity. Therefore, there must be appropriate ways to stimulate
the activity of SSF when it is used in the field of cement and concrete [4] Guo et al. [5]
found that the humus acid of muddy soil can react with the hydration product of cement,
which hinders the formation of cementations material during the curing process of
cement- soil and greatly weakens the process of pozzolanic reaction. Therefore, an
appropriate alkaline activator will have a dual advantage about neutralizing humus acid
and exciting SSF. Shi et al. [6] used the methods of pre-excitation, physical excitation,
chemical excitation and thermodynamic to stimulate the activity of SSF. The results show
that chemical excitation can achieve satisfactory effects. Sajedi [7], Li et al. [8] used a
variety of activators alone to improve the mechanical properties of SSF, and achieved
different effects of improvement. Wu et al. [9] believe that the activity of SSF can be
excited in the alkaline environment. Han et al. [10] consider that the effect of sodium and
sulfate on cement-soil strength plays a super-important role on the theory and practice.,
although the various methods of excitation are involved and effective in the researchers
mentioned above, there are still many unknowns that need to be further studied.

In this paper, the sodium sulfate has been used as the activator of SSF to explore its
effect on the strength of muddy SSF-cement soil. The main methods used in the test are
the X-ray diffraction (XRD) test, to observe the microscopic reaction product and
analyze the excitation mechanism, and the unconfined compressive strength (UCS) test,
which is used to analyze the macroscopic features.

2 Experimental Methods

2.1 Experimental Materials

The marine muddy soil is obtained approximately 8.3 m below ground surface at the
construction site of Qingdao Economic and Technological Development Zone, Shan-
dong, China. The soft clay is grayish black with slight smell. The properties of the soil
are listed in Table 1. The chemical composition of SSF changes greatly with the
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difference of raw materials and making process. The SSF used in this test is processed
by the waste steel slag from Rizhao (Shandong, China) Steel Plant. It is a kind of
gray-black fine, with the specific surface area of 402 m2/kg. The cement is 32.5 #
ordinary Portland Cement. The chemical composition and parameters of the SSF and
cement are given in Table 2. Activator-sodium sulfate is produced by a reagent factory
in Tianjin. The purity is analytically pure and the content is more than 96.0%.

In the study of chemical excitation, it is found that chemical activators mainly
include alkaline and acid excitation. They all activate the SSF by changing the process
of mineral formation. The cement and SSF are both alkaline. The pH value of the
muddy soil from Qingdao Economic and Technological Development Zone is 8.2. It
shows weakly alkaline. For the alkaline excitation, the effect of strongly alkaline
excitation has been confirmed, but that of weakly alkaline activator still needs to be
further studied. Therefore, the authors select an alkaline activator - sodium sulfate
(Sodium sulfate is a neutral salt, but in the case of hydrolysis will produce sulfite and
hydroxide ions, so that it shows weakly alkaline) for testing, to study its feasibility as a
SSF activator and the effect to improve the muddy soil.

2.2 Specimen Preparation

To dry, grind and sieve the muddy soil collected from the scene. According to the
research results of Wu [11], the optimal ratio of cement and SSF in the curing agent is
1:1. On this basis, the mixing ratio of the activator is slightly adjusted. The sum of
content of the SSF and the activator is consistent with the cement content. The content
of Na2SO4 is controlled at 0.3%, 0.6%, 0.9%, 1.2% and 1.5% of the mass of SSF. The
cement content (the ratio of cement quality to muddy quality) is 10%. The test water is
tap water, whose weight is the sun of 30% of the muddy soil and 40% of the

Table 1. The properties of muddy soil

Properties Values Properties Values

Proportion/ds 2.72 Liquid limit WL/% 32.1
Natural water content x/% 41.1 Plasticity index IP/% 16.6
Wet density q/(g/cm3) 1.85 Liquidity index IL/% 1.522
Dry density qd/(g/cm

3) 1.29 Compression factor a2-1/(MPa−1) 0.62
Saturation Sr/% 97.7 Internal friction angle u/° 2.6
Porosity ratio e 1.18 Cohesion C/kPa 16.9
Plastic limit WP/% 15.5 Compression modulus ES/MPa 1.522

Table 2. Chemical composition of SSF and cement

Chemical composition CaO Al2O3 SiO2 MgO Fe2O3 MnO2 SO3 Na2O P2O5

SSF 45.99 2.55 14.07 4.26 24.15 4.36 — — 2.6
Cement 65.14 5.03 22.17 4.30 0.51 — 2.70 0.15 —
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cementitious material. The mixed cement soil was placed in a standard mold of
70.7 mm � 70.7 mm � 70.7 mm. And the surface was covered with a plastic film
after 1 min vibration on the vibrating table. After 48 h, to take the test block out of the
mold and place them at a standard curing box for conservation where preset temper-
ature is 20 °C and the relative humidity is 95%. Curing age is set to 7d, 28d and 90d.

2.3 Unconfined Compressive Strength(UCS) Test

The loading equipment is a10 tons of WAW-1000B electrohydraulic servo hydraulic
universal testing machine. The loading speed is controlled at 1 mm/min, every group has
three test specimens, and the average intensity of the three test specimens is the UCS.

2.4 X - Ray Diffraction (XRD) Test

The XRD test is performed on the experimental materials with the concentration of
Na2SO4 in the range of 0.3%, 0.9% and 1.5%, age in 7d, 28d and 90d. The material
samples are ground into powder and passed through a 0.075 mm square hole sieve. To
take some powder to fill in a grooved flat glass plate, and apply a certain pressure to
keep the sample sticky and the distribution of particles random. The continuous
scanning method is used to test the phase of the material. The starting angle is 5°, the
termination angle is 80° and the scanning speed is 0.8 °/s.

3 Test Results and Analysis

3.1 Unconfined Compressive Strength(UCS) Test

The results of the UCS of cement soils cured for 7 days, 28 days and 90 days are shown
in Table 3.

The data show that the strength of cement soil at early stages declines after mixing
10% of the SSF with 10% cement. Especially the strength of 7 day has even decreased
by 20%. But with the curing time increasing, the strength increases gradually, and even
beyond the strength of cement-soil without-mixing the SSF. At the curing age of 28
day, it has reached 1.14 times of the strength of cement-soil without-mixing the SSF,
and it has a faster growth rate as time goes on. When the curing age comes to 90 day,

Table 3. Unconfined compressive strength measured values

Maintenance
age

Control trial Content of Na2SO4

Cement
(10%)

Cement (10%) + SSF
(10%)

0.3% 0.6% 0.9% 1.2% 1.5%

7d 0.306 0.245 0.5022 0.53 0.563 0.5846 0.6076
28d 0.459 0.522 0.8964 0.8104 1.0112 0.9333 1.1105
90d 0.576 1.425 1.2547 1.1661 1.2597 1.3313 1.7175
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the strength has increased by as much as 147%. It shows that mixing the SSF to the
muddy soil is very beneficial to the soil strength, and also fully demonstrates that SSF’s
shortcomings of low early activity and the slow development rate of strength exist.

Na2SO4 is used as the activator in the experiment. According to the data, the early
strength of the cement-soil has obviously improved after the addition of Na2SO4, which
compensates the low activity of the SSF. At the curing age of 7 day, the strength of the
specimens mixing the Na2SO4 is the same as the strength of that without Na2SO4 at
28d. When there is Na2SO4, the strength of the specimens at 28 day has been devel-
oped to about 65% of that at 90 day. It has been greatly improved compared to the 37%
of the SSF-cement-soil without activator. It can be obtained from Fig. 1 that the
strength of the specimens at the curing age of 90 day is gradually increasing with the
increase of the content of Na2SO4 from 0.6% to 1.5%. When the content of the Na2SO4

is 1.5%, the strength is significantly enhanced. It indicates that the Na2SO4 as the
activator can also be positive to the strength in the late stages. Especially in the content
of 1.5%, the early strength and late strength have both improved significantly, which
also confirms the success of the test.

The early strength of the muddy-SSF-cement-soil increases faster than the samples
without-mixing the activator. The relations between the specimens’ strength and the
activator content are shown in Fig. 1. The specimen strength of each curing age is
increasing by the increase of the activator. When the content of the activator is con-
stant, the specimen strength increases with the curing age. The strength’s changing
shows that the Na2SO4 can excite the SSF activity effectively.

The water content of cement soil has been also observed while tracking the UCS
value of the test pieces. The results show that the water content of the cement soil is
increasing with the change of the curing age. The relations between the water content
and the curing age are shown in Fig. 2. The water of the cement and SSF is converted
from the free state to the combined state in the hydration process. And then it exists in
the form of bound water in the hydrated products. The water in this process has been
supplemented in the standard curing box after being consumed. Many hydration
products, such as C-S-H and AFt, are hydrophilic substances. They absorb a large
amount of water in the curing period. So the water content of the specimens gradually
increases. In particular, the determination of the moisture content is carried out at a
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temperature of 105 °C. The AFt will decompose and the bound water will separate and
dissipate, so the moisture content will be relatively high. It means that with the increase
of hydration products in cement-soil, the water adsorption capacity of the specimen
gradually increases.

3.2 Damage Laws

The failure of the SSF-cement-soil specimen is similar to that of the concrete specimen.
The trend can be divided into the ascending stage and the descending stage. The
ascending phase is composed of elastic deformation and elastic-plastic deformation.
The descending stage includes the destruction stage and residual strength stage.
Cement-soil is a non-ideal elastomer, so its stress-strain relationship is a nonlinear
trend. After loading, there will be an elastic deformation stage where stress and strain
have a linear relationship. The range of stress value is about r� 0:8qu. And then the
curve enters into the elastoplastic stage, where appears irreversible deformation. Later,
the specimens gradually yield and reach the peak of the intensity, which is the ultimate
compressive strength. The range of stress value is roughly 0:8qu �r� 1:0qu. After the
peak intensity, the specimens start to break. The internal cracks gradually develop and
eventually become the penetrating cracks, results that the specimens’ strength gradually
decreases. But there is no phenomenon of steeply drop in strength, which indicates that
the specimens have good ductility. Finally, in the stage of the residual strength, the
stress no longer changes as the strain increases, and it keeps at about 0:47qu.

The deformation modulus of cement-soil, also known as secant modulus, refers to
the ratio of stress to the corresponding strain when the stress and strain have non-linear
relationship in the uniaxial compression test [12]. The ultimate deformation modulus
Esu is the ratio of the stress to the strain at the peak of the curve. The value of Esu grows
gradually with the increase of the UCS, and it can be regarded as linear growth. The
scatter plot is shown in Fig. 4.

The failure strain (ef ) is the strain value which corresponds to the ultimate com-
pressive strength qu in the stress-strain relationship of cement-soil [13]. The value of
the damage strain reflects the degree of brittleness and toughness of the cement-soil.
Figure 3 shows the change trend of the failure strain in the process of UCS’s growth.
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The values of failure strain mostly distribute between 2.2% to 3.4%, and they gradually
reduce with the UCS. It means that cement-soil will lose some toughness on the basis
of increased strength, and the specimen will develop from plastic to brittle.

3.3 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) Test

The phase changes of the cementitious material before and after mixing the activator
have been analyzed by the XRD test, and the relevant reaction mechanism has been
judged. The diffraction pattern for curing age of 28d is shown in Fig. 5. The addition of
Na2SO4 as the activator makes the phase composition of the SSF-cement-soil different.
With the increase of the activator, the diffraction peak of the calcium hydroxide (Ca
(OH)2 is referred to as CH) in the polymer is increasing. The increase of CH content
means that the hydration progress of the SSF-cement has been accelerated. So there
presenting more hydration products in the polymer than before at the same curing age.
The cementation between the particles is more prominent. From the macroscopic
aspect, there are more compact structure and more high intensity.

There is an obvious diffraction peak at 2h of about 9°, which is ettringite (AFt),
increasing with the increase of the Na2SO4. AFt and single sulfur-type hydrated cal-
cium sulphoaluminate (AFm) are two kinds of substances that can convert into each
other under certain conditions. Their formation is inseparable from the participation of
CaSO4. Due to the sufficient sulfur provided by Na2SO4, the possibility of producing
AFm is reduced. On the contrary, the AFt is an important component of the products.
The role of AFt in cement-soil is to bond and expand. Compared to the method of using
cement to improve muddy soil, the addition of SSF improves the micro-particle gra-
dation of the mixture. And the large particle diameter of the SSF also increases the pore
size between the particles, which enhances the ability of the structure to bear the
swelling effect of AFt. So there is no phenomenon of structural damage and reduced
strength because of the expansion of the AFt when adding more Na2SO4. Contrarily,
the specimens have more compact structure and higher strength.

The addition of Na2SO4 has introduced a large amount of sodium ions. The
chemical reaction produces Na2O • Al2O3. It reacts not only with free SiO2 to form

Fig. 5. XRD diffraction patterns of the polymer for 28 days
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albite (Na2O • Al2O3 • 6SiO2), but also with CH and water to produce C-S-H and
NaOH, to further promote the formation of AFt. Consumption of CaSO4 also promotes
the positive reaction of Na2SO4 and CH, to improve the PH value of the soil.

4 Mechanism Analysis

The particles of the SSF are much larger than that of the cement, which makes the
surface energy of the cement larger than that of the SSF. So the cement has the stronger
adsorption performance. Because of the low activity of the SSF and the SSF’s obstacle
effect to the contact of the cement and water, when there is no accelerator, the adsorbed
moisture not only fails to hydrate the cement sufficiently, but also leads to the decrease
of the specimen strength. After the addition of the activator, the activity of the SSF is
stimulated. The SSF can fully hydrate because of the more moisture brought by the
cement. And then the SSF particles become smaller after hydration, which makes the
surface energy larger and the adsorption of water stronger. It in turn promotes the SSF
full hydration. Moreover, there is no weakening to the full hydration of cement. In the
whole process, the SSF and cement play a mutual promotion role to promote the
hydration process, so the intensity has been greatly improved.

The key of chemical excitation is to create an alkaline environment, where the glass
bodies can fully depolymerize and hydrate [6]. The Na2SO4 in the water ionizes Na+

and SO4
2+, and further more SO4

2+ hydrolyzes to produce HSO4
+ and OH−, which

provides a certain alkaline conditions for hydration reaction. It can not only stimulate
the hydration speed of the SSF, but also can further promote the process of pozzolanic
reaction and other reactions. As we all know, cement hydration can produce C-S-H and
CH. So the reaction environment is in alkaline state, which provides the basic condi-
tions for further chemical reactions, lays the foundation for the improvement of the
strength of cement-soil. Since the solubility of CaSO4 is less than that of CH, the
addition of Na2SO4 causes the CH to have more reaction pathways to produce CaSO4

and NaOH. It not only promotes the formation of AFt due to the increase of CaSO4, but
increases the alkalinity of the reaction because of the combination of hydroxide and
sodium ions. They both further promote the hydration reaction, and constitute a vir-
tuous circle to promote the specimen strength together.

The formation and stabilization conditions of AFt are related to the concentration of
[SO3] in the liquid phase [9]. In the absence of activator, ettringite will be produced in the
early hydration. But the sulfate ions can be provided only by the cement, and the SSF
contains excess calcium aluminate. So the gypsum will be consumed quickly. And then
AFt will convert into a single sulfur-type hydrated calcium sulphoaluminate, which
corresponds to the XRD analysis of the AFt’s change. Compared with the gypsum as a
stimulant, the Na2SO4 can provide sulfate ions faster because of the high solubility. So the
AFt can be generated directly, avoids the process of mutual conversion between sub-
stances. The structure can be stabilized faster, and the specimen strength can be improved
steadily. A large number of AFt in the structure plays a role of condensation to form a
whole by the various large particles of the polymer together, and to improve the overall
properties of the material and the compressive strength of the specimens.
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The SSF contains a large amount of RO phases, such as FeO, which exhibit low
activity in the alkaline environment in cement-soil. But in the soil, the Fe3+ has the best
exchange capacity in the common cations. The application value of the SSF will be
greatly improved if the RO phases can be rationally exploited and used.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, sodium sulfate is used as the activator. And the effect of the SSF on the
strength improvement of the muddy cement-soil has been observed through the contrast
between the different specimens with different dosage of Na2SO4. The following
conclusions are drawn:

1. Sodium sulfate can stimulate the activity of SSF and promote the progress of its
hydration process, so the early strength of the SSF-cement-soil can be improved.

2. The sulfate ion ionized from sodium sulfate partially hydrolyzes to produce sulfite
and hydroxide ions, which improves the pH value of the mixture and provides an
alkaline environment to bring favorable conditions for the activity of the SSF.

3. The formation of AFt in the structure makes the gelled particles in the specimens
well connect together, and makes the integrity stronger and the UCS greater. At the
same time, the optimum dosage of sodium sulfate is improved due to the speci-
mens’ stronger ability to bear the expansion of AFt.
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Abstract. Disposal and storage of red mud are essential concerns due to its
huge volume and high alkalinity, and understanding its properties is the basis to
mitigate the risk. In this study, the chemical and geotechnical properties of red
mud at Liulin, Shanxi Province, China were comprehensively investigated. The
major mineral compositions were katoite, andradite, hematite, anorthite, peri-
clase, sodalite, paravauxite, and magnesite. SiO2 (20.76%), Al2O3 (20.40%),
CaO (17.56%), Na2O (17.33%), CO3 (12.87%), Fe2O3 (6.44%) accounted for
95.36% of red mud. The content of Fe2O3 (6.44%) was substantially lower
than that in other areas. Diameter of the red mud particles was in the range of
0.008–300 lm and 97% of the particles was silt and clay. The specific gravity,
density, water content, hydraulic conductivity of the red mud were 2.77,
1.70 g/cm3, 50.15% and 4.5 � 10−6 cm/s, respectively. The liquid limit, plastic
limit and plasticity index were 64, 42, and 22, respectively. The ranges of
friction angle and cohesion were 28.7–33.1° and 7.8–35 kPa, respectively, and
both of them decreased as water content increasing from 50% to 65%. The
results in this study are very useful for the design and operation of red mud stack
and utilization of red mud in China.

Keywords: Bauxite � Slope stability � Grain size distribution � Direct shear test
Shear strength

1 Introduction

Red mud is a kind of industrial waste, which is generated when producing aluminum
from bauxite ore. Over the past few decades, the production of red mud has substan-
tially increased with the increasing demand of metals. The global red mud inventory
has reached about 2.7 billion tons in 2011, annually increasing by approximately 120
million tons [1]. In China, red mud output has reached 47.8 million tons in 2014,
accounting for about one-third of the world output. In addition, it is a remarkable fact
that red mud is of high alkalinity. It contains heavy metals and even radioactive
elements. Once it is accidently released, the waste can pose great danger to the people
and environment. Therefore, disposal and storage of red mud become essential con-
cerns, and understanding the properties of red mud is the basis to mitigate the risk.
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Mineral and chemical compositions of red mud are vital for assessing the risk to
environment and are also helpful to understand the geotechnical properties. Red mud is
mainly composed of Al2O3, Fe2O3, SiO2, TiO2, CaO, and Na2O [2]. However, the
composition of red mud differs substantially from region to region mainly due to
different ore origins and production technologies, which may highly influence the
geotechnical properties. And geotechnical properties are essential for seepage, defor-
mation and stability of red mud stack. Hence, great efforts have also been made to

Fig. 1. Location of sampling site and fresh red mud.
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investigate the geotechnical properties of red mud [3–5]. Similarly, the geotechnical
properties can differ significantly from one region to another due to different ore origins
and production technologies, and the reported values vary over wide ranges. For
example, the liquid limit and plasticity index can vary from 25–66 and 4–32,
respectively [4–6].

The chemical and geotechnical properties of red mud are significant for the design
of its disposal site. The objective of this study is to conduct a comprehensive inves-
tigation of the characteristics of red mud at Liulin, Shanxi Province, China. The tested
red mud was sampled from Zuozhu red mud disposal site of Senze Coal Aluminium
Limited in Shanxi Province (100°38′ E, 37°60′ N), as shown in Fig. 1. The generated
red mud was treated using filter press, turning into red mud cake, and then it was
transported to the site. The red mud was compacted by machine to increase the density
at the final disposal stage. Bulk sample was obtained and sealed in plastic boxes to
maintain the original features. The mineral and chemical compositions, grain charac-
teristics, soil properties (e.g., density, water content, permeability, plasticity index) and
shear behavior were studied. The tested results were also compared with the published
data to investigate the difference in various regions.

2 Composition Analysis

2.1 Test Methods

X-ray diffractometer (XRD) and X-ray fluorescence spectrometer (XRF) were con-
ducted to investigate the mineral composition and chemical composition of the red
mud, respectively. The information of the tests are summarized in Table 1.

XRD analysis was conducted using Bruker’s D8 Discover. Sample was dried at
105 °C and pulverized to yield fine powders. The powders were then tested using the
device with a Cu Ka radiation source and a single crystal graphite monochromator. The
angular range is between 10° and 90°. Additionally, sample was pressed to be pellets to
test using Bruker’s S4 Explorer in order to determine the chemical composition. The
instrument can measure elements from Al to U.

2.2 Mineral and Chemical Compositions

The XRD pattern of the red mud is shown in Fig. 2. The major mineral compositions
were katoite [Ca3Al2(SiO4)(OH)8], andradite (Ca3Fe2Si3O12), hematite (Fe2O3), anor-
thite (CaAl2SiO8), periclase (MgO), sodalite [Na8(Al6Si6O24)Cl12], paravauxite
[FeAl2(PO4)2(OH)2(H2O)8], and magnesite (MgCO3), some calcite (CaCO3) and
diaspore [a-AlO(OH)] also existed. The results of XRF analysis are summarized in
Table 2. The red mud was mainly composed of SiO2 (20.76%), Al2O3 (20.40%), CaO
(17.56%), Na2O (17.33%), CO3 (12.87%), Fe2O3 (6.44%), accounting for 95.36% of
the red mud. SiO2 and Al2O3 were associated with katoite, anorthite and sodalite. The
abundance of CaO and Na2O were caused by the addition of lime (CaO) and NaOH
during the Bayer process, respectively, which can also explain the relatively high PH
value (13.01) and electrical conductivity (21.1 ms/cm) in the red mud slurry. Fe2O3
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was formed after oxidation and hydration of Fe ion in the bauxite. In addition to the
major elements, the red mud also contained some hazardous trace heavy metals, such as
V, Cr, Mn, Ni, Cu, Zr, As, Nb, La, Ce, Nd.

3 Soil Property Analysis

3.1 Test Methods

Standard geotechnical tests were conducted to assess the soil properties of red mud.
Information of the tests are summarized in Table 1. The grain size distribution of red
mud was measured using a laser scattering particle size analyzer (HORIBA LA-960).
Specific gravity of the particles was determined using pycnometer. Water content was
measured by direct heating method. Atterberg’s Limits test was conducted to determine
the liquid limit, plastic limit and plasticity index. Specimens for determining density

Table 1. Summary of tests in this study.

Soil properties Test Standard

Mineral composition XRD Bruker Guidelines
Chemical composition XRF ASTM E1621
Grain size distribution Laser scattering particle size analysis HORIBA Guidelines
Specific gravity Pycnometer ASTM D854
Density Density test ASTM D7263
Water content Direct heating ASTM D4959
Plasticity Atterberg’s Limits test ASTM D4318
Permeability Flexible wall permeameter ASTM D5084
Shear behavior Direct shear test GB/T 50123

Fig. 2. XRD pattern of the red mud.
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were carefully prepared to keep the original characteristics, a cutting ring was cut
directly into the bulk red mud in the boxes to get the specimens. Hydraulic conductivity
test was performed using flexible wall permeameter. For this test, the specimen was
prepared in the same way as described above and then saturated under a vacuum. The
specimens were subjected to a confining pressure (50 kPa), and hydraulic conductivity
was determined by measuring flow rate under constant gradient conditions.

3.2 Physical Properties

Grain size distribution of the red mud is shown in Fig. 3 (red line). The diameter of the
red mud particles was in the range of 0.008–300 lm and a majority of the particles
were silt and clay, accounting for 97% of the red mud. The particles mainly concen-
trated in two regions (0.08–0.5 lm and 2–20 lm). The soil was a little bit gap-graded
between 0.5 and 2 lm. d10, d30, d50, d60 of the red mud were 0.3, 3, 4.5, 5.7 lm,
respectively. The coefficient of uniformity (Cu) and the coefficient of curvature (Cc)
were 19 and 5.26, respectively. Therefore, the red mud was poorly graded.

In order to further understand the grain size characteristics of red mud, the grain
size distribution of red mud is compared with that of other tailings, as shown in Fig. 3.
The results indicate that red mud particles are 1 to 2 orders of magnitude smaller than
other common tailings, and hence great attention should be paid to the seepage,
deformation and stability of red mud stack.

The basic physical properties of red mud in this study are summarized in Table 3, the
properties are also compared to those in other areas. The specific gravity of the red mud at
Liulin was 2.77, slightly smaller than the reported values in other studies (3.05–3.7). The
main reason is that the content of Fe2O3 in the red mud at Liulin was very low (6.44%)
compared to other studies. The density (1.7 g/cm3)was enclosed by the reported values in
other studies (1.39–2.04 g/cm3), which depend on production technology and consoli-
dation in disposal site. The water content was 50.15% in this study. But it is noteworthy

Table 2. Chemical composition of the red mud at Liulin, China.

Composition wt (%) Composition ppm Composition ppm

SiO2 20.76 V 366.8 Y 140.1
Al2O3 20.40 Cr 322.6 Zr 1159.1
CaO 17.56 Mn 61 Nb 81.6
Na2O 17.33 Co 13.3 Mo 1.6
CO3 12.87 Ni 68.5 Sn 26.6
Fe2O3 6.44 Cu 39.2 Ba 83.4
TiO2 2.08 Zn 16.2 La 327
K2O 0.88 Ga 41.9 Ce 608
MgO 0.37 As 13.6 Nd 338
S 0.52 Br 8.3 W 0.8
P 0.21 Rb 23.3 Pb 120
Cl 0.06 Sr 1281.4 Th 107

U 0.8
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that the reported values vary over a wide range (33–140%), and that in Jamaica is
extremely high (113–140%). The variation of data results from different production
processes. For example, the bauxite residue at Liulin was filtered and pressed, and hence
the water content was significantly reduced; but the slurried bauxite residue in Jamaica is
directly piped to a lagoon so the sampled red mud has extremely high water content. The
permeability of the redmud at Liulinwas 4.5 � 10−6 cm/s,whichwaswithin the reported
range in other studies (10−5–10−7 cm/s). With the increase of overburden pressure and
decrease of water content, the permeability of red mud can be further reduced [9].

Fig. 3. Comparison of grain size distribution between red mud and other tailings.

Table 3. Comparison of physical properties of red mud in different areas.

This study Guangxi [7] Guizhou [8] UK [4] Jamaica [5]

Specific gravity 2.77 - 3.11 3.05 3.6–3.7
Density (g/cm3) 1.70 2.04 1.39 1.75 -
Water content (%) 50.15 27–37 39.4 57 113–140
Permeability (cm/s) 4.5 � 10−6 4.5 � 10−6 - - -
Liquid limit (%) 64 43 44 54 62
Plastic limit (%) 42 35 38 40 36
Plasticity index 22 8 6 14 26
d10 (lm) 0.3 1 1 1.5 76
d30 (lm) 3 2.5 4 2.5 400
d50 (lm) 4.5 5 7 4.5 1000
d60 (lm) 5.7 10 10 6 1490
Uniformity coefficient 19 10 10 4 19.6
Curvature coefficient 5.26 0.63 1.6 0.69 1.41
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The liquid limit, plastic limit and plasticity index of the red mud at Liulin were 64,
42, 22, respectively. So the red mud can be classified as elastic silt (MH) according to
ASTM D2487 (Fig. 4). Comparison of plasticity index of red mud in different areas is
also illustrated in Fig. 4. The liquid limit and plasticity index of the red mud at Liulin
were both relatively high. Most red muds in Fig. 4 belong to ML or MH. CL and CH
are quite limited.

4 Direct Shear Test

4.1 Test Method

Direct shear tests were performed to evaluate the shear behavior of red mud according to
the method described in GB/T 50123. Specimens were prepared at water contents of
50%, 55%, 60%, 65%. The shear box had dimensions of 61.8 mm in diameter and
20 mm in thickness. Vertical load was applied for one day at various normal stresses
respectively for consolidation before shearing. Normal stresses of 100, 200, 300 and
400 kPa were applied to specimen with 50% and 55% water content, and normal
stresses of 50, 100, 150, 200 kPa were applied to that with 60% and 65% water content.
The reason why smaller normal stress was adopted for 60% and 65% water content was
that the red mud became much softer and could not sustain normal stress of 400 kPa.
Because the direct shear apparatus cannot strictly control drainage conditions, the shear
rates are set to simulate various drainage conditions. Quick shear rate (0.02 mm/min)
and slow shear rate (0.8 mm/min) were adopted for the direct shear test. The maximum
shear displacement was 4 mm, which was taken as the shear strength.

Fig. 4. Comparison of plasticity index of red mud in different areas
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4.2 Shear Behavior

Quick direct shear test can be seen as a test conducted approximately under undrained
condition, while slow direct shear test referred to drained condition [10]. The friction
angle and cohesion were determined based on Mohr-Coulomb criterion in term of total
stress, as shown in Fig. 5. The friction angle of fast shear case was larger than that of slow
shear casewhile the variation of cohesionwas contrary. For both fast shear and slow shear
cases, the friction angle and cohesion both overall decreased with increasing initial water
content. The reduction of friction angle for fast shear and slow shear cases were 7.9% and
3.4%, respectively, with the initial water content increasing from 50% to 65%; and that of
cohesion were 23.1% and 58.6%, respectively. Hence, the influence of change in initial
water content on cohesion was more significant, which indicate that it is necessary to
reduce the initial water content of red mud before depositional consolidation.

The shear strength parameters for direct shear tests and triaxial shear tests in
different areas are summarized in Fig. 6, which are in term of total stress. The shear
strength parameters may have some differences due to various drainage conditions and
test apparatuses, but we can investigate the regional difference of red mud according to
the results under similar test conditions. The friction angle (28.7–33.1°) and cohesion
(7.8–35 kPa) in this study were similar to those (29–31°, 5–40 kPa) of fresh red mud
reported by Zhang et al. [3], the reason may be that the tested material was also
sampled in Shanxi. Extreme high cohesion values were observed by Zhang et al.
(75 kPa), which is caused by the recrystallization and cementation of red mud with
time [3]. The friction angles obtained by direct shear test are overall smaller than those
obtained by triaxial test, probably because the flaw of the direct shear method. It is
noteworthy that the friction angles obtained by direct shear test (excluding the Jamaica
data) well match the typical range of silt and clay; while those obtained by triaxial test
are overall larger than the typical range of silt and clay, but are close to the typical
range of sand and gravel.

Fig. 5. Variations of friction angle (a) and cohesion (b) with water content and shear rate.
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5 Summary and Conclusions

The chemical and geotechnical properties of red mud at Liulin, Shanxi Province, China
were comprehensively investigated. The mineral and chemical compositions, grain
characteristics, soil properties (e.g., density, water content, permeability, plasticity
index), and shear behavior were studied. Some major conclusions can be drawn based
on the test results:

(1) The major mineral compositions were katoite, andradite, hematite, anorthite,
periclase, sodalite, paravauxite, and magnesite, some calcite and diaspore also
existed. As for chemical composition, the red mud was mainly composed of SiO2

(20.76%), Al2O3 (20.40%), CaO (17.56%), Na2O (17.33%), CO3 (12.87%),
Fe2O3 (6.44%), accounting for 95.36% of the red mud.

(2) The diameter of the red mud particles was in the range of 0.008–300 lm and a
majority of the particles were silt and clay, accounting for 97% of the red mud.
The particles mainly concentrated in two regions (0.08–0.5 lm and 2–20 lm).
The coefficient of uniformity (Cu) and the coefficient of curvature (Cc) were 19
and 5.26, respectively. The red mud was hence poorly graded. The specific
gravity, density, water content, permeability of the red mud were 2.77,
1.70 g/cm3, 50.15% and 4.5 � 10−6 cm/s, respectively. The liquid limit, plastic
limit and plasticity index were 64, 42, and 22, respectively. So the red mud can be
classified as elastic silt (MH).

(3) The ranges of friction angle and cohesion were 28.7–33.1° and 7.8–35 kPa,
respectively, and both of them decreased as water content increasing from 50% to
65%. The influence of change in water content on cohesion was more significant
than that on friction angle.

Fig. 6. Comparison of shear strength parameters of red mud in different areas. C*: the drainage
condition in the triaxial test was not reported
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Abstract. The mechanical-biological treatment (MBT) is a new technique used
to treat the municipal solid waste (MSW) and has the advantages of significantly
reducing the quantity of MSW and greatly saving the capacity of a landfill.
The MBT waste has already become one of the hot global research topics in
geo-environmental engineering. In the present study, the basic geotechnical
parameters of MBT waste were obtained by performing several physical and
mechanical tests, including the composition analysis, sieve analysis, water
content test, specific gravity test, compression test, and direct shear test. The test
results show that: (1) The main components of MBT waste are plastic, textile,
and glass, which collectively account for 55% of the total dry mass. (2) The
uniformity coefficient of MBT waste is greater than 21 and the curvature
coefficient is 2.1. (3) The relationship between the void ratio and the logarithmic
pressure is fitted into a linear equation and the compression index is calculated
to be 0.726. (4) The strength characteristics of MBT waste conform to the
Coulomb’s law, and the cohesion is 15.76 kPa, while the internal friction angle
is 39.8°. The conclusions provide a reference for the prediction of reservoir
capacity and the stability analysis of an MBT landfill.

Keywords: MBT � Uniformity coefficient � Compression index
Shear strength parameters � Coulomb’s law

1 Introduction

Since European Union (EU) passed new laws and regulations that made certain restric-
tions to the landfills of high organic content waste, the technology of mechanical-
biological treatment (MBT) developed rapidly in European countries due to its efficient
organic matter reduction capacity. The common steps of MBT are: (1) to separate
non-biodegradable, large-volume, or recyclable substances mechanically or manually,
(2) to accelerate degradation through biotechnology, such as anaerobic digestion and
leaching hydrolysis, (3) derive the final product (referred to as MBT waste in this study)
from biological drying under certain conditions. The entire process also contains the steps
of collection, purification, and utilization of gas and leachate. The mechanical-biological
treatment changes the particle size, composition ratio, moisture content, density, and
other physical properties of wastes. The shear strength, compression, consolidation, and
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other mechanical properties change as well, which greatly impact the strength, stiffness,
and stability of the waste pile [1].

Several studies on MBT waste were conducted. Comparing the differences between
British and German MBT wastes, Siddiqui et al. [2] tested samples collected in both
countries to determine the extent of degradation and stability. Bhandari and Powrie [3]
carried out numerous tri-axial experiments to study the stress-strain characteristics of
MBT wastes. As the technology is developing, there is still no clear standard procedure
or classification system for MBT wastes. Even in Europe, the sorting processes and
biodegradation durations are quite different between Germany and the U.K.

In 2015, over 19 million tons of municipal solid waste was generated in China.
China has been actively exploring and developing the use of the MBT technology to
reduce the amount of waste disposal. However, there has been no research demon-
strating the physical and mechanical properties of Chinese MBT wastes. Considering
that the composition of fresh MSW in China is quite different from that in European
countries [4], it is worth investigating the physical and mechanical properties of MBT
wastes in China.

In this study, the geotechnical parameters of MBT wastes were obtained by per-
forming basic physical and mechanical tests, such as the composition analysis, sieving
test, water content test, specific gravity test, compression test, and direct shear test. The
waste sample was obtained from a pilot MBT project at the TianZiling landfill located
in Hangzhou, China. The tests were performed in accordance with the Technical
Specification for Soil Test of Landfilled Municipal Waste CJJ/T 204-2013 [5].

2 Test Materials

The waste samples collected from TianZiling were subjected to the following pro-
cesses. The fresh MSW was dumped into a discharge hopper and transported into a
drum sieve of 120 mm aperture by a conveyor belt along with an electromagnet
working to separate the metals. In the drum sieve, plastic bags were punctured and torn
for a better separation of inner objects. The objects that remained on the sieve were
large pieces of cardboard, plastic, and textile, which could be recycled manually, while
the objects that passed the sieve were sent into the bioreactor to accelerate the
degradation of organic components. After extrusion and dehydration, the product
became a loose material with medium moisture content.

3 Physical Properties

3.1 Composition Analysis

In order to reduce the non-uniformity of the materials from magnification, represen-
tative samples of 15 kg were prepared from bulk samples using the quartering method.
They were then sorted manually into various material categories and weighed
respectively as wet mass before being sent to the drying oven. After being dried at
70 °C for 24 h, each category was weighed again as dry mass. The moisture content of
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each component was calculated and shown in Table 1. The “unidentified” category
represents a mixture of different components that could not be identified or further
separated.

As shown in Table 1, the percentages of plastic and rubber, glass, fines < 5 mm are
the largest three among recognizable substances. The percentage of the paper component
is zero because paper is fully degraded and transformed into tiny fibers. Higher than the
other components, the moisture contents of textile and wood are 57% and 65%,
respectively, indicating that textile and wood are good water retention materials. The
composition of the “unidentified” is quite complex, mainly including fibers and adhesive
paste-based materials, and its moisture content is also high. Siddiqui et al. [2] explored
the landfill characteristics by conducting comparisons of the compositions between the
MBT wastes from Germany and the U.K. Few differences were found between the
samples from two countries, because the processing technologies are similar.

B ið Þ ¼ C ið Þ=Avg ið Þ�1j j ð1Þ

Avg(i) is the average percentage of Germany and the U.K. components and C(i) is
the average percentage of China. Using B(i) to represent the deviation of C(i) from Avg
(i), we obtain the results presented in Table 2.

The results indicate that the percentages of rubber and plastics, textile, wood, and
metal are much higher than the average values. The higher percentage of metals might
be caused by the different collection and sorting processes. The wood component, most
of which are chopsticks, popsicles, and pits, reflects the typical eating habits of oriental
people. The “rubber and plastics” and textile components are mainly plastic bags and
clothes, respectively, and the results demonstrate that the recycling capacity of
renewable materials in China should be strengthened and the classification system
should be improved. The excessive plastic and textile structure of the wastes decreases
the efficiency of biological treatment in the MBT process to a certain extent. The public
awareness about waste classification should be increased and advocated.

Table 1. Moisture content, dry and wet mass of each component in percent (%)

Component (i) Wet mass Dry mass Moisture content

Paper 0.00 0.00 0.00
Plastic and rubber 30.09 31.48 15.76
Textile 10.72 8.28 56.92
Wood 6.40 4.70 64.88
Stones, ceramics 7.11 8.23 4.72
Glass 14.19 17.10 0.45
Metal 2.31 2.80 0.09
Unidentified > 5 mm 16.36 16.55 19.74
Fines < 5 mm 12.81 10.86 42.80
Total 100.00 100.00 21.11
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3.2 Moisture Content

A sample of 6 kg was prepared from the bulk samples using the quartering method.
The wet mass was weighed as mw before being sent to the drying oven. After being
dried at the temperature of 70 °C for 24 h, the dry mass was weighed as ms. The
moisture content was then calculated using Eq. 2.

x %ð Þ ¼ ðmw=ms � 1Þ � 100 ð2Þ

Four samples passed the test and their average moisture content was 22.66%, which
is close to the calculated value of 21.11% in Table 1, but different from the European
samples. Fucale [6] explored the mechanical behavior of MBT wastes and the moisture
content of the samples used in the experiments was 36.5%, 35.0%, and 34.92%. The
moisture content of the original MBT waste samples used by Kuehle-Weidemeier [7] to
compare them with the German boundary values was 35.5%, and the moisture content
of the sieved waste was even higher. The difference between the samples from Europe
and Hangzhou in moisture content is approximately 12%. The European MBT waste is
smaller both in particle size and plastics proportion than the Chinese MBT waste. The
difference in the capacity of carrying capillary water leads to different moisture content.

3.3 Natural Density

Barrel weighing method was used to measure the density of the MBT waste. A 120-L
barrel and a bench scale of 1 g accuracy were used in the measurement. The sample
was tested immediately after being loaded into the container and smoothed with a wire
saw. No additional vertical load was applied during the test. The natural density was
calculated using Eq. 3 and the result is 0.227 g/cm3. In Eq. 3, mtl and mb are the total
mass and the barrel mass, respectively. V0 is the volume of the barrel (120-L)

q ¼ mtl �mbð Þ=V0: ð3Þ

Table 2. Dry mass of each component compared with Germany and the U.K. data (%).

Component China UK Germany Bi(i)

Paper 0.00 0.00 0.18 -
Plastics and rubber 31.48 11.02 8.56 2.216
Textile 8.28 1.57 3.22 2.457
Wood 4.70 1.33 0.63 3.796
Stones, ceramics 8.23 4.29 7.79 0.363
Glass 17.10 22.77 24.36 0.274
Metal 2.80 0.49 1.49 1.828
Unidentified > 5 mm 16.55 28.95 26.75 0.610
Fines < 5 mm 10.86 29.15 27.02 0.411
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 0.000
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3.4 Particle Analysis

The stability of the MBT waste pile is a significant factor in the process of landfilling
and stacking. The grain gradation plays a major role through the collapse of the waste
pile and the formation of a sliding surface of the landslide. After being air-dried for
48 h, 3 kg sample was selected using the quartering method and placed on the top of
the round-hole sieve. The sieves were stacked according to the apertures, which are 60,
40, 20, 10, 5, 2, and 1 mm. The sample was sieved for 15 to 20 min and the total mass
of the material that remained in each layer was weighed. The grain size distribution
curve is shown in Fig. 1. Based on this curve, the grain size parameters of d10, d30,
and d60 were 1.07, 6.87, and 22.89, respectively.

A comparison of the grain size parameters between the samples from Schaumburg,
Germany [7] and Hangzhou (the present work) is shown in Table 3. The uniformity
coefficient Cu and the curvature coefficient Cc were calculated as 21.6 and 1.93,
respectively, according to the soil filter stability equation. However, an assumption of
the equation is that the soil particles are elliptical; however, most particles in MBT
wastes exist in one, two, and three-dimensional forms (materials in strips hanging on
the sieve during the sieving process). Therefore, the Cu and Cc values are for reference
use only.

In Table 3, the particle size parameters of Hangzhou 1–100 mm are larger than
those of LG 1–100 mm at a given mass percentage and their difference increased with
the percentage. The particle size of MBT wastes in Hangzhou is generally larger, but
the particle density is lower. The high proportion of plastics may be the key factor in
this result.

Fig. 1. Grain size distribution curve
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3.5 Specific Gravity

The specific gravity of MBT wastes was measured using the vacuum pumping method.
By measuring the mass ratio of kerosene and MBT wastes in equal volumes, the
specific gravity of the sample was calculated to be 1.575 at the temperature of 36 °C.

4 Mechanical Properties

4.1 Direct Shear Test

The equipment used for the direct shear test was a large-scale solid waste
compression-shearing instrument with a diameter of 200 mm and a maximum vertical
load of 30 kN. Various stages of vertical loads were applied to the MBT samples
before shearing, i.e., 12.5, 25, 50, 100, and 200 kPa.

Figure 2 shows the relationship between shear stress and lateral displacement. The
points marked by arrows are the peak shear stresses. The shear stress continues to

Table 3. Particle analysis results comparation [7]

Material H Lahe
0–30 mm

SHG
0–20 mm

SHG
0–40 mm

SHG
0–60 mm

SHG
0–150 mm

LG
0–100 mm

HangZhou
0–100 mm

d10 0.4 0.03 0.043 0.052 0.061 0.45 1.07
d15 0.7 0.053 0.082 0.10 0.12 0.8 2.74
d50 2.7 0.73 2.1 4.1 7.0 11 15.70
d60 4.0 1.5 5.3 10 20 12 22.89
d85 10 7.3 24 35 44 31 -
Cu 10 50 123 192 328 27 21.6

Fig. 2. Shear stress versus lateral displacement
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increase following the peak values because of the tensile stress caused by the inner
band component. In Fig. 2, the sample has already lost its shear capacity. Figure 2 also
demonstrates that the displacement corresponding to the peak shear stress decreases
with the increase in vertical load. The peak value of the shear stress increases with
increasing vertical load, indicating that the vertical load enhanced the shear strength.
Figure 3 shows the relationship between the shear strength and normal stress: the
shearing characteristics of the MBT waste conform to the Coulomb’s law (Eq. 4). The
cohesion c is 15.76 kPa and the internal friction angle u is 39.8°. The value of
cohesion is smaller than the values reported by Fucale [6]: Umax � 40 mm, c = 16–
63.1 kPa, u = 40.1°–48.1°. The internal friction angle is close to the results reported
by De Lamare Neto [8]: Umax � 60 mm, c = 29.34–54.18 kPa, u = 39.04°–43.35°;
Umax � 100 mm, c = 32.86–45.04 kPa, and u = 38.55°–40.33°.

sf ¼ cþ r tanu: ð4Þ

4.2 Compression Test

A large-scale high-pressure solid waste compression apparatus (maximum vertical
load = 50 kN, maximum vertical displacement = 300 mm) was used in the compres-
sion test. Various stages of axial stresses were applied to each prepared sample, i.e.,
12.5, 25, 50, 100, 200, and 400 kPa. The vertical displacement was recorded within
24 h after the application of each load. The time-deformation curves are shown in
Fig. 4. Due to the low moisture content, the MBT sample had no leachate outflow even
after consolidation under 400 kPa for 24 h.

The relationship between the void ratio and the axial effective stress (plotted in
logarithmic coordinates) is shown in Fig. 5. The compression index is 0.726, derived
from the slope of the curve, which is almost twice the index of highly compressed soil
(0.4).

Fig. 3. Shear stress-normal stress relationship
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5 Conclusions

1. The MBT waste from the TianZiling Landfill in Hangzhou, China is a material with
low water content (22.66%) and low density (0.227 g/cm3), but has a high per-
centage of plastic, textile, and glass (collectively account for 55%).

Fig. 4. Time-deformation curve

Fig. 5. Void ratio versus axial effective stress
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2. The MBT waste is of good gradation. The uniform coefficient is 21.6 and the
curvature coefficient is 2.1.

3. The void ratio of the MBT waste linearly decreases with the increase in logarithmic
axial effective stress. The compression index is 0.726 and the compressibility is
excellent.

4. The shear strength characteristics of the MBT waste conform to the Coulomb’s law;
the internal friction angle is 39.8°, and the cohesion is 15.76 kPa.
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Abstract. Accumulation of microbial metabolic products namely extracellular
polymeric substances (EPS), inorganic minerals and gases often clogs soil pores
and reduces its permeability. Reduction in permeability of soil has both
advantages and disadvantages. Changes in soil permeability, therefore, need to
investigate for successful use as a bioengineering solution or to predict future
problems. Permeability reduction of a soil mass can be attributed to both bio-
genic deposits and biogas related unsaturation. Although several studies were
conducted to see the efficacy of biofilm and biomineral in reducing soil per-
meability, the effect of horizontally flowing growth medium, resembling
groundwater in both mineral salt composition and circulation velocity, has not
been studied yet. Present study mainly focuses on the influence of horizontal
flow of growth media on the amount of metabolic products and saturated and
unsaturated permeability of loose quartz sand (relative density of about 40%)
inoculated with an aerobic microbial species Lysinibacillus sp. DRG3. In this
study, microbes were instigated to produce metabolic products through three
naturally occurring bioprocesses namely, non-ureolytic calcifying process,
ureolytic calcifying process and non-calcifying process. Sand samples with
fluvial activities yielded higher amount of biogenic precipitates, unsaturation
and permeability reduction. Calcifying process resulted in lesser development of
unsaturation than that for non-calcifying process probably because of higher
utilization of evolved CO2 for biocalcification. Unsaturated permeability was
generally lesser than the saturated one. After treatment, the unsaturated per-
meability decreased up to 16% of the original permeability, while the saturated
permeability recorded was up to 41% of original permeability.

Keywords: Permeability � Lysinibacillus sp. DRG3 � Unsaturation

1 Introduction

Microorganisms are known to produce extracellular polymeric substances (EPS),
inorganic minerals and a variety of gases through the metabolic processes (Ehrlich and
Newman 2009). In situ production and accumulation of these metabolic products of
soil-residing microbes clogs the pores in soil and reduces its permeability (Seki et al.
1998; Ivanov and Chu 2008). Reduction in permeability has both advantages and
disadvantages (Seki et al. 1998). Bioclogging can reduce seepage in irrigation channel
and reservoir, piping of earthen dam or dikes, increase oil recovery from reservoir and
form a barrier to reduce the migration of heavy metals and organic pollutants
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(Khachatoorian et al. 2003; Nemati et al. 2005; Ivanov and Chu 2008). However,
reduced permeability due to microbial activities can also create significant geotechnical
problems such as impaired sand filtration and difficulty in aquifer recharge (Bonala and
Reddi 1998; Dupin and McCarty 2000). Therefore it is necessary to analyze the
changes in permeability of soil due to microbial activities, either to use as a bioengi-
neering solution or in order to predict the problems which may arise in future.

Efficacy of biofilm in reducing saturated permeability of sand and silt was inves-
tigated by several researchers and it was observed that permeability can be reduced up
to 100% after only two to three weeks of treatment (Cunningham et al. 1991; Karimi
1998; Proto et al. 2016). Along with biofilm, biomineral can also be used as bio-
clogging agent and capable of reducing permeability up to 65% (Nemati et al. 2005;
Whiffin et al. 2007). Reduction in permeability of a soil mass can be attributed to both
biogenic deposits and biogas related unsaturation (Vandivivere and Baveye 1992).
While previous studies have reported a decrease in the permeability of soil because of
the biogenic precipitates, the effect of biologically induced unsaturation on the per-
meability of soil has not been studied so far.

Groundwater circulation is one of the factors often influence the generation of
metabolic products. Several studies have attempted to investigate the effect of contin-
uous supply of nutrients on metabolic product formation and/or permeability reduction
by vertical flow of growth medium though a sand column (Whiffin et al. 2007; Al
Qabany et al. 2012; Martinez et al. 2013). But the hydraulic effect of the horizontally
flowing growth medium, resembling groundwater in both mineral composition and
velocity, has not been studied yet. The present study intends to investigate the effect of
horizontal flow of growth medium on metabolic product formation by an aerobic
microbial species Lysinibacillus sp. DRG3 through three different bioprocesses—
non-calcifying, non-ureolytic calcifying and ureolytic calcifying and related changes in
saturated and unsaturated permeability of sand.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Sand

Silica sand, having subangular grains, with about 97% quartz grains was used in the
experiments. The sand had a co-efficient of uniformity (Cu) of 1.99, Co-efficient of
curvature of (Cc) of 0.66 and a median particle size (D50) of 0.55 mm. According to
Unified Soil Classification System the sand was classified as poorly graded sand (SP).
The specific gravity of the sand grains was 2.65 and the maximum and minimum void
ratios were 0.83 and 0.54 respectively (ASTM 2006). The sand was thoroughly washed
with 0.25 N hydrochloric acid and then with 0.25 N sodium hydroxide, followed by
deionized water until the pH becomes neutralized. Before use, it was autoclaved at
103 kPa and 120 °C for 15 min.
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2.2 Microorganism

Lysinibacillus sp. DRG3, an aerobic soil-residing bacterium (Ghatak et al. 2015) iso-
lated from a naturally cemented tailings sand deposit on the east coast of India, was
used in this study. It is capable of producing EPS with or without precipitating calcite
in both ureolytic and non-ureolytic pathways depending on nutrient availability.

2.3 Nutrient Media

A mineral salt medium was prepared with essential minerals roughly resembling the
compositions of groundwater. Nutrient medium, for non-calcifying process, was pre-
pared by dissolving 20 g glucose, 3 g NH4Cl, 0.14 g KH2PO4, 2.2 g K2HPO4, 0.14 g
NaCl, 0.6 g MgSO4, 2.3 mg ZnSO4, 17 mg MnSO4, 10 mg CuSO4, 4 mg Na2MoO4,
10 mg EDTA, 0.4 mg NiCl2, and 6.6 mg NaI in 1 L of distilled water. For
non-ureolytic calcifying process, 0.1 g of CaCl2 was added to the media prepared for
non-calcifying process. For ureolytic calcifying process, 0.1 g of CaCl2, and 3 g of
urea was added to the medium instead of NH4Cl. Before use, the media was sterilized
by autoclaving (Ghatak et al. 2015).

2.4 Sample Preparation

Loose sand samples – 70 mm in length, 40 mm in width and 55 mm in height – were
prepared about 40% relative densities by pluviating autoclaved sand grains under a
mixture of sterilized nutrient medium and centrifuged bacterial biomass inside a ster-
ilized polypropylene container designed to promote the flow of medium under gravity.
The sand is confined between two vertical high density polyethylene (HDPE) meshes
supported by autoclaved marbles through which the growth medium was passed.
Bacteria-free samples were also prepared in a similar way but not adding bacterial
biomass in the nutrient media. A layer of marbles was kept on top of the sand samples
with live DRG3 population not to allow the sand to bulge due to evolving gases.
Perforated inlet pipes were sterilized and connected to the container through which the
medium was allowed to flow. The growth medium was carried from the reservoirs to
the container by sterile tubes at a constant rate. The samples were prepared in a laminar
air flow chamber to avoid contamination. After preparation, the samples were placed on
a level platform inside an incubator and kept undisturbed for 12 h at 30 °C to allow the
bacteria to attach to the sand particles. Subsequently the sterilized biomass-free growth
medium was allowed to flow through the samples hosting live DRG3 population kept
inside the incubator at a constant rate of 0.012 mm/s – a typical groundwater velocity.
Another set of samples, similarly prepared, were kept undisturbed in the incubator
without any flow of medium to assess the desired parameters at zero velocity.
Microbial growth, changes in pH, amounts of biogenic EPS and calcite, and saturated
and unsaturated water content and permeability of soil matrix with or without live
bacterial population were monitored periodically at an interval of 24 h up to 48 h.
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2.5 Microbial Growth and pH

Microbial growth within sand samples with live DRG3 population was measured by
collecting the effluent from the sample and estimating the number of colony forming
unit (CFU) using serial dilution technique (Ghatak et al. 2015). For samples with no
flow of medium, CFU was measured from the effluent collected during permeability
measurement. The pH of effluent was measured by a digital pH meter (Oakton, Eutech
Instruments).

2.6 EPS and Calcite

For EPS estimation, a portion of sand was collected from bacteria-inoculated samples,
oven dried at 70 °C and vortexed with 10 ml sterilized distilled water for 30 min. The
supernatant was then centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 10 min at 4 °C to remove bacterial cells
to extract EPS. Subsequently, the cell-free supernatant was mixed with double volume
cold acetone and kept for 24 h at 4 °C. Themixture was further centrifuged at 12000 rpm
for 20 min at 4 °C. The pellet was collected and lyophilized to get dry EPS powder.

Biogenic calcite was measured by a simple gravimetric method (Bauer et al. 1972)
for which a portion of sand was collected from bacteria-inoculated samples and oven
dried at 70 °C. 5 g of oven dried sand was mixed with 7 ml of 5 N HCl in a beaker and
the solution was stirred from time to time for 30 min. The initial and final weights of
the beaker containing sand sample and HCl were taken and the difference in weight is
the measure of CO2 evolved through the reaction: CaCO3 þ 2HCl ! CaCl2 þ
CO2 " þ H2O. Amount of biogenic calcite was estimated stoichiometrically from the
measured amount of evolved CO2.

2.7 Saturated and Unsaturated Water Content

For measuring saturated and unsaturated water content, cylindrical tin cans of negli-
gible wall thickness were pushed into both saturated and unsaturated samples with live
DRG3 population and the whole setup was allowed to freeze. Undisturbed samples
were then extracted and oven dried at 70 °C. The initial and final weights of the
undisturbed sample were taken and the weight difference gives the weight of water for
saturated and unsaturated samples. Saturated and unsaturated water contents were then
estimated from the ratio of weight of water and weight of dry soil of the respective soil
samples. The samples were saturated fully by allowing the sterilized distilled water to
flow at the rate of approximately 50 ml/min through the samples and checking the flow
rate at constant head from time to time. This was continued until the increasing trend of
flow rate diminishes and the flow rate becomes constant.

2.8 Degree of Saturation

Degree of saturation of unsaturated samples was estimated using the following
expression assuming the degree of saturation of the saturated samples as 100%.
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S ¼ wunsat

wsat
ð1Þ

Since, S� e ¼ wunsat � GS and e ¼ wsat � GS where, S is the degree of saturation
of DRG3 treated samples, e is the void ratio of these samples (same for saturated and
unsaturated condition), GS is the specific gravity of soil solids, wsat and wunsat are the
saturated and unsaturated water content of treated samples respectively.

2.9 Saturated and Unsaturated Permeability

The permeability of loose bacteria-free sample (k), was estimated from standard per-
meability test. Then the flow rate of loose bacteria-free saturated sample q was assessed
by placing similar sample on a level platform and allowing sterilized distilled water
through the sample under a constant head. The flow rates for the saturated and
unsaturated DRG3-inoculated samples, qsat and qunsat respectively, were similarly
measured for the same constant head. Finally, the permeability of loose saturated and
unsaturated DRG3-inoculated samples, ksat and kunsat respectively, were computed by
the expressions, ksat

k ¼ qsat
q and kunsat

k ¼ qunsat
q .

3 Results and Discussions

3.1 Microbial Growth, pH and Metabolic Products

With increasing flow velocity CFU was found to increase (Fig. 1) indicating enhanced
microbial population growth possibly resulting from greater nutrients availability.
Under zero circulation, soil pH decreased with incubation duration (Fig. 1) because of
production of biogenic acidic intermediates and/or onset of death phase resulting from
nutrient depletion, while soil pH increased marginally with increasing flow velocity
(Fig. 1) possibly because of continued nutrient availability and washing out of dis-
solved acidic metabolites. Increased EPS and calcite production with flow velocity
(Fig. 1) resulted from increased nutrient availability and microbial population growth.

3.2 Water Content and Degree of Saturation

Saturated and unsaturated water content for treated samples was all lesser than cor-
responding water content of the untreated sample (Tables 1 and 2). Degree of satu-
ration was monotonically decreasing with incubation duration for all processes (Fig. 2).
For all three processes, development of unsaturation was more for the samples exposed
to the flow of medium, probably because of enhanced growth of bacteria which resulted
in more evolving of CO2. Figure 2 further revealed that non-calcifying process
developed maximum unsaturation whereas non-ureolytic calcifying process developed
least unsaturation. Absence of mineralization could be the possible reason for higher
unsaturation observed in non-calcifying process since a part of evolved CO2 was
utilized for biocalcification.
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3.3 Permeability

The unsaturated and saturated permeability was monotonically decreasing with incu-
bation duration, for all the processes and in the presence and absence of flow (Tables 3
and 4). Evidently for all the samples, the saturated permeability was higher than the

Fig. 1. Influence of incubation duration and flow velocity on CFU, pH, EPS and calcite

Table 1. Influence of incubation duration and flow velocity on unsaturated water content (%).

Incubation
duration
(hours)

Non-calcifying process Non-ureolytic
calcifying process

Ureolytic calcifying
process

0 mm/s 0.012 mm/s 0 mm/s 0.012 mm/s 0 mm/s 0.012 mm/s

0 26.89 26.89 26.89 26.89 26.89 26.89
24 23.71 22.53 25.09 24.97 24.32 23.41
48 23.56 22.08 24.81 24.36 24.12 23.16
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unsaturated one, due to removal of air from voids. The unsaturated and saturated
permeability measured in the samples with flow of medium was lesser than the ones
without flow of medium, probably because the enhanced microbial growth due to
continuous supply of nutrients contributed to higher amount of EPS production
(Tables 3 and 4).

The non-calcifying process was observed to induce highest reduction in unsaturated
permeability than the other two processes as this process yielded largest EPS

Table 2. Influence of incubation duration and flow velocity on saturated water content (%).

Incubation
duration
(hours)

Non-calcifying process Non-ureolytic
calcifying process

Ureolytic calcifying
process

0 mm/s 0.012 mm/s 0 mm/s 0.012 mm/s 0 mm/s 0.012 mm/s

0 26.89 26.89 26.89 26.89 26.89 26.89
24 26.34 26.32 26.69 26.68 26.57 26.54
48 26.48 26.36 26.74 26.69 26.67 26.63

Fig. 2. Influence of incubation duration and flow velocity on degree of saturation

Table 3. Influence of incubation duration and flow velocity on unsaturated permeability
(�10−2 cm/s).

Incubation
duration
(hours)

Non-calcifying process Non-ureolytic
calcifying process

Ureolytic calcifying
process

0 mm/s 0.012 mm/s 0 mm/s 0.012 mm/s 0 mm/s 0.012 mm/s

0 4.94 4.94 4.94 4.94 4.94 4.94
24 2.08 1.17 2.65 2.35 2.40 1.36
48 1.71 0.99 2.52 2.04 2.16 1.27
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production and unsaturation (Fig. 3). Reduction in saturated permeability was also
found to be highest for non-calcifying process in the presence and absence of flow
probably due to highest EPS production. With or without media circulation
non-ureolytic calcifying process yielded minimum reduction in permeability since it
had least amount of both calcite and EPS precipitation (Fig. 3).

4 Conclusions

In the absence of media circulation, EPS and calcite precipitation was found to increase
initially and then decrease with increasing incubation duration due to subsequent
nutrient depletion. Whereas with increasing flow velocity microbial population growth
as well as EPS and calcite production was found to increase due to increased nutrient
availability. pH for all the processes noted to decrease with incubation duration,
whereas it increased marginally if the growth medium was continuously supplied.

Table 4. Influence of incubation duration and flow velocity on saturated permeability
(�10−2 cm/s).

Incubation
duration
(hours)

Non-calcifying process Non-ureolytic
calcifying process

Ureolytic calcifying
process

0 mm/s 0.012 mm/s 0 mm/s 0.012 mm/s 0 mm/s 0.012 mm/s

0 5.52 5.52 5.52 5.52 5.52 5.52
24 3.29 2.73 4.95 4.68 3.54 2.47
48 3.77 2.56 4.77 4.35 4.02 2.20

Fig. 3. Influence of incubation duration and flow velocity on saturated and unsaturated
permeability
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Degree of saturation had lowered down to 84% for DRG3-inoculated samples with
flow of medium and to 89% for samples without flow of medium due to biogenic
unsaturation. Higher unsaturation in samples with continuous flow of medium was
developed due to the enhanced growth of bacteria and biogas generation. Data obtained
in this study further exhibited that reduced permeability for bacteria treated samples
was 58% to 84% of the original permeability in unsaturated samples and 21% to 59%
of the original permeability in saturated samples. It indicates that biogenic unsaturation
does have a significant effect on soil permeability. The samples with flow of medium
ended up with higher reduction in permeability because of increased quantity of bio-
genic precipitation and higher unsaturation.
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Abstract. Several series of batch adsorption tests are conducted using
slurry-trench cutoff wall backfills composed of sand and 20% Ca-bentonite with
and without sodium hexametaphosphate (SHMP) amendment and also using
Ca-bentonite alone with and without SHMP amendment. First, amended/
un-amended backfills and Ca-bentonites are prepared. Next, aqueous solutions
with 0 to 1000 mg/L hexavalent chromium [Cr(VI)] concentration are prepared.
Batch adsorption tests are conducted at a liquid to solid ratio of 10:1 to
investigate the adsorption of Cr(VI) onto the backfills and Ca-bentonites. The
results show that phosphate dispersant causes significant increase in Cr(VI)
adsorption of both the soil/Ca-bentonite backfill and the Ca-bentonite. The
relationship between the amount of adsorption and the equilibrium liquid con-
centration is assessed using Langmuir, Freundlich, and Dubinin-Radushkevich
isotherm models. The adsorption of Cr(VI) on the backfills or Ca-bentonites is
attributed to chemical adsorption mechanism.

Keywords: Calcium bentonite � Slurry walls � Adsorption � Chromium

1 Introduction

Soil-bentonite (SB) slurry trench cutoff walls, composed of backfill prepared using the
excavated soil (generally sand with or without clay fraction) and high quality sodium
bentonite (Na-bentonite), are commonly used as engineered barriers for containment
of the contaminated groundwater (D’Appolonia 1980). The hydraulic conductivity
and the contaminant adsorption capacity are two of the key parameters that control the
containment efficiency of the walls. Recently, significant attention has been paid on
improving contaminant adsorption of the SB walls to passively delay the transport of
contaminants through the slurry walls (Malusis et al. 2010; Fan et al. 2014; Hong
et al. 2016).

In countries such as China, there is a great potential to use slurry walls at many
contaminated sites for the containment of contaminated groundwater. However, high
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quality Na-bentonite is scarce and the commonly available calcium bentonite
(Ca-bentonite) is considered as an alternate material for use (Du et al. 2015a, 2015b,
2015c). Due to lower swelling and adsorption capacity as compared to Na-bentonite,
the Ca-bentonite may not be considered suitable to use for soil/Ca-bentonite backfills to
provide low hydraulic conductivity and high retardation of the contaminants, thus
modification of the Ca-bentonite is found necessary before its use.

The authors have conducted extensive studies and demonstrated that sodium
hexametaphosphate (SHMP, dispersant) is an effective amendment to enhance work-
ability of the Ca-bentonite/water slurry and reduce hydraulic conductivity of the
soil/Ca-bentonite backfills (Yang et al. 2017a, 2017b, 2017c). The optimum SHMP
dosage for the Ca-bentonite amendment is found to be 2% (dry weight ratio of SHMP
to Ca-bentonite), and optimum SHMP-amended Ca-bentonite content for the
soil/Ca-bentonite backfill is found to be 20% (dry weight ratio of the amended
Ca-bentonite to the backfill). However, adsorption characteristics of such
soil/Ca-bentonite backfill to contaminants such as hexavalent chromium [Cr(VI)],
which is ubiquitous at industrial contaminated sites in China, are still unknown.

The main objective of this study are to: (1) investigate the adsorption of Cr(VI) to
amended/unamended sand/Ca-bentonite backfill as well as amended/unamended
Ca-bentonite alone via batch adsorption tests; (2) assess the adsorption mechanism
of the Cr(VI) onto the backfills and bentonites using Langmuir, Freundlich, and
Dubinin-Radushkevich (D-R) isotherm models; and (3) compare the Cr(VI) adsorption
capacity of the backfills and bentonites before and after SHMP amendment.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Materials

Powdered unamended Ca-bentonite (CaB) and SHMP-amended Ca-bentonite
(SHMP-CaB), clean sand, and granular SHMP are used as the source materials in
this study. The CaB (Panther Creek® 200) is provided by the Colloid Environmental
Technologies Company (CETCO, Hoffman Estates, IL, USA). The SHMP-CaB is
prepared in the laboratory by the authors by mixing the CaB with SHMP-distilled water
solution with SHMP concentration of 10 g/L. The soil-to-water ratio of the resulting
slurry is approximately 1:2 (g/mL), and the optimum SHMP-to-bentonite ratio is 2%
(dry weight basis). The slurry is then cured, oven dried, milled and screened (using
0.075 mm standard sieve) following procedures described by Yang et al. (2017a,
2017b).

The sand known as Three River Sand is obtained from a quarry in Beloit, WI, USA.
The SHMP used is obtained from Humboldt Manufacturing Co., Elgin, IL, USA. Four
types of materials are tested in this study: (1) amended bentonite (SHMP-CaB),
(2) unamended bentonite (CaB), (3) amended backfill containing 20% of SHMP-CaB
(SHMP-20CaB), and (4) unamended backfill mixture containing 20% of CaB (20CaB).
The bentonite content of the sand/Ca-bentonite backfill is 20%.

A stock solution of Cr(VI) with concentration of 1000 mg/L is prepared by dis-
solving a predetermined amount of potassium dichromate (K2Cr2O7) in deionized
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water. Then, Cr(VI) solutions with different initial concentrations (C0) ranging from 0.1
to 1000 mg/L are prepared by diluting the stock solution with deionized water.

2.2 Batch Testing Procedure

The batch adsorption tests are performed as per the guidelines of ASTM D4646, except
that a soil-to-solution ratio of 1:10 is used as recommended by Reddy et al. (2014).
10 g of selected backfill or bentonite and 100 mL of Cr(V) solution are placed in a
200 mL plastic bottle and they are mixed for 24 h using a mechanical tumbler at room
temperature. Then, the solids and supernatant are separated by centrifugation at a speed
of 7500 rmp. The equilibrium Cr(VI) concentration in the supernatant (Ce) is measured
using flame atomic absorption spectrophotometer (Perkin Elmer, CT). Weng et al.
(2008) reported an contact time of 1.5 h for Cr(VI) equilibrium adsorption onto clay.
Thus, it is reasonable to believe that 24 h is sufficient for establishing equilibrium
between the Cr(VI) solution and the tested backfill or bentonite during adsorption
process.

3 Results and Analysis

The amount of Cr(VI) adsorbed to the backfill or bentonite (qe) is calculated using
below equation:

qe ¼ ðC0�CeÞMs

VL
ð1Þ

where Ms is the mass of the dry backfill or bentonite used (kg); and VL is the volume of
Cr(VI) solution added (L).

Figure 1 shows the measured adsorption data (qe versus Ce) for the tested backfills
and Ca-bentonite with and without SHMP amendment. These results show that all of
the backfills and bentonites exhibit nonlinear Cr(VI) adsorption behavior, with steep
increase in adsorbed concentration (qe) initially until the equilibrium concentration (Ce)
of approximately 420 mg/L, and thereafter it increased gradually until Ce reached
820 mg/L. It should be known that there are other 6 data points for each backfill
mixture which displayed overlapped near the origin of the coordinate in Fig. 1. The
amended backfill (SHMP-20CaB) and amended bentonite (SHMP-CaB) display greater
Cr(VI) adsorption capacity than their respective control or unamended backfill or
bentonite, i.e., 20CaB or CaB.

Three nonlinear isotherm adsorption models, including Langmuir model, Fre-
undlich model, and Dubinin-Radushkevich (D-R) model, are applied for fitting
adsorption data as presented in Fig. 1. The Langmuir model is given by following
equation (Langmuir 1916; Mckay et al. 1982):

qe ¼ KLqm;LCe

1þKLCe
ð2Þ
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where qm,L is the maximum adsorption capacity; KL is the Langmuir isotherm constant;
Ce is the equilibrium adsorbate (Cr(VI)) concentration. The Freundlich model can be
given as follows (Freundlich 1906; Mckay et al. 1982):

qe ¼ KFC
1=nF
e ð3Þ

where the KF is the Freundlich isotherm constant; nF is the adsorption intensity and
favorable adsorption is referred when nF between 1 to 10. The D-R model is given by
(Dubinin and Radushkevich 1947; Foo and Hameed 2010):

qe ¼ qm;DR exp �KDRe
2� � ð4Þ

where qe, and Ce are the same as defined above but with unit of mol/kg, and mol/L,
respectively; qm,DR is the saturation adsorption capacity; KDR is D-R isotherm constant;
and e is the Polanyi potential:

e ¼ RT ln 1þ 1
Ce

� �
ð5Þ

in which R is the ideal gas constant; T is the absolute temperature; E is the mean free
energy of adsorption which can be given by following expression (Foo and Hameed
2010; Fan et al. 2014)

E ¼ 1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2KDR

p ð6Þ

If E ranges from 8 to 16 kJ/mol, the chemical adsorption is considered to be the
predominant mechanism (Vijayaraghavan et al. 2006).

Fig. 1. Measured Cr(VI) adsorption data for backfills and Ca-bentonite with and without SHMP
amendment
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The measured data are fitted by Langmuir, Freundlich, and D-R models as shown in
Figs. 2, 3 and 4, respectively. The relationship between equilibrium Cr(VI) concen-
tration and adsorbed amount are well fitted by all of the three models with high coef-
ficient of determination (r2) values to the experimental data, e.g., 0.939 � r2 � 0.996.

Fig. 2. Langmuir fitting results for backfills and Ca-bentonite with and without SHMP
amendment

Fig. 3. Freundlich fitting results for backfills and Ca-bentonite with and without SHMP
amendment
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The best-fit parameter values for the Langmuir, Freundlich, and D-R isotherm
models are summarized in Table 1. Based on results of both Langmuir and D-R fitting,
the SHMP-CaB possesses 49 to 73 mg/kg higher adsorption capacity than that of the
CaB, and the SHMP-20CaB exhibits 62 to 88 mg/kg higher adsorption capacity than
the 20CaB. The results indicate that the Cr(VI) adsorption capacities of both the
Ca-bentonite and sand/Ca-bentonite backfill are significantly increased by SHMP
amendment. This can be attributed to lower pH values of the SHMP amended bentonite
and backfill than those of the unamended bentonite and backfill. This finding is con-
sistent with Reddy et al. (1997) who found lower pH conditions favor greater Cr(VI)
adsorption, while high pH conditions lead to lower Cr(VI) adsorption. It is noted that
the adsorption capacity of each backfill or bentonite calculated from the Langmuir
model is lower than that obtained from the D-R model. This is attributed to different
assumption on adsorption behavior of the adsorbate onto the surface of the adsorbent in
these two models. For example, the Langmuir model assumes that adsorption occurs on
monolayer coverage sites within the adsorbent, while the D-R model considers the total
specific micropore volume of the adsorbent.

The KL value of the backfills, i.e., 20CaB and SHMP-20CaB, is greater than that of
the bentonite samples, i.e., CaB and SHMP-CaB, implying more favorable adsorption
of Cr(VI) to the backfills as compared to the bentonite samples (Hong et al. 2016). The
adsorption intensity (nF) value of the tested samples ranges from 1.86 to 2.38, indi-
cating favorable adsorption. The value of the free energy obtained from D-R model
ranges from 7.84 to 9.24 kJ/mol, indicating the dominant adsorption mechanism is
chemical adsorption.

Fig. 4. D-R fitting results for backfills and Ca-bentonite with and without SHMP amendment
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4 Conclusions

The present study investigates the effects of SHMP amendment on adsorption of Cr(VI)
onto sand/Ca-bentonite backfills containing 20% bentonite as well as bentonite alone via
a series of batch adsorption tests. The results reveal that all of the amended/unamneded
backfill mixtures and the amended/unamended bentonites exhibit nonlinear adsorption
behavior to the Cr(VI). The Langmuir, Freundlich, and Dubinin-Radushkevich isotherm
model are capable of describing the experiment data well. The Cr(VI) adsorption
capacity of both sand/Ca-bentonite backfill and Ca-bentonite is significantly increased
by the SHMP amendment. The chemical adsorption is considered to be the dominant
adsorption mechanism for Cr(VI) adsorption onto the tested backfills and bentonites.
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Abstract. Both high-calcium fly ash and soda residue are the industrial
by-products generated during the combustion of coal for energy production and
sodium carbonate production, respectively. Previous studies suggested that both
high-calcium fly ash and soda residue can be used to treat heavy metal con-
taminated soils. Therefore, a series of laboratory experiments were performed to
investigate the strength and leaching properties of Pb-contaminated soils
solidified/stabilized by high calcium fly ash and soda residue. The results pre-
sented that adding high-calcium fly ash to the contaminated soils can signifi-
cantly improve the soil strength and reduce the Pb2+ amount released out. The
specimens treated with soda residue got a higher strength, but a relatively lower
chemical stability than that of fly ash. SEM results confirmed that Ca(OH)2 and
CSH was the main products that improved the engineering properties of the
stabilized contaminated soils.

Keywords: Fly ash � Soda residue � Heavy metal contaminated soil
Solidification/stabilization � Unconfined compressive strength
Leaching characteristics

1 Introduction

Solidification/stabilization has emerged as one of the most effective remediation
technologies of heavy metal contaminated soils utilization of additives as cement, fly
ash and lime.

High calcium fly ash (defined as class C fly ash), which is the by-product of the
electric power thermal plants using lignite as the main combustion material. The main
compositions of high calcium fly ash includes SiO2, Al2O3, CaO and residual carbon
that doesn’t burn. Therefore, this material is endowed with capacities of strong
adsorption and hydration activity [1]. Researchers have done lots of work on stabilizing
heavy metal contaminated soils by utilizing fly ash. The results proved that fly ash was
an available binder to treat contaminated soils, which can increase the soil strength and
immobilize heavy metals [2–4]. In China, systematic research on utilizing fly ash to
solidify/stabilize heavy metal contaminated soils are rarely reported.
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Soda residue is a by-product generated during the ammonia-soda process. Its main
compositions concluded CaCO3, CaSO4 and some oxides of aluminum, iron and sil-
icon. Soda residue was extensively used in bolus and embankment engineering as an
engineering soil [5, 6]. Besides that, soda residue was composed of the very fine
particles, most of which size was less than 0.074 mm. The specific surface area was
extremely high, which attributed to the high adsorptive capacity of soda residue. In
recent year, researches have been performed on the soda residue to study the adsorptive
capacity no matter for the organic or inorganic matters [7]. And the mechanical
properties of soda residue or blended with the other materials have been investigated as
well [8]. However, few reports on the results of heavy metal contaminated soils
solidified/stabilized with soda residue.

The purpose of this study is to investigate the effectiveness of using high-calcium
fly ash and soda residue as additives to solidified/stabilized (s/s) heavy metal con-
taminated soil. Unconfined compressive strength (UCS) test was performed to inves-
tigate the mechanical properties and the chemical stabilities was assessed by toxicity
characteristic leaching procedure (TCLP). Furthermore, the microstructure character-
istic was analyzed with scanning electron microscope (SEM) technology.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Materials

The soil used in this investigation was sampled from a foundation pit in Hefei, China,
which excavation depth was 4–5 m. Basic physic-mechanical indexes of the soil
sample are shown in Table 1.

The main compositions of the two materials included SiO2, CaO, Al2O3 and MgO,
which was determined by X-ray fluorescence (XRF) and listed in Table 2. Otherwise,
both fly ash and soda residue consisted of extremely fine particles, about 80% of which
size was smaller than 0.075 mm. The two materials both possessed really high specific
surface area (529 m2/kg for fly ash and 793 m2/kg for soda residue, respectively),
which leaded to a strong capability of adsorption.

According to the previous investigation, Pb, Cd, Hg and As contaminated soils
were widely distributed in China [9]. The paper choose Pb-contaminated soil as the
research object, and Pb(NO3)2 was selected as the heavy metal contaminant for nitrate
had negligible interference in hydration reactions.

Table 1. Basic physic-mechanical properties of tested soils

Water
content/%

Specific
gravity

Density/g/cm3 Liquid
limit/%

Plastic
limit/%

Plastic
index

Optimum
water
content/%

Maximum
dry
density/g/cm3

22.54 2.65 1.950 39.9 22.2 17.7 22.34 1.615
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2.2 Methods

Soil Sample Preparation. In China, the common Pb2+ concentration of the industrial
contaminated sites is approximately 5000 mg/kg [10]. And in order to study the effects
of Pb2+ concentration variations on the stabilized soils properties, the Pb2+ concen-
tration of the soils was designed as 1000 and 5000 mg/kg (denoted as Pb0.1 and Pb0.5,
respectively).

The oven-dried soils and binders were initially pulverized and sieved with 2 mm
and 0.5 mm sieves, respectively. The quantity of distilled water was calculated based
on the optimum water content, which was divided into two equal parts. Pb(NO3)2
solutions were prepared by dissolving Pb(NO3)2 AR into one part of the distilled water.
Mixing soil with the Pb(NO3)2 solutions thoroughly, and curing for 24 h. The other
part of distilled water was used to make binder slurries by mixing with the predeter-
mined mass of fly ash and soda residue, respectively. The mass ratio of fly ash to dry
soil was set as 0.05, 0.1 and 0.15 (denoted as FA5, FA10 and FA15), and that of soda
residue was 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 (denoted as SR10, SR20 and SR30). Subsequently,
pouring the binder slurries into the prepared Zn-contaminated soils and fully stirred.
After that, the mixtures were filled into a cylindrical mould with dimensions of U5
cm � H5 cm, statically compacted. Demoulded until soil sample in the mould reached
95% of the maximum dry density. Finally, the specimens were wrapped with plastic
bags and stored in the curing room under standard curing conditions (humidity
95 ± 5%, temperature 20 °C) until tested at 0, 3, 7 and 28 days.

Unconfined Compressive Strength. Unconfined compression strength test was
conducted on the specimens based on the Road geo-technical testing procedures (JTG
E40-2007). The test procedure is almost the same as ASTM D5102-09 (2017). The
specimens had a length: diameter ratio of 1:1. The test was performed at a loading rate
of 0.4 mm/min.

Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure. In order to investigate the leaching
characteristics of specimens, Toxicity Characteristic Leaching test was performed [11].
The diluted acetic acid (mixing 5.7 mL acetic acid with distilled water until the volume
of solution reach to 1000 mL) was selected as the leachant, which pH value was
2.88 ± 0.05. The specimens after unconfined compression strength test were pulver-
ized to pass through 2 mm sieve. Weighing 50 g of samples into polypropylene bottles.
The bottles were horizontal vibrated at 80 rpm in a water-bathing constant temperature
vibrator at 25 °C for 18 h. At the end of the extraction, the liquid was separated from
the solids by filtration through a 0.45 lm glass fiber filter. The leachate pH value was
measured using a Rex PHS-25 pH meter. The measurement range was 0.00–14.00 and
the accuracy was 0.01. The leached Pb2+ concentration was determined by WYS2200

Table 2. Compositions of fly ash and soda residue (% wt.)

Chemical compositions SiO2 Al2O3 CaO Fe2O3 TiO2 MgO SO3 K2O Na2O

Fly ash 37.1 13.9 30.3 0.4 1.8 12.5 2.1 0.6 1.0
Soda residue 10.2 9.0 62.8 1.3 0.2 12.5 0.3 0.2 0.2
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Atomic Adsorption Spectrometer. The electric current of the Pb lamp was 3 mA, the
wave length was 283.0 nm, the slit width was 0.4 nm and the measurement range was
0.08–20 mg/L.

Scanning Electron Microscope. The samples used for SEM analysis were
freeze-dried and broken slightly to pieces. Samples with a dimension approximated to
5 � 5 � 5 mm were selected, and their surface was cleaned using a hairbrush. To
achieve a sufficient electrical conductivity, the sample’s surface was pretreated by the
vacuum metal spraying technology.

3 Results and Analysis

3.1 Unconfined Compression Strength

Curing Time. Figure 1 presented the development of unconfined compression strength
in relation to the curing time of the stabilized soils contaminated with Pb0.1 and Pb0.5,
respectively.

As shown in Fig. 1, adding fly ash and soda residue into the contaminated soils can
improve the soil strength obviously, which increased with the increase of curing time.
Compared with the specimens treated by soda residue, there was a linear correlation
between the UCS and curing time for the fly ash treated specimens.

For the specimens stabilized with fly ash, the increased early strength was attributed
to some calcium aluminate hydration products, such as CAH, Aft and AFm that were
the early hydration products [12]. Furthermore, Ca2+ substituted from hydrated prod-
ucts by Pb2+ can accelerate the hardening of soil particles, and then increase the soil
strength as well. As curing time increased, the activity of fly ash can be motivated. The
spherical particles in fly ash mainly composed by silicon dioxide dissolved gradually,
and the concentration of free silicon dioxide in the pore solutions increased. These
increased free silicon dioxide participated in the pozzolanic reactions and promoted the
formation of calcium silicate hydrates. Thereby, soil strength was extremely enhanced.

Fig. 1. Relationships of the stabilized Pb-contaminated soils between UCS and curing time
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It can be observed from Fig. 1(b) that UCS of the soda residue stabilized specimens
increased faster at the first day of curing, and then increased continuously with a little
slower rate with curing time increased.

The main components of soda residue contains CaO, CaCO3 and CaSO4. In the
initial curing period, CaO interacted with water and hydrated immediately to form Ca
(OH)2, which can increase the early strength of the specimens. And CaSO4 can reacted
with Ca(OH)2 and Al2O3 to form the ettringite that was also the early hydrated product
and increased the early strength as well. As shown in Table 2, there was a little amount
of pozzolanic components in the soda residue. With the curing time increased con-
tinuously, the quantity of pozzolanic components contained in the soda residue reduced
gradually, which retarded the development of pozzolanic reactions. Therefore, the
growth rate of the UCS decreased.

Binders Type and Content. Figure 2 showed the effects of binders type and
content on the UCS of specimens contaminated with Pb0.1 and Pb0.5 curing at 0, 7 and
28 days.

It can be seen that increasing both fly ash and soda residue contents resulted in an
obvious increase of the soil strength. And the strength growth rate of the soda residue
stabilized specimens was faster than that of fly ash. The increased UCS of fly ash

stabilized specimens was mainly attributed to the pozzolanic reactions. Increasing fly
ash contents would accelerate the development of pozzolanic reactions and some more
CSH, CAH and Aft were formed to enhance the soil strength. For the soda residue
stabilized specimens, there was a certain quantity of CaCO3 contained in the soda
residue, which can increase the UCS. And the CaCO3 can also incorporated with Ca
(OH)2 to form CaCO3�Ca(OH)2 that can continuously reacted with SiO2 to form a new
complex CaSiO3�CaCO3�Ca(OH)2�nH2O [13]. The new complex can fill in the soil
pores and enhance the soil structure.

Fig. 2. Effects of binders type and content on the UCS of the specimens
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3.2 Leaching Characteristics

The TCLP was performed on the specimens to determine the effectiveness of the fly ash
and soda residue treated Pb-contaminated soils, as shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3 indicated that the quantity of leached Pb2+ observably decreased with
curing time increased. As the curing time increase to 28 days, the disparity of leached
Pb2+ concentrations between the Pb0.1 and Pb0.5 decreased gradually. As shown in
Fig. 3, the leached Pb2+ concentration of the stabilized specimens decreased rapidly
during the first 7 days of curing and then the reduction rate slowed down in the follow
curing days. During the initial curing period, most of Pb2+ dissociated in the pore
solutions can effectively adsorb onto the surface of clay particles, the non-burned
carbon in the fly ash as well as the soda residue particles [4, 14]. As the curing time
increased, a certain quantity of hydrated cementitious materials was produced, which
can neutralize the acid leachant and decreased the leached Pb2+ concentration [15]. And
Pb2+ can be immobilized by a more stabilized and solidified crystalline structure
performed by combination and substitution with the hydrated products [16, 17].

It can be observed that increasing binders content can reduce the Pb2+ mobility
effectively. In general, fly ash appeared a better immobilization behavior than that of
soda residue. For the specimens with 1000 mg/kg Pb2+ after curing for 7 days, the
leached Pb2+ concentration was lower than the regulatory limit for Pb2+ (Pb < 5 mg/L).
While for the specimens with 5000 mg/kg Pb2+, all the leached Pb2+ concentration
exceeded the limitation. Therefore, it can be suggested that fly ash and soda residue can
be successfully applied to treat the contaminated soils with lower Pb2+ concentration.

3.3 SEM Analysis

The microstructural measurement was performed on the Pb0.1-specimens stabilized
with F15 and SR30 at 28 days of curing, respectively. As shown in Fig. 4(a), the
lath-shaped Ca(OH)2 can be found, which induced the growth of soil strength. Besides
that, a large quantity of fly ash microsphere distributed in the specimens and increased

Fig. 3. Leaching characteristics of the stabilized Pb-contaminated soils with curing time
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the specific surface area of the specimens. Therefore, some of the Pb2+ can be adsorbed.
For the sample stabilized with SR30, lots of CSH can be observed from Fig. 4(b). Soil
particles aggregated tightly together bonded with CSH, and got a denser structure than
that of sample F15. It can be seen that the SEM results was approximately consistent
with the aforementioned conclusions.

4 Conclusions

The paper investigated the strength and leaching properties of high calcium fly ash and
soda residue stabilized lead contaminated soils via a systematic laboratory tests. The
following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) Both high calcium fly ash and soda residue can improve the strength and lower the
leached Pb2+ quantities. Strength of soda residue stabilized Pb2+ contaminated soils
was a little higher than that of fly ash.

(2) The designed binders proportions was available to treat the contaminated soil with
a low Pb2+ concentration.

(3) In general, the mobility of Pb2+ in the fly ash stabilized specimens can be better
decreased than that of soda residue.

(4) SEM results confirmed that Ca(OH)2 and CSH was the main products that
improved the engineering properties of the stabilized contaminated soils.

Acknowledgment. This research is financially supported by the National Natural Science
Foundation of China (grant nos. 41672306, 41372281, 41172273, and 41572282).

Fig. 4. SEM images of the stabilized samples.
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Abstract. Revegetation has emerged as a promising method in the rehabilita-
tion of contaminated sites. As traditional binders (e.g. cement and lime) usually
lead to high alkalinity and hardening in soils, it is necessary to develop new
binders which are capable of both supporting plant growth and minimizing the
leachability leaching of heavy metals. This paper presents an experimental study
on the leaching properties of soil with coexisted Pb, Zn, and Cd contaminants
sampled at an industrial contaminated site. The soil is solidified/stabilized using
a new phosphate-based binder, SS-B. Batch-type leaching tests and a synthetic
precipitation leaching procedure are conducted to evaluate the leachability of
Pb, Zn, and Cd in SS-B stabilized soil. Frendlich sorption model is used to fit the
experimental data and to obtain the sorption parameters of these three heavy
metals. The retardation factor (Rd) of heavy metals in the SS-B stabilized soil
follows the order of Pb > Zn > Cd. One-dimensional semi-dynamic leaching
tests are performed to acquire observed diffusion coefficients (Dobs) of these
three heavy metals. The results show that the values of Dobs of Pb, Zn, and Cd
are 2.30 � 10−15 m2/s, 7.47 � 10−15 m2/s, and 2.51 � 10−15 m2/s respectively.

Keywords: Contaminated soil � Heavy metal � Leachability � Diffusion

1 Introduction

As a result of rapid industrialization, a large number of abandoned industrial sites with
high levels of heavy metals, typically lead, zinc, and cadmium, can be commonly
encountered in urban areas in China, United States and other locations worldwide [1–3].
The presence of these heavy metals has become a serious threat to the environment and
the public health, and imposes adverse effects on the redevelopment of contaminated
sites. Thus, there is an urgent need in finding effective and economical technologies to
immobilize or remove these pollutants.

Stabilization/Solidification (S/S) remediation technique is an effective and econom-
ical remediation method that is widely used for heavy metal contaminated sites [1, 4, 5].
According to previous reports, most S/S treated soils are excavated and sent to landfills
because of their toxicity, which leads to land consumption [7]. Thus, there is a pursuit in
redeveloping contaminated sites [8–10].

Revegetation and site greening is considered as an environmentally friendly and
cost-effective means [11]. To return industrial contaminated sites into productive uses,
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a novel binder as a substitute for traditional cement-based materials is required, which
is capable of supporting plant growth and preventing the migration of hazardous waste
simultaneously. SS-B binder is a self-developed phosphate-based binder, composed of
oxalic acid-activated phosphate rock, monopotassium phosphate (KH2PO4) and reac-
tive magnesia (MgO) [1]. Previous studies suggest that SS-B could effectively decrease
the leachate concentration of Pb and Zn after 7 days of standard curing. The values of
which are lower than the Ministry of Environmental Protection (MEP) of People’s
Republic of China and United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA)
regulatory limit at 100 mg/L for Zn and 5 mg/L for Pb respectively [12, 13]. The
strength and leachability of SS-B stabilized soil could be enhanced when exposed to
atmospheric carbon dioxide [9]. Generally, SS-B binder is superior to cement binder in
strength, leachability, and long-term durability [1, 6].

The previous study has indicated that after remediated, the pH value, heavy metal
concentrations of leachate, and phytotoxicity of SS-B stabilized soil mixed with loam
soil decreased remarkably to an acceptable value, which means SS-B stabilized soil
could reuse as greening soil [14]. However, heavy metals in stabilized soil may
transport when exposed to rainfall or groundwater, which could risk the health of plants
and human beings [15]. Studies on leaching behaviors of SS-B stabilized soil used as
greening soil are rather limited.

The purpose of this study is to investigate the leaching toxicity of contaminated
soils with high levels of Pb, Zn, and Cd after stabilized by SS-B binder. While plants
should be supplied with suitable pH, texture, ionic, and necessary nutrients to maintain
normal metabolism, the ingredient proportion of SS-B binder is optimized. Moreover,
the SS-B stabilized soil is mixed with a commercial loam soil to meet the demand of
plants to survival. Batch-type leaching tests and a synthetic precipitation leaching
procedure are conducted to evaluate the leachability of Pb, Zn, and Cd in SS-B sta-
bilized soil. One-dimensional semi-dynamic leaching tests are performed to acquire
observed diffusion coefficients and retardation factors.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Raw Materials

The soil is sampled from an industrial site in Zhuzhou, Hunan province in China,
which is contaminated with lead, zinc and cadmium. Samples are passed through a
1 mm sieve after air drying. The soil is classified as low plasticity silt (ML) [16]. The
water content of the soil is 1–3%, and the Atterberg limits are tested according to
ASTM D4318-10 [17]. Specific surface area of the soil is measured through Brurauer
Emmerr Teller (BET) method with a Phys sorption Analyzer ASAP2020. Based on the
method recommended by Japan Soil Society, the electric conductivity (EC) value of
soil is measured at a S/L ratio of 1:5 The pH value of the soil is measured by a pH
probe of HORIBA pH/COND METER D-54 maintaining a solid/liquid (S/L) ratio of
1:1 [18]. The concentrations of Pb, Zn and Cd are tested per as HJ/T 299-2007 [19].
The detailed physio-chemical properties and concentrations of heavy metals are listed
in Table 1.
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In order to estimate the leaching behaviors of SS-B stabilized soil at different initial
heavy metal concentrations, lead, zinc and cadmium are artificially added into the
sampled soil. The nitrate form of source chemical is selected because it is inert to
cement hydration and has insignificant effects on engineering characteristics [20].
Stock solutions with different concentrations of heavy metals, which is prepared by
dissolving Pb(NO3)2, Zn(NO3)2�6H2O and Cd(NO3)2�4H2O (Chemical Analytical
Reagent) in distilled deionized water, are mixed thoroughly with the sampled soil, and
subsequently sealed in a bucket remaining undisturbed for 7 days under natural con-
dition. The mass of heavy metal nitrates added to sampled soil is shown in Table 2,
numbered 1 to 6 in accordance with the decrease of heavy metal concentration.

SS-B binder is composed of oxalic acid-activated phosphate rock (PR),
monopotassium phosphate (KH2PO4) and reactive magnesia (MgO) in a proportion of
1:1:2 by dry weight basis [1]. The phosphate rock powder used as the binder is
activated by oxalic acid, oven dried at 60 °C, and is passed a 0.074 mm sieve. The
procedure to prepare the SS-B binder and the properties of the components of SS-B is
presented in Du et al. [1]. As the previous study demonstrates, 20% is the optimum
proportion of MgO, which could not only obtain the most effective stabilization but
also maintains a relatively neutral pH and a low EC value. Moreover, the SS-B

Table 1. Basic physical and chemical properties of the sampled soil

Property Value

Water content, w (%) 1–3
Specific gravity, Gs 2.72
Liquid limit, wL (%) 36.3
Plastic limit, wp (%) 24.9
specific surface area (m2/g) 48.59
EC (S/L = 1:5, ms/cm) 2.83
pH (S/L = 1:1) 7.73
Contaminant concentration (mg/kg)
Lead 6400
Zinc 14150
Cadmium 310

Table 2. The proportions of heavy metals added to sampled soil

Number Pb(NO3)2 (g/kg) Zn(NO3)2�6H2O (g/kg) Cd(NO3)2�4H2O (g/kg)

1 16 68.65 1.35
2 13.6 58.35 1.15
3 11.2 48.05 0.95
4 8.8 37.75 0.75
5 6.4 27.45 0.55
6 4 17.15 0.35
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stabilized soil does not pose repressive influence on planted cabbages [14]. In conse-
quence, the ratio of PR, KH2PO4, and MgO in SS-B binder is modified to 2:2:1.

The loam soil used in this study is purchased from the Huai’an Agricultural Science
& Technology Development Co., LTD.

2.2 Testing Methods

The SS-B powder with predetermined weight (3%, by dry basis) is added into the
contaminated soils, and mixed thoroughly by an electronic mixer for at least 15 min to
ensure the binder well-distributed. Subsequently, approximately 127 g of the mixture is
compacted evenly by three lifts in a cylindrical stainless mold with 50 mm diameter
and 50 mm height, whose inner wall is lubricated with Vaseline beforehand. The
density of the compacted soil is controlled at 1.30 g/cm3 with a water content of 25%.
Then, the specimens are then extruded form the molds and sealed in polyethylene bags
and cured for 28 d under standard curing condition (20 ± 2 °C, relative humidity of
95%). Six types of specimens with predetermined heavy metal concentrations are
prepared, numbered 1 to 6 with decreasing contaminant concentrations correspond-
ingly. After 28 d standard curing, the specimens are subjected to the synthetic pre-
cipitation leaching procedure (SPLP) per as USEPA Method 1312 afterwards [21]. The
leachant used in this study is a compound of sulphuric acid and nitric acid, diluted by
distilled deionized water to maintain a pH value at 4.50 to simulate the acid rain. The
molar mass ratio of SO4

2− and NO3
− is 2.68:1.

Frendlich sorption model is used to analyze the SPLP experimental data, and the
equation is described as follows [22]:

CS ¼ kf � CN ð1Þ

where: Cs = the amount of heavy metal adsorbed by per unit mass of stabilized soil
(mg/kg), C = the concentration of metal ions in leachate (mg/L), kf and N = Frendlich
constants related to desorption capacity and intensity.

The partition coefficient (Kp) is determined by the following equation, indicating
the desorption capacity of heavy metals:

Kp ¼ kf � CN�1 ð2Þ

where: C0 = the initial concentration of heavy metals (mg/L).
Then, the retardation factor (Rd) could be obtained as follows:

Rd ¼ 1þðqd � KpÞ=h ð3Þ

where: qd = dry density of stabilized soil, h = volumetric soil water content.
1-D semi-dynamic leaching test is carried out to evaluate the leaching behavior and

long-term environmental security of heavy metals in SS-B stabilized soil based on
USEPA 1315 [23] and ASTM 1308-08 [24]. The No. 1 stabilized soil is chosen to
simulate the most detrimental condition. After mixed with loam soil, the No. 1 stabi-
lized soil is compacted into a self-developed cylindrical PVC mold with 50 mm
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diameter and 60 mm height at the optimum water content (25%) and density
(1.30 g/cm3). A glass cylinder with 61 mm diameter and 220 mm height is selected as
the container to hold the leachant with a predetermined volume (200 mL) to maintain
the ratio of volume of leachant to the surface area of specimen 10:1. The leachant used
is consistent with pre-mentioned SPLP procedure, which is poured into the container
beforehand. Due to the loose state of stabilized soil, the specimen is carefully put into
the container with the mold, and then sealed by polyethylene bags. Duplicate samples
are prepared to reduce error. The test duration is 11 days, and the leachant is replaced
after time periods of 2 and 7 h during the first day, and then daily for the following 10
days. At each time interval, 50 mL of the leachate is sampled, whose pH, EC, and
concentrations of Pb, Zn and Cd are measured later on.

The observed diffusion coefficient (Dobs) is calculated as follows [23]:

Dobs
i ¼ p Mi= 2qdQ0

ffiffiffi

ti
p � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ti�1
p� �� �� �2 ð4Þ

where: Mi = cumulative mass of leached heavy metal (mg) at each time interval, qd =
dry density of stabilized soil (kg/m3), Q0 = Initial heavy metal concentration (mg/kg),
ti= the end of each time interval (s), ti-1= the beginning of each time interval (s).

3 Test Results and Discussion

3.1 Leaching Behavior

The results of the batch-type desorption test subjected to a SPLP procedure are shown
in Fig. 1. The scatters from right to left represent the stabilized soil from No. 1 to
No. 6 respectively, while the Pb concentration of No. 6 stabilized soil is lower than the
limit of detection and hence it is not plotted. The sorption isotherm indicates that Pb has
the lowest desorption rate among the three heavy metals. The parameters of Frendlich
model for desorption of Pb, Zn and Cd is displayed in Table 3. As all of the fitting
coefficients are greater than 0.9, Frendlich model fits well with the experimental data.

The Kp and Rd values of Pb, Zn, and Cd are shown in Table 4. The retardation
factors (Rd) of Pb, Zn, and Cd are 48283.73, 6558.32, and 1824.65. It can be seen that
Cd has the lowest value followed by Zn, whereas Pb reaches the highest, which means
Cd has the highest mobility followed by Zn, while Pb presents the opposite behavior.

3.2 Semi-dynamic Leaching Test

The basic physical and chemical properties of specimens used in semi-dynamic
leaching test are given in Table 5.

The pH value remains constant from 7.0 to 7.5, and slightly undulates on day 7 and
day 9. At the initial stage (0–2 days), EC goes up steadily, then gradually falls down
until a small rise occurred on day 7, and finally goes down continuously. The EC
measured on day 11 is in the same range of the initial value (200–250 lS/cm).
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Fig. 1. Desorption behavior of SS-B stabilized soil: (a) Pb; (b) Zn; (c) Cd.

Table 3. Parameters of Frendlich model for desorption of Pb, Zn, and Cd

kf N R2

Pb 38839.5 0.1395 0.92
Zn 10529.1 0.2142 0.96
Cd 492.1 0.2316 0.98
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The variations of leached Pb, Zn, and Cd concentration with leaching time are
displayed in Fig. 2. The scatters in the figure are the average value of three duplicate
specimens, and the standard deviation is also given. Generally, the concentrations of
Pb, Zn and Cd declines with leaching time. Leached Pb concentration fluctuates at the

Table 4. The retardation factors and partition coefficients of Pb, Zn, and Cd

C0 (mg/L) qd (g/cm
3) h Kp Rd

Pb 0.1395 0.559 0.560 48369.11 48283.73
Zn 1.8228 6569.05 6558.32
Cd 0.1814 1826.91 1824.65

Table 5. The basic physical and chemical properties of specimens used in semi-dynamic
leaching test

Parameters Value

Initial mass (g) 153
Volume (cm3) 117.75
Initial volumetric water content h 0.560
Saturated volumetric water content hS 0.8295
Initial saturation degree (%) 67.5
Void ratio e 4.87

Fig. 2. Variations of Pb, Zn, and Cd concentration with leaching time
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Fig. 3. The log Mi-log ti fitting line

Table 6. The slope of log Mi-log ti line and the related observed diffusion coefficient

No. Time inter-
val

Pb Zn Cd
Slope Dobs (m2/s) Slope Dobs (m2/s) Slope Dobs (m2/s)

1 2 h – – – – – –

2 7 h 0.33 – 0.51* 1.40e-14 0.37 –

3 1 d 0.27 – 0.34 0.20 –

4 2 d 0.42* 3.20e-15 0.44* 6.72e-15 0.20 –

5 3 d 0.25 – 0.62* 1.38e-14 0.24 –

6 4 d 0.35* 1.69e-15 0.27 0.05 –

7 5 d 0.41* 2.10e-15 0.32 0.20 –

8 6 d 0.43* 2.24e-15 0.35* 3.68e-15 – –

9 7 d 0.17 – 0.35* 3.49e-15 0.13 –

10 8 d 0.10 – 0.46* 5.72e-15 0.37* 2.51e-15
11 9 d 0.28 – 0.43* 4.91e-15 – –

12 10 d – – 0.32 – 0.20 –

13 11 d 0.81 – 0.81 – 0.29 –

Average (m2/s) 2.30e-15 7.47e-15 2.51e-15
SD 6.39e-16 4.53e-16 –

* indicates that pore fluid diffusion dominates.
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initial stage, and then declines continuously. The concentration of Zn slightly increases
till day 4, suddenly drops to 0.6 mg/L on day 5, and remains constant. The concen-
tration of Cd decreases rapidly and remains unchanged ranging from 0.05–0.10 mg/L.

The log Mi-log ti fitting line is displayed in Fig. 3. As it is considered that pore fluid
diffusion dominates if only the slope of log Mi-log ti line is greater than 0.35, the slopes
of log Mi-log ti line and the related observed diffusion coefficients at each time interval
are given in Table 6. The observed diffusion coefficient (Dobs) of Pb, Zn, and Cd are
2.30e–15 m2/s, 7.47e–15 m2/s, and 2.51e–15 m2/s respectively. The result is consistent
with the desorption test that Pb has the lowest mobility in SS-B stabilized soil. The
relative low Dobs shows that SS-B binder could effectively immobilize the heavy metals.

4 Conclusions

Based on the results shown in this study, the following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) The sorption characteristics of SS-B stabilized soil are fitted by Frendlich model.
The retardation factors (Rd) of Pb, Zn, and Cd are 48283.73, 6558.32, and
1824.65, which shows Pb has the lowest mobility while Cd presents the opposite.

(2) SS-B stabilized soil experiences a low observed diffusion coefficient of Pb, Zn,
and Cd, the he values of Dobs of Pb, Zn, and Cd are 2.30 � 10−15 m2/s,
7.47 � 10−15 m2/s, and 2.51 � 10−15 m2/s respectively.

(3) The results of this study suggests that as targeted on revegetation, SS-B stabilized
soil could effectively decrease the mobility of Pb, Zn, and Cd on environmental
risk.
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Abstract. Methane oxidation in landfill biocover is a complex process
involving water, gas and heat transport as well as microbial oxidation. Such
technology is useful for dealing with landfill gases. With the aim of finding the
most suitable design configuration for actively-aerated methane biocover, an air
injection system is proposed in this work to ensure that oxygen availability is no
longer a limitation for methane degradation. A numerical model is developed
that incorporates water-gas-heat coupled transport in layered landfill biocover
with the consideration of methane oxidation and air actively-aerated injection.
The model is verified and calibrated using published data from a laboratory soil
column test. Moreover, parametric studies are carried out to investigate the
influences of air injection amount and location. It is found that injecting air into
the biocover through several inlets along the biocover bed is a promising
approach to enhance methane oxidation in the cover.

Keywords: Landfill biocover � Aeration � Methane oxidation � Gas transport
Numerical simulation

1 Introduction

Landfill is a site stacking the municipal solid waste (MSW) and has wide application
worldwide due to its low cost and environmental-friendly characteristics [1]. The cover
system, as the essential structure of landfill, is designed to impede the penetration of
rainfall and emission of landfill gas (LFG). One main component of LGF is methane
(CH4) which is one of the greenhouse gases and has much higher global warming
potential than carbon dioxide (CO2) [2]. Therefore, it is necessary to mitigate CH4

emission from landfill effectively and economically.
Landfill biocover is one type of landfill cover, which is effective in impeding the

emission of methane from landfill into atmosphere using biotic methane oxidation. It is
quite useful in landfills, especially those lacking landfill gas extraction system [3]. The
oxidation that occurs in biocover can consume CH4, generate CO2 and water, and
release heat, which can be described by the following equation:
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CH4 þ 2� xð ÞO2 ! 1� xð ÞCO2 þ 2� xð ÞH2Oþ x - CH2O- þ heat ð1Þ

where -CH2O- is organics and x is the reaction coefficient.
The oxidation reaction is affected by numerous factors, such as CH4 concentration,

O2 concentration, temperature, moisture and other properties. The heat released by
reaction can reach 632 kJ/mol [4]. Passive aeration is usually used in traditional bio-
cover. O2 naturally intrudes into the cover by diffusion and provides the required O2 for
oxidation reaction. The diffusion of O2 depends on the O2 concentration gradient in
cover soils [5]. Recent researches reveal that the maximum reaction depth of CH4 is
approximately 30 cm, which is limited by the O2 distribution in cover. Increasing O2

amount in cover artificially is a possible way to enhance the methane oxidation [6].
In this study, a new cover structure is proposed. The new cover structure can adjust

gas distribution in cover using actively-aerated injection system, which is beneficial for
deepening the O2 penetration depth and reducing LFG emission. A numerical model is
built to simulate water-gas-heat transport in the new landfill cover structure.

2 Conceptual Model of Actively-Aerated Landfill Cover
System

In order to better reduce methane emission, a new landfill cover structure is proposed
here. As shown in Fig. 1, the landfill cover consists of three layers with different
functions. At the bottom, a gravel layer is used to make gas uniformly distributed. The
gravel layer is overlain by a clay layer whose function is impeding methane emission.
The silt layer is the reaction layer, which is located at the top. As the major place where
the methanobacteria grows, the silt layer also provides the environment for the growth
of vegetation. Additionally, the silt layer also helps to avoid cracking of the clay layer
under dry condition.

In this study, soil is assumed to be a three-phase porous medium containing liquid,
gas and solid particles. The liquid phase is water, while the gas phase is a
four-component gas mixture (CO2, O2, CH4 and N2). Gas migration involves advection
and diffusion. After the methane migrates from the MSW to the silt layer, methane

Fig. 1. Actively-aerated landfill cover system
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oxidation reaction occurs, generating water, carbon dioxide and organic matter. The
heat released by the reaction in turn affects the biochemical reaction rate. Thus it is a
water-gas-heat coupled process.

In the silt layer, O2 is required for the oxidation reaction. Therefore, O2 concen-
tration has significant impact on the oxidation reaction efficiency. In traditional landfill
cover, the available O2 for oxidation reaction in the landfill cover relies on the diffusion
of O2 from atmosphere to the landfill cover, which makes the O2 concentration
becomes the main restriction for the oxidation reaction. To overcome the limitation,
horizontal aeration wells are laid in silt layer injecting air under low pressure. In this
way, O2 concentration in landfill cover can be increased artificially to improve oxi-
dation reaction efficiency.

3 Numerical Model of Actively-Aerated Landfill Cover
System

In this section, a multi-field coupled model is developed to describe the water-gas-heat
transport processes in the landfill cover.

3.1 Governing Equation

In this model, gas is regarded as the ideal gas. Heat balance is assumed to exist between
two phases, so each phase has the same temperature at the same location. Thus only
one heat transfer governing equation is required [7].

Based on the conservation of energy and mass, water transfer governing equation
can be expressed as

qw
@hw
@t

¼ �rðqwvwÞþ qDBMH2Orw ð2Þ

where qw is the water density; qDB is the dry density of soil; vw is the water flow
velocity; hw is the volumetric water content; MH2O is the molar mass of water; rw is the
reaction rate of water.

The gas transfer governing equation can be expressed as

@

@t
1� Swð Þ/cg þ Sw/Hw

h i
¼ �r vgcg

h i
�r vwHw

� ��rNg � qDBrg ð3Þ

where / is the soil porosity; Ng is the diffusive flux of gas; Sw is the saturation degree;
vg is the gas mixture advective velocity; cg is the gas molar concentration; Hw is the gas
molar concentration dissolved in water; rg is the gas reaction rate in methane oxidation;
“+” indicates gas generation such as CO2; and “−” denotes gas consumption such as O2

and CH4.
The heat transfer controlled biochemical equation can be expressed as
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@½WðT � TrÞ�
@t

¼ �rð�kTrT þHconvÞþHoxi ð4Þ

where W is the soil heat capacity (J m−3°C −1); Tr is the temperature (°C) and its value
takes 22 °C in this study; Hconv is the heat per unit area (J m−2 s−1); Hoxi is the heat
generation rate of the methane oxidation (J m−3 s−1); and kT is the thermal conductivity
(J m−1 s−1°C−1) and the function of water content.

Microbial aerobic methane oxidation (MAMO) is controlled by the concentrations
of CH4 and O2, temperature and water content in soil. MAMO can be described by
Eq. (1) mentioned. That x = 0.5 is adopted in Eq. (1) gives:

CH4 þ 1:5O2 ! 0:5CO2 þ 1:5H2Oþ 0:5 - CH2O- þ heat: ð5Þ

It is necessary to determine the methane oxidation rate rg
CH4 (kg m−3 s−1) which can

help to investigate the effect of methane oxidation on water, gas and heat transfer:

rCH4
g ¼ � VmaxyCH4

Km þ yCH4

ð6Þ

where Vmax is the maximum reaction rate; yCH4 is the CH4 concentration; and Km is the
half-saturated constant for CH4.

Methane oxidation efficiency is used to evaluate the performance of the biocover
(dimensionless), which can be calculated as follows:

Oxidation efficiency %ð Þ ¼ QinCin � QoutCout

QinCin
� 100% ð7Þ

where Cin and Cout are CH4 inlet and outlet concentrations, respectively; Qin and Qout

are the CH4 flow discharges at the inlet and outlet, respectively.

3.2 Numerical Implementation and Model Assumptions

The model is solved based on ANSYS Fluent platform and selected “mixture” model to
solve multiphase conservation equation. The coupled pressure-velocity computation
used the “phase-coupled SIMPLE” algorithm, and biochemical and kinetic equations
are solved with the first-order implicit algorithm.

Since the main mode of gas transfer is convection and diffusion, the gas in the model is
considered as laminar flow instead of turbulent flow,which is also determined by the rate of
migration. Soil is considered as an ideal porous medium with uniform pore distribution.

4 Numerical Examples

Since researches about actively-aerated landfill cover system are quite limited. In this
part, a soil column test [1] (Fig. 2) is analyzed, which can be viewed as a simple
actively-aerated landfill cover.

As shown in Fig. 2, a 2D finite element model with a height of 90 cm and a width
of 7.5 cm is used to simulate the soil column test. The holes are used to simulate the
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aeration probes. CH4 gas is introduced at the bottom of the model. The boundaries can
transfer heat, but not gas and liquid. The top of the column is the exit of gas, which can
simulate the real atmosphere environment. The initial soil moisture content is 0.236 and
the initial methane and water vapor contents are zero, which are the same as the values
in the test. The other needed parameters are summarized in Table 1.

First, the experimental test results [1] are adopted to verify the numerical model.
Parametric study is then conducted to investigate the influences of air injection amount
and location on CH4 oxidation efficiency.

Fig. 2. Experimental setup for soil column test and finite element mesh

Table 1. Parameters used in the simulation

Parameter Value Reference

Porosity 0.73 [2]
Soil bulk density (kg m−3) 980 [2]
Soil particle density (kg m−3) 2280 [2]
Saturated volumetric water content 0.73 [2]
Residual volumetric water content 0.02 [1]
Maximum methane oxidation rate (kg m−3 s−1) 5.6 � 10−6 [2]
Half-saturated constant 0.0066 [3]
Intrinsic permeability (m2) 5.8 � 10−12 [3]
Van Genuchten’s parameter (m) 0.33 [3]
Van Genuchten’s parameter, a (m−1) 5 [3]
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4.1 Model Calibration and Verification

In the test, air aeration is applied through A and B equally (Fig. 2). The daily injection
flux of CH4 was 1235.41 g while the total amount of air aeration was 10 times that of
CH4. The test lasted for 200 days. The comparison of gas concentration profiles on the
28th day is shown in Fig. 3a. It can be found that the calculated results agree with the
experimental results reasonably well. O2 concentration increases firstly and then
decreases with depth, indicating that the horizontal aeration wells can effectively
increase O2 in the cover. CH4 concentration keeps decreasing with depth, which
reflects that CH4 is consumed in the whole cover domain. CO2, as the product of
oxidation reaction, increases from the bottom to the top. N2 concentration distribution
is stable and only affected by the concentration change in the other gases.

Figure 3b shows the comparison of CH4 oxidation efficiency. After 18 days, the
calculated results remain stable. The calculated results are overall enclosed by the
observed values. The difference is caused by the change in bacteria quantity during the
aeration process, which is not considered in the numerical model.

4.2 Influences of Air Injection

Figure 4 shows the CH4 oxidation efficiency given different injected air amounts while
CH4 flux keeps unchanged. The daily injection flux of CH4 is 1235.41 g and air flux
varies from 2 to 10 times that of CH4. Air is injected through A and B equally and lasts
for 200 days. The methane oxidation efficiency gradually increases with the aeration
process for all the 5 curves and the results remain stable after about 18 days. The
methane oxidation efficiency also increases with the air flux level. It is noteworthy that
the methane oxidation efficiencies of the 8 times case and 10 times case are very close,
indicating that higher air flux level can significantly enhance the oxidation efficiency
but it is not economical to further increase the air flux level when it is high enough.

Figure 5 shows the influence of the air injection location on methane oxidation
efficiency. Three scenarios are simulated; namely, air injected through A (Scenario 1),

Fig. 3. Comparison between measured and computed results
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A and B equally (Scenario 2), A, B and C equally (Scenario 3). The gas fluxes for the
three scenarios are the same, which is 1235.41 g/d for CH4 and 5068 g/d for air. The
simulation lasts for 200 days. The methane oxidation efficiencies of Scenarios 1 and 2
are 65.8% and 95.8%, respectively, and that for Scenario 3 is slightly higher than that
of Scenario 2.

5 Conclusion

A new landfill biocover with horizontal aeration wells is proposed in this study.
A numerical model is developed to simulate the water-gas-heat coupled transport in the
cover. The numerical model is verified against existing soil column experimental test
results. The main conclusions are as follows:

(1) Laying the aeration well at the top of landfill cover system can effectively increase
O2 concentration in the landfill cover, which can enhance the methane oxidation
reaction and is beneficial for impeding methane emission to the atmosphere.

Fig. 4. Influence of injected air amount on methane oxidation efficiency

Fig. 5. Influence of air injection location on methane oxidation efficiency
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(2) Higher air flux level can significantly enhance the oxidation efficiency but it is not
economical to further increase the air flux level when it is high enough (e.g., 8
times the methane flux in this study).

(3) Given the same injected air amount, injecting air though more rows of wells gives
higher methane oxidation efficiency. In this study, two rows of wells have similar
oxidation efficiency as three rows of wells.
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Abstract. Three kinds of underground aquifers are observed in Guangzhou
with universal shallow water level. The water content is abundant in the strata
along the coastal area of Pearl River and Liuxi River, in Guang-hua alluvial
plain, carbonates rock karst area and fault fracture zones. The specific yield of
the carbonate rock fissure cavern and paleo-channels reaches 1539–2131 m3/d
and 1054–4680 m3/d, respectively. The water yield property gradually decrea-
ses with the increasing distance from the rivers. On the other hand, the under-
ground water exploitation and running water system have negligible effects on
the underground water level, and the construction in the underground space also
has no long-term influences on the underground water level due to the abundant
recharge resources. It is concluded that the determination of anti-floating water
level has strong regional characteristics since the distribution of underground
water level is similar to the topography. Some practical advices for determi-
nation of the anti-floating water level in Guangzhou are proposed.

Keywords: Aquifers � Water yield property � Water supply and drainage
Underground water exploitation � Anti-floating water level

1 Introduction

Due to the insufficient knowledge of the underground water, increasing examples of the
buoyancy induced basement floating, structure cracking and even overall damage of the
buildings have been reported, which generally lead to serious losses [1]. The damage of
the basement induced by groundwater buoyancy can be classified into two major
categories, i.e. the breakage of the underground structure backplane after swelling and
the floating of integral underground structure. For example, for an ultra-tall building
with podium located on Tianhe Rd. in Guangzhou, the floating of the completed
basement was found in a rainstorm due to the long-term suspension of the construction
of ground structures, which was also encountered by a residential and commercial
community in Haikou [2]. The three-floor basement of a tall building with natural raft
foundation located on Fazhen Rd. in Guangzhou floated unevenly during a rainstorm,
which thereby led to the failure of anti-floating anchor. Arching and cracking were also
present in the backplane of the tower and nearby region of a residential and commercial
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building in Jiangmen [3]. The non-uniformly floating of the basement of Sunshine Park
of Shenzhen led to synchronous overall oblique of the building [4]. The maximum
floating displacement among the different columns of the Anbao Zhonglv Hotel in
Shenzhen also reached 160 mm [5].

The anti-floating design of the basement has attracted increasing attentions from
scholars all over the world [6–9], where the determination of the anti- floating water
level is the knottiest issue. The underground water level, which is a random variable
without artificial interference, presents the nature of uncertain relying on environmental
factors, such as its natural fluctuation, existence conditions, weather and precipitation.
However, due to the urban construction, including dewatering, underground exploita-
tion, as well as impoundment and flood discharge by lakes and reservoirs, the under-
ground water level will be also significantly influenced by artificial activities. The
excessive underground water exploitation of Beijing led to the decrease of its elevation
from 34–37 m in 1957 to about 19 m in 2005 [10]. The project of South-to-North Water
Diversion in China reduces the underground water exploitation of 300 million tons per
year, which benefits the restoration of the confined water level up to 4.29 m/year [11].
Therefore, neither the measured water level nor the lowest/highest historical water level
is appropriate to be the anti-floating water level. Moreover, the anti-floating water level
should be determined by comprehensive analysis based on the environmental situations
(such as type, distribution and depth of underground water, the number of aquifers, rock
structures, geological structure, recharge and discharge conditions of groundwater [12],
long-term dynamical monitoring data, local highest historical water level and the current
situation of underground water exploitation).

Through the analysis of the underground aquifers distribution, the water yield
property of strata and the measured underground water level in Guangzhou, the
principles of determining the anti-floating water level during construction are discussed
in this paper.

2 Natural Geographical Conditions

2.1 Geomorphology

Guangzhou is located in the south-central region of Guangdong Province, at the
centre-northern boundary of Pearl River Delta, and the interchange of three rivers (i.e.
Xijiang River, Beijiang River and Dongjiang River). Its geomorphological character-
istics present that it has higher elevation in northeast, lower elevation in southwest, it is
backed by mountains and faces the sea, as shown in Fig. 1. The highest peak of the
northern hills region is located at the boundary of Conghua districts with the altitude of
1210 m. A national park of China, i.e. Baiyun Mountain, is located in the low
mountain area in northeastern Guangzhou. The platform and terraces are generally
distributed in central Guangzhou. The altitude of the southern alluvial plain is about
2–10 m.
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2.2 Distribution of Rainfall

Guangzhou, situated in south subtropical with maritime monsoon climate, has abun-
dant rainfall with the annual precipitation ranging from 1229.6–2491.3 mm (Web-1),
85% of which is accumulated in rainy season (i.e. April to September). As shown in
Fig. 2, the annual precipitation is measured as 2000 mm in northern mountain, 1800–
2000 mm in centre-northern region, 1800–1900 mm in Nansha district (southernmost
area), and less than 1800 mm in Panyu district.

Fig. 1. Ground elevation contours in Guangzhou.

Fig. 2. Distribution of annual average precipitation in Guangzhou.
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2.3 Distribution of the Fault, River and Terrace

According to the geological structure, Guangzhou is at the centre of the concave
depression in South China Fold System [13]. The geomorphology of Guangzhou is
simultaneously controlled by two faults, i.e. Shougouling and Guangcong faults, as
shown in Fig. 3 [14]. The secondary level faults, crushing rocks, fissures and devel-
oped karst cave are widely distributed and provide passages for recharge, run-off and
draining of underground water [15].

Perpendicular to the Guangcong Fault, several rivers with surrounding terrace of
first level flows from east into Liuxi River through western Guanghua Plain. Similarly,
perpendicular to the Shougouking Fault, Sha River, Chebei River, Huangcun River,
Wenchong River, Nangang River and etc., run southward across the alluvial plain and
Pearl River Delta, and finally converge into Zhujiang and Dongjiang, where the riv-
erain terrace of first level is also distributed around their coasts, except that the
remaining gravel terrace of second level exists in Longxue Island of Nansha district.

2.4 Recharge, Run-off and Draining of the Underground Water

The recharge, run-off and draining of the underground water present obvious regional
characteristics in Guangzhou [16]. Rainfall and ground surface water are the two
primary abundant sources for the recharge of underground water, since the precipitation
is greater than the evaporation, and the ground surface water is plentiful because of the
rivers woven into a network. In the hilly area and low mountains, the fractures and
fissures of the exposure bedrocks are well developed so that the rainwater can directly

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of Guangcong and Shougouling faults.
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penetrate into the underground space to realize recharge, which is, however, prevented
by terraces and plains with thick covering clay. Alluvial sand and gravel can accept the
recharge not only from the rivers and lateral fissure of bedrock, but also from the
reservoir seepage. In sand stratum, rivers can recharge the underground water during
flood or high tide, where the riverbed plays the role of draining passage. On the other
hand, the development and utilization of subway and underground space has significant
effects on local recharge and draining channels of underground water.

Bedrock fissure water circulates alternately. Ground surface water is recharged by
the terrain change from high to low. It flows into fracture zone and is finally drained as
spring, which is similar as the insidious water in corrosion cracks and confined water in
caves. Along the plains and low hills around the riparian, underground water is
excreted into rivers as run-off. The river network in delta is slowly drained into seas in
the way of horizontal loop. Artificial draining is commonly adopted in the pumping
well, the old mining district, excavation, civil air defense projects and subway tunnels.

3 Types of Underground Water and the Water Yield
Property

The pore water in loose sediment, bedrock fissure water and cavern water are the three
major types of underground water in Guangzhou. According to causes of formation, the
pore water in loose sediment can be divided into alluvial and fluvial sedimentary
phases. And the massive jointed, layered jointed and red stratum rocks fissure water are
subdivisions of the bedrock fissure water.

The Quaternary unconsolidated sediments are subdivided into three aquifers
according to the geological time, hydrodynamic characteristics, causes of formation and
lithology: (1) phreatic aquifer mainly composed by the hydraulic filling soil; (2) first
confined aquifer and (3) second confined aquifer, of which the lithology consists of
oyster shell layer, fine sand, coarse sand and gravel [17]. The aquifuge between two
aquifers consists of mud, clay and slit.

According to the statistics of 211 pumping drilled holes with the dissolved aqueous
rocks less than 1 g/L in Guangzhou [18], the unit specific yield q, which is defined as
the water flow released from the well per unit decline in hydraulic head, has notable
discrete, as shown in Table 1, where the ratios of holes with rich (q > 1.5 L/(s�m)),
medium (0.15 L/(s�m) < q < 1.5 L/(s�m)) and poor (q < 0.15 L/(s�m)) water yield
property are 12% (i.e. 25 holes), 41% (i.e. 86 holes) and 47% (100 holes), respectively.

Table 1. The unit specific yield q of aquifers.

Types of
underground water

Number of
holes

qmax [L/
(s�m)]

qmax [L/
(s�m)]

q < 0
15(%)

0.15 < q < 1.5
(%)

q > 1.5
(%)

Pore water in loose
sedi-ment

86 3.62 0.006 26 66 8

Carbonate cavern
water

32 16.502 0.003 25 19 56

Bedrock fissure water 93 1.295 0.0001 75 25 0
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3.1 The Pore Water in Loose Sediment

Phreatic Layer (as shown in Table 2). The phreatic layer presents lenticular shape
around the coastal terraces and river islands in Zhonguotan north, Hengli, Qingtan and
the east coast of West River. The phreatic aquifer at in the paleo-channel has abundant
water yield property around the Huadu Nitrogen Fertilizer Factory of Huadu,
Nianyugang, Qingtan and Bainixu.

Abundant phreatic layers exist in the area of Huadu – Lixi – Renhe, Gangmei,
Qingqi, the coasts of Xijiang River and the valley located at higher and middle of
Chebei River, where three paleo-channels, including Fuxing–Guigang–Renhe,
Donghua–Guanglin–Hengli –Tangbei, and Guanglin–Ancient Louchang–Old Yayao
Village, present rich water yield property. The medium water yield property of phreatic
layer at the coasts along the west estuary of Beijiang River increases with the distance
away from rivers or paleo-channels.

The thickness of the phreatic layer with poor water yield property in the alluvial
plain of Tanbu and Chini, piedmont plain, valleys of the hills, Longxue Island and
Southern Xinken is about 4–8 m, where the underground water level is about 0.1–
4.5 m in depth.

Confined Aquifer (as shown in Table 3). At the coasts of Liuxi River from Lixi,
Zhuliao, Renhe to Benghu, the top of the confined aquifer is about 3.0–6.6 m lower
than the ground, and the specific yield of the paleo-channel reaches 1054–4680 m3/d,
which indicates rich water yield property.

Confined aquifers are scattered in Dali, Shajiao and Zhongcun of Guangfou plain,
Zhuliao, Liangtian, Longgui, and Baini-Taiping, where the top of the confined aquifer
is 4.3–9.9 m (locally 14.2–16.0 m). The depth of the underground water of these areas
is about 0.2–5.3 m with medium water yield property as specific yield 247 m3/d.

Table 2. Distribution of phreatic layer.

Sites Lithology Thickness
(m)

Underground
water level
(m)

Specific
yielda

(m3/d)

Zhonguotan north, Hengli, Qingtan,
the east coast of West River and etc.

Gravel sand 6.0–23.9 0.1–2.6 1014–
3079

Huaxian, Lixi, Renhe, Gangmei,
Qingqi, the coasts of Xijiang River,
the valley located at higher and
middle of Chubei River and etc.

Coarse sand,
gravel sand, clay
gravel

1.7–35.9 0.1–5.7 102–992

Tanbu and Chini, piedmont plain,
valleys of the hills

Fine sand with
coarse, muddy
gravel sand

1.5–17.2 0.2–4.5 8–92

Longxue Island, Southern Xinken
and etc.

Fine sand,
coarse sand

2.3 (in
average)

– –

a The specific yield is defined as the volume of water released from the well per unit time.
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In the piedmont plains and mountain valleys of Zhongxitan-Jiahe, Longyandong,
Huangnan and western Jinli, the confined aquifers with the thickness 2–5 m, depth 3.0–
8.0 m (locally 47.6 m), and specific yield 5.4–53.5 m3/d present poor water yield
property.

The first necessitous confined aquifer with the depth 0.3–25.4 m and specific yield
100 m3/d are composed of paralic sedimentary sand in North Lianhua Mountain,
Shawan-Lanhe-Lingshan, northeastern Dongyong, western Huangge and southern
Wanqingsha-Nansha. And the lithology of the first confined aquifer consists of fine
silty sand followed by medium coarse sand and gravel.

In some local area in Lianhua Mountain, Shilou and Dagang, the first and second
confined aquifers are connected by faults.

The second confined aquifer composed of river, marine and deltaic sedimentary
sand is deposited below 2.2–47.8 m, the lithology of which is medium coarse sand
followed by fine silty sand and gravel. The depth of the aquifer top is commonly larger
than 15.0 m with the thickness 8.8 m and necessitous specific yield <100 m3/d in
Lianhua Mountain-Dongchong, Huangge-Nansha and Nansha-Hengli. Besides, the
depth of the aquifer top is varied with the topography in western Longxue Island.

3.2 Bedrock Fissure Water

Red beds are located in Taiping, Longgui and Chigang, where only those in Chigang
are exposed to the air and the rest are covered with Quaternary strata. The lithology in
these areas obtained by bored holes with the depth of 32.3–250.7 m presents as con-
sists of mudstone, purple sandstone, conglomerate, siltstone interlayer containing pore
fissure water (as shown in Table 4). In the tension, tension-torsion induced faults and
fracture interchanges, the underground water is about 0.3–3.1 m below the surface with
medium to rich water yield property, which is poor of the Red beds in other sites.

Table 3. Distribution of confined water.

Sites Lithology Thickness
of aquifer
(m)

Underground
water level
(m)

Specific
yield
(m3/d)

Coasts of Liuxi River from Lixi,
Zhuliao, Renhe to Benghu

Fine gravel, gravel
sand, coarse sand

3.0–6.6 0.9–4.5 1054–
4680

Dali, Shajiao and Zhongcun of
Guangfou plain, Zhuliao,
Liangtian, Longgui,
Baini-Taiping and etc.

Gravel sand,
medium coarse
sand, muddy sandy
gravel

2.4–9.6 0.2–5.3 109–742

Zhongxitan-Jiahe, Longyandong,
Huangnan and Jinli

Fine silty sand,
clayey sandy
gravel, clayey sand

1.9–14.3 0.4–4.5 5.4–53.5

Lianhua Mount.-Dongchong,
Shawan-Lanhe-Lingshan, Xiaohu
Island and Nansha-Hengli

Fine silty sand,
medium coarse
sand, gravel

0.5–45.6 <100
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By borehole pumping tests up to 46.3–138.5 m, the fissure water in massive rock
are founded in the migmatite and biotite granite joint fissure buried 0.2–4.9 m
underground in the hilly area from Baiyun Mountain to Luogang with medium water
yield property (see Table 5). However, the water yield property is poor in the low hills
and mounds southern to Luntou-Changzhou area due to the thick destructured strata
and undeveloped granite fissure.

The fissure water in stratified rocks, i.e. sandstone, shale, mudstone interbeds, also
present poor water yield property (locallymedium)with the undergroundwater level 0.3–
3.2 m (Table 6), which is obtained from the bored hole up to 44.9–185.4 m in depth.

Table 4. The results of the borehole pumping test in red beds.

Sites Lithology Underground water
level (m)

Specific yield
(m3/d)

Epidemic Prevention Station Sandstone, glutenite 2.7 337.4
Metallurgical Exploration Co. Sandstone, glutenite 2.1 98.8
Guangzhou Zoo Sandstone, conglomerate 0.3 59.9
Guangzhou Tower Silty mudstone 3.1 28.7
Dengfeng Road Sandstone, conglomerate 2.6 0.7

Table 5. The results of the borehole pumping test in massive rocks.

Sites Lithology Underground water level (m) Specific yield
(m3/d)

The Yuexiu Park Eroded granite detritus +0.3 187.7
Huangpu Shipyard Medium-coarse granite +0.2 181.8
Nanhu quarry Granite 0.9 131.2
Troop in Shahe Granite +0.3 92.0
Zhuzi Road Eroded granite detritus 0.7 5.4

Table 6. The results of the borehole pumping test in stratified rocks.

Sites Lithology Underground water
level (m)

Specific yield
(m3/d)

Guocun Calcareous silty siltstone 1.2 173.1
The gate of Yuexiu
Park

Limestone, sandstone +0.3 173.1

Bichong Cement
Factory

Fine silty sandstone +0.3 130.0

Panfu Road Carbonaceous shale, sandstone 3.2 36.7
Magang of
Nanhaizhou

Limestone embedded in
sandstone

1.6 0.1
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3.3 Carbonate Cavern Water

The carbonate cavern water is mainly distributed in area with boundaries such as
Sanyuanli (south), Baini-Fengcun-Lianglong of Huadu (north), Zhuliao-Jiahe (east)
and Nanhai Kiln-Tanbu (west), where bedrocks are only discretely exposed and almost
covered by Quaternary or red beds. Detected up to 28.7–396.4 m in depth, aquifers are
composed of hidden karst, including limestone and dolomitic limestone, which presents
drastic changes of the water yield property as tabulated in Table 7. Although the
underground water level of these aquifers is shallow as 0.6–10.1 m, the aquifers with
developed karst are generally thick and present high water yield property (the specific
yield of which reaches 1539–2131 m3/d). At the same time, the cavern water is always
connected to the pore water of Quaternary.

The cavern water is abundant in Yagang, Jiangxia and Xiaogang-Sanyuanli, while
moderate in Haitou Village, Xiamao-Tan Village and Keziling. However, the cavern
fissure water are filled with muddy in southern Guliao Village and Tianxin Village-
Luoyong so that the water yield capacity of the strata is poor.

In summary, the phreatic aquifers are widely distributed in Guanghua basin and
broad northern area of Guangzhou, while the confined aquifers are mainly concentrated
in Guangfou plain and coasts of Xijiang river; the water yield property of loose sed-
iment are is controlled by Quaternary paleogeographic environment so that that the
water content of the strata is abundant in paleo-channel and but lacking around the
mountains and between hills; phreatic aquifers commonly presents lenticular distri-
bution, and their water yield property is closely related to the groundwater recharge
system; high water yield property is found in the faults and their intersection zone, fault
fracture zone and spherically weathered granite shell fissure, the area of well-developed
pure carbonate karst corrosion fissure, as well as river coasts, paleo-riverbeds and
river/marine sedimentary plain with thick sand layers.

3.4 Distribution of the Underground Water Lever of Aquifers

The elevation of the underground water is shallow almost all over Guangzhou. It
decreases with the water flows from north to south, passes through Shawan, Dalong,
Lianhua Mountain, Dagang and Huangge, then runs into Lion Ocean. In hills,

Table 7. The results of the borehole pumping test for carbonate cavern fissure water.

Sites Lithology The depth of
underground
water (m)

Specific yield
(m3/d)

Guangzhou Second Coal Industry Co. P1q Limestone 5.9 2131
Pengshang Village P1q Limestone 3.5 1709.2
Yagang C1ds Limestone 0.9 1539
New Stadium C1ds Limestone 2.0 46.6
Yuelong Village C2+3 ht Limestone 0.6 1.0
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mountains, Shilou, Dalong, Shiqiao, Shawan Street, the underground water level is
controlled by topography and is commonly larger than 3 m, while that in plains is
smaller than 2 m due to the effects of topography and tide.

The distribution of the underground water level of Guangzhou, which is obtained
by statistics of 348 engineering survey data as shown in Fig. 4 presents similar shape as
topography that the elevation gradually decreases from the northeast hills to the central
basin, and until the southern coastal alluvial plain.

4 Effect of Exploitation of Underground Water

The average annual reserves of underground water resource of Guangzhou is 2.175
billion m3, where 35% of them (i.e. 0.756 billion m3) is allowable to be exploited. The
underground water resource is mainly concentrated on five areas, i.e. Liuxi River
terraces, Longdong alluvial plain, Nangang-Xintang alluvial plain, Zengjiang alluvial
plain and Guanghua basin, as tabulated in Table 8, where Guanghua basin has the
largest reserves and allowable yield as 0.6 billion m3 and 0.197 billion m3, respectively.

Until 2011, 111 users have obtained the underground water exploiting permission
with the total yield 4.0579 million m3 per year, as tabulated in Table 9. The permitted
exploiter are mainly distributed in Baiyun (in Guanghua basin), Tianhe (in Longdong
alluvial plain), Conghua (in Liuxi River terraces), Luogang (Zengjiang alluvial plain)
and Huadu (in Guanghua basin) districts, where the underground water is abundant.
From the ratio of the annual actual yield to allowable yield in these districts, it is found
that the scale of the underground water recharged is far more than that of yielded so that
underground water exploitation has little effects on its water level.

Fig. 4. The distribution of the underground water level of Guangzhou.
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5 Conclusion

The determination of anti-floating water level is related to the safety and construction
costs of the building. Guangzhou is located in subtropical southern China coastal area,
where heavy seasonal rainfalls yield the quickly rise of underground water level to the
ground surface. At the same time, the tide, occurring on the 3rd and 18th days every
Lunar month, also has great impact on the underground water level, which results in the
maximum evaluation of the Waijiang River. If the peak of the upstream arrives
simultaneously with the tide, their superimposition leads to immersion of streets.
Therefore, the determination of anti-floating water level in Guangzhou has strong
regional characteristics. In this paper, the distribution of underground aquifers, the
water yield properties, as well as the effects of underground space construction and
water exploitation are analyzed. We also present the distribution of the underground
water level elevation in Guangzhou to guide the determination of anti-floating water
lever with the combination of specific situation. The main conclusions are summarized
below:

(1) The water level measured and provided by geotechnical investigation report lacks
representation due to the significant seasonal change. Therefore, it is of high risk

Table 8. Reserves and allowable withdrawal of groundwater resources.

Sites Area
(km2)

Reserves
(109 m3)

Allowable
yield (109

m3)

Average modulus
of recharge (104

m3/a�km2)

Average modulus of
allowable yield (104

m3/a�km2)

Liuxi River
terraces

127 0.46 0.21 51.0 23.37

Longdong alluvial
plain

89 0.24 0.07 52.88 15.72

Nangang-Xintang
alluvial plain

26 0.05 0.03 31.26 17.83

Zengjiang alluvial
plain

300 1.03 0.44 69.57 29.63

Guanghua basin 858 2.6 1.97 44.0 33.36
Total 1400 4.38 2.71

Table 9. The situation of underground water exploiting in Guangzhou.

District Number of permitted exploiter Annual yield (105 m3) Yield ratio

Conghua 21 165.91 0.72
Baiyun 45 101.65 1.03
Luogang 8 87.18 2.39
Tianhe 23 33.95 3.09
Huadu 12 13.6 0.08
Zengcheng 2 3.5 0.02
Total 111 405.79 0.54
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to take the measured water level as the anti-floating level and the most adverse
circumstance should be considered.

(2) Under the circumstance that the highest flood level may reach Pearl River
embankment, the anti-floating level should be higher than designed floor. The
calculation of the intensity of the flood should include the estimation of the
maximum flood level in 100 or 50 years for important or common engineering
respectively.

(3) Low-lying terrains are commonly distributed around the river coasts, the elevation
of construction site may lower than flood control lift. Setting strong emission
pump around the lift are employed to prevent flood. If the drainage is not timely in
case of heavy rain, the anti-floating water level should be higher than the elevation
of designed floor.

(4) Atmospheric precipitation and rivers provide enough recharge for underground
water, which is far more than the exploitation yield. The running water for daily
life and industry is also mainly from the ground surface. Therefore, both the
underground water exploitation and running water system has negligible effects
on the underground water level. The drainage during construction leads to
obvious local decrease of underground water in tunnels and underground space,
especially when the subway station or tunnel passes through fault fracture zone or
cave area. But in long term, the underground water level will recover after the
backfilling due to the adequate recharge. Therefore, the excavation of foundation
should not be involved during the determining of anti-floating water level.

(5) The distribution of underground water level is similar to the topography, which
decreases from the northeast hills to the central basin, and until the southern
coastal alluvial plain. If the construction site is located in hilly areas, the perennial
maximum water level is far higher than the peak flood water level of surrounding
rivers so that the anti-floating water level for basements should be discretely set up
in stepped-sharp according to the terrain ladder. The underground water level for
alluvial plains is generally 0.1–2.0 m so that the anti-floating water level should
be set the same as the ground surface. The low-lying terrains are generally dis-
tributed in the southern region of the coasts of Pearl River. If the embankment is
higher than the elevation of designed floor, the anti-floating water level should be
also higher than the elevation of designed floor.
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Abstract. Soil improvement techniques – including both mechanical and
chemical stabilization methods such as dynamic compression and grouting –

have potential drawbacks such as high cost, high energy consumption and
sometimes negative environmental impacts. An alternative approach is to use
biocement to improve the engineering properties of soil. Microbially induced
calcite precipitation (MICP) has been introduced as a technique for modification
of geotechnical properties of sand. Among many studies concerning bioce-
mentation of sand, there are few studies considering the comparison of cost and
environmental impacts of cement grouting and microbial methods. The envi-
ronmental concerns in the present study was focused on the produced CO2 and
calcite usage in Portland cement. The primary component of cement is limestone
which is a natural resource. Cement manufacturing is highly energy and emis-
sions intensive because of the extreme heat required to produce it. Producing a
ton of cement requires 4.7 million BTU of energy and generates nearly a ton of
CO2. Given its high emissions and critical importance to society, cement is an
obvious place to work on reducing greenhouse gas emissions. On the other
hand, calcium chloride was also used as a crucial reagent in MICP treated
samples. Therefore, the present study discussed the environmental aspects of
conventional and innovative methods of soil improvement. In the cement
grouting method, Portland cement was used as a chemical substance. Portland
cement were applied by surface percolation and mechanical mixing to the
samples. Then, the results of cement grouting were compared with the results of
biocement samples which were gathered from literature. The results for treated
samples were discussed and compared based on one cubic meter of soil and final
target of 700 kPa. The results show that the amount of calcium usage in the
cement grouting was 2.5 times more than bio-treated samples and therefore
higher energy and gas emissions.

Keywords: Environmental impacts � Soil improvement � Cement
Biocement
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1 Introduction

Increasing the population in sedimentary environments with soft soils shows the
necessity of escalating the load capacity of soil. Various soil improvement techniques
have been studied such as chemical stabilization methods. The most used stabilizer for
sand is cement. Cement is a soft roundness, water absorbent and binder. Neri (2015)
reported the effect of cement and the effect of high pressure slurry injection on the
hydro-mechanical properties of the soil before and after injection. Results showed that
the increment of strength and the elasticity of hardness as well as decrease the per-
meability over time. However, soil density, particle size distribution and degree of
cementation has significant correlation with the value of hardness and strength [2].
However, porosity and moisture content are key parameters to control the strength of
the treated soil [3]. For example, the moisture content in samples with water to cement
ratio up to 0.4 is not sufficient for hydration of cement particles [4]. Therefore,
researches in the application of cement in slope stability, reconstruction of roads,
foundation of road construction, refineries, reduction of permeability in reservoirs and
protection of rivers was reported [5–7].

On the other hand, cement manufacturing requires a calcium source (usually
limestone) and a source of silicon (such as clay or sand). Cement manufactured through
the treatment of cooked calcium oxide with silicon oxide and iron oxide. Then, the
material turns into almost black colored balls called clinger. In order to adjust the
setting time, after cooling, the clinger is mixed and grounded with some gypsum.
Therefore, the gray powder is produced. Under this process, lime and carbon dioxide
(CO2) are produced as shown in reaction (1). The process is highly energy and
emissions intensive because of the extreme heat requirement. Producing a ton of
cement requires 4.7 million BTU of energy and generates CO2 which is a concern in
environmental engineering.

CaCO3 ! CaOþCO2 ð1Þ

Two sources are known for the release of CO2 in the cement production process.
Firstly, combustion of fossil fuels for the activity of the rotary ovens, which are the
largest sources for CO2 production. Secondly, the chemical process of converting
limestone to lime. Thus, a total of 1.3 tons of CO2 per ton of cement is released into the
atmosphere. Hence, it can conclude that soil improvement techniques using cement
grouting have potential drawbacks such as high cost, high energy consumption and
sometimes negative environmental impacts.

An alternative approach is to use biocement to improve the engineering properties of
sand. Microbially induced calcite precipitation (MICP) has been introduced as a tech-
nique using reagents for modification of geotechnical properties of sand since 2005.

The process involves two main parts: (1) absorption of urease enzymes or urease
cells on sand aggregates; (2) hydrolysis of the urea enzyme and formation of calcium
carbonate crystals in the presence of calcium ions.

Biocement has been considered as an appropriate solution for replacement with
cement grouting because of low viscosity and being environmentally friendly.
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However, among many studies concerning MICP technique, there are few studies
considering the comparison of cost and environmental impacts of cement grouting and
biocement.

The primary component of cement is limestone while calcium chloride also used as a
crucial reagent in bio-cemented samples. Therefore, the present study discussed the
comparison of conventional and innovative methods. In the grouting method, Portland
cement was used as a chemical substance. Note that, the environmental concerns in the
present study was focused on the calcium usage in Portland cement as well as biocement.
Sariosseiri and Muhunthan (2009) reported that a compressive strength equal or greater
than 345 kPa is required for an effective soil improvement. Therefore, it was chosen as a
standard to compare the cement and bio treated methods of the present paper.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Materials

In the present study, sand from Garmsar region, Semnan province in Iran was provided.
The size distribution curve according to ASTM 2487 has been carried out as shown in
Fig. 1. Sand was categorized as SP based on its characteristics with the specific gravity
of 1450 kg/m3. Shahrood Portland cement, Type 2, with a maximum setting time of
4 h (GS = 3.15 g/cm3) was selected as the stabilizer. Physical characteristic of Portland
cement was reported in Table 1 [9].

2.2 Methods

Samples was prepared in a PVC mold of 50 * 100 mm. As shown in Table 2, the
percentage of Portland cement (C) and water to cement (w/c) ratio has been chosen
based on literature [1, 10–12]. Samples were treated with Portland cement using four
procedures in room temperature. Procedures was chosen as close to the bio-treatment of
sand. Detailed of the procedures has been reported in Table 2. The remarkable point
after removing samples from the mold was that the method was fixed only at the points
where the injection was performed. Therefore, the sand improvement was not uniform
and the sample would be disrupted after the time elapsed. This was seen in samples of

Fig. 1. Size distribution curve
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procedure II and III. Therefore, the UCS of samples of procedure I and IV was tested. In
procedure I, samples were treated using mechanical mixing of sand, cement and water.
While, in procedure IV, cement and sand was homogenously mixed and placed in the
mold in a dry state. Then, a flow rate of water was injected. Among various setting time
reported in literature [12, 13], 7 and 28-days was selected for samples for further
investigation. Later on, selected samples were tested using unconfined compressive
strength (UCS). Note that the code of selected samples were shown in Table 2.

Table 1. Physical characteristics of Portland cement (type II)

Physical characteristics Average

Fineness (cm2/gr) 3309
Expansion 0.039
Setting time
Initial (min) 140
Final (hour) 3:30
Compressive strength (kg/cm2)
Day 1 ¼==
Day 3 275
Day 7 372
Day 28 469

Table 2. Testing program

Groups Methods C% w/c Code of
samples

I Mechanical 6-8-10 0.7-1.4 I 6
I 8
I 10

II Grouting with flow from top to bottom 2-4-6-8-10 2-3-4-5-9-19 –

III Grouting injection with constant head
of 2.2 L/h

2-4-6-8-10 2-3-4-5-9-19 –

IV Water injection with constant head on dry
sand mixed with cement of 2.2 L/h

2-4-6-8-10 2-3-4-5-9-19 IV 2-W 19
IV 8-W 4
IV 10-W 3
IV 12-W 2
IV 6-W 5.6
IV 4-W 9
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3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Comparison of Cement Treated Sand with Procedure I and IV

Energy consumption is one of the most important environmental issues related to
cement production. Cement is one of the industries that consumes the most energy
which includes direct fuel consumption for the extraction and transportation of raw
materials. Therefore, less environmental degradation methods are in a favor.

Comparison of cement treated sand using procedure I and IV based on UCS,
amount of Portland cement and calcium are presented in Fig. 2. The results show that
the only method to prepare samples with less than 60 (kg/m3) is the injection method.
Calcium is the most important component of cement that supplies it through the use of
limestone. Also, it plays a significant role in increasing of compressive strength. In the
same calcium content as shown in common part of the graphs of Fig. 2, it can conclude
that the injection method produces higher UCS for the same calcium content.

3.2 Comparison of Conventional and Microbial Soil Improvement
Techniques

The use of microbial processes has been considered in recent years for in situ soil
improvement. Biocementation has some advantages over existing technologies, such as
less calcium usage in same UCS. The data obtained from previous studies and present
study was gathered in Table 3. It can be stated that the calcium usage in biocement is
half of cement treated samples. Therefore, it can surely state that one of the key benefits
of bio-stabilization is to significantly reduce the loss of energy and eliminate carbon
emission.

Regarding to the cost of biogeochemical stabilization projects, it was reported that
the cost was a factor of process and the specific details of each project. Despite the very
limited field applications that have been done. The actual cost of various upgrading
processes has remained largely unknown. To date, there have been widely differing
studies and estimates due to revised and optimal designs that are ongoing to date.
For MICP, the cost of materials (urea, calcium) and the total cost of consolidation
(materials, equipment, and installation) in saturated soils were estimated. Cheng (2012)
studied the economic solutions which led to a reduction in the cost of cultivating
bacterial and the cost of chemicals [15]. Production of urease-producing bacteria is a
major contributor to costs, including laboratory costs, equipment, implementation,
chemicals, sterilization and transfer of the environment from the biotechnology com-
pany to the site. In research, they cultivated bacteria in a non-sterile environment, thus
reducing the cost of 50% compared with sterilized culture media [15]. Comparison of
UCS and cost in biocement (Cheng 2012) and Portland cement treatment (present
study) were shown in Fig. 3.

As shown in Fig. 3, the modified biocementation, with non- sterile culture and the
use of gravity flow, significantly reduces the costs. However, the results of treated
samples with mechanical and injection methods with UCS equal to 700 kPa, are about
$ 22 cheaper than the modified biocementation.
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Fig. 2. Compression of UCS and Calcium usage in the Portland cement treatment
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4 Conclusion

Cement is considered as an unhealthy substance because of its high energy con-
sumption, extraction of large amounts of raw materials and land degradation. There-
fore, the innovative bio-stabilization has been compared with the results of Portland
cement. The results of samples treated by Portland cement indicated the direct corre-
lation between C% and UCS. Samples treated with 6, 8, 10 and 12% after 28-days
showed the increment of USC by 70, 108, 25 and 40% respectively in comparison with
7-days.

The results show the only method to prepare samples with cement less than 60
(kg/m3) is the injection method. In the same calcium content, it can conclude that
samples treated with the injection method showed higher UCS. Regarding to the
comparison of calcium usage, it can be stated that the calcium usage in biocementation

Table 3. Comparison of calcium (%) usage in biocement and Portland cement [9]

UCS
(KPa)

Ca (Kg/m3)

Biocement Portland
cement
(this
study)

— Whiffin
(2007)

Van paasen
(2010)

Cheng
(2012)

Chu et al.
(2014)

Naeimi
(2014)

(I) (IV)

500 8.7 — 8.8 8.74 9.32 26 25
750 — 79.5 12 13.1 13.9 28 27
1000 — 85.4 12.8 17.4 20.3 30 29
1250 — 87.9 16 21.5 26.2 34 32
1500 — 91.1 17 26.5 29.1 36 33

Fig. 3. Comparison of UCS and cost in biocement (Cheng 2012) and Portland cement treatment
(present study)
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is half of Portland cement grouting. Additionally, the results of samples treated with
mechanical and injection methods with UCS of 700 kPa, are cheaper than the modified
bio-treatment.
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Abstract. As a new environmental friendly and sustainable technique for soil
improvement, microbial induced calcite precipitation (MICP) has been studied
widely. Most of previous studies focus on soil modification. This study is to
develop innovative bio-beams based on MICP technology. A modified perme-
able rigid mold has been developed to prepare the bio-beams specimens within
the immersing method. The permeable mold provides supports for the bacteria
to grow through fully contact cementation media and induce the calcium car-
bonate precipitated homogeneously within the pores of the sand to form the
bio-beam. Bending tests have been conducted to evaluate the flexure behavior of
MICP-treated bio-beams. Single and multiple treatment of MICP in the various
cementation media concentrations have been conducted. Experimental results
show that the vertical load of the MICP-treated bio-beams could reach to
1412 N when the bio-beams were treated for one time. The double treatments of
the bio-beams increased to the 163% of bending strength of single-treatment.
The peak bending strength of the triple MICP-treated bio-beam specimen
increased to 200% of bending strength of single-treatment. The bending strength
also increased with cementation media concentrations.

Keywords: Bio-beam � Microbial induced calcite precipitation
Immersing method � Bending strength

1 Introduction

Microbial induced calcite precipitation (MICP) has recently gained much attention
from geotechnical engineering researchers for soil improvement worldwide [1, 2].
MICP requires the existence of ureolytic bacteria, urea and calcium-rich solution to
drive the MICP biogeochemical reaction [3]. In MICP process, urea is hydrolyzed by
microbial urease to form ammonium and carbonate ion. The produced carbonate ions
react with calcium ions to precipitate as calcium carbonate crystals. The calcium car-
bonate crystals can bond the sand partials together and provide an improvement to the
geotechnical engineering properties of bio-treated soil. An aerobically cultivated bac-
terium with highly active urease enzyme (Sporosarcina pasteurii) has been widely used
to catalyze the MICP process [4]. MICP can be used for a variety of applications such
as improvement of strength and stiffness of soil, improvement and remediation of
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concrete, and environmental remediation [5–10]. Achal et al. (2013) used bacteria to
heal the simulated cracks of depths up to 27.2 mm in cement mortars and increased
40% compressive strength [6]. Zhao et al. (2014a) developed immersing method with a
full contact flexible mold to work with MICP treated standard sand and achieved UCS
of 2.13 MPa at 13.4% of calcite precipitation by weight [11]. Bernardi et al.
(2014) developed a bio-mediated process for manufacturing bio-bricks [12]. Com-
pression and shear wave were measured on those bio-bricks, the compression stress of
bio-brick ranged from 120 kPa to 2200 kPa. Han et al. (2016) found that the MICP
grouting can mitigate liquefaction in sandy soil [2]. However, there is no information
from the literature reviews about the bio-beam through MICP and its mechanical
behavior under compression.

Pumping (or injection) methods have been widely used in MICP studies that
typically used PVC plastic columns with a peristaltic pump to inject cementation
medium in the influent end. Martinez et al. (2013) used peristaltic pumps to maintain
one-dimensional flow conditions in 50-cm-long laboratory sand columns during the
MICP process [3]. Their findings indicated that non-uniform calcite was distributed
along the column. Near the influent end of the PVC column, most of the calcite
precipitated and hindered the cementation reaction in the deeper section of the column.
This non-uniformity of MICP-treated soil caused strength variation. Immersing method
is another soil preparation method with full contact flexible molds (FCFM) in MICP
[13]. Geotextile mold allows the chemicals penetrate into sand pores and maintains a
suitable precipitation rate. Their experimental results show that the MICP-treated soil
samples are more uniform [13]. However, the fabric structure of this mold is too soft to
prepare beam-shape sample, such as beam-shape.

This paper is to develop a new sample preparation mold to form bio-beams based
on MICP technique. This new sample preparation mold can retain the efficient pene-
tration advantage of FCFM and increase the stiffness of the mold for bio-beam samples.
Four-points bending tests were conducted to test the flexural behavior of MICP-treated
bio-beams samples.

2 Methods and Materials

2.1 Sandy Soil

Ottawa silica sand (99.7% quartz) with a median particle size of 0.46 mm was used in
this study. According to the USCS soil classification, the Ottawa sand is poorly graded
sand.

2.2 Bacteria and Growth Medium

The bacterium used in this study was Sporosarcina pasteurii (ATCC 11859). Bacterial
cell concentration was controlled by measuring absorbance (optical density) of the
suspension using a spectrophotometer at 600-nm wavelength. An Ammonium-Yeast
Extract media (ATCC 1376) is used to grow the bacteria cultures to the desired pop-
ulation density. Individual components were autoclaved separately and mixed together
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post-sterilization. The bacteria were cultivated in culture medium for 40 h at 300C. The
bacteria solution was centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 20 min and the supernatant was
removed and replaced by fresh culture media. The bacteria solutions were stored in the
centrifuge tubes in a fridge under the temperature of 4 °C.

2.3 Cementation Media

Cementation media was used to provide chemicals to induce the calcite precipitation
during the treatment. The cementation medium included urea (30 g/L), CaCl2�H2O
(73.5 g/L), NH4Cl (10 g/L), NaHCO3 (2.12 g/L), and nutrient broth (3 g/L). All
samples were immersing into 40 L cementation media with a plastic box in an aerobic
environment.

2.4 Rigid Full Contact Mold

A rigid full contact mold (RFCM) was fabricated that includes flexible layer and rigid
holder. The rigid holder was made with polypropylene perforated sheet with 6.35 mm
thickness and 6.35 mm diameter staggered holes. The rigid holder was assembled with
different piece of polypropylene sheet by long screw rod and waterproof tape. The size
of rigid full contact mold can be varied to meet different needs. Figure 1 shows an
example of mold in dimension of 355.6 mm � 101.6 mm � 38.1 mm (L � W � H).

Fig. 1. Rigid full contact mold with image of one MICP-treated bio-beam. The bio-beam size is
355.6 mm � 101.6 mm � 38.1 mm (L � W � H).
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To prepare identical three MICP specimens, the rigid holder was revised to include
three identical internal cells, as shown in Fig. 2 (a). The size of each divided cell is
177.8 mm � 76.2 mm � 38.1 mm (L � W � H). In these right molds, nonwoven
geotextile were used to cover the bottom and side walls of rigid holder. The geotextile
was a polypropylene, staple-fiber, needle-punched nonwoven material with grab tensile
strength of 1700 kN and apparent opening size of 0.15 mm. Figure 2 (b) shows the
holder is covered with geotextile. Then dry sand was poured into the mold. After the
bacteria solution was mixed into sand, a layer of geotextile was added on the top of
sand to fully cover the soil.

2.5 Sample Preparation

For one cell in the rigid full contact mold, 900 g dry sand were compacted into the
mold gradually. After the soil was mixed uniformly with bacteria, a cover of geotextile
was added on the top to cover the soil. The soil samples in the rigid mold were
immersed into a batch reactor with 0.5 molar Ca cementation media and were allowed
to react for 7 days, followed the immersing method of Zhao et al. (2004b). During the 7
days of reaction, only air was continuously pumped into the reactor. No bacteria,
growth medium, or cementation medium was added to or pumped out of the reactor.
The 7-day treatment is one cycle. In this study, a multiple treatment was studied with
up to 3 cycles of treatment. During each treatment cycle of MICP, a new bacteria and a
new cementation media was used. After 7–21 days of reaction, all samples in the rigid
mold were removed from the batch reactor. Then the MICP-treated soil sample was
taken out from each cell as shown in Fig. 3. The beam-shaped specimens had a length
of 177.8 mm and a width of 76.2 mm and a height of 38.1 mm. All specimens were
oven-dried at 50 °C for at least 2 days before any testing.

Fig. 2. Rigid full contact mold with geotextile layer: (a) rigid holder, and (b) cover with one
layer of geotextile in the bottom & side wall of the rigid holder then pour sand into the mold and
cover with geotextile in the top.
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2.6 Four Point Bending Test

The four point bend tests were conducted on the bio-beam specimens after 7 days’
treatment to explore the flexure behavior of MICP treated soil. The MICP-treated
specimen was flipped to have 76.2 mm as height. As shown in Fig. 4, the specimens
were sit on two supports that were 152.4 mm apart from each other, and the stress
applied on top two points at middle of the specimen with 50.8 mm distance. Following
the testing method of ASTM D 6272, the vertical load was conducted under strain
controlled conditions at a uniform loading rate of 1.5%/min until bio-beam fails.

3 Results

For the MICP-treated samples prepared by rigid full contact mold, the soil specimen
was supported by polypropylene perforated sheet, and was enclosed by the flexible and
permeable materials. The rigid holder helped to improve the stiffness of the mold to

Fig. 3. MICP treated bio-beam with: (a) rigid full contact mold with geotextile, and (b) the
MICP specimen (177.8 mm � 76.2 mm � 38.1 mm (L � W � H)).

Fig. 4. Four point bending test: (a) the setup of four point bending test; and (b) failure
specimens after four point bending test.
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develop the beam-shape for large dimensions of soil samples. The geotextile as a
flexible film increased the contact area between the specimen and cementation media
which can promote the CaCO3 distributed in the bio-beam uniformly.

Figure 5 shows the different load-displacement curves in the center of the
bio-beams as a function of treatment times. The vertical peak load of the MICP-treated
bio-beam can reach to 1412 N when the bio-beams were treated for one time of
MICP. The quickly decline of vertical load after the peak load shows the brittle
behavior of bio-beam.

When the treatment period increased from one MICP treatment to two MICP treat-
ments, the peak load reached to 2304 N, with 63% increasing from that of single MICP
treatment. The failure strain also increases nearly 80%. The increase of peak load and
failure strain indicates that more calcite precipitation form in the double MICP treatment.
The more calcite can form strong bonding on the bio-beam. The brittle behavior did not
improve after the double MICP-treatment. When the MICP treatment increased to three
times, the peak load only increased 19.5% from that of double treatment.

By increasing the contact between the cementation solution and the bacteria, the
permeable rigid mold for preparing bio-beams samples not only enhanced the sample
uniformity but also significantly improved the engineering properties of the sand. The
more times it reacted, the higher strength of the bio-beams became.

4 Conclusion

A rigid full contact mold with geotextile was developed, and it can be used to prepare
larger size bio-beam specimens for MICP treatments with immersing method. Beam
shape specimens were treated in MICP process. Four point bending test was conducted
to evaluate the flexure behavior of MICP-treated specimens. The result indicated that
the MICP-treated sample prepared by rigid full contact mold with geotextile can form

Fig. 5. Load-displacement curves of different treatment bio-beams made by 100% standard sand
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the regular beam shape and the uniform calcite precipitation inside the sample. The
geotextile with fibrous structure increased the contact area of MICP-treated sample,
which effectively increased the penetration of cementation media. Furthermore, the
large amounts of pores allowed more precipitation occurring inside the mold to
improve the strength of samples. The four-point bending results indicates that the
vertical peak load of the MICP-treated bio-beams could reach to 1412 N when the
bio-beams were treated for one time. The double treatments of the bio-beams increased
to the 163% of strength of single-treatment. The peak strength of the triple MICP-
treated bio-beam specimen increased to 200% of strength of single-treatment.
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Abstract. Sand production is the phenomenon that solid particles (sand in
many cases) from an oil/gas reservoir move into a production well along with
oil/gas and water flows. Sand production in weakly consolidated sand reservoirs
is a growing concern in petroleum industry. In this study, a high-pressure
plane-strain sand production testing system was designed, which was able to
simulate the stress and flow conditions in the field. This testing device was used
to evaluate the effectiveness of microbially induced calcite precipitation (MICP)
as a sand production control method. The erosion rate and hydraulic gradient
were measured for both Non-MICP and MICP treated specimens, with results
verified by visual observations. It is found that the MICP method was able to
substantially reduce sand production rate. In the current experimental set-up, the
enlargement of upstream cavity created by sand production was delayed by the
MICP treatment. The spatial and temporal variations in hydraulic gradient
during sand production experiment were evaluated and the results are discussed.

Keywords: Bio-cementation � Sand production � Testing device

1 Introduction

The first ever field trial of methane gas production from hydrate bearing marine sed-
iments was conducted in the spring of 2013 in the Eastern Nankai Trough off the
Pacific Coast of Japan by the Japan Oil, Gas and Metals National Corporation
(JOGMEC) [1]. Although this field trial was deemed successful in the sense of stable
depressurization and continuous gas production, sand production occurred and termi-
nated the field flow test after six days of gas production.

Sand production is the phenomenon that solid particles (sand in many cases) from a
reservoir move into a production well along with oil/gas flows [2]. Sand production is
usually initiated due to the redistribution of stress and pore pressure inside sandstone or
sand formation by drilling and production operations. The produced sand may corrode
the valve and pipe system, leading to leakage problem. It also involves substantial costs
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to separate sand with hydrocarbon flow on the surface, particularly in an offshore
production platform. On the other hand, if the flow rate inside the well is not suffi-
ciently high, produced sands start to gradually deposit inside the production well and
eventually the well is clogged, which results in the reduction of production rate and
substantial maintenance cost and time to clean up the well.

A credible sand control solution should not only stop sand migration, but also
maintain the productivity of the well by preventing the clogging of the near-well
formation. This provides a good opportunity for microbially induced calcite precipi-
tation (MICP) to be applied for this problem, considering its highlighted advantages,
like enhancing strength and stiffness, retaining soil permeability at small calcium
carbonate precipitation content (usually smaller than 5–6%), energy-efficient treatment
in the field compared to conventional chemical grouting, and fast bio-geochemical
reaction rate [3, 4]. The challenge is whether MICP can work effectively under the high
flow velocity condition during depressurization that triggers the dissociation of gas
hydrate and the initiation and progression of sand production.

In order to investigate the erosional, geomechanical and hydraulic behaviors of
MICP treated sand sediments, a high-pressure plane-strain testing system was
designed. The system is capable of simulating the stress and flow conditions in the
field. The erosion rate and hydraulic gradient variations were measured for both
Non-MICP and MICP treated sand specimens. The measured results were verified by
visual observations.

2 High-Pressure Plane-Strain Testing System

The general layout of the testing device developed for this study is schematically
shown in Fig. 1. The photograph of the overall layout is shown in Fig. 2. The phi-
losophy of this apparatus was to reproduce a deepwater unconsolidated sand sediment
in a laboratory scale and to simulate sand production behavior under the hydraulic
condition similar to that applied in the 2013 Nankai Trough field test. More specifi-
cally, the plane-strain design was to simulate one horizontal layer of sand formation
around the wellbore in a radial section. The high-pressure applied on top of the sand
was to reproduce the high in-situ stress of the sand formation. The gravel pack and sand
screen placed next to the sand was to simulate the gravel-packing completion used in
the 2013 Nankai Trough field test. The applied horizontal hydraulic flow was to
reproduce the near-wellbore drawdown due to the depressurization process in the field
trial.

As shown in Fig. 1, this apparatus consisted of a pressurized aluminum tank, a
vertical loading system, a hydraulic control system, a sand collection system, a MICP
implementation system, and an instrumentation system. The pressurized tank (370 mm
(L) � 200 mm (H) � 200 mm (B)) accommodated sand and gravel pack and with-
stood vertical loads and horizontal hydraulic flow. The vertical loading system pro-
vided a stress similar to the field condition on the bulk of the soil (up to 2 MPa). The
hydraulic control system was able to maintain a flow rate up to 864 L/h (0.006 m/s,
pore velocity). The sand collection system served to measure the amount of eroded
sand from the formation. The MICP implementation system supplied biological and
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chemical agents for MICP reactions and facilitated the injection of these agents into the
sand formation. The instrumentation system served as a platform for real-time moni-
toring of pore pressure, vertical displacement and visualization of sand particles
migration.

Fig. 1. General layout of the high-pressure plane-strain sand production apparatus

Fig. 2. Photograph of the layout of the high-pressure plane-strain sand production apparatus
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3 Testing Materials and Procedures

3.1 Tested Soils, Bacteria and Chemical Solutions

In this study, the test sand formation was composed using the British Standard sand
(Fraction D, supplied by David Ball Group plc), which has d50 of 0.2 mm. The gravel
pack was mimicked by natural gravel aggregate (supplied by Ridgeons UK) in this
study, which has a d50 of 7 mm.

The bacteria used in this study was S. pasteurii. Its storage and cultivation proce-
dures were the same as detailed in Jiang and Soga [4]. The cementation solution used in
this study comprised equal molar concentration of urea and calcium chloride and 3 g/L
nutrient broth. The concentration of urea/calcium chloride (1.0 M) was employed in this
study based on the optimization studies by Jiang and Soga [4] and Gomez et al. [5].

3.2 Soil Preparation

The sand and gravel were prepared using the drying pouring method. Before soil
pouring, a temporary separation sheet was inserted, forming two individual compart-
ments for sand and gravel respectively. Predetermined weights of dry gravel and sand
were loosely poured into each compartment in a consistent manner to achieve constant
densities. The initial dry density for sand formation and gravel were 1.746 g/cm3 and
1.994 g/cm3, respectively. The corresponding void ratios of sand and gravel were 0.52
and 0.33, respectively. When the sand and gravel finally reached the designed height,
the temporary plate was retrieved slightly. Water was then slowly poured into the
gravel compartment so that it saturated the sand formation from the bottom, which
minimized the entrapment of air bubbles. After the water level rose 0.5 cm higher than
the surface of sand formation, a thin layer (<5 mm) of kaolin clay was placed on top of
the sand and gravel to seal potential flow leakage at the interface between the piston
and the soil. Afterwards, the secondary piston, permanent separation plate and primary
piston were carefully laid in sequence on the top of the paved clay. The temporary
separation sheet was completely retrieved before the placement of the primary piston.
Finally, the top lid was covered and fixed by bolts after O-rings were attached.

3.3 MICP Treatment

The MICP treatment was implemented through gravitational percolation from the
downstream side. The percolation direction was selected to simulate the injection from
the wellbore to the formation in the field. Firstly, 6 L (approximately 1.2 PV of the sand
formation) bacteria solution was filled up in the downstream bucket and was allowed to
gradually percolate through the gravel and sand formation by gravity. The hydraulic
gradient corresponding to this gravitational percolation was estimated between 2 and 3.
The injection took around 1 h to complete. With 6-h retention time, 6 L chemical
solution was then filled up in the downstream bucket and was percolated through the
gravel and sand formation to trigger MICP reactions in the same way as the bacteria
injection. After the chemical percolation, the gravel and sand formation were retained
for another 18 h before the start of the hydraulic sand production test.
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3.4 Sand Production Test

The saturated sand and gravel, with or without MICP treatment, were subjected to
horizontal water flow in the direction from the sand to the gravel (Fig. 1). The flow rate
was controlled at 353 L/h. Flushed sands were collected at the pipe exit using meshed
plastic bags at 0.5, 1.5, 3, 5, and 7 min after the start of the test. Each sand collection
lasted for 15 s. Meanwhile, a high-resolution video recorder kept recording the sand
movement through the Perspex wall. The pressure transducers continuously collected
pore pressure data during the test.

During the test, it was found that sand migrated too fast, which led to substantial
vertical displacement in a short period. This further resulted in the loss of full contact
between piston and sand formation after around 50–60 s from the start of the test. The
loss of full contact could fundamentally change the sand production pattern from
internal erosion to surface erosion. Therefore, in this study, the data interpretation and
discussion in this particular test are based on the results from the initial 50–60 s, when
only internal erosion occurred.

4 Testing Data Interpretation

4.1 Visual Observations

In the Non-MICP specimen, immediately after the start of pumping, sand quickly
migrated into the gravel zone and escaped through the outlet screen. Only after 5 s,
most visible pore spaces in the gravel zone were filled up with fluidized sand as shown
in Fig. 3(a). When sand kept moving to the exit end, a cavity was formed at the inlet
end of the sand formation as shown in Fig. 3(b).

Fig. 3. Visual observations of the sand production process
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In the specimen subjected to the MICP treatment, right after the start of the pump,
sand fluidization and migration occurred but in a much slower pattern than what was
observed in the Non-MICP specimen, as shown in Fig. 3(c). The gravel zone was fully
filled with sand after 15 s. The upstream-side cavity did not form until 30 s after the
start of the test. At 40 s, the size of the upstream-side cavity was much smaller than that
in the Non-MICP specimen, as shown in Fig. 3(d). Meanwhile, limited sand was
observed to come out from the outlet during the initial 40 s, which was much less than
in the Non-MICP specimen.

4.2 Sand Production Behavior

Sand production rate was calculated based on the weight of flushed sand at an interval
of 15 s through the whole area of the outlet screen (0.036 m2). Due to the limitation
discussed before, only the sand production rate of 30–45 s are reported here. It can be
seen that, without the MICP treatment, sand production rate was as high as 70 g/(m2�s).
After the MICP treatment by 1.0 M chemicals, the average sand production rate was
reduced to 18 g/(m2�s). This indicated that, even though single MICP treatment could
not fully stop the sand fluidization and migration, it was able to substantially retard the
process. This retardation was consistent with the visual observations.

4.3 Hydraulic Behavior

The measured pore pressure data were used to analyze the hydraulic behavior during
the sand production process. Horizontal hydraulic gradients were calculated based on
the measured pore water pressure by two adjacent pore pressure transducers (PTs) at
the same elevation. The spatial and temporal distribution of hydraulic gradient for the
Non-MICP and MICP treated specimens are shown in Fig. 4.

For the Non-MICP specimen, a moderate and relatively uniform hydraulic gradient
(2.5–7.5 m/m) was established along the entire specimen at 10 s, as shown in Fig. 4(a).
A gradual hydraulic gradient drop then occurred at the inlet side due to the formation of
cavity. In the gravel zone, a hydraulic gradient increase was observed, which was due
to sand filling-up. At 40 s, the hydraulic gradient at the inlet end was almost zero while
it was up to 7 m/m in the gravel zone.

For the MICP treated specimen, high hydraulic gradients (5–15 m/m) were
established at both the inlet end and the two middle points at 10 s, as shown in Fig. 4
(b). This indicated that the MICP treatment with 1.0 M chemical concentration
enhanced and slightly clogged the sand formation. The high gradient in the sand
formation was retained until 40 s, which was longer than the untreated case. This was
because produced calcite precipitation bridged sand particles, thus make it less vul-
nerable to skeleton rearrangement and particle fluidization/migration. The aggregated
sand particles by MICP also jammed inside the gravel zone to retard further sand
migration. Meanwhile, for the MICP treated specimen, the hydraulic gradient within
the gravel zone increased slower compared to the Non-MICP one. This was attributed
to the slower clogging of the gravel zone by mobilized sand particles. However, it
should be noted that larger discrepancy of hydraulic gradient was observed at different
locations within the gravel pack zone at 40 s in the MICP treated specimen. This was
possibly due to the formation of excessive non-uniform calcite precipitation inside [6].
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5 Conclusions

In this study, a high-pressure plane-strain sand production testing system was devel-
oped to simulate sand production behavior of a deepwater unconsolidated sand sedi-
ment in a laboratory scale. The testing system was used to evaluate the effectiveness of
MICP as a sand production control method. It was concluded that the MICP treatment
with 1.0 M chemical concentration significantly reduced the sand production rate. The
enlargement of upstream cavity generated by sand production was also delayed in the
MICP treated specimen case. The hydraulic gradient in the gravel zone gradually
accumulated while that in the soil at the inlet side dropped. In the MICP treated
specimen case, the hydraulic gradient change was retarded.

It should be noted that this was a preliminary test and substantial future work is
needed for better understanding of mechanisms of the sand production process in weak
sandy sediments. For example, sand production test can be conducted at a reasonable

Fig. 4. Spatial and temporal distribution of hydraulic gradient during the sand production
process
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flow rate range to identify the critical pressure drawdown. Different sand and gravel
pack materials, sand screen slots, and vertical loads can be used to investigate the
effects of particle size, outlet completion, and stress state on sand production patterns.
Moreover, various MICP implementation strategies (e.g., chemical concentration,
injection rate, and retention time) can be attempted to optimize the MICP process for
sand production control.
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Abstract. Colloidal nano-silica was firstly used for the injection of soil in the
1990s, which is relatively new compared with other materials. Nano-silica can
be used into ground with low porosity. The aim is primarily to prevent or
mitigate internal erosion. Since there are not any published data about the
efficiency and the durability of nano-silica treated soil in different engineering
environments, this paper focus on evaluating long-term improvement effect,
including compressive strength and capacity to resist erosion. Nano-silica used
in this paper is Levasil 300/30% hardened by NaCl of different concentration.
Cylindrical specimens were prepared by mixing fine sand with nano-silica. The
environments discussed in this paper include dry air, pure water, salt solution
and acid solution. The test was carried out on specimens stored for 1, 7, 15, 30,
90, 180 and 365 days. The results show that, the colloidal nano-silica reinforced
sand keeps stable in saturated environments (pure water, salt and acid) and
becomes fragile in dry environment.

Keywords: Colloidal nano-silica � Internal erosion � Long-term behavior
Compressive strength � Capacity of resisting erosion

1 Introduction

Internal erosion (IE) is a complex phenomenon which causes major problems of levees,
dikes and embankment dam stability. Several examples of failure of embankment dams
have been reported in literature (Fry et al. 1997; Foster et al. 2000b) and most of them
are related to this phenomenon.

It is very important to improve the erosion resistance of erodible soils using appro-
priate cost - effective techniques. Chemical stabilization is an effective technique for
controlling erosion (Karol 2003). A great deal of research has been carried out on the
engineering behavior of stabilized erodible and dispersive soils with traditional admix-
tures such as lime, cement, gypsum, slag, alum, and fly ash (Perry 1977; Rosewel 1977;
Machan et al. 1997; Indraratna 1996; Indraratna et al. 2008a). However, traditional
chemical stabilizers are not always readily acceptable due to stringent occupational health
and safety issues. They also pose a threat to the environment by changing the soil pH, thus
limiting the scope of vegetation and also affecting the quality of the ground water.
Nanometric colloidal silica (also known as nano-silica), has shown promise at stabilizing
some problematic soils. Nanosilica was firstly used in the 1990s in civil engineering, as
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mineral addition in concrete; soil porosity reducer by the gel formation in the oil deposits
to facilitate pumping through the holes; grout in fine soils to form waterproof barriers
against the migration of pollutants (Noll 1992; Persoff et al. 1999) and grout for miti-
gating the risk of liquefaction of saturated soil (Gallagher 2000, 2007). Characterized by
low (near water) viscosity and a nano-scale particle distribution, colloidal nano-silica can
be considered as a grout injection for fine sand. These colloids are composed of SiO2 and
dispersed in aqueous solution by electrostatic repulsion. This suspension turns into hard
frost in the presence of electrolyte (cation, polymer, etc.) for taking the product in the
porosity of the soil and improving its properties. This chemical broth freeze time is
perfectly adjustable depending on conditions of injection from a few minutes to a few
hours (Guefrech 2010). Unlike other chemical grout such as sodium silicate, colloidal
silica in gel form is physically stable and exhibits no shrinkage or withdrawal in a
saturated environment. This silica is chemically composed of pure silicon dioxide SiO2

which gives the product an “environmentally friendly character”.
The objective of this paper is to develop an experimental setup for the study of

sustainability and durability of soil treated with nano-silica.
In addition, it is known that the reinforced structures are typically exposed to

natural environments. They are permanently exposed to wind, rain, temperature
changes, etc. They are also immersed in fresh water or sea water for a very long period.
In short, they are affected by a variety of mechanical and chemical stresses. Therefore,
the sustainability of soil chemical grout injected into its environment attracts a major
concern of engineers.

In this paper, we focus on the durability of soil treated with nano-silica, depending
on the time, the environment, etc.

2 Materials

Fontainebleau sand (FBS) (a fine material silica (SiO2 > 98%)) was adopted. The grain
size is between 50 lm and 400 lm, it’s the particle and bulk densities are respectively
2600 kg/m3 and 1450 kg/m3, the cohesion is 70 Pa and the internal friction angle is
40°–45°.

The solution of colloidal silica is a kind of liquid composed of dispersed colloidal
amorphous silica (SiO2) diluted and mixed with a reagent. This reagent is generally a
salt solution (NaCl solution used in this test) that causes irreversible solidification of
solution. In our study, the nano-silica used is Levasil 300/30%. Density is 1300 kg/m3,
particle size is 11 nm–40 nm, and pH is 10. (Iler 1975) proposed the hypothesis about
the formation of bonds between silica particles through cations. In an aqueous solution,
water molecules are adsorbed against sodium by their oxygen atoms (see Fig. 1).

A constant volume ratio of 1/4 between saline solution and nano-silica was kept. Two
saline solutions with different concentrations were prepared to control the gelling time:
75 g/L and 95 g/L which were diluted by water. The choice of the two saline solutions
with different concentrations was depending on the mechanic properties and the setting
time. The setting time was 60 min (CNaCl = 75 g/L) and 30 min (CNaCl = 95 g/L) at 20°
C, respectively. The LN (75 g/L) was noted for formula1: nano-silica + NaCl (75 g/L),
while LN (95 g/L) for formula2: nano-silica + NaCl (95 g/L).
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3 Laboratory Procedure

3.1 Environments Conditions

Four kinds of conservation environments were controlled (favorable or aggressive to
the binders): for samples conserved in air, the relative humidity is 50%, and actually the
dry atmosphere might be unfavorable to the stability of silica and silicate gel because of
evaporation of water; for samples conserved in water, the samples were immersed in
water after gelling, and this environment could be favorable due to humidity retention
or unfavorable due to gel dissolves; for samples conserved in saline solution, NaCl
solution concentration was 1 g/L, and this environment was studied in case that ground
soil reinforced by chemical binders perhaps immersed in seawater, chloride ion could
be aggressive to binders; for samples conserved in acid solution, pH was adjusted to 4
using sulfuric acid, and this case was for studying acid environments in contrast with
the proprieties of alkaline gel. During these tests, the temperature of all the environ-
ments remains 20 °C, while the distilled water was adopted for water used in all
solutions.

3.2 Unconfined Compressive Strength Test

Simple compression tests were performed on a T5K LLOYD, a kind of electric press
with a capacity ranged from 500 N to 5 kN. An overview of the experimental device is
shown in Fig. 2.

Compressive stress was measured through a force sensor placed on the upper base
of the test piece and fixed to the press frame. It was considered that the deformation of
the cylindrical samples corresponds to the displacement of the upper press plate.

The displacement and the force were recorded every 5 s. The test was controlled in
movement at the velocity of 0.3 mm/min. The test was stopped when the force mea-
sured by the sensor decreased by at least 10% compared with the largest measured
force. Throughout this test, the measured displacement was one of the high plateaus, so
we would get an overall measurement of displacement.

Columns (5.2 cm in diameter and 10 cm in height) were filled with a mixture of
FBS consolidated by Levasil 300/30%. The binders occupied 25% of the pore volume
of the matrix of granular sand. In order to get reasonable time of IE and approach to the
reality of consolidated soils, the columns were prepared by successive layers of 2 cm
after compaction that was achieved by dropping a circular (256.5 g) so as to obtain a
homogeneous density of 1.6 g.cm−3 at each level. Then the columns were stored in

Fig. 1. Coagulation of silica particles in the presence of cations (large circles are oxygen atoms).
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four different environments: dry atmosphere (50% humidity), pure water, saline solu-
tion and acid solution. Preservation time was 1 day, 7 days, 15 days, 30 days, 90 days,
180 days and 365days.

3.3 Internal Erosion Test

The sample preparation was the same as compression test. In this study, erosion under
constant head water was used to finish the erosion test (Figure 3).

In the system of constant head, the water level was set from which an injection
pressure was constant. The maximum water flow rate entering the cell mortar was
regulated by the valve at the top. A tank was used to collect and lead water discharged
to the water discharge system in the lab. The effluent samples (40 ml) were collected
regularly to monitor the permeability distribution of nano-scale particles, the mass
eroded, conductivity and pH after erosion over time.

Fig. 2. Coagulation of silica particles in the presence of cations (large circles are oxygen atoms).

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of erosion test under constant head
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Before test, it was important to decide the experimental conditions that serve the
objective. Preliminary tests were carried on to define the imposed pressure, the max-
imum flowing entering the device and the preservation time. An average pressure of no
more than 0.15 bar was obtained to avoid liquefaction. The suitable entering flow of
30 ml/min was proved to make the mortar erodible and non-self-locking. The preser-
vation time was set as 1 day to 365 days. The duration of erosion was tested for one
week from the beginning to the collapse of mortar.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Unconfined Compressive Strength

Figure 4 shows unconfined compressive strength of two formulas in different
environments.

The maximum compressive strength of LN was 300 kPa for one year. This
nano-silica reinforced has no strong resistance, thus it is suitable for filling the pores of
sand but not suitable for enhancing mechanical property.

With the increase of NaCl concentration, the resistance does not change a lot. After 1
day of storage, the mortars of LN (95 g/L) have a greater resistance than those of LN
(75 g/L). After 1 year of conservation, two formulations have almost the same resistance.

For both formulations stored in air, the resistance increases enormously during the
first 3 days, then shows a slight increase from 3 days to 30 days. After 30 days, two
formulations show a drop in mechanical strength.

For both formulations stored in water, the resistance increases gradually during the
first 90 days, and it decreases gradually after that.

In salty and acid environments, the resistance of LN (75 g/L) increases gradually
during the first 90 days, then a drop appears in the mechanical performance. The
resistance of LN (95 g/L) decreases in both environments during the first 7 days, then
increases from 7 days to 90 days, and a drop in mechanical strength is observed after 90
days.

Fig. 4. Compressive strength of LN (75 g/L) and LN (95 g/L)
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By summarizing the above, the conservation condition seems the most important
parameter for the mechanical strength of mortars made in our experimental study, the
air is the most aggressive environmental conservation, the salt and acid environments
have less effect on this type of nano-silica, and the environment of pure water has the
least effect on this type of nano-silica.

4.2 Internal Erosion Test Under Constant Head Water

Erosion time was measured from the beginning of water injection till the collapse of
mortar, which is varied from a few minutes for more fragile samples to a few weeks for
more consolidated samples. The result of erosion time of LN (75 g/L) and LN (95 g/L)
is shown in Fig. 5.

From Fig. 5, it can be seen that the longest erosion time of LN (75 g/L) was 400 h
for 1 year’s conservation, while he longest erosion time of LN (95 g/L) was 510 h for 1
year’s conservation. With the increase of NaCl concentration, the samples have a better
capacity to resist erosion.

For both formulations stored in water, the erosion time increases gradually during
the first 90 days, and then decreases gradually after that.

For samples conserved in pure water, the erosion time of LN (75 g/L) increases
gradually with the increase of conservation time from 1 to 90 days. After 90 days, the
erosion time of LN (75 g/L) tends to be stable. From 1 to 30 days, the erosion time of
LN (95 g/L) increases gradually with the increase of conservation time. After 30 days,
the erosion time of LN (95 g/L) tends to be stable, which indicates that both formu-
lations have a good ability to resist erosion after 1 year of conservation,; and the
erosion time tends to be stable earlier for LN (95 g/L).

For samples conserved in saline solution, the erosion time of LN (75 g/L) increases
gradually with the increase of conservation time from 1 to 365 days. From 1 to 30 days,
the erosion time of LN (95 g/L) increases gradually with the increase of conservation
time. After 30 days, the erosion time of LN (95 g/L) tends to be stable, which indicates
that both formulations have a good ability to resist erosion after 1 year of conservation;
The erosion time tends to be stable earlier for LN (95 g/L), we have got the same
conclusion in cases of dry environment and pure - water environment.

Fig. 5. Erosion time of LN (75 g/L) and LN (95 g/L)
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For samples conserved in acid solution, the erosion time decreases with the increase
of conservation time. Generally speaking, the capacity of insist erosion of LN in acid
environment is good.

Through summarizing the above, the ranking of favorable degree of the four
environments is: Pure water > Saline > Acid > Dry air.

5 Conclusions

By analyzing the results of compressive strength and capacity of resist erosion
respectively, we have gotten the influence of environments on LN during long time and
some same conclusions from two tests: conservation condition seems the most important
parameter for the mechanical strength of mortars made in our experimental study. Air is
the most aggressive environment, salt and acid environments have less effect on this
type of nano-silica, and pure water is the most favorable for this type of nano-silica.

It is worth noting that the influences of long time on compressive strength and
capacity of erosion are not completely consistent. In dry air, the compressive strength
and capacity of erosion are basically consistent over time, and the values increase first
then decrease. In pure water and saline solution, the compressive strength increase first
then decrease, while the capacity of erosion is better over time. In acid environment,
the compressive strength increases first then decreases, while the capacity of erosion
becomes worse over time.
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Abstract. A kind of fine black sands is always hydraulic filled onto the back-
filled silt to support the equipment in reclamation projects in Tianjin, China.
Bio-grouting, as a new approach of soil improvement, was adopted to cement
black sands on the surface of silt to rapidly increase the carrying capacity. The
results showed that the black sands were well cemented by calcium carbonate
crystals produced in the process of bio-mineralization. A static load test was
carried out on the cemented sand layer, which resulted of an increase of the
loading-bearing capacity by about sixty times. The calcium carbonate contents of
different positions in the cemented sand layer were detected, which showed an
uneven distribution. The micro-structures of the produced calcium crystals were
observed by using an electron microscopy. Different forms of crystals were
observed, illustrating that the concentrations of bacteria in the sand layer were not
uniform. From discussion, the bio-grouting method can cement the black sand
layer and the solidification effect can be improved by some reasonable measures,
which indicates the feasibility of this method in reclamation projects. Moreover,
the bio-grouting method can bring a lot of time saving and material saving
compared with traditional methods.

Keywords: Bio-grouting � Black fine sand � Static load test
Calcium carbonate contents

1 Introduction

Reclamation is an effective way to alleviate the shortage of land resources in coastal
cities [1]. In Tianjin, China, more than 400 km2 of land is going to be constructed
through reclamation projects on the coast of Binhai New Area [2]. In these projects, silt
from channel dredging is the main material for the land foundation, which has high
water content, low strength and high deformability [3, 4]. Vacuum preloading tech-
nique is often adopted to improve the silt foundation after about two years of natural
drying, thus a hard shell forms on the surface of silt to support equipment [5]. To
reduce time consumed, Yan et al. [2] proposed a new method to hydraulic fill some
black fine sands on the surface of silt to meet the requirements of carrying equipment
according to hard shell theory. This method can greatly save time in the projects but
bring a lot of consumption of fine sands because 0.5–2 m thickness of sands are needed
[6], especially in Tianjin, where sand resources were relatively short.
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Bio-grouting is a new method for soil improvement [7], which can form calcium
carbonate crystals in the interspaces of sands to improve the strength and reduce the
permeability of sand [8, 9], and provide a new method to cement the black fine sands
on the silt in reclamation projects. Some basic experiments have been carried out to
study the influencing factors and mechanical behaviors of the bio-grouted black fine
sands [10]. The results showed that 10 cm-high black sand column can reach a com-
pressive strength of 1.94 MPa, which is far higher than the required carrying capacity
(about 80 kPa). To explore the feasibility of application of this method, this article
conducted a bio-grouting test in hydraulic fill fine sands on the surface of silt. After
bio-grouting, a static load test was carried out. Then the calcium carbonate contents of
different positions of the cemented black sand layer were detected. In the end, the
micro-structure of the solidified sand was observed by using an electron microscopy.

2 Experimental Details

2.1 Materials

The black fine sands used in reclamation projects in Tianjin, as well as being bio-
grouted in this experiment, was taken from Luan River, Tangshan, China. The basic
properties of the sands are shown in Table 1.

The urease producing bacteria (number of ATCC11859) used in this experiment
were cultivated under sterile conditions in a YE medium [11], 500 mL of fresh medium
was inoculated at a volume ratio of 1% and cultivated in a shaker for 24 h until to an
optical density of approximately 2.5, which was measured at a wavelength of 600 nm
(OD600). Before experimental use, the urease activity of the bacterial suspension was
detected by using the same methods utilized by Harkes et al. [12].

The urea and the calcium ions used in the process of bio-mineralization are pro-
vided by cementing solution, which was a mixed solution of urea and calcium chloride
with an equal molar concentration of 0.75 M.

2.2 Bio-grouting Test

The bio-grouting test of black fine sands were conducted in a box with a size of
400 mm � 300 mm � 400 mm, as shown in Fig. 1a. The inner wall of the plexiglass

Table 1. The basic properties of the black fine sands

Loose bulk density: g/cm3 1.415
Tight packing density: g/cm3 1.701
Uniformity coefficient: Cu 2.09
Permeability coefficient: m/s 6.9 � 10−5

D90: mm 0.382
D50: mm 0.218
D10: mm 0.115
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box was coated with a layer of vaseline to reduce friction. About 30 cm-thickness of
silt was poured into the box slowly and placed aside for five days until reaching a
thickness of 24 cm and a water content of 71.3%. The water on the silt was poured out
and 18.5 kg of black fine sands were sprinkled on the surface of the silt. After one day,
the height of the silt was 23 cm and the thickness of the black sand layer was 9.5 cm,
as shown in Fig. 1a.

The bacterial suspension and cementing solution were injected into sands by ten
grouting piles (diameter of 6 mm and length of 80 mm). Six of them (numbering A)
formed a hexagon with 80 mm between two of them and were arranged in the center of
the sand layer. The other four (numbering B) distributed outside the hexagon with a
distance of 80 mm. Ten outlet pipes (diameter of 10 mm and length of 80 mm) were
arranged near the walls of the box, as shown in Fig. 1b. The pipes were all blocked at
the bottom and half buried under the sands. For the part buried in the sand, some holes
were drilled on the sidewalls of the pipes to make the liquid to pass through and a layer
of gauze was wrapped outside the pipes to prevent sand particles being washed into.
The grouting pipes and outlet pipes were connected with peristaltic pumps respectively,
as shown in Fig. 1c.

Two times of bacterial suspension were injected into the black sand layer and after
each injection were five injections of cementing solution. The detailed procedure of
bio-grouting was displayed in Table 2. It needed to note that the flow rate was
5 mL/min in the process of bio-grouting.

Fig. 1. Experimental set-up: (a) Vertical view; (b) The arrangement of grouting pipes; (c) The
overall layout of device
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2.3 Static Load Test

After the black sand layer was cemented, a static load test was carried out according to
Code for Investigation of Geotechnical Engineering (GB50021-2001). A 10 mm-
thickness of plexiglass plate with a size of 100 mm � 100 mm worked as loading
board, between which and the cemented sands was a thin layer of sand to make a flat
contact surface. Some standard cubic concrete blocks were used to increase the pres-
sure load and two dial indicators were arranged to measure the settlement of sands in
the static load test process (as shown in Fig. 2c). The static load was also conducted on
the surface of the uncemented black sands as a comparison.

Table 2. The procedure of bio-grouting

Grouting
solution

Injection
positions

Volume Concentration Retention
time

Comments

First bacterial
suspension

A grouting pipes 2.5 L OD600 = 2.5 3 h Urease
activity = 17.76 mM
urea/(L•min)

Five times of
cementing
solution

First three times:
A grouting pipes
The latter two
times: B grouting
pipes

Each
time
was
2.5 L

0.75 M 3 h after
each
batch

Second
bacterial
suspension

B grouting pipes 2.5 L OD600 = 2.7 3 h Urease
activity = 18.53 mM
urea/(L•min)

Five times of
cementing
solution

First two times:
B grouting pipes
The latter three
times: A grouting
pipes

Each
time
was
2.5 L

0.75 M 3 h after
each
batch

Fig. 2. (a) Static load test on bio-cemented sand; (b) Static load test on uncemented sand;
(c) The arrangement of dial indicators
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2.4 Calcium Carbonate Content Test

The solidified sand layer was crushed into several parts after static load test. Sand
samples were taken at different positions in different parts to detect the calcium car-
bonate contents (as shown in Fig. 3), adopting a method of hydrochloric acid disso-
lution which was utilized by Whiffin et al. [7].

3 Experimental Results

The black fine sand layer was solidified after bio-grouting experiment with a white
calcium carbonate layer on the surface (as shown in Fig. 4a) and the sands in bottom
was also cemented (see Fig. 4c), which proved that bio-grouting method was feasible
to improve the black sands. A plugging pipe test was carried out to simulate the actual
situation of plugging drive pipes in reclamation Projects. No mud was brought out (see
Fig. 4d), indicating that it is effective to avoid large amounts of silt being driven out by
the drive pipe of the draining boards. It must be noted that the black sand layer was
cracked in the process of bio-grouting (as shown in Fig. 4b). The reason may be the
uneven settlement of the silt.

3.1 The Results of Static Load Test

Figure 5 drew the p-s curves of the cemented black sand layer and uncemented sand
layer from the static load tests. From the figure, the curve of the cured sand layer had

Fig. 3. Sampling positions of calcium carbonate content detection

Fig. 4. The cemented black sand layer: (a) The top surface; (b) The cemented sand layer was
cracked; (c) The cemented sand blocks after static load test; (d) Plugging pipe test
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obvious proportional limit load p0 and ultimate load pu, which divided the curve into
three parts. The first part was a straight line from 0 kPa to 18.3 kPa (p0), which was
called elastic deformation stage, in which all the loads were hold by the solidified sand
layer. The second part was the partial shear stage from 18.3 kPa to about 30 kPa (pu),
in which plastic deformation occurred in the cemented sand shell and some load began
to pass to the silt. The third part was the overall destruction stage with a stress greater
than 30 kPa, displaying a steep dropped line, in which the sand layer was broken and
the stress on the silt increased greatly. At this time, the foundation was completely
destroyed. Thus, the load-bearing capacity of the cemented sand layer reached
18.3 kPa, same with the value of p0.

The uncured sand layer had no demarcation point in the p-s cure (see Fig. 5). With
the increase of load, the settlement of the foundation grew faster and faster. According
to Code for Investigation of Geotechnical Engineering (GB50021-2001), The ultimate
load of the foundation was 1.2 kPa, which was the load before the settlement reached
6 mm (0.06 times of the loading board’s length). Moreover, the load-bearing capacity
was estimated to be 0.3 kPa when the settlement reached 1.5 mm (0.015 times of the
loading board’s length).

According to the results of the static load tests, the loading-bearing capacity of the
black sand layer increased by about sixty times from 0.3 kPa to 18.3 kPa and the
corresponding settlement decreased from 1.5 mm to 0.36 mm, indicating that both
strength and stiffness were improved after bio-grouting. Considering the cemented sand
layer was cracked in the process of bio-grouting, it was possible to further improve the
mechanical properties of the sand layer.

Fig. 5. The p-s curves of the cemented sand layer and uncemented sand layer
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3.2 Calcium Carbonate Contents

Figure 6 displays the calcium carbonate contents of the upper cemented sand layer,
with a range from 3.9% to 11.5%. In this figure, the whole plane was divided into three
sections. Section A was the compression position in the load test; Section B and C were
the parts close to grouting pipes and outlets respectively.

The distribution of calcium carbonate in different locations were presented in
Fig. 7. In Fig. 7a, the average calcium carbonate contents in Section A, B and C were
presented. The crystals had a lowest average content in Section A, indicating that this
section had a poor cementing effect. Besides, the crystals distributions in the three
sections were all uneven, resulting from the big error bars in the figure.

The crystals contents in the entrances and exits were picked out and compered with
the other locations. Clearly, the cured sand near the entrances and the exits had higher
crystals contents of about 8.0% than the common positions of about 6.0% (see Fig. 7b).
The produced calcium carbonate mainly accumulated near the entrances and exits.

The calcium carbonate contents in different depths of the 6# and 7# measuring
points were detected and the results were shown in Fig. 7c. It can be seen that the
content decreased first and then increased with the depth increasing and reached the
lowest value at 2–4 cm. When bio-grouting, the calcium carbonate produced in the
bottom of sand firstly and gradually accumulate upwards, which has been confirmed in
our previous studies [13]. After several times of cementing, the grouting solution
moved upward to the surface of the sand layer along the grouting pipes, for that the
gauze wrapped outside the grouting pipes was jammed and the solution could no longer
pass through. Thus, the calcium carbonate produced on the top layer of the sand.

Fig. 6. The horizontal distribution of calcium carbonate contents in the upper sand layer
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Fig. 7. The calcium carbonate contents in the cemented sand layer: (a) Different sections;
(b) Different positions. (c) Different depths
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3.3 Micro-structure of the Crystals

The micro-structure of the solidified sand particles was observed by using an electron
microscopy. The calcium carbonate crystals attached to the surface of the sand particles
or bridged between particles. There were different kinds of crystals being found:
spherical crystals, agminated crystals and cuboid crystals (as shown in Fig. 8). That
was also a proof of the uneven distribution of bacteria in the bio-grouting process [14],
which resulted in the uneven distribution of calcium carbonate in the sand layer.

4 Discussion

According to the test results, bio-grouting soil improvement method increased the
loading-bearing capacity of the black sands layer by about sixty times to be 18.3 kPa,
indicating that this method can cement sands effectively. However, it still not reached
the requirement of the working layer of equipment (about 80 kPa) in reclamation
projects. That was mainly because of the low calcium carbonate contents in Section A
in Fig. 6, which was the pressure area in the static load test. Moreover, the uneven
crystals distributions also lead to poor mechanical behavior of the cemented sand layer.

Therefore, some improvement measures can be adopted to raise the quality of
bio-grouting. From Fig. 7b, the calcium carbonate mainly concentrated in the vicinity
of entrances and exits. Thus, reasonable arrangement of grouting pipes and outlets can
contribute to cementing quality. In addition, increasing the cementing times and
improving the sand thickness would also be helpful.

If the quality of bio-grouting could be improved, it would be a potential method in
reclamation projects, for that a huge time saving could be achieved. In this test, a total
of two days was consumed before the black sand layer was cemented, while the
traditional vacuum preloading method need 2–3 years. Moreover, the consumed sands
in the projects would be reduced greatly.

5 Conclusions

A 10 cm thickness of black sand layer was cemented on the surface of silt in the
laboratory by bio-grouting method, proving that this technology can improve the
mechanical behavior of the hydraulic fill black sands in a short time. The

Fig. 8. The SEM images of the crystals: (a) Spherical crystals; (b) Agminated crystals;
(c) Cuboid crystals
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loading-bearing capacity of the sand layer was increased by about sixty times to be
18.3 kPa. The calcium carbonate in the cemented sand distributed unevenly with the
contents ranging from 3.9% to 11.5%. The crystals mainly concentrated in the vicinity
of the entrances and exits in the horizontal direction, and in the top layer and the
bottom layer in the vertical direction. Different forms of calcium carbonate crystals
were found in the sand layer, confirming uneven distribution of bacteria.
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Abstract. A new method for the internal design of reinforced soil walls has
recently been developed by Ehrlich and Mirmoradi (2016), EM (2016), based on
working stress conditions. This method was based on the Ehrlich and Mitchell
(1994) design procedure. There are three key differences between the proposed
new method and Ehrlich and Mitchell’s (1994) procedure: (1) the effect of the
facing inclination is considered in the new method, while the original method
was developed for vertical walls; (2) the calculation of the maximum rein-
forcement load, Tmax, using the proposed method does not need iteration, which
was required by the original method; and (3) the equations are simpler to use.
Data from physical and numerical model studies were used to verify the pre-
diction capability of the EM (2016) method for walls with different heights,
facing inclinations, reinforcement spacing and stiffness, compaction effort and
toe conditions. The results, in general, indicated that the EM (2016) method is
capable of properly capturing Tmax considering different conditions.

Keywords: EM method � Reinforced soil walls � Working stress conditions

1 Introduction

Reinforced soil (RS) walls are widely utilized throughout the world. They have several
advantages over other wall types, such as low cost, simple construction, and the ability
to accommodate deformation. Prediction of the maximum reinforcement load, Tmax, is
a major objective in the design of reinforced soil structures. Most current methods used
in RS wall design are limit equilibrium methods (e.g., FHWA 2009; AASHTO 2014).

Ehrlich and Mirmoradi (2016) proposed an analytical procedure for the calculation
of Tmax under working stress conditions. This method explicitly takes into account the
effect of compaction-induced stress, reinforcement and soil stiffness properties and
facing inclination. The proposed method was based on Ehrlich and Mitchell’s (1994)
procedure. There are three key differences between the proposed method and Ehrlich
and Mitchell’s (1994) procedure: (1) the effect of the facing inclination is considered in
the new method, while the original method was developed for vertical walls; (2) the
calculation of Tmax using the EM (2016) method does not need iteration, which was
required by the original method; and (3) the equations are simpler to use.
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The method proposed by Ehrlich and Mitchell (1994) has already been validated
against data from several full-scale walls (e.g., Ehrlich and Mitchell 1994; Ehrlich et al.
2012; Stuedlein et al. 2012; Ehrlich and Mirmoradi 2013; Riccio et al. 2014; Mir-
moradi and Ehrlich 2014b; 2015a, 2015b; Mirmoradi et al. 2016; Mirmoradi and
Ehrlich 2016). In this paper, data from two inclined wrapped-face physical model
studies were used to assess the prediction capability of the new simplified method. The
current paper evaluates the prediction capability of this simplified method by com-
paring calculated values with data from numerical and physical model studies.

2 Experimental Study

Instrument data and measurements from three large-scale physical model walls con-
structed at the Geotechnical Laboratory of COPPE/UFRJ and one full-scale reinforced
soil wall built at the Royal Military College of Canada (RMC) are used to evaluate the
prediction capability of the EM 2016 method under working stress conditions.

2.1 UFRJ Walls

The characteristics of the physical model walls identified as Walls 1, 2 and 3 con-
structed at the Geotechnical Laboratory of COPPE/UFRJ are as follows.

The physical models were built within a concrete U-shaped wall box 1.5 m high,
3 m long and 2 m wide. The height of each physical model wall was 1.2 m. The length
and the vertical spacing of the geogrid were 2.2 m and 0.4 m, respectively. The backfill
soil was lightly compacted (8 kPa) and the soil unit weight after compaction was
21 kN/m3. The soil friction angles, considering the measured unit weight, were
determined by triaxial and plane strain tests as 42º and 50º, respectively.

A flexible polyester geogrid was used as reinforcement. Based on the mechanical
properties provided by the company, the tensile stiffness modulus of the reinforcement,
Jr, is equal to 917 kN/m. Three layers of reinforcement were installed along the height
of the wall, placed at 0.2 m, 0.6 m, and 1.0 m above the wall bottom. The walls were
constructed with the facing inclination of 6º to the vertical. At the end of construction
of all walls, a vertical surcharge loading of up to 100 kPa was applied to the top of the
walls.

Wall 1 was constructed using wrapped facing. In Walls 2 and 3 precast concrete
blocks were used for the face of the walls. In all walls, a 1-m wide zone at the bottom of
the walls was lubricated. The difference between Walls 2 and 3 are related to the toe
restriction. For Wall 2 lateral movement of the toe was restricted by a steel beam fixed
to the concrete U-shape wall box. In this wall, after the end of construction and
application of the surcharge, the load was kept constant on 100 kPa. With the surcharge
in place, the toe of Wall 2 was released step by step (0.5 mm horizontal movement
allowed in each step). Using this procedure, the toe of the wall was gradually released
to the free base condition (Mirmoradi et al. 2016; Mirmoradi and Ehrlich 2017b). In
Wall 3, the toe was free to move from the beginning of the test. In Fig. 1 a view of a
block-face wall is shown.
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Figure 2 is a comparison of the measured values of the sum of the maximum
reinforcement loads, RTmax, for Wall 1 with those calculated using the EM (2016)
method at the end of construction and during the surcharge. The reinforcement loads
were calculated by the EM method using the values of 590, 0.6 and 0.7 obtained in
laboratory for k, n and Rf, respectively (Ehrlich et al. 2012; Ehrlich and Mirmoradi
2013). As shown in this figure, the new method was able to capture the measured
reinforcement loads properly for different surcharge load values.

Figure 3 compares the measured and calculated values of RTmax for Walls 2 and 3.
Figure 3a shows that for Wall 2, the EM (2016) method overestimated the reinforce-
ment loads during the surcharge application, with average variation of about 2 times.
However, this overestimation decreases during toe release (see Fig. 3b). These results
are consistent with the expected behavior. For Wall 2, the combined effect of facing
stiffness and toe restraint leads to the lower reinforcement loads. This effect is not
considered in the EM (2016) method. In Wall 3, as no toe restraint was applied, the
influence of the block facing on reinforcement load decrease disappears. Therefore, as
shown in Fig. 3a, the reinforcement load values measured in Wall 3 were closely
matched by the EM (2016) method. Figure 3b indicates that during the toe release, the
accuracy of the proposed method increases. These results call attention to the influence
of toe conditions on the reinforcement load. Of note, as stated by Mirmoradi and
Ehrlich (2017a) this effect is appreciably dependent on several controlling factors such
as wall height, reinforcement stiffness and spacing.

Fig. 1. View of a block-face wall at the end of construction.
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2.2 RMC Wall

Data from a 3.7 m-high wrapped-face wall was presented by Reeves (2003). Six layers
of welded-wire mesh (WWM) steel reinforcement with the tensile stiffness modulus, Jr,
of 3100 kN/m were used for this wall. The facing inclination was 8º to the vertical. The
compaction surcharge magnitude of 16 kPa, the soil unit weight of 16.7 kN/m3 and the
soil friction angle of 44º were presented for this wall. For the parameters of k, n and Rf

the values of 510, 0.5 and 0.86 were used, respectively. These values were used by
Hatami et al. (2008); Liu (2016), who employed the same wall for the validation of the
numerical model studies and analysis method, respectively.

Figure 4 compares the measured values of the reinforcement loads versus wall
height with those calculated using the EM (2016) method. The results show, in general,
a good agreement between the measured and predicted values. As shown in this figure,
the proposed method overpredicted Tmax in the reinforcement layers placed at the
bottom of the walls due to the foundation effect on lateral restriction at the bottom of
the wall. This is because of the lateral restriction that occurred at the wall bottom due to
the influence of the foundation. Note that this effect is not taken into consideration in
the proposed method.

3 Numerical Study

Numerical modeling was carried out using the two-dimensional finite-element program
PLAXIS (Brinkgreve and Vermeer 2002). The model was first validated against the
results of a large-scale wrapped reinforced soil wall at the Geotechnical Laboratory of
COPPE/UFRJ. Ehrlich and Mirmoradi (2013) and Mirmoradi and Ehrlich (2014a,
2014b; 2015b) provide details on the validation of the numerical modeling.

Parametric studies were carried out with different combinations of wall height,
backfill soil compaction effort, facing inclination and reinforcement stiffness and
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the measured and calculated values of RTmax.
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spacing. Two different wall heights were considered: 4 m and 8 m. The values of the
reinforcement spacing for 4 m and 8 m high walls were 0.4 m and 0.8 m respectively.
For the 4 m high wall, the values of the tensile stiffness modulus of reinforcement were
equal to 480 kN/m, 4800 kN/m and 48000 kN/m. For the model with 8 m height, a
tensile stiffness modulus of reinforcement of 960 kN/m, 9600 kN/m and 96000 kN/m
was used. Therefore, the values of the soil-reinforcement stiffness index, Si, were the
same for these two walls despite the different reinforcement spacing. The parameter Si
is the relative soil-reinforcement stiffness index, which was developed by Ehrlich and
Mitchell (1994) and can be calculated as follows:

Si ¼ Jr
kPaSv
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the measured and calculated values of RTmax during surcharge
applications and toe release.
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where Jr is the tensile stiffness modulus of reinforcement, k is the modulus number
(hyperbolic stress-strain curve model), Pa is the atmospheric pressure, and Sv is the
vertical reinforcement spacing. The facing inclination values of 0, 10° and 20° to the
vertical were considered in the analyses. Additionally, the effect of the backfill soil
compaction was evaluated considering three different values: 30 kPa, 60 kPa and
120 kPa. The vertical stress induced during backfill compaction, r0

zc;i was modelled
using two distributed loads at the top and bottom of each backfill soil layer. The details
for this procedure can be found in Mirmoradi and Ehrlich (2014a; 2015b). In Table 1,
the input parameters of the numerical analysis are presented.

The walls were constructed in stages, in which 0.2 m and 0.4 m-thick soil lifts were
placed for 4 m and 8 m high walls, respectively, until the final heights of the walls
were reached. A fixed boundary condition in the horizontal direction was applied to the
right lateral border. At the bottom of the model, a fixed boundary condition in both the
horizontal and vertical directions was employed.

3.1 Results of the Numerical Analysis

Figure 5 compares the normalised reinforcement loads calculated using PLAXIS and
the EM (2016) method for different compaction efforts (i.e., no compaction, 30 kPa,
60 kPa and 120 kPa) for 4 m-high walls with Si ¼ 0:2 and facing inclination of 10° to
the vertical. The figure shows the acceptable accuracy of the EM (2016) method.
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Figure 6 shows a comparison of the normalised reinforcement load with the nor-
malised wall height calculated using PLAXIS and using the EM (2016) method for
different facing inclinations, soil friction angles, and Si values. In this analysis, the
effect of the backfill soil compaction was not considered.

The calculations using the EM (2016) method were carried out for the values of k
and n of 593 and 0.6, respectively. Figure 6 shows good agreement between the values
calculated using PLAXIS and the proposed method for both geosynthetic (Si = 0.02)
and metallic (Si = 2) reinforcements. The most significant discrepancies between the
calculated Tmax are related to the reinforcement layers placed at the bottom of the walls,
in which the EM (2016) method overestimated the values determined by PLAXIS. As
stated before, this is because of the effect of the foundation on lateral restriction at the
bottom of the wall, which is not taken into consideration in the proposed method.

Table 1. Input parameters for the numerical analysis.

Property Value

Peak plane-strain friction angle, /, (o) 40
Cohesion, c, (kPa) 0.1
Dilation angle, w, (o) 11
Soil unit weight, c, (kN/m3) 20

Eref
50 , (kPa) 42 500

Eref
oed, (kPa) 31 800

Eref
ur , (kPa) 127 500

Stress dependence exponent, m 0.5
Poisson’s ratio, t 0.2
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Fig. 5. Comparisons of the normalised Tmax determined using the PLAXIS (markers) and the
EM (2016) method (solid lines).
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4 Conclusion

The prediction capability of the Ehrlich and Mirmoradi (2016), method was investi-
gated under working stress conditions. The values calculated by this method were
compared with the data obtained from both experimental and numerical studies.

The results showed a good predictive capability of the EM (2016) method for
different values of the wall height, facing inclination, reinforcement stiffness, com-
paction efforts and backfill soil parameters. The most significant difference between the
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results is observed near to the bottom of the walls, for which the reinforcement loads
determined by PLAXIS were lower due to the lateral restriction to movement imposed
by the foundation. As with the Ehrlich and Mitchell (1994) method, the EM (2016)
method does not take this restraint into account.

Moreover, the EM (2016) method may overestimate the Tmax values for the short
wall with structural facing elements (e.g., block facing). Due to the combined effect of
facing stiffness and toe restraint, Tmax may decrease. Nevertheless, even for walls with
block facing restricted at the toe, the accuracy of this method significantly increases
with the decrease of the facing effect, which could occur with an increase in the wall
height and reinforcement stiffness (Mirmoradi and Ehrlich 2017a).

It is important to note that there are two principal differences between the Ehrlich
and Mitchell (1994) and EM (2016) methods. The effect of the facing inclination is
considered in the EM (2016) method, while the Ehrlich and Mitchell (1994) method
was developed for vertical walls. In addition, soil cohesion could be considered in the
calculation using the Ehrlich and Mitchell, (1994) method, while the EM (2016)
method was developed for cohesionless backfill soil in order to make it simpler. As
stated by Ehrlich and Mirmoradi (2016) “from the practical point of view, ignoring the
soil cohesion in the calculation is a common design assumption owing to the critical
conditions, such as heavy and/or prolonged rain. However, if the soil cohesion is
significant and can be guaranteed during the lifespan of the structure, the results cal-
culated using the proposed simplified method are conservative. In this case, for better
representation of the actual conditions, the original procedure may be considered for
use in the calculations”.
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Abstract. Settlement deformation distribution and evolution has an important
impact on the stability of the earth-rock dam during dam construction process. In
contrast to traditional single-point monitoring, the terrestrial laser scanning
(TLS) has an advantage of presenting the changes in shape for the whole object,
through scanning and creating the accurate and detailed geometric models. By
using TLS technology, the high resolution digital elevation models (DEM) of
the Changheba dam is re-constructed, and the settlement deformation between
two respective DEMs and their distributions are calculated. Deformation dis-
tribution characteristics indicated that, the settlements in the middle are general
bigger than the values in both sides near the banks, and the settlements are
increase with the increasing of the elevations. Monitoring results also show that,
the application of TLS permits a better understanding of distribution and evo-
lution of settlement deformation for the dam during construction process.

Keywords: Earth-rock dam � Terrestrial laser scanning
Digital elevation model � Settlement deformation distribution

1 Introduction

The Changheba dam is one of the highest earth-rock dam in China with a maximum
dam height of 240 m (Fig. 1). It is located on the Dadu River about 360 km far away
from the Chengdu, Sichuan province. The dam is a core wall earth-rock dam including
eight construction zones, and its gross filling capacity is about 3.42 � 107 m3, which is
the largest volume of earth-rock dam have been constructed in China.

The settlement deformation distribution and evolution has an important impact on
the stability of the earth-rock dam during construction. In contrast to traditional
single-point monitoring, the terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) has an advantage of pre-
senting of changes in shape for the whole object by scanning and creating the accurate
and detailed geometric models [1–3]. The principle of extraction deformations with
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TLS is based on scanning, creating and comparing surface models of object in different
epochs [4, 5]. Modeling surface gives more accurate representation of the object and
can improve the accuracy of the monitoring by taking a group of points to represent the
element of surface, rather than a single point for traditional monitoring [6, 7].

This study uses TLS to scan and create high resolution digital elevation models
(DEM) of the Changheba dam, the settlement deformations can be determined between
two respective DEMs. It permits a better understanding of distribution and evolution of
the settlement deformation of the earth-rock dam during the construction.

2 Method

2.1 Terrestrial Laser Scanning

Terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) is know as a Ground based LIDAR (Light Detection
and Ranging system) which transmits a laser pulse and emits the reflected signal by the
object of reflectorless, and utilizes the time-of-flight (TOF) technology to determine the
distances between the instrument and a point on a reflective surface [8]. The scanner
captures the 3D position of data points in the survey area by a rectangular coordinate
(X, Y, Z) setting at the centre of the TLS instrument, where X is in the horizontal plane,
Y is vertical to X in the horizontal plane and Z is vertical to horizontal plane. As shown
in Fig. 1 the coordinates (x, y, z) of each 3D laser point are calculated from Eqs. (1) and
(2) [9].

q ¼ c� TOF=2ð Þ ð1Þ

x ¼ q � cosh � cosa
y ¼ q � cosh � sina

z ¼ q � sinh

8
<

: ð2Þ

Fig. 1. Site photo of the Changheba dam.
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where TOF is time of the flight of laser pulse; q is the determined distance between the
instrument and the reflective surface; a is the horizontal angle; and h is the vertical
scanning angle (Fig 2).

The scanner captures space position of millions points in the survey area to create a
3D geometrically-correct “image” of the survey objects. The “image” of the survey
objects which is referred to as the point cloud can then be used to create accurate digital
elevation model (DEM) or 3D surface model, for mapping purposes, engineering
surveying or further geotechnical analysis.

2.2 Field Data Acquisition

Field surveys were carried out during the construction of the Changheba dam, and the
first dataset referred to as reference point cloud was acquired in September 2015 when
the dam was filled at the height of 166 m (elevation 1623 m). Because of it was
difficult to acquired the whole data using only one scan station, five scan stations were
set along the toe of the downstream Changheba dam to acquired the entire point cloud
data of the downstream Changheba dam. Overlapping scan of about 30% area between
the adjacent scan stations were chosen in order to minimize occluded areas, align and
merge the acquired cloud points into a single file and create a final 3-D model. Four
circular reflector targets with radius of 0.2 m were set into the scanned scene as tie
point for the geodetic referencing process in the post-processing stage. The mean point
spacing of the acquired data ranged from 5 to 10 cm. The other two datasets were
acquired in March 2016 and October 2016 when the dam construction has finished.

Fig. 2. Measuring principle of the terrestrial laser scanner.
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2.3 Data Processing

The acquired dataset of point clouds are in each own coordinate systems relative to the
scan stations, alignment and merging is required to combine the different point cloud
into one single file. As shown in Fig. 3, the point cloud alignment was a two-step
process. First process was done by means of a preliminary rough alignment using
manually selected homologous points. The second process is multi station adjustment
which was performed using the iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm originally pro-
posed by Besl and McKay to obtain a best fit alignment with an acceptable error of
0.002 m [10, 11].

After alignment, the merged point clouds must be transformed into the geodetic
coordinate system for further calculation process. This was done by using the set of
four circular reflector targets as ground control points whose central positions were
measured by total station. Usually three control points are sufficient; the left one of the
control point can be used as the verification point.

For further study, the resulting point clouds were extracted, and then meshed to
derive high resolution digital elevation models (DEM). The resulting high accurate
DEM captures the morphology, geometry and elevation changes of downstream of the
Changheba dam in great detail [12, 13]. It can be investigated in respect to the set-
tlement deformation of the dam (as shown in Fig. 4).

In order to monitor the settlement deformation distribution and evolution of
downstream of the Changheba dam, different DEM models of the dam were created for
user defined time periods, which shown the dam construction process and the settlement
deformation evolution during the dam construction over the monitored time interval.
Settlement deformation between two respective DEMs and their distributions can be
calculated, for the DEM can be defined as a function z = f (x, y), and the different
between DEMs allows measurement of the deformation in the direction z [14, 15].

The measurement results in a distance between two DEM along the direction z.
These distances are not usually in the true direction of displacement, rather the shortest
distance between models along the direction z. The shortest distances are useful for the
analysis of dam settlement monitoring because the most part of dam displacement
during the construction are settlement along the direction z [16].
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Fig. 3. Point clouds alignment and merging.
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3 Results

3.1 Settlement Deformation Monitoring by TLS

The settlement deformation distribution and evolution has an important impact on the
stability of the dam during construction. Because deformation of the dam is mostly
expressed in surface settlements during construction, a multi-temporal comparison of
the dam models provides the most important information on the deformation evolution
of the dam.

The settlement deformation distribution and evolution of the dam from September
2015 to October 2016 is shown in Fig. 5. Positive elevation changes representing dam
settlement is shown in red color. It can be seen that, since the first survey in September
2015, the dam appeared the situation of settlement deformation because of consoli-
dation of filling materials and the new filling layers, except for some surface bulge in
local areas in virtue of construction and human intervention (in blue color). Due to the
monitor error, it has limited sensitivity for the extremely small settlement values in the
areas near the bank. There are some occlusions existed, especially for the zigzag roads
and construction platforms where the incidence angles are highly oblique.

Fig. 4. DEM model for the downstream of the Changheba dam.
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Fig. 5. Settlement deformation distribution of downstream of Changheba dam (from September
2015 to October 2016).
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3.2 Settlement Deformation Distribution and Evolution

Figures 5 and 6(a) show some settlements along the transverse sections of downstream
of the Changheba dam in elevation 1514 m, 1585 m, and 1645 m, respectively. It can
be seen that the dam had a rapid settlement during the construction, and the largest
settlement reaches nearly 150 mm. Along any of the three transverse sections, the
settlements in the middle are general bigger than the values in both sides near the
banks. The settlements in the elevation 1514 m are much smaller than the values in
other two elevations, for the majority settlement at the bottom of the dam had already
accomplished in the early construction stage.

Figures 5 and 6(b) show some settlements along the vertical sections I-I, II-II and
III-III, respectively. Because of existence of occlusions and data missing, the settle-
ments in the elevation 1540 m did not get. The statistical figures show that the set-
tlements are increase with the increasing of the elevations, which displays that the
filling materials in the new filled layers at the top of the dam had a rapid settlement
because of consolidation and increasing gravity loadings during the survey.

4 Conclusions

The settlement deformation distribution and evolution has an important impact on the
stability of the earth-rock dam during construction. In contrast to traditional
single-point monitoring, the deployment of TLS permits a better understanding of
distribution and evolution of the settlement deformation of dam during the construc-
tion. The following can be concluded:

(a) By means of TLS, the high resolution digital elevation models (DEM) of the dam
can be created. Settlement deformation between two respective DEMs and their
distributions can be calculated, applying the shortest distance algorithm along the
direction z-axes.

(b) Since the first survey in September 2015, the dam appeared the situation of settlement
deformation because of consolidation of filling materials and the new filling layers.

(c) The deformation distribution displays the characteristic of that the settlements in
the middle are general bigger than the values in both sides near the banks, and the
settlements are increase with the increasing of the elevations.
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Abstract. Bentonite amended local soils are used as hydraulic barriers (CB) in
municipal solid waste landfills and for the disposal of low level radioactive
waste stored containers. Excessive settlements can cause cracks in the CB which
affect the strength and provide preferential flow paths to fluids compromising
the sealing efficiency of the barrier. Thus, the integrity of CB with respect to
their hydraulic conductivity and flexural strength is very important to prevent
the environment hazards. In the present study, a series of hydraulic conductivity
tests, direct tensile tests and centrifuge model tests were conducted on model
barriers. The influence of waste settlement on the long term performance of the
barriers was studied by conducting a series of centrifuge model tests. Digital
Image Cross-Correlation technique was used in the present study for obtaining
the tensile strain in the barrier during settlement. Since, clay is having low
tensile strength and low tensile strain at failure, an attempt was made to improve
its tensile strength by using polyester discrete geofibers. A custom designed
direct tensile test set-up was used to evaluate the tensile strength-strain char-
acteristics of the unreinforced CB and fiber reinforced soil barriers (FB).
A flexible wall permeameter was used in the present study for studying the
influence of geofibers on the hydraulic conductivity of the barriers. From the
present study, it was observed that for the type of fibers, fiber dosage and length
and soil used in the present study, the tensile strain at failure was increased to a
maximum of 2.5 times and hydraulic conductivity of the soil has not varied
drastically and satisfied target hydraulic conductivity requirements for the
hydraulic barriers of the landfills.

Keywords: Landfills � MSW settlements � Tensile tests
Flexible wall permeameter � Centrifuge modelling

1 Introduction

The hydraulic barriers of landfill covers should be designed to have a low hydraulic
conductivity (k) of less than 1 � 10−9 m/s to avoid the entry of rainwater into the waste
and escape of landfill gas to the atmosphere. There are a wide variety of hydraulic
barriers available like geomembranes, geosynthetic clay liners, mineral barriers etc.
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Bentonite amended local soils can be used as hydraulic barriers in municipal solid
waste landfills and for the disposal of low level radioactive waste stored containers
wherever suitable soils are locally available. Differential settlements are inevitable in
landfill covers due to the on-going biodegradation of the waste in MSW landfills and
due to the tilting of waste containers in radioactive disposal facilities. Tensile strains
will be induced in landfill covers at the zone of maximum curvature due to the dif-
ferential settlements. Excessive settlements can lead to the formation of cracks in the
compacted soil layers of landfill covers. Tensile cracks can affect the strength and
provide preferential flow paths to fluids compromising the sealing efficiency of the
barriers. Thus, the integrity of these bentonite amended-compacted local soil barriers
(CB) with respect to their hydraulic conductivity and tensile strength is very important
to prevent the environment hazards. Thus, the motivation behind this study is primarily
to evaluate the influence of waste settlement on the performance of landfill cover
barriers. In the present study, a series of hydraulic conductivity tests, direct tensile tests
and centrifuge model tests were conducted on model barriers.

Soil is generally having low tensile strength and low tensile strain at failure. The
tensile strain at failure of compacted soil is typically between 0.1% and 4%, in the case
of betnonite [1]. Hence, there is a need for adopting strengthening measures to improve
its tensile strength-strain characteristics, while maintaining the hydraulic conductivity
of the soil barrier less than the permissible value of 1 � 10−9 m/s. An attempt was
made in the present study to improve the tensile strength by using polyester discrete
geofibers. Several investigators have used discrete geofibers in various geotechnical
applications [2–12]. However, the systematic knowledge pertaining to the use of
geofibers to landfill cover barriers, particularly, emphasizing the influence on the
hydraulic conductivity, tensile strength and differential settlements of the soil is very
limited.

2 Materials

Locally available soil was collected from an excavation site near IIT Bombay, India.
The hydraulic conductivity of the soil was found to be 2.1 � 10−7 m/s. Sodium based
bentonite was blended with the soil at different percentages of 5–20% in increments of
5% by dry weight to reduce the hydraulic conductivity. Addition of bentonite can be
considered as a viable option to reduce the hydraulic conductivity of soil. Hosney and
Rowe [13] reported the use of polymer-enhanced bentonite-sand mixture as a cover for
gold mine tailings. Local soil mixed with 15% bentonite was selected as a suitable
model barrier material. This was done by comparing the properties of the model barrier
materials according to the database given in [14]. Soil was classified as CH and
hydraulic conductivity (k) was found to be 3.2 � 10−10 m/s. In the present study,
polyester fibers with a special triangular cross section having equivalent diameter 40
microns were used and blended with the soil uniformly. A fiber content of 0.5% and
length of 90 mm was used in the present study. The model barriers for all the tests in
the present study were compacted at a water content 5% on the wet side of optimum
(OMC + 5%) and at the corresponding dry unit weight (cd = 15.2 kN/m3) as obtained
from the compaction curve of standard Proctor compaction test.
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3 Test Equipment and Methodology

3.1 Direct Tensile Tests

A custom designed tensile test set-up was used to evaluate the tensile strength-strain
characteristics of the unreinforced CB and fiber reinforced soil barriers (FB). The test
set up was developed in such a way to apply direct tension to the barrier material. The
specimen mold having dimensions of 152 mm length, 152 mm breadth and 152 mm
height was split in to two equal halves with an open top resting on a horizontal
platform. Four triangular wedges were attached inside the box which facilitates proper
contact between the soil and mold as tension is developed across the plane of sepa-
ration. One half of the mold is free to move longitudinally on frictionless bearings that
ride on polished guide rails. The other half is held fixed to the horizontal platform. The
tensile load was measured by a load cell positioned between the moving part of the
mold and the motor which applies the tensile load. The movable box is pulled away at a
constant strain rate of 1.25 mm/min in horizontal direction until the soil specimen fails
in tension. Two potentiometers were attached to the moving half of the mold for
measuring displacements. These measured displacements were used to calculate the
average strain along the direction of the movement. Figure 1 shows the view of
unreinforced barrier soil specimen (CB) after direct tensile test.

The entire proceedings were continuously recorded using a charge coupled device
(CCD) video camera mounted to view the soil surface from the top. The displacement
vectors and strain fields were obtained by performing Digital Image Cross-correlation
(DIC) of the photographs captured during various stages of the test by using the strain
master 2D package of DaVis 7.2 software [15]. The tensile stress rt is obtained by
dividing the tensile load by the cross-sectional area at the middle of soil specimen i.e.
the cracked zone. Peak tensile stress rpt(kN/m

2) is obtained from the tensile
stress-strain plots of the soil corresponding to peak tensile load. The average strain at
which visible cracks were initiated on the soil was defined as the tensile strain at crack
initiation ec(%). Figure 2 shows the top view and strain field pattern at crack initiation
and at the end of the test. It was observed that the peak tensile strength rpt and strain at
crack initiation ec was increased by 2 times and 2.5 times respectively, when reinforced

Fig. 1. View of barrier soil specimen (CB) after tensile test (a) top view (b) view along A-A
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with geofibers. During tensile tests, unreinforced soil showed a brittle behavior com-
pared with the ductile behavior of fiber-reinforced soil.

3.2 Hydraulic Conductivity Tests

Considering the advantage of Flexible-wall permeameters to offer complete control
over stresses and suitability for minimizing side-wall leakage [16], a flexible wall
permeameter was used in the present study for determining the hydraulic conductivity
of soils as per ASTM D5084 (2010) [17]. Soil specimens of 100 mm diameter and
100 mm in height were used. Figure 3 shows the view of soil specimen mounted on the
pedestal and flexible wall permeameter used in the present study. Pressure and volume
change in the cell and the soil specimen was controlled by two separate flow pumps
(Geocomp, USA make) with embedded controls and pressure transducers. De-aired tap
water was used as permeant according to ASTM D5084 [17] with the help of a

Fig. 2. FB after tensile test (a) top view (b) strain field at crack initiation (c) strain field at the
end of the test.

Fig. 3. View of (a) barrier soil specimen mounted on the pedestal (b) flexible wall permeameter
used in the present study
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deaeration tank, vacuum source and a water trap. Once the test specimen was prepared
and mounted; the system was checked for initial inspection of leakages. Soil samples
were fully saturated with the help of back pressure. Once the value of pore pressure
coefficient B reaches near 0.95, the sample was isotropically consolidated to an
effective stress of 25 kN/m2, since landfill cover barriers are subjected to low confining
pressures. After the consolidation stage, the hydraulic conductivity stage was started by
adjusting and applying the bottom pressure and top pressure on the sample to get the
desired hydraulic gradient of 15. The tests were ended when the measured inflow is
equal to measured outflow, or when hydraulic conductivity values are stabilized
whichever occurred earlier, according to the termination criteria explained in ASTM
D5084 [17]. The hydraulic conductivity of FB was found to be 1.1 � 10−10 m/s and
remained within the permissible limit required for use as barrier material.

3.3 Centrifuge Model Tests

Centrifuge tests were conducted at 40 gravities by inducing differential settlements to a
maximum of 1 m at a rate of 1 mm/min (in model dimensions) with the help of a motor
based settlement simulator. Centrifuge model tests were adopted in the present study
considering the advantage of providing stress similarity between the prototype and
model which is achieved in a centrifuge by accelerating a model of scale 1/N to N times
the Earth’s gravity. A 4.5 m radius large beam centrifuge having a capacity of
2500 g-kN available at Indian Institute of Technology Bombay was used for conducing
the tests. The description of settlement simulator setup, calibration at 1 g and 40 g has
been explained extensively in [18]. It consists of a central support system with trap
door settlement unit and two side supports provided on either side. Trapdoor settlement
unit can be lowered with the help of a screw jack, and thereby hinged plates resting on
the central support undergo an angular rotation and a trough-shaped deformation profile
can be achieved gradually. With the help of this system, a landfill area corresponding to
415 m2 at 40 g (720 mm in length and 360 mm in breadth in model dimensions) can
be simulated. All dimensions are given in model scale with those in prototype scale
within parenthesis. The thickness of model clay barriers was 25 mm (1 m) prepared on
top of a 30 mm (1.2 m) coarse sand layer followed by a 30 mm (1.2 m) fine sand layer.
Digital Image Cross-Correlation (DIC) technique was used in the present study for
deriving the strain fields during strain localization and fracture when subjected to
flexural distress. A settlement rate of 1 mm/min. (36 mm/day at 40 g) was adopted and
the distortion level a/l (the ratio of central settlement of clay barrier a over an influence
length l) was varied from 0 to 0.125.

Figure 4 shows the flexural distress and cracking pattern along with the strain field
in the cracked zone for the bentonite amended-compacted local soil barriers (CB) and
fiber reinforced (FB) barriers reinforced with PET fibers.

Strain fields were obtained from the DIC analysis of the photos captured during the
centrifuge tests. Crack propagations could be easily located by DIC and it is clear from
the figure that very wide cracks of about 15 mm (600 mm) width were observed for
unreinforced bentonite amended barriers CB whereas very minute ruptures were only
formed for FB. Water-tightness of the barriers was assessed using five pore pressure
transducers by measuring the change in height of water which was inundated on the
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barrier surface. Water pressure exerted on clay barrier at different settlement stages can
be obtained from the PPT measurements. Numerical integration of the area under the
obtained water profile will yield volume of water per unit width. Ratio of numerical
difference between initially retained volume of water v0 and volume of water at any
settlement va to the initially retained volume of water v0 is defined as the infiltration
ratio, IFR. The strain at water leakage, el for CB was 0.94%. The el was increased as
2.03% for FB. The strain at water leakage for FB barrier was increased by around 2.2
times compared to identical CB. It was also observed that 80% of the water stored on
top of the FB was retained without infiltration even after inducing a distortion level of
0.125. Summary of the results of direct tensile tests, hydraulic conductivity tests and
centrifuge model tests conducted in the present study are summarized in Table 1.

Fig. 4. Status of model barriers after subjected differential settlements: (a) CB; (b) FB

Table 1. Summary of the results of direct tensile tests, hydraulic conductivity tests and centrifuge
model tests

Test legend Direct tensile tests Hydraulic conductivity tests Centrifuge
model
tests

rpt(kN/m
2) ec(%) k(m/s) el(%) IFR

CB 12.89 0.55 3.2 � 10−10 0.94 0.4
FB 27.79 1.36 1.1 � 10−10 2.03 0.2

CB - bentonite amended-compacted local soil barriers; FB - fiber reinforced
barriers; rpt - Peak tensile stress; ec - tensile strain at crack initiation; el - strain
at water leakage; IFR - Infiltration ratio.
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4 Conclusions

Based on the analysis and interpretation of the direct tensile tests, hydraulic conduc-
tivity tests and centrifuge model tests the following conclusions can be drawn:

• The tensile strength-strain characteristics of bentonite amended-compacted local
soil barriers was found to be significantly improved by the inclusion of discrete
geofibers. It was observed that the peak tensile strength rpt and strain at crack
initiation ec was increased by 2 times and 2.5 times respectively, when reinforced
with geofibers. During tensile tests, unreinforced soil showed a brittle behavior
compared with the ductile behavior of fiber-reinforced soil.

• The hydraulic conductivity of FB was found to be 1.1 � 10−10 m/s and remained
within the permissible limit required for use as barrier material.

• From the series of centrifuge model tests, it was found that the strain at water
leakage, el for CB was 0.94%. The el was increased as 2.03% for FB. The strain at
water leakage for FB barrier was increased by around 2.2 times compared to
identical CB. It was also observed that 80% of the water stored on top of the FB was
retained without infiltration even after inducing a distortion level of 0.125 which
indicate the sealing efficiency of the barriers.
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Abstract. Static chamber method is widely used to measure emission of
landfill gas by deploying the chamber at the surface of landfill cover soil.
However, there will be errors between the measured fluxes and the real fluxes
due to the increase of gas pressure in the chamber. A numerical model based on
dust gas model was developed to investigate the factors affecting the errors. It is
found that, height of static chamber is the most sensitive factor. When the height
of chamber increases from 0.12 to 0.5 m, the error decreases from 32% to 10%.
It will be easier for the chambers of smaller sizes to accumulate higher con-
centration and lead to greater errors. The proposed numerical model was suc-
cessfully used in the analysis of the field static chamber tests carried out at the
Xi’an landfill site. The evaluated errors for the field tests can be 30%. The model
would be very useful for the error assessment of the static chamber tests.

Keywords: Static chamber � Multi-component landfill gas � Cover soil

1 Introduction

Methane (CH4) and carbon dioxide (CO2) are the major components of landfill gas
(LFG) generated from degradation of municipal solid waste (MSW). Landfill gas will
transport from the cover layer to atmosphere. Before taking further measurements to
control LFG or analyzing the influence of it on the environment, efforts should be made
to determine actual gas emission flux. The static chamber method is widely used to
measure landfill gas emission flux from the MSWs [1]. It is easy to operate, economic,
and is available for point measurement. The static chamber is placed on the surface of
landfill covers and gas concentration in it is measured at certain time intervals to obtain
the gas emission flux. Many factors such as improper operation, varying gas pressure
and temperature will result in errors of measured flux. Many works is have been
focused on optimal chamber design, including using a fan to mix the gas, using a vent
tube to minimize pressure change in the chamber, selecting a proper size of chamber
and decreasing time interval [2–4]. However, it is assumed that gas concentration at the
soil surface keeps constant after deployment static chamber. In fact, gas concentration
will increase when gas migrates into the chamber. This will lead to a decrease of
vertical concentration gradient and gas transport rate. This is also called “chamber
effect”. Therefore, the error between measured flux and actual flux should be
investigated.
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Senevirathna demonstrated that the error was related to the height of the chamber,
real flux and deployment time [5]. Livingston developed the non-linear relationship
between gas concentration and flux based on Fick’s law and Laplace transform [6].
However, the disadvantage of the relationship is that advection was not considered.
Senevirathna developed a two-dimensional model to simulate carbon dioxide transport
from a two-layer soil cover to static chamber [7], which also considered methane
oxidation Sahoo developed a two-dimensional model considering gas transport in
chamber space [8]. However, the effect of advection was also not considered. In
addition, most of the proposed models did not consider interaction of different com-
ponent gas diffusion, i.e., the multi-component gas diffusion. Dust Gas Model
(DGM) can describe gas transport and gas concentration in the chamber when the gas
consists of many components (e.g., LFG) [9]. The aim of the paper is to develop a
numerical model for simulating multi-component gas diffusion and advection in the
soil and the static chamber. The proposed model based on DGM can also be used to get
the relationship between real flux and measured flux at field.

2 Model Description

2.1 Governing Equations

After static chamber was installed at the soil surface, gas concentration in the chamber
was measured at specific time. The flux of component i, Ni,measure can be obtained from
the gradient of Ci [5]:

Ni;measure ¼ Vchamber

Achamber

� �
dCi;chamber

dt
ð1Þ

where Vchamber and Achamber are chamber volume (m3) and based area (m2); and Ci,

chamber (mol/m3) represents mole concentration of component i in the chamber.
Because of “chamber effect”, gas will accumulate in the chamber and result in the

decrease of the vertical concentration gradient. The error induced by this effect is [5]:

Error ¼ N � Nmeasure

N
� 100% ð2Þ

where Error is the error rate, N (mol/m2/s) is actual flux without static chamber; and
Nmeasure (mol/m2/s) is flux calculated by concentration-time curve.

It is assumed that gas is mixed well in the chamber and gas concentration in
chamber is equal to that of the soil surface. Because the model developed is
one-dimensional, lateral gas transport is neglected. This will lead to an error when test
time is long. The other basic assumptions are as follows: (1) the soil was homogeneous;
(2) gas flux distributed uniformly at the bottom of cover soil and kept constant; and
(3) effects of atmospheric pressure and temperature fluctuation were neglected. Based
on these assumptions, adopting mass balance equation and equation of continuity, the
transient model was developed to describe the relationship between gas concentration
and gas flux [10]:
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hg � @Ci

@t
þ @Ni

@z
¼ 0 ð3Þ

where hg is air volume ratio; z is the depth. Ci (mol/m3) is mole concentration of
component i; R (m3/Pa � K/mol) is ideal gas constant; T (K) is the absolute temperature;
and Ni (mol/m2/s) is flux of component i consisting of advection flux NV

i and diffusion
flux ND

i [11]:

Ni ¼ NV
i þND

i ð4Þ

Advection flux can be described by [12]

NV
i ¼ �xi

krgkiP
RTl

� dP
dz

ð5Þ

where krg and ki (m
2) are relative and intrinsic permeability, respectively; l (Pa s) is the

gas viscosity; and xi is the mole fraction of component i:

xi ¼ Pi=
Xn
i¼1

Pi ð6Þ

The relative gas permeability depends on the effective degree of saturation [13]:

krg ¼ 1� Seð Þ12 1� S1=ae

� �2a
ð7Þ

where a can be obtained from soil water characteristic curve test and Se is effective
degree of saturation:

Se ¼ S� Srð Þ 1� Srð Þ�1 ð8Þ

where S is degree of saturation, Sr is residual degree of saturation.
Diffusive flux can be described by the DGM model [11]:

Xn
j¼1;j 6¼i

xiND
j � xjND

i

sDij
� ND

i

De
iM

¼ @Ci

@x
i ¼ 1; 2; � � � ; n ð9Þ

where Dij(m
2/s) is binary diffusion coefficient between component i and j [14]; De

iM (m2/
s) is Knudsen diffusion coefficient of component i and s is tortuosity coefficient [15]:

s ¼ h2:5g =n ð10Þ

where n is the porosity of soil.
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Knudsen diffusion coefficient can be calculated as a function of Klinkenberg
parameter bi, permeability, viscosity and molecular mass Mi [14]:

DiM ¼ krgk
li

bi ð11Þ

where bi is Klinkenberg parameter of gas component i:

bi ¼ 5:57ðkrgkÞ�0:24 li
lair

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Mair

Mi

r
ð12Þ

and Mair and Mi(g/mol) are molecular mass of air and component i, respectively.
For idea gas, the partial pressure is related to mole concentration [16]:

Pi ¼ RT � Ci ð13Þ

where Pi is partial pressure of component i.

2.2 Boundary and Initial Conditions

The boundary condition at soil cover bottom is assumed to be a constant flux boundary:

Ni ¼ NBottom z ¼ L; t� 0 ð14Þ

The bottom flux of LFG Nbottom is equal to gas production from waste layer, while
flux of O2 and N2 is 0.

The top boundary for the case without static chamber can be constant concentration:

Ci ¼ xi
Patm

RT

� �
z ¼ 0; t� 0 ð15Þ

where Patm is atmospheric pressure.
The top boundary for the case with static chamber needs to be considered when gas

enters the chamber and gas concentration increases with time:

Ci;chamber ¼ xi
Patm

RT

� �
þ Achamber

R
Nidt

Vchamber
z ¼ 0; t� 0 ð16Þ

where the first item in Eq. (16) represents atmospheric concentration; and the second
item which expressed in integral form represents mole concentration of species i en-
tering the chamber during time t.

This model was separated by two steps. Firstly, the steady condition for the case
without static chamber is calculated. The calculated gas concentration was then used as
an initial condition of second step for the case with static chamber. It is assumed that
the soil cover was initially filled by air. The initial condition for first step calculation is
the same as the top boundary in the case without chamber. The initial conditions of the
second step are based on the results of the first step calculation.
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3 Model Verification

The proposed numerical model was verified by the experimental data from a laboratory
static chamber [17]. Details on the experiment were given in this research [17]. CO2 was
used for gas transport in the compacted soil specimen and the static chamber. The
porosity, degree of saturation, gas permeability of the soil are n = 0.38, S = 25%, kg =
1�10−10 m2, respectively. The test was firstly carried out without the static chamber.
The gas concentration at the top boundary was atmospheric concentration, i.e., P ¼
101Kpa; xCO2 :xN2 :xO2 = 0.03:78.5:21.5. The bottom flux of CO2 is 5:2�
10�5 mol=m2=s. When the gas concentration in the soil column remained constant,
steady state was achieved. The CO2 concentration profile was obtained at the steady state.
The calculated CO2 concentration profile agrees relatively well with the experimental
data (see Fig. 1).

Secondly, different sizes of static chambers were deployed at the soil surface. Gas
concentration in the chamber was recorded at a certain time interval. For different sizes
of chambers, the test data and the calculated results by the proposed model were shown
in Fig. 2a, b and c. It can be found that when the chamber is the smallest (h: 0.05 m; id:
0.1 m), the results of the proposed model consists well with the experimental data in
the first 500 s. At 800 s, the difference of those two is about 3%. When the chamber is
the biggest one (h: 0.16 m; id: 0.25 m), with a height of 0.165 m, result of model
calculation and experiment consists well until 20 min. For medium size chamber, with
a height of 0.12 m, results of model calculation and experiment consist well in first
600 s. The difference of them is 0.5% at 800 s.

4 Application of Proposed Model in Field

The field test was conducted at a landfill located at Xi’an (Northwest China). The static
chamber was installed into the final cover of the landfill. A layer of 0.9 m compacted
loess was the main material of final cover of the landfill. Gas permeability of loess at
field is 2.86 � 10−13 m2 [18]. Two points in the field were selected randomly to
conduct static chamber test.

Fig. 1. CO2 concentration profiles from experimental and model results
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To analyze error of measured flux at field, the proposed model was used on the
basis of the parameters obtained in the field site. The parameter values were obtained
from the field site test at a landfill in west China (see Table 1). Because LFG mainly
consists of CH4 and CO2, the 4 components, i.e., CH4, CO2, O2 and N2 were con-
sidered. The Gas properties were shown in Table 2.

Figure 3 shows the errors of methane and carbon dioxide flux for chambers of
different heights. The errors decreased with the increase of the height of the static

Fig. 2. CO2 concentration over time in chambers with different sizes, (a) small-size chamber
(h:0.05 m; id:0.1 m); (b) medium-size chamber (h:0.12 m; id:0.2 m) and (c) big-size chamber
(h:0.16 m; id:0.25 m)

Table 1. Parameter values used for analysis

kg (m
2) n S s N hs

2.86 � 10−13 0.52 30% 0.15 5 � 10−5 mol/m2/s 0.12–0.5 m
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chamber. When the height of chamber is 0.12 m, the error for the flux of CH4 and CO2

are both higher than 20% at 1200 s. When the height of the chamber is 0.5 m, the error
is 9% at 1200 s. These results demonstrated that chamber effect cannot be neglected.
Even the chamber is relatively high (e.g., 0.5 m). The measured flux still needs to be
corrected. The reason for the higher errors for the cases with relatively small heights is
that the concentration in the static chamber increases more quickly due to the lower
volumes. For the same chamber, the error for CO2 was smaller than that of CH4,
especially when the chamber is small. When the height of chamber is 0.12 m, differ-
ence between the errors of those two gases is 3% at 1200 s. This is due to the fact that
the binary diffusion coefficients for CO2 are smaller than that of CH4.

The static chamber, with a height of 55 cm and diameter of 50 cm, consisted of a
glass cylinder and equipped with a small fan for internal air recirculation. An external
and flexible pedestal was used to seal the static chamber to the ground, thus preventing
gases exchange between the chamber and the atmosphere when the groove in the steel
pedestal was filled with water (see Fig. 4). Shut off all the valves, waited for accu-
mulation of the gas in the chamber, sampled the gas into Tedlar bags every 10 min for
three times (0 min, 10 min, 20 min) and then methane fluxes were determined (the
slope of the gas concentration increase versus time). Gas concentration in those gas
sampling bags was analyzed by gas chromatograph (GC9800) in laboratory.

By inputting gas concentrations data of different time into Eq. (1), Nmeasure, the
measured emission flux can be obtained. The flux can be corrected by assuming a flux
error. The gas concentrations corresponding to the corrected flux can then be obtained

Table 2. Gas properties for simulations [14]

Ordinary diffusion coefficient Dij (m
2/s)

O2 CO2 CH4

N2 2.083 � 10−5 1.649 � 10−5 2.137 � 10−5

O2 1.635 � 10−5 2.263 � 10−5

CO2 1.705 � 10−5

Fig. 3. Flux error for different height of chamber in terms of (a) CH4 and (b) CO2
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by inputting the corrected flux to the model. The calculated gas concentrations were
compared to the measured data to evaluate the ranges of the error. In Fig. 5a, when
assuming that the errors are 20% and 30%, the corrected concentration predicted by the
proposed model is within the range of measured concentrations of methane and carbon
dioxide. For the test point 2, the errors of the measured CO2 and CH4 data was 0-20%
(see Fig. 5b). These results indicate that the errors with respect to field static chamber
tests can be quite high and it should be modified by the numerical model.

Static 
chamber

Fan 

Gas sample bag 

0.5 m

0.55 m

Fig. 4. Photograph of the static chamber used at a landfill site
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Fig. 5. Comparisons of observed gas concentration curve with results of proposed model,
(a) field test point 1 and (b) field test point 2
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5 Conclusions

A one-dimensional model for gas transport from the soils to the static chamber was
developed. The proposed model is verified by the experimental data. It can be used to
analyze effect of chamber height, real flux and degree of saturation on the errors
induced by the chamber effect. The main conclusions are as follows:

1. Chamber size is the main factor affecting the measurement error. When the height of
chamber ranges from 0.12 to 0.5 m, the error ranges from 32% to 10%. It will be
easier for the chambers of smaller sizes to accumulate higher concentration and lead
to greater errors. For chamber height of 0.12 m, the error can be 30% at 1200 s.
However, the deployment time for smaller chamber will be shorter. The optimal
deployment time for small chambers needs further research.

2. The proposed numerical model was successfully used in the analysis of the field
static chamber tests carried out at the Xi’an landfill site. The evaluated errors for the
field tests can be 30%. The model would be very useful for the error assessment of
the static chamber tests.
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Abstract. This study aims to examine the changes of geotechnical properties of
high-plasticity clay by hydraulic fracturing fluid and to predict the contaminated
fluid-clay behavior based on Hattab-Chang model. Similar to electrical double
layer van der Waals forces, repulsive and attractive forces derived from energy
potentials are used to describe soil behavior under different pore fluid concen-
trations. The designed contaminated samples are composed of remolded satu-
rated high-plasticity clays and hydraulic fracturing fluids ranging from 0 to
100% industry-supplied concentration, designated as C0, C0.1, C0.5, and C1. The
relationship between local model parameters and pore fluid concentration is
obtained using the executed geotechnical experiments including Atterberg
limits, direct shear, and one-dimensional load increment consolidation. The
geotechnical experiments provide the results including soil consistency,
hydraulic properties, and shear strength with respect to different pore fluid
concentrations. The Hattab-Chang model is supplemented with a relationship

between the surface potential characteristic value of fAN =~B and different pore
fluid concentrations.

Keywords: High-plasticity clay � Hydraulic fracturing fluid
Contaminated soil

1 Introduction

When considering the success of hydraulic fracturing, multiple issues remain regarding
to environmental safety and engineering properties. Due to the contamination of pro-
duced water, geotechnical properties of the contaminated soil can change, which could
have a detrimental impact on the soil mechanics or adjacent structures. Plenty of
researchers studied the effect on geotechnical properties by leaked gas oil on soils.
However, the contamination caused by of fracturing fluids has been omitted.

The studies on contaminated fine-grained soil has been many decades. The influ-
ence of petroleum-derived oil contamination on the geotechnical properties of different
soils has been widely studied [1–9]. Among the factors influencing the engineering
properties, the effect of electrostatic force, change in concentration of pore fluid,
chemicals in pore fluids, aging effects, and dielectric constant could be found in pre-
vious studies [10–14]. However, to authors’ knowledge, no previous investigation is
done on contaminated high plasticity clays (CH) with industry-supplied fracturing
fluid. The specific effect of contaminated fluid concentration is unknown.
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This study aims to examine the changes of geotechnical properties of CH clay by
fracturing fluid and to predict the contaminated fluid-clay behavior based on
Hattab-Chang model, which consider clay clusters, inter-aggregate forces, and energy
potential effects [15]. Like electrical double layer van der Waals forces, repulsive and
attractive forces derived from energy potentials are used to describe soil behavior under
different pore fluid concentrations. The designed samples are composed of remolded
saturated high-plasticity clays mixed with hydraulic fracturing fluids ranging from 0 to
100% industry-supplied concentrations, designated as C0, C0.1, C0.5, and C1. The
relationship between local model parameters and pore fluid concentrations is obtained
using the executed experiments including Atterberg limits, direct shear, one-
dimensional consolidation. The modelling will be simulated to investigate the rela-
tionship between characteristic value of AN/B and different concentrations of pore fluid.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Sample Preparation

A Heiden clay sample was obtained from Norman, OK with a dark grey/black color.
All the soil index properties could be found in previous study [18]. Produced
water/fracturing fluid sample was provided from an industry site in Houston, TX. The
industry-supplied fracturing fluid samples were of negligible viscosity and colored
urine yellow. To prepare different concentrations of produced water, the stock solution
concentration C1 was diluted with Mili-Q water to 2 times and 10 times, designated as
C0.5 and C0.1. C0 was defined as the solution concentration of Mili-Q water. Pulverized
clay samples were mixed thoroughly with different fracturing fluid samples at con-
centrations of C0, C0.1, C0.5, and C1 reaching their liquid limit and left in a moisture
room for a week to allow to reach equilibrium.

2.2 Methods

To obtain a fundamental comprehension on the change of shear behavior of clayey soil
contaminated by fracking fluid, a series of geotechnical laboratory tests were imple-
mented including Atterberg limits, 1-D incremental consolidation test (IL), and direct
shear tests (DS).

To further investigation of the proposition that clay can be regarded as an assembly
of clusters or aggregates, the workflow by Hattab and Chang [15] is adopted to provide
a reasonable method to consider inter-aggregate forces and energy potential effect on
clay deformation [15]. Different concentrations of contamination in pore fluid are
expected to have reasonable correlation with local parameters in the model.

It was assumed that the change of intra-cluster pores is negligible. In the saturated
medium, the two clusters in the model have the radius of R, with the length connecting
the two centers designated as lc. Two types of potentials govern the neighboring
clusters: repulsive type wR, and attractive type wA. The resulting potential w can be
described as:
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w ¼ wR þwA ð1Þ

wR ¼ ~BRe�d�1
min lc�2Rð Þ ð2Þ

wA ¼ �~A
2R2

l2c � 4R2 þ 2R2

l2c
þ ln

l2c � 4R2

l2c

� �� �
ð3Þ

where ~B and ~A are parameters related to surface potential of clusters depending on the
mineralogy of the clay and the pore fluid chemistry; 2dmin is the minimum distance
between two clusters in the model. The inter-cluster force f is introduced in Eq. (4)
which represents the sum of the repulsive and attractive forces

f ¼ �~BRd�1
mine

�d�1
min lc�2Rð Þ þ ~AR2 lc

ðl2c � 4R2Þ2 þ 1
l3c
� 2
lc l2c � 4R2
� �" #

ð4Þ

where ~B and ~A can also be normalized as ~AN ¼ ~A
dmin

;RN ¼ R
dmin

; lN ¼ lc
dmin

. From the
experimental data, the formula derived by Hattab and Chang between branch length lc
and void ratio e can be described by the following [15]:

lc ¼ 2R
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ eð Þ= 1þ 0:35ð Þ3

p
ð5Þ

where assuming the closely packed assembly has a void ratio 0.35 as hexagonal
packing. The coordination number of the assembly is assumed to be 12. The relation
between force f, displacement lc, and stress p’ are then given as

f ¼ p0

lc

p
3

� �
2Rð Þ3 1þ eð Þ

12
ð6Þ

where the stress p’ in the model was isotropic effective stress through experiments. In
macro-scale, the experimental relation w-p’ is presented in terms of water content
w with respect to p’. In micro-scale, the calculated relation lc-f can be expressed
between branch length lc and local force f between the two neighboring clusters. Then,
the three parameters ~B, ~A, and dmin can be determined based on the three known points
in the lc-f curve.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Geotechnical Experiments

Atterberg limits are determined as the preliminary assessment of the soil’s mechanical
properties for different mixture samples (Fig. 1 (a)). The results indicated that the liquid
limit (LL) and plastic limit (PL) decreased with increasing fracturing fluid concentration
percent, which is the contrary to the effect exhibited by the role of gas oil. The decrease
can be explained by the discussion of Arasan [16], who summarized the effect of
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chemicals on geotechnical properties of different types of clay [16]. For CH clays, the salt
solution tends to reduce the thickness of the Diffuse Double Layer (DDL) and flocculate
the CH clay particles, resulting in a decline of LL of CH clay. Figure 1 (b) – (d) present
results of 4 series of IL consolidation tests for different mixtures of fracturing fluids. The
consolidation curves are shown and compared either in the form of end of increment
(EOI) or end of primary consolidation of (EOP) for each loading stage. Casagrande
method was used to calculate the Coefficient of Consolidation (Cv) values. Results of Cv

show a clear increase for contaminated CH samples ranging from C0.1 to C1. Yet, it also
reveals that different contaminated concentrations show minor effect on variation of
permeability properties of the contaminated CH soil. In general, the Cv values show a
similar decreasing tendency for both the clean and contaminated CH clay as the con-
solidation stress increases. The Compression index (Cc) values were obtained from the
virgin compression curves. The overall decrease trend shows similarity with the gas oil
contamination study on Kaolinite [17].

Results of both undrained and drained DS tests are shown in Fig. 2. The quick DS
tests were carried out at a consolidation period of 24 h prior to a rate of shear

Fig. 1. (a) Atterberg Limits Results; (b) ev-p curve of IL consolidation test; (c) Cv-p curve of IL
consolidation test; (d) Cc variation with respect to different fracturing fluid concentrations.
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deformation equal to 0.5 mm/min at normal stress of 25, 50, and 75 kPa. The slow DS
tests were implemented at a consolidation period of 24 h following a shear deformation
of 0.00694 mm/min (24 h). To verify the fully drained condition, a shear deformation
of 0.00347 mm/min (48 h) was performed, which was proved to have a nearly identical
curve. It can be seen from Fig. 2 (a) that the apparent cohesion is generated by building
up the pore pressure when the specimen is sheared fast. The friction angle increases
with increasing contaminated concentration of fracturing fluids, which is found to the
opposite for contamination by gas oil [9]. For drained DS test results on remolded
mixture samples (cohesion is 0), both friction angle from peak and residual value
increase with increasing contaminated concentrations (Fig. 2 (b)).

3.2 Modelling and Prediction

As in the previous modelling for kaolinite or mixture with montmorillonite, a radius of
4 lm was assumed for single clay cluster in this modelling. Figure 3 (a) shows the
macro-scale w-p’ relationship for different fluid-soil mixtures ranging from C0 to C1.
Due to the inconsistency and man-made uncertainty of preparing the specimen at initial
condition, initial water content of sample with C0.1 shows a bit higher than its LL. This
is the main reason of the deviation of the curve from others. After the calculation using
Eqs. (4), (5), and (6), micro-scale lc-f as shown in Fig. 3 (b) could be obtained. Based
on three known points on each curve, three characteristic parameters ~B, ~A, and dmin can
be determined for each fluid-soil mixture. The obtained model parameters were plotted
in Fig. 4 (a) as well as mixtures of kaolinite and montmorillonite from Chang’s data
[15]. The fluid-clay mixtures fell in the range between kaolinite and montmorillonite in
the validity domain of the model. In addition, Fig. 4 (b) presents a relationship between
characteristic values and different pore fluid concentrations.

The simulation curve can be obtained when three characteristic parameters ~B, ~A,
and dmin were put into Eq. (4). The simulated local behavior lc-f was found to be
approximately identical to the experimental results. Even though the Eq. (4) has the

Fig. 2. (a) Quick DS test (undrained); (b) Slow DS test (drained).
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realistic physical significance to describe micro-scale behavior, a simple exponential
equation is a better fit than Eq. (4). Their relationship cannot be verified until further
investigation is accomplished.

4 Conclusions

The study presents a series of experimental investigations and modelling on the geotech-
nical properties of CH clay when contaminated with different concentrations of fracturing
fluids. The following conclusions are made, based on the results and discussions:

(1) LL and PL decrease with increasing contaminated concentration for CH clay.
(2) The value of Cv increases to a nearly uniform range with different contaminated

concentrations from C0.1 to C1.

Fig. 3. (a) Experimental data from IL consolidation; (b) Calculated local parameters.

Fig. 4. (a) Model’s valid domain for the Heiden Clay data and literature; (b) Effect of different

concentrations of fracturing fluid on characteristic values of fAN=~B.
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(3) Shear strength of CH clay increases with fracturing fluid contamination.
(4) Neither positive nor negative correlation is found for the Cc of fracturing fluid

contaminated CH clay. The compressibility of high-plasticity clay shows a
decrease and an increase afterward as the pore fluid concentration increases.
Unless further studies on the variation of Cc with pore fluid concentration are
accomplished, a general conclusion cannot be given.

(5) DS test with a shear deformation of 0.00694 mm/min is adequate to ensure no
pore pressure is generated after verification with 48 h of shearing. Performing DS
test at a faster shear rate cannot provide accurate strength index for the contam-
inated mixture.

(6) The Hattab-Chang model is applicable for Heiden clay mixing with fracturing
fluid. The effect of different pore fluid concentrations is provided with respect to

the characteristic value of fAN=~B.
(7) The assumed K0 condition in this modelling is easier to fabricate in 1-D con-

solidation test compared to the triaxial isotropic loading method.
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Abstract. Although cement-based materials are the most extensively used
binders in the solidification/stabilization (S/S) technique, the substantial retar-
dation in the cement hydration by high concentration of heavy metals and low
temperature curing condition deteriorate the performances of stabilized soils.
A novel binder, KMP, composed of oxalic acid-activated phosphate rock,
monopotassium phosphate and reactive magnesia, shows lower leachability for
heavy metal and higher strength for the stabilized soils with optimum moisture
content. However, the study on low-temperature properties of contaminated soil
with high moisture content stabilized by KMP is very limited. The present study
validates the low-temperature effectiveness of KMP in S/S techniques by
evaluating the strength and heavy metals leached properties of stabilized
smelting industrial contaminated soil. A series of tests, including moisture
content, dry density, soil pH, leachate electrical conductivity, toxicity charac-
teristic leaching procedure and unconfined compressive strength test are
undertaken. Portland cement is selected as a control binder for comparison
purposes. The results show that the effect of low-temperature curing condition to
the UCS of KMP stabilized soil specimens is lower relative to PC stabilized soil
specimens. The KMP stabilized soil specimens with initial moisture content of
25% and cured at −10 °C can fulfill the requirement in USEPA Guidance
(� 350 kPa). The effect of low-temperature curing condition to the heavy
metals leached concentrations of KMP stabilized soil specimens are lower rel-
ative to PC stabilized soil specimens. The KMP stabilized soil specimens with
initial moisture content of 35% and cured at −10 °C can fulfill the requirement
in China MEP threshold limit. The UCS of stabilized soil decreases with
increasing initial moisture content. The UCS of KMP stabilized soil is lower
than the PC stabilized soil specimen with high initial moisture content of 35%,
while the UCS of KMP stabilized soil is higher than the PC stabilized soil with
initial moisture content of 25%.
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1 Introduction

With rapid urbanization, the heavy metals contamination is becoming more serious
resulting from the toxic chemical emissions of anthropogenic activities [1, 2]. The
heavy metals pose potential threat to human health and surrounding environment due to
their highly persistence and unapparent in soil. Solidification/stabilization technique is
widely used for treatment of soils contaminated with heavy metals [3, 4]. It involves the
addition of cementitious binder to contaminated soils to cause physical encapsulation
and chemical fixation of contaminants and enhance the strength of the soils.

Previous studies and applications of binders have focused on high-alkaline
cementitious materials, such as Portland cement (PC) and blend of cement and other
cementitious materials like fly ash and lime [4, 5]. It is reported that the production of
PC is associated with intensive energy use and is reported to account for 5–8% of
anthropogenic carbon emission [6]. In addition, the presence of certain heavy metal in
the soils, such as Zn, has a significant negative effect on the hydration of the
cement-based binders and strength development of the stabilized soils. Because the
product of calcium zincate dihydrate (CaZn2(OH)6�2H2O) would wrap around the
cement grains and hinder the subsequent reaction of binder with clay mineral and
contaminants [4]. Furthermore, when exposed to external conditions, such as acid rain,
freeze-thaw cycling and wet-dry cycling, heavy metals in the high-alkaline binders
stabilized soils would leach easily [7–9]. Therefore, the utilization of PC is limited in
above special conditions. Under the drive of searching more sustainable and endurable
binders, some low-cost phosphorous-based materials are drawing researchers’ attention
recently [10]. A novel binder, KMP, consists of oxalic acid-activated phosphate rock
(APR), monopotassium phosphate (KH2PO4) and reactive magnesia (MgO) in 1:1:2
proportion by dry weight basis [9–11]. Extensive investigations show that the KMP
stabilized soil has many advantages compared to PC stabilized soils, such as high
immobilization efficiency for Zn and Pb, high strength and relatively lower pH of
stabilized soil [10], and better durability in external conditions [9, 11]). Hence, KMP is
a promising alternative to cement-based binders due to its economic and environmental
merits.

In addition, the cold regions are distributed widely in the Earth, and the area of cold
regions in China is about 4.17 million sq. km, accounts for nearly 43.5% of the
country’s land area [12]. A typical western city of Baiyin is taken as an example,
according to the climate monitoring data recorded by the local meteorological
department, the daily mean temperature and the minimum daily mean temperature in
winter (December, January and February) are 5 °C and −10 °C, respectively. The
engineering construction in cold regions will definitely be affected by the low tem-
perature [13, 14], and the in-situ solidification/stabilization practices for heavy metal
contaminated soils remediation are no exception. Temperature affects the mechanics
properties of cement-based materials through its effect on the hydration of cement and
its associated microstructural development [15–18]. In addition, the low temperature
properties of the traditional magnesium phosphate cement (MPC) has been investigated
by many researchers [19, 20], and the results shows that MPC can set and harden at
temperatures as low as −20 °C due to the rapid formation of chemical bonding by
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violent acid-base reaction between magnesia and phosphate [21]. However, to date,
studies on the impacts of low temperature on the leaching properties of heavy metals
from PC or KMP stabilized soil are very limited. Moreover, if the contaminated soils
are in high natural moisture content (for example, drainage ditch sediment), it is
time-consuming for the contaminated soils to be air-dried and to achieve the optimum
moisture content, especially when the remediation is conducted in winter. Hence, it is
necessary to investigate the low-temperature properties of stabilized soils with high
moisture content.

The objectives of this study are to (1) investigate the influence of low-temperature
to the binder hydration and further reactions in the binder-contaminant-soil system;
(2) compare the strength and heavy metal leaching properties of KMP and PC stabi-
lized soils with high moisture content (more than liquid limit). The extent of reactions
in the binder-contaminant-soil system is evaluated by moisture content and dry density
of the stabilized soils. The strength and leaching performance are evaluated by
unconfined compression strength (UCS) and toxic characteristics leaching procedures
(TCLP) test. Furthermore, the soil pH test is conducted as an evaluation parameter for
the land reuse.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Soils and Binders

A large number of lead-zinc smelters were founded in Baiyin City of Gansu Province
since the 1970s, and the local land is heavily polluted by the untreated smelting sewage
disposal, especially, in the upper reaches of Dongdagou ditch stream. The contami-
nated soil used in this study were screened and collected from this contaminated site
(36°33′ N, 104°12′ E). Based on previous site investigation, twenty typical soil samples
were collected within a depth of 0.5 m below the surface using a plastic grab, stored in
polyethylene bags and kept in a seal box for return to the laboratory. Soil samples were
then air dried, mixed thoroughly, ground, passed through a 10-mesh sieve with opening
size of 2 mm and stored in seal plastic containers until analysis.

The basic physicochemical properties of the contaminated soil are shown in
Table 1. The Atterberg limits are measured as per ASTM D4318. The grain size
distribution is evaluated using a laser particle size analyzer (Mastersizer 2000). The
optimum water content and maximum dry density of the soil are determined using
electric compaction device as per ASTM D698, and the compaction curves shown in
Fig. 1. Soil pH is measured at a 1:1 (w/w) soil: water suspension using a glass pH meter
(HORIBA D-54) as per ASTM D4972. The electrical conductivity test is performed
according to the procedures presented by Cai et al. [22]. The X-ray fluorescence
(XRF) analysis of the original soil is performed by using an ARL 9800 XP+XRF
spectrometry, and the result listed in Table 2. Soil total heavy metal concentration is
measured by digesting soil with HNO3-HClO4-HF, followed by the concentration
analysis using ICP-AES. It can be found that the Pb, Zn and Cd concentration are
9710 mg/kg, 17300 mg/kg and 2425 mg/kg, respectively. The leachability of heavy
metals from the original soils is determined using the toxicity characteristic leaching
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procedure (TCLP) in accordance with the USEPA Method 1311, and the leached
concentration of Pb, Zn and Cd are 17.96 mg/L, 1593.29 mg/L and 27.73 mg/L,
respectively.

The KMP powder is a mixture of the APR, KH2PO4 and reactive MgO in 1:1:2
proportion by dry weight, as this ratio is found to yield relatively low leachability and
high unconfined compressive strength for the stabilized soils in previous studies [10].
The chemical analytical reagent, KH2PO4, is obtained from Sinopharm Chemical

Table 1. Physicochemical properties of soil.

Property Value

Natural moisture content, wn (%) 25.0–35.0
Optimum moisture content, wopt (%) 18.4
Maximum dry density, qd (g/cm

3) 1.69
Plastic limit, wp (%) 33.3
Liquid limit, wL (%) 17.2
Plasticity index, Ip (%) 16.1
Specific gravity, Gs 2.73
pH 5.67
Electrical conductivity, EC (ms/cm) 6.21
Grain size distribution (%)
Clay (<0.005 mm) 6.54
Silt (0.005–0.075 mm) 43.95
Sand (0.075–2 mm) 49.51

Fig. 1. Compaction curve for contaminated soil.
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Reagent Co. Ltd., China, and industrial reagent reactive MgO is obtained from Fange
Chemical Co. Ltd., China. Both the KH2PO4 and MgO are used without further
treatment. Commercial phosphate rock, obtained from Rongguan Chemical Reagent
Co. Ltd., China, is crushed and ground to pass through a 100-mesh sieve with opening
size of 0.075 mm. The APR powder is prepared by the oxalic acid method as detailed
in Du et al. [10]. The chemical analytical sodium borate (Na2B4O7�10H2O) obtained
from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co. Ltd. is used as retarder. The Portland cement
produced by the Nanjing Hailuo Cement Co. Ltd. is used as a conventional binder. The
chemical compositions of the APR and PC are measured using an X-ray fluorescence
spectrometer (ARL 9800XP + XRF) and are shown in Table 1. The reactivity of the
MgO is measured as 90 to 100 s using the acetic acid testing method proposed by
Shand [23], and the reactive MgO used in this study is classified as of moderate
reactivity [24]. All of these tests are conducted in replicate and the mean values are
calculated. The coefficients of variation (COV) of the results are less than 3%, indi-
cating good repeatability of the test results.

2.2 Sample Preparation

According to the climate monitoring data recorded by the local meteorological
department of Baiyin city, the daily mean temperature and the minimum daily mean
temperature in winter (December, January and February) are 5 °C and −10 °C,
respectively. Hence, the curing temperature of 5 °C and −10 °C are determined in this
study. The standard curing temperature of 20 °C is also used as a temperature control.
To simulate an actual environment, the binders and contaminated soil are mixed at
room temperature, and then the stabilized soils are cured at low temperature condition
of −10 °C and 5 °C to keep consistent with the low temperature at night in field
environment.

Preliminary results suggest that the treatment design of a dosage of 6% (on dry
weight of soil basis) and a moisture content of 25% (on dry weight of soil basis) shows
relatively low leachability of heavy metals and high unconfined compressive strength
of the stabilized soils with moisture content of 20–35%. Hence, this design is used as a

Table 2. Oxide compositions of APR, PC, weak-alkaline cement and original soil.

Oxide chemistry APR PC Original soil

Calcium oxide (CaO) 45.93 44.7 2.33
Silicon oxide (SiO2) 6.14 27.4 58.21
Aluminum oxide (Al2O3) 1.23 13.1 12.79
Phosphorus oxide (P2O5) 25.10 0.13 –

Sulphate oxide (SO3) – 3.96 0.56
Ferric oxide (Fe2O3) – 3.34 6.78
Magnesium oxide (MgO) – 1.19 2.65
Potassium oxide (K2O) – 1.14 2.21
Fluorine (F) 2.35 – –

Loss on ignition (950 °C) 13.12 2.53 9.01
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control to investigate the effects of curing temperature on the leachability and strength
properties of the stabilized soils. In addition, the maximum nature moisture content of
the field contaminated soil is approximate 35%, and it is slightly higher than the wL of
the contaminated soil (33.3%), as shown in the Table 1. The moisture content of 35%
is defined as high moisture content and further selected as target moisture content in
this study. However, the dosage of 6% shows an unsatisfactory strength performance
for the contaminated soil with high moisture content of 35% in the preliminary study.
Therefore, an increased dosage of 12% is determined for the soil with moisture content
of 35% in the subsequent test.

The binders with predetermined weights (6% or 12%, on dry weight of soil basis)
are poured into the contaminated soil with initial moisture content (IMC) of 25% or
35%, respectively. The mixtures are immediately introduced into an electronic mixer,
and the mixtures are agitated at a low speed for approximate 1 min and then at a high
speed for approximate 4 min to achieve homogeneity. Then, different sampling
methods are used for the stabilized soil with moisture content of 25% (in solid-state)
and with moisture content of 35% (in slurry-state). A certain quantity of the solid-state
mixture is compacted into a 50 mm diameter by 100 mm height stainless steel cylin-
drical mold under the conditions of maximum dry density (1.69 g/cm3). The specimens
are then carefully extruded from the mold using a hydraulic jack, sealed in black
polyethylene bags and cured for the predetermined 7 or 28 days under controlled
ambient conditions (temperature of −10 °C, 5 °C or 20 °C and relative humidity of
95%). Later the slurry-state mixtures are also poured into a 50 mm diameter by
100 mm height PVC cylindrical mold. Due care is taken to remove trapped air bubbles
from the mixture during the placement into the molds. The molds are wrapped with
polythene caps to minimize moisture loss, and the specimens are cured under the same
condition to solid-state specimens. For comparison, the original soil is also prepared
and cured under the same conditions. The time consumed for a sample to be prepared is
approximate 15 min. Furthermore, at the end of the curing period the specimens cured
at temperature of −10 °C are transferred to the standard curing condition (20 °C and
relative humidity of 95%) to thaw for 1 day before subsequent tests. The specimens
cured in plastic bags or sealed in PVC cylindrical mold, remained sealed during the
1-day equilibration period to prevent moisture loss. Soil samples are designated as
PCi (k d) or KMPi (k d) to denote specimens with binder PC or KMP dosage of i% and
curing k days, respectively. Blank specimens denote the contaminated soil samples
without any binder addition.

2.3 Testing Methods

The unconfined compression strength (UCS) test is conducted as per ASTM D4219.
A certain quantity of fragments from the broken UCS test specimens is immediately
collected for the subsequent tests. The dry density test is conducted as per ASTM
D7263. The moisture content test is conducted as per ASTM D2216. What needs to
illustrate is that the stabilized soil is soaked in anhydrous ethanol for 24 h to cease the
further hydration of binders before heated in oven. The stabilized soil pH is conducted
as per ASTM D4972. Some other soaked fragments from the broken UCS test spec-
imens are air-dried, crushed, and passed through a 2 mm sieve to ensure the
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homogeneity of the samples. The pH values are obtained by placing the portable
HORIBA D-54 pH meter into the supernatant. The electrical conductivity (EC) mea-
surements, which are simple, inexpensive, and rapid, can be used as an index of the
chemical composition of electrolyte solutions [25]. In this study, the EC data are used
as indirectly criterion for mobility of heavy metals in the stabilized soils. The EC test is
performed according to the procedures presented by Cai et al. [22]. The EC values of
the supernatant are measured by employing the portable DDS-22C conductivity meter
into the supernatant. The leachability of heavy metals from the stabilized soils is
determined using the toxicity characteristic leaching procedure (TCLP) in accordance
with the USEPA Method 1311. Fragments from the broken UCS test specimens are
air-dried, crushed, and passed through a 9.5 mm sieve. Measurements are made in
triplicate for the concentrations of Pb, Zn and Cd, and the average values are calcu-
lated. The results show that the values of the standard deviation are less than 5% for the
triplicates, demonstrating the reproducibility of the test results. Triplicate specimens are
tested for UCS, w, qd, pH, EC and TCLP and the average of these values are calculated,
presented and discussed in this study.

3 Results and Analysis

3.1 Moisture Content and Dry Density

Figure 2 shows the moisture content variations with different curing temperature and
IMC. The IMC for Fig. 2(a) and (b) are 25% and 35%, respectively. It can be observed
that the moisture content of the stabilized soil drops remarkably with increasing curing
time and curing temperature. In this study, the IMC and binder dosage are almost same
for each kinds of soil specimens, so the higher moisture content of stabilized soil with
same curing time reflects that a lesser amount of water is involved in the reactions in
the binder-contaminant-soil system. In other words, retardation degrees of low tem-
perature to the binder hydration and further reactions are greater. The lower reduction
of moisture content at lower curing temperature can mainly be attributed to that the
lower curing temperature has hindered hydration of binders and further reactions in the
binder-contaminant-soil system in greater extent [15, 16, 19, 20]. It can be observed
from Fig. 2(a) that the effect of the curing temperature (−10 °C) to the PC stabilized
soil is more significant compared to KMP stabilized soil, and it reveals that KMP is
very suitable for application to the low temperature remediation because it doesn’t need
any heat-curing or use of antifreezing admixture.

As shown in Fig. 2(a), it is evident that smaller change of moisture content is
observed for PC stabilized soil, as compared to KMP stabilized soil with the same IMC
of 25% and same curing time, and the difference is mainly determined by the chemical
properties of binders. However, the changes of the moisture contents for the stabilized
soil specimens with IMC of 35% are different at different curing temperature, as shown
in Fig. 2(b). They are in the order of KMP > PC, PC > KMP and PC > KMP at the
curing temperature of −10 °C, 5 °C and 20 °C, respectively. This suggests that the
IMC and binder dosage, as well as curing temperature, are important factors
influencing the reactions of the binder-contaminant-soil system. It can be seen that PC
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Fig. 2. Moisture content measured immediately after UCT of specimens with different curing
temperature and IMC: (a) IMC is 25%; and (b) IMC is 35% (COV < 1.6%).
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consume more water in the stabilized soil specimen with higher moisture content, and it
is more notable at the curing temperature of 5 °C and 20 °C, as compared to PC
stabilized soil. The possible reason for the result is that retardation degree of PC
hydration is slightly alleviated by a lower heavy metals concentration in the pore water
of stabilized soil specimen with higher moisture content and binder dosage.

Figure 3 depicts the moisture content variations of soil specimens with different
curing temperature and IMC. The IMC for Fig. 3(a) and (b) are 25% and 35%,
respectively. It can be observed that dry density of the stabilized soil rises remarkably
with increasing curing temperature and curing time, as compared to the blank specimen
(i.e., no binder). And the result obtained from dry density test is consistent with the
moisture content test. The dry density of the blank soil specimen (1.59 g/cm3) cured at

Fig. 3. Effects of curing temperature and IMC on the dry density: (a) IMC is 25%; and (b) IMC
is 35% (COV < 2.5%).
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temperature of −10 °C is slightly lower than other blank soil specimens (1.61–
1.62 g/cm3) due to frost heaving occurs in the soil specimen cured at temperature of
−10 °C. Figure 3(a) also illustrates that the dry density of the KMP stabilized soil is
greater than the PC stabilized soil specimens with IMC of 25%, therefore the KMP
stabilized soil can develops a denser internal structure, compared to PC stabilized soil.

Furthermore, in spite of the binder dosage increases to 12%, the dry density of the
soil specimens slightly reduces when the IMC is 35%, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The dry
density of the KMP stabilized soil is greater than the PC stabilized soil at −10 °C. The
difference indicates that the amorphous hydration products of KMP (i.e., MgKPO4, Mg
(OH)2) are more than that of PC (i.e., CSH) in quantitative terms, thus KMP displays
good cold-resistant properties when applied in the cold regions or cold seasons.

The effects of low temperature and high moisture content on the aforementioned
soil pH and electrical conductivity of leachate as well as other environmental and
mechanical properties including leachability of the heavy metals and unconfined
compressive strength of the stabilized soil, are discussed in the following sections.

3.2 Soil PH and Electrical Conductivity of Leachate

Figure 4 presents the measured pH soil specimens with different curing temperature
and IMC. The IMC for Fig. 4(a) and (b) are 25% and 35%, respectively. It can be
observed that soil pH increases remarkably with the addition of binders due to the
plenty product of OH− after the hydration reaction of a certain quantity of alkaline
substances (i.e., MgO and CaO) contained in the binders. The main reasons for the pH
of the stabilized soil slightly decreases with the curing time are (a) the evolution of
pozzolanic reaction in the PC stabilized soil, wherein the consumption of OH− is
needed, as expressed by the following chemical Eq. (1), the result is consistent with the
previous results of Du et al. [4]; (b) A certain quantity of OH− is consumed in the
process of hydroxide precipitation of heavy metal, as expressed by the following
chemical Eq. (2). The pH of the PC stabilized soil rises more significantly with the
decrease of curing temperature, compared to KMP stabilized soil. This further indicates
that the negative effect of low temperature to KMP hydration is more slightly.

mCa OHð Þ2 þ SiO2 þ nH2O ! mCaO � SiO2 � mþ nð ÞH2O ð1Þ

M2þ þ 2OH� ! M OHð Þ2 ð2Þ

The PC stabilized soils with dosage of 6% and 12% have pH values of 9.94–10.89
and 10.77–11.69, respectively. Those are below the established hazardous classification
threshold limit of 12.5 for GB 5085.1 [26]. However, they are beyond the stricter
recommended value of 6-9 for the contaminated site remediation, i.e. the standard of
DB 43T 1165 [27]. The pH of KMP stabilized soil is 8.13 to 8.91 at the curing time of
28 days, which can well meet the stricter remediation target.

Figure 5 depicts the EC of leachate with different curing temperature and IMC.
The IMC for Fig. 5(a) and (b) are 25% and 35%, respectively. It can be observed that
EC of the stabilized soil reduces remarkably with increasing curing temperature and
curing time, as compared to the blank specimen. The decreased EC of the leachate
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suggests that a quality of water-soluble ions (containing metal cations, i.e., Pb2+, Zn2+,
Cd2+, Ca2+, Mg2+, K+ and anions, i.e., PO4

3+, OH−) are involved in the reactions of the
binder-contaminant-soil system, as shown by the chemical Eqs. (1), (2) and (3) for
series of reactions.

3M2þ 2PO3þ
4 ! M3 PO4ð Þ2 ð3Þ

Figure 5 also illustrates that the influence of curing temperature on the leachate EC
of KMP stabilized soil is less than PC stabilized soil, and it further suggests that the
KMP can well complete hydration even at a low temperature of −10 °C, and the low
curing temperature has much less interference with the hydration of KMP than PC.

Fig. 4. Measured soil pH for different curing time and curing temperature: (a) IMC is 25%; and
(b) IMC is 35% (COV < 2.5%).
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3.3 Leachability of the Heavy Metals

The leached Pb, Zn and Cd concentrations from original and stabilized soils with
different IMC and curing temperature are compared in Figs. 6, 7 and 8. In all cases, the
leached concentrations of Pb, Zn and Cd from the original soils obviously exceed the
China MEP threshold limit of GB 5085.3 [28], emphasizing the need for remediation.
The stabilized soils exhibit significantly lower concentrations of leached heavy metals,
regardless of the curing time and curing temperature. It can be found that the effect of
curing temperature is more significant on PC treated soil, compared to KMP stabilized
soil. In addition, the leached Pb concentration of the KMP stabilized soil is much lower
relative to the PC stabilized soil, as shown in the Fig. 6(a). It is evident from Fig. 6(a)
that for all the curing temperature, the heavy metals leached concentrations of KMP

Fig. 5. Electrical conductivity of leachate with different curing temperature and IMC: (a) IMC is
25%; and (b) IMC is 35% (COV < 2.1%).
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stabilized soil can meet the China MEP threshold limit of GB 5085.3 at the curing time
of 7 days. However, it needs 28 days for the PC stabilized soil to meet the same limit at
the curing temperature of 20 °C, and it fails to meet the China MEP threshold limit for
GB 5085.3 for the soil specimens cured at the temperature of −10 °C and 5 °C. As
shown in the Fig. 6(b), heavy metals leached concentrations of the stabilized soils
decreases with the increasing binder dosage and IMC, however, the leached concen-
trations of PC stabilized soil still cannot meet the China MEP threshold limit of GB
5085.3, except the soil specimen cured at the temperature of 20 °C.

The basic variation trends in the leachated concentration of Zn and Cd are similar to
that of Pb, as shown in the Figs. 7 and 8. However, a minute difference is that the

Fig. 6. Variations in the leachated Pb concentration of soil specimens with different curing
temperature and IMC: (a) IMC is 25%; and (b) IMC is 35% (COV < 3.2%).
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leachated concentration of Zn and Cd for all KMP and PC stabilized soil specimens
with a low IMC (25%) cannot meet the China MEP threshold limit of GB 5085.3 under
the curing temperature of −10 °C for cured 28 days. Overall, the results presented in
Figs. 6, 7 and 8 demonstrate that the heavy metals leached concentrations of the KMP
stabilized contaminated soil specimens, with low or high moisture content (25% or
35%), can both well meet the China MEP threshold limit when cured under a low
temperature condition (−10 °C).

Fig. 7. Variations in the leachated Zn concentration of soil specimens with different curing
temperature and IMC: (a) IMC is 25%; and (b) IMC is 35% (COV < 2.8%).
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3.4 Unconfined Compressive Strength

Based on the measured UCS of the soil specimens with different curing temperature
and IMC (Fig. 9), it can be seen that, similar to dry density, the UCS reduces with the
decreasing curing temperature. The effect of low temperature cured condition to the
UCS of PC stabilized soil is higher than KMP treated soil. For example, as presented in
Fig. 9, the UCS of KMP stabilized soil cured at −10 °C is 0.78 times to that cured at
20 °C, while UCS of PC stabilized soil cured at −10 °C is only 0.48 times to that cured
at 20 °C. USEPA suggested an UCS of 350 kPa at 28 days for materials to be disposed
of to landfill [29]. As can be seen from Fig. 2(a), all the KMP stabilized soil specimens

Fig. 8. Variations in the leachated Pb concentration of soil specimens with different curing
temperature and IMC: (a) IMC is 25%; and (b) IMC is 35% (COV < 4.0%).
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can fulfill the requirement in USEPA Guidance [29], while only the PC stabilized soil
specimens at 20 °C fulfill the requirement.

By comparing the UCS of stabilized soils with different IMC (Fig. 9(a) and (b)), it
is obvious that the soil specimen with increasing IMC of 35% shows a remarkable
reduction in UCS relative to the IMC of 25%, in spite of the binder dosage increases to
12%, which can be attributed to more pores being formed inside the stabilized soil as a
result of the larger moisture content. These results demonstrate that the synergistic
effects of low temperature and high moisture content can adversely affect the UCS. As
shown in the Fig. 9, the UCS of the soil specimens stabilized by KMP is greater than
that by PC when the IMC is 25%. However, when the IMC is 35%, the UCS is higher
for the PC stabilized soil specimens cured at 5 °C and 20 °C; meanwhile, the UCS of
the KMP stabilized soil specimens is slightly greater than the PC stabilized soil
specimens at −10 °C. In addition, no stabilized soil specimens can fulfill the

Fig. 9. Unconfined compressive strength with concentration of soil specimens with different
curing temperature and IMC: (a) IMC is 25%; and (b) IMC is 35% (COV < 3.5%).
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requirement in USEPA Guidance [29] when the IMC of the soil specimens is 35%.
Therefore, other necessary measures should be taken to dispose of the high moisture
content soil if there is a special strength requirement (e.g., higher than 350 kPa as the
USEPA Guidance suggested).

3.5 Discussion

From the results obtained from moisture content and UCS test (Figs. 2 and 9), it can be
found that the PC stabilized soil shows poor hydration property and further reactions in
the binder-contaminant-soil system at low temperature, and the similar behavior of PC
at low temperature has been observed by earlier researcher in previous studies [15–18].
These results can be attributed to that low temperatures inhibit the dissolution of the
anhydrous clinker phases and the PC hydration process [30]. Consequently, the amount
of hydration products (e.g., calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H), portlandite (Ca(OH)2),
calcite (CaCO3)) decreases with temperature. This is adverse to the strength gain of
stabilized soil since C-S-H is considered to be the major binding phase in hardened
cement [31–33]. After the mixture of PC and contaminated soil, when cured at 5 °C
(corresponding to the daylight temperature when practical construction), the hydration
of PC occurs slowly. However, the hydration of PC nearly terminates when cured in a
low temperature condition of −10 °C (corresponding to the low temperature at night in
field environment). Furthermore, the high concentrations of heavy metals (e.g., Zn, Pb)
in the pore water hinder hydration of PC to a far greater extent [4, 34, 35]. The coupled
effects of temperature and heavy metals on the strength development of cemented
contaminated soil are obviously demonstrated in the heavy metals leached results
(Figs. 6, 7 and 8). The immobilization efficiency of PC to heavy metals is low with the
decreased amount of hydration products.

Compared with PC, the setting time of the phosphate cement is quite short [20],
which indicates that the hydration reaction rate of the phosphate cement is relatively
higher than PC. When KMP are mixed with contaminated soil, the phosphate is dis-
solved instantaneously in the pore water to form an acidic aqueous medium, and the
process is rapid. Previous study has reported that phosphate cement can be set and
hardened within 1 h even though the temperature is −10 °C [19], indicating that the
phosphate can sufficiently dissolve at low temperature and it is verified by the leached
results (Figs. 6, 7 and 8) in our present study. Because the predominant immobilization
mechanism of heavy metals with KMP is to form insoluble bivalent metals phosphate
products (e.g., Zn3(PO4)2�2H2O, CaZn2(PO4)2�2H2O, Pb5(PO4)3F) for the Pb and Zn
contaminated clay [10], and the heavy metals will precipitate when the phosphate anion
(PO4

3+) abounds in the pore water even though at low temperature.
In the other hand, the dissolution of basic magnesia leads to the release of mag-

nesium ions into pore solution. The strong acid-base reaction in the stabilized soil
occurs, and the cementitious product of MgKPO4�6H2O is formed, as shown in the
chemical Eq. (4). However, the UCS of the KMP stabilized soil is affected by the low
temperature (as shown in Fig. 9). A possible explanation for this unexpected obser-
vation may be that the low temperature hinders the formation of MgKPO4�6H2O in
some ways. A detail transformation process is observed by the Qiao [36] and Chau
et al. [37], and the MgHPO4�7H2O and Mg2KH(PO4)2�15H2O are two reaction
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intermediates before the formation of the final product, MgKPO4�6H2O, as shown in
Eqs. (5), (6) and (7). At low temperature, the amount of the two reaction intermediates,
whose mechanic strength are relative lower than final product, is possible more than
those formed at relative high temperature. The quantitative phase analysis by XRD is
needed to be further conducted.

MgoþKH2PO4 þ 5H2O ! MgKPO4 � 6H2O ð4Þ

H2PO
�
4 þMgO + 7H2O ! MgHPO4 � 7H2O + OH� ð5Þ

2MgHPO4 � 7H2OþKþ þOH� ! Mg2KH PO4ð Þ2�15H2O ð6Þ

Mg2KH PO4ð Þ2�15H2OþKþ þOH� ! 2MgKPO4 � 6H2O + 4H2O ð7Þ

4 Conclusions

This study presents results and analyses of the strength and heavy metals leached
properties of KMP and PC stabilized soils. The influences of low-temperature and high
moisture content to reactions in the binder-contaminant-soil system are evaluated.
Based on the results of this research, the following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) The effect of low-temperature curing condition to the UCS of KMP stabilized soil
specimens is lower relative to PC stabilized soil specimens. The KMP stabilized
soil specimens with initial moisture content of 25% and cured at −10 °C can fulfill
the requirement in USEPA Guidance (� 350 kPa), while the UCS of PC stabilized
soil specimens with the same dosage content is far below the requirement.

(2) The effect of low-temperature curing condition to the heavy metals leached
concentrations of KMP stabilized soil specimens are lower relative to PC stabi-
lized soil specimens. The KMP stabilized soil specimens with initial moisture
content of 35% and cured at −10 °C can fulfill the requirement in China MEP
threshold limit; while the heavy metals leached concentrations of PC stabilized
soil specimens with the same dosage content far exceed the threshold limit.

(3) The UCS of stabilized soil decreases with increasing initial moisture content.
The UCS of KMP stabilized soil is lower than the PC stabilized soil specimen
with high initial moisture content of 35%, while the UCS of KMP stabilized soil is
higher than the PC stabilized soil with initial moisture content of 25%.
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